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Abstract

Background: Clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) form an implementation strategy that can facilitate and support health
care professionals in the care of older hospitalized patients.

Objective: Our study aims to systematically review the effects of CDSS interventions in older hospitalized patients. As a
secondary aim, we aim to summarize the implementation and design factors described in effective and ineffective interventions
and identify gaps in the current literature.

Methods: We conducted a systematic review with a search strategy combining the categories older patients, geriatric topic,
hospital, CDSS, and intervention in the databases MEDLINE, Embase, and SCOPUS. We included controlled studies, extracted
data of all reported outcomes, and potentially beneficial design and implementation factors. We structured these factors using
the Grol and Wensing Implementation of Change model, the GUIDES (Guideline Implementation with Decision Support) checklist,
and the two-stream model. The risk of bias of the included studies was assessed using the Cochrane Collaboration’s Effective
Practice and Organisation of Care risk of bias approach.

Results: Our systematic review included 18 interventions, of which 13 (72%) were effective in improving care. Among these
interventions, 8 (6 effective) focused on medication review, 8 (6 effective) on delirium, 7 (4 effective) on falls, 5 (4 effective) on
functional decline, 4 (3 effective) on discharge or aftercare, and 2 (0 effective) on pressure ulcers. In 77% (10/13) effective
interventions, the effect was based on process-related outcomes, in 15% (2/13) interventions on both process- and patient-related
outcomes, and in 8% (1/13) interventions on patient-related outcomes. The following implementation and design factors were
potentially associated with effectiveness: a priori problem or performance analyses (described in 9/13, 69% effective vs 0/5, 0%
ineffective interventions), multifaceted interventions (8/13, 62% vs 1/5, 20%), and consideration of the workflow (9/13, 69% vs
1/5, 20%).

Conclusions: CDSS interventions can improve the hospital care of older patients, mostly on process-related outcomes. We
identified 2 implementation factors and 1 design factor that were reported more frequently in articles on effective interventions.
More studies with strong designs are needed to measure the effect of CDSS on relevant patient-related outcomes, investigate
personalized (data-driven) interventions, and quantify the impact of implementation and design factors on CDSS effectiveness.

Trial Registration: PROSPERO (International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews): CRD42019124470;
https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_record.php?RecordID=124470.
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Introduction

Background
In hospitals, the number and proportion of older patients have
increased in the past years and will continue to grow in the
following years [1,2]. Hospitalization has a significant impact
on the lives of older patients. The incidence of preventable
adverse events in a hospital setting is almost twice as high in
older patients as in younger patients [3]. In addition, there is a
high prevalence of geriatric syndromes and a high risk of
functional decline and mortality in older hospitalized patients
[4,5]. Geriatric syndromes are described as “common, serious
conditions for older persons, holding substantial implications
for functioning and quality of life” [6]. In a representative cohort
investigating geriatric syndromes in older patients from 3 acute
care hospitals, the prevalence of bladder incontinence was 37%,
5% for pressure ulcers, and 18% for delirium [4]. Furthermore,
6% of the patients suffered from one or more falls during the
hospital stay [4]. Geriatric syndromes, involvement of multiple
health care professionals, and difficulties in communicating
with patients complicate hospital care.

Clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) can facilitate and
support health professionals in the complex care of older
hospitalized patients. CDSSs have the potential to transfer
knowledge from guidelines to physicians, pharmacists, and
nurses or experts to all hospital physicians, for example, from
geriatricians to other specialties. Furthermore, CDSSs can
support the implementation of advice in hospital practice by
structuring information from different departments or
performing calculations [7]. Our previous work indicated that
there are several areas where a CDSS is perceived as having
the potential to improve geriatric care in the hospital, including
falls and delirium [8]. To date, systematic reviews of CDSS for
the care of older patients have focused solely on medication
and not on other aspects of care [9-11].

Systematic reviews of CDSS interventions, not specifically for
older patients, have identified factors that could be associated
with CDSS effectiveness, such as providing patient-specific
advice [12,13]. Evidence for these factors is low, and further
trials are needed to conclude which factors improve
effectiveness [13]. A CDSS supporting health care professionals
in geriatric care may differ and be more difficult to design and
implement because of the complexity of care and the need for
hospital-wide interventions. However, the implementation and
design factors influencing the effect of CDSS interventions to
improve geriatric care have not been studied in a systematic
review.

Objectives
Our study aims to systematically review the effect of CDSS
interventions on common problems in the care of older
hospitalized patients. The secondary aim is to summarize the
implementation and design factors described in the effective or

ineffective interventions and identify gaps in the current
literature.

Methods

Protocol
The protocol of our systematic review was registered and
published on the website of the PROSPERO (International
Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews) with the
registration number CRD42019124470. Multimedia Appendix
1 contains the completed PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items
for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) checklist [14].

Search Strategy
A search strategy combining the categories older patients,
geriatric topic, hospital, CDSS, and intervention was designed
and adapted for the databases MEDLINE (via Ovid), Embase
(via Ovid), and SCOPUS. The search strategy was based on
keywords, medical subject headings, and text words. The search
was conducted until April 15, 2020. The full search strategy is
shown in Multimedia Appendix 2. Duplicates in the search were
detected and deleted in EndNote X9 (Clarivate Analytics), 2019
[15]. In addition, we screened the references of the included
studies for missing articles.

Study Selection
Using a checklist with prespecified eligibility criteria, 2
researchers (BADV and SGR) screened articles for inclusion.
These criteria were piloted in the first 200 articles and
subsequently adjusted, if necessary. Title and abstract screening
was performed using Rayyan [16]. The eligibility criteria were
(1) intervention with CDSS, (2) geriatric topic in the care of
hospitalized patients aged 65 years or older, (3) evaluation in
a controlled trial (including before-after and other
quasi-experimental designs), and (4) peer-reviewed journal
paper in English. We required that the eligibility criteria were
met on the basis of the abstract.

For CDSS, we used the definition of Musen et al [17] of “any
computer program designed to help health care professionals
to make clinical decisions.” The geriatric topics were derived
from our previous study [8], in which we determined which
areas of geriatric care CDSS can potentially improve the care
of hospitalized older patients and, in addition, the work of
Inouye et al [6] describing 5 common geriatric syndromes. The
topics included were pressure ulcers, incontinence, falls,
functional decline, delirium, medication review, communication
with the patient (at discharge), planning (in the hospital), and
(communication and collaboration between health care
professionals at) discharge and aftercare. For medication review,
we used the definition of the Pharmaceutical Care Network
Europe, “Medication review is a structured evaluation of a
patient’s medicines with the aim of optimising medicines use
and improving health outcomes.” This definition entails
detecting drug-related problems and recommending
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interventions [18]. The geriatric topics had to be part of the
inclusion criteria, the aim, or the outcomes of the study.

Data Extraction and Risk of Bias Assessment

Overview
Two researchers (BADV and SGR) individually conducted data
extraction and risk of bias assessment. We used a data extraction
form for data extraction. The form was tested on 2 papers and
adjusted as required. If an article referred to another article
describing the development or implementation of the
intervention, data from this additional article were also extracted.
The risk of bias of the included studies was assessed using
Cochrane Collaboration’s Effective Practice and Organisation
of Care (EPOC) risk of bias approach [19]. We extracted all
reported outcomes from the included articles: process-related,
patient-related, and cost outcomes. Patient-related outcomes
could be either clinical or patient-derived outcomes [20]. We
extracted data on outcomes measured in both the control and
intervention groups. Each step of the inclusion process—data
extraction, structuring and mapping of the implementation and
design factors, and risk of bias assessment—was conducted
independently by 2 researchers (BADV and SGR), and the
results were compared. Disagreements were discussed until
agreement was achieved and, if necessary, resolved by a third
researcher (SM).

Effectiveness of the Interventions
We used a definition of effectiveness that was previously used
in the literature [12]. Interventions were considered effective
when the prespecified primary outcome, ≥50% of the
prespecified primary outcomes, or, if a primary outcome was
not defined, ≥50% of the prespecified outcomes showed
significant (P<.05) improvement [12]. If an intervention was
described in more than one article, the outcomes from all articles
assessing the intervention were used to define the effectiveness.

Implementation and Design Factors
We extracted data on implementation and design factors. The
implementation factors were classified according to the Grol

and Wensing Implementation of Change model [21].
Implementation is defined as “a planned process and systematic
introduction of innovations and/or changes of proven value”
[21]. The model describes the steps for improving patient care
with an intervention and summarizes the implementation
literature. We extracted any activities that the authors described,
which fit one or more steps in this model. Step 4 in this model
is the selection of an implementation strategy. To define
implementation strategies, we used the classification of
implementation strategies in the EPOC taxonomy [22].
Implementation strategies (such as a CDSS or audit and
feedback) that fit into the EPOC classification were also
extracted from the included studies.

Design factors were classified according to the GUIDES
(Guideline Implementation with Decision Support) checklist
and the two-stream model [23,24]. The GUIDES checklist is a
tool to support the development of successful CDSS and
describes 4 groups: content, context, system, and implementation
of the CDSS (eg, appropriateness of the information about
CDSSs to users). The two-stream model contains elements
describing factors that can potentially influence the success of
a CDSS. We categorized the two-stream model elements into
the 4 groups of the GUIDES checklist to obtain a complete
picture of the potential design factors.

Data Synthesis
We conducted a narrative synthesis and counted which
implementation and design factors were described in more
effective interventions than ineffective interventions.

Results

Search Results
A total of 2392 articles were identified in the search. Figure 1
shows the PRISMA flow diagram with the number of articles
excluded after each screening step and the reasons for excluding
the full-text articles. A total of 22 articles were eligible for
inclusion in our systematic review.
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Figure 1. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flow diagram of search results. CDSS: Clinical Decision
Support Systems.

Characteristics of Included Studies
All the characteristics of the included articles are shown in
Multimedia Appendix 3 [25-46]. The 22 articles described
interventions performed in 5 countries: 12 studies in the United
States, 5 in Canada, 3 in Ireland, 1 in Italy, and 1 in France.

In total, 18 different CDSS interventions were described in the
22 included articles (Multimedia Appendix 4). A CDSS
intervention was described in 3 articles: 1 article compared
prescriptions at admission and discharge of the intervention
group, 1 article described the main randomized controlled trial
(RCT), and 1 article described the cost-effectiveness of the RCT
[25-27]. Another CDSS intervention was described in 2 articles:
1 article evaluated the implementation at the initial site, and 1
article evaluated the implementation at 4 sites [28,29]. Finally,
1 CDSS intervention was linked in 2 articles: 1 article described
a subgroup analysis of the earlier RCT [30,31].

Different study designs were selected to evaluate the
interventions; 1 article used a cluster-randomized study, 7
articles used an RCT design, 1 article used a stepped wedge
trial design, 2 articles used an interrupted time series design,
and 11 articles used a before-after design. All RCTs had a
registration of a protocol [27,30-34].

Risk of Bias Assessment
Multimedia Appendix 5 [25-46] shows the results of the risk
of bias assessment. In 4 of the 22 articles, all suggested risk of
bias criteria were categorized as low or unclear [32,35-37].
Other articles had 1 or more high risks for bias
[25-31,33,34,38-46]. We did not find descriptions of the amount
of missing data or how missing data were handled in any of the
articles. All 7 RCTs had a high or unclear risk for protection
against contamination [27,30-34]. The most frequent source of
bias was “flawed or absent random sequence generation,”
present in 14 studies [25-29,38-46]. This was mainly because
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of studies with a nonrandomized design (eg, before-after
studies).

Effectiveness, Outcomes, and Geriatric Topic
In total, 72% (13/18) of interventions were effective in
improving care, mainly with regard to process-related outcomes
[25,27-29,32,34,35,37,39-42,44-46]. In 77% (10/13) of effective
interventions, the effect was based on process-related outcomes,
in 15% (2/13) of interventions on both process and
patient-related outcomes, and in 8% (1/13) interventions on
patient-related outcomes. In 60% (3/5) ineffective interventions,
the results were based on both process and patient-related
outcomes, in 20% (1/5) of interventions on patient-related
outcomes and in 20% (1/5) interventions significance was not
calculated; according to the definition we adopted in our review,
this intervention was considered ineffective.

Of the 18 interventions, 8 (44%; 6 effective) focused on
medication review, 8 (44%; 6 effective) on delirium, 7 (39%;
4 effective) on falls, 5 (28%; 4 effective) on functional decline,
4 (22%; 3 effective) on discharge or aftercare, and 2 (11%; 0
effective) on pressure ulcers. None of the interventions focused
on incontinence, planning, or communication with patients at
discharge. Part of the interventions on falls (3/7, 43%) and
delirium (3/8, 38%) focused on improving drug prescription
and not on other risk factors. For discharge, 2 of 4 interventions
focused on (and succeeded in) improving prescriptions at
emergency department discharge [28,29,32].

We grouped the 81 different outcomes into 6 groups: medication
(35), location or duration (11), prevention of geriatric conditions
(20), prevalence of geriatric conditions (10), survival (3), and
costs (2). Outcomes in the medication and prevention of geriatric
conditions groups were mostly process-related. Outcomes in
the groups of prevalence of geriatric conditions and survival
were mostly patient-related.

Patient-related outcome length of stay was measured in 10
interventions, none of which were primary outcomes, and none
of them showed a significant improvement
[26,30,31,34,36,38-44]. The 5 interventions measuring 30-day
readmission also failed to show an effect on this outcome
[30,33,34,39,43]. Other outcomes that did not show an effect
in the included studies were survival and cost outcomes,
delirium, and orders for consultation [26,30,31,34,36,39-41].

Patient-related outcomes that showed a statistically significant
improvement (P=.04) were falls, adverse drug reactions, and
discharged home (percentage of patients who went home after
discharge). Falls or fall rates were measured in 6 interventions
and significantly reduced in 2 (primary outcome in 1)
[30,36-38,41,42]. Adverse drug reactions or adverse drug events
were measured in 2 interventions and significantly reduced in
1 (primary outcome) [26,27,45]. Discharged home was measured
in 2 interventions and significantly improved in 1 (no primary
outcomes) [30,31,39].

Implementation Factors
Articles about effective interventions described more often an
a priori problem or performance analyses and/or included more
often multifaceted interventions than articles about ineffective

interventions. As Multimedia Appendix 4 shows, in 69% (9/13)
effective interventions and 0% (0/5) ineffective interventions,
a priori problem or performance analyses were conducted
before implementation [28,29,32,34,35,37,39,40,44,45]. This
was done by reviewing prescribing data, investigating barriers
and facilitators, mapping the use of computerized physician
order entry, or describing care before implementation. In total,
62% (8/13) effective interventions and 20% (1/5) ineffective
interventions were multifaceted interventions implying that the
intervention had more than one implementation strategy
[25-29,34,35,39-41,43,44].

Multimedia Appendix 6 [25-46] shows all implementation and
design factors per included article based on the Grol and
Wensing Implementation of Change model, the GUIDES
checklist, and the two-stream model. None of the included
interventions described all 7 steps of the Grol and Wensing
Implementation of Change model. All interventions reported
an implementation strategy (step 4 in the model). All
interventions described a CDSS, which is included in the
implementation strategy reminder. Aside from reminder, the
multifaceted interventions used varying strategies: 8
interventions described an educational strategy (7 effective), 2
audit and feedback (2 effective), 2 practice and setting (2
effective), 2 organizational culture (1 effective), and 1 local
consensus processes (1 effective).

CDSS Design Factors
Articles of effective interventions described only 1 design factor
more frequently than articles of ineffective interventions:
consideration of the workflow. The workflow before
implementation was described or considered in the CDSS
development in 69% (9/13) effective interventions and 20%
(1/5) ineffective interventions [25-29,32,36,37,39-42].

The other design factors are shown in Multimedia Appendix 6.
Almost all studies described the clinical knowledge of CDSS.
None of the studies described clinical knowledge based on
prediction models or machine learning. Clinical knowledge was
mostly based on the Beers criteria, STOPP (Screening Tool of
Older Persons’ Prescriptions)/START (Screening Tool to Alert
to Right Treatment) criteria, experts, guidelines, or scientific
literature [47-51]. In 11 interventions (8 effective), a
multidisciplinary team with geriatricians and pharmacists was
involved in selecting the clinical knowledge of the CDSS
[25-29,32-35,40,42,43,45].

Overall, the presentation of the CDSSs varied and included 6
patient-specific reports (4 effective), 1 in-basket message (0
effective), 7 (non) interruptive alerts (5 effective), 2 default
doses in computerized physician order entry (2 effective), and
6 (dynamic) order sets (5 effective). Only 5 interventions, of
which 2 were effective, described the use of patient data from
multiple parts of the patient record or multiple sources
[33,34,43,45,46]. For medication review, 6 of 8 interventions
described CDSSs built as stand-alone systems and therefore not
integrated into the electronic health record
[25-27,34,35,38,45,46]. The users of the systems were
physicians in 9 interventions (7 effective), pharmacists in 6
interventions (5 effective), and nurses in 4 interventions (3
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effective). Only 3 studies described a CDSS for multiple
specialists [40,43-45].

Discussion

Principal Findings
In our systematic review, we found 22 articles describing 18
different CDSS interventions for the care of older hospitalized
patients evaluated in controlled trials (including before-after
and other quasi-experimental designs). These CDSS
interventions focused on medication review, falls, delirium,
discharge or aftercare, functional decline, and pressure ulcers.
In total, 72% (13/18) of the included CDSS interventions
effectively improved geriatric care, mainly concerning
process-related outcomes. Two implementation factors—a priori
problem or performance analyses and multifaceted
interventions—and 1 design factor—consideration of the
workflow—were described in more articles of effective
interventions than ineffective ones. These factors are potentially
associated with effectiveness; however, more trials are needed
to quantify their impact or assess whether this association is
causal in nature. No factors potentially associated with
ineffectiveness were identified. We did not find any CDSS
interventions for three geriatric problems: incontinence,
planning, or communication with patients at discharge. The
included interventions had limited effectiveness on patient
outcomes. Furthermore, we found no data-driven CDSS in our
systematic review.

Most of the 18 included interventions focused on medication
review, delirium, and falls. We did not find any CDSS
interventions for incontinence, planning, or communication
with patients at discharge, and none of the CDSS interventions
effectively improved care for pressure ulcers. Of the 8
interventions on medication review, 6 (75%) showed an
improvement in prescribing for geriatric patients. This finding
aligns with previous systematic reviews, which also stated that
computerized support could improve prescribing for older
patients [9-11]. For delirium and falls, 75% (6/8) of CDSS
interventions improved care for delirium and 57% (4/7) for falls.
Our review is the first to assess the effect of CDSS interventions
on these common geriatric syndromes in older patients. Notably,
even though these geriatric syndromes are multifactorial, almost
half of the interventions for falls and delirium addressed only
a single risk factor.

We found only 3 factors—2 implementation factors and 1 design
factor, which were described in more articles about effective
interventions than ineffective ones. In contrast to previously
published reviews, no other design factors were identified in
our study [12,13]. This could be because of the relatively small
number of published CDSS interventions assessing the effect
on geriatric care in a controlled trial; 2 of the 3 factors identified
in our review were described in previous literature. In line with
best practices in implementation science, a priori analysis of
problems and actual performance was described more often in
studies with positive outcomes [21]. The second approach,
incorporating CDSS within the workflow, is in accordance with
best practices as well [52-54]. However, for the third factor, the
literature is inconsistent. We found a potential positive effect

of multifaceted interventions. In the implementation science
literature, it is not clear whether multifaceted interventions are
more effective than single interventions [55]. For falls,
previously published systematic reviews also showed
inconsistent results from multifaceted interventions, not
specifically with CDSS, in hospitals [56,57].

Scientific literature in geriatrics often has a lower level of
evidence because of heterogeneous patient characteristics and
the underrepresentation of older patients in clinical trials [58].
Consequently, the clinical knowledge underlying CDSS has a
lower level of evidence. The quality of clinical knowledge is
important for the impact of the CDSS [59]. For the uptake and
acceptance of CDSS in geriatric care, evaluation studies would
preferably include patient outcomes not only to contribute to
evidence on the effectiveness of the system but also to contribute
evidence for the clinical knowledge. Our results showed that
patient-related outcomes rarely significantly improved. This
can be partly explained by the fact that only 3 interventions
were evaluated with a patient-related outcome as the primary
outcome, study sample sizes were too small to assess patient
outcomes, and/or the choice of patient-related outcomes. In our
systematic review, general patient-related outcomes such as
length of stay and 30-day readmission did not improve; however,
specific patient-related outcomes such as falls and adverse drug
events were improved in some of the studies. A paper describing
a framework for study designs in patent safety science stated
that a common problem is that general patient-related outcomes
can be influenced by factors other than the intervention [20].
Other systematic reviews of CDSSs also found sparse evidence
for the association of CDSS with patient outcomes [9,12,60,61].
Two systematic reviews mentioned possible reasons: short
duration of studies and logistics difficulties measuring the direct
effect on patient outcomes and conducting RCTs for CDSS
interventions [12,61]. On the contrary, a systematic review of
CDSS for inpatients did find an effect on patient-related
outcomes [59]. Future studies in geriatric CDSS should include
a large enough sample size and duration and select appropriate
outcomes directly influenced by the intervention to show
significant effects on patient-related outcomes.

In our review, none of the clinical knowledge of the included
CDSSs was data-driven; for example, it was based on prediction
models or machine learning. Data-driven methods typically
analyze large and complex data sets and are promising for CDSS
[62,63]. However, evidence of the effectiveness of data-driven
CDSS is thus far limited [63]. Challenges for data-driven CDSS
include having the models as black boxes that hamper users’
understanding of the clinical knowledge underlying CDSS [62].
An example of an effective data-driven CDSS without a black
box is described in the study by Cho et al [64]. In this study,
not specifically focused on older patients and therefore not
included in our systematic review, a CDSS for pressure ulcers
was developed with a Bayesian Network model and linked to
the hospital electronic health record. The CDSS effectively
reduced the prevalence of pressure ulcers and intensive care
unit length of stay [64]. More studies are needed to explore the
possibilities of data-driven CDSS for complex populations, such
as older hospitalized patients.
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The EPOC tool was used to assess the risk of bias in all studies.
Nonrandomized study designs (eg, before-after studies) already
have a high risk of bias because of their study design. Therefore,
the overall bias of the included studies was high, except for 4
studies. Future evaluation studies should use randomized designs
where possible or high-quality, nonrandomized designs, such
as time series.

Strengths and Limitations
Our systematic review is the first to provide an overview of the
effect of CDSSs in improving care for various common geriatric
problems in hospital care for older patients. It is complementary
to previously published articles on CDSS for prescribing in this
population [9]. CDSSs targeting aspects of care other than
medication have not been previously studied in a systematic
review. A strength of our study is that we incorporated
implementation and design factors in the analysis to contribute
to the understanding of CDSS effectiveness in this population.
We used previous literature on geriatric care, implementation
science, and CDSS to select geriatric topics and structure the
implementation and design factors. Another strength of this
study is that we used a broad and comprehensive search strategy,
including checking the references of the studies. We chose to
include all controlled studies; both RCTs and quasi-experimental
studies. RCTs are generally considered the highest level of
evidence; however, an RCT is often not practical in a CDSS
implementation because of contamination issues. Thus, our
choice to include other study designs provides a more
representative picture of studies conducted with CDSSs.

A limitation of our study is that the included studies and
extracted outcomes are heterogeneous and, therefore, not
sufficiently comparable for quantitative analysis. More
intervention studies are needed to quantify the effects on specific
geriatric problems and investigate potential influencing factors

on the effectiveness of these CDSS interventions.
Implementation and design factors not described in the articles
were not included in the analysis, which may have led to the
underrepresentation of these factors. Furthermore, 2 of the 18
included CDSS interventions used almost the same
implementation strategy in the same hospital, but at different
periods and with a different CDSS design: the first intervention
had a manual entry and the second was automatic [34,35]. Our
results can be affected by publication bias because, especially
with weaker study designs, studies showing an effect are more
likely to be published. The inclusion and data extraction
processes were performed by 2 individual researchers to
minimize potential bias.

Conclusions
In conclusion, our systematic review shows that CDSS
interventions have the potential to improve the hospital care of
older patients. In total, 72% (13/18) of the included interventions
were effective (mostly on process outcomes). Two
implementation factors—a priori problem or performance
analyses and multifaceted interventions—and 1 design
factor—consideration of the workflow—were reported more
frequently in articles of effective interventions. However, more
studies are needed to assess the impact of a CDSS intervention
on care for older hospitalized patients. Future studies should
use a strong study design, such as a randomized trial or
interrupted time series. RCTs are often challenging in CDSS
research because of the risk of contamination and technical
issues in randomizing the intervention. Furthermore, future
studies should include a large enough sample size and duration
and select specific patient-related outcomes directly affected
by the intervention. Future studies should assess the effect on
geriatric conditions, quantify the impact of implementation and
design factors on CDSS effectiveness, and investigate the
potential of personalized (data-driven) interventions.
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Abstract

The global and national response to the COVID-19 pandemic has been inadequate due to a collective lack of preparation and a
shortage of available tools for responding to a large-scale pandemic. By applying lessons learned to create better preventative
methods and speedier interventions, the harm of a future pandemic may be dramatically reduced. One potential measure is the
widespread use of contact tracing apps. While such apps were designed to combat the COVID-19 pandemic, the time scale in
which these apps were deployed proved a significant barrier to efficacy. Many companies and governments sprinted to deploy
contact tracing apps that were not properly vetted for performance, privacy, or security issues. The hasty development of incomplete
contact tracing apps undermined public trust and negatively influenced perceptions of app efficacy. As a result, many of these
apps had poor voluntary public uptake, which greatly decreased the apps’ efficacy. Now, with lessons learned from this pandemic,
groups can better design and test apps in preparation for the future. In this viewpoint, we outline common strategies employed
for contact tracing apps, detail the successes and shortcomings of several prominent apps, and describe lessons learned that may
be used to shape effective contact tracing apps for the present and future. Future app designers can keep these lessons in mind to
create a version that is suitable for their local culture, especially with regard to local attitudes toward privacy-utility tradeoffs
during public health crises.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e27449)   doi:10.2196/27449
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Introduction

At the end of 2019, a novel coronavirus was determined to be
associated with a group of pneumonia cases in Wuhan, China.
In 2020, this novel coronavirus spread rapidly throughout China
and the globe, prompting the World Health Organization to
name the disease COVID-19 and the virus associated with the
disease SARS-CoV-2 [1]. By October 2020, the COVID-19

pandemic had resulted in over 200,000 deaths in the United
States [2] and over 1,000,000 deaths globally [3].

Strategies to monitor and control the spread of COVID-19 have
hinged around a combination of traditional and nontraditional
strategies, including rapid testing, self-quarantine, and contact
tracing. Contact tracing has formed a key component of the
plans to control the spread of infectious diseases in recent years,
yielding a wealth of literature concerning its importance and
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efficacy. Contact tracing traditionally involves interviewing
infected individuals and following up with any close contacts
to communicate increased risk due to exposure and provide
information and strategies related to that risk [1]. Alongside
face-to-face contact tracing, various digital strategies have been
employed to mediate this process and increase efficacy,
including the introduction of a wide variety of contact tracing
apps. In an article modeling the efficacy of contact tracing for
Ebola, Browne et al [4] identified and examined key
epidemiological parameters that impact the efficacy of contact
tracing, including incubation period, infectious period, and
monitoring protocols. During recent Ebola outbreaks, contact
tracing apps developed in Guinea and Sierra Leone have
provided a means for contact tracers to increase the speed and
accuracy of contact tracing and efficient centralization of
real-time data, as well as the coordination of resources and
interventions [5,6]. These studies suggest that technology may
play a key role in increasing the efficacy and timeliness of
contact tracing. In contrast to the studies above, which placed
technology in the hands of contact tracers, most strategies for
COVID-19 contact tracing implementations use available
smartphone technology to actively monitor risk for users in the
general population.

A study by Ferretti et al [7] modeled the use of contact tracing
apps and concluded that widespread use of these apps could be
used alongside strategies such as widespread testing and physical
distancing to suppress the pandemic successfully. This model
suggests that contact tracing apps could allow greater freedom
of movement, but low app adoption or incorrect usage could
lead to continued spread. Similarly, models developed by
Yasaka et al [8] determined that although some disease
suppression could be seen with 25% adoption of their app,
higher population uptake (75%) would be required for more
substantial reductions of the infection curve. A primary concern,
therefore, in determining the potential efficacy of a contact

tracing app is the number of people using the app and the
efficiency and accuracy of its information distribution. Rowe
[9] outlined three conditions necessary for the success of a
contact tracing app: (1) correctness of information including
diagnosis, (2) high likelihood of smartphone presence during
contact, and (3) a high proportion of people using the app. As
a result of the myriad technological changes that have occurred
in recent years, utilizing digital technology to perform contact
tracing is both a truly promising solution and an unprecedented
problem. Therefore, extracting lessons from the current
pandemic and the role technology can play will serve as crucial
components to optimizing public health strategies during current
circumstances and future outbreaks.

There has been a wide variety of COVID-19 contact tracing
app reviews published over the course of the pandemic across
a range of subjects, including technical analysis [10,11], privacy
concerns [12-14], and ethics [15-18], each of which present
valuable information on a specific aspect of digital contact
tracing. This viewpoint is designed to combine information
from across the expanding COVID-19 digital contact tracing
literature and address key considerations that must be taken into
account for developing and refining future contact tracing app
design. This paper aims to accomplish this goal by providing
background on common strategies for app-based contact tracing,
discussing the advantages and limitations of several prominent
COVID-19 contact tracing apps, and elucidating the privacy
and nonprivacy concerns that have affected their adoption and
reliability during the COVID-19 pandemic. Table 1 summarizes
the key points of each section. This paper is intended as a
hermeneutic literature review, with analysis that provides a
specific viewpoint on the subject at hand. As such, a literature
review was conducted over the course of July 2020 to March
2021 via PubMed and Google Scholar using terms including
COVID-19, contact tracing app, and digital contact tracing, etc.
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Table 1. Key considerations for the design of contact tracing apps, including those that relate to structure, technology, adoption requirements, and
privacy.

ConsiderationsApp characteristic

CentralizedApp structure

• Generated user data stored or managed in a central server
• Direct oversight of user data

Decentralized

• Generated user data stored or managed on user devices
• User privacy and security advantages

GPS and location-based trackingApp technology

• Additional potential for privacy concerns
• Higher noise compared to Bluetooth
• May be paired with proximity-based tracing for increased accuracy

Bluetooth and proximity-based tracing

• Fewer privacy concerns, particularly when paired with a decentralized structure
• High noise—signal attenuation and accuracy issues due to environmental signal absorption and reflection

MandatoryAdoption requirements

• May be viewed as a privacy violation
• Higher adoption rates may increase the accuracy and efficacy of the app

Opt-in

• Voluntary use with specific permissions to address privacy concerns
• May have lower adoption rates that decrease the accuracy and efficacy of the app

Privacy • An app should offer privacy from other users, the app manager, and snoopers
• The privacy-utility tradeoff of an app must be shaped around the local cultural attitudes
• Privacy and security have been repeatedly stated as primary concerns for app users: successful apps should adopt

a privacy-by-design structure

Other • An app should be easy to use and reduce user fatigue
• Battery drainage, interference with other medical apps, and incompatibility with some phone models have proved

to be barriers for successful global deployment of some contact tracing apps
• Users must be encouraged to follow all other precautions to limit the spread of disease (ie, recommendations from

public health authorities like mask wearing and physical distancing)

Key Considerations in App Design and
Categories

In this section, we outline some of the common considerations
for developing contact tracing apps, namely strategies and
technologies employed. We discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of each of these strategies, particularly with regard
to efficacy and frequency of use of contact tracing apps globally.

App Parameterization Using Epidemiological Data or
Disease and User Characteristics
When developing new apps for contact tracing, several factors
must be accounted for within algorithms and interfaces to ensure
accurate information and notifications for all parties involved.
For instance, rates and types of transmission must be
incorporated into the app design in order to determine the
number and time frame of contacts that must be notified and
tracked. The basic reproduction number (R0) accounts for
baseline disease transmissibility without immunity from
exposure or vaccination or any intervention to prevent
transmission [19]. Transmission for COVID-19 falls into the
categories of symptomatic, presymptomatic, asymptomatic, and

environmental transmission [7]. Contact tracing generally most
accurately accounts for symptomatic and presymptomatic
transmission, as asymptomatic and environmental transmission
may not be readily identifiable. However, when contact tracing
is paired with large-scale community testing, there is an
enhanced ability to model transmissibility, accounting more
accurately for asymptomatic and environmental transmission.

Incubation and infection times must also be taken into account
to narrow time windows over which contacts should be
identified for potential exposure. For COVID-19, the average
time to symptom development is 5.1 days, with 99% of
symptomatic cases displaying symptoms by 14 days [20]. In a
study of infectiousness profiles for COVID-19 infector-infectee
transmission pairs, the highest viral load was observed at
symptom onset, translating to increased transmission risk [21].
However, 44% of secondary cases developed as a result of
exposure during the index patient’s presymptomatic stage,
allowing COVID-19 to spread rapidly and highlighting a
heightened risk when the perceived threat is low. Indeed, the
disease’s highest transmissibility has been reported to be before
or immediately after symptom development [22]. Therefore,
when modeling the timescale over which a patient may have
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been infectious, contact tracing apps must account for possible
transmission up to 2 weeks before symptom development or a
positive test result for asymptomatic carriers. With the
incorporated passive observation of individual location or
contacts, this strategy may help to account and partially
compensate for diagnosis delay, which was observed to lead to
increased spread, particularly as communities developed and
launched containment strategies early in the pandemic [23].
These parameters are essential in initial app development and
determining individual risk but should also be considered when
determining the amount of time necessary for data storage,
particularly given the privacy concerns voiced over the
long-term collection of location and health data [14].

Additionally, some thought should be given to the direction of
contact tracing with the collected data. Forward tracing, used
almost exclusively within current contact tracing apps, works
forward from a current positive diagnosis to identify the
contacts, particularly during peak infectiousness, who are now
at risk of contracting the disease [24]. Backward tracing,
however, works back from the current diagnosis to identify the
secondary origin of transmission and find additional contacts
who are now at risk of having the disease [24,25]. This method
of tracing seeks to find the source of an outbreak and has been
successful at identifying clusters around an individual known
to be contagious. For instance, backward tracing was used to
identify clusters and prevent further community spread of
COVID-19 in both Japan and Singapore early in the pandemic
[24,26]. Likewise, combining these techniques in bidirectional
tracing has been shown to be particularly important with a long
incubation period, with models showing a 2-fold reduction in
effective reproduction number versus forward contact tracing
alone [24]. Currently, most contact tracing apps exclusively use
forward contact tracing, which fails to take advantage of the
full range of data available. Digital tracing allows for easier
extension of the tracing window in a bidirectional manner
because there is no need to rely on patients’memories. However,
if app usage is not high enough within a local population, digital
tracing in either direction may be disrupted by network
fragmentation and insufficient data [24]. Therefore, in addition
to the epidemiological data necessary for app parameterization,
due diligence must be given to increasing app usage numbers
to increase the efficiency of a particular strategy, even those
shown successful in manual tracing and modeling.

When developing app parameterization and settling on
technological strategies and techniques for implementation such
as those discussed below, app developers must ultimately choose
strategies that result in the highest efficacy and accuracy. This
strategizing must consider in particular app false positive and
false negative rates for the app. False positives (type I error),
referring to users incorrectly notified of increased exposure risk,
can put undue strain on health care infrastructure by increasing
demand for testing, result in increased levels of highly
negatively impactful enforced quarantine, and decrease app
utility by decreasing user attentiveness to app notifications
[10,27]. False negatives (type II error), conversely, refer to
individuals who have had close contact and are at high risk but
are not identified by the contact tracing app, which may be the
result of low app sensitivity or improper tracing [10]. These

high-risk individuals are ignorant of their risk and may contract
the disease and spread it further in the community. The best
policies and parameters based on this reasoning seek to minimize
false negatives first, as these will result in further untracked
community spread. These strategies, however, will likely result
in a high number of false positives due to prioritization of
high-sensitivity, low-specificity methods [27-29].

False positives may result through a variety of means, but initial
planning to prevent false positives must begin with the technical
strategy chosen and the policy-based design of initial parameters.
The definition of close contact (6 feet or 2 meters, 15 minutes)
most commonly put forward by public health entities has been
argued to be too coarse for mass tracing, as evidenced by the
high number of false positives seen with manual contact tracing
and that this definition has resulted in decreased accuracy with
digital contact tracing as well [27,28]. Likewise, as will be
discussed further below, the technical strategies employed, such
as GPS or Bluetooth, will directly impact the accuracy and
efficacy of an app [11,30]. Signal strength and duration
selections for the app, as well as firmware and software
compatibility with the app and other users’ devices, will play
a role [27]. These considerations make it imperative that apps
undergo significant real-world testing to determine efficacy,
data from which has not yet been revealed for most available
COVID-19 contact tracing apps.

Centralized Versus Decentralized Architecture
The decision to utilize a centralized, decentralized, or hybrid
overall structure or strategy is a key initial consideration when
designing and implementing contact tracing apps and requires
balancing privacy, security, and efficacy concerns. Centralized
apps use strategies that employ a main server for data storage
and analysis. Conversely, decentralized apps feature data storage
that is distributed across the user network, with no individual
entity having complete control or information access [31]. A
hybrid architecture may have a component of both approaches,
with some information handled on individual devices with a
central server analyzing data and sending notifications. Contact
tracing apps using each of these architectures have been
employed for COVID-19, with the choice of structure highly
dependent on government and cultural norms in the region of
use and the needs of public health officials.

A centralized contact tracing app architecture may require
significant trust in the beneficence of government investment
and national or regional data infrastructure. In a centralized
approach employing technology like Bluetooth LE, for example,
a trusted third party (TTP) such as a government or public health
entity may assign users an encrypted identifier that is
broadcasted during app use [32]. These encrypted identifiers
are broadcast to other users, with apps storing identifier lists
that may be sent to the main TTP server in the event of a positive
diagnosis. Then, users who appear on this list will receive
notification of risk from the TTP through their app. Some
notable examples of COVID-19 contact tracing apps with a
centralized architecture include Singapore’s TraceTogether and
China’s Health Code apps [33,34].

Conversely, decentralized architectures remove the role of data
accumulation and analysis from a central server and instead
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place these functionalities on user devices. Anonymous user
identifiers are generated as random seeds with a short lifetime
(chirps) that are exchanged with other user devices. Upon a
positive diagnosis, a user may upload seeds and accompanying
temporal data to a central server. By analyzing seeds and
temporal data from positive users on the central server, exposure
notifications are generated on user devices. In this way, the
central server does not serve as the primary driver of risk
assessment, nor, due to the anonymized or pseudoanonymized
nature of seeds and chirps, can identifying details be derived
from information available on the central server [10]. There has
been a significant shift in interest toward decentralized or hybrid
app architectures in recent years for privacy and security
reasons, with a model focused on location privacy also
indicating lower data retrieval times compared to centralized
architectures [35]. Centralized approaches may be at risk of a
variety of privacy and security attacks, including
deanonymization of personal data through direct breaches of
the main server. Likewise, decentralized app structures may
also yield privacy and security concerns. For example, while
Bluetooth LE and other technologies that have been applied in
decentralized structures may record proximity-based data instead
of positional data, personal medical information may be
extrapolated via a linkage attack that uses data concerning
specific, close contact notifications and known positional
information from other devices to determine disease status, as
explored by Bengio et al [12] in an excellent recent review of
security concerns for decentralized app designs. Therefore, the
decision to utilize a centralized versus decentralized app strategy
centers on tradeoffs between culturally specific privacy concerns
and structural trust needed for high population uptake as well
as security concerns.

Additional security measures can and should be developed for
both centralized and decentralized structures. Alongside
encryption and anonymization techniques, blockchain
technology has been suggested as a tool for increasing security
and data privacy, particularly for decentralized strategies.
Blockchain technologies seek to decentralize data by duplicating
and distributing information across a global computer systems
network, making it difficult to spoof or manipulate data within
these distributed databases [36]. Xu et al [37] have developed
a blockchain method called BeepTrace, designed as a bridge
between users and central servers that reduces the vulnerability
of sensitive data such as user identification and location, with
the ability to predetermine and regulate the length of data
storage. This proposed blockchain would also allow for public
accountability of governments and corporations via transparency
and ease of information verification, as in the case of
manipulated efficacy data. However, in practical
implementation, strategies would require refinement to reduce
the intensive computational requirement for large populations,
particularly dense populations such as in India and China.

Location- and Proximity-Based Tracking

GPS
GPS and global information systems (GIS) are routinely used
for large-scale disease monitoring and predicting disease spread,
as seen with features such as Google Flu Trends, which have

been used to predict the spread of seasonal flu in the United
States [38]. Similarly, for COVID-19, online macroscale
tracking systems were developed early in the pandemic to allow
for up-to-date information on the global and regional spread of
the virus. The timely updates of these online GIS and mapping
dashboards, including the Johns Hopkins University Center for
Systems Science and Engineering dashboard and Who Health
Organization Dashboard, provided a means of data sharing
concerning outbreak events for the public [39].

Alongside macroscale information, GPS and GIS technology
may be employed for individual contact tracing via GPS and
social media mapping. The ubiquitous use of GPS-enabled
smartphones in many regions of the world provides an
opportunity to collect spatiotemporal trajectory data for
individuals. One example of this is the STRONG
(Spatiotemporal Reporting Over Network and GPS) strategy,
proposed and published by Wang et al [40], which analyzed the
backend GPS spatiotemporal data collected through the social
media app WeChat to trace the close contacts of users, primarily
in China. This strategy offers a means of integrating cell
phone–based GPS positioning with voluntary real-world
transaction data that provides accurate timestamps and position
information, although this also requires a substantial
relinquishment of individual privacy. Similar to this strategy
and adopted soon after the STRONG system was published, the
Chinese government began employing a national monitoring
system, which, as opposed to GPS data, uses cell phone base
station positioning data to evaluate individual exposure and risk
[40,41]. Other countries had also employed
government-sponsored cell phone location data collection to
track individuals and prevent COVID-19 spread, including
South Korea, which notified users before entry into “high-risk”
zones, and Israel, which used location data to inform contacts
of confirmed infected individuals and for quarantine
enforcement [42]. Additional apps developed by countries that
involve location-based tracking include the Rilevatore Teramoto
app released by Italy and apps from Austria (NOVID20), India
(Aarogya Setu), Norway (Institute of Public Health app), and
Spain (Open Coronavirus), which combine location and
proximity-based tracing [32].

Therefore, GPS and location-based mapping have been widely
viewed as a potential tool within the context of COVID-19
contact tracing apps. However, further refinement is needed to
reduce “noise” within GPS-based systems, which may reduce
the efficacy of the system to identify high-risk contacts or areas
with sufficient specificity [40]. The granularity of location-based
GPS data may not be sufficient to determine a distance of 6 feet
(2 meters), with GPS positioning error at approximately 10
meters indoors [11]. This limitation may lead to significantly
increased false-positive and false-negative rates, and hence
reduce the accuracy and efficacy for GPS-based contact tracing
strategies. Bluetooth proximity-based systems are generally
considered to be more accurate, with fewer false positives
reported [32]. Additionally, privacy concerns arise with the
thought of highly specific spatiotemporal tracing, particularly
when combined with timestamped real-world interactional data
available through social media networks, which may generate
problems with adoption. Security concerns must also be
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considered, as GPS systems are particularly vulnerable to
spoofing attacks, in which a fabricated GPS trail may send
incorrect spatiotemporal data to a receiver [43].

One example of a privacy-forward, GIS-based app is the COVI
Canada app, initially proposed for government use, although
the Canadian government has moved in another direction [44].
The proposed app employs GeoIP services to yield coarse
location data that maps risk-stratified zones through which users
have moved. Additionally, Bluetooth-based contacts are
recorded among individuals. COVI Canada claims a
decentralized approach in which pseudonymized personal data
such as the number of contacts and diagnosis status are
encrypted and sent to the main server where risk is calculated
for each user daily via artificial intelligence (AI). The coarse
location data yielded by this approach may also provide heat
maps of outbreaks to public health authorities.

Bluetooth
In contrast to GPS mapping, Bluetooth records interactions
between individuals based on device proximity. When
individuals are in close proximity, Bluetooth-based token
sharing allows for a precise record of the interaction. In this
case, the limited range of Bluetooth-based technologies becomes
advantageous for recording only close-range interactions to
approximate a 6-foot distance. Additionally, the relative signals’
strength can be used to determine the approximate distance
between individuals, allowing for proximity tracing of
individuals in high-risk settings, such as indoor environments
or public transportation [32,45]. However, this strategy requires
high adoption for accurate proximity tracking and risk
assessment, as it requires a direct interaction between users.
Bluetooth has an approximately 10-meter location granularity,
with visibility between devices possible up to 30 meters apart
[11]. Signal attenuation may be used to indirectly assess
distances between devices, although this is not linear.
Additionally, high standard deviation in received signal strength
between 2 and 6 meters decreases accuracy within this range,
and with 2 meters used to indicate close contact, it may lead to
decreased app efficacy and increased false positives using
Bluetooth technology.

Additionally, although Bluetooth-based tracing is generally
considered more accurate than GPS-based strategies, significant
issues are present with signal attenuation and accuracy. Signal
absorption and reflection by the surrounding environment can
lead to inaccuracies in reported distances between users [46,47].
In a recent paper on this topic, Leith and Farrell [48] evaluated
the efficacy of Bluetooth LE technology for COVID-19 contact
tracing in real-world environments, including users walking in
the city, at a meeting table, in a train carriage, and grocery
shopping, as well as assessing the impact of device orientation,
use of a handbag, and type of indoor wall on signal attenuation.
After observing significant impacts from all of these factors
and no corresponding decrease in signal strength with increasing
distance, the authors called for extensive real-world testing of
Bluetooth-based COVID-19 contact tracing apps as well as data
to inform the efficacy of such apps compared to manual contact
tracing.

Bluetooth-based strategies have become common, with some
notable examples, including national apps in several countries.
Singapore’s TraceTogether app was the first such
Bluetooth-based, government-sponsored contact tracing app
[33], and since then, the list has grown to include the
Pan-European Privacy-Preserving Proximity Tracing (PEPP-PT)
app, released by a European consortium, as well as Australia’s
COVIDSafe [49] and Canada’s ABTraceTogether [44]. In
contrast, the industry-based joint Apple-Google contact tracing
app also relies on Bluetooth proximity tracing, but concerns
have arisen around private companies’ handling of sensitive
health data and this new role for large tech corporations in the
public health arena [50].

The PEPP-PT app was initially touted by its creators as having
a 90% true-positive and 10% false-negative rate [51]. However,
several studies since have indicated that Bluetooth-based
proximity tracing may have significantly high error rates. For
instance, in a study by Girolami et al [52] involving high school
students, a traced interaction accuracy of 81% was obtained.
However, in initial planning, 42% of student devices were found
to be incompatible with active Bluetooth beaconing and
unusable for contact tracing, which would pose a significant
issue in the population at large. In a real-world setting, devices
will have different versions of Bluetooth technologies and may
receive, transmit, and damp signals at different levels. Likewise,
at least 50% beacon loss between device dyads was observed,
posited to be due to device positioning and unpredictable
environmental signal attenuation as discussed above. This study,
alongside real-world testing of the Bluetooth-based
Google/Apple Exposure Network (GAEN) by Leif et al [48],
points to somewhat unreliable and unpredictable efficacy and
utility for Bluetooth-based apps and demonstrates the need for
further innovation and design.

Contact Points
One alternative to location-based GPS or Bluetooth tracking,
which allows for more user privacy, uses an opt-in system of
contact points. Yasaka et al [8] proposed the idea of an app that
allows users to host or join checkpoints at which other users
may also check in by scanning a generated location quick
response (QR) code. Ideally, users would generate check-in QR
codes for any gathering or public place, which poses a risk for
COVID-19 transmission, and when a user tests positive, all
users who have checked in at locations with them over the
potential infectious period will receive an updated risk level.
High user adoption would be necessary for such a system to be
efficacious. Additionally, apps that rely on sustained conscious
use pose a problem with user fatigue, with drop-offs in check-ins
providing the potential for inaccurate risk assessments.

Volunteered Health Status
An alternative to tracking or tracing apps is an app that allows
for volunteered health or contact information to be entered to
initiate case-based contact tracing outside of the app itself. This
tactic of voluntary information entry mitigates some privacy
concerns centered around tracking and tracing. The two main
categories of apps falling into this category are symptom
monitoring apps and case-initiated notification systems. These
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apps do not directly perform contact tracing but instead serve
to use technology to simplify the contact-tracing process.

Symptom monitoring apps rely upon users to accurately record
a log of personal recent health records to assess for COVID-19
risk based on symptomology and may be used most effectively
as a screening tool for identifying symptomatic cases. These
apps require regular logging of recent symptoms associated
with COVID-19, including fever, dry cough, shortness of breath,
fatigue, muscle aches, and loss of taste or smell. Yamamoto et
al [53] reported an example of this system integrated into an
already established health screening app, K-note, which
significantly decreased the follow-up burden on health care
providers for monitoring close contacts of COVID-19–positive
cases, allowing for efficient algorithmic identification of
symptomatic users. Additional personal data that might be
logged includes COVID-19–positive contacts, travel history,
and visits to health care institutions, allowing for further risk
stratification. Another such app includes the one implemented
by Yap et al [54], COVID-19 Symptom Monitoring and Contact
Tracking Record (CoV-SCR), which provides a designated
space for users to track symptoms (rated 1-5) as well as keep a
14-day record of travel and close contacts whom the user may
notify in the event of a positive diagnosis. Medical and academic
institutions have already employed such efforts to keep a regular
log of potential symptoms as a means of preventing spread,
providing a way to do a first-pass screening of individuals and
identify those who may need to be tested or isolated.
Additionally, symptom monitoring may be paired with in-person
screening, such as temperature checks upon entry to an
institution. While many such apps are institution-specific, such
symptom logging may be integrated into currently available
personal health record apps.

Early identification of potentially COVID-19–positive
individuals may enable efficient tracing of contacts and early
isolation. However, such apps rely upon the memory and
honesty of users to accurately portray health status. Additionally,
this strategy fails to account for asymptomatic individuals, who
may slip through the holes in this system and further spread the
virus. Users may also be unable to account for strangers or
individuals encountered in public settings such as public
transportation. Passive tracing and tracking apps have therefore
become the preferred avenue of exploration and implementation
for apps intended for large-scale use, as discussed in the
examples below, most of which seek to combine symptom
monitoring with location- or proximity-based tracing.

Mandatory Versus Voluntary Use
There are three potential strategies for enforcing such an app at
a federal level: opt-in, opt-out, or mandatory use. An opt-in
model allows people to download the app if they so choose and
has been advocated for on the basis of consent for acquisition,
use, and sharing of personal information [23]. An opt-out model
would automatically provide the app for all, but users would
have the option to delete the app if they preferred not to use it.
The final model is a mandatory download of the app for all
people without deleting it. Mandatory app usage may be
enforced by preventing people from using public services or
entering buildings if they do not have the app. China, Hong

Kong, Taiwan, and South Korea have used the mandatory model
[55]. Many ethical concerns have been raised about such a
design, including rights to personal autonomy and informed
consent [16]. However, another concern is widening disparities
between those who have access to relevant technology such as
the internet and Bluetooth-capable smartphones and those who
do not. In addition to an inability to move freely or engage
meaningfully in public life, those who do not have smartphones
or new operating systems do not have access to incentives to
increase app use, such as those Parker et al [18] suggest like
funds for charity donations and free mobile phone credits.
Overall, the ability of a country to enforce a mandatory
download system will depend on the socioeconomic status and
cultural values of its citizens, with some nations more likely to
experience significant pushback against or widespread
inefficiencies in a mandatory system.

Furthermore, once the app is downloaded, behavior on the app
may be mandatory/opt-in/opt-out. For example, once the app
is downloaded, even if the app itself is optional, location sharing
may be nonvoluntary and continuous. Other apps may allow
for opt-in for location sharing. Although this may minimize the
app’s efficacy, this approach allows for greater user privacy if
they are venturing somewhere that is private to them.
Additionally, apps may require mandatory sharing of infection
status, as is the case in Singapore.

Specific App Examples of Successes and
Limitations

In this section, we outline some of the large-scale
implementations of contact tracing apps, most notably those
created by national governments. We will discuss the successes
and downfalls of some of these implementations and touch on
how local cultural attitudes influenced the design of each app
and how it was received by the local population.

Singapore
Singapore’s TraceTogether app was the first national
deployment of a Bluetooth-based contact tracing system in the
world. The app was presented as being “for the people,” with
the ultimate goal of protecting the population [33]. This
Singaporean technology provides several lessons for contact
tracing, including concerns about Bluetooth, the privacy-utility
tradeoff, as well as centralized and decentralized systems. Most
importantly, the Singaporean contact tracing strategy reveals
how cultural attitudes and norms must be taken into account
within a community in order to achieve maximal success.

Aimed at transparency and international cooperation, the
Government Technology Agency of Singapore published
information about BlueTrace, the protocol that underpins
TraceTogether as well as OpenTrace, an open-source repository
for other countries that heavily influenced Australia’s national
app design [56]. The app features a hybrid
decentralized-centralized, proximity-based approach and
functions through contacts exchanging non–personally
identifiable messages, with frequently rotated identifiers for
security and privacy. Encounter history is kept on local storage
and thus is decentralized. While the app itself is not mandatory,
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once a user is tested positive, they are legally required to release
their stored data to the government per the Infectious Disease
Act [55], after which health officials reach out to contacts based
on personal identifiers. At this point, a user’s data is stored on
a centralized government server [57], and the government retains
the right to share this information with other groups, including
other governments [55,58]. It should be noted that these
requirements would not be the same across countries and
communities. The government generally advertised the
TraceTogether app as being a privacy-by-design system because
of the decentralized setup [59]. However, this is only true for
healthy individuals who do not have to share their data to the
centralized server for government control.

The BlueTrace authors also note other privacy-by-design
implementation choices for the app. The TraceTogether app
claims to keep proximity data only for 21 days, therefore
limiting the amount of unnecessary data stored [56].
Furthermore, the BlueTrace report claims that users have control
over their data, and all of their information is deleted upon
request [56,59]. The TraceTogether system requires a health
official to confirm that a case is legitimate to avoid false
self-reported positives that may stir up panic and decrease the
program’s legitimacy and trust. However, the additional step
of health official approval may be difficult to implement in
other nations with high rates of uninsured citizens, who may
not be able to seek medical care. This concern will inevitably
affect some countries more than others, notably based on the
presence or absence of universal health care.

Since the system requires interaction between two users, an
increased percentage of people who download the app increases
the program’s effectiveness quadratically [56]. While Singapore
was reaching relatively high usage as compared to other
opt-in/opt-out programs, the 17% download rate was still
insufficient to reach maximal efficiency [60]. However, the
government hesitated to make the app mandatory to prevent
pushback regarding surveillance and control concerns. There
were some concerns that the Singaporean government was
collecting cell phone data through the app, although the
government denied these claims [61].

The app itself had several issues in terms of functionality. For
example, certain types of phones, including Apple products or
older models, could not download the app or experienced
severely limited functionality. Further, there were lags between
user contacts and device communication and logging. There are
also inherent limitations to Bluetooth, including material barriers
that attenuate transmission signals. Additionally, Bluetooth
technology can interfere with other health-related apps and
implantable devices [62]. High variance in transmission power
across device types may also lead to difficulty in assigning
appropriate thresholds to determine close contact distances
relative to signal strength. Battery usage issues have also been
reported [56].

To address some of these technical issues and privacy concerns,
the government eventually pivoted to distributing a wearable
device to all of its citizens, which would complement the
TraceTogether app. These devices would not contain any
information beyond contact history, thereby protecting mobile

cell phone data. Further, since the devices were identical, they
would bypass some of the aforementioned technical issues
across phone models and provide access to all. However, this
implementation did not reduce concerns about location
surveillance. In contrast to GPS, which tracks location,
Bluetooth tracks interactions, which means that interactions
between lawyers, doctors, and journalists are no longer
confidential to the government [55]. Further, even with
Bluetooth, it is still possible to narrow down one’s location,
especially as data accumulates [57].

Chua et al [61] notes that America may be unable to mimic
Singapore’s system because of cultural attitudes toward
privacy-health tradeoffs. This is generally true across all distinct
countries, which will each require individual policies that fit
their population. The app developers themselves note that this
system is specific to Singapore [58].

Apple/Google
On April 10, 2020, Apple and Google announced a joint effort
to create a contact tracing app framework that would serve to
facilitate cross-platform monitoring as public health officials
globally developed apps for their respective jurisdictions [59].
Phase 1 of this effort focused on releasing an application
programming interface (API) for interoperability between iOS
and Android systems, which was released to public health
officials in May. This release was accompanied by signs that
these corporations had reached out to large nations to create
some patches between their initial health app designs and the
GAEN API, notably Australia [59]. Following this, phase 2
released a means of building access to public health apps into
the iOS and Android platforms through an Exposure Notification
app provided with software updates. This system allows for
Android and iOS users to opt in to an Apple and Google
initiative that also ties in local contact tracing apps [59].

The API functions allow Android and iOS devices to exchange
data with each other for improved contact tracing. Additionally,
this framework features an opt-in, decentralized contact tracing
system that relies on Bluetooth technology. The main
emphasized advantage of the GAEN API was initially privacy,
with no mechanism for recording users’ location data. A new
Temporary Exposure Key is generated once daily, with Rolling
Proximity Identifiers (RPI) generated every 10 minutes. Beacons
with RPIs are broadcast every 250 ms, while devices scan for
beacons every 4 minutes. The signal strength of received
beacons is used to determine distances between users, while the
number of beacons may determine the duration of contact
exchanged [45,50]. Close contact is generally defined as 15
minutes of contact at distances of less than 2 meters. The exact
parameters that qualify a signal as a significant contact may be
determined by public health officials, with variable attenuation
thresholds chosen by the nation [45]. GAEN API–based apps
have been utilized worldwide, particularly within Europe (eg,
Germany, Switzerland, and Italy).

The value of Bluetooth-based apps is a precise record with
contacts who may be excluded or difficult to trace with
traditional contact tracing methods, such as strangers in public
settings. However, GAEN API–based apps have recently come
under scrutiny for issues with efficacy in these scenarios. Leith
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and Farrell’s [45] study sought to apply the GAEN API in a
real-world public transportation setting, recording measurements
on a commuter train between handsets at greater and less than
2 meters for 15 minutes. Using Swiss and German attenuation
thresholds from apps released in late May and early June, no
close contacts were recorded. The Italian attenuation threshold
yielded 50% true positives with a 50% false-positive rate. While
this study only used Android devices, it yielded data that
suggests significant changes in noise levels based on individual
use. Additionally, signal strength was demonstrated to have
complex interactions with the environment in which
measurements took place, including signal reflection by tram
walls and absorption by bodies (at 2.4 Hz), with no clear trend
in signal attenuation with respect to distance based on these
complex effects. Although more such studies are required, this
data suggests that the inherent flaws of Bluetooth-based contact
tracing, with small changes such as models of devices and signal
absorption and reflection having an outsized impact on
outcomes, may significantly decrease the efficacy of the GAEN
API. This limitation may not be unique to the GAEN API and
is indeed of concern for all Bluetooth-based contact tracing
apps.

Although this initiative was initially well received, in addition
to issues of efficacy, several concerns surrounding the
imposition of large tech corporations’ influence in the spheres
of public health and politics have arisen. These doubts have
centered around a questionable past for both corporations
regarding data management as well as the potential for mission
creep for large tech companies [50]. The increasing inroads of
tech corporations into biomedical fields, as in developing AI
medical diagnostics, electronic medical records systems, and
software kits for clinical trials, have some worried that in the
rush to develop contact tracing apps, traditional medical
expertise and professional knowledge has been traded for
efficiency and optimization, which are the key values of
technological production [50]. In addition to this, upon release
of the GAEN API, Apple and Google have refused to work with
nations and public health entities with apps in development that
feature a centralized approach. This strategy effectively
undermined government attempts at app creation in France and
Latvia by refusing technical expertise [50]. Agencies have been
forced to create workarounds for their apps that are unstable
and battery-draining [59]. This lack of good-faith effort in these
situations has been seen as evidence that public health and
privacy concerns are currently being used as a means of
increasing market share through contact tracing app
development.

Ireland
Ireland’s COVID Tracker app has been highlighted as a
successful adaptation of the GAEN API for national use. As
such, the app functions as a decentralized, Bluetooth-based
system aimed at preserving individual privacy [62,63]. One of
the most significant accomplishments of the opt-in app was its
relatively rapid adoption, with 37% of the population having
downloaded it within a week of release [62,63]. Over the course
of July and early August, 137 users had been notified of their
potential exposure to COVID-19 [62]. The success of the Irish

app has led to its government working with other nations to
retool the app for their use, including the United States [62].

Prior to launch, Irish health officials requested feedback from
academic researchers and data and visualization experts as well
as civil societies to evaluate the app, which has been noted as
a potential source for public trust and perceived efficacy [64,65].
According to the prerelease report card issued by the Irish
Council for Civil Liberties and Digital Rights Ireland, however,
there were concerns regarding app privacy and security structure
[64]. Most significantly, these groups noted the lack of efficacy
data to back up claims of high accuracy, the need for timely
deletion of personal data which could be extrapolated to yield
user location, and concern over the use of closed-source
Apple/Google software and control of health data by foreign
private entities.

China
The Chinese tech group Alibaba released their Alipay contact
tracing app Health Code on February 9 in Hangzhou [33,66].
Soon after, Tencent released a similar system on WeChat. The
QR code-based Health Code app has a broad audience in China,
with the app used in over 300 Chinese cities with at least 900
million users as of August 2020 [33]. Through public-private
partnerships and centralized government monitoring, Health
Code has now become mandatory for access to public spaces
in many areas. The app uses a color-based QR code system that
reveals user risk—green, yellow, or red. Those with a green QR
code may visit public spaces and others, while those with a
yellow or red QR code are subject to self-isolation for 7 to 14
days [33,67]. App data pairs actively collected data such as
self-reported symptoms, address, and government ID with
passively collected GPS location data, online transaction data,
and surveillance via facial recognition technology, CCTV
(closed-circuit television), and drones, all of which are
monitored and synthesized by a central government server to
determine exposure risk and generate the QR codes [66-68].
The users’ status is updated daily at midnight to account for the
previous day’s activities [33].

The mandatory acceptance of this app has been cited for
enabling greater effectiveness versus voluntary acceptance for
reducing the spread of the virus. Additionally, the app’s
widespread use has demonstrated a much stronger tracing record
versus South Korea, which only requires diagnosed individuals
or close contacts to download their app [67]. However, the
mandatory, centralized structure of this app may be responsible
for considerable user stress. In one study by Joo and Shin [67],
users reported that issues with app inaccuracy and errors were
less stressful overall than privacy concerns. Because public
spaces are restricted, even without a mandate, a de facto
mandatory environment would exist for users who want to
participate in public life, such as going to work or seeing family
members, and could exclude those without access to appropriate
technology or reliable internet access, highlighting the
complexities of regulating movement based on exposure risk
[66].

Likewise, significant concerns have been raised regarding
erroneously issued yellow and red QR codes due to incorrect
data entry or technical errors, which may necessitate
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unwarranted self-isolation [67]. Conversely, false-negative green
codes have been reported in Wuhan, with COVID-19–positive
individuals given a pass to public areas [33]. Users have reported
difficulties in having an incorrect code corrected within the
centralized system, adding to technological stress associated
with the app [67]. Inconsistencies at the local level have added
confusion to this process as users move between regions, with
a yellow code requiring 7 days of quarantine in Hangzhou versus
14 days in Shandong [33]. These issues have been paired with
a lack of transparency on the part of the government regarding
the app’s operation [67].

Additional concerns include a reliance on private tech
corporations to provide location data, echoing concerns of
public-private partnerships that ring similar to those voiced
about the Apple/Google GAEN API [67]. Alarms have been
raised regarding the potential for Alipay and WeChat to share
information with police agencies [33]. Likewise, this public
health role provides large tech companies with unprecedented
access to individual health information, which concerns some
users due to the overall lack of transparency in this process. It
remains unclear how exactly public and private entities manage
data collected through the Health Code, who owns this data,
and how the government regulates the Health Code [33].

South Korea
The South Korean contact tracing app, Self-quarantine Safety
Protection App, was mandatory for all citizens, and data was
stored in a centralized database. Citizens could then view the
database and see people’s whereabouts to determine if they
were at risk [68]. One critique of this system was that users had
to read through a lot of information daily, such that users
stopped actively checking the updated information. Another
app, Corona 100 m, created a more streamlined service to
identify infection hotspots to avoid information fatigue [69].
However, one of the most common critiques of the South Korean
system was the lack of privacy, security, and protection from
fellow users/laypeople and protection of the business. Protection
from identification is essential to avoid stigmatization of any
individual or businesses, especially in the worldly context of
economic strain due to the pandemic [70]. 

Introna and Poulodi define privacy as the protection from
judgment from others, a highly relevant concept when
considering the case of privacy breaches from contact tracing
apps in South Korea [70-72]. In South Korea, businesses were
threatened with false reports on site. Further, reporting of cases
in or around the region of businesses resulted in economic strain,
boycotting, and riots. This relates to Rowe’s [9] first condition
for a contact tracing system’s success: correctness of the
information on the app. This first point has two factors to
consider: all diagnostic tests have some rate of false negatives
and false positives, which may be reduced but not eliminated.
Another factor is self- versus physician-reporting of positive
cases. If users self-report, security issues arise, including the
possibility of false reporting to stir anxiety and fear or even
attack a specific location or business, as seen in South Korea.
The latter point touches on the issue of privacy for businesses:
by sharing the specific location of the infection, businesses
around that area are now at risk of financial strain or even

boycott. However, if physicians must report positive cases, the
app would acquire less information, with those unable to go
into a doctor’s office or hospital unaccounted for. Further,
whether a business is identified as a hotspot for infection due
to blackmail, or it simply was the location of a positive contact
point, the business may still be placed at an economic
disadvantage. That information about the business is now being
shared, potentially without their knowledge or consent, and they
may be judged as a result. Methods of contact tracing which
use GPS, QR codes, or any location-specific identifiers that are
freely shared among users put businesses at risk.

However, businesses were not the only parties affected by South
Korea’s system. Personal information about individuals was
discovered or speculated, leading to the stigmatization of those
individuals. This result was especially damaging due to the fact
that participation in South Korea’s system was mandatory, rather
than opt-in or opt-out. Therefore, those infected had no means
of privacy from widespread stigmatization from their peers.
Even without specific name sharing, individuals experienced
online attacks, and events involving collective action against
individuals online have been reported [73]. After an outbreak
in an area associated with gay clubs, many individuals did not
get tested or quarantined out of fear that they would out
themselves and be judged by their community. It has been
suggested that lottery-style randomized testing may protect
against issues such as this [74].

Norway
Norway’s Smittestopp app provides a key example of how
rushed development of sensitive technologies can detrimentally
backfire. The Smittestopp app used both GPS and Bluetooth,
which was stored centrally on a government-controlled cloud
platform [75]. The app collected data including mobile phone
numbers, age, location data, and contact with infected
individuals [75]. The app was said to collect anonymized
movement data and would notify users of potential infected
close contacts [76]. The app was not open source, which
prevented community-based auditing [75]. The hasty
development of the app also meant that it had several issues
and was not particularly user-friendly, which discouraged its
use [75]. Only 1.5 million people (out of 5.3 million)
downloaded the app, which was not enough people for useful
contact tracing [76]. As such, Norwegian Data Protection
Authority deemed Smittestopp illegal because it collected too
much personal information without providing a clear data usage
policy to its users. The government was advised to shut down
the app [76].

Norway’s Smittestopp app was forced to undergo significant
restructuring in mid-June by the government since the number
of cases could not justify surveillance of the people [76].
Norway’s rushed development of an app resulted in a
less-than-optimal program, with significant security risks. Such
an example highlights the need to be careful, thoughtful, and
deliberate in the creation of such an app, especially when it
comes to privacy concerns. Without doing so, privacy breaches
may lead to a public that lacks trust in the app. After that point,
it may be difficult, if not impossible, to acquire trust again. It
is essential that as governments and organizations move forward,
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these apps are prioritized privacy and security prior to
distribution to avoid wasted effort, resources, and time.

Despite its limitations and flaws, the app was at first successfully
deployed because Norwegian culture places high trust in the
government and novel technologies. What may be learned here
is that full trust in novel technologies can lead to security and

privacy breaches. However, a full distrust in novel technologies
prevents the implementation of innovations that could be
beneficial to local and global communities. Therefore, all of
these digital contact tracing apps together (summarized in Table
2) show that a healthy skepticism level, as well as standardized
and timely auditing, will improve future digital contact tracing
technologies

Table 2. Summary of key implementation decisions of each described contact tracing app.

Mandatory/ opt-in/
opt-out/ other

Google/ Apple

APIa?

GPS/ Bluetooth/
other

Centralized/ decentral-
ized/hybrid

Country/company
of origin

App name

Opt-inNoBluetoothHybrid, centralized re-
porting with a con-
firmed case

SingaporeTraceTogether [33,55,56,58]

Opt-inYesBluetoothDecentralizedApple/GoogleGoogle/Apple Exposure Notification
API [45,50,59]

Opt-inYesBluetoothDecentralizedIrelandCOVID Tracker [62-64]

MandatoryNoGPS, symptom

tracking; QRb code

CentralizedChina, Ali-
pay/WeChat

Health Code [33,66-68]

MandatoryNoGPSCentralizedSouth KoreaSelf-quarantine Safety Protection App
[69-74]

Opt-inYesBluetoothDecentralizedNorwaySmittestopp [75,76]

aAPI: application programming interface.
bQR: quick response.

Primary Limitations and Concerns in App
Design

Privacy and Security

Privacy and Security Limitations and Concerns
A high proportion of the local and national population must use
a contact tracing app for the app to be successful [9]. This notion
is intimately tied with privacy, security, and autonomy. Public
perception and acceptance play a key role in app downloads
and usage for voluntary opt-in and opt-out systems. However,
notions of privacy differ from country to country, and local
perceptions will influence which implementation decisions are
acceptable. All contact tracing will require some privacy loss,
so each community must determine their optimal privacy-utility
tradeoff. When public health and wellness are at odds with
privacy, this tradeoff may be different than in times of stability.
Several surveys have been conducted worldwide to understand
opinions about digital contact tracing apps, and the primary
cited reasons for not using apps were privacy, security, and
surveillance. Given the large concern from users, privacy,
security, surveillance, and transparency must be at the forefront
of future and current contract tracing app designs.

In Ireland, of those surveyed who reported that they would not
download the app, the most common reason was privacy [77].
They found concerns that the app host would use personal data
for surveillance purposes, rather than for public health, and that
surveillance would continue after the pandemic. Similarly, a
survey study in Jordan found that 71.6% agree with the use of
contact tracing apps, but only 37.8% used such technology. The

main concerns among survey participants were privacy,
voluntary status, and beneficence of the data [78].

In a recent large-scale, multicountry study with 5995
participants, the surveyors found general support for contact
tracing apps [79]. However, they note that participants from the
United States were generally less supportive of the app than
other respondents. They found that this generally corresponded
with a lack of trust in the national government. Similar to the
Ireland study, the main reasons given for not downloading the
app were concerns related to government surveillance (42%)
and cybersecurity (35%). Interestingly, they found that 74.8%
would definitely or probably download an opt-in app, but only
67.7% would probably or definitely keep an opt-out app.
Therefore, concerns of privacy, security, and autonomy are
primary concerns for users, especially in the United States.

In a Johns Hopkins study of US citizens, 82% reported that they
would use a “perfectly accurate and private” tracing app, but
only 24% to 26% would want one with even “a low chance” of
a data leak to the government, an employer, a tech company,
or a nonprofit organization [80]. Given the benchmark that 80%
of smartphone users should download a contact tracing app for
it to be most successful, these results highlight the essential
nature of a deliberately chosen system, which is private and full
transparency by entities with an active role in its execution.
Without a promise of privacy, it is far less likely that a contact
tracing app will be adopted to the degree necessary for efficacy,
making it significantly less useful in public health efforts.

Given that even a low chance of data leak is enough to dissuade
over 50% of US users, these apps must be reliable and able to
maintain a positive reputation. Even a single privacy leak event
or controversy will result in a lack of credibility for the app.
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After such an event, the app would unlikely be viewed as
“perfectly accurate and private,” preventing it from reaching
the >80% margin necessary for maximal efficacy. Therefore,
privacy concerns must be at the forefront of contact tracing app
design. Contact tracing apps, especially in the United States,
should protect users (both individuals and businesses) from
fellow users, the authority hosting the app, and snoopers or
hackers.

Privacy and Security Recommendations for App
Development
In the time of a pandemic, certain rights may be loosened for
public health and safety, for example, requirements such as
mandated quarantines and mask wearing [81-84]. While
disagreement has arisen with these measures, there is a general
sense of compromise for the sake of public health [13,85]. When
it comes to contact tracing mobile phone apps, a central question
is what privacy-utility tradeoff fits within a local community’s
values. Will people allow personal location information and
contacts to be shared so that the pandemic could be slowed,
lives could be saved, and quarantine restrictions could be relaxed
sooner? If so, what are the limits of loss of privacy? Inherently,
for these apps to function, some degree of location information
must be shared. There is an ethical balance between reducing
the havoc of the pandemic and saving lives and risking some
loss of privacy [68]. Rowe [9] hypothesized that individuals
might be comfortable with the risks of location sharing if that
meant increased health and financial protection for themselves
and their families. Ghose et al [13] found that Americans
increased their rates of location sharing services during the
pandemic, suggesting that people were comfortable reducing
some levels of personal privacy for the sake of public health.
Attitudes in South Korea show that the population is comfortable
with privacy leakages for the sake of public health [68], whereas
reports in American and many European countries favor privacy
over public health interventions [79,80].

Nevertheless, in the design of these apps, the likelihood of an
information leak should be minimized and not purposefully
done. While individuals may sacrifice privacy for the public,
unnecessary risks must be minimized. This requires purposeful
security design, transparency about data use that should be
exclusively for public health purposes, and a promise of
nondiscrimination both at the hand of the app host and fellow
users. To ensure these requirements, there must be a balance
between minimizing information sharing while maximizing the
usefulness of the app itself [18]. Yannakourou et al [86] outlined
several guidelines. For example, the minimum amount of
individual information must be gathered that still allows for
efficacious operation, meaning the removal of outdated data
that is older than the incubation period of approximately 2
weeks. Unnecessary additional information is deemed unethical
since it serves no purpose for public health but is instead
collected for the sake of data collection itself. Singapore’s
reported 21-day limit follows this guideline. Furthermore, the
app should cease use after its benefits are no longer needed (eg,
at the end of the pandemic). If these practices were implemented
and advertised, this would also further garner trust and,
therefore, increase the population’s usage.

While these concerns relate to privacy and transparency from
the central host of the app or from fellow users, the app should
also be safe from snoopers. For instance, only 16 of 50 apps
reviewed prioritized data encryption and security via data
anonymization and aggregate online reporting in one study [87].
This concern reinforces the importance of not rushing to
deployment but rather carefully confirming the protection of
the app from any type of information leakage. Open-source
technology and community-based auditing have been suggested
as one means of achieving thorough security [80]. Such
transparency encourages trust, allows third parties to confirm
the intentions of the app host, and allows the technology to be
further improved, including cryptographic methods. The
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Private Kit: Safe
Paths has been commended as an open-source, secure, and
decentralized program [88]. The MIT implementation was
designed with privacy as a priority, and their transparent,
open-source model prevents abuse on the part of the app host.
Many others have called for increased levels of transparency,
whether that be clear and understandable statements regarding
the use of data collection or open-source code available for audit
[66].

Since privacy-related concerns were the main cited deterrent to
app usage, privacy-by-design implementations are necessary
for a successful contact tracing app. An app must be thoroughly
vetted and trusted for its ability to maintain its users’ privacy
and security. An opt-in system may be best in that case,
especially in the United States, as trust in government is lower
than in other nations [66]. Regardless, this may require trust in
the government or in the authority hosting the app through
transparency and decentralization. Open-source implementations
allow for outside auditing and clear understanding between the
developer and the user to increase transparency and
accountability. This is a large concern from those who do not
wish to download such apps and feel that the government may
be using their data for reasons outside of public health and
slowing the virus. If the program is trustworthy by open-source
practices and transparency and follows proper ethical guidelines,
the app may garner more users.

Several other important ethical aspects must be considered when
designing such apps, as has been emphasized by several reviews
[15,16,18]. It has also been emphasized that mandatory
downloading is not an appropriate solution, as not everyone has
access to smartphone technology. Similarly, there are concerns
about how contact tracing can be used to free people from
quarantine in an equitable and fair manner, given that not
everyone has access to this technology [15]. Others have brought
up concerns about the use of such apps for surveillance and
policing of marginalized populations [89]. There are also
concerns that centralized servers may risk individual privacy
from state surveillance and third-party data breaches. However,
centralized information allows for future epidemiology research
or public health service planning.

In sum, there are many ethical concerns surrounding contract
tracing apps, many of which pertain to privacy, security, and
surveillance. Given that a large number of people must actively
use contact tracing apps for them to work, opt-in
implementations must be trusted by their user base. There is no
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perfect formula for success in implementation, in large part
because each community has its own values and will require a
unique approach to the privacy-utility tradeoff. Local laws may
also place constraints on what is possible. Surveys of local
populations can be used as a springboard to app design. App
designers must consider local political and cultural attitudes
toward technology, privacy, and public health. Politics can
determine regulations on app data collection, and so political
norms may dictate the limitations of app functionality. Further,
cultural attitudes are likely to influence whether local people
are willing to download and use the app at all. Of course,
political and cultural attitudes can influence one another. Politics
are often a reflection of general cultural expectations. We have
highlighted several key contact tracing apps designed
specifically based on local political and cultural attitudes, such
as the apps in Singapore, South Korea, and Norway. These app
implementations may not have been successful or possible at
all in countries other than their origin. As such, it is of utmost
importance to have a good understanding of local attitudes and
needs to ensure that the app is most effective. Future contact
tracing apps in the United States will require high levels of
privacy protection; open-source and transparent design; and a
decentralized, opt-in system.

Nonprivacy Concerns Related to Apps
As previously discussed, high and consistent long-term usage
is essential for contact tracing app efficacy. Although privacy
is a key element limiting the extent of usage for this current
generation of COVID-19 apps, several nonprivacy factors
remain at play in driving users against consistent long-term
usage.

App Efficacy and Perception Issues
Issues with app performance have resulted in significantly
decreased usage. One of the most impactful examples is
excessive battery usage due to contact tracing apps. In addition
to privacy, Singaporeans have cited depletion of mobile phone
battery life as one of the primary reasons against the
TraceTogether app [17]. Thus, even in a nation with high levels
of digital inclusion and public governance, less than a quarter
of Singaporeans downloaded the app initially [55].

Additionally, in response to a software bug in the exposure
notifications system developed by Google and Apple [90] caused
by the recent update to the GAEN API [91], 83,000 users of
Ireland’s COVID Tracker app (out of 1.5 million users) deleted
it from their mobile devices in an attempt to solve the underlying
technical issue [92]. As a result of the Health Service Executive
working with Google and NearForm (the Ireland-based company
that designed the app) to solve this Android-specific problem,
10,000 users have already reinstalled the app. However, in a
recent October 2020 survey, over half of respondents stated that
their app’s Bluetooth technology adversely affects device battery
life [78]. These examples highlight the difficulty in regaining
users once challenges are encountered and users are lost.
Therefore, it is essential that extensive prerelease testing is
performed to determine any underlying issues that could affect
widespread usage.

While this technical debacle resulted in a loss of 73,000 app
users, rapid responses to such issues may mitigate such
nonprivacy factor effects on consistent long-term usage. Other
than the bug affecting users of the COVID Tracker in Ireland,
there have been no other significant reports of battery draining
and overheating issues caused by a COVID-19 app. For
example, nations such as Canada have seemingly experienced
no battery drainage issues, even though they have also utilized
the Apple-Google framework [93]. However, even if there were
to be future issues, several organizations have resorted to
building their own “localized” platforms with no dependence
on the GAEN API [94]. For instance, Virginia’s state
government reports that they will forgo using the GAEN API
for their system, but this may result in the need for significant
workarounds for interoperating system communication that
results in subpar performance [95]. The lack of transparency
and comparability in app design may result in a reduced ability
to resolve these issues and decrease app trust in the public.

Another possible factor in limiting the broad usage of
COVID-19 apps is a lack of belief in such apps’ effectiveness.
One element of this distrust is evident in a survey by the Italian
polling organization SWG [96]. In a survey asking 800
individuals, “Why did you choose not to download the Immuni
app?,” the most popular reason was “I do not consider it
effective” (44%), after which was “I’m afraid for my privacy”
(29%).

Finally, a significant factor against the broad usage of contact
apps is an emerging sense of complacency. In a report by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 41% of respondents
have faced mental health challenges related to COVID-19 and
steps taken to combat the pandemic, including social distancing
and stay-at-home orders [97]. The literature has also revealed
that stressors such as longer quarantine duration, fears of
infection, frustration, boredom, inadequate supplies, inadequate
information, financial loss, and stigma have contributed to
negative psychological effects, including posttraumatic stress
symptoms, confusion, and anger [98]. Downloading an app
represents another self-sacrifice citizens have to make alongside
activities like social distancing and mask wearing that are
already mandated or strongly recommended. The long-term
nature of the COVID-19 pandemic may lead to complacency
when given the opportunity to make another COVID-19–related
personal decision.

The literature has revealed that a decrease in concern, in addition
to low political trust, can combine to undermine compliance
with governmental restrictions during the pandemic [99]. This
complacency can significantly adversely affect the adoption of
contact tracing apps, even if the ruling government
recommended them.

App Efficacy and Perception Recommendations
While issues like complacency may stem from the external
issues dealing with pandemic fatigue, there are potential
solutions for app efficacy and public perception. Bluetooth LE
technology, the currently preferred technology for decentralized
apps aimed at increasing user privacy, must be demonstrated
to consistently and correctly measure user proximity. As of
now, Bluetooth LE measurements are subject to discrepancies
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in signal attenuation based on the specific device used, the
relative orientation of devices, and signal absorption and
reflection by bodies, handbags, walls, etc [45]. Additional
research must be conducted to increase the accuracy and efficacy
of the employed technologies if contact tracing apps are to play
an impactful role in infectious disease control moving forward.
Toward this end, the National Institute of Standards and
Technology, along with the MIT PACT (Private Automated
Contact Tracing) project, has issued its “too close for too long”
challenge to engage with research organizations worldwide
concerning noise reduction and more precise distance and
temporal estimation of Bluetooth LE signals [100].

Efforts to reduce unwanted false positives and false negatives
have evolved in several directions. The Hamagen app used by
Israel, for instance, allows users to see the location and time of
potential exposure and indicate if they were not present [10].
Alternatively, data from contact tracing apps could be compared
with manual tracing efforts to confirm or refute false positives
and negatives, and health care providers could be called upon
to report and authenticate data to reduce false negatives [10].
Additionally, big data could be used to filter out false positives
in a centralized system.

For proximity-based strategies as well as location-based
techniques, simulations and modeling may be used to guide
design in terms of efficacy and community tailoring. For
instance, Pandl et al [101] recently developed and implemented
a spatial proximity simulation, which looked at the effects of
both proximity detection range (0.2-10 meters) versus contact
tracing app adoption (20%-100%), including simulations of
decreased use with increase false-positive rates (25%-100%
false positives). At higher adoption rates, longer proximity
detection ranges (2 meters, 10 meters) were most effective at
reducing disease spread but also resulted in increased false
positives, which triggered decreased app utilization in highly
reactive scenarios. The authors emphasized that this indicates
the need to tailor app parameterization and strategies to match
cultural expectations, indicating that less sensitive methods
involving Bluetooth, GPS, and QR codes would be more
acceptable in countries comfortable with a trade-off of high
false positives for high efficacy.

In a recent review discussing digital technologies for contact
tracing apps, Trivedi and Vasisht [11] discussed research to
improve upon existing Bluetooth LE signals such as
time-of-flight measurements using Bluetooth that allowed for
accuracy to the foot and hybrid techniques such as those
employing Bluetooth LE and acoustic-ranging in conjunction,
although these have not been widely validated and are not
ubiquitously deployable with today’s smartphone technology.
Alternatively, merging technical strategies may result in
increased overall specificity, particularly for popular
Bluetooth-based approaches. A recent paper from Nguyen et al
[46] explored the idea of a multi–smartphone-sensor system for
contact tracing using Bluetooth combined with barometer
(effected by altitude and winds for indoor or outdoor
environments), magnetometer (dynamic time warping used to
interpret magnetic field vectors), microphone (high frequency,
low amplitude short chirps emitted and time of flight measured),
and WiFi data (reliant on a grid of WiFi hotspots). With added

distance-based readings (microphone, WiFi), accuracy was
increased from 25% to 65%, and the additional inclusion of
environmental readings (barometer, magnetometer) further
increased accuracy to 87%. It should be noted, however, that
the significant reduction in false positives was accompanied by
a small increase in false negatives. However, these results
indicate potential for increased efficacy by the synergistic
leverage of multiple sensors for proximity-based digital contact
tracing.

Finally, in order to increase public trust in contact tracing app
efficacy, apps must undergo extensive testing prior to public
release. Moreover, this testing must include rigorous evaluations
of app efficacy in real-world environments, particularly those
in which users are most likely to have encounters that are
difficult to trace, such as public spaces. For example, Leith et
al [48] have done testing of the GAEN framework in settings
such as public transportation. The efficacy of these apps is not
as simple as ensuring customer satisfaction, although this is
important for maintaining consistent use, but has become a
question of public health as such apps are embraced by national
governments worldwide. As such, Bhatia et al [102] suggested
that mobile health (mHealth) tools such as contact tracing apps
may require regulatory intervention and need the introduction
of regulatory sandboxes for extensive beta testing among diverse
populations in diverse environments [102]. This strategy would
ensure that efficacy data were available and rigorous before the
release of a public health app in a time such as our current
pandemic, which could both increase faith in the intervention
and ensure that it is an appropriate allocation of resources.
Appropriate and expedient evaluation of digital contact tracing
apps will help determine if the benefit of this technology is
worth the potential privacy and security risks previously
discussed. Colizza et al [103] have called for such evaluation,
and they suggest the use of surveys, epidemiological analysis,
and experimental studies. At the time of writing, such analyses
were minimal. With the lessons gathered from the use of contact
tracing apps for COVID-19, better technology should be
available for urgent and efficacious deployment in the event of
another infectious disease outbreak. Because contact tracing
apps call for some surrender of private data, it is necessary first
to ensure that the technology used will be effective in the
environments where it is most needed.

To our knowledge, the only evaluation of a digital contact
tracing app was reported by Salathé et al [104] on the
SwissCovid app in Switzerland, which uses the exposure
network framework. They demonstrated a proof of principle
that the app reached appropriate contacts who later tested
positively for SARS-CoV-2. They provided evidence that
notified users subsequently sought SARS-COV-2 testing. This
suggests that the SwissCovid appropriately notifies people to
self-isolate if they are at risk, which can limit transmission as
a result. Nevertheless, there has been model-based analysis on
contact tracing in general, which has found that contact tracing
can reduce the effective reproduction number of a virus if the
tracing is done with minimal delay, the tracing is accurate, and
those informed of their potential risk follow appropriate isolation
protocols [105]. This research suggests that mobile app
technology can reduce the tracing delay, and thus, digital contact
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tracing apps may minimize viral transmission. Other models
have suggested that smartphone-based contact tracing apps can
become particularly effective after the first wave of an outbreak.
The limitations to effectiveness, as discussed, include the rate
of download and use, as well as the accuracy of the app [30].
Still, other than the analysis of the SwissCovid and these
theoretical models, evaluations of specific contact tracing apps
were not readily available at the time of writing.

Conclusion

In conclusion, there were many lessons learned from contact
tracing apps that were designed to slow the spread of
COVID-19. Many of these lessons relate to one core theme: for
such an app to work, it is absolutely required that the app be
used by a significant portion of the population. For this
requirement to be satisfied, the app must offer three main
capabilities to its user: (1) a level of trust in the efficacy of the
app itself, which requires proper functionality and testing; (2)
a level of security and privacy from the app host, fellow users,
and malicious entities; and (3) minimal cost or effort from the
user, whether that be in the form of battery usage, manual and

frequent use of the app, or a host of other factors. Some of these
requirements are obligatorily balanced. Many of the apps that
proved unsuccessful so far did not sufficiently meet requirement
1 and potentially requirement 2. Therefore, many of these apps
have been unable to gain and retain the number of users needed
for accurate contact tracing, rendering them ineffective. It was
proven repeatedly that these apps must be properly vetted and
tested in multiple aspects prior to deployment, as technical
performance issues have led to decreased public trust and usage.
Likewise, any legal and ethical considerations concerning
privacy must be adequately addressed before releasing an app
for public use. To avoid the rushed time constraints from an
emergency setting, proper development of such apps will need
to happen prior to the emergency. In other words, similar to
many other issues, we must be proactive rather than reactive
when it comes to the use of contact tracing apps moving
forward. Likewise, transparency from all actors involved in the
development and management of contact tracing apps is
necessary. The use of contact tracing apps during the COVID-19
pandemic will improve contact tracing apps in general by
providing these real-world lessons.
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Abstract

Background: To meet the growing importance of real-word data analysis, clinical data and biosamples must be timely made
available. Feasibility platforms are often the first contact point for determining the availability of such data for specific research
questions. Therefore, a user-friendly interface should be provided to enable access to this information easily. The German Medical
Informatics Initiative also aims to establish such a platform for its infrastructure. Although some of these platforms are actively
used, their tools still have limitations. Consequently, the Medical Informatics Initiative consortium MIRACUM (Medical
Informatics in Research and Care in University Medicine) committed itself to analyzing the pros and cons of existing solutions
and to designing an optimized graphical feasibility user interface.

Objective: The aim of this study is to identify the system that is most user-friendly and thus forms the best basis for developing
a harmonized tool. To achieve this goal, we carried out a comparative usability evaluation of existing tools used by researchers
acting as end users.

Methods: The evaluation included three preselected search tools and was conducted as a qualitative exploratory study with a
randomized design over a period of 6 weeks. The tools in question were the MIRACUM i2b2 (Informatics for Integrating Biology
and the Bedside) feasibility platform, OHDSI’s (Observational Health Data Sciences and Informatics) ATLAS, and the Sample
Locator of the German Biobank Alliance. The evaluation was conducted in the form of a web-based usability test (usability
walkthrough combined with a web-based questionnaire) with participants aged between 26 and 63 years who work as medical
doctors.

Results: In total, 17 study participants evaluated the three tools. The overall evaluation of usability, which was based on the
System Usability Scale, showed that the Sample Locator, with a mean System Usability Scale score of 77.03 (SD 20.62), was
significantly superior to the other two tools (Wilcoxon test; Sample Locator vs i2b2: P=.047; Sample Locator vs ATLAS: P=.001).
i2b2, with a score of 59.83 (SD 25.36), performed significantly better than ATLAS, which had a score of 27.81 (SD 21.79;
Wilcoxon test; i2b2 vs ATLAS: P=.005). The analysis of the material generated by the usability walkthrough method confirmed
these findings. ATLAS caused the most usability problems (n=66), followed by i2b2 (n=48) and the Sample Locator (n=22).
Moreover, the Sample Locator achieved the highest ratings with respect to additional questions regarding satisfaction with the
tools.

Conclusions: This study provides data to develop a suitable basis for the selection of a harmonized tool for feasibility studies
via concrete evaluation and a comparison of the usability of three different types of query builders. The feedback obtained from
the participants during the usability test made it possible to identify user problems and positive design aspects of the individual
tools and compare them qualitatively.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e25531)   doi:10.2196/25531
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Introduction

Real-world data analysis in medicine is becoming increasingly
important and relies on the timely availability of clinical data
and biosamples collected during clinical care processes in
university hospitals [1,2]. The exploitation and use of such data
are two of the major goals of several national and international
initiatives [3-5]. In Germany, this goal is being pursued with a
nationwide approach, particularly through the Medical
Informatics Initiative (MII), in which all university hospitals
have joined forces in four consortia [6]. However, a crucial
aspect of this process is not only the allocation and preparation
of data from the respective source systems but also their
findability for external interest groups such as researchers. For
this purpose, the feasibility platforms are a common first contact
point before writing a data use request and submitting it to the
data provider. At this level, researchers can initially verify
whether the affiliated institution has a suitable number of patient
records for a planned research project. This usually requires a
graphical user interface that can formulate a description of the
desired patient cohort based on the study criteria. The MII also
aims to establish such a platform as part of its central portal.
Although there are various projects that have already
implemented such a platform, the tools used have specific
limitations, such as single source compatibility, a reduced
number of temporal constraints available [7], and limited
usability [8]. Consequently, MIRACUM (Medical Informatics
in Research and Care in University Medicine) [9], one of the
four MII consortia, has set itself the task of carrying out a
comparative evaluation of existing tools with regard to their
usability to identify the most user-friendly system, and thus
forms the best basis for developing a harmonized tool. As the
implementation of such a platform was intended to take place
as quickly as possible, a preselection of three implementations
already used in the consortium (also freely accessible for
researchers in Germany) was made for the usability evaluation:
the MIRACUM i2b2 (Informatics for Integrating Biology and
the Bedside) [10] feasibility platform, OHDSI’s (Observational
Health Data Sciences and Informatics) ATLAS [11,12], and the
Sample Locator [13] of the German Biobank Alliance (GBA)
[14,15]. The selection was based on the fact that they differed
greatly in terms of complexity and functionality, so good
coverage was expected. The usability analysis focused on two
questions: (1) which tool offers the best usability (overall) and
hence forms the most suitable foundation for creating a balanced
tool? and (2) in which areas and with regard to which usability
aspects are the tools rated better or worse in comparison and
which recommendations can be derived for further development?

This paper describes the procedure used to answer these research
questions. As the focus was on the evaluation of
user-friendliness, a usability analysis was conducted with
potential end users—laypeople, who should be enabled to
conduct feasibility studies. To the best of our knowledge, there
has not yet been a study comparing these three query
builders—i2b2, ATLAS, and the Sample Locator—in terms of

usability. This study should address this gap in the scientific
literature. The methodological approach in this study can serve
as a model for decision makers and researchers of similar
projects. The insights gained from the evaluation of the tools
by clinically active researchers will subsequently be used for
the further development of a unified tool.

Methods

Study Design
To evaluate the previously selected search tools, a qualitative
exploratory study with a randomized design over a period of 6
weeks (from August 3, 2020, to September 13, 2020) was
conducted. It was carried out in the form of a web-based
usability test (usability walkthrough combined with a web-based
questionnaire) with female and male participants aged between
26 and 63 years who work as medical doctors that are also
engaged in research. In advance of this study, ethical approval
was obtained from the Technical University of Dresden
(Germany) ethics committee (SR-EK-262062020).

Recruitment
For a valid evaluation of usability, the study concept called for
a study size of 30 subjects. This corresponds to three researchers
per MIRACUM site (n=10). Given the number of test persons,
it can be assumed that the majority of all usability problems are
discovered [16]. A contact person at the respective location
identified and approached suitable study participants. In addition
to the requirement of being clinically active and engaged in
research, the test participants were required to have no
experience with the tools to be evaluated, enough time to test
all systems and answer a questionnaire, and be willing to record
the test. In case of interest in participating in the study, the
contact details were forwarded to the study team. At the start
of the study, the participants received an email containing all
relevant documents for conducting the evaluation. In addition,
the study information and a consent form were attached, which
needed to be signed and returned to the study team after
completion of the study.

Material
The three tools to be evaluated are the MIRACUM i2b2
feasibility platform (webclient version 1.7.12), OHDSI’s
ATLAS (version 2.7.7/2.7.8), and GBA’s Sample Locator (user
interface version 1.3.0-alpha.4 and backend version 6.2.0). The
MIRACUM i2b2 feasibility platform is based on proprietary
(but internationally widely used) data structures. It is currently
based on the six basic modules of the MII core data set and
supports participation in international large-scale research [17]
(Figure 1). ATLAS is primarily a web interface that allows the
use of various OHDSI tools. Functionalities include search and
navigation within the OMOP (Observational Medical Outcomes
Partnership) Common Data Model Vocabulary database to
identify patient cohorts (Figure 2). The third tool is the Sample
Locator, which is designed to search for samples and related
data from GBA-affiliated biobanks (Figure 3). Although the
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i2b2 and OHDSI ATLAS clients are already heavily applied in
international data sharing networks [10,11], the GBA Sample

Locator is productive as a first version.

Figure 1. Example of a query built using the MIRACUM i2b2. On the right side of the screen, the user can select the appropriate parameters and then
drag and drop them into “AND-linked" groups on the left side of the screen. Exclusion criteria are defined by the “Exclude” option in the groups. The
search is executed by selecting the button “Run Query.” i2b2: Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside; MIRACUM: Medical Informatics
in Research and Care in University Medicine.
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Figure 2. Example of a query built using OHDSI’s ATLAS. The criteria in the form of concepts can be selected and linked by selecting the “New
Inclusion Criteria” button. The definition of an exclusion criterion is made by defining it as a “noninclusion.” ATLAS requires that an entry and exit
event must be defined for the search. The search is executed via the “Generation” tab. OHDSI: Observational Health Data Sciences and Informatics.
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Figure 3. Example of a query built using the German Biobank Alliance Sample Locator. With the Sample Locator, the corresponding criteria are
compiled via the selection menus. Input fields within a criterion (eg, diagnosis, as shown in the figure) are linked with “OR,” and input fields between
criterion fields are linked with “AND.” An exclusion can be defined using the operator “not equal to.” The search is executed by selecting the “Send”
button.

The usability analysis of the examined tools was based on the
processing of three tasks. The tasks were structured in such a
way that they increased in complexity. Although the first task
only required the selection of inclusion criteria (gender,
diagnosis, therapy, and laboratory test), the following task also
asked for a parameter to be defined as an exclusion criterion.

The final task included a time component, which was queried
by specifying a diagnosis period. For the sake of comparability,
the respective tasks were coordinated accordingly between the
tools, taking into account the tool-specific functionalities (Table
1).
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Table 1. Queries construction. The users were asked to construct a query according to these specified criteria and find the number of corresponding
patients or biosamples.

Sample locatorCriterionATLASCriterioni2b2aCriterion type and criterion

Query 1

N/AN/ADuration: >365 daysObservation periodN/AbCohort entry event

Inclusion

FemaleSexFemaleGenderFemaleGender

Carcinoma mammaeDiagnosisMalignant neoplasm of
the brain

Condition occur-
rence

Malignant neoplasm
of the brain

Diagnosis

<80 yearsAgeTemozolomideTreatmentTemozolomideTreatment

Tissue stored in forma-
lin

Sample typePlatelet count:
<50.000/uL

Lab valuesPlatelet count:
<50.000/uL

Lab values

N/AN/AEnd of continuous ob-
servation

Event will persist
until:

N/ACohort exit

Query 2

N/AN/ADuration: >365 daysObservation PeriodN/ACohort entry

Inclusion

MaleSex>18 yearsAge>18 yearsAge

Atherosclerotic cardio-
vascular disease

DiagnosisType 2 diabetes melli-
tus

DiagnosisType 2 diabetes
mellitus

Diagnosis

Serum, storage tempera-

ture: −70°C ORc plas-
ma stabilized, storage
temperature: −70°C

BiosamplesHemoglobin between
13 and 18 g/dL

Lab valuesHemoglobin be-
tween 13 and 18
g/dL

Lab values

Exclusion

N/AN/AMyocardial infarctionDiagnosisMyocardial infarc-
tion

Diagnosis

N/AN/AEnd of continuous ob-
servation

Event will persist
until:

N/ACohort exit

Query 3

N/AN/ADuration: >365 daysObservation PeriodN/ACohort entry

Inclusion

<18 yearsAge>65 yearsAge>65 yearsAge

Thyroid noduleDiagnosisHypertensive diseaseDiagnosisEssential (primary)
hypertension

Diagnosis

Tissue snap frozenBiosamplesLDLd cholesterol mea-
surement: value >200

Lab valuesSerumBiosamples

Temporal constraints

Between 01/01/2020
and 04/30/2020

Diagnosis periodBetween 01/01/2020
and 04/30/2020

Diagnosis periodBetween 01/01/2020
and 04/30/2020

Diagnosis period

Exclusion

Concurrent diagnosis of
thyroid cancer

DiagnosisLipid-lowering drugsTreatmentLipid-lowering
drugs

Treatment

N/AN/AEnd of continuous ob-
servation

Event will persist
until:

N/ACohort exit

ai2b2: Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside.
bN/A: not applicable; the criterion is not applicable for this tool.
cThe task was to include this criterion with an OR operator.
dLDL: low-density lipoprotein.
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During the task processing, the participants were asked to record
their interactions on video and to express their thoughts (what
causes them difficulties and what they like about the system)
aloud (so-called Thinking-Aloud method) [18]. With the help
of the screen recordings as well as the comments of the
participants, which were made during the processing of the test,
usability problems could be identified and positive or negative
aspects of the interaction could be detected.

In addition, a web-based questionnaire was developed for the
final assessment of usability. This questionnaire consisted of
the following four parts (parts A-D):

• Parts A-C: three question blocks for assessing the usability
of each query builder based on the (standardized) System
Usability Scale (SUS) [19] and self-developed questions
about satisfaction

• Part D: a final question block for a comparative rating of
the query builders and for collecting demographic
information (eg, age, gender, work experience, previous
experience with queries and similar systems, and computer
expertise).

The SUS questions and the supplementary questions on
satisfaction were to be rated on a five-level rating scale (strongly
disagree, disagree, neither agree nor disagree, agree, or strongly
agree). For the questions about the person, the corresponding
answer options had to be selected or certain blanks had to be
filled in.

All test tasks and the web-based questionnaire were pretested
in advance. A complete version of the questionnaire is provided
in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Study Flow
The study material included an individualized test manual. It
provided the framework and contained all the steps that needed
to be taken to successfully conduct the study. The test was
designed as an individual session at the workplace of the person
(or alternatively in the home office), with a duration of
approximately 90 minutes. As the harmonized tool to be
developed should primarily address laypeople or casual users
and as the evaluation focused on intuitive use,
self-descriptiveness, and easy learnability of existing query
builders, no training was conducted in advance with the
participants. First, the participants were asked to install the
screen recording software according to the instructions provided.
Once the technology was established, the test subjects evaluated
all tools while working through the respective test tasks (Table
1). The order in which the systems were to be tested was
randomized to avoid bias caused by learning effects. The
sequence of actions was recorded during the execution of the
test tasks. In addition, the testers were asked to verbalize their
thoughts about their individual steps in processing. After
completion of the task complex of one tool, the subjects were
asked to answer related usability and satisfaction questions
immediately before continuing with the next system. When the
test users encountered difficulties in accomplishing the tasks,
the study material contained a rudimentary guide on how to use
the tools. Finally, questions about the final and comparative
ranking of the tools and about the person (demographic

information) were answered. Once the usability test was
completed, the screen recording files had to be loaded into a
secured cloud storage by each test subject.

Data Analysis

Analysis of Screen Recordings (Interactions and
Expressions)
The statements and actions recorded on the screen videos of all
test persons were transcribed per system by 2 members of the
study team. The protocols were subsequently mutually validated.
The transcripts were then scanned by these 2 members for
negative aspects or problem areas and positive aspects.
Subsequently, all problems or positive statements were collected
in an overall list (ie, if a problem was named several times by
different test subjects or if it occurred across all test tasks, it
was noted as one problem). Each problem was evaluated and
rated by 2 independent raters in terms of its severity according
to the Nielsen and Mack [20] severity rating, ranging from 0
(no usability problem) to 4 (usability catastrophe). Rating
differences between the 2 evaluators were discussed until a
consensus was reached.

Furthermore, the problems were classified according to Zapf
error taxonomy [21] into use problems (resulting from a lack
of fit between user and software) or functional problems
(incomplete or missing functionality of a system), as follows:

• Examples of use problems: errors of knowledge, errors of
thinking, errors of memory and forgetting, errors of
judgment, errors of habit, errors of omission, errors of
recognition, and errors of movement

• Examples of functional problems: action blockades, action
repetitions, action interruptions, and alternative course of
action.

In addition, videos were used to determine how successfully
the respective test person completed the tasks. A test task was
considered correct if all parameters were entered and if they
were correctly linked in the system. A task was considered
incorrect if the parameters were incomplete, the link between
the parameters was incorrect, or both situations occurred.

Analysis of the Web-Based Questionnaire (Usability and
Satisfaction Ratings and Demographic Information)
The questions of the SUS were analyzed using the scoring
method by Brooke [19], which yields possible values from 0 to
100 and allows the values to be compared with the values of a
grading scale, where 0 represents an unacceptable usability and
100 represents the best imaginable usability. The additionally
formulated questions on satisfaction with the query builder were
converted into a numerical scale ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). For descriptive analysis, mean
scores and SDs were calculated. For the demographic questions
(depending on the question type), the percentage was calculated,
mean values and SDs were determined, or the free text was
analyzed. For open-ended answers (free text), thematic
categories were defined, and the answers of the test persons
were assigned to these categories. Cases with missing values
were deleted from the list. The Wilcoxon rank sum test was
used to statistically compare the questionnaire results between
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the three query builders. The Pearson correlation was calculated
to analyze whether demographic variables had an influence on
the evaluation results. The significance level was set at P<.05.
All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 27.0 (IBM
Corporation).

Results

Participant Characteristics
Of the 30 potential study participants, 17 (57%) responded. Due
to the early termination of the study and the testing of only one
query builder, 1 participant had to be excluded. Thus, the data
from 16 participants were analyzed. The participants had an
average age of 38.13 years (SD 9.68) and about two-thirds of

the subjects were male (10/16, 63%). The average work
experience was 10.37 years (SD 10.86). The majority of the
participants worked in clinical research or as research assistants
(13/16, 81%), whereas 2 participants assigned themselves to
other professional groups (professor and quality manager). As
far as computer skills are concerned, everyone rated themselves
well; either they said that they could handle most systems
properly (8/16, 50%) or that they had a significant amount of
experience and were technically proficient (7/16, 44%). Only
3 persons stated having previous experience with systems similar
to those tested in the usability evaluation (3/16, 19%). In general,
less than half of the respondents stated that they had general
experience with requesting case numbers for clinical studies
(little experience: 5/16, 31% or a lot of experience: 2/16, 13%).
The full sample characteristics are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Characteristics of the participants (N=16). Summarized number and percentage per category. For age and work experience mean and SD were
calculated.

ValuesVariable

Age

15 (94)Answered, n (%)

38.13 (9.680)Age (years), mean (SD)

1 (6)No answer, n (%)

Gender, n (%)

10 (63)Male

5 (31)Female

1 (6)No answer

Native language, n (%)

14 (88)German

1 (6)Other: Hungarian

1 (6)No answer

Difficulties regarding English, n (%)

7 (44)Never

7 (44)Rarely

1 (6)Sometimes

1 (6)No answer

Professional group, n (%)

6 (38)Clinical researcher

7 (44)Scientific assistant

2 (12)Other: professor or quality manager

1 (6)No answer

Work experience

13 (81)Answered, n (%)

10.37 (10.861)Work experience (years), mean (SD)

3 (19)No answer, n (%)

Experience with feasibility studies, n (%)

8 (50)No experience or little experience

5 (31)Some experience

2 (13)Much experience

1 (6)No answer

Use of similar systems in the past, n (%)

12 (75)No

3 (18)Yes

1 (6)No answer

Computer skills, n (%)

8 (50)Average computer skills

7 (44)Excellent computer skills

1 (6)No answer
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Think-Aloud Test Results

Negative and Positive Design Aspects
The evaluation of the material generated by the Thinking-Aloud
method revealed concrete usability problems. Classification
according to the severity scale produced the following result:
ATLAS had the most usability problems, with 66 problems
noted. These were divided into 21 major problems, 30 minor
problems, and 15 cosmetic problems. A major problem was the
function for saving:

That’s where it starts: How and where to save? I don’t
know. Where is it stored here? I have no idea.

With i2b2, the 48 detected problems were divided into 9 major,
26 minor, and 13 cosmetic problems. Among other things, it
was noted that the procedure for defining an exclusion criterion
is not clear. The Sample Locator had the lowest number of
problems, with 22 problems noted. In contrast to the other tools,
however, there are also two problems with the level usability
catastrophe. Furthermore, 4 major, 10 minor, and 6 cosmetic
problems were identified. One of the usability disasters
concerned the AND or OR combination of the individual criteria.
The logic behind this was often not obvious to the users, which
became apparent from their comments:

The question is, how do you represent this “OR”
connection here. This is not quite clear now.

So, a bit unclear to be honest, whether this is “AND”
or “OR.”

In addition to the critical aspects, some positive points and
suggestions for improvement could be extracted. In the case of
ATLAS, a large number of possible options and settings were
highlighted as positive. The same applies to the visualization
of the results, which are displayed in the form of a colored
square with subareas for the selected criteria. As starting points
for the improvement of the handling of a suggestion list for the
input of criteria, the specification of units as well as the

plausibility check before the start of the search was mentioned.
i2b2 was able to convince with its intuitive operating concept,
where the elements can be easily assigned to the groups via the
drag-and-drop function. In addition, the automatically appearing
input window for values, as soon as a criterion was selected,
was considered supportive. However, it should be possible to
select criteria not only from an ontology tree but also via a
free-text search. With the Sample Locator, a more
comprehensive arrangement of the criteria was desired. For
example, the division into Donor and Clinical Information and
Sample and their meaning was not immediately obvious, and
the order of the individual criteria could also be improved, for
example, thematically related criteria were placed one below
the other. However, the Sample Locator was found to be very
clear, straightforward, and intuitive to use, so the tasks were
“nice and also very easy to implement”. Multimedia Appendix
2 shows the most serious usability problems (severity ratings
of 3 and 4) of the respective query builders with the
corresponding number of participants who have named this
problem and the resulting optimization recommendations.

Task Success
Of the 48 tasks evaluated per tool, 47 were completed in Sample
Locator, with 30 of them processed correctly and 17 of them
not processed correctly. Nineteen tasks were completed
successfully for both ATLAS and i2b2. On the contrary, 19 and
23 tasks could not be executed correctly with ATLAS and i2b2,
respectively. In the case of i2b2, 6 tasks were not processed,
and in the case of ATLAS, 10 tasks were missing. Overall, the
Sample Locator scored the best overall test items in terms of
absolute correctness. Considering the correctness of the task
processing relative to all finished tasks across all respondents,
there was no significant difference between the query builders
(Wilcoxon test; i2b2 vs Sample Locator: P=.07; i2b2 vs ATLAS:
P=.72; ATLAS vs Sample Locator: P=.06). The false or
unprocessed tasks were relatively evenly distributed among the
three tasks in i2b2 and ATLAS (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Relative task success for the three query builders. Success was denoted when all required parameters were entered and linked correctly. i2b2:
Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside.

Questionnaire Results

Results of the SUS
The overall evaluation of usability based on the SUS showed
that the Sample Locator, with a mean SUS score of 77.03 (SD
20.62), was significantly superior to the other two tools
(Wilcoxon test; Sample Locator vs i2b2: P=.047; Sample
Locator vs ATLAS: P=.001). However, i2b2, with a score of
59.83 (SD 25.36), still performed significantly better than
ATLAS, which had a score of 27.81 (SD 21.79; Wilcoxon test;
i2b2 vs ATLAS: P=.005). For reasons of comprehensibility

(positive and negative usability aspects), the individual results
of the SUS are presented in Table 3. However, only the overall
SUS score can be interpreted as a measure of usability. Using
the Pearson correlation, no association between SUS scores and
the personal variables age (correlation age-SUS; i2b2: P=.87;
ATLAS: P=.14; Sample Locator: P=.66), gender (correlation
gender-SUS; i2b2: P=.44; ATLAS: P=.85; Sample Locator:
P=.20), work experience (correlation work experience-SUS;
i2b2: P=.95; ATLAS: P=.32; Sample Locator: P=.40), and
previous experience with cohort research (correlation experience
cohort research-SUS; i2b2: P=.70; ATLAS: P=.58; Sample
Locator: P=.60) was evident.
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Table 3. Results of the SUSa. Mean ratings from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree) and SDs are presented.

Sample Locator (n=16),
mean (SD)

ATLAS (n=16),
mean (SD)

i2b2b (n=15), mean
(SD)

SUS item

3.75 (1.125)2.00 (1.000)3.60 (1.242)I think that I would like to use this query builder frequently.

4.44 (0.892)1.75 (0.829)3.33 (1.234)I found this query builder unnecessarily complex.c

4.31 (0.873)1.94 (1.029)3.13 (1.187)I thought this query builder was easy to use.

4.44 (0.727)2.81 (1.333)3.53 (1.125)I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use

this query builder.c

3.69 (1.138)2.25 (1.031)3.27 (1.223)I found the various functions in this query builder were well integrated.

3.75 (1.000)2.75 (1.090)3.60 (0.737)I thought there was too much inconsistency in this query builder.c

4.06 (0.998)1.69 (0.982)3.27 (1.387)I would imagine that most people would learn to use this query builder very
quickly.

4.13 (1.408)1.81 (0.882)3.20 (1.424)I found this query builder very cumbersome to use.c

3.75 (0.856)1.88 (0.927)3.33 (1.047)I felt very confident using this query builder.

4.50 (0.816)2.31 (1.261)3.67 (1.113)I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this query

builder.c

aSUS: System Usability Scale.
bi2b2: Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside.
cReverse-coded item.

Results of the Additionally Formulated Questions on
Satisfaction
The additional questions regarding the satisfaction with the
tools confirm the outcome of the SUS. The Sample Locator
achieves the highest ratings, with the exception of the
subjectively perceived working speed, which was felt to be the
least slowed down with i2b2. The test participants were also
satisfied with i2b2, but the Sample Locator was rated

significantly more positively with regard to the presentation of
query results (Wilcoxon test; P=.03), the ability to undo
operating steps (Wilcoxon test; P=.01), navigation within the
tool (Wilcoxon test; P=.005), presentation of information
(clarity; Wilcoxon test; P=.04), and visual design (Wilcoxon
test; P=.02). For ATLAS, with the exception of the item
possibility of undoing task steps, all ratings were generally in
the negative range in every aspect of satisfaction (Table 4).
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Table 4. Results of the satisfaction rating. Mean ratings from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree) and SDs.

Sample Locator
(n=16), mean (SD)

ATLAS (n=16),
mean (SD)

i2b2a (n=15), mean
(SD)

Satisfaction with the query builder

4.06 (1.063)1.81 (0.808)3.20 (1.265)I am satisfied with the ease with which the tasks can be accomplished.

4.31 (0.793)1.75 (1.031)3.60 (1.242)I am satisfied with the time it takes to complete the tasks.

3.69 (1.014)2.38 (1.317)3.27 (1.280)I am satisfied with the functionality that is provided to complete the tasks.

4.25 (0.683)2.19 (1.130)4.00 (0.756)The terms and designations used in the query builder (eg, for the selection options
and for patient characteristics) are immediately understandable to me.

3.88 (1.147)2.88 (1.218)3.53 (1.407)The query builder enables me to complete work steps (eg, the selection of certain
clinical or temporal parameters) in the order that seems to make the most sense
to me.

3.56 (1.094)2.19 (1.073)2.80 (1.265)The results generated with the query builder are displayed or output in such a way
that they meet my requirements (eg, through clear grouping and an attractive vi-
sualization).

3.19 (1.223)1.81 (0.882)3.13 (1.302)It is immediately apparent to me which consequences my input in the query builder
has.

4.63 (0.619)3.88 (0.857)3.93 (0.884)The query builder offers me the possibility to undo work steps if it is appropriate
for my task completion.

4.44 (0.892)1.75 (0.901)3.40 (1.242)I found the navigation within the query builder easy.

4.00 (1.317)1.81 (0.808)3.13 (1.187)I found the information displayed in the query builder to be clear and concise.

4.19 (1.223)2.50 (1.118)2.80 (1.424)The user interface of the query builder is visually appealing.

4.19 (1.047)2.69 (1.102)3.47 (1.552)During my work with the query builder, errors occurred (eg, that options could

not be combined and that exclusion criteria did not work).b

3.69 (1.352)2.63 (1.317)4.00 (1.134)I sometimes felt slowed down in my work speed by the query builder (eg, by too

long waiting times).b

ai2b2: Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside.
bReverse-coded item.

Discussion

Overview
The motivation for this study was to compare three different
feasibility platforms and to answer the following questions: (1)
which of the systems is best suited as a basis for further
development and (2) which positive aspects can be taken over
from the other tools for the purpose of more user-friendliness.
This paper not only discusses the answers to these questions
but also illustrates the approach to achieve this.

Discussion of Methods
To answer the research questions, a web-based usability test
with end users and the established usability methods
Thinking-Aloud and the questionnaire based on the standardized
SUS was chosen as the methodological design.

An advantage of web-based usability testing is the independence
of time and place with which such tests can be performed, and
no extra test or observation room is required. Web-based testing
is a very time-efficient method that allows several people to
test a system at the same time. However, this method also has
disadvantages: observers have no real-time access to data, and
there is no possibility of interacting with the user during data
collection [22]. However, studies show that a remote test
provides as valid results as a laboratory test: Tullis et al [23],
for example, presented results that show high correlations

between laboratory and remote tests for task completion data
and task time data. The most critical usability problems were
identified using both the techniques. In a study conducted by
Andreasen et al [24], three methods for remote usability testing
and a traditional laboratory-based Thinking-Aloud method were
compared. These results also show that the remote method is
equivalent to the traditional laboratory method. Therefore, our
choice of a web-based test can be considered equivalent to a
usability study conducted in the laboratory.

For our web-based usability test, we chose the methods
Thinking-Aloud and questionnaires. The Thinking-Aloud method
allowed us to find out what potential users actually think about
the query builder. In particular, it enabled us to identify usability
problems that could lead to feasible redesign recommendations.
We learned why some parts of the user interface are difficult to
use and which areas of the tools are easy and intuitive for the
user. Advantages of this method are that no special equipment
is required for this method, it does not take a lot of time, and
data can be collected very quickly, which is sufficient for the
most important insights. Furthermore, this method is
independent of the level of technical experience of the test
persons and can be used for any type of user interface. A
disadvantage of the Thinking-Aloud method, however, is that
it is generally not suitable for detailed statistics. In addition, the
situation of constantly expressing thoughts is very unnatural,
which makes it difficult for the test person to maintain the
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required monolog [25]. Thus, we could also observe that some
of our test participants temporarily forgot to verbalize their
thoughts. To compensate for the disadvantages of this method,
we combined it with a questionnaire on usability and satisfaction
with the query builders.

Questionnaires have the advantage that numerous data can be
obtained with relatively little effort. The use of standardized
questionnaires also supports the objectivity of data collection
and allows comparisons between systems [26]. In particular,
the SUS is a very reliable questionnaire that detects differences
even in small sample sizes. In addition, it has been shown that
SUS can effectively distinguish between systems with low and
high usability and also correlates to a high degree with other
questionnaire-based usability measurement tools [27]. However,
questionnaires such as SUS are not suitable for diagnosing
usability problems and gathering background information to
understand why users evaluate a system in this way. In addition,
the relevant aspects of the given questions may be lost.
However, we were able to compensate for this disadvantage by
using the Thinking-Aloud method in combination.

In summary, by combining different methods, the advantages
and disadvantages of the respective methods can be balanced
and a comprehensive opinion can be obtained. According to
Sarodnick and Brau [28], the combination of observation and
spontaneous expression of thoughts ensures a high validity of
the data.

Discussion of Results
Our first research question should answer which of the three
query builders is the most usable. The results of our study show
that each of the evaluated systems has usability shortcomings
and thus offers room for improvement. However, overall, the
Sample Locator was rated as the tool with the highest usability.
The analysis of the screen videos for this tool showed the fewest
usability problems, and the questionnaire data showed the
highest SUS score (SUS score: 77.03) for this tool. i2b2 is in
second place, with a SUS score of 59.83. ATLAS was rated the
worst; this system only achieved a SUS score of 27.81, and it
was difficult to use from the perspective of the test subjects.
The main reason for this difference in evaluation can be found
in the complexity of the systems and the target group addressed
by these tools: The Sample Locator is aimed at scientists and
medical researchers who search for biosamples in academic
biobanks. The selection of search criteria for samples is limited
in the Sample Locator, so the Sample Locator is a very simple
search tool. ATLAS is primarily designed for researchers and
experts who need to assemble very complex cohort queries.
Therefore, the variety of selection and input options is much
higher, which also increases the complexity of operation. i2b2
offers a compromise between these systems. For the goal of the
development in MIRACUM, it was asked which tool offers the
best integration basis. The answer in this respect is that, of these
three tools, the Sample Locator is the most user-friendly from
the user’s point of view and is therefore considered the best
basis for developing a tool for feasibility studies.

The second research question is related to the negative and
positive design aspects of the three systems. The strengths of
the Sample Locator were mainly its esthetic, minimalist design

and the resulting clarity, the easy input of parameters, and the
intuitive navigation. The main disadvantage was that it was not
obvious in which logical way the parameters were linked after
input. In addition, when entering the age of the donor, it was
not clear why an input option for this was available in the two
areas Sample and Donor and Clinical Information and what the
difference of the selection option was. In addition, the Sample
Locator had only limited functionality. For example, complex
periods could not be defined or a concrete storage temperature
could not be entered. For further development of the tool, it is
recommended to address these usability problems.

i2b2 proved to be very intuitive to use with its drag-and-drop
operating concept and offered a good and simple way of
selecting parameters via the menu tree. However, even with this
tool, the parameters were not always linked correctly, despite
the short text-bright hints. One reason for this was that users
would expect parameters to be linked with AND within a field
and OR between fields. In fact, the opposite was true. Moreover,
the display of the results proved to be unfavorable because test
persons would not expect to have to select the Refresh option
actively and repeatedly themselves to get an up-to-date display
of the results. It should be noted, however, that the result display
inherent in i2b2 is not used in the MIRACUM i2b2 context but
in a connected project management tool. Thus, the result display
is not a mere usability problem of the i2b2 feasibility tool. Due
to the completeness and comparability between the tools, this
issue was nevertheless considered in the assessment of i2b2.

From the point of view of the test subjects, ATLAS offered the
greatest variety of input and selection options, but this made it
difficult to keep relevant information and options clearly
arranged and easily recognizable. It was also unclear to the test
subjects why the selection of demographic parameters (eg, age
and gender) followed a different selection principle than other
parameters (eg, diagnoses or therapy). It was also not
understandable why an exclusion criterion would have to be
defined as a reverse inclusion in the Inclusion Criteria area.
Most of the test subjects also failed to recognize how to start a
search, as they did not link the Generation tab with a search
option.

To the best of our knowledge, no study has previously compared
the usability of query builders for feasibility studies. However,
we were able to identify some studies that tested individual
query builders with regard to their usability, which can be
discussed with the partial results of our study:

• A usability study by Schüttler et al [29] with 27 participants
rated a mock-up version during the development phase of
the Sample Locator as intuitive and user-friendly. The mean
SUS score of the Sample Locator was 80.4, indicating good
usability. Our study showed a similarly high SUS score of
77.03, which also indicates good usability of this tool and
supports the results of the study by Schüttler et al [29].

• A usability survey of the Criteria2Query tool, which
performs queries in the ATLAS web application, revealed
that almost half of the participants considered it difficult to
perform the task of cohort definition (eg, identifying
queryable eligibility concepts) [30]. Our study comes to a
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similar conclusion for the web tool ATLAS. The main
reason for this is the complexity of the tool.

• A usability study of the EHR4CR (Electronic Health
Records for Clinical Research) multisite patient count cohort
system with 22 testers resulted in a SUS score of 55.83 (SD
15.37), indicating a low user satisfaction. The authors of
the study stated that test subjects had problems, especially
with complex queries [8]. We report similar results for all
three tested query builders. In particular, queries that asked
for OR or NOT links and a time constraint caused usability
problems for the participants.

• An evaluation of a web application for cohort identification
and data extraction revealed usability problems such as a
missing undo function, which means that users could not
directly return to the input mask to modify a query [31].
This was also one of the main problems reported with the
i2b2 tool.

In summary, it can be said that individual studies come to a
similar SUS assessment of the query tools and have reported
similar operating problems in individual cases. However, this
study, with its comparative design, represents the most
comprehensive and systematic usability evaluation to date.

Limitations
This usability study followed a comprehensive approach to
compare the three query builders. However, some limitations
must be considered when interpreting the results. Our results
refer to a specific target group (researchers in Germany as
laypersons or occasional users) and a specific context of use
(feasibility queries of medium complexity regarding the general
availability of patients or biosamples). The results can, therefore,
not be transferred to other people (query experts and trained
users who routinely use such tools) or a different objective
(complex feasibility queries with the aim of finding very specific
patients or biosamples). As other usability problems may arise
for different contexts of use, our results are not generalizable.
Furthermore, the selection of the three query builders was not
based on an extensive analysis of the existing tools. Due to the
limited timeframe of the project, this was dispensed with, and
the focus was placed on tools that had already been used in other
contexts in the project or were known from cooperation with
other initiatives. Moreover, it was ensured that the tools are
without exception, subject to an open source license, so that the
most suitable tool can be used as a foundation for further
development, if appropriate. A further limitation concerned the
tasks, as the queries were designed for a test environment. To
ensure functional comparability between the tools, the
complexity of the tasks was based on the simplest tool. Although
this did not allow all the functionalities of the other two tools
to be fully exploited, care was taken to ensure that the tasks
reflected real feasibility queries and thus covered all the required
functions. The study procedure required each participant to
evaluate all the three tools. Although the order of the test items
was randomized to minimize bias due to learning effects, these
cannot be completely avoided. However, owing to the strong
differences in the basic operating concepts, we assume that such
an effect is marginal. As the usability test was not conducted
at only one location, it was not feasible to create one identical

test scenario for all participants. The study was carried out by
the participants for the most part at their workplace or, in rare
cases, in their home office. However, we believe that this
corresponds to a more realistic scenario than a laboratory setting,
so that the insights gained are more informative. With regard
to the tools, it should be mentioned that both ATLAS and the
Sample Locator were provided in English only. Here, it must
be taken into account that nonnative speakers may find some
terms or options difficult to understand. In the case of this study,
however, the majority of participants indicated that they had no
difficulties with the English language (Table 2), so no bias due
to comprehension deficits was expected. Finally, the relatively
low number of participants (n=16) might be considered as a
methodological weakness. During recruitment, the search for a
population of suitable researchers and physicians with no
profound knowledge of the tools was a bottleneck; therefore,
we were unable to reach the targeted 30 subjects. However, this
did not diminish the significance of the results. Kuric et al [32]
showed that a sample size of approximately 15 participants
yielded good results for the comparative usability evaluation
of query builders; therefore, 16 participants were considered
sufficient.

Conclusions
This study provides data to develop a suitable basis for the
selection of a harmonized tool for feasibility studies by concrete
evaluation and comparison of the usability of three different
types of query builders. The feedback of the participants during
the usability test made it possible to identify user problems and
positive design aspects of the individual tools and to compare
them qualitatively. As a result, comparatively, the Sample
Locator is the tool with the best usability, that is, the most
positive ratings and the lowest number of usability problems.
To create a harmonized tool, this tool is therefore considered
the most suitable starting point. The Sample Locator outweighs
the other tools in terms of the visual design of the user interface,
clear and concise presentation of information, navigation, and
presentation of results. For further development of the tool,
there is a need to revise the display (visibility) of logical links,
the provision of selection fields for diagnostic information, a
clearer name or area placement of the Donor Age selection
option, and a clearer presentation of the options for specifying
a diagnostic period. Nevertheless, because of the current
limitation of supporting only a small set of selection criteria
and because, for example, no time constraints are possible, its
scalability with respect to much more comprehensive sets of
filter criteria (eg, with large possible value lists) and more
complex Boolean expressions (including time constraints and
dependencies) needs to be carefully considered. The results of
our study provide valuable insights for researchers and
developers of similar projects, whereby our methodological
approach can be used as a blueprint. Our next step will be to
apply the findings of this research to develop a harmonized
feasibility platform. Although only laypersons were considered
in this usability study, this tool could also be expanded in the
future to include functions for experts to address an even broader
user group. To obtain a holistic picture, experts who are already
familiar with the field of feasibility queries will also be
consulted.
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Abstract

Background: There were 2 major incentives introduced by the Chinese government to promote medical informatics in 2009
and 2016. As new drugs are the major source of medical innovation, informatics-related concepts and techniques are a major
source of digital medical innovation. However, it is unclear whether the research efforts of medical informatics in China have
met the health needs, such as disease management and population health.

Objective: We proposed an approach to mapping the interplay between different knowledge entities by using the tree structure
of Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) to gain insights into the interactions between informatics supply, health demand, and
technological applications in digital medical innovation in China.

Methods: All terms under the MeSH tree parent node “Diseases [C]” or node “Health [N01.400]” or “Public Health [N06.850]”
were labelled as H. All terms under the node “Information Science [L]” were labelled as I, and all terms under node “Analytical,
Diagnostic and Therapeutic Techniques, and Equipment [E]” were labelled as T. The H-I-T interactions can be measured by
using their co-occurrences in a given publication.

Results: The H-I-T interactions in China are showing significant growth and a more concentrated interplay were observed.
Computing methodologies, informatics, and communications media (such as social media and the internet) constitute the majority
of I-related concepts and techniques used for resolving the health promotion and diseases management problems in China.
Generally there is a positive correlation between the burden and informatics research efforts for diseases in China. We think it is
not contradictory that informatics research should be focused on the greatest burden of diseases or where it can have the most
impact. Artificial intelligence is a competing field of medical informatics research in China, with a notable focus on diagnostic
deep learning algorithms for medical imaging.

Conclusions: It is suggested that technological transfers, namely the functionality to be realized by medical/health informatics
(eg, diagnosis, therapeutics, surgical procedures, laboratory testing techniques, and equipment and supplies) should be strengthened.
Research on natural language processing and electronic health records should also be strengthened to improve the real-world
applications of health information technologies and big data in the future.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e26393)   doi:10.2196/26393
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Introduction

Background
Medical informatics (MI), or biomedical and health informatics,
has become an established scientific discipline worldwide. It
studies the data, information, and knowledge of biomedicine
and health care and their systematic organization, representation,
and analysis methods [1]. Basic research scholars in this
community adopt quantitative and qualitative methods for
understanding and improving the process surrounding the use
of information, with the specific goal of advancing biomedical
science, whereas applied research scholars leverage information
technologies to improve health care outcomes [2]. The
application of health information technology (HIT) was
proposed as a promising potential solution for improving the
productivity, effectiveness, and quality of health care services.
The most important benefits of HITs are to reduce medical
errors and costs, improve patients’ quality of life, and enhance
medical decision making. Informatics with big data can be
exploited for a wide variety of applications including artificial
intelligence (AI), predictive analytics, and point-of-care clinical
decision making [3]. The United States has twice promoted HIT
through legislation, including the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) in 1996 and Health
Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
(HITECH) in 2009 [4].

In China, there are also 2 major government incentives in the
development of MI. One is the launch of the second round of
medical reform in 2009 when a substantial investment was put
into MI [5]. An important contribution of this health care reform
is that MI has been defined as one of the “four constructs and
eight pillars,” which is the foundation of this reform. As a result
of these health policies, the Chinese government and industry
have invested heavily in hospital informatics and population
health informatics. The second incentive is that in 2016, China
released its first health initiative, Healthy China 2030, which
guides and coordinates a nationwide strategy for improving
China’s population health and the national health system. China
aims to establish a comprehensive health information system
in all public hospitals and primary health care facilities and to
develop “Internet + Health initiatives” by using new
internet-based technologies to increase access to health care
and improve the quality and efficiency of health care delivery.
In particular, telemedicine was encouraged as a means toward
connecting residents with public hospitals, and its use was
viewed as a way to reduce inequity between urban and rural
areas apart from improving access to health care. Starting with
the experience of fighting COVID-19, China is speeding up its
efforts in the use of cutting-edge information technologies in
medicine and health care, with the aim of innovating the
management and service mode, optimizing the allocated
resources, and improving service efficiency [6].

However, evidence shows that there is an imbalance between
research and practice of MI in China. This discipline had long
been focused on library-oriented informatics instead of
hospital-oriented informatics. Academic MI research lags behind
HIT applications in China. Current MI in China can be described

as “hot in industrial HIT applications and cold in academic
research.” This increased focus on HIT applications rather than
MI research has hampered the applications of theoretical
research to a real-world setting, resulting in repeated HIT
construction and huge resource waste in China [7-9].

To characterize the landscape of academic research in MI around
the world or in China, previous researchers either used
publication data collected in terms of informatics-related
concepts, such as the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) “Public
Medical informatics” [10,11], or specialty journals [12].
However, MI is a multidisciplinary field; data from specialty
concepts and journals may not reflect the activities outside of
the MI communities. Thus, it is difficult to depict a complete
picture about the pattern of interactions between informatics
concepts or techniques and health or medical needs. To the best
of our knowledge, there have been limited systematic
investigations of the interactions between health demand and
informatics supply in China.

To fill this gap, this paper proposes a new approach to collecting
research publications with a broad interpretation of the MI using
the hierarchical tree of MeSH terms. We determined whether
there is an interaction between health and informatics by
examining the proportion of the MeSH terms included in the
article that falls into either the health MeSH branch or the
informatics MeSH branch. For instance, a given publication
can be understood to be included in the field of MI if it is
indexed with either of the following MeSH terms from 2
branches: (1) the MeSH tree parent node “Diseases [C]” or node
“Health [N01.400]” or “Public Health [N06.850]” and (2) the
MeSH tree parent node “Information Science [L].” This paper
further demonstrates this interaction between health demand
and informatics supply using visualizations such as the ternary
map and sankey map.

All terms under the MeSH tree parent node “Diseases [C]” or
node “Health [N01.400]” or “Public Health [N06.850]” were
labelled as H. All terms under the node “Information Science
[L]” were labelled as I, and all terms under node “Analytical,
Diagnostic and Therapeutic Techniques, and Equipment [E]”
were labelled as T.

Research Questions
The primary goal was to measure the pattern of interactions
between health demand and informatics supply in China, as
well as the interplay among informatics supply, health demand,
and technological applications. This paper mainly uses the
United States as a comparator for investigating the development
of MI in China, with a particular focus on the H-I-T interaction
in each country. The research questions are as follows:

(1) What is the pattern of interactions between health demand
and informatics supply as well as technological applications in
China?

(2) Are informatics research efforts dealing with the major health
needs that carry the greatest burden of disease in China?

(3) What is the pattern of the interplay among informatics
supply, health demand, and technological applications in China
for important specific areas, such as AI?
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Literature Review

Related Research on the Development of MI in China
To achieve universal access to medical resources, the Chinese
government has put HIT as an important technical support tool
for the country’s health care system. According to a longitudinal
study by the China Hospital Information Management
Association (CHIMA) Annual Survey, the overall adoption of
electronic medical records (EMRs) in China in 2018 has
surpassed that of the United States in 2015 and Germany in
2017 on average, yet with only about one-fifth of the required
funding and about one-fourth of the required human resources
per hospital as compared to the US HITECH project [13].

In addition, China is planning to build a regional medical
consortium of hospitals based on regional HITs promoted by
health information exchanges in the country. There are several
studies exploring the unique contributions and characteristics
of HIT development in Chinese hospitals. According to the
CHIMA’s Annual Survey from 2006 to 2015, the electronic
sharing of medical data among Chinese hospitals is growing
rapidly. The percentage of hospitals relying solely on paperwork
for data interaction declined from 43.3% in 2011 to 8.0% in
2015. There was a strong positive linear correlation between
hospitals that join the consortium and the accessibility of
electronic medical data exchange plan. The number of hospitals
endorsing dual referral systems and appointments, allowing
data to be browsed between hospitals and regional information
systems, and offering remote consultation services grew to
65.0%, 61.6%, and 81.9% respectively, in 2015, compared to
18.8%, 16.8%, and 10.9% respectively, in 2011 [14]. From 2007
to 2018, 10,954 hospital Chief Information Officers across 32
administrative regions in Mainland China were interviewed in
the CHIMA Annual Survey [13]. In terms of funding, the
sampled hospitals’ annual HIT investment and their average
investment per bed increased substantially. With regard to
information system development, as of 2018, the average EMR
implementation rate of the sampled hospitals exceeded the
average of 2015 in US counterparts and 2017 in German
counterparts (85.26% vs 83.8% and 68.4%, respectively).

However, academic research in MI lags behind HIT applications
within China. Hu et al [15] revealed the notable growth of MI
education, a specialty rooted in medical library and information
science education, in recent years in China. Although its
development has been affected by frequent name changes and
an unclear identity, its success has not been entirely ignored. It
is recommended that in China, (1) MI treated as a “must-have”
discipline be given high priority; (2) independent, balanced
degree programs be set up; (3) a specialty of “medical
informatics” be established under the “medicine” category; and
(4) curricula be integrated with international MI education.

Lei et al [7] argued that Chinese researchers in MI have made
insufficient contributions to the global community despite
China’s substantial HIT market and tremendous investments in
hospital information systems. MI has traditionally been focused
on medical library or bibliographic information instead of
medical (hospital information or patient information)
information. Its slow progress is largely due to the misdirected
concentration, insufficient teaching staff who have received

formal education of MI, and the incorrect positioning as an
undergraduate discipline. Liu et al [16] compared MI education
at the top 10 universities in 3 Asian countries. Japan and South
Korea have developed modernized educational systems for MI.
Universities in Mainland China offer very few curriculum
systems in line with international standards and practices.
Analysis of the development of MI and the current status of
continuing education in China and the United States were
presented from the perspective of conferences. Four MI
conferences in China and 2 in the United States were conducted
for both quantitative and qualitative analyses: China Medical
Information Association Annual Symposium (CMIAAS), China
Hospital Information Network Annual Conference (CHINC),
China Health Information Technology Exchange Annual
Conference (CHITEC), China Annual Proceeding of Medical
Informatics (CPMI) vs the American Medical Informatics
Association (AMIA) and Healthcare Information and
Management Systems Society (HIMSS). CMIAAS and CPMI
are mainstream academic conferences, while CHINC and
CHITEC are industry conferences in China. The results showed
that considering China’s economy’s scale along with the huge
investment in HIT, the country is at a low level in terms of the
conference output and attendee diversity [8,9]. Moreover, basic
MI research funding is inadequate in China compared with the
huge investments in HIT applications [7]. As such, the current
development of MI in China can be characterized as “hot in
industry applications and cold in academic research.”

Mapping Interactions Between Different Knowledge
Entities Using the MeSH Tree
The MeSH thesaurus is a controlled and hierarchically organized
vocabulary produced by the National Library of Medicine. It is
used to index, catalog, and search biomedical and health-related
information [17]. The MeSH terms are organized in a tree-like
network structure consisting of 16 branches coded using A–N,
V, and Z. The name of the branches are Anatomy, Organisms,
Diseases, Chemicals and Drugs, Analytical, Diagnostic and
Therapeutic Techniques and Equipment, Psychiatry and
Psychology, Phenomena and Processes, Disciplines and
Occupations, Anthropology, Education, Sociology and Social
Phenomena, Technology, Industry, Agriculture, Humanities,
Information Science, Named Groups, Health Care, Publication
Characteristics, and Geographicals. Within each branch, MeSH
terms with shorter “Tree Number” identification codes are
relatively general concepts that branch out into more specific
concepts. Each article in PubMed is typically assigned to several
MeSH terms.

The MeSH tree is a widely recognized controlled vocabulary
thesaurus for information retrieval systems [18]; it has been
used to map the interactions between different knowledge
entities in the biomedical and health domain.

One is to measure the translational interactions between basic
research and applied research reflected by MeSH terms. Weber
[19] introduced an approach to mapping PubMed articles onto
a graph, called the “Triangle of Biomedicine,” by assigning
articles in 3 categories (Human, Animal, and Molecular/Cellular
Biology [HAC]) based on the number of MeSH terms they have
that fall into each of these categories. Each publication is given
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a code based on whether it contains MeSH terms from that
group (eg, a publication containing 1 or 10 MeSH terms from
a cellular group would be given a “C”). Weber defined
translation as a movement of a collection of articles, or the
articles that cite those articles, toward the human corner. Based
on this framework, a data science team at the US National
Institutes of Health (NIH) modified the algorithm so that the
HAC categories are fractionally counted, which is done for each
article by dividing the number of HAC terms in each category
by the total number of terms in all 3 categories [20]. In place
of the binary variable Weber [19] used, NIH’s development
opens up the triangle so an article can appear anywhere on it,
instead of just the 7 points in the Weber triangle. Recently, Ke
[21] further integrated the elements in this model. He adopted
a working definition of cell- and animal-related MeSH terms
as basic and human-related as applied. Ke proposed a method
to place publications onto the translational spectrum, by learning
embeddings of controlled vocabularies. He applied these
learning methods on MeSH terms to obtain similarities between
human-related terms and the rest, which in total determines the
degree of basicness of the articles.

The other is measuring medical innovation through the interplay
among the demand, supply, and technology in terms of MeSH
terms. Several scholars have taken advantage of the fact that
MeSH is organized as a hierarchical tree, and the relevant topic
areas that correspond to particular MeSH nodes and their
subtrees can be used to measure the process of medical
innovation. Agarwal and Searls [22] were the first to
conceptualize the medical innovation interaction in terms of
“demand” (represented as “diseases” in MeSH terms) versus
“supply” (represented as new “drugs and chemicals” in MeSH
terms). Focusing on 3 main branches — “diseases,” “drugs and
chemicals,” and “techniques and equipment” — Leydesdorff
et al [23] used base maps and overlay techniques to investigate
the translations and interactions and thus to gain a bibliometric
perspective on the dynamics of medical innovations. Based on
the study by Agarwal and Searls [22], Petersen et al [24]
developed a triple helix model of medical innovation — supply,
demand, and technological capabilities — by introducing a third
branch of MeSH terms referring to “Analytical, Diagnostic and
Therapeutic Techniques and Equipment” (namely, “Techniques
and Equipment”), which provides yet another perspective
relevant to medical innovation. Compared with only the demand
and supply interactions investigated in the study by Agarwal
and Searls [22], technological capabilities make it possible to
observe the generated innovation in the forms of products,
processes, and services.

HIT Innovation in Comparison With the More
Well-Established Pharmaceutical Industries
HIT and evidence-based digital medicine can also be understood
as a medical technology (the “supply” side) similar to drugs
and devices to meet the needs of health care and disease
management (the “demand” side). Worldwide, the chaotic and
subpar processes and results of HIT innovation are noted in the
wake of tremendous investments in capital and human resources,
especially when compared with the more well-established drug
and device industries [25]. “Evidence-based medicine” is best
suited to deal with the uncertainty surrounding the MI and HIT

applications [26]. Evidence-based MI can be defined as the
“conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of the current best
evidence” to support a health care decision that employs
information technologies [27]. There are few studies on the
application of evidence-based medicine to evaluate the
effectiveness and safety of HIT and digital health interventions
as well as AI algorithms on health [26,28-31]. Evidence-based
MI, despite some progress, is still in the early phases of
development [1]. It is the responsibility of the whole community
to build evidence in MI, providing it is considered to be a
scientific discipline [27]. Drug and device innovations must
follow a standardized pipeline of production processes, while
HIT innovations do not meet the equivalent standards. As a
consequence, when it comes to producing effective and reliable
products for the public, HIT lags behind the more mature drug
and device industries.

As new drugs are the major source of medical innovation,
informatics-related concepts and techniques are a major source
of digital medical innovation. Inspired by this point, along with
the aforementioned framework to measure medical innovation
in the “Mapping Interactions Between Different Knowledge
Entities Using the MeSH Tree” section, we suggest measuring
digital medical innovations (or MI innovations or HIT
innovations) by replacing “drugs and chemicals” with
“information science”–related MeSH terms.

Methods

H-I-T Model

Overview
We used 3 MeSH branches as representations of Health demand,
Informatics supply, and Technological applications (the H-I-T
model) and used their co-occurrences to measure the digital
medical innovation process in China. The detailed definition of
HIT is as follows. For “H,” the entire “Diseases [C]” branch as
well as 2 subbranches (ie, “Health [N01.400]” and “Public
Health [N06.850]”) are regarded as a representation of health
demand for HIT innovations. “Health [N01.400]” and “Public
Health [N06.850]” are under the branches “Population
Characteristics [N01]” and “Environmental and Public Health
[N06],” respectively — with the top root “Health Care [N].”
So, we use 2 MeSH terms, “health” and “public health,” to
represent the population health demand and the “diseases
category” MeSH terms to indicate the individual health demand
(specific disease management).

For “I,” the “Information Science [L]” branch is a representation
of the supply side in terms of informatics concepts and
techniques.

For “T,” the “Analytic, Diagnostic, and Therapeutic Techniques
and Equipment [E]” branch is a representation of state-of-the-art
technological applications, namely the functions to be realized
by informatics (eg, diagnosis, therapeutics, surgical procedures,
investigative techniques, equipment, and supplies).

In the H-I-T model, every related article can be classified as
health demand (H), informatics supply (I), technological
applications (T), or a combination of these 3 using the MeSH
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terms and HIT score. MeSH terms are arranged in an
alphabetical and hierarchical structure from the most general
level to the narrowest level. Table 1 shows the branches of
MeSH terms used in distinguishing the H-I-T classification.
Note that since the MeSH term “Public Health” has another tree
number H02.403.720 (branch of medicine concerned with the
prevention and control of disease and disability and the

promotion of physical and mental health of the population on
the international, national, state, or municipal level), terms under
this branch are also included in the health demand (H) category.
These terms include Epidemiology, Molecular Epidemiology,
Pharmacoepidemiology, Preventive Medicine, Environmental
Medicine, Occupational Medicine, and Preventive Psychiatry.

Table 1. Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms used in each health demand, information supply, technological applications (H-I-T) category

Number of termsMeSH branchesH-I-T category

5331Diseases [C], Health [N01.400], Public Health [N06.850]Health demand (H)

419Information Science [L]Informatics supply (I)

2985Analytical, Diagnostic and Therapeutic Techniques, and Equipment [E]Technological applications (T)

It is noted that for each publication, only a MeSH major topic
(ie, MeSH [primary] terms) are used in our data collection and
computation. In PubMed publications, a MeSH term that is one
of the main topics discussed in the article is denoted by an
asterisk(*) on the MeSH term or MeSH/Subheading combination
and is referred to as a MeSH major topic. The major topic can
reveal the most essential research content of an article.

Mathematical Description of the H-I-T Model
The classification algorithm calculates the percentage for each
category by dividing the number of H-I-T MeSH (primary)
terms in each category by the total number of terms in all 3
categories. Figure 1 shows 2 examples of calculating HIT scores.
The first article with PMID 28117445 was tagged with 3 MeSH
(primary) terms. It is noted that 1 MeSH term may belong to 2
or more branches and have 2 or more MeSH codes. In this
situation, we marked each MeSH code once. Now, 3 terms
became 6 MeSH codes; the codes beginning with C or N06.850

or N01.400 were classified as “H.” The codes beginning with
L were classified as “I.” The codes beginning with E were
classified as “T.” The final HIT scores were calculated using
the codes belonging to the 3 H-I-T categories only, for instance,
as indicated in Figure 1 with a total of 3 H-I-T MeSH terms: 2
for H, 1 for I, and 0 for T. The final H-I-T scores for this article
are H=2/3, I=1/3, T=0, with only the linkages between H and I
and none with T.

The H-I-T scores for the second article with PMID 25981148
were also calculated using the same algorithm. It has a total of
10 H-I-T MeSH terms: 2 for H, 2 for I, and 6 for T. The
techniques and equipment (“Cardiac Resynchronization Therapy
Devices,” “Defibrillators, Implantable,” and “Remote Sensing
Technology”) have linked the health demand (“Heart Diseases,”
“Quality of Life”) with the informatics supply (“Telemedicine”).
Without such techniques and equipment as the “Remote Sensing
Technology,” it is hard to apply telemedicine to heart disease
care.
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Figure 1. The calculation process of health demand, informatics supply, technological applications (H-I-T) scores for 2 example articles.

Visualization of the H-I-T Model
To maximize the utility of the H-I-T model, we adapted Weber's
Triangle of Biomedicine [19] to show the composition of
systems composed of H-I-T. Each of the 3 apexes represents
health demand (H), informatics supply (I), and technological
applications (T). If an article contains a 100% H or I or T, it
will be placed at one of the vertices of the triangle as a dot. If
an article contains a 50% H and 50% I, then it will be placed
in the middle of the left edge of the triangle, as shown in Figure
2A. If an article contains at least 33% H/I/T, then it will be
placed in the center of the triangle, and so on.

Usually, there are only 5 to 10 MeSH (primary) terms in a paper,
and the percentage repetition rate will be high when calculating
H-I-T scores for each article. There will be a large number of

points overlapping on the triangle graph, and the points
themselves lose their meaning due to visual clutter. Often,
scholars use density contours in triangles (Figure 2B) to improve
visualization, but those density markers alone are still difficult
to observe quickly by the human eye. This paper further
improves on the display details of the triangle by dividing the
entire triangle into many mini tribins. We cut the whole triangle
into N equal parts in 3 directions, and then the N*N small tribins
appear within the original large triangle. It enables us to bin
points in small triangular areas; the number of points in each
small area can be counted. With large datasets, we are able to
display the counted number and color on tribins together (Figure
2C). Perhaps it can add more richness to triangle diagrams and
thus enhance the visualization of the HIT triangle diagram. The
triangle diagrams in this paper were implemented by using
ggtern library in R [32].

Figure 2. Three ways to display the health demand, informatics supply, technological applications (H-I-T) triangle: (A) triangle plot with points only
on the vertex, middle of the edges, and center; (B) triangle plot with points and a density contour; (C) triangle plot with tribins.
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Mapping ICD-10 to MeSH Terms
To approximate the extent of health needs, we use the World
Health Organization (WHO) Global Burden of Disease (GBD)
survey as useful information. The WHO provides the
corresponding codes of the International Classification of
Diseases (ICD-10) in which each of the aforementioned diseases
is classified.

Most recently, Yegros et al [33] matched WHO ICD-10 with
MeSH terms in a corresponding table to find whether research
efforts address global health needs. We reviewed this
correspondence table again and used it to map the correlation

between disease burden and rates of informatics-related
publications for China. To link publications to diseases, we used
not only the MeSH terms assigned to ICD-10 codes but also all
MeSH terms located beneath them in the MeSH tree. This, for
instance, enabled us to assign publications with the MeSH term
“Diabetic Nephropathies” to the disease “Kidney Diseases”
even if the MeSH term “Kidney Diseases” was not assigned to
these publications. In fact, the term “Diabetic Nephropathies”
is the subordinate concept of the term “Kidney Diseases.” Table
2 shows the correspondence table between ICD-10 and MeSH
for specific cardiovascular diseases.

Table 2. Correspondence table between International Classification of Disease (ICD)-10 and Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) for 2 specific
cardiovascular diseases.

ExcludedMatchedICD-10 codeCardiovascular disease

MeSH termsMeSH Tree NumberMeSH termsMeSH Tree Number

Hypertension, Pregnancy-
Induced

C13.703.395;

C14.907.489.480

HypertensionC14.907.489I10-I15Hypertensive heart disease

N/AN/AaMyocardial IschemiaC14.280.647;

C14.907.585

I20-I25Ischemic heart disease

aN/A: not applicable.

Data Collection
In order to systematically collect publications relating to
informatics supply and health demand, here, we use a new
approach to collect publications that provide a broad
interpretation of MI using the hierarchical tree of MeSH 2020
terms. A given publication can be understood to be included in
the field of MI if it is indexed with both of the following MeSH
(primary) terms from each of the 2 branches: (1) the MeSH tree
parent node “Diseases [C]” or node “Health [N01.400]” or
“Public Health [N06.850]” and (2) the MeSH tree parent node
“Information Science [L].” Note that we restrict our analysis to
the “Major Topic Headings” for each article, which are indicated
in each PubMed article page by an asterisk * next to the MeSH
term; these MeSH (primary) terms are sufficient to identify the
article’s core content.

A total of 213,215 publications during 2010-2020 (till June, 30
2020) were initially collected from MEDLINE using the
co-occurrences of the 2 branched MeSH (primary) terms. We
excluded publications indexed by such MeSH (primary) terms
as (1) “Systematic Reviews as Topic” and (2) “Meta-analysis
as Topic.” While located within the parent MeSH tree of
“Information Science” and “Public Health,” they do not reflect
the informatics supply and health demand, respectively, but
represent a secondary research approach. Other exclusion criteria
are given to such publications with publication types as Review
and Retracted publications, as well as with the keyword
“bibliometric” occurring in the title. This process leaves 194,567
global publications for the following analysis.

Results

Overall Results
The United States ranked first based on the number of
publications, accounting for one-quarter of the world’s total
publications. China ranked second, with the number of
publications basically equal to the third, the United Kingdom.
Compared with the United States and United Kingdom, China’s
publications increased rapidly since 2010, when the Chinese
government launched health reforms for the second time and
invested significant funding in HIT (Figure 3, Table 3).

It is noted that of all MI papers published by China, there are
1083 in the Chinese language, published in MEDLINE-indexed
Chinese journals, such as Sheng Wu Yi Xue Gong Cheng Xue
Za Zhi (N=126), Nan Fang Yi Ke Da Xue Xue Bao (N=80), and
Zhonghua Liu Xing Bing Xue Za Zhi (N=77; Table 3). It
reflected the interactions among MI with biomedical engineering
as well as epidemiology, which is an important subdiscipline
of public health and preventive medicine in China. We first
performed an exploratory data analysis and found that the pattern
of interactions between health demand and informatics supply
for the United Kingdom and China is similar. There is a
significant difference between the United States and United
Kingom/China. In the following section, we will primarily
compare China with the United States and answer the
aforementioned research questions.
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Figure 3. Number of (A) health demand and informatics supply (H-I) and (B) health demand, informatics supply, and technological applications (H-I-T)
publications for China and the United States.

Table 3. Distribution of global publications on medical informatics (n=194,567).

%Number of publicationsCountry/territoryRanking

25.449,353United States1

7.214,105 (1083 in Chinese, 13,022 in English)China2

7.113,783United Kingdom3

4.99469Germany4

4.38326Canada5

3.77110Australia6

3.46644Italy7

3.36443Japan8

3.16037France9

2.95596The Netherlands10

Interactions Between Health Demand, Informatics
Supply, and Technological Applications

Overall H-I-T Interactions
First, we calculated the average H-I-T scores of publications
for the world, the United States, and China. As shown in Table
4, we found that if we only count the average scores, the H-I-T
scores for China, the United States, and the world are very
similar. In general, the H score is higher than the I and T scores,
indicating that the number of H-related MeSH major topic terms
is more than those of I- and T-related topics. In other words,
this research tends to be health demand–oriented. Then, we
counted the H-I and H-I-T interacting publications for China
and the United States (Figure 3). Compared with the fluctuating
trends for the United States, the interactions of both H-I and
H-I-T for China show a notable increasing trend.

Next, we mapped publications from China and the United States
on the H-I-T triangle graphs based on the H-I-T model, as shown

in Figure 4. Since the search strategy was that any given paper
will definitely contain the H and I MeSH terms, we would
naturally assume that most articles on the triangle would tend
towards the edges H and I. However, the distribution of the
United States’ publications was slightly unexpected. In the US
triangle diagram, the reddest subtriangle is in the center
(N=4499) instead of the edges of H and I (N=4350). The
distribution of Chinese publications in the triangle is quite
different from that of the United States; they are much less prone
to the T side of the triangle. Most articles from China are located
at the edges of H and I. In the just-centered subtriangle, the
number of articles with the same percentages of H, I, and T
MeSH primary terms (each category accounts for one-third) is
much less for China (N=870) than the United States (N=4499).
This shows that, while China’s existing techniques and
equipment have been established to link informatics supply and
health demand, the informatics research efforts in the United
States have provided a stronger H-I-T link than China.

Table 4. The average health demand, information supply, and technological application (H-I-T) scores for the world, the United States, and China.

TIHCountry/territory

0.2870.2800.434United States

0.2880.2770.436Global

0.2820.2680.450China
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Figure 4. Overall layout of publications in the health demand, informatics supply, and technological application (H-I-T) triangle for the United States
and China.

Detailed H-I-T Interactions
Such differences between China and the United States are also
observed when the detailed H-I-T interactions are considered.
We use the first level of disease classification in the MeSH tree
and combine “Health [N01.400]” and “Public Health [N06.850]”
as “population health.” The first-level concepts in the
“Information Science” branch and “Analytic, Diagnostic, and
Therapeutic Techniques and Equipment” branch are used to
map the interactions between informatics supply, technological
applications, and health demand, which is represented by various
specific diseases and population health.

Figure 5 depicts the detailed profile of the H-I-T interactions.
In general, such interactions in China are relatively weaker
compared with those in the United States. According to Figure
5, whether it comes to diseases, informatics, or technology

applications, the United States is more balanced, while China
is more concentrated. Computing methodologies, informatics,
and communications media (such as social media and the
internet) constitute the majority of the informatics domain and
are the 3 most common HITs used for resolving the health and
disease problems in China. In China, social media, the internet,
and other forms of communication media are not only used to
solve public health problems but also applied to specific disease
problems, especially infections diseases, cardiovascular diseases,
respiratory tract diseases, neoplasms, nervous system diseases,
and many other chronic diseases. The State Council has released
a medium to long-term plan (2017-2025) on the prevention and
treatment of chronic diseases and emphasized the roles of
internet+health in promoting health. Thus, social media and
other internet media are extremely important for health
promotion and self-care among patients and their family
members and caregivers.

Figure 5. Detailed profile of health demand, informatics supply, and technological application (H-I-T) interactions for the United States and China.
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As is shown in Figure 5, population health is the largest
informatics research target for both the United States and China,
since public MI has been an established research area for both
of them. In fact, the term “public health informatics” was
introduced into the MeSH tree in 2003 and defined as “the
systematic application of information and computer sciences
to public health practice, research, and learning.” But there were
some differences in the health demand domains interacting with
informatics between China and the United States. For China,
the major diseases supported by informatics research efforts
include nervous system diseases, neoplasms, digestive system
diseases, cardiovascular diseases, and respiratory tract diseases.
The types of diseases that are most interactive in China are
ranked rather low in the United States. Such cases were observed
for male urogenital diseases, immune system diseases, and
nutritional and metabolic diseases. In other words, China and
the United States are using similar HITs to solve their own
health problems.

Informatics Research Efforts vs Burden of Disease in
China
The question to be discussed in this subsection is whether China
informatics research efforts are dealing with the major health
needs, measured by the burden of disease. The Years of Life
Lost was used, and Disability-Adjusted Life Years (DALYs)
were provided by the WHO as a proxy of the burden of disease.
Although DALYs are not free of limitations, they are one of
the most established proxies of disease burden. We identified
informatics-related publications related to a selection of the
diseases considered in the WHO GBD estimates for the year

2016 [34], which is much closer to the publication search
window used in this paper. Combined with the rankings of the
top 25 leading causes of DALYs in China during 1990-2017
[35], we considered the 24 most specific diseases with high
DALYs in China in the “Communicable, maternal, perinatal
and nutritional conditions” and “Noncommunicable diseases”
groups. We did not consider diseases in the “Injuries” group
since it is difficult to match them with MeSH terms, although
“road injuries” ranked fifth in the leading causes of DALYs in
2017.

According to Figure 6, generally, there is a positive correlation
between the burden of disease and the oriented informatics
research publications, when analyzed by specific therapeutic
areas classified by the WHO. The linear regression results
showed y = 0.0079x, R² = 0.4103. Two major cardiovascular
diseases, stroke and ischemic heart disease, are leading causes
of DALYs in China and in recent years, have attracted a
considerable amount of information science research. For several
major malignant neoplasms, such as lung cancer, liver cancer,
stomach cancer, esophagus cancer, and colon and rectum
cancers, although their DALYs vary largely, research has
attracted the most informatics research efforts. Among the top
24 diseases related to DALYs in China, there is a gap between
the burden of disease and informatics research efforts for chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease, back and neck pain, and
depressive disorders, which have a higher burden yet lower
informatics research efforts. Overall, among mental disorders,
beside depressive disorders, schizophrenia, substance abuse,
and anxiety disorders have disproportionate informatics research
efforts to their disease burden.

Figure 6. Top 24 disease-related Disability-Adjusted Life Years (DALYS) versus informatics-related publications in China.
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Interactions Between Health Demand, AI Supply, and
Technological Applications
The “computing methodologies” represent the largest part of
information science research for both the United States and
China, of which AI is the most dominant area. We use the
“Artificial Intelligence” MeSH terms and all terms beneath it
in the MeSH tree to construct AI sub-datasets. According to
Table 5, the proportion of AI-specific publications across all
publications linking health demand and information science
supply is significantly higher for China (11.3%) than the global
average level (6.8%) and that in the United States (7.4%). The
number of AI publications has grown rapidly, especially since
2016 (Figure 7). In the MeSH tree, “Artificial Intelligence” is
defined as the theory and development of computer systems
that perform tasks that normally require human intelligence.
Such tasks may include speech recognition, learning; visual
perception; mathematical computing; reasoning, problem
solving, decision making, and the translation of language. It has
8 subbranches: (1) Computer Heuristics, (2) Expert Systems,
(3) Fuzzy Logic, (4) Knowledge Bases (ie, Biological
Ontologies), (5) Machine Learning, (6) Natural Language
Processing, (7) Computer Neural Networks, and (8) Robotics.

As a subfield of information science, AI and related technologies
are increasingly prevalent in medical research and are beginning
to be applied to health care and medical research. In this section,
we specifically analyzed and discussed the H-I-T interactions
in AI-related research publications. Figure 8 shows the H-I-T
interactions in AI research in China and the United States, and
the secondary MeSH terms under MeSH topic “Artificial
Intelligence [L01.224.050.375]” were selected to calculate
co-occurrence relationships between health demand, AI supply,
and technology applications.

As to the connection between health demand and AI supply,
the most focused domain of health demand is population health;
the most concentrated AI concepts are computer neural networks
and machine learning; and the most extensive technology
applications are investigative techniques, diagnosis techniques,
and therapeutic techniques. Investigative techniques are
commonly used in preclinical and clinical research,
epidemiology, chemistry, immunology, and genetics, among
others. The investigative techniques do not include techniques
specifically applied to diagnosis, therapeutics, anesthesia and
analgesia, surgical procedures, surgical, and dentistry. After a
detailed analysis of the specific topics under “Investigative
techniques,” we found the most focused topics are
“observation,” “research design,” and “epidemiologic methods”
and “models, theoretical.” We concluded the linkage “Population
health—machine learning (including deep learning such as

neural networks)—Investigative techniques” shows hot topics
such as machine learning–enabled clinical research and disease
prediction models based on real-world data. Now, we turn from
“population health” to specific diseases. Both countries have
used AI technologies for research on all diseases. Among those,
nervous system diseases and neoplasms are the most focused
AI-targeted diseases for the United States and China,
respectively. Diseases that very rarely use AI include infections,
otorhinolaryngologic diseases, immune system diseases, and
hemic and lymphatic diseases.

On the informatics supply side, machine learning and neural
networks are the most commonly used techniques in both
Chinese and US publications. In the United States, “machine
learning” and “computer neural networks” co-occurred 1169
and 914 times, respectively, with health demand–related terms.
China, on the other hand, was counted 829 and 901 times,
respectively. In health AI research by US scholars, “computer
neural network” technologies have been used mainly in clinical
research and real-world studies, with 248 occurrences, whereas
it is rarely used for diagnosis [E01], with only 5 occurrences.
However, in Chinese scholars’ research, “computer neural
network” technology has been mainly supported for “Diagnosis”
[E01] with 209 co-occurrences.

Furthermore, another significant difference observed between
health AI research by Chinese and US scholars is the use of
natural language processing technology. Natural language
processing co-occurred 325 times with healthy demand for the
articles by US scholars, but only 65 times for China. As it is
indicated in the Sankey diagram (Figure 8), the most common
use of natural language processing techniques in the United
States focused on “Population Health,” followed by
cardiovascular disease, nervous system disease, and many other
specific diseases.

The phenomenon that natural language processing–related
research seems a gap or a weak point for China may be due to
the relative lack of research on electronic health records (EHRs)
in China. The MeSH term “Electronic Health Records” is a
standardized term that unifies synonyms such as Computerized
Medical Records and EMR. It is defined as media that facilitate
transportability of pertinent information concerning a patient’s
illness across varying providers and geographic locations. Some
versions include direct linkages to online consumer health
information that is relevant to the health conditions and
treatments related to a specific patient. While continuously
increasing (Figure 7), China has insufficient research
publications as to its overall health information research
publications on EHR (193, 1.4%), compared with the world
average (3.3%) and the United States (4.8%).

Table 5. Comparison of the number of publications between health demand and artificial intelligence (AI) supply.

Percentage (%)Number of all H-Ia–interacted publicationsNumber of AI publicationsCountry/territory

6.8149,56713,258Global

11.314,1051592China

7.449,3533628United States

aH-I: health-related MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) terms co-occurred with information-science-related MeSH terms.
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Figure 7. Publications about (A) artificial intelligence and (B) electronic health records for the United States and China.

Figure 8. Comparison of health demand, AI supply, and technological application (H-AI-T) interactions for the United States and China.

Discussion

Interactions Between Health Demand, Informatics
Supply, and Technological Applications
Informatics uses the synergistic “bridging” of electronic data
to benefit individual diseases and population health. There has
been a consistent increase in the number of publications tagged
with both health-related and information science–related MeSH
terms since 2010 in China. This is in accordance with the
observation that “a significant upward trend particularly after
2011 in the number of articles by Chinese academics in MI
based on their publications in 18 international specialty journals”
[12]. They also concluded that the global influence of Chinese
scholars is growing worldwide; they are making increasingly
conscious efforts to enhance their collaborative relationships
with international researchers. In their contribution, the hottest
and emerging technological fields in MI were examined, such
as EMRs, AI, and image processing, whereas the functions these
informatics technologies have realized, such as in supporting
diagnosis and therapeutics of diseases, and the health needs
they are used to address have not been investigated. The focus
of our paper is the interplay between knowledge entities through
the co-occurrence of the 3 dimensions of health-, information-,

and technology-related terms, instead of macrobibliometric
analysis. Our results suggest that the interactions between health
demand and informatics supply as well as technological
applications in China are showing significant growth. Among
the top 3 countries with the highest number of publications, the
number of H-I-T publications in China is growing the fastest.
In our analysis, population health or public health is the area of
greatest demand that interacts with informatics for both the
United States and China. Population health can have the most
impact on health informatics research. Recently, Bhattarai et al
[10] investigated how information and communications
technologies (ICTs) were applied to public health and found
that “communicable disease monitoring,” “public health policy
and research,” and “public health awareness” are the most
common public health domains interacting with ICTs. One of
the limitations of their study is that, by only using one MeSH
tag as a selection criterion, publications without the “public
medical informatics” MeSH term were excluded from their
dataset. Our research avoids such a limitation.

Despite the increasing output of academic research, the overall
interaction between health demand, informatics supply, and
technological applications in China is weaker than that in the
United States. To some extent, this has affected the technological
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transfer of HITs into products and ultimately had an impact on
the development of evidence-based digital medicine. The
effectiveness and safety of HIT must be evaluated scientifically
before it can be used by doctors, patients, and consumers. For
example, Bhattarai et al [10] reported that inconsistent results
exist regarding the validity of most of the informatics indicators
when various predictors are used for disease surveillance and
emergency monitoring, such as syndromic surveillance, dispatch
calls, over-the-counter drug sales, and school absenteeism. They
suggest additional studies should be conducted to further
investigate the validity of such predictions. Whereas, for
evidence-based medicine, there are clear guidelines on the
development and assessment of the effectiveness of biomedical
or behavioral health interventions, there is a scarcity of
guidelines for the systematic development and assessment of
medical and health informatics, and corresponding research has
just begun [25].

Informatics Research to be Focused on the Greatest
Burden of Diseases or Where It Can Have the Most
Impact
We are not prepared to emphasize the idea that informatics
research efforts must be proportional to the burden of disease.
We think it is not contradictory that informatics research should
be focused on the greatest burden of diseases or where it can
have the most impact. In fact, we have taken into account these
2 viewpoints. The overall results of both the H-I-T interactions
and the H-AI-T interactions indicate that population health or
public health is the area with the greatest demand that interacts
with informatics supply and technological applications for both
the United States and China. We think population health can
have the greatest impact on health informatics research.
Population health and specific disease management are 2 major
demanding health domains. While the extent of demand for

specific diseases is easy to measure (eg, using burden of disease
data), the extent of the demand for population health is not easily
quantified since it is independent of diseases.

We used 2 MeSH terms, “health” and “public health,” to
represent population health demand and the “diseases category”
MeSH terms to indicate the individual health demand for
specific diseases. We noticed that there are 2 MeSH terms,
“Delivery of Health Care, Integrated” and “Patient-Centered
Care,” that are related to health demands independent of specific
diseases. The term “Delivery of Health Care, Integrated” is a
health care system that combines physicians, hospitals, and
other medical services with a health plan to provide the complete
spectrum of medical care for its customers. In a fully integrated
system, the 3 key elements — physicians, hospital, and health
plan membership — are in balance in terms of matching medical
resources with the needs of purchasers and patients. The term
“Patient-Centered Care” represents a design of patient care
wherein institutional resources and personnel are organized
around patients rather than around specialized departments.
Unfortunately, these terms are not included in our conceptual
framework and data collection. Here, we tried to determine the
research landscape between “Patient-Centered Care”/“Delivery
of Health Care, Integrated” and “Information Science.” Using
such a search strategy, “(“Patient-Centered Care” OR “Delivery
of Health Care, Integrated”) AND (“information science
category”),” with the search field “MeSH Major Topic” from
the MEDLINE database, we collected 2071 publications
published between 2010 and March 15, 2021. We mapped the
co-occurrence clusters of MeSH Major Topics with at least
tagged by 10 publications and found that “Patient-Centered
Care” tended to link with nursing practices, such as “nursing
staff, hospital,” “nursing homes,” “family,” “nurse-patient
relations,” “patient participation,” and “patient safety” (Figure
9).
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Figure 9. The co-occurrence clusters of MeSH Major Topics in “Patient-Centered Care”–related informatics research publications.

Recently, there was an urgent discussion about a shift towards
integrated patient-centered models of care [36]. We may
conclude from these points that the focus of nursing informatics
is oriented around patient-centered care, while MI is
disease-oriented, and health informatics is population
health–oriented. According to a WHO report published in 2015
[37], integrated people-centered health services mean putting
the comprehensive needs of people and communities, not only
diseases, at the center of health systems and empowering people
to have a more active role in their own health. Traditional
models of care, providing hyperspecialized, program-specific
delivery to narrowly defined patient cohorts (eg, cardiac
programs, diabetes programs), are unable to support integrated
complex needs in a manner that achieves optimal outcomes.
The focus, therefore, needs to return to the holistic treatment of
the whole person, to be culturally and socially sensitive to
individual needs, and where appropriate, to include individual,
family group, or community models of care. Blending
informatics expertise with nursing’s unique perspective on
holistic health care ideally situates the profession to inform the
integration of emerging models of care in a digital environment.
We think that is a great opportunity for the development of
nursing informatics.

Interactions Between Health Demand, AI Supply, and
Technological Applications
In our study, “computer neural networks” was one of the hottest
informatics techniques in health AI research. China, in general,
has only less than half as many health AI publications as the
United States, yet has almost the same number of computer
neural network publications as the United States. Research from
Chinese scholars in the field of health AI primarily focuses on
deep learning and is more likely to apply complex deep learning

models (such as deep neural networks) to health and medical
diagnoses. This echoes the findings of a recent systematic review
that compared the performance of diagnostic deep learning
algorithms for medical imaging with that of expert clinicians
[29]. Of the 10 randomized trial registrations for deep learning
algorithms that were ultimately included, 8 were from China,
and 1 was from the United States. Two trials have been
completed, both from China, and their results were published
in 2019. For the 81 nonrandomized studies that were included,
the top 4 countries were as follows: United States (24/81, 30%),
China (14/81, 17%), South Korea (12/81, 15%), and Japan (9/81,
11%). Chinese scholars are very active in diagnostic deep
learning algorithms for medical imaging. AI-powered imaging
became the most mature field within the intelligence and medical
science industry, boasting a large market scale, substantial
revenue earnings, and a favorable financing environment.

It should be noted that natural language processing is not a fully
studied domain in health AI research in terms of H-I-T
interactions. After reading the titles of publications, we found
that almost all of the US studies in this dataset that used natural
language processing were related to EHRs. This is yet further
evidence that the level of openness of EMR data in Chinese
significantly limits the opportunities for scholars to uncover its
value.

The data show that EHRs are not fully studied, especially in
China. This coincides with the following evidence from the
United States as well as China. Through in-depth qualitative
interviews across the United States, Sheikh and colleagues [38]
investigated how to improve patient care and population health
with HITs and how to reduce health care expenditure. Yet, they
found that the following concerns persisted under existing
systems: poor usability of EHRs, limited ability to support
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multidisciplinary care, and major difficulties with using the
health information exchange systems. On the other hand, Zhang
and colleagues [39] explored the health applications for big data
in China. Although more than 90% of Chinese hospitals use
EMRs, sharing data is still difficult with hospital-based systems
because they are developed by more than 300 vendors using
different data standards. The investigation in the United States
revealed that despite the government’s substantial investment
in information systems, there were barriers to integrated care
due to system fragmentation. In China, the National Health
Commission hosts the EHRs, the National Healthcare Security
Administration hosts insurance claims data, and each hospital
has set up a unique medical record system, but none of which
are interoperable [5]. As such, it is critical to integrate the
myriad of electronic health, medical, and claims records into a
unified information system at all provider levels. Even with
these challenges, the Chinese government vigorously promoted
the development of big data and its application in the health
and medical fields. China’s State Council has announced that
it will establish a national and provincial integrated population
health information platform to facilitate data sharing, clinical
research, and public health initiatives in the country.

The limitations of this study include that (1) only one database
(ie, MEDLINE) was searched; (2) by using the combination of
2 branches of MeSH tags as a selection criterion, publications
without or with inaccurately indexed MeSH terms could not be
collected; and (3) the mappings of H-I-T interactions are
probably not sufficient. A much more complicated and granular
MeSH-based classification technique could have been
developed. However, keeping the definition of the 3 H-I-T areas
simple did not seem to limit our analysis, but rather it made the
results easier to interpret. In addition, only using the MeSH
Major Topics seems too strict, yet this approach ensures the
core content of one given publication. In many countries,
researchers need funding, and these will often be determined
by research funding bodies or industry, which will determine
research thrust and publications. In addition, in some countries
where many applied research and developments are within
publicly funded health institutions, publication is not prioritized
even where there is innovation; in countries where HIT is
competitively, commercially produced, research sponsors may
limit publication to avoid what is seen as loss of commercial
advantage.

Conclusions
This study proposed a new approach to mapping the interplay
between different knowledge entities by using the tree structure
of MeSH to gain insights into the interactions between health
demand, informatics supply, and technology applications in
China. This method can help to collect publication data with a

broader interpretation of medical and health informatics and
may also be applied to other interdisciplinary fields, such as
medical physics, medical engineering, and medical social
sciences.

China's emphasis on medical information technologies or HITs
began with the new round of health care reform in 2009. Since
then, medical and MI research in China has grown very fast,
and the number of publications has exceeded that of the United
Kingdom. The United States shows a relatively stable
publication trend. While China has made these advances, some
institutional and academic gaps still need to be filled in order
to fully utilize the advantage of informatics in medical research
and health care services. The following observations made
throughout the analysis are described in the following
paragraphs.

The interplay between health demand and informatics supply
for China is slightly sparse, and the interactions between them
were mostly observed in cardiovascular diseases, nervous system
diseases, neoplasms, and population health, which are studied
more with the help of computational methodologies and
informatics techniques. Other techniques, such as social media,
the internet, and other communication media are mainly used
to solve public health problems and are rarely used in other
disease research in the United States. While technological
applications (T) have been established to link informatics supply
(I) and health demand (H), the H-I-T linkages in informatics
research in China are weaker than research in the United States.
It is suggested that technological transfers, namely the
functionality to be realized by medical/health informatics (eg,
diagnosis, therapeutics, surgical procedures, laboratory testing
techniques, and equipment and supplies) should be strengthened.

There is a positive correlation between the burden of diseases
in China and the informatics research efforts for diseases. The
major diseases targeted by informatics research efforts are
cardiovascular diseases, neoplasms, and respiratory tract
diseases, which differ in profile from those in US populations.
China and the United States are using similar HITs to solve the
different health needs in their respective countries.

China is unbalanced in its use of a combination of information
science and medical and health sciences. The overall H-I
interactions in China are sparse, focusing on several major
diseases and 2 major informatics techniques. Research on EHRs
combined with natural language processing should also be
strengthened in China to improve the real-world applications
of HITs and big data in health and medicine in the future.

All data used to calculate the HIT scores are stored in the
Science Data Bank, which includes MeSH terms, MeSH tree
list, and the paper list with HIT scores [40].
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Abstract

Background: Clinical natural language processing (cNLP) systems are of crucial importance due to their increasing capability
in extracting clinically important information from free text contained in electronic health records (EHRs). The conversion of a
nonstructured representation of a patient’s clinical history into a structured format enables medical doctors to generate clinical
knowledge at a level that was not possible before. Finally, the interpretation of the insights gained provided by cNLP systems
has a great potential in driving decisions about clinical practice. However, carrying out robust evaluations of those cNLP systems
is a complex task that is hindered by a lack of standard guidance on how to systematically approach them.

Objective: Our objective was to offer natural language processing (NLP) experts a methodology for the evaluation of cNLP
systems to assist them in carrying out this task. By following the proposed phases, the robustness and representativeness of the
performance metrics of their own cNLP systems can be assured.

Methods: The proposed evaluation methodology comprised five phases: (1) the definition of the target population, (2) the
statistical document collection, (3) the design of the annotation guidelines and annotation project, (4) the external annotations,
and (5) the cNLP system performance evaluation. We presented the application of all phases to evaluate the performance of a
cNLP system called “EHRead Technology” (developed by Savana, an international medical company), applied in a study on
patients with asthma. As part of the evaluation methodology, we introduced the Sample Size Calculator for Evaluations (SLiCE),
a software tool that calculates the number of documents needed to achieve a statistically useful and resourceful gold standard.

Results: The application of the proposed evaluation methodology on a real use-case study of patients with asthma revealed the
benefit of the different phases for cNLP system evaluations. By using SLiCE to adjust the number of documents needed, a
meaningful and resourceful gold standard was created. In the presented use-case, using as little as 519 EHRs, it was possible to
evaluate the performance of the cNLP system and obtain performance metrics for the primary variable within the expected CIs.

Conclusions: We showed that our evaluation methodology can offer guidance to NLP experts on how to approach the evaluation
of their cNLP systems. By following the five phases, NLP experts can assure the robustness of their evaluation and avoid
unnecessary investment of human and financial resources. Besides the theoretical guidance, we offer SLiCE as an easy-to-use,
open-source Python library.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e20492)   doi:10.2196/20492

KEYWORDS

natural language processing; clinical natural language processing; electronic health records; gold standard; reference standard;
sample size
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Introduction

Over the last decades, health care institutions have increasingly
abandoned clinical records in paper form and have started to
store patients’ longitudinal medical information in electronic
health records (EHRs). EHRs are widely available and capture
large amounts of valuable clinical information from medical
backgrounds, examinations, laboratory testing, procedures, and
prescriptions [1]. While some clinical data are codified in the
structured fields of EHRs, the great majority of relevant clinical
information appears embedded within the unstructured narrative
free-text [2]. In this free-text section, physicians write down
their routine evaluation of the patient and thereby offer a
window into real-world clinical practices [3,4].

The resulting exponential growth of digitized data on real-world
clinical practice has given rise to specialized research fields
such as clinical natural language processing (cNLP) [5,6], which
aims at exploring the clinically relevant information contained
in EHRs [7-9]. The importance and complexity of improving
cNLP systems has given rise to a strong engagement among
researchers in developing methods capable of doing so [10-16].
This resulted in improved cNLP systems that have dramatically
changed the scale at which information contained in the free-text
portion of EHRs can be utilized [17-20] and has provided
valuable insights into clinical populations [21-27], epidemiology
trends [28-30], patient management [31], pharmacovigilance
[32], and optimization of hospital resources [33].

However, there is a lack of guidance on how to evaluate those
cNLP systems [34]. Although some ground-breaking work was
done by Biber [35] and Paroubek et al [36], who analyzed the
representativeness in linguistic corpora and the quantity and
quality of annotations needed to establish a representative gold
standard, hardly any proposal exists for an end-to-end evaluation
methodology of cNLP systems. Criteria for the evaluation of
cNLP systems were provided by Friedman and Hripcsak [37]
and, 10 years later, Velupillai et al [38]. Those are actionable
suggestions to improve the quality of cNLP system evaluations.
Based on their judgment, the provision of details about the
number of domain experts who participated in the creation of
the reference standard, mentions of the sample size, defining
the objective of the study, and the presentation of performance
measure CIs were deemed relevant aspects that provide
robustness to cNLP evaluations [35-37]. Such criteria are key
to advancement in cNLP [37] because of the direct and

existential impact these systems have on understanding patients
and diseases [39].

A crucial point for the evaluation of a cNLP system is the
availability of benchmark data sets in a specific language based
on real EHRs. Although many corpora for the medical domain
are available in English, they are scarce or nonexistent for other
languages. As a consequence, many benchmarks have been
designed a priori for clinical publications and are not real EHRs
[40]. The downside of this practice is that some important values
present in real EHRs are not contained in artificial EHRs. For
example, the validation of artificial data sets may not include
variables or concepts of the pathology of interest or research
objective. Furthermore, real-world data sets entail misspellings,
acronyms, and other particularities of the free-text narratives
of patients’ EHRs, which can be taken into account in the
validation process, thereby providing a much more accurate and
generalizable evaluation of the cNLP system [41]. Obviously,
the use of actual EHRs obliges researchers to implement the
necessary steps and tools to guarantee the confidentiality and
security of the data, in compliance with hospital ethics
committees, national and international regulations, and
pharmaceutical industry policies.

Here, we propose a language-independent evaluation
methodology that can help researchers to overcome some of the
mentioned obstacles when evaluating their cNLP system. Our
objective is to provide a state-of-the-art methodology for the
evaluation of cNLP systems, thereby guiding researchers in the
field of natural language processing (NLP) in this complex
process to ensure the robustness and representativeness of the
system’s performance metrics. The proposed evaluation
methodology is the result of our experiences developing cNLP
evaluations in real use-cases dealing with heterogeneous EHRs
focusing on a wide range of pathologies from one or several
hospitals in different countries.

Methods

Our evaluation methodology is a set of methods and principles
used to perform a cNLP system evaluation, which extends from
the establishment of the reference standard to the measurement
and presentation of the evaluation metrics. It consists of five
phases : (1) definition of the target population, (2) statistical
document collection, (3) design of the annotation guidelines
and annotation project, (4) external annotations and gold
standard creation, and (5) cNLP system performance evaluation
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The proposed evaluation methodology consists of five phases that guarantee the evaluation of a clinical natural language processing system
against a gold standard providing unbiased performance metrics. NLP: natural language processing, EHR: electronic health record.

In the following paragraphs, we present the five phases of the
proposed evaluation methodology in the context of cNLP
systems. However, this approach is not limited to cNLP systems
and the phases can be adapted to perform equally useful
evaluations of nonclinical NLP systems.

Phase 1: Definition of the Target Population
The target population is defined by sets of nonlinguistic and
linguistic characteristics. Nonlinguistic characteristics of the
target population are, for example, the type of hospitals that
participate in the evaluation, as this defines the clinical
departments commonly in charge of those patients, or factors
such as patient age (eg, patients under 18 years of age for a
pediatric disease) or gender (eg, men for studying prostate
cancer). Linguistic characteristics on the other hand are related
to the actual written content in an EHR such as mentions of the
primary and secondary medical conditions being evaluated. It
is highly recommended to consider secondary medical
conditions since they help to determine the criteria of sampling.
A list of questions related to the nonlinguistic and linguistic
characteristics, which needs to be answered by the responsible

medical experts, helps to identify the scope of the cNLP system
evaluation, the requisites for sampling, and the sample size:

• Patient age: is the patient’s age relevant in the studied
pathology?

• Hospitals: which hospitals will participate in this
evaluation?

• Clinical departments: are there any clinical departments
related to the disease that are relevant for this evaluation?

• Time: is there a period of time in which the evaluation
should be carried out? (study period)

• Primary medical condition (primary variable): which disease
or primary medical condition will be evaluated?

• Secondary medical conditions (secondary variables): which
other medical conditions or medical evaluations (eg,
symptoms, signs, treatments, or tests) will be considered?

Phase 2: Statistical Document Collection Using the
Sample Size Calculator for Evaluations
Determining the amount of data needed to capture enough
linguistics to be statistically robust as well as selecting the
sample to produce consistent performance measures, has been
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an open question in NLP research for more than a decade
[35-37]. In our evaluation methodology, a linguistic event refers
to a particular clinical concept mentioned in EHRs such as a
disease, a symptom, or a sign. Thus, the aim of phase 2 is to
build a corpus which represents the characteristics of the
population as closely as possible by combining an in-house
software tool called Sample Size Calculator for Evaluations
(SLiCE) and stratified sampling.

SLiCE
SLiCE is a publicly available software [42] developed by
Savana, an international medical company, that enables users
to estimate the minimum sample size required to obtain robust
metrics of reading performance, whereby robustness is
determined by predefining the CI and level. The method was
designed using the standard metrics commonly applied in NLP
system evaluations: precision (P), recall (R), and F1-score [43].
The input parameters of SLiCE are (1) the desired confidence
level (1-alpha), (2) the CI width, (3) expected values of precision
and recall, (4) the frequency of the linguistic event to evaluate,
and (5) whether this frequency has been calculated “internally”
or “externally.” The output of SLiCE contains the sample size
as well as the number of positive and negative samples required
to ensure the CI for the linguistic events evaluated. The final
number of documents to manually annotate is to be shared
equally among the participating hospitals in case of a multisite
evaluation.

The fundamentals of SLiCE are based on the sample size
determination method [44] for proportions [45] and the expected
occurrence rate (prevalence) of a linguistic event in the total
population. The method consists of fixing a confidence level
and a CI to calculate the sample size required to achieve the
desired CI. In our proposal, the Clopper-Pearson approach is

employed for CI calculation [45] since it is a common method
for calculating binomial CI. Under the Clopper-Pearson
approach, the lower and upper confidence limits are determined
by:

where n is the number of trials (sample size), F is the F-Snedecor
distribution, r is the number of successes, and α is the
significance level (eg, 5%).

The proposed method is applicable when the objective is to
assess a linguistic event or a set of linguistic events.
Consequently, the definition of the target population is key to
applying SLiCE since the calculation of the prevalence of the
event in the target population is a requirement.

The expected values of precision and recall represent values
that are considered achievable by the system. Care should be
taken not to overestimate the performance of the system by
introducing values higher than 90% when the actual performance
is below. This would result in a very small sample size and,
consequently, final metrics that are not very robust. If our system
achieves values in the evaluation that are far from the expected
ones, the probability of complying with the CI is low. Therefore,
we recommend applying realistic values of P and R (around
80%) to ensure the robustness of the final metrics. The impact
of the frequency of a main variable is the most influential input
as more negative examples are needed in case of low frequency
to guarantee a representative sample. To achieve a more robust
cNLP system evaluation, more documents would need to be
annotated. On the contrary, if high recall and precision are
expected, the total number of documents to verify this
expectation is lower than when low recall and precision are
expected (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Analysis of SLiCE (Sample Size Calculator for Evaluations) outputs according to changes in input parameters and their impact on the number
of documents to be selected for the gold standard.

SLiCE has two additional options which are “internal” and
“external.” When “internal” is selected (default), the occurrence
rate of the main variable needs to be calculated. To achieve that,
the prevalence of this linguistic event can be calculated using
the data provided in each hospital. Thus, for each hospital
participating in a study, the frequency using the following
formula can be calculated:

In the case of developing the evaluation for several hospitals,
the final frequency is the average of the occurrence rate of the
main variable in each hospital. Poor prevalence variables might
require a very large number of documents to be annotated, which
is not feasible in practice. However, the prevalence could be
measured not from an entire database, but from a subset of
relevant EHRs (eg, only a specific department).

When a set of linguistic events (eg, clinical concepts) is
evaluated, SLiCE needs to be applied to each clinical concept
that defines the target population to ensure the expected CI for
all the clinical events. However, this may not always be possible
due to time and budget restrictions associated with an evaluation.
For this reason, our methodology proposes to apply SLiCE at
least for the primary variable defined in the target population.
Consequently, for the secondary variables, the sample size does
not need to be calculated because they depend on the sample
size calculated for the primary variable.

It is important to note that the parameters of the calculator
should be decided by the medical experts together with NLP
experts in charge of the study based on their expectations
regarding the performance of the system. A detailed explanation
about the SLiCE algorithm can be found in Multimedia
Appendix 1, and a guide on how to use the open-source SLiCE
can be found on GitHub [42].
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Stratified Sampling by Clinical Concepts
Once the number of documents needed to create the gold
standard as well as the numbers of positive and negative
examples needed for the primary variables are calculated using
SLiCE, the EHRs to be included in the final validation data set
can be selected. In order to stratify clinical concepts, we need
to collect the samples of each variable from the subset of
documents from the target population. First, the positive and
negative examples of the primary variable are selected according
to SLiCE. In a second step, negative examples for secondary
variables are randomly selected from reports excluding the
primary variable. Positive examples for secondary variables are
collected using a stratified sampling as a method of probabilistic
sampling where the subgroups are identified by each secondary
variable to ensure the representativeness of each linguistic event.

Phase 3: Design of the Annotation Task and Guidelines
The preparation of the annotation project requires the
cooperation of NLP experts and the internal medical experts
(developers of the study). The annotation task itself is a manual
process in which annotators (external medical experts of the
participating hospital) review and mark up the predefined
variables in the text for each EHR of the gold standard. To
guarantee the quality of the resulting annotations [46], it is
important to carefully design both the annotation guidelines and
the annotation task.

The annotation guidelines consist of a set of instructions that
explain what exactly the annotation task consists of. For
instance, these guidelines will include the list of variables the
annotators are expected to annotate in the free text, as well as
resolve possible doubts related to, for example, synonyms or
the inclusion of negative concepts. The creation of the guidelines
is an iterative process in which NLP experts and internal medical
experts participate. Using the initial draft of the annotation
guidelines, the annotators are required to perform the annotation
task on a small subset of documents in order to validate the
design of the annotation project and correct, when applicable,
the guidelines. This iterative process ensures that the instructions
are clear before the start of the actual annotation task. The final
guidelines need to be followed by each participating annotator
in order to assure the consistency of annotations, especially
across participating institutions. The process described here
must always be applied, regardless of the study, the annotation
tool (we use Inception at Savana [47]), or the number of
documents included in the evaluation.

Phase 4: External Annotations and Gold Standard
Creation
Once the annotation project is prepared for each hospital
participating in the study, the external annotation task can start.
In this phase, 2 annotators (external medical experts) from each
hospital will review independently and blindly (meaning they
do not know which document they are annotating compared to
their colleague) the whole set of documents selected in the
previous steps. It is important to note that the 2 annotators are
not allowed to communicate with each other or with the
annotation project creators. Their only source of information
are the annotation guidelines.

Once all the annotations have been completed by both
annotators, a curator (additional external clinical expert) from
that same institution is assigned to check every annotation for
which the annotators disagree and to make the final decision.
This final decision will be the one used for the gold standard
creation that later serves to evaluate the cNLP system, while
the two previous annotations are used to measure the
interannotator agreement (IAA). The IAA is a commonly used
approach in cNLP system evaluations [48-50] to identify the
upper performance level.

Phase 5: NLP Performance Evaluation
To measure the quality of annotations and to obtain target
metrics for the cNLP system, it is necessary to assess them by
measuring the IAA after full completion of the annotation task
by the external medical experts. In our methodology, the IAA
is calculated using the F1-score [51]. A low agreement can
indicate that the annotators might have had difficulties in
linguistically identifying the respective variables in the EHRs
or that the guidelines are still inadequate in properly describing
the annotation task. Thus, the IAA serves as a control
mechanism to check the reliability of the annotation and further
to establish a target of performance for the cNLP system.

The performance evaluation of the cNLP system is calculated
using the standard metrics precision, recall, and their harmonic
mean F1-score [43]. P gives us an indicator of the accuracy of
information retrieved by the system (equation 3), R gives us an
indicator of the amount of information the system retrieves
(equation 4), and the F1-score gives us an overall performance
indicator of information retrieval (equation 5):

In all cases, true positives are the sum of records correctly
retrieved, false negatives are the sum of records not retrieved,
and false positives are the sum of records incorrectly retrieved.

In addition to these metrics, the 95% CI for each aforementioned
measure can be calculated since this provides information about
the range in which the true value lies and thus how robust the
metric is. The method employed to calculate the CI is the
Clopper-Pearson approach [45], one of the most common
methods for calculating binomial CI.

Results

Application of the Methodology
The proposed evaluation methodology has been applied for the
evaluation of cNLP systems in several clinical research projects
at Savana. In this section, we give one example of its application
in a project aimed at estimating the prevalence of severe asthma
in the Spanish hospital population using Savana’s cNLP system
“EHRead Technology”.

Phase 1: Definition of the Target Population
For this study, the population was defined by adult patients with
asthma (the primary medical condition), with EHRs available
from multiple hospitals and a study period of several years.
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Phase 2: Statistical Document Selection Using SLiCE

SLiCE
With an average internal frequency for asthma of 48.5% in the
target population of the participating hospitals (see subsection
“Phase 2: Statistical Document Collection Using the Sample
Size Calculator for Evaluations” of the Methods section for
details on how this was calculated), an expected precision of
85% and recall of 80% (to be on the safe side, as explained in
the previous section) with an interval width of 5% and expected
CI of 95%, we obtained the following sample sizes:

• 249 positive examples;
• 270 negative examples;
• 519 total number of documents to annotate;
• 87 documents per hospital (42 positive examples, 45

negative examples).

Stratified Sampling by Clinical Concepts
In order to ensure the representativeness of the secondary
variables of interest to the study, a stratifying approach was
applied as explained in the subsection “Phase 2: Statistical
Document Collection Using the Sample Size Calculator for
Evaluations” of the Methods section (Table 1).

Table 1. Study variables detected in selected documents by the clinical natural language processing (cNLP) system compared to the ones obtained by
manual annotations.

cNLP system detectionsManual annotationsVariable

289281Asthma (primary variable)

4965Extrinsic asthma

88131Bronchodilation test

164181Eosinophils in blood

168181Gastroesophageal reflux syndrome

5054Obesity

2127Omalizumab

152162Prick test

80147Salmeterol + fluticasone

104106Total IgEa

aIgE: immunoglobulin E.

Phase 3: Design of the Annotation Task and Guidelines
External medical experts (annotators) were asked to mark the
appearance of the clinical variables of interest in the free text
of EHRs selected for the gold standard. In this project, we used
the annotation tool Inception to facilitate the annotation task
[47]. The annotation guidelines can be stored in this annotation
tool, and annotators can access them via the user interface at
any time during the annotation task.

Phase 4: External Annotations and Gold Standard
Creation
A crucial indicator is the IAA, which describes the difficulty
of the external medical experts in evaluating the variables in
the free text of EHRs and to set the target for the cNLP system
performance. In the asthma study, the validation task appeared
to be difficult as suggested by the suboptimal IAA F1-scores
of several variables (Table 2). It was noted that the primary
variable (asthma) and the first secondary variable (extrinsic
asthma) may intersect, leading to confusion among medical
experts. Once both annotators finished their annotations and
the IAA was calculated, a third external medical expert resolved
disagreements for the creation of the gold standard.
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Table 2. Interannotator agreement (IAA) F1-scores for the primary and secondary variables of the annotation task.

IAA F1-score (95% CI)Variable

0.77 (0.70-0.82)Asthma (primary variable)

0.76 (0.58-0.88)Extrinsic asthma

0.86 (0.78-0.92)Bronchodilation test

0.68 (0.57-0.76)Eosinophils in blood

0.82 (0.73-0.89)Gastroesophageal reflux syndrome

0.74 (0.51-0.87)Obesity

0.88 (0.74-0.95)Omalizumab

0.72 (0.62-0.80)Prick test

0.81 (0.71-0.88)Salmeterol + fluticasone

0.60 (0.45-0.72)Total IgEa

aIgE: immunoglobulin E.

Phase 5: NLP Performance Evaluation
After the curation of the disagreements between the annotations
of the external medical experts, the final gold standard was
compared to the cNLP system, leading to higher precision and
recall than expected for the primary variable and a CI width of
90-96 for precision and 94-98 for recall. The expected precision
and recall used in SLiCE were underestimated compared to the

final metrics, which means that even fewer reports could have
been annotated. However, using as little as 519 EHRs, it was
possible to evaluate the performance of the cNLP system and
obtain performance for the primary variable within the expected
CI range (Table 3). Interestingly, the performance metrics of
the secondary variables were also high (>0.79) apart from one
variable (total immunoglobulin E: F1=0.64) for which the IAA
was also low (0.60).

Table 3. Performance metrics for primary and secondary variables when comparing the clinical natural language processing system to the gold standard.

F1 value (95% CI)Recall (95% CI)Precision (95% CI)Variable

0.95 (0.92-0.97)0.96 (0.94-0.98)0.94 (0.90-0.96)Asthma (primary variable)

0.86 (0.75-1.00 )0.75 (0.63-0.85)1.00 (0.93-1.00)Extrinsic asthma

0.79 (0.71-0.85)0.66 (0.58-0.74)0.99 (0.94-1.00)Bronchodilation test

0.94 ( 0.90-0.97)0.90 (0.84-0.94)0.99 (0.96-1.00)Eosinophils in blood

0.96 (0.93-1.00)0.93 (0.88-0.96)1.00 (0.98-1.00)Gastroesophageal reflux syndrome

0.96 (0.87-1.00)0.93 (0.82-0.98)1.00 (0.93-1.00)Obesity

0.93 (0.68-1.00)0.78 (0.58-0.91)1.00 (0.84-1.00)Omalizumab

0.92 (0.87-0.96)0.90 (0.84-0.94)0.95 (0.91-0.98)Prick test

0.96 (0.60-0.76)0.53 (0.45-0.61)0.98 (0.91-1.00)Salmeterol + fluticasone

0.64 (0.54-0.73)0.63 (0.53-0.72)0.64 (0.54-0.74)Total IgEa

aIgE: immunoglobulin E.

Discussion

Principal Findings
We developed an easy-to-follow evaluation methodology, based
on our experience with cNLP system evaluations using
real-world clinical data, to provide guidance on how to evaluate
their performance [36,38]. Our motivation was to be able to
assure the robustness and representativeness of the performance
metrics of evaluations of our cNLP systems, which is crucial
for their application in clinical research. We presented the
application of our evaluation methodology on a named-entity
recognition cNLP system; however, the methodology can easily
be adapted to other NLP tasks by adjusting the questions in

phase 1 to the area of the respective NLP system. We routinely
apply this methodology in our real-world evidence clinical
studies and hope that it is equally useful for other NLP experts
to reach a statistically sound evaluation of their own cNLP/NLP
systems.

The first phase, the definition of the target population, is crucial
for a successful evaluation [35] since it establishes the requisites
for sampling and, most importantly, the scope of the cNLP
system evaluation. While the linguistic characteristics to be
considered for an evaluation are obvious, the questions needed
to define the nonlinguistic characteristics are less obvious and
require the insights of medical experts. Not properly defining
the target population may lead to false expectations [37], a
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situation that can be avoided by initializing the cNLP system
evaluation answering those questions. In our example, the
definition of the target population was straightforward, but
depending on the primary medical condition to be studied, this
can be much more complex [52].

To ensure that the information extracted by a cNLP system is
reliable and accurate, its output must be validated against a
corpus of expert-reviewed clinical notes in terms of precision
and recall of extracted medical terms. Thus, phase 2 of the
evaluation methodology applied SLiCE, a statistical tool that
offers guidance for the determination of a gold standard’s
minimum sample size to ensure the expected levels of CIs of
the linguistic events in cNLP system evaluations. The resulting
gold standard contains a representative set of EHRs [35] based
on the SLiCE output for the main variable in combination with
the stratifying approach for the secondary variables, which has
shown to lead to a much more representative gold standard than
simple random sampling [35]. Frequently, evaluations are
carried out using reference standards that are too small to be
statistically useful, which might be due to limited resources
[53], or that apply, at the other end of the extreme, a
resource-wasting “the more, the better” approach [54]. Both
scenarios are not satisfactory, and the use of SLiCE can help to
avoid them without compromising the robustness of the
evaluation or wasting resources.

In situations where the data source lacks predefined categories,
other techniques such as discriminant text selection could be
applied to limit the population from which to sample (eg,
classifying EHRs into clinical services or departments). Thus,
the frequency of the primary variable could be calculated over
the category of interest, thereby increasing its frequency and
lowering the amount of documents to be annotated. In phase 3,
the annotation project is prepared with the input of both internal
medical experts as well as NLP experts. NLP experts are heavily
involved in many aspects of cNLP system evaluations as project
leaders, consultants, technical support, providers of performance
metrics, and most importantly, creators of the NLP system itself.
But generally, NLP experts are not involved in the actual
annotation task due to their lack of medical expertise.
Nevertheless, the involvement of NLP experts early on in the
creation of the annotation project to assist internal medical
experts (eg, in the preparation of the guidelines or any NLP
preprocessing) can be crucial for the final outcome of the
annotation task [52,53].

To assure the quality of annotations and to provide a target for
the expected accuracy of the cNLP system, we proposed the
calculation of the IAA using the F1-score [51] in phase 4.
Although other studies apply the Cohen kappa to measure IAA
of mandatory and conditional questions [55], we preferred not
to use kappa due to the lack of generalization [56]. Despite the
debate about whether IAA really sets the upper limits for an
cNLP system [56], we consider IAA to be important information
to judge the performance of a cNLP system. In our use-case
example, the cNLP system did not perform well for variable
“Total IgE”; additionally, the annotators seemed to have had
issues as revealed by the low IAA. This confirms the usefulness
of the IAA to evaluate the difficulty of the identification of

some variables and hence to better interpret the performance of
the cNLP system.

Finally, in phase 5, the cNLP system performance is evaluated.
In our use-case study of asthma patients, the performance was
actually higher than expected. Although the gold standard could
have been even smaller, the amount of documents to be
annotated was close to the minimum to still assure the
representativeness of the gold standard and robustness of the
cNLP system evaluation. As mentioned in the Methods section,
Phase 2 subsection, we suggest being conservative with SLiCE’s
parameters to assure robust performance metrics. When
presenting the evaluation results, mentioning the CI width for
all performance measures is one of the criteria already defined
by Friedman and Hripcsak [37] in their guidelines to improve
cNLP system evaluations in the clinical domain. We follow this
recommendation and advise every NLP expert to provide the
upper and lower CI limits between which the true value lies, so
that the robustness of the results can be determined.

Limitations
Although our methodology offers a thoughtful strategy for cNLP
system evaluations that has proven to be very useful, we want
to point out some of its limitations. In several steps the
methodology requires information that might not be easy to
obtain in any project. If an NLP expert does not have access to
internal medical experts to jointly work on the project, some of
the required information might be difficult to obtain. In this
case, external medical experts participating in the study would
need to provide this information. In addition, the creation of the
annotation project, including the annotation task and guidelines,
requires both medical expertise and experience with annotation
tasks to anticipate problems that nonexperienced annotators
might encounter during the annotation task [53]. However, not
all cNLP systems detect variables that can only be annotated
correctly by medical experts. Depending on the level of medical
knowledge required, and if no medical experts are available,
nonexpert annotators can be recruited. Although considered a
nonoptimal solution, nonexperts have successfully annotated
text corpora in other projects [57-59].

Another problem might be the time required for the annotation
task, which needs to be considered in the planning. With a
primary variable of low frequency, the amount of documents
to annotate can be quite high and external medical experts might
not have the time to finish the annotation task in a timely manner
or may even become upset with the annotation effort. Therefore,
it is important to integrate medical expert knowledge to make
sure that all nonlinguistic characteristics are covered to adjust
the gold standard in the best possible way. To summarize, many
aspects of a successful cNLP system evaluation in the clinical
domain result from the essential collaboration between NLP
experts and medical experts. The presented evaluation
methodology reflects this important collaboration.

Conclusion
We presented an evaluation methodology to guide NLP experts
in cNLP system evaluations. By applying this methodology in
a real study, we showed that this methodology is robust and
efficient. To base the creation of the gold standard on
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performance metrics, results in a statistically useful gold
standard which is a huge improvement over studies that do not
base their decision on statistical measures. NLP experts who

implement such internal controls in their cNLP system
evaluation provide a robust evaluation and further respect
medical experts’ time and economic resources.
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Abbreviations
cNLP: clinical natural language processing
EHR: electronic health record
IAA: interannotator agreement
NLP: natural language processing
P: precision
R: recall
SLiCE: Sample Size Calculator for Evaluations
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic is still undergoing complicated developments in Vietnam and around the world. There
is a lot of information about the COVID-19 pandemic, especially on the internet where people can create and share information
quickly. This can lead to an infodemic, which is a challenge every government might face in the fight against pandemics.

Objective: This study aims to understand public attention toward the pandemic (from December 2019 to November 2020)
through 7 types of sources: Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, blogs, news sites, forums, and e-commerce sites.

Methods: We collected and analyzed nearly 38 million pieces of text data from the aforementioned sources via SocialHeat, a
social listening (infoveillance) platform developed by YouNet Group. We described not only public attention volume trends,
discussion sentiments, top sources, top posts that gained the most public attention, and hot keyword frequency but also hot
keywords’ co-occurrence as visualized by the VOSviewer software tool.

Results: In this study, we reached four main conclusions. First, based on changing discussion trends regarding the COVID-19
subject, 7 periods were identified based on events that can be aggregated into two pandemic waves in Vietnam. Second, community
pages on Facebook were the source of the most engagement from the public. However, the sources with the highest average
interaction efficiency per article were government sources. Third, people’s attitudes when discussing the pandemic have changed
from negative to positive emotions. Fourth, the type of content that attracts the most interactions from people varies from time
to time. Besides that, the issue-attention cycle theory occurred not only once but four times during the COVID-19 pandemic in
Vietnam.

Conclusions: Our study shows that online resources can help the government quickly identify public attention to public health
messages during times of crisis. We also determined the hot spots that most interested the public and public attention communication
patterns, which can help the government get practical information to make more effective policy reactions to help prevent the
spread of the pandemic.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e27116)   doi:10.2196/27116
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COVID-19; Vietnam; public attention; social media; infodemic; issue-attention cycle; media framing; big data; health crisis
management; insight; infodemiology; infoveillance; social listening
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Introduction

Background
The COVID-19 pandemic situation remains complicated, with
nearly 82 million infection cases worldwide as of January 1,
2021 [1]. Due to Vietnam’s shared 1350 km land border with
China, it was considered at high risk of an uncontrollable
outbreak [2]. Yet Vietnam learned many lessons from the severe
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) epidemic when it failed to
properly assess the infection risk from patients coming from
the epidemic area for treatment at the Vietnamese French
hospital, which triggered the SARS outbreak within its borders.
Ultimately, Vietnam was the first country that the World Health
Organization (WHO) removed from its list of those with
community SARS infections [3]. During the first wave of the
COVID-19 pandemic in Vietnam, the government quickly
evaluated the novel coronavirus as a strange and dangerous
virus with a high transmission risk that could easily result in an
outbreak. The Vietnamese government executed preventive
measures early, taking action a month before the WHO declared
a Public Health Emergency of International Concern. The
outcomes were impressive, as only 415 infections and no deaths
were reported between January and June 2020 [4,5]. Following
more than 3 consecutive months without cases of community
spread infection, the second wave of the COVID-19 outbreak
in Vietnam began when the 416th patient was declared infected
in Danang on July 25, 2020. Vietnam recorded its first
COVID-19 deaths during this period [6].

Pandemics are inherently negative situations; therefore,
COVID-19–related news usually includes negative information
such as infection rates, deaths, and quarantine information.
Being surrounded by negative information can increase negative
emotions, thereby driving perceptions of pandemic-related risk
[7,8]. Unlike the SARS epidemic in 2003, connecting with
potential medical users still mainly relies on email and personal
communication (rather than other internet tools) to connect with
each other and share information [9]. Many people have actively
used the internet as their main source of information about the
COVID-19 pandemic. However, the substantial amount of
information in cyberspace may confound internet users who are
trying to find and correctly evaluate reliable sources. This
potentially harmful situation is known as an “infodemic” [10],
which the WHO [11] defines as “an overabundance of
information—some accurate and some not—that makes it hard
for people to find trustworthy sources and reliable guidance
when they need it” [12]. Therefore, understanding the dynamics
of public attention during a pandemic such as COVID-19 is
necessary to help governments, health ministries, or health
educators design better guidelines to promote disease prevention
and self-protection to return to social life and the “new normal”
after resolution of the COVID-19 pandemic [13]. Previous
research related to this field focused on analyzing community
attention on a specific social media platform that is popular in
the researchers’ country or region. Abd-Alrazaq et al [14]
discussed Twitter users’ top concerns during the COVID-19
pandemic by analyzing collected data in English. Ahmad and
Murad [15] conducted an online survey on Facebook to
determine how social media has affected people during the

COVID-19 pandemic. Another study [16] examined hot search
lists on Sina Microblog, China’s most popular social media
platform, to learn about public attention to COVID-19 in China.
Several research papers have focused on public reaction to the
COVID-19 pandemic in Vietnam. Trevisan et al [17] examined
the country’s reaction to and control of the pandemic; another
study [18] described the pattern of the pandemic’s early stage
in Vietnam using a secondary data set provided by the country’s
Ministry of Health. Other researchers [19] used a survey to
understand COVID-19 risk perception from socioeconomic and
media attention perspectives.

In this study, we analyze big data collected from popular online
sources where people obtain, create, or discuss news and
information in Vietnam, including Facebook, news websites,
YouTube, forums, blogs, Instagram, and e-commerce sites. Data
were collected from December 2019 to November 2020 to offer
a wider view from diverse sources and a longer observation
period. We analyzed this data to describe a pattern of the social
reaction during two different waves of the COVID-19 pandemic
in Vietnam using the issue-attention cycle and media framing
theories as foundations to develop our research questions.

Issue-Attention Cycle Theory
The risk of COVID-19 infection is still high worldwide given
that vaccination is not yet widely used and some countries are
trying to resume normal commercial operations, including
commercial flights, in an attempt to recover economically from
the consequences of the pandemic. The need to seek and discuss
information during a pandemic crisis like COVID-19 is obvious.
However, many people try to simplify complex information or
rely on their current beliefs; this may create conflict if they must
force new information into previous constructs. Facing the risk
of illness or death, as in the COVID-19 pandemic, can change
people’s attitudes toward “accepting information, handling and
taking action on it” [20-22]. In 1972, Downs [23] introduced
the issue-attention cycle theory that refers to the attention trend
line an environmental issue could receive from the public or
media, as described in five main stages. In the first stage, only
experts or a small number of people interested in the issue are
aware of it. In the second stage, the issue captures more attention
as awareness of it increases; at this stage, people are optimistic
that the problems will be solved one way or another. The third
stage is marked by chaos, which peaks when people realize the
issues might be far different from their expectations, out of their
control, and present with high financial or social benefit costs.
A steady drop in public attention to the issue characterizes the
fourth stage, which is known as the postproblem phrase. The
final stage is marked by replacement of the concerning issues
in public attention [23].

However, some researchers argued that the issue-attention cycle
can differ depending upon culture [24] and in cases of epidemic
hazards [25]. Moreover, the issue-attention cycle is not always
fully integrated or fully explanatory in some health-related
research, as evidenced by the “Charlie Sheen effect”
phenomenon, introduced by Ayers et al [26] in 2016 when they
used results from Google’s search engine data set to show the
correlation between actor Charlie Sheen’s disclosure of his
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HIV-positive status with the level of public attention to HIV
and its prevention.

Our study investigates public attention during the COVID-19
pandemic by examining internet discussion volume to find
patterns and determine similarities or differences to the
issue-attention cycle theory. The amount of public discussion
on social media has changed over time based on the public’s
response to each real event that occurred during the pandemic.
Capturing the amount of public discussion not only helps to
point out or compare patterns in issue-attention cycle theory
but also shows how the public’s attention to specific events is
different. From there, it is possible to help the government and
stakeholders evaluate the severity of each event to the public
and from there learn lessons for possible pandemic prevention
in the future. Hence, the research questions related to this theory
are:

• RQ1: What is the level (volume) of public attention to
COVID-19 in this study?

• RQ2: What does the pattern of public attention to the
pandemic look like?

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, a concurrent infodemic
has bombarded the public, hindering the reception of reliable
information sources so citizens can follow recommendations
and protect themselves. Therefore, in addition to pointing out
patterns of pandemic-related discussions, it is necessary to dig
deep into sources that get the most public attention, which can
help government and disease control centers stop inaccurate
news that has reached a large number of people in a timely
manner. These patterns can also help identify popular public
channels to help legitimate agencies broadcast disease
prevention messages more efficiently. Additionally, analyzing
the public sentiment about the pandemic can help governments
and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention deliver more
accurate prevention messages to appease public anxiety and
insecurity. Therefore, we developed the third and fourth research
questions:

• RQ3: Which types of sources gained the most public
attention and engagement during the pandemic?

• RQ4: How did people react to the pandemic, as measured
by expression of their emotions on social media?

Media Framing Theory
The mechanism by which individuals create a clear
conceptualization or reorient their thoughts about an issue is
referred to as framing theory. The concept is based on the
acceptance of an issue that can be presented from a number of
viewpoints and is perceived as having implications for different
principles or factors [27]. Frames matter, especially in
communications meant to influence an audience’s attitudes and
behaviors. Frame use is learned and may be adopted from person
to person. Previous studies have shown that politicians have
been inspired by the communication styles of other politicians,
the media, or even citizens [28-30]. It is understandable that
even in conversation and discussion with others, individuals
typically adopt the frames that they have learned [30-32].

The explosive growth of information technology and social
networking in the digital age has resulted in changes to the

concept of “news,” which was once considered the product of
a journalist [33]. The concept has broadened now that anyone
can create news by uploading it to the internet in the form of
pictures, text, video, etc [34]. Sometimes this news is only 140
characters long [35], and its credibility depends on the number
of interactions garnered from readers, including likes, shares,
and comments [36]. The nature of this news formulation and
discourse is dynamic, so it is important to examine how frames
used to report on epidemic hazards may change and develop
over time [31,37,38]. Understanding the critical role framing
plays in communication, scholars have monitored frames over
the past decade to detect patterns in problem descriptions,
analyze media attention, and investigate differences across forms
of media [39]. Thus, in our study, we seek answers to the
following questions:

• RQ5: What frames are used and how frequently are they
used in communications that occur during the pandemic?
What main topics gained the most discussion and attention
during the COVID-19 pandemic?

• RQ6: Were different types of frames used during the first
and second waves of the COVID-19 pandemic in Vietnam?

Methods

All information related to COVID-19 in Vietnam was obtained
from the Ministry of Health of Vietnam’s official COVID-19
disease page [6] and the website thuvienphapluat.vn [40], an
electronic library of legal documents issued by the Vietnamese
government. We used this information to create a foundation
for collecting data from social platforms and as a basis for
comparison with the results obtained after data analysis.

Data Collection and Processing
This study aims to understand the public reaction to the
COVID-19 pandemic via discussions among Vietnamese people
on social media. We used SocialHeat, a fee-based social
listening tool developed and sponsored by YouNet Group, to
crawl data while following the terms of use from 7 types of
sources: Facebook, Instagram, news, blogs, forums, e-commerce
sites, and YouTube. SocialHeat collected public data on social
networks in real time using COVID-19–related keywords
(coronavirus, nCoV, SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19, Covid).
Counted topics were written in Vietnamese only and pulled
from the Facebook application programming interface (API),
Instagram API, YouTube API, and Google API (for news, blogs,
e-commerce, and forum websites). All data from spam and noise
mentions were deleted by applying deep learning and natural
language processing in the SocialHeat system (the data set still
might contain seeding posts or brand commercial posts, but the
numbers of those posts are negligible).

The data set was collected from December 1, 2019, to November
13, 2020, from 63 million Facebook IDs (pages, individual
profiles, and groups), 1.2 million YouTube accounts, 9000 news
websites, and 300 forums in Vietnam. On account of the amount
of data and technology limitations, we divided the timeline into
7 periods to crawl data, then reconnected the data in a complete
and continuous timeline. To divide the timeline, we relied on
highlighted events that took place during the period observed
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(December 1, 2019, to November 13, 2020). Specifically, we
used data tracking new daily infections in Vietnam, which was
updated by the Ministry of Health of Vietnam [6] and included

the four main stages of the COVID-19 outbreak in Vietnam as
described by La et al [41] (as of April 4, 2020) to inform
additional development into 7 main phases (Table 1).

Table 1. The 7 periods of the COVID-19 pandemic in Vietnam.

EventsTotal days, nDatePeriod

No confirmed cases in Vietnam54Before January 23, 20201

First confirmed case in Vietnam; 16th infected case discharged from hospital35January 23 to February 26, 20202

No new cases in Vietnam8February 27 to March 5, 20203

17th infected case confirmed and more reported afterward26March 6 to March 31, 20204

Implementation of social isolation15April 1 to April 15, 20205

No new cases in the community100April 16 to July 24, 20206

A new case in the community and the first deaths112July 25 to November 13, 20207

Mention Trend Line
The volume of total mentions (a mention can be an original
post, a comment, or a share) about COVID-19–related topics
on digital channels, including Facebook, Instagram, news sites,
forums, blogs, etc, was tallied and expressed by day to show
how Vietnamese citizens reacted to COVID-19
pandemic–related events timeline-by-timeline. This study also
integrates the real flow of facts and disease coping measures
adopted by the government to analyze the relationship between
government policies and peoples’reactions during the pandemic.

The 500 Most Engaging Sources
To explore which sources attracted the most attention and
engagement, we calculated the total interactions on
COVID-19–related topics across all ID sources (Facebook,
YouTube, and Instagram) and unique links on news, blog,
forum, and e-commerce sites, then ranked them in order from
highest to lowest. The total interaction with an engaging source
equal to the total COVID-19–related posts was posted by
observed source, plus total likes, shares, and comments that
those posts gained.

Facebook is the most popular social platform in Vietnam [42].
It is not only popular with individuals but also used for official
brand fan pages, key opinion leaders (KOLs), TV channels,
news, and government departments that use Facebook as a
connecting bridge with customers, readers, citizens, etc.
Therefore, we categorized Facebook accounts into 8 clusters:
community pages, news, TV channels, KOLs, forums, groups,
government, and unknown (minor accounts that could not be
categorized into any source). Due to the limitations of hand
categorization, we chose only the top 500 sources by mentions
each period and categorized them for analysis.

Top 50 Posts by Mentions
We analyzed top posts created during the COVID-19 pandemic
to understand which topics attracted the most citizen attention
and their associated reactions via discussion sentiment analysis.
Top posts were COVID-19–related posts that gained the most
mentions (shares, comments) on Facebook, Instagram, YouTube,
news sites, blogs, e-commerce sites, and forums.

Previous studies about the information shared on social media
by users during crisis events had different ways of classifying
content based on real events. For example, Vieweg [43], who
studies communications and behavior during mass emergencies,
categorized the types of information that users create into three
main groups: social environments (eg, caution, advice, medical
attention, and offering help), built environment (eg,
infrastructure damage), and physical environment (eg, weather
forecast and general information about hazards). Based on
research of Vieweg [43], Imran et al [44] has inherited and
continues to categorize the content collected from researching
on social media messages related to disasters into types of
content such as caution and advice; casualties and damage;
donations of money, goods, or services; people missing, found,
or seen; and information source. Meanwhile, Mirbabaie et al
[45] studied what happened on social media during the
Hurricane Harvey incident to find lessons in dealing with the
COVID-19 pandemic and classified the information into seven
categories based on the information gathered during the data
analysis process: official statement, news and crisis information,
personal opinion, personal experience, forwarding message,
solicitousness, and humor.

The research on the nature of information spread about the
COVID-19 pandemic on Weibo by Li et al [46] classified
content into 7 groups based on the previous work of Rudra et
al [47] and Vieweg [43], including notifications or measures
taken; donating money, goods, or services; emotional support;
help seeking; doubt casting and criticizing; counter rumors; and
policy reaction. In the process of applying the aforementioned
classifications, we identified 5 types of content that appeared
frequently but are not suitable for distribution into the 7 existing
content groups, including caution and advice; international
situation updates; medical issues, treatment, and vaccine; effects
of the pandemic on the economy; and entertainment. Thus, in
this study, the 50 posts with the most public engagement
(interaction) were categorized and sorted into 12 groups of
content.

Sentiment Trend Line, COVID-19–Related Topics’
Keyword Frequency, and Social Networks
For all COVID-19 data downloaded from Facebook, Instagram,
news sites, forums, blogs, etc, the SocialHeat tool excluded
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noise, spam, and advertising posts before using natural language
software developed by the YouNet Company for sentiment
classification and to extract the top 50 keywords’ frequency for
the 7 observed periods.

The most frequently mentioned keywords for each period were
analyzed and visualized using VOSviewer (Nees Jan van Eck
and Ludo Waltman) [48]. A social network and clusters for each
period were created using the keywords matrix, in which every
two keywords are linked by co-occurrence frequency. In other
words, the frequency of occurrence of two keywords in the same
article will be shown through the link between two dots. The
larger the dot, the more often the keyword appears. The thicker
and closer the link between two dots (two keywords), the more
frequency the two keywords will appear together.

Results

Total Discussions About COVID-19 on Social Media
in Vietnam During the First Two Waves of the
Pandemic
There was a total of 37,917,631 collectable mentions and
22,652,638 posts about COVID-19 from December 1, 2019, to
November 13, 2020. Collectable mentions refers to mentions
set in public mode on the online channels; therefore, only public
data was collected due to privacy settings. The data set was
summarized daily and put in chronological order (see
Multimedia Appendix 1). Facebook was the channel that gained
the most mentions (27,191,922 mentions, accounting for 96.4%
of total mentions), while other channels shared the rest (forums:
232,131 mentions; news sites: 757,582 mentions; blogs: 1058
mentions; reviews: 224 mentions; e-commerce sites: 2231
mentions; YouTube: 20,599 mentions; Instagram: 1857
mentions).

There was a positive correlation between total collectable
mentions on social media and daily new COVID-19 infection
cases (β0=74,451.4; β1=9366.9; P<.001). In other words, the
more new infection cases counted daily, the more posts and
mentions of COVID-19 pandemic topics created on social
platforms like Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, etc, and on
websites including news sites, forums, blogs, etc.

Multimedia Appendix 1 indicates the Vietnamese public’s
attention and reaction toward the two first waves of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Data were divided into 7 periods (the
same as those in Table 1) based on the highlighted events
happening in Vietnam. During period 1 (December 1, 2019, to
January 22, 2020) and especially before January 12, 2020,
Vietnamese people paid little attention to information about the
COVID-19 epidemic, although China recorded the first cases
in Wuhan [49]. During period 2 (January 23, 2020, to February

26, 2020), public attention increased significantly when Vietnam
confirmed that the first COVID-19 case in the country was from
a Chinese traveler [50]. Period 3 (February 27, 2020, to March
5, 2020) saw very low public attention when no new infections
were confirmed by the government. In period 4 (March 6, 2020,
to March 31, 2020), total posts peaked with more than 1.2
million mentions about COVID-19 after the 17th case was
confirmed. The highest total collectible mentions (1,255,175
mentions) were made on March 31, one day before the
Vietnamese government’s implementation of a social isolation
mandate throughout the country. Period 5 (April 1, 2020, to
April 15, 2020) had a deep drop but a stable number of total
and collectible mentions about COVID-19–related topics
compared to period 4. Period 6 (April 16, 2020, to July 23,
2020) had a significant steady decrease in public attention
toward the pandemic when the government removed the social
isolation order and simultaneously did not report new
community infection cases. However, there was a small
fluctuation indicating increased discussions starting on June 22,
2020, and peaking July 1, 2020, with 320,089 discussions, due
to information about a COVID-19 vaccine developed in Vietnam
that was expected to be clinically tested in humans in October
or November 2020. Additionally, a suspected COVID-19
infection had been discovered in Danang; public attention
gradually decreased through period 7, when a community
infection was confirmed in Danang.

Sources With the Most Interaction During the First
Wave of the COVID-19 Pandemic in Vietnam

Total Interactions on the Top 500 Most Engaging
Sources
As shown in Table 2, the community page sources remained
the most popular throughout the whole period. The remaining
interactions were split among other types of sources, including
news sites, KOLs, government sites, etc.

During period 1 (December 1, 2019, to January 22, 2020), news
sources gained the most public reaction, and TV channel sources
followed right after. After period 1, community page sources
steadily earned the most engagement. This was especially true
during period 2 (January 23, 2020, to February 26, 2020), period
4 (March 6, 2020, to March 31, 2020), period 5 (April 1, 2020,
to April 15, 2020), and period 7 (July 25, 2020, to November
13, 2020), when around 50% of Vietnamese citizens’
interactions about the pandemic came from community page
sources. Meanwhile, TV channel sources (periods 1, 2, 4, and
7) and KOL sources (periods 3, 5, and 6) alternated second place
status in terms of engagement on COVID-19–related topics.

In contrast, forum (periods 2, 6, and 7) and government (periods
1 and 3) sources gained less total interaction.
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Table 2. Total reactions on the top 500 most engaging sources.

Period 7
(n=96,832,404),
n (%)

Period 6
(n=567,114), n
(%)

Period 5
(n=10,086,791),
n (%)

Period 4
(n=39,200,553),
n (%)

Period 3
(n=137,642), n
(%)

Period 2
(n=3,217,036),
n (%)

Period 1
(n=265,679), n
(%)

Source

42,131,669
(43.51)

170,131 (30.00)4,734,704
(46.94)

21,392,949
(54.57)

50,549 (36.72)1,600,342
(49.75)

63,251 (23.81)Community page

528 (0.00)0 (0.00)128,025 (1.27)540,775 (1.38)498 (0.36)16,918 (0.53)5819 (2.19)Forum

8,340,435
(8.61)

98,005 (17.28)431,201 (4.27)1,350,699
(3.45)

0 (0.00)85,434 (2.66)346 (0.13)Government

7,794,693
(8.05)

38,046 (6.71)727,409 (7.21)3,367,923
(8.59)

15,806 (11.48)266,640 (8.29)11,934 (4.49)Group

11,732,842
(12.12)

165,804 (29.24)1,903,164
(18.87)

3,889,108
(9.92)

45,529 (33.08)309,160 (9.61)39,234 (14.77)Key opinion leaders

10,681,121
(11.03)

63,080 (11.12)724,832 (7.19)3,300,849
(8.42)

15,043 (10.93)346,683 (10.78)73,982 (27.85)News

16,057,180
(16.58)

26,499 (4.67)1,384,393
(13.72)

4,107,847
(10.48)

3863 (2.81)359,969 (11.19)65,330 (24.59)TV channel

93,936 (0.10)5549 (0.98)53,063 (0.53)1,250,403
(3.19)

6354 (4.62)231,890 (7.21)5783 (2.18)Unknown

The Average Interaction on the Top 500 Most Engaging
Sources
Total interactions on the most engaging sources were calculated
by summarizing the number of each source’s COVID-19–related
posts, likes, shares, and comments. We analyzed the average
interaction on the top 500 most engaging sources to understand
the efficiency of each COVID-19–related post created by each
source.

As can be seen from Table 3, government sources were leading
in periods 2, 4, 5, and 6 with nearly 32% to 67% of the average
interactions for the top 500 most engaging sources. News and
TV channel sources alternated in the second position in periods
1 and 6 and periods 2, 3, 4, and 5 (TV channels). Period 7 was
unique in that KOLs received the highest average engagement
(2,330,684/3,745,249, 62.23%), followed by news from
community sites (861,254/3,745,249, 23%).

Table 3. The average interaction on the top 500 most engaging sources.

Period 7
(n=3,745,249),
n (%)

Period 6
(n=12,802), n
(%)

Period 5
(n=645,151), n
(%)

Period 4
(n=1,111,044),
n (%)

Period 3
(n=3184), n (%)

Period 2
(n=102,421), n
(%)

Period 1
(n=10,167), n
(%)

Sources

861,254
(23.00)

915 (7.15)16,327 (2.53)74,540 (6.71)468 (14.70)5443 (5.31)427 (4.20)Community page

528 (0.01)0 (0.00)32,006 (4.96)90,129 (8.11)249 (7.82)5639 (5.51)1940 (19.08)Forum

321,134
(8.57)

4900 (38.28)431,201 (66.84)450,233 (40.52)0 (0.00)42,717 (41.71)346 (3.40)Government

87,847
(2.35)

865 (6.76)13,989 (2.17)57,083 (5.14)368 (11.56)5442 (5.31)385 (3.79)Group

2,330,684
(62.23)

825 (6.44)17,954 (2.78)54,015 (4.86)149 (4.68)3964 (3.87)162 (1.59)Key opinion leaders

67,245
(1.80)

2426 (18.95)25,887 (4.01)94,310 (8.49)1003 (31.50)11,556 (11.28)2000 (19.67)News

75,552
(2.02)

2409 (18.82)81,435 (12.62)228,214 (20.54)644 (20.23)17,998 (17.57)4666 (45.89)TV channel

1005 (0.03)462 (3.61)26,352 (4.08)62,520 (5.63)303 (9.52)9662 (9.43)241 (2.37)Unknown

Top Posts About COVID-19 Topics With the Most
Comments or Shares
The type of COVID-19–related content that received the most
attention varied from time to time. Starting from phase 2

onward, the diversity of content types increased to include
caution and advice, policy reaction, and international situation
updates (Table 4).
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Table 4. Top posts with the most comments or shares.

Period 7
(n=9,161,011),
n (%)

Period 6
(n=986,403), n
(%)

Period 5
(n=312,851), n
(%)

Period 4
(n=1,375,260),
n (%)

Period 3
(n=24,173), n
(%)

Period 2
(n=337,865), n
(%)

Period 1
(n=49,480), n
(%)

Categories

347,096 (3.79)129,076 (13.09)28,067 (8.97)191,017 (13.89)0 (0.00)28,869 (8.54)27,607 (55.79)Caution and advice

2,120,104
(23.14)

23,978 (2.43)0 (0.00)162,502 (11.82)2229 (9.22)13,222 (3.91)7116 (14.38)Notifications or mea-
sures have been taken

1,477,020
(16.12)

89,919 (9.12)4982 (1.59)12,167 (0.88)0 (0.00)0 (0.00)0 (0.00)Donation money,
goods, or services

970,817 (10.60)195,632 (19.83)153,652 (49.11)328,056 (23.85)4905 (20.29)0 (0.00)0 (0.00)Emotional support

133,675 (1.46)0 (0.00)0 (0.00)9045 (0.66)0 (0.00)0 (0.00)0 (0.00)Help seeking

666,394 (7.27)0 (0.00)2537 (0.81)186,581 (13.57)3284 (13.59)112,297 (33.24)0 (0.00)Doubt casting and
criticizing

0 (0.00)0 (0.00)0 (0.00)0 (0.00)0 (0.00)55,397 (16.40)0 (0.00)Counter rumors

1,132,238
(12.36)

0 (0.00)112,505 (35.96)289,200 (21.03)11,642 (48.16)116,869 (34.59)1226 (2.48)Policy reaction

100,369 (1.10)107,243 (10.87)11,108 (3.55)196,692 (14.30)1678 (6.94)11,211 (3.32)13,531 (27.35)International situation
updating

0 (0.00)432,389 (43.83)0 (0.00)0 (0.00)0 (0.00)0 (0.00)0 (0.00)Medical issues: treat-
ment, vaccine

0 (0.00)8166 (0.83)0 (0.00)0 (0.00)435 (1.80)0 (0.00)0 (0.00)Effects of the pandem-
ic on the economy

2,213,298
(24.16)

0 (0.00)0 (0.00)0 (0.00)0 (0.00)0 (0.00)0 (0.00)Entertainment

In period 1, when the first COVID-19 cases were found in
Wuhan and had not yet spread to Vietnam, it is understandable
that content concerning caution and advice received the most
attention, accounting for 55.8% (27,607/49,480). Content about
international updates was next, accounting for 27.3%
(13,531/49,480). In period 2, when Vietnam confirmed that two
Chinese tourists were infected with COVID-19 and that these
were the first two cases of COVID-19 to appear in Vietnam,
articles regarding policy reaction were of most interest,
accounting for 34.6% (116,869/337,865); content about doubt
casting and criticizing received almost equal attention,
accounting for 33.2% (112,297/337,865). In the third stage
when Vietnam had no community cases, people remained
interested in topics classified as policy reaction (11,642/24,173,
48.2%) and began to pay attention to content on emotional
support (4905/24,173, 20.3%). During phase 4, as community
cases peaked and new infections were recorded, people were
most interested in the topic of emotional support
(328,056/1,375,260, 23.9%) and policy reaction
(289,200/1,375,260, 21%). This was also the period when
interest was shared between the greatest variety of content types
with fairly similar distribution. In period 5, when the Vietnamese
government applied a social isolation mandate, people were
most concerned with emotional support (153,652/312,851,
49.17%) and policy reaction (112,505/312,851, 36.7%). During
period 6, when Vietnam enjoyed 100 days of peace without
news of community spread, articles on medical issues received

the most attention (432,389/986,403, 43.87%) followed by
emotional support (195,632/986,403, 19.87%). When
community cases reappeared and though there were more
COVID-19 deaths in Vietnam, peoples’ response was quite
optimistic, with attention almost equally divided between the
topics of entertainment (2,213,298/9,161,011, 24.3%) and
notifications or measures being taken (2,120,104/9,161,011,
23.2%).

Sentiment
After all text data related to COVID-19 was crawled, it was
processed by a sentiment analysis tool developed by SocialHeat.
All discussions were evaluated and sorted into one of three
emotional categories, positive, negative, and neutral, based on
natural language. In general, we found that people’s emotions
when discussing COVID-19–related topics fluctuate and are
unstable. Emotional neutrality almost always took first place.
This is understandable because sources from government
organizations and especially television and newspapers are
expected to report “independent, reliable, accurate, and
comprehensive information” [33]. However, in various time
periods, negative and positive emotions alternated in second
place. Positive emotions were expressed more often than
negative emotions during the first and last periods. Negative
emotions were expressed more than positive ones; most appear
throughout stages of Vietnam’s first COVID-19 wave (periods
2, 3, 4, 5, and 6; see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Sentiment trend line from December 1, 2019, to November 13, 2020.

During period 1, when Vietnam had not yet recorded any cases
and the pandemic situation had just begun in China, people
learned about COVID-19 through information from the Ministry
of Health and the press, so their mentality was still stable and
optimistic. In period 2, when the first cases were discovered in
Vietnam, people become more confused and worried. In period
3, negative emotions exploded when patient 17 was confirmed
and there was a risk of community disease spread. Anger, blame,
and anxiety were evident through the negative emotions
expressed in the text lines discussed on social networks at that
time. In period 7 when Vietnam experienced its second wave
of COVID-19 with the re-emergence of community infection
and the first recorded COVID-19 deaths, the optimism shown
through positive emotions overwhelms the negative emotions
expressed during this period. People have gradually adapted to
the pandemic after experiencing the first wave and have
confidence in the government’s ability to control the pandemic;
positive signals that a Vietnamese COVID-19 vaccine would
soon enter the human testing phase may have also contributed
to the positive outlook [51].

Top Keywords’ Frequency and Social Network
Analysis of Discussions on the Internet During the
COVID-19 Pandemic in Vietnam

Top Keywords
The top 50 keywords were compiled and ranked in order from
all discussions on the COVID-19 pandemic topic gathered
during the study period. However, of the top 50, many keywords
are synonyms, so we have grouped them into 36 keywords. The
content of the top keywords was related to 4 main groups,
including COVID-19 pandemic and epidemic outbreaks
expressed through keywords such as epidemic, COVID-19,
Vietnam, case, Danang, Hanoi, and Bach Mai hospital; policy
reactions as shown through words including quarantine, against,
prevention, mask, province, and government; medical issues
expressed through patient, hospital, test, contact, infected, virus,
and treatment; and disease situation in the world through words
like situation, the United States, and money (see Table 5).
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Table 5. Top 36 keywords for COVID-19–related topics during the COVID-19 pandemic in Vietnam from December 1, 2019, to November 13, 2020.

Frequency, nWordRank

16,373,688epidemic1

10,720,319COVID-192

9,838,764patient3

9,783,246quarantine4

9,349,795medical5

8,428,703go6

8,257,058hospital7

7,789,027Vietnam8

7,643,082case9

6,397,632disease10

5,621,518Danang11

5,208,937against12

5,066,441city13

4,734,692infected14

4,099,245virus15

3,950,498situation16

3,854,982information17

3,850,230province18

3,692,883prevention19

3,357,150citizen20

3,316,868mask21

3,310,041way22

2,784,690test23

2,764,565contact24

2,705,459government25

2,422,218Hanoi26

2,366,785family27

2,177,978money28

2,039,959coronavirus29

1,903,865The US30

1,842,155vehicle31

1,821,271result32

1,790,499treatment33

1,663,212Bach Mai hospital34

1,654,416together35

1,475,917get sick36

Social Network Co-occurrence of the 7 Periods
To better understand the context behind the most mentioned
keywords and to highlight the top concerns about the COVID-19
pandemic expressed in internet discussions in each period in
Vietnam, we extracted the top 50 keywords for each stage and
visualized the associations between the keywords using

VOSviewer software. The larger the dots, the more weight
(frequency) that keyword possessed. The thicker and closer the
link between two keywords, the more frequently both keywords
appear.

The relationship between the top keywords in period 1 when
no infections were found in Vietnam is shown in Figure 2. The
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most prominent keywords were “China,” “epidemic,” “death,”
“disease,” “strange,” “Wuhan,” and “inflammation.” The pink
color cluster reflects the first awareness of COVID-19 infections
in Wuhan, China at that time, as reflected by words including
“China,” “Wuhan,” “strange,” “lung,” “coronavirus,”
“quarantine,” etc. The green cluster represents the first
information about COVID-19 that was communicated by the

Vietnamese government to the people, and includes “epidemic,”
“death,” “meat,” “wild,” “travel,” “respiratory,” etc, along with
keywords that guide how to proactively prevent epidemics,
especially during the Lunar New Year period, including “face
mask,” “wash,” “go,” “travel,” “Lunar New Year,” “crowded,”
etc.

Figure 2. Co-occurrences of the top keywords in period 1. SARS: severe acute respiratory syndrome.

In period 2 (Figure 3), the most prominent keyword is
“epidemic,” followed by the words “corona,” “disease,”
“degree,” “prevention,” and “virus,” which reflect the public’s
anxious reaction and the government’s quick policy response
when the first two cases were found in Vietnam. The green
cluster illustrates epidemic situation updates in China and the
first 2 cases in Vietnam with keywords like “epidemic,”
“corona,” “virus,” “infection,” “disease,” “province,” and
“information.” The blue cluster represents the government’s
epidemic prevention plan through the keywords “inflammation,”
“government,” “against,” “prevention,” and “NCOV.” The pink
cluster reflects when the prime minister issued a directive to
sanction drugstores, which increased mask prices, as reflected
in the keywords “vice,” “prime minister,” “command,” “face
mask,” “price increase,” etc.

Period 3 (Figure 4) was a short period prior to the pandemic’s
peak in Vietnam during which no new cases were found. During
this period, the keywords had almost the same weight. The most
prominent keywords were still “epidemic,” followed by
“starveling,” “infection,” “do not,” “case,” etc. The green cluster
shows the respect for frontline workers’ efforts and calls for
national spirit and unity to fight the pandemic via keywords
including “regroup,” “respectfully,” “effort,” “quiescent,”
“country,” “history,” “beaten,” etc. The pink cluster represents
people’s cooperation with the government’s pandemic policy
reaction, in particular quarantine. People called on each other

to actively coordinate to isolate and prevent the epidemic from
spreading more widely, including keywords “epidemic,” “do
not,” “starveling,” “quarantine,” “case,” etc.

Period 4 (Figure 5) was the peak of the pandemic in Vietnam
after confirmation of the 17th infection case, with more reported
afterward; the most prominent keyword was “disease,” followed
by words like “quarantine,” “medical,” “province,” “case,” and
“prevention.” To prevent the spread of the pandemic, Vietnam’s
government provided solutions for pandemic prevention such
as quarantine, temporary suspension of visas for all citizens of
other countries who wanted to enter Vietnam, except for special
cases. The government also introduced a health declaration app
for those wishing to enter Vietnam at that time, along with the
NCOVI app, which offers the public a reliable channel for
information about COVID-19 and helps the government expedite
contact tracing. The green cluster represents the policy reaction
aspect, as expressed with keywords like “government,” “prime
minister,” “command,” “prevention,” “face mask,” “against,”
and “solution.” The pink cluster contained keywords related to
the epicenter of the pandemic at Bach Mai hospital in Hanoi,
such as “disease,” “Bach Mai hospital,” “Hanoi,” “case,”
“infection,” “patient,” “staff,” “test,” and “contact.” The blue
cluster represents the challenge of medical isolation through
two keywords: “quarantine” and “medical.”
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During period 5 (Figure 6), the social isolation stage, the most
prominent keywords were “epidemic,” “COVID-19,”
“enterprise,” “unanimously,” etc. The green cluster represents
the policy reaction aspect, in particular medical issues and
economic solutions, such as supporting businesses and people
working in production and consumption. Representative

keywords included “prime minister,” “economic,” “solution,”
“bank,” “electricity,” “rice,” etc. The pink cluster represents
the economic concerns, as expressed by keywords including
“enterprise,” “salary,” “business,” “labor,” “working,” “jobs,”
“contract,” “society,” “poverty,” etc.

Figure 3. Co-occurrences of the top keywords in period 2. WHO: World Health Organization.

Figure 4. Co-occurrences of the top keywords in period 3.
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Figure 5. Co-occurrences of the top keywords in period 4.

Figure 6. Co-occurrences of the top keywords in period 5.

The most prominent keywords in period 6 (Figure 7) included
“COVID-19,” “disease,” “epidemic,” “case,” “prevention,” etc.
This was the period when Vietnam controlled the epidemic well,
with the result that there were no cases of community spread
infection. People began to pay more attention to the challenge
of COVID-19 vaccine research and development in Vietnam,
which coincided with the period of vaccination against common

diseases in young children, which was reflected in online public
discussions. In addition, the public also paid more attention to
pandemic prevention developments in Vietnam and the
pandemic situation worldwide. The green cluster represents the
global disease situation with keywords like “the US,” “China,”
“epidemic,” “pandemic,” “WHO,” “research,” and “economic.”
The pink cluster shows continued interest in COVID-19 cases
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and defense against disease in Vietnam via keywords such as
“COVID-19,” “disease,” “go,” “where,” “infection,” “medical,”
and “against.” The blue cluster represents concerns about
vaccinating children against common diseases during the
COVID-19 pandemic through keywords such as “vaccination,”
“injection,” “children,” “prevention,” “death,” “mother,” and
“help.”

The most prominent keyword in Vietnam during period 7
(Figure 8) was “COVID-19,” followed by words like
“epidemic,” “case,” “province,” and “disease.” This period was
marked by the re-emergence of cases in the community, so the

public was most interested in two major topics. The first was
the situation surrounding the Danang outbreak, which created
the second pandemic wave in Vietnam (pink cluster). Keywords
illustrating this event included “Danang,” “city,” “hospital,”
“infection,” “test,” “quarantine,” etc. The second was concern
about common issues related to COVID-19, such as raising the
price of masks and information about preventing community
disease spread (eg, finding people who would share a bus ride
with patients who were infected; green cluster). Keywords
included “Covid-19,” “price,” “face mask,” “Vietnam,”
“against,” “epidemic,” “vehicle,” “go,” and “Hanoi.”

Figure 7. Co-occurrences of the top keywords in period 6. WHO: World Health Organization. VND: Vietnamese Dong.
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Figure 8. Co-occurrences of the top keywords in period 7.

Discussion

Main Findings
The COVID-19 pandemic is a sensitive time, and the need for
reliable sources to avoid an infodemic is understandable.
Analyzing the public’s responses to the pandemic through cyber
discussions can provide an overview of the pandemic’s impact
on the public. In this study, we found four main conclusions
that answered six research questions. First, based on the
changing discussion trends gathered on the subject of
COVID-19, 7 periods were determined based on events that can
be further aggregated into two pandemic waves in Vietnam.
Second, people engaged most with community pages on
Facebook. However, the sources with the highest average
interaction efficiency per article were government sources.
Third, people’s attitudes when discussing the pandemic shifted
from expressing negative to positive emotions (expression of
neutral emotions remained stable). Fourth, the type of content
that attracts the most interaction from people varies from time
to time. Beyond that, we found that the issue-attention cycle
occurred four times during the two COVID-19 pandemic waves
in Vietnam. In each COVID-19 wave, the issue-attention cycle
occurred twice, with a small cycle first, followed by a big cycle
later.

Listening to people’s attitudes during a pandemic as expressed
through their interactions on the internet can help governments
and related agencies quickly adjust communication plans to
lead people through the pandemic with better precision. This
study provides valuable information to those concerned about
the COVID-19 pandemic in general and the public’s response

to an entirely new crisis in particular. Based on the results of
this study, governments could use it as a reference to evaluate
the efficiency of using big data to address public health
management issues. This resource not only can be used as a
reference to deal with future epidemic crises but also is a
valuable comparison of public reaction toward the pandemic
across countries.

Public Discussions on the Topic of COVID-19 on Social
Media
The volume of public attention during the COVID-19 pandemic
was substantial, with a total of 37,917,631 public mentions and
22,652,638 public posts during the research observation period
from December 1, 2019, to November 13, 2020. During the
peak period, we recorded more than 1,255,175 publicly
discussed mentions showing particular interest in the pandemic;
these mentions also demonstrated that the amount of
pandemic-related information generated by the public is
substantial. This can inadvertently create an information matrix
or infodemic for people who feel confident in their abilities to
search for information on the internet and who tend to trust the
opinions of others.

Issue-Attention Cycles Occurring During the COVID-19
Pandemic
During the two COVID-19 pandemic waves in Vietnam from
December 2019 to November 2020, the pattern of public
attention looks similar to the issue-attention cycle described by
Downs [23]. However, instead of only 1 cycle per pandemic
wave, each pandemic wave had up to 2 cycles, with a smaller
cycle occurring before the larger one. Moreover, a remarkable
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point is that the issue-attention cycles that occurred during the
COVID-19 pandemic did not represent the main issue (the
pandemic) but rather showed the subissues (real events) related
to the main issue. Moreover, the last stage of each cycle was a
transition between cycles. This means the last stage of this cycle
may be the first stage of the cycle that occurs after it.

When the first COVID-19 cases were discovered in Wuhan,
China, people were not too concerned about this strange disease,
despite the attention given to it by the Vietnamese government,
especially the Ministry of Health and related agencies. However,
when Vietnam saw its first cases of infection, people began to
pay more attention. Anxiety peaked when people became aware
that this is a dangerous, contagious, potentially fatal disease
and that there was no vaccine yet. The situation was eased when
the government’s pandemic prevention responses were effective.

During the second COVID-19 pandemic wave in Vietnam,
people remained interested in the pandemic but discussed it less
on social networks. Public attention peaked with the first
COVID-19–related deaths in Vietnam. Public attention then
quickly dropped and diverted to other issues. This shows that
although the second COVID-19 pandemic wave in Vietnam
appeared to have a more negative factor (the first recorded
deaths), the public’s attitude was not as intense as it had been
during the first COVID-19 pandemic wave. This may be
explained by people’s acceptance of the fact that death is a
foreseeable outcome for patients infected with COVID-19 and
at the same time an expression of not feeling surprised after 6
months living through the pandemic.

The Most Engaging Sources During the COVID-19
Pandemic
Per our data analysis, community pages on Facebook received
the most total interaction from the public, likely because these
aggregate information for the community with diverse content
types. Each of these news sites usually post multiple articles
per day on the same COVID-19 topic. However, in terms of
average efficiency per article, government-controlled news sites
outperformed other news sources. Drawing from this conclusion,
we recommend that the government increase the number of
articles posted to sources under its control to achieve the greatest
dissemination of information to the community. In addition, the
government can also coordinate with sources such as community
pages and KOLs’ pages to quickly, accurately, and easily
distribute disease information to the public.

Through our analysis, the frames of communication (top posts
that gained the most interaction) can be used to explain public
sentiment about the COVID-19 pandemic. We categorized
COVID-19 topics garnering top public interest into 12
categories, based on the adoption of 7 types of COVID-19
information described by Li et al [46] and simultaneously
developed 6 additional content type categories based on our
data analysis processing. These categories included caution and
advice; notifications or measures taken; donation of money,
goods, or services; emotional support; help seeking; doubt
casting and criticizing; counter rumors; policy reaction;
international situation updates; medical issues, treatment, or
vaccines; effects of the pandemic on the economy; and
entertainment. When the pandemic first started in China,

information about cautions and advice and international
situation updates got the most attention. Negative emotions
were just beginning to be expressed and did not prevail.
However, negative emotions gradually increased when cases
first appeared in Vietnam, and articles about policy reaction
gained the most attention, followed by doubt casting and
criticizing articles. During the peak of the first pandemic wave,
negative emotions peaked as well, but the public still paid the
most attention to policy reactions and the emotional support
articles. The desire for negative emotions to subside was shown
by the public giving the most attention to emotional support
articles in addition to articles about policy reaction and medical
issues. Although negative emotions persisted in the second wave
of the pandemic in Vietnam, articles related to entertainment
gained the most attention. This shows the public’s optimism
during the crisis, as they have experienced the first wave of
epidemics in the past and have hopes of a new normal life to
come with the expectation of mass vaccine distribution next
year.

Limitations
This study has some limitations. First, despite using big data to
analyze the phenomenon of public reaction toward the
COVID-19 pandemic, some noise or spam remains in the data
set; the SocialHeat tool could not completely filter these out
due to technology limitations and the complexities of natural
language. Though natural language has been applied and
innovated daily in SocialHeat’s tool, some texts or paragraphs
containing incorrect grammar, teen code, dialects, etc, could
not be processed or categorized. It is also important to note that
although the data set was pulled from diverse sources like
Facebook, YouTube, news sites, etc, the observed format was
text only. This means that other formats such as video with text
or audio captions or images with textboxes were not analyzed
by the SocialHeat tool. Hence, this led to a shortage in the final
data set results such as sentiments categorized, extracted top
sources, and extracted top posts.

Additionally, due to privacy policies, the data set can only
collect data that is installed in public mode, especially for data
obtained from social networking platforms like YouTube,
Instagram, and Facebook. Moreover, because the data collection
time is quite long (11 months), the amount of data poured into
the system is large and requires a substantial amount of time
for the system to process noise and spam, and give statistical
results. This led to a situation in which we wanted to analyze
the top posts by mentions in depth, but often encountered links
that no longer worked because the owner of the post had
changed the view mod from public to friends or private, or even
deleted the post. This caused difficulties and data deficiencies
in our analysis.

Finally, we have almost 38 million data in total, which the
system could not process all at once due to technical limitations.
Therefore, we could not extract top posts by mentions, top
sources by mentions, or overall sentiment of all sources.

Future Work
The topics discussed on the COVID-19 issue are varied. The
classification of content groups as we propose in the study is
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still limited when it is impossible to analyze the public’s
emotional index for each type of topic. Understanding the
feelings of the community on specific topics related to the
COVID-19 topic can help the government and stakeholders
come up with precise and meticulous guidance on disease
reactions. Therefore, we suggest that researchers focus on
analyzing the public’s sentiment index for each type of topic
that the public is discussing to come up with appropriate ideas
and options to support the medical information management in
pandemic times.

Conclusions
Through our research, we found that using different types of
information sources can be effective in different pandemic
phases. The same goes for pandemic-related content types. We
also highlighted hot spots of public concern regarding the
COVID-19 pandemic. These results can help governments or
health educators communicate pandemic prevention guidelines
more effectively to the public. This is significant not only for
prevention during the current COVID-19 pandemic but also
could serve as a useful reference for the health crisis
management field for potential diseases in the future.

Implications
Applying big data in infodemiology studies opens opportunities
for getting better insights into a public reaction toward
pandemics and related events. The government should take

advantage of social platforms to effectively communicate health
information, quickly address fake news, and give real-time
response to the hot issues that the public needs to know during
the pandemic. To achieve those goals, we suggest three key
points to help government and stakeholders have better
communication with the public during crisis events like the
COVID-19 pandemic:

• Applying artificial intelligence tools in analyzing big data
from social media platforms to collect public insights,
determine appropriate cooperation channels in spreading
news and guidelines, and effectively communicate about
health information and instructions

• Promoting an official account of the Ministry of Health on
different social media platforms to form the public’s habit
of updating news from official sources, avoiding infodemics
during the pandemic

• Collaborating with popular community and KOLs’ fan
pages to spread information faster and wider to various
reader segments

Big data is also meaningful for infodemiology studies. Applying
big data allows researchers to have a wider view and easily
compare the results across countries, regions, races, or cultures
and lead to more research ideas such as descriptive studies or
predicting public sentiments or public reactions about the
pandemic.
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Abstract

Background: It is well known that recommendations from electronic medication alerts are seldom accepted or acted on by
users. Key factors affecting the effectiveness of medication alerts include system usability and alert design. Thus, human factors
principles that apply knowledge of human capabilities and limitations are increasingly used in the design of health technology
to improve the usability of systems.

Objective: This study aims to evaluate a newly developed evidence-based self-assessment tool that allows the valid and reliable
evaluation of computerized medication alerting systems. This tool was developed to be used by hospital staff with detailed
knowledge of their hospital’s computerized provider order entry system and alerts to identify and address potential system
deficiencies. In this initial assessment, we aim to determine whether the items in the tool can measure compliance of medication
alerting systems with human factors principles of design, the tool can be consistently used by multiple users to assess the same
system, and the items are easy to understand and perceived to be useful for assessing medication alerting systems.

Methods: The Tool for Evaluating Medication Alerting Systems (TEMAS) was developed based on human factors design
principles and consisted of 66 items. In total, 18 staff members recruited across 6 hospitals used the TEMAS to assess their
medication alerting systems. Data collected from participant assessments were used to evaluate the validity, reliability, and
usability of the TEMAS. Validity was assessed by comparing the results of the TEMAS with those of prior in-house evaluations.
Reliability was measured using Krippendorff α to determine agreement among assessors. A 7-item survey was used to determine
usability.

Results: The participants reported mostly negative (n=8) and neutral (n=7) perceptions of alerts in their medication alerting
system. However, the validity of the TEMAS could not be directly tested, as participants were unaware of any results from prior
in-house evaluations. The reliability of the TEMAS, as measured by Krippendorff α, was low to moderate (range 0.26-0.46);
however, participant feedback suggests that individuals’ knowledge of the system varied according to their professional background.
In terms of usability, 61% (11/18) of participants reported that the TEMAS items were generally easy to understand; however,
participants suggested the revision of 22 items to improve clarity.
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Conclusions: This initial assessment of the TEMAS allowed the identification of its components that required modification to
improve usability and usefulness. It also revealed that for the TEMAS to be effective in facilitating a comprehensive assessment
of a medication alerting system, it should be completed by a multidisciplinary team of hospital staff from both clinical and
technical backgrounds to maximize their knowledge of systems.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e24022)   doi:10.2196/24022
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medication alerts; decision support; human factors; assessment tool; usability flaws

Introduction

Background
Human factors is the scientific discipline that applies knowledge
of human capabilities and limitations to improve the usability
of systems, while reducing the potential for errors [1,2]. For
decades, human factors research has been integral to the
continuous improvement and innovation in industries outside
of health care, such as aviation and automobile industries, with
human performance limitations and human-system interactions
taken into account when designing new technology [3-5]. For
example, the failure to apply good human factors principles
when designing aircraft and in-vehicle displays has been shown
to lead to confusion and errors [3,6].

In recent years, the incorporation of human factors principles
into the design of technology in health care has received
increasing attention. Numerous studies have aimed to assess
and improve clinical decision support in the form of electronic
medication alerts [7-10], as it is well known that most
recommendations from these alerts are not accepted or acted
on by prescribers [11-14]. Excessive display of clinically
irrelevant alerts can lead to alert fatigue, where important
safety-critical information is ignored by clinicians (eg, doctors,
pharmacists, and nurses) [14]. Studies have also investigated
the factors influencing alert acceptance and found the following
key factors affect the effectiveness of medication alerts: the
usability of medication alerting systems, display of alerts, textual
information included in alerts, and prioritization of alerts
[15-21]. Furthermore, compared with poorly designed alerts,
well-designed alerts using human factors principles resulted in
faster work, fewer prescribing errors, less workload, and
improved usability for prescribers [22,23].

However, what constitutes a well-designed medication safety
alert and how compliance with human factors principles can be
assessed and improved remain unclear. The Instrument for
Evaluating Human Factors Principles in Medication-Related
Decision Support Alerts (I-MeDeSA) was developed to evaluate
compliance of drug-drug interaction alerts with human factors
principles of design [10]. Comprising 26 items with binary
scoring (ie, a score of 1 assigned to a yes response and 0 for a
no response), the I-MeDeSA assesses compliance of electronic
medication alerts with nine human factors principles of design,
including alarm philosophy, placement, visibility, prioritization,
color, learnability and confusability, text-based information,
proximity of task components being displayed, and corrective
actions [9]. Initially validated in the United States [10] and used
in subsequent studies [7-9,24], several flaws with I-MeDeSA
have been identified, including ambiguous item wording;

arbitrary allocation of scores to human factors principles; and
the need for more concrete definitions, clearer rationale for each
item, and more explicit examples [7,8,24]. In our attempt to use
I-MeDeSA to evaluate computerized alerts in Australian
systems, we found many of the items to be irrelevant to
Australian configurations [7], namely, items that assumed
systems implemented more than one level of alert severity and
multiple alert types. Thus, we set out to develop an
evidence-based self-assessment tool that allows the valid and
reliable evaluation of computerized medication alerting systems,
in terms of their compliance with human factors principles. Our
goal was to develop a tool that could be used by hospital staff
with detailed knowledge of the hospital’s computerized provider
order entry (CPOE) system and alerts (eg, a CPOE pharmacist
who assisted in the building and configuration of the system)
to identify and address deficient areas. This tool can also be
used to facilitate the selection of the most user-friendly and
functional medication alerting systems during the procurement
process. With the increased adoption of digital health
technology, a standardized tool using human factors principles
to assess clinical decision support alerts, a crucial component
of CPOE systems, would maximize alert acceptance and
effectiveness and, therefore, broaden the potential safety benefits
of medication-related alerts.

Objectives
In this paper, we report the development of the Tool for
Evaluating Medication Alerting Systems (TEMAS) and our
initial attempts to assess its validity, reliability, and usability.
In particular, we set out to determine whether (1) the items
measure the compliance of medication alerting systems with
human factors principles of design, (2) the tool can be
consistently used by multiple users to assess the same system,
and (3) the items are easy to understand and perceived to be
useful for assessing medication alerting systems.

Methods

Development of the TEMAS
The pioneering work by Marcilly et al [25] identified 168
usability flaws related to general usability principles and
medication-related alerting functions. A detailed description of
each principle and its derivation can be found in a systematic
qualitative review [25]. In summary, flaws specific to
medication-related alerting functions were grouped into six
categories, including low signal-to-noise ratio (eg, alerts are
irrelevant or redundant), problems with alert content (eg,
information required to make a decision is missing),
nontransparency of alert functions (eg, no information on the
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alert severity scale), timing and display issues (eg, alert not
displayed at the right moment to support decision-making), alert
distribution issues (eg, alert not displayed to the right clinician),
and problems with alert features (eg, no feature for reconsidering
an alert later) [25]. Usability flaws were then matched with 58
design principles identified in the literature and two additional
principles [26]. A usability flaw was matched with a design
principle if it was in direct violation of the principle [26].

The TEMAS was developed by transforming each design
principle into a checklist item, using usability flaws identified
by Marcilly et al [25] to corroborate the accuracy of each item.
Multimedia Appendix 1 includes some example design
principles and their corresponding items in the TEMAS.

Following this mapping process, the TEMAS consists of 66
items (Table 1), which fall into six meta-principles: (1)
signal-to-noise ratio, (2) ability to support collaborative work,
(3) ability to fit clinicians’ workflow and mental model, (4)
display of relevant data within the alert, (5) transparency of
system rules to the user, and (6) the inclusion of actionable tools
within the alert. Each TEMAS item has two response options
(ie, yes and no), with space provided for free-text comments.
Before distributing the TEMAS to study participants, members
of the research team, including experts in human factors,
medication safety, digital health, and assessment tool
development, checked and provided feedback on TEMAS items;
however, pilot testing was not conducted with end users.

Table 1. Meta-principles assessed by the Tool for Evaluating Medication Alerting Systems (n=66).

Example questionItems, n (%)Meta-principle

Does the alerting system use an evidence-based drug knowledge base to trigger alerts?17 (26)Optimize the signal-to-noise ratio

Does the alerting system trigger alerts to the appropriate team member (eg, medication adminis-
tration alerts are triggered for nurses)?

6 (9)Support collaborative work

Does the alerting system display alerts instantly (ie, no lag time)?16 (24)Fit the clinicians’ workflow and
mental model

Does the alert include information on the cause of the unsafe event (eg, medication name and
dose)?

10 (15)Display relevant data within the
alert

Does the alerting system inform users about the customization options available (eg, turning
some alerts off)?

6 (9)Ensure the system rules are transpar-
ent to the user

Does the alert provide a function for the user to modify an order?11 (17)Include actionable tools within the
alert

Participants and Study Sites
To identify potential participants for the initial evaluation of
the TEMAS, a member of the research team at each study site
nominated staff members at their hospital with relevant
knowledge of their CPOE system and alerts (eg, a CPOE
pharmacist responsible for maintaining the system). The study
intended to recruit at least two participants from each site.
Nominated staff members were contacted by email, and those
who expressed an interest in taking part in the study were sent
a participant information sheet and consent form. After
submitting a signed participant information sheet and consent
form, participants received a TEMAS pack. This pack included
a copy of the TEMAS and a 7-item survey. Participants were

asked to return completed TEMAS packs to the researchers via
email or mail.

The study sites are presented in Table 2. In total, 18 participants
across the 6 sites used the TEMAS to assess the medication
alerting system at their hospital. Participants included
pharmacists (n=11), clinical pharmacologists (n=2), nurses
(n=2), doctors (n=2), and a business analyst. Participants were
part of the CPOE system implementation team at their hospital
or were responsible for maintaining or updating the system. On
average, participants had 5.1 (SD 2.9) years of experience using
their CPOE system, and as shown in Table 2, Cerner Powerchart
and DXC Technology’s MedChart were the most frequently
assessed systems.

Table 2. Study sites and number of participants (n=18).

CPOEa system in useParticipants, n (%)Study site

DXC Medchart2 (11)John Hunter Hospital (NSWb)

DXC Medchart2 (11)St Vincent’s Hospital, Sydney (NSW)

TrakCare2 (11)Macquarie University Hospital (NSW)

Cerner Powerchart5 (28)Concord Repatriation General Hospital (NSW)

Cerner Powerchart4 (22)Royal North Shore Hospital (NSW)

Sunrise EMRc3 (17)Queen Elizabeth Hospital (South Australia)

aCPOE: computerized provider order entry.
bNSW: New South Wales.
cEMR: electronic medical record.
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Study Design and Data Analysis
The evaluation consisted of assessing three components: the
validity, reliability, and usability of the TEMAS. Participants
were asked to independently use the TEMAS to evaluate the
medication alerting system in use at their hospital and then
complete a 7-item survey.

To assess validity, the survey included a free-text item on the
perceived effectiveness of the alerts in the CPOE system and
asked for supporting information or evidence with their response
(eg, information on alert override rates, any formal or informal
feedback received from users, and results from any in-house
user surveys). Data collected from this item were analyzed by
categorizing responses according to their positive or negative
valence. Supporting information provided by participants was
compared with TEMAS results to check whether the

shortcomings of the alerting system identified by the TEMAS
were consistent with those identified by in-house evaluations
carried out by the hospitals.

To assess reliability, we compared the responses of participants
working at the same hospital. Krippendorff α was calculated to
determine interrater reliability.

To assess usability, participants were given the opportunity to
provide feedback on each TEMAS item to indicate whether an
item was difficult to understand or was not useful (Figure 1).
In addition, participants completed a usability survey
(Multimedia Appendix 2), which collected basic demographic
information, data on the ease of use using a five-point Likert
scale (eg, item 1: I thought the TEMAS was easy to use), and
free-text comments on the tool. The Likert-scale items were
adapted from the system usability scale [27].

Figure 1. Feedback options for each Tool for Evaluating Medication Alerting Systems item to assess usability.

Ethical Clearance
This study was approved by the Hunter New England Human
Research Ethics Committee (reference no: HREC/18/HNE/237).
In addition, research governance approval was obtained from
each study site.

Results

Validity of the TEMAS
Participants gave mixed responses with regard to the perceived
effectiveness of the alerts in their CPOE system. Of the 17
responses to this item (1 participant did not respond to this item),
eight were negative, seven were neutral, and two were positive
(Textbox 1).

Textbox 1. Selected comments of participants on the perceived effectiveness of alerts.

Positive

• “I believe they’re reasonably effective, as they target the conditions that are ‘no-nos’” [Participant #1]

• “The alerts are coming from MIMS [Monthly Index of Medical Specialties] Australia and I believe their documentation is thorough.” [Participant
#8]

Neutral

• “Somewhat effective. Pharmacists review quite a number of alerts via verification of medications, whilst there is a theoretical risk, there may
not be many actual incidents.” [Participant #3]

Negative

• “Not very effective as prescribers have alert fatigue.” [Participant #2]

• “Poor; time consuming; click fatigue; alert fatigue; irrelevant alerts (e.g. non-current meds).” [Participant #6]

• “Too many alerts, hard to take out after we put in.” [Participant #7]

However, no participant provided evidence to support their
personal assessment of alerts in their hospital’s system; that is,
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participants were unaware if their hospital collected meaningful
data on the effectiveness of medication alerts in their CPOE
system:

Most of the effect i.e. override rates etc. we don’t
know [Participant #9]

Has much room for improvement based on the
evaluation factors in TEMAS however have no figures
or paper to back it up [Participant #4]

Reliability
Table 3 presents Krippendorff α, which reflect interrater
reliability among participants at each study site. To account for
the missing data, α were also calculated for items with valid
responses only (ie, a response of yes or no).

Table 3. Interrater reliability among participants from each study site (n=6).

Valid responses, Krippendorff α (95% CI)All responses, Krippendorff α (95% CI)Site

.32 (0.07-0.53).30 (0.06-0.53)1

.49 (0.27-0.68).46 (0.25-0.67)2

.47 (0.39-0.55).39 (0.32-0.45)3

.32 (0.21-0.42).26 (0.17-0.35)4

.49 (0.37-0.62).40 (0.28-0.51)5

.38 (0.16-0.60).38 (0.16-0.60)6

At the individual TEMAS item level, more than 10 items at 3
study sites did not receive a valid response from all participants
working in those sites. They commented that they did not have
the relevant knowledge to answer some items:

Not sure whether a doctor is able to make changes
to the order and I’m not aware what their interface
looks like. [Participant #4]

Unsure - medical officer questions. [Participant #5]

Usability
Approximately 39% (7/18) of participants thought that the
TEMAS was easy to use, with roughly 60% (3/5) of participants
reporting that it was easy to understand. Approximately 41%
(7/17) of participants found it to be a useful tool for identifying
areas for improvement in their medication alerting system (Table
4).

Table 4. Usability of the Tool for Evaluating Medication Alerting Systems.

Range (low-
er limit-up-
per limit)

Average
score

Participants who selected

strongly disagreed or dis-

agreee, n (%)

Participants who selected

neutralc, n (%)

Participants who selected

strongly agreea or agreeb, n (%)

Survey item

4 (1-5)3.23 (17)8 (44)7 (39)I thought the TEMASf

was easy to use. (n=18)

3 (2-5)3.53 (17)4 (22)11 (61)I thought the items in the
TEMAS were easy to
understand. (n=18)

4 (1-5)3.32 (12)8 (47)7 (41)I thought the TEMAS
was useful in helping me
to identify areas for im-
provement in my alerting

system. (n=17)g

aStrongly agree was rated 5.
bAgree was rated 4.
cNeutral was rated 3.
dDisagree was rated 2.
eStrongly disagree was rated 1.
fTEMAS: Tool for Evaluating Medication Alerting Systems.
gOne participant did not provide a response to this question.

Of the 66 TEMAS items, 33 (50%) were reported by at least
one participant as difficult to understand due to item wording.
However, only 15% (10/66) of items confused multiple
participants (Table 5). Reasons provided by participants on why
items were difficult to understand included a lack of clarity in

the meaning of the item and their inability to provide a yes or
no response (Table 5). Furthermore, 20% (13/66) of items were
reported to be not useful by participants. However, only the
item on whether the alerting system provided explanations on
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the classification of alert severity was deemed not useful by
multiple participants (n=2 participants).

With regard to responses to free-text questions in the usability
survey, participants provided additional comments on how the
design of TEMAS could be improved, and other possible users
of the tool:

All of the questions are yes/no, either it is or it isn’t
- whereas in some cases it might be partially
implemented. The questions are also worded such

that a “no” answer to any question is a negative, and
something should be done about it. [Participant #1]

Think the target audience is unclear. Only some of
these items can be optimised at a hospital level. Most
of the issues are hard-coded and would need to be
addressed by the vendor. [Participant #9]

Needs to be amended as it’s unclear who i.e. IT people
or clinical staff the TEMAS is aimed at. These groups
require very different language [Participant #14]

Table 5. Items in the Tool for Evaluating Medication Alerting Systems reported to be difficult to understand by multiple participants and example
participant responses (n=18).

Example participant responseParticipants, n (%)cTEMASa itemb

“Extremely broad question” [Participant
#10]

6 (33)A4. Does the alerting system overcome missing data and reconcile multiple entries
to trigger relevant alerts (eg, does the alerting system avoid using dated or unreli-
able data?)

“Not sure what ‘corrective action’ means”
[Participant #9]

5 (28)A9. Does the alerting system refrain from triggering an alert if a corrective action
has already been taken?

“What is an unsafe event, and where would
this be defined?” [Participant #11]

4 (22)E6. Does the alerting system inform users of the unsafe events that are checked?

“I am not sure what this is asking” [Partici-
pant #7]

3 (17)A3. Does the alerting system use multiple sources (eg, patient record, laboratory
result repository, and pharmacy) to trigger alerts?

“Don’t think our system has this capability”
[Participant #11]

3 (17)A13. Does the alerting system group multiple recommendations for patients with
comorbidities?

“This depends on what you mean by ‘priori-
tise’” [Participant #11]

2 (11)A12. Does the alerting system prioritize alerts according to severity?

“Unsure how to answer” [Participant #12]2 (11)D1. Does the alert include information on the cause of the unsafe event (eg,
medication name and dose)?

“Example of patient info? Lab results?”
[Participant #13]

2 (11)D5. Does the alert include relevant patient information and provide a link for
users to obtain further patient information?

“Only doctors can modify orders. Difficult
for other professions to answer” [Participant
#12]

2 (11)F1. Does the alert provide a function for the user to modify an order?

“Difficult to classify as Y or N” [Participant
#12]

2 (11)F10. Does the alerting system allow users to remove alerts that are irrelevant or
outdated?

aTEMAS: Tool for Evaluating Medication Alerting Systems.
bThe letter and number preceding each item indicates section and item number, respectively.
cThe values do not sum to 100% as they are not mutually exclusive.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we developed a self-assessment tool for medication
alerting systems and aimed to evaluate the validity, reliability,
and usability of the TEMAS; however, this proved difficult.
The validity of the TEMAS could not be directly tested, as
participants in the study were not aware of any in-house system
evaluations carried out by the hospitals. As a result, participants
reported that there was a lack of evaluation data to support their
subjective assessment of the system. The reliability of the
TEMAS, as measured by Krippendorff α, was low to moderate;
however, feedback from users indicated that their knowledge
of systems was highly variable. In terms of usability, according
to the responses to a survey item, the majority of participants
agreed that TEMAS items were easy to understand, although

participants identified a number of items that needed
improvement.

Several methods are used by hospitals to monitor and evaluate
alert effectiveness, including the establishment of review
committees consisting of pharmacists and doctors [28-30],
development of visual analytic dashboards [13], and collection
of end user feedback [31]. A key finding from this study was
that no participating hospital had a systematic program in place
to gather data on the effectiveness of medication alerts in their
CPOE system. Although the view of participants on alerts in
their systems were mostly negative, there was a lack of
evaluation data to support these subjective assessments. Thus,
the validity of the TEMAS could not be directly assessed. Future
assessments of the TEMAS should consider applying a different
participant screening process whereby only hospitals with
available evaluation data are included. However, upon
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examining the TEMAS items considered to be not useful by
study participants, only one item was deemed not useful by
multiple users (n=2), suggesting that the content of the TEMAS
was relevant in assessing medication alerting systems. Further
evaluations of the TEMAS should be conducted in hospitals
with in-house data on the effectiveness of alerts in their CPOE
system.

Less than half of the participants indicated that the TEMAS was
easy to use (7/18, 39%) and useful in identifying areas in the
system for improvement (7/17, 41%), with more participants
selecting neutral for these survey questions. This likely reflects
that some TEMAS items needed improvement, which prevented
respondents from fully endorsing the usability of the TEMAS.
In response to the feedback received on individual TEMAS
items, 33% (22/66) of items were modified to improve clarity
and reduce ambiguities. To avoid confusion and

misunderstanding due to the use of unsuitable terms (eg,
corrective action, item A9; Table 6) and poor item wording (eg,
item D1, Table 6), edits were made to the original TEMAS,
taking into account participant comments on why they were
unable to provide a response (eg, “I am not sure what this is
asking” [Participant #5]). We also included examples to provide
further clarification of the meaning of each item (Table 6). In
response to feedback on difficulties in selecting a yes or no
response for some items (eg, only some alerts provide clinically
appropriate recommendations and suggest alternatives), the
revised version of the TEMAS (Multimedia Appendix 3)
included partial as an additional response option for each item.
In addition, a note has been included to advise users that,
depending on the local context, a response of no or partial to
TEMAS items does not automatically indicate a weakness in
the system.

Table 6. Examples of the revised Tool for Evaluating Medication Alerting Systems items.

Example to clarify the meaning of the itemRevised itemOriginal itema

The system refrains from triggering an alert if drug
monitoring actions are already in place.

Does the alerting system refrain from triggering
more alerts if the alert recommendation has already
been followed?

A9. Does the alerting system refrain from
triggering an alert if a corrective action has
already been taken?

Medication names, dosages, and severity of interac-
tions are included in drug-drug interaction alerts.

Does the alert include information on why the alert
was triggered?

D1. Does the alert include information on
the cause of the unsafe event (eg, medica-
tion name and dose)?

Clicking on a “more information” link in the help
page informs the user that both order sentences and
free-text orders can trigger alerts.

Does the alerting system inform users of the types
of orders that will trigger alerts?

E6. Does the alerting system inform users
of the unsafe events that are checked?

aThe letter and number preceding each item indicates section and item number, respectively.

The reliability of the TEMAS was shown to be poor, likely
reflecting the different levels of system knowledge possessed
by the participants. Recruiting participants with equivalent,
in-depth knowledge of their hospital’s medication alerting
system proved difficult. Usually, one staff member possessed
extensive knowledge of the hospital’s system (eg, a CPOE
pharmacist), whereas other staff members within the same
organization had more specialized knowledge of the hospital’s
system (eg, a medical officer or clinical pharmacist). It may be
that reliability was affected by differences in clinical practice
settings, where staff members from different specialties use
different functions of the system and have different views and
understanding of the system based on their everyday use.
Responses received from users suggest that the TEMAS may
be more appropriately used by a team instead of an individual.
For example, a participant in a pharmacist role was unsure of
items related to prescribing medications, thus deferring these
items to medical officers. There was also a suggestion to include
system vendors in the evaluation process as “most of the issues
are hard-coded and would need to be addressed by the vendor”
[Participant #9]. Thus, evaluations carried out by a team
consisting of representatives of system users from all clinical
backgrounds would allow a more comprehensive evaluation of
the alerting system. During this process, different parts of the
TEMAS could initially be assigned to different team members
based on their role and relevant expertise in the hospital (eg,
prescribers are assigned to the fit the clinician’s workflow and
mental model section).

The TEMAS is not dissimilar to a heuristic evaluation, which
is a usability inspection method driven by experts to assess a
design or product’s usability [32]. In heuristic analysis, a number
of usability experts typically conduct an independent assessment
of a product or interface and note usability violations, which
are then amalgamated into a master list of usability problems.
Using this approach, the identification of usability violations is
highly dependent on the expertise of raters, with human factors
or usability expertise associated with higher number of
violations being detected. This is in contrast to the TEMAS,
where we suggest users work as a team, not independently, to
complete their alert assessment. This is because items cover a
range of system aspects that are unlikely to be known to a single
individual. We also suggest that the completion of the TEMAS
should not be limited to usability experts but rather a
multidisciplinary team of hospital end users (eg, pharmacists,
doctors, nurses, and information technology professionals), each
contributing their unique knowledge in the evaluation of a
medication alerting system.

Limitations
Our initial evaluation of the TEMAS had several limitations.
First, we experienced difficulties in recruiting participants with
in-depth knowledge of their hospital’s medication alerting
system. Knowledge of some participants was role specific,
limiting their capacity to complete the TEMAS, which impacted
the interrater reliability. Future assessments of the TEMAS
could use a team of system experts with varying expertise from
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different professional backgrounds. Second, we did not recruit
a site with in-house evaluation data of their medication alerting
system, thus limiting our ability to assess the validity of the
TEMAS. As a result, findings derived from using the TEMAS
to assess the strengths and weaknesses of medication alerting
systems should be interpreted with caution and within the
context of the organization. Furthermore, the TEMAS is
designed to assess medication alerting systems in inpatient care
and is likely to require some modification if it is to be used in
other settings, such as pharmacy or outpatient settings. Finally,
the TEMAS was not piloted with prospective end users before
distribution to study sites; however, research team members
with expertise in human factors, medication safety, and digital
health checked and provided feedback on TEMAS items.

Conclusions
On basis of the usability flaws matched to human factors design
principles, the TEMAS was developed for hospitals to
self-assess medication alerts in their CPOE system with the goal
of improving the effectiveness of these alerts. This initial
evaluation allowed the identification of components of the
TEMAS that required modification to improve usability and
usefulness, leading to changes to items and the addition of
examples and a response option. To be effective in facilitating
a comprehensive evaluation, we found that the TEMAS should
be completed by a team of multidisciplinary hospital staff from
both clinical and technical backgrounds. This study was integral
to the evolution of the TEMAS and established a revised version
ready for use. As a next step, the updated TEMAS will be trialed
by teams of users to assess their medication alerting systems
and to compare the assessment results of the TEMAS with the
I-MeDeSA.
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Abstract

Background: Unscheduled emergency department return visits (EDRVs) are key indicators for monitoring the quality of
emergency medical care. A high return rate implies that the medical services provided by the emergency department (ED) failed
to achieve the expected results of accurate diagnosis and effective treatment. Older adults are more susceptible to diseases and
comorbidities than younger adults, and they exhibit unique and complex clinical characteristics that increase the difficulty of
clinical diagnosis and treatment. Older adults also use more emergency medical resources than people in other age groups. Many
studies have reviewed the causes of EDRVs among general ED patients; however, few have focused on older adults, although
this is the age group with the highest rate of EDRVs.

Objective: This aim of this study is to establish a model for predicting unscheduled EDRVs within a 72-hour period among
patients aged 65 years and older. In addition, we aim to investigate the effects of the influencing factors on their unscheduled
EDRVs.

Methods: We used stratified and randomized data from Taiwan’s National Health Insurance Research Database and applied
data mining techniques to construct a prediction model consisting of patient, disease, hospital, and physician characteristics.
Records of ED visits by patients aged 65 years and older from 1996 to 2010 in the National Health Insurance Research Database
were selected, and the final sample size was 49,252 records.

Results: The decision tree of the prediction model achieved an acceptable overall accuracy of 76.80%. Economic status, chronic
illness, and length of stay in the ED were the top three variables influencing unscheduled EDRVs. Those who stayed in the ED
overnight or longer on their first visit were less likely to return. This study confirms the results of prior studies, which found that
economically underprivileged older adults with chronic illness and comorbidities were more likely to return to the ED.

Conclusions: Medical institutions can use our prediction model as a reference to improve medical management and clinical
services by understanding the reasons for 72-hour unscheduled EDRVs in older adult patients. A possible solution is to create
mechanisms that incorporate our prediction model and develop a support system with customized medical education for older
patients and their family members before discharge. Meanwhile, a reasonably longer length of stay in the ED may help evaluate
treatments and guide prognosis for older adult patients, and it may further reduce the rate of their unscheduled EDRVs.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e22491)   doi:10.2196/22491
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Introduction

Background and Setting
Many countries today face challenges related to the rapidly
aging population. Advances in medical technology and the aging
of post–World War II baby boomers have led to a greater
proportion of adults aged over 65 years in many industrialized
nations’ populations. This substantive shift in demographics
not only increases the overall demand for health care and
medical services but also influences economic and social welfare
policies. Older adults are more susceptible to diseases and
comorbidities than younger adults, and they exhibit unique and
complex clinical characteristics that increase the difficulty of
clinical diagnosis and treatment [1]. Older adults also use more
emergency medical resources than people in other age
demographics do [2-8], and approximately 14.9% of emergency
department (ED) patients in the United States are aged 65 years
or older [9], making them the most frequent visitors to the ED.
In Taiwan, 25.5% of all ED visits are made by adults aged 65
years or older [10], a percentage that is approximately two-fold
higher than that in the United States. This age group has the
highest rate of ED return visits (EDRVs) [11,12].

A high unscheduled EDRV rate implies that the medical services
provided by the ED failed to achieve the expected results of
accurate diagnosis and effective treatment [11] and is a key
indicator for monitoring the quality of emergency medical care
[11,13]. EDRVs might contribute to crowding and further
diminish the quality of care in the emergency room. As most
older individuals have complex clinical characteristics, EDRVs
would use more emergency room resources. In addition, EDRVs
increase the risk of contracting infectious diseases in older
adults, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Many studies have reviewed the causes of EDRVs among
general ED patients [11,14-16]; however, few have focused on
older adults, even though this is the age group with the highest
rate of EDRVs [11,12]. In fact, the risk of EDRVs for adult ED
patients aged older than 65 years is approximately 300% higher
than that for adults aged less than 30 years and 200% higher
than that for adults aged less than 46 years [11,12,17]. Older
adults who repeatedly return to the ED to seek medical
assistance are at an increased risk of medical errors and
contribute to excessive use of emergency medical resources
[11,18]. However, the findings of past studies that did not focus
on this demographic may not be suitable for predicting older
adults’ rate of unscheduled EDRVs. In addition, past studies
have mainly collected samples from single targets (hospitals)
[11,12,14-17]. Sample collection from a single hospital source
can lead to underestimation of return rates, because ED patients
who return within 72 hours may visit a different hospital’s ED.

Taiwan’s health care services have been ranked the highest
worldwide by The Richest [19] and second ranking worldwide
by the Economist Intelligence Unit [20]. Numbeo ranked the
health care system of Taiwan’s national health insurance first
worldwide in its Health Care Index and Health Care Exp Index
[21], with an enrollment of approximately 99.68% of the
population [22]. The high ranking of Taiwan’s Digital
Government Program [23] made the population-wide database,

the National Health Insurance Research Database (NHIRD).
Therefore, this study uses the NHIRD and develops a simple
and useful prediction model to identify critical factors
influencing older adult patients’ unscheduled EDRVs through
a machine learning technique. Such a model could provide
useful suggestions for hospital managers and health care
professionals in delivering high ED qualities from the
considerations of disease, patient, physician, and institution
(hospital) factors. Furthermore, it could serve as a valuable
reference for future government planning and promotion of
medical services and age-friendly policies.

Related Studies
The factors influencing EDRVs can be categorized into
approximately four areas: disease-related, patient-related,
physician-related, and medical institution–related factors. One
of the major disease-related reasons for ED visits is a
pathological condition with unclear symptoms, signs, and
diagnoses, and the primary pathological condition responsible
for EDRVs, such as abdominal pain [12,15-17,24-26] with a
diagnostic error rate of 68%-73% [15]. Fever is another
pathological condition that causes EDRVs [24,27]. Other
disease-related factors include infectious disease [25] with
urinary tract infections, accounting for 35% of all infectious
diseases [12]; muscle, bone, or head traumas [14,26]; cancer
[12,27]; and alcoholism, depression, and other mental illnesses.
Patients with high triage classification (TC) [24,25,28], heart
disease or diabetes [16], or chronic illness with comorbidities
[17] also exhibit a high likelihood of an EDRV. A high Charlson
Comorbidity Index indicates a high risk of EDRV [29,30],
particularly for patients aged older than 75 years [25].

EDRVs are known to increase concurrently with age [11,12,17].
The gender effect on the rate of EDRVs is uncertain
[16,24,26,31,32]. Other patient-related factors that have a
significant influence on EDRVs include personal insistence on
using ED services [33]. EDRVs are 25%-30% higher in
low-income countries than in high-income countries [24].
Diagnostic errors by medical staff account for the highest
percentage (5.7%-9%) of medical errors [27] and are a common
cause of unscheduled EDRVs. Prior studies found that
physicians’ years of practice significantly influenced the rates
of EDRVs [15,34]. Kuan and Mahadevan [15] indicated that
the reasons for physicians’ years of practice significantly
influence the rates of EDRVs are related to their experience and
training as ED physicians. Improved communication between
physicians and staff, patients, and family members can also
reduce the likelihood of EDRVs. Inadequate emergency
resources, particularly in rural hospitals [31] or in staffing during
nighttime and on weekends [13], increase the likelihood of
EDRVs. An ED stay of more than 6 hours is uncommon [18]
because longer stays might contribute to crowding problems
and diminish the quality of providing expeditious triage, workup,
and selection of endangered emergency patients.

In summary, the literature confirms that disease-, patient-,
physician-, and institution-related factors all influence the rate
of unscheduled EDRVs. As older patients’ EDRVs are
associated with high risks and high impacts, this study focused
on older patients and investigated the effects of the
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aforementioned influencing factors on their unscheduled
EDRVs.

Methods

Research Procedures
The study was divided into two stages. The first stage entailed
data selection and preprocessing. The second stage entailed data
analysis. Machine learning techniques are unlikely to be
restricted by statistical analysis assumptions or affected by
collinear interactions between independent variables, and they
demonstrate superior fault tolerance and learning capability.
This study focuses on investigating the factors influencing the
classification of 72-hour unscheduled EDRVs. The decision
tree technique, one of machine learning classification techniques,
is easier to interpret by a nonstatistician and is intuitive to follow
compared with other methods (eg, random forest and support
vector machine) [35,36]. In addition, decision trees have been
widely used in various clinical studies for classification and
prediction [37-41], and the analyzed results can be easily applied
to clinical practice. Therefore, we used the decision tree as the
major analysis method in this study. We used Weka (University
of Waikato), one of the most popular machine learning tools,
to perform in-depth data analysis for verification.

Data Selection
We used the NHIRD as the data source and selected records of
ED visits by patients aged 65 years or older from 1996 to 2010
and had older adult visits of 162,264 records out of 1,425,335
total ED visits. We then excluded 190 records of deaths and
26,912 records hospitalized within 72 hours after the ED visit.
In 2010, Taiwan’s Ministry of Health and Welfare amended the
emergency TC from four to five classes. To prevent data
inconsistency, 21,318 records following the new emergency
triage reclassification were excluded from the scope of this
research. Meanwhile, the Ministry of Health and Welfare that
launched improvements in medical technologies in 2005 might
significantly influence the number of unscheduled EDRVs;
therefore, 44,114 records from 1996 to 2004 were removed.
Finally, 20,478 records with incomplete or illogical values were
excluded to ensure the accuracy and consistency of the analyzed
data. The final sample size was 49,252 records, including 3510
unscheduled EDRV records within 72 hours.

Variables
To develop a prediction model for older patients’ unscheduled
EDRVs, we applied the presence or absence of a 72-hour
unscheduled EDRV as the dependent variable. Patient-, disease-,
hospital-, and physician-related characteristics were applied as
independent variables. Patient-related characteristics included
sex, age, economic status (ES), major disease or injury, and
chronic illness (eg, hypertension, diabetes, heart disease, bowel
dysfunction, cerebrovascular disease, chronic kidney
inflammation, vestibular disease, mental illness, arthritis, and
cancer drug treatment and monitoring). Disease-related
characteristics included TC, diagnostic categories (DC),
radiography examination (x-ray test, specific angiography, and
ultrasound scan), surgery disposition, disease severity (DS),
and length of stay in the ED (LOSED). Hospital-related

characteristics comprised the level of hospital and level of
urbanization (LU). Physician-related characteristics included
gender, years of practice, and specialty.

Among the aforementioned independent variables, only age
was a continuous variable; all other variables were categorical
variables with a nominal or ordinal scale. Moreover, the
variables of chronic illness and radiography examination
comprised several subvariables. Detailed information related
to the included variables is presented in Multimedia Appendix
1.

Analyzed Method
We applied the C4.5 technique (ie, J48 in Weka) to create a
decision tree for the classifications. Decision trees use a simple
tree structure to represent a set of IF-THEN rules between
independent and dependent variables. The tree structure consists
of multiple internal and leaf nodes. In a decision tree, each
internal node represents a single independent variable, each
branch of a node represents one possible value or a set of
possible values of the independent variable, and each leaf node
represents a class label.

A 10-fold cross-validation method was used to randomly
partition the data set into 10 subsets. The validation was repeated
10 times. A confusion matrix was established to evaluate the
performance of the classification model. Subsequently, we
calculated the average accuracy rate of the classification results
for the 10 testing sets. The sensitivity and specificity were also
examined. Sensitivity refers to the ability of the prediction model
to accurately predict the EDRVs among the sampled population,
whereas specificity refers to the ability of the prediction model
to accurately predict the samples with no return to the ED;
accuracy refers to the accuracy of the prediction model
regardless of return or nonreturn to the ED.

The final sample size was 49,252 records, including 3510
unscheduled EDRV records within 72 hours. However, the
number of unscheduled EDRVs within 72 hours indicated only
7.13% (3510/49,252) of the emergency visits (not unscheduled
EDRVs). This raises a class imbalance problem, which may
lead the rare class (unscheduled EDRVs) to be ignored in the
prediction model. To overcome this problem, we maintained
an approximately 1:1 ratio of unscheduled EDRVs and
emergency visits randomly selected from the emergency visit
samples (3659/45,742, 7.99%). Then, we combined the total
samples of the unscheduled EDRVs and emergency visits into
a single test data set. This study increases in proportion to the
sample sizes of unscheduled EDRVs and emergency visits by
older adult patients for test data sets by setting the attribute of
supervised resample (biasToUniform=200) in the Weka
software. After such a resampling procedure, the average
number of unscheduled EDRVs and emergency visits by older
patients were 7231 and 7153, respectively. We obtained 30 test
data sets after 30 repeated resampling and mixed procedures,
and the test data sets were used for further decision tree analysis
through tenfold cross-validation. In this study, the decision tree
achieved an average sensitivity of 76.65% for accurately
predicting the unscheduled EDRVs, an average specificity of
76.95% for accurately predicting nonreturn to the ED, and an
average overall prediction accuracy of 76.80%.
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Ethics Statement
This study was approved by the institutional review board No.
SE20209B of Taichung Veterans General Hospital. As the
NHIRD data set comprises deidentified secondary data for
research purposes, written consent from the study participants
was not obtained, and the institutional review board of Taichung
Veterans General Hospital issued a formal written waiver of
the need for consent.

Results

Decision Tree Analysis
According to the results of gain ratio of the decision tree using
C4.5 implemented by Weka J48, the decision tree showed that
ES, cancer drug treatment and monitoring, LOSED,
cerebrovascular disease, DC, physician year of practice, patient
age, LU, x-ray, DS, TC, and hospital level are critical variables
for data classification and prediction. The top three influencing
variables, in descending order, were ES, chronic illness-cancer
drug treatment and monitoring (CICDTM), and LOSED. The
72-hour unscheduled EDRVs by older ED patients was
negatively correlated with patients’ ES, positively correlated
with their CICDTM, and negatively correlated with their

LOSED. This demonstrated that patients from low-income
households or those with CICDTM are at a higher risk of
unscheduled EDRVs within 72 hours. The likelihood of EDRVs
decreased exponentially if older patients had an overnight stay
or longer LOSED at their first visit.

Decision Criteria for Predicting Older Patients’
Unscheduled EDRVs
The decision tree generated 11 prediction patterns (rules) for
unscheduled EDRVs in older patients, which are presented in
Figure 1.

As shown in the upper section of Figure 1, the top three
influencing factors are ES, chronic illness, and LOSED. Each
branch of the decision tree represents a decision rule that
indicates the decision path of higher possibility or risk within
72-hour unscheduled EDRVs. The front number in the
rectangular box represents the EDRV and the other represents
the number without EDRV. For example, the left-hand branch
of node ES, called Rule 1, represents 380 older adult patients
from low-income households with EDRVs and 133 patients
without EDRV (Textbox 1). From Rules 3-11, the older patients
were not from low-income households and had no cancer drug
treatment and monitoring; therefore, these two characteristics
are not repeated in the explanation within parentheses.

Figure 1. Decision criteria for predicting older patients’ unscheduled emergency department return visits. ED: emergency department; LOS: length of
stay.
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Textbox 1. Decision criteria for predicting older patients’ unscheduled emergency department return visits.

Decision Criteria for Predicting Older Patients’ Unscheduled Emergency Department Return Visits

• Rule 1: economic status (ES)=0 (older patients from low-income households)

• Rule 2: ES=1 and chronic illness-cancer drug treatment and monitoring (CICDTM)=0 (older patients from non–low-income households with
cancer drug treatment and monitoring)

• Rule 3: ES=1, CICDTM=1, length of stay in the emergency department (LOSED)=0, and chronic illness-cerebrovascular disease (CICD)=0
(older patients stay in the emergency department (ED) for less than 1 d, and with cerebrovascular disease)

• Rule 4: ES=1, CICDTM=1, LOSED=0, CICD=1, and diagnostic categories (DC)=1, 2, 3, 5, and 10 (older patients stay in ED less than 1 day,
with no cerebrovascular disease but infectious diseases and parasitic diseases, tumor, endocrine and immune diseases, mental illness, and
genito-urinary system diseases)

• Rule 5: ES=1, CICDTM=1, LOSED=0, CICD=1, DC=7, and physician year of practice (PYP)≤8 (older patients stay in the ED for less than 1
day, with no cerebrovascular disease but circulatory system diseases, and treated by physician with 8 or fewer years of practice)

• Rule 6: ES=1, CICDTM=1, LOSED=0, CICD=1, DC=8, and (PYP≤6 or PYP>6 and patient age [PA]>75) (older patients stay in the ED less
than 1 day, with no cerebrovascular disease but respiratory diseases, and treated by a physician with 6 or less years; or all the conditions are same
but treated by a physician with more than 6 years of practice, and PA is more than 75)

• Rule 7: ES=1, CICDTM=1, LOSED=0, CICD=1, DC=9, and level of urbanization (LU)=1, 4 (older patients stay in the ED for less than 1 day,
with no cerebrovascular disease but digestive diseases, and live in a high LU or general town)

• Rule 8: ES=1, CICDTM=1, LOSED=0, CICD=1, DC=13, and x-ray=1 (older patients stay in the ED for less than 1 day, with no cerebrovascular
disease but musculoskeletal system diseases, had no x-ray)

• Rule 9: ES=1, CICDTM=1, LOSED=0, CICD=1, DC=16, and (disease severity [DS]=0 and triage classification [TC]=3; LU=1 or LU=2 and
PYP>8; or TC=2, PA≤82 or TC=4; or DS=1, 2, 3, 4; older patients stay in ED less than 1 day, with no cerebrovascular disease but have signs,
symptoms, and diagnosis less clear, and DS, TC of 3, and live in high LU, and treated by physician with more than 8 years of practice and live
in Remote town or all conditions are the same with TC=2 and aged 82 or less, or all conditions are the same as TC=4, or all conditions are the
same with DS)

• Rule 10: ES=1, CICDTM=1, LOSED=0, CICD=1, DC=17, PA>67, x-ray=0, and LU=1, 3, 4, 7 (older patients stay in the ED for less than 1 day,
with no cerebrovascular disease but injury and poisoning, had no x-ray, and lived in a high LU or an emerging town, general town, or remote
town)

• Rule 11: ES=1, CICDTM=1, LOSED=1, PYP≤11, TC=3, and hospital level=1, 2 (older patients stay in ED less than 1 day, treated by physician
with 11 or fewer years, with TC and visit Regional Hospital or District Hospital)

Discussion

Principal Findings
Among the 28 investigated variables, as shown in Multimedia
Appendix 1, in patient-related, disease-related, hospital-related,
and physician-related characteristics, only 12 variables were
identified as critical criteria in the decision tree prediction
model. This study found that ES, age, CICDTM, chronic
illness-cerebrovascular disease in patient characteristics and
TC, DC, x-ray, DS, and LOSED in disease characteristics were
the key factors influencing unscheduled EDRVs. In addition,
hospital level and LU in hospital characteristics and years of
practice in physician characteristics were key predictive factors
of unscheduled EDRVs. The results showed that only a portion
of the investigated variables in patient-related, disease-related,
hospital-related, and physician-related characteristics were key
factors influencing older patients’unscheduled EDRVs. Through
the decision tree analysis, this study found 11 useful decision
rules for predicting unscheduled EDRVs within 72 hours by
the identified factors. The obtained decision rules can be easily
applied by physicians and nurses in the ED to evaluate the risk
or possibility of unscheduled EDRVs within 72 hours for older
patients. ES, CICDTM, and LOSED are highlighted as the top
three influencing variables of the prediction model of older
patients with unscheduled EDRVs within 72 hours.

In this study, we confirmed that older ED patients with less
economic privilege were more likely to return to the ED than
those in the opposite group. Furthermore, these findings are
consistent with those of a previous study [42]. Possible reasons
include that older adults with lower ES have fewer resources
to attend to their health and basic preventive health care. They
often defer medical treatment and, thus, have a high demand
for emergency medical resources. Therefore, the pathological
conditions that develop among underprivileged older patients
are also more complex than those of their privileged
counterparts, which increases the difficulty of treatment and
leads to a high rate of EDRVs.

In addition, older patients with chronic symptoms that remain
prevalent or frequently relapse may prefer to return to the ED
for rapid and convenient treatment, rather than visit an outpatient
department. The rates of 72-hour unscheduled EDRVs were
higher for older patients who required cancer drug treatment
and monitoring or were diagnosed with chronic cerebrovascular
diseases. These results confirm the findings of Liaw et al [26],
McCusker et al [31], and Wu et al [27]. A possible reason may
be that patients with cancer or cerebrovascular disease have a
greater need for emergency treatment and hospitalization for
pain. In addition, patients diagnosed with chronic
cerebrovascular diseases are at a high risk of a second stroke.
Active interventions to improve the effectiveness and efficiency
of delivering medical education on pain control and stroke
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prevention can help patients and their family members manage
and alleviate this risk and further reduce their EDRVs.

We also found that older patients with shorter LOSED had
higher rates of EDRVs than those who stayed in the ED
overnight or longer. Patients older than 65 years are known to
have a lower metabolic rate [43], and a longer length of stay
(LOS) can enable medical staff to conduct more detailed
observations of the effectiveness of the provided treatments. It
can also further verify the patient’s reaction to the prescribed
medicine and modify the types of medicines needed. However,
a lack of sufficient ED resources may result in problems such
as ED overcrowding, inadequate number of hospital beds, or
poor evaluation practices. It may also prevent hospitals from
increasing the LOS for older patients in the ED.

In this study, some specific DC (infectious diseases and parasitic
diseases, tumors, endocrine and immune diseases, mental illness,
circulatory system diseases, respiratory diseases, digestive
diseases, genito-urinary system diseases, musculoskeletal system
diseases, signs, symptoms and diagnosis less clear, and injury
and poisoning) were found to be highly related to unscheduled
EDRVs under certain circumstances (patients from
non–low-income households and LOS less than 1 day and
patients without CICDTM and cerebrovascular disease). The
results showed that only a portion of the DC (disease types)
[12,25,27] were identified as factors influencing older adult
patients’ unscheduled EDRVs; however, some DC were not
considered as significant factors in this study.

Older patients classified as class 3 or higher on the TC level
had a higher likelihood of 72-hour unscheduled EDRVs if they
were treated by physicians with less than 11 years of practice,
a result partially consistent with a previous study [15,34]. The
conventional emergency medicine curriculum does not include
geriatrics; curriculum materials focus on the care of adults aged
less than 65 years or children. Meanwhile, the challenges in
providing medical services to older patients are highly specific
and complex. Physicians who have more years of practice may
overcome the problems engendered by the lack of formal
geriatric training in emergency medicine, whereas lack of
experience in the ED increases the difficulty of accurately
diagnosing symptoms in older patients.

Moreover, physicians often underestimate the TC of frail older
patients because of the absence of prominent symptoms. This
increases the risk of delayed treatment and the likelihood of
unscheduled EDRVs. Platts-Mills et al [44] have also asserted
that the TC is designed specifically for the general adult
population and does not have adequate specificity for the older
adult population or reflects the severity of their pathological
conditions.

Limitations
As mentioned above, decision trees have been widely used in
various clinical studies, and the analyzed results can be easily
applied to clinical practice. Our prediction model developed by
the decision tree achieved an acceptable rate for sensitivity,
specificity, and overall prediction accuracy. Future researchers
can use the results of this study as a reference and apply other
methods such as random forest or support vector machine to

generate a prediction model and obtain higher accuracy. As data
were collected in Taiwan, caution is needed when generalizing
the results of this study. Meanwhile, because of the limited
content of NHIRD, important variables other than claim-based
data cannot be obtained. Furthermore, the insured area and
degree of urbanization may be different from the actual area of
residence. In addition, the 20,478 records with incomplete or
illogical values excluded in this study can cause selection bias.
Future studies can use advanced interpolation techniques to
explore the characteristics of deleted records and extend the
results of this study.

Conclusions
Compared with previous studies [11,12,14-17], past research
samples from a single institution are impossible to discuss
patients returning to the ED from different hospitals. This study
used the NHIRD to obtain a more comprehensive picture of
older adult patients’ EDRVs within 72 hours. This study
identified 12 key predicting factors out of the 28 investigated
factors and provided 11 decision rules for early detection and
possible prevention of unscheduled EDRVs within 72 hours.
For example, more attention should be paid to patients aged 65
years and older featured with low-income households or those
with CICDTM, and have a reasonably longer LOSED at their
first visit.

Medical and health care is an important segment of Taiwan’s
New Southbound Policy [45] to engage in partnership with 18
countries of the Southeast Asia-Pacific family. The findings of
this study can serve as a reference for those countries in the
planning and promotion of medical services and age-friendly
policies. In countries with rapidly aging populations, the
demographics of EDs have shifted substantively toward older
patients, and most of their EDs are not fully prepared for the
challenge of caring for the aging population. Although the
majority of emergency medical curriculum materials focus on
the care of children and adults under 65, some countries have
begun to integrate geriatrics and emergency medicine training
into a defined and validated geriatric emergency medicine
curriculum [46]. The Taiwan Society of Emergency Medicine
has included geriatrics in its emergency medicine curriculum,
with training and emphasis on acute problems in older patients,
including medical and intestate ethics and certification of
age-friendly health care institutions.

For physicians, our prediction model can be used as a reference
to improve medical management and clinical services to reduce
older patients’ 72-hour unscheduled EDRVs. Policymakers can
use the results of this study to generate incentives for medical
institutions to provide appropriate education to older patients
and their family members before discharge. Medical institutions
may create mechanisms that incorporate our prediction model
and develop a decision-making support system for emergency
return visits, similar to other clinical decision support systems
[47,48]. Such a system can be used in triage procedures for early
detection and prevention of unscheduled EDRVs, and it will
help health care providers to rapidly identify older patients who
are likely to make unscheduled EDRVs and to further reduce
the rate of such visits.
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In summary, this study is based on large population-based
retrospective data from the NHIRD and uses machine learning
techniques, which demonstrate superior fault tolerance and
learning capability from massive data. The decision tree machine
learning technique was further used for data analysis and
validation because of its simplicity, interpretability, and
applicability of the results compared with other machine learning
techniques. Through the decision tree technique, decision rules
with important factors influencing the unscheduled EDRV

prediction model from the considerations of patient, disease,
hospital, and physician characteristics were obtained. The
decision rules may serve as a reference for the early detection
of unscheduled EDRV in older adults. Further studies can be
based on the findings of this study and integrate hospitals’
information systems or electronic medical records to generate
appropriate rules for unscheduled EDRVs for older adults in
different hospitals.
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Abstract

Background: Mobile devices such as tablets and smartphones are increasingly being used in health care in many developed
countries. Nurses form the largest group in health care that uses electronic health records (EHRs) and their mobile versions.
Mobile devices are suggested to promote nurses’ workflow, constant updating of patient information, and improve the
communication within the health care team. However, little is known about their effect on nurses’ well-being.

Objective: This study aimed to examine the association between using a mobile version of the EHR and nurses’ perceived time
pressure, stress related to information systems, and self-rated stress. Moreover, we examined whether mobile device use modifies
the associations of EHR usability (ease of use and technical quality), experience in using EHRs, and number of systems in daily
use with these well-being indicators.

Methods: This was a cross-sectional population-based survey study among 3610 Finnish registered nurses gathered in 2020.
The aforesaid associations were examined using analyses of covariance and logistic regression adjusted for age, gender, and
employment sector (hospital, primary care, social service, and other).

Results: Nurses who used the mobile version of their EHR had higher levels of time pressure (F1,3537=14.96, P<.001) and stress
related to information systems (F1,3537=6.11, P=.01), compared with those who did not use mobile versions. Moreover, the
interactions of mobile device use with experience in using EHRs (F1,3581=14.93, P<.001), ease of use (F1,3577=10.16, P=.001),
and technical quality (F1,3577=6.45, P=.01) were significant for stress related to information systems. Inexperience in using EHRs,
low levels of ease of use, and technical quality were associated with higher stress related to information systems and this association
was more pronounced among those who used mobile devices. That is, the highest levels of stress related to information systems
were perceived among those who used mobile devices as well as among inexperienced EHR users or those who perceived usability
problems in their EHRs.

Conclusions: According to our results, it seems that at present mobile device use is not beneficial for the nurses’ well-being.
In addition, mobile device use seems to intensify the negative effects of usability issues related to EHRs. In particular, inexperienced
users of EHRs seem to be at a disadvantage when using mobile devices. Thus, we suggest that EHRs and their mobile versions
should be improved such that they would be easier to use and would better support the nurses’ workflow (eg, improvements to
problems related to small display, user interface, and data entry). Moreover, additional training on EHRs, their mobile versions,
and workflow related to these should be provided to nurses.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e28729)   doi:10.2196/28729
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Introduction

Viewing electronic health records (EHRs) on mobile devices
such as tablets and smartphones has increased lately and is
becoming more common in the health care sector in many
developed countries. Nurses form the largest group in health
care that uses EHRs and their mobile versions [1]. A previous
study reported that use of mobile versions of EHR is common
in hospitals, especially during the handover period and ward
hours [1]. Nurses have been found to use the mobile version of
EHR mainly for viewing inpatient lists, nursing notes, alerts,
and patients’ clinical data with high frequency [2].

Mobile device use while working presents many benefits for
nurses, as it helps in their workflow and allows real-time
updating of patient information [3]. Use of mobile apps in home
care has been associated with the promotion of nurse–patient
relationship (as it helps both nurses and patients to express their
feelings) and reduction in workload and stress, but they are also
related to disturbance in personal life among nurses [4].
However, mobile devices are reported to be useful in improving
the quality of care and decreasing stress among nurses [5].

In addition, mobile devices are suggested to benefit health care
professionals by increasing convenience, accuracy, efficiency,
and productivity as well as improving clinical decision making
[6]. A previous review noted that mobile devices improved
patient documentation through more complete recording, fewer
documentation errors, and increased efficiency [7]. Moreover,
mobile devices saved time, gave earlier access to new
information, and enhanced work patterns [7]. Mobile devices
are also regularly used to ensure effective team work within a
health care team [8].

However, some downsides also exist related to the use of mobile
devices in health care. For example, the problems in overall
architecture and user interface may lead to an increased number
of input errors, loss of data, or decreased efficiency [9]. During
electronic data collection, mobile devices have been found to
increase the time of the data entry by twofold and increase the
risk of typing errors and missing data compared with electronic
data collection on laptops [10]. Moreover, small screens may
make information retrieval tasks difficult and increase incorrect
choices and scrolling activities [11].

The effect of using mobile versions of EHRs on the well-being
of nurses remains unclear. Viewing and updating EHRs on
mobile devices might help nurses in their daily work by giving
them a chance to use EHR while simultaneously caring for
patients. Thus, mobile use might help reduce workload and
consequently nurses’ work-related stress as well. By contrast,
mobile device use may also elicit stress and frustration due to
the aforementioned problems (ie, difficult user interface, small
screens, and challenges in data entry [9-11]). Previous studies
have shown that the usability of EHRs is associated with nurses’
well-being [12,13], and thus it could be assumed that mobile
use might also have an effect.

Previous studies have shown that usability problems of EHRs,
need to use many different systems, and inexperience in using
EHRs have been associated with high levels of stress, time
pressure, and psychological distress among health care
employees [12-16]. However, it is not known whether using
EHR with mobile devices has a moderating effect on these
associations.

In the light of these previous findings, this study aimed to
examine the association between using a mobile version of EHR
and perceived time pressure, stress related to information
systems, and self-rated stress. Moreover, we examined whether
mobile device use modifies the associations of EHR usability
(ease of use and technical quality), experience in using EHRs,
and number of systems in daily use with the well-being
indicators (time pressure, stress related to information systems,
and self-rated stress).

Methods

Sample
Data were collected in the spring of 2020 via the online survey
Webropol [17]. The link to the survey was sent via email by
the Finnish Nurses Association, The Union of Health and Social
Care Professionals in Finland (Tehy), and the National
Professional Association for the Interests of Experts and
Managers in Health Care (TAJA) to their members under 65
years of age, which included 58,276/80,622 nurses, midwifes,
and public health nurses (representing 72.29% of the eligible
population) [18]. One reminder was sent to nonresponders to
maximize survey responses. A more detailed description of the
data collection has been presented previously [18]. Altogether,
10,094 registered nurses opened the link and 3912 responded.
Of those who responded, 302 answered that they did not
perceive themselves as fit to answer the questionnaire because
they had not practiced as registered nurses for a long time. Thus,
the final sample included 3610 respondents (n=3340 [92.52%]
women) aged between 22 and 65, with a mean age of 45.7 (SD
11.0) [18]. The sample was representative of the eligible
population regarding regionality and employment sector.
Women were slightly overrepresented and those aged under 40
were slightly underrepresented [18]. Ethical approval for the
study was provided by The Finnish Institute for Health and
Welfare (THL/482/6.02.01/2020).

Measures
Time pressure was measured with the mean of 2 items
measuring how often (during the previous half-year period) a
person had been distracted by, worried about, or stressed about
(1) being in a constant hurry and time pressure coming from
unfinished work tasks and (2) having too little time to do work
properly. The items were rated on a 6-point scale ranging from
1 (never) to 6 (constantly). The scale’s reliability (Cronbach α)
was .94 in the study sample. This measure has been widely used
previously and associated, for example, with poor EHR usability
among nurses [13].
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Stress related to information systems was measured with the
mean of 2 items (α=.74) framed into a single question that asked
how often (during the previous half-year period) the respondent
had been distracted by, worried about, or stressed about (1)
constantly changing information systems and (2) difficult, poorly
performing IT equipment/software. The answers were rated on
a 6-point scale ranging from 1 (never) to 6 (constantly). This
measure has previously been used to evaluate and associated
with, for example, employees’ distress and EHR usability
[14,19].

Self-rated stress was measured with the widely used single-item
self-rated stress measure [20]: “Stress means a situation when
a person feels tense, restless, nervous, or anxious, or is unable
to sleep at night because his or her mind is troubled all the time.
Do you feel that kind of stress these days”? Response options
were not at all/just a little/to some extent/quite a lot/very much.
For analyses, these were categorized as 0=low stress (not at
all/just a little/to some extent) and 1=high stress (quite a lot/very
much).

Mobile device use was measured by asking respondents whether
they also used EHR with mobile devices (such as a smartphone
or tablet) with the following answer options: (1) yes (2) no, and
(3) not possible to use mobile devices. The measure was coded
as 0=no mobile device use (options 2 and 3) and 1=yes, uses
mobile devices (option 1).

Experience in using EHRs was assessed by asking how
experienced the respondent was in using an EHR (ie, as an EHR
user) with a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (beginner) to 5
(expert). For analyses, this variable was coded as 0=low
experience (answer options 1-3) and 1=high experience (answer
options 4-5).

The number of systems in daily use was assessed by asking
about the number of clinical systems that the responder needed
to log into daily when working with patients. The response
options were 0/1/2/3/4/5 or “more”/“my work does not include
clinical work” (coded as missing). For analyses, the number of
logins was coded as 1=1, 2=2, and 3=3 or more systems in daily
use (5 respondents who answered that they had 0 systems in
daily use were omitted from the analysis).

The usability measures ease of use and technical quality were
measured with items derived from the validated National
Usability-Focused Health Information System Scale (NuHISS)
[21]. These measures assessed the usability of the current EHR
system in use, not particularly the mobile version of the system.
Ease of use included 3 items (α=.82) assessing the usability of
key functionalities of the EHR system such as reading,
documenting, and patient data retrieval (“The arrangement of
fields and functions is logical on computer screen,” “Routine
tasks can be performed in a straight forward manner without

the need for extra steps using the system,” and “Terminology
on the screen is clear and understandable [eg, titles and labels]”).
Technical quality was measured with 4 items (α=.76) assessing
reliability and safety aspects of the EHR system (“The systems
are stable in terms of technical functionality [does not crash,
no downtime],” “The system responds quickly to inputs,”
“Faulty system function has caused a serious adverse event for
the patient [reverse coded],” and “Faulty system function has
nearly caused a serious adverse event for the patient [reverse
coded]”). The answers were rated on a 5-point Likert scale
ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to 5 (totally agree). The
response options also included “Cannot answer,” which was
coded as missing.

Besides, age, gender, and employment sector were asked in the
survey. Employment sector was coded as 1=hospital, 2=primary
care, 3=social services, and 4=other.

Statistical Analysis
The associations of mobile use, experience in using EHRs,
number of systems in daily use, ease of use, and technical quality
with the time pressure and stress related to information systems
were analyzed with analyses of covariance (in separate analyses
for each dependent variable). The analyses were adjusted for
age, gender, and employment sector. The analyses were
conducted in 2 steps. In the first step (Model A), the analysis
included mobile use, age, gender, and employment sector. In
the second step (Model B) experience in using EHRs, number
of systems in daily use, ease of use, and technical quality were
added to the former model. Analyses regarding self-rated stress
were conducted using logistic regression analyses with the same
steps as mentioned above.

Moreover, we examined the interactions of mobile version use
with experience in using EHRs, number of systems in daily use,
ease of use, and technical quality for the dependent variables
with analyses of covariance (for time pressure and SRIS) and
logistic regression (for stress) adjusted for age, gender, and main
effects (in separate analyses for each interaction and dependent
variable).

Results

Demographics
The characteristics of the study population are presented in
Table 1. A majority of the respondents were women and
approximately half worked at hospitals. Using a mobile version
of the EHR was not very common, and only 17.70% (639/3610)
used mobile devices. Most often, mobile device was used in
social services (101/445, 22.7%), after that in hospitals
(377/1903, 19.81%) and other sectors (82/467, 17.6%), whereas
it was less common in primary care (79/795, 9.9%).
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Table 1. Social demographics of the study sample (N=3610a).

ValueCharacteristic

Gender, n (%)

3340 (92.52)Women

249 (6.90)Men

21 (0.58)Other (or did not want to report)

Employment sector, n (%)

1903 (52.71)Hospital

795 (22.02)Primary care

445 (12.33)Social services

467 (12.94)Other

Mobile device use, n (%)

2971 (82.30)No

639 (17.70)Yes

Self-rated stress

2318 (64.41)Low

1281 (35.59)High

Experience in using electronic health records, n (%)

1135 (31.44)Low

2475 (68.56)High

Number of systems in daily use, n (%)

1327 (37.16)1

1178 (32.99)2

1066 (29.85)3 or more

45.68 (10.97)Ageb, mean (SD)

3.70 (1.13)Stress related to information systemsc, mean (SD)

4.54 (1.12)Time pressurec, mean (SD)

3.01 (1.08)Ease of used, mean (SD)

3.25 (0.98)Technical qualityd, mean (SD)

aBecause of missing information in some variables, n varies between 3571 and 3610.
bRanged between 22 and 67.
cRanged between 1 and 6.
dRanged between 1 and 5.

Main Effects
Age, gender, mobile use, number of systems in daily use, ease
of use, and technical quality were associated with time pressure
in the fully adjusted model (Model B; Table 2). Younger
respondents, women, mobile device users, and those who had
a higher number of systems in daily use perceived more time
pressure. Higher levels of ease of use and technical quality were
associated with less time pressure.

Age, gender, employment sector, mobile use, experience in
using EHRs, number of systems in daily use, ease of use, and
technical quality were all associated with stress related to
information systems in the fully adjusted model (Model B).
Older respondents, women, those working in hospitals, mobile
device users, less experienced EHR users, and those who had
a higher number of systems in daily use perceived more stress
related to information systems. Higher levels of ease of use and
technical quality were associated with less stress related to
information systems.
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Table 2. The associations of independent variables with stress related to information systems and time pressure (analysis of covariance).

Stress related to information systemsTime pressureVariable

Model BModel AModel BModel A

P valueF testP valueF testP valueF testP valueF test

<.001F1,3537=37.55<.001F1,3583=25.23<.001F1,3537=24.84<.001F1,3583=23.11Age

.003F2,3537=6.00<.001F2,3583=8.51<.001F2,3537=8.25<.001F2,3583=9.13Gender

<.001F3,3537=24.38<.001F3,3583=43.93.45F3,3537=0.88.08F3,3583=2.31Sector

.01F1,3537=6.11.007F1,3583=7.41<.001F1,3537=14.96<.001F1,3583=15.87Mobile device use

<.001F1,3537=17.31.10F1,3537=2.77Experience

<.001F2,3537=43.17.001F2,3537=6.90Number of systems in daily
use

<.001F1,3537=269.91<.001F1,3537=33.92Ease of use

<.001F1,3537=311.82<.001F1,3537=62.83Technical quality

0.3010.0430.0690.016R2

Age, number of systems in daily use, ease of use, and technical
quality were associated with self-rated stress in the fully adjusted
model (Model B; Table 3). Older respondents were less likely
to have self-rated stress. Those who had 3 or more systems in
daily use were 1.23 times more likely to have a high level of
stress compared with those who had only 1 system in use.

Higher levels of ease of use and technical quality were
associated with lower likelihood of stress. Employment sector
was significantly associated with stress in Model A (P=.02),
but after adjusting for number of systems in daily use,
experience in using EHRs, ease of use, and technical quality,
the association was no longer significant (P=.17).
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Table 3. The results of the logistic regression analysis for self-rated stress.a

Model BModel ADemographics

P valueOdds ratio (95% CI)P valueOdds ratio (95% CI)

.0010.99 (0.98-0.99).0010.99 (0.98-0.99)Age

Gender

11Men

.101.28 (0.96-1.71).051.33 (1.00-1.76)Women

.17.02Employment sector

11Hospital

.470.94 (0.78-1.12).240.90 (0.75-1.07)Primary health care

.821.03 (0.82-1.29).200.87 (0.70-1.08)Social care

.040.78 (0.63-0.98).0030.71 (0.57-0.89)Other

Mobile device use

11No

.911.01 (0.84-1.22).621.05 (0.87-1.26)Yes, uses mobile device

Experience in using electronic health records

1Low

.490.95 (0.81-1.11)High

.04Number of systems in daily use

11

.971.00 (0.84-1.19)2

.021.23 (1.03-1.46)3 or more

<.0010.76 (0.71-0.82)Ease of use

<.0010.84 (0.78-0.91)Technical quality

aFor continuous variables, the model odds ratio presented indicate the likelihood of passing from low stress to high stress, compared with 1 SD change
in continuous independent variables.

Interactions
We examined the interactions of mobile device use with
experience in using EHRs, number of systems in daily use, ease
of use, and technical quality for the dependent variables.

The interaction between mobile device use and experience in
using EHRs was significant for stress related to information
systems (F1,3581=14.93, P<.001). As can be seen from Figure
1, the highest levels of stress related to information systems
were reported by respondents who used mobile devices and had
low experience in using EHRs. Moreover, the interaction
between mobile device use and ease of use was significant for
stress related to information systems (F1,3577=10.16, P=.001).
The association between ease of use and stress related to

information systems was more pronounced among those who
used mobile devices and the highest levels of stress related to
information systems was experienced among those who used
mobile devices and perceived low levels of ease of use of their
EHRs (Figure 1). Besides, the interaction between mobile device
use and technical quality was significant for stress related to
information systems (F1,3577=6.45, P=.01). Similar to ease of
use, the association between technical quality and stress related
to information systems was more pronounced among those who
used mobile devices and the highest levels of stress related to
information systems were experienced among those who used
mobile devices and perceived low levels of technical quality of
their EHRs (Figure 1). The interaction between mobile device
use and number of systems in daily use was nonsignificant for
stress related to information systems (P=.21).
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Figure 1. The associations of mobile device use with technical quality, ease of use, and experience in using EHRs for stress related to information
systems. EHR: electronic health record.

Discussion

Principal Results
According to our results it seems that at present use of mobile
versions of EHR is not beneficial to the nurses’ well-being. We
found that use of mobile versions of EHR was associated with
higher levels of time pressure and stress resulting from poorly
functioning information systems.

Moreover, use of mobile versions of EHR intensified the
association of inexperience and poor usability of EHR with
stress related to information systems. More specifically,
inexperienced EHR users who used mobile devices had higher
levels of stress related to information systems than others. In
addition, those who perceived low levels of ease of use or
technical quality of their EHRs and used mobile devices had
higher levels of stress related to information systems than others.

Limitations
This was a cross-sectional survey study, and so we cannot draw
any causal inferences. Moreover, we used self-reported measures
which may have an effect here, given that if a respondent
subjectively considers oneself being under stress, it is possible
that it affects all responses, including those not related to stress.
Therefore, it would be important for future studies to also
include objective measures of stress when examining mobile
versions. Using self-reported measures may also lead to a
possibility of problems related to an inflation of the strengths
of relationships and common method variance.

We adjusted our analyses for age, gender, and employment
sector, but there may exist a possibility of residual confounding.
Although the employment sector was adjusted for, it is possible
that our results reflect higher work strain in places where mobile
devices are used. In our study mobile device use was most
common in social services and it is likely that, for example, in
home care mobile devices are more often used and work strain
can be high. This should be kept in mind when interpreting our
results and future studies are needed on this topic. In addition,
our study did not control for the technology used in the mobile
version and given the possible wide variation in the usability
of mobile versions this might be of importance. We also did
categorize whether the mobile version used was a smartphone
or a tablet, which has a big difference in size (and thus their
user interface), and is likely to have affected the response of

the nurses. Thus, these issues also need to be considered in the
future.

Our sample was rather large (n=3610) which also allowed us
to examine interactions. Our sample represented the eligible
population regarding living region and employment sector, but
included slightly more women and those aged over 40 [18].
Data were collected in the spring of 2020 (between March and
April) at the time when the COVID-19 epidemic strengthened
in Finland (with strict restrictions implemented mid-March).
Therefore, only 1 reminder was sent to those who had not
answered. This situation may influence the results and especially
so in those hospitals that were most strongly affected.

Finland is one of the forerunners in the digitalization of health
care [22] and provides a universal health care for all its residents.
Therefore, caution should be exercised when generalizing our
findings to other dissimilar countries.

Comparison With Prior Work
Using EHR on the mobile device seems not to be beneficial for
the well-being of nurses. We found that it was associated with
high stress related to information systems and time pressure.
Our finding is not congruent with previous findings suggesting
that mobile device use would decrease nurses’ stress [4,5]. The
discrepancy in the results may be due to different countries,
methods, and samples studied. Chiang and Wang [4] performed
a qualitative study including 17 community nurses from 6 home
care facilities. Johansson et al [5] performed a quantitative study
including 398 registered nurses and nursing students attending
the undergraduate and graduate nursing programs, and thus their
sample was smaller and included younger participants (mean
age 34.7). Instead, we used a large (n=3610) population-based
sample of registered nurses from different employment sectors.
Moreover, the study by Johansson et al [5] focused more on
advanced mobile devices themselves and on the capacity to
locate information from the internet, whereas we focused solely
on the mobile version of the EHR.

Although mobile devices are suggested to improve workflow,
make continuous updating possible, and improve the
communication within the health care team [3], there are many
possible reasons as to why they could increase the sense of hurry
and strain coming from viewing and updating EHRs on these
devices. User interface has been suggested as one of the
challenges in the deployment of clinical mobile apps [9]. Lack
of visibility on mobile devices may lead to errors; interfaces
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are compact and cluttered with information which require full
attention; and the change from focusing on real life toward a
mobile device may pose problems [9]. Handheld devices have
been found to double the data entry time and increase the risks
of typing errors and missing data [10]. Small screen is also less
effective and increases the number of scrolling activities [11].
Moreover, stability problems related to wireless networks may
(negatively) affect nurses’ work when using mobile devices
[23]. These challenges related to mobile devices may cause
extra stress and time pressure to nurses. By contrast, it is also
possible that mobile devices are more likely in use at those
places where demands and hurry are at high levels.

According to our results, mobile device use intensifies the
negative effects of usability problems related to EHRs on the
stress that is caused by information systems. Ease of use and
technical quality of the EHRs were also directly associated with
all examined well-being indicators (ie, time pressure, stress
related to information systems, and self-rated stress). Our
findings correspond to previous studies showing that usability
problems are associated with lower well-being among nurses
[12,13] and physicians [14-16]. As mentioned above, mobile
devices may have problems with user interface and data entry
[9,10]. Thus, it is possible that difficulties in use or technical
problems related to EHRs are also reflected in mobile devices
causing extra stress and problems for nurses.

To promote the well-being of nurses, EHRs and their mobile
versions should be improved, so they would be easy to use and
would better support the workflow. Issues related to finance,
hardware, communication, security, and user interface have
been identified as main challenges regarding the implementation
of clinical mobile apps [9]. Using interface that is already
familiar to the user and the hierarchical organization of the
information have been suggested as means to improve mobile
apps [9]. It is important to accurately validate mobile device
interfaces which are meant to be used in a clinical setting [24].
Nurses’ needs should be fully taken into consideration during
the development of mobile versions [25]. For example, the
functions that can increase performance and are associated with
workflow are suggested to be of importance [2].

Our results suggest that inexperienced users of EHRs seem to
be especially at risk when using mobile devices. A previous

study has shown the importance of experience among physicians
for managing SRISs and psychological distress levels [14].
Moreover, nurses’ low e-care competence has been associated
with high time pressure and distress [13]. This calls for more
training related to EHRs and their mobile versions. It would be
important to provide adequate and systematic support and
training for those who are just learning to use the system and
who still have skills gaps (ie, focusing especially on new
employees and those whose work environment is implementing
new systems). For example, continuous educational programs
focusing on enhancing nurses’ information technology literacy
have been suggested [25]. Moreover, in-house information
systems support and regular training on acquired information
systems would be of importance and could also encourage
positive attitudes toward technologies [26].

Conclusions
According to our findings it seems that a mobile version of EHR
is not beneficial for the well-being of nurses. Mobile device use
was associated with nurses’perceptions of higher levels of time
pressure at work. Moreover, mobile device use was associated
with higher stress resulting from poorly functioning and
constantly changing information systems. In addition, mobile
device use intensified the negative effects of inexperience in
using EHRs and poor usability of EHRs on the stress related to
information systems. Thus, it seems that at present mobile
versions of EHRs need improvements to better support nurses’
workflow and well-being. Moreover, more training related to
EHRs, their mobile versions, and workflow related to these
should be provided to nurses.

It would be important to pay increasing attention to these issues,
as nurses are at particular risk of experiencing additional stress
and strain resulting from the need to use information systems
in their work, and work strain, in turn, has been associated with
a higher risk of disability [27]. A significant proportion of
nurses’ working time is already spent on patient information
systems and in addition to this, nurses must constantly learn to
use a variety of new electronic services and platforms in their
work, which have increased significantly as a result of the
COVID-19 epidemic.
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Abstract

Background: Knowledge graphs are a common form of knowledge representation in biomedicine and many other fields. We
developed an open biomedical knowledge graph–based system termed Reasoning Over Biomedical Objects linked in Knowledge
Oriented Pathways (ROBOKOP). ROBOKOP consists of both a front-end user interface and a back-end knowledge graph. The
ROBOKOP user interface allows users to posit questions and explore answer subgraphs. Users can also posit questions through
direct Cypher query of the underlying knowledge graph, which currently contains roughly 6 million nodes or biomedical entities
and 140 million edges or predicates describing the relationship between nodes, drawn from over 30 curated data sources.

Objective: We aimed to apply ROBOKOP to survey data on workplace exposures and immune-mediated diseases from the
Environmental Polymorphisms Registry (EPR) within the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences.

Methods: We analyzed EPR survey data and identified 45 associations between workplace chemical exposures and
immune-mediated diseases, as self-reported by study participants (n= 4574), with 20 associations significant at P<.05 after false
discovery rate correction. We then used ROBOKOP to (1) validate the associations by determining whether plausible connections
exist within the ROBOKOP knowledge graph and (2) propose biological mechanisms that might explain them and serve as
hypotheses for subsequent testing. We highlight the following three exemplar associations: carbon monoxide-multiple sclerosis,
ammonia-asthma, and isopropanol-allergic disease.

Results: ROBOKOP successfully returned answer sets for three queries that were posed in the context of the driving examples.
The answer sets included potential intermediary genes, as well as supporting evidence that might explain the observed associations.

Conclusions: We demonstrate real-world application of ROBOKOP to generate mechanistic hypotheses for associations between
workplace chemical exposures and immune-mediated diseases. We expect that ROBOKOP will find broad application across
many biomedical fields and other scientific disciplines due to its generalizability, speed to discovery and generation of mechanistic
hypotheses, and open nature.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e26714)   doi:10.2196/26714
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Introduction

“Knowledge graphs” (KGs) have become a common approach
for knowledge representation across scientific disciplines,
including biomedicine [1]. In a KG, multiple expert-curated
“knowledge sources” are integrated into a graph structure, with
nodes representing entities and edges providing the relationship
between nodes. Within a biomedical KG, the nodes represent
biomedical entities, such as drugs or diseases, and the edges
describe relationships that connect the nodes, such as treats (eg,
drug treats disease). The curated knowledge sources that
populate a biomedical KG include both databases, such as
DrugBank [2] and Comparative Toxicogenomics Database
(CTD) [3], and ontologies, such as Monarch Disease Ontology
[4] and Human Phenotype Ontology [5]. Various reasoning
tools and inferential algorithms are typically applied to KGs
[1], thus allowing users to construct complex queries that ask,
for example, if gene X is connected to both chemical exposure
Y and disease Z, then the protein product of gene X may
represent a potential drug target. Indeed, successful applications
of KGs include drug repurposing [6] and the identification of
new drug targets [7].

While KGs, such as Monarch, are openly available, many of
the more sophisticated KGs remain proprietary. Perhaps the
most well-known proprietary KG is the Freebase-derived Google
KG that powers Google’s web search capability [8]. As part of
the Biomedical Data Translator program [9-11], we have
developed an open KG-based biomedical system termed
Reasoning Over Biomedical Objects linked in Knowledge
Oriented Pathways (ROBOKOP) [12,13]. ROBOKOP is
designed to answer questions such as what genes are associated
with recovery from COVID-19 infection? why is imatinib
effective in the treatment of asthma? what biological pathways
are associated with stroke-related morbidity? Note that these
questions imply complex mechanistic relationships between
terms in the query such as drug and disease. The ROBOKOP
KG is designed to provide answers in the form of putative
mechanistic pathways connecting the query terms.

Herein, we provide an overview of ROBOKOP and its
real-world application to data derived from the Environmental
Polymorphisms Registry (EPR) within the National Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences. Specifically, we focused on an
EPR study that aimed to explore the impact of workplace
exposures on immune-mediated diseases (IMDs) such as asthma,
allergy, multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, and ulcerative
colitis. We first conducted an exploratory analysis of
self-reported exposures and IMD symptoms in order to identify
significant associations between workplace chemical exposures
and IMD. We then used ROBOKOP to (1) validate statistically
significant associations by determining whether plausible
connections exist within the ROBOKOP KG and (2) propose
biological mechanisms that might explain the associations and
serve as hypotheses for subsequent testing.

Methods

ROBOKOP
ROBOKOP is a biomedical KG-based question-answering
system that is comprised of both a front-end user interface (UI)
and a back-end KG, both of which are openly available [12-15].
The ROBOKOP KG uses the Biolink model [16] as an
upper-level ontology that can be applied to express domain
knowledge as a graph of relationships between biomedical
entities. The ROBOKOP KG currently contains 6 million nodes
and 140 million edges, with nodes representing a wide range
of biological entities, such as genes, biological processes,
anatomical features, diseases, and phenotypes, and edges
representing predicates, such as is associated with, causes, and
increases expression of. The ROBOKOP KG is derived from
over 30 curated biomedical data sources (Multimedia Appendix
1) that have been integrated into a graph structure (Figure 1).
The curated data sources were openly available and accessible
via direct import into a local Neo4j instance. Some of the data
sources were only partially complete and/or required
preprocessing.
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Figure 1. High-level schema for the Reasoning Over Biomedical Objects linked in Knowledge Oriented Pathways (ROBOKOP) knowledge graph,
showing classes of nodes as defined by the Biolink model. Note that the schema provides a user guide to assist with the proper construction of queries
by providing a visual overview of nodes that are connected in the ROBOKOP knowledge graph.

The ROBOKOP UI allows users to posit queries and quickly
explore ranked-and-scored answer sets or subgraphs.
ROBOKOP queries are meta-graphs [17-19] or question graphs
of the entity types shown in Figure 1. The meta-graph or
machine question has a general structure that is defined by the
user on the basis of the high-level question of interest. Users
can select nodes as named entities specified as a CURIE
(Compact Uniform Resource Identifier) or specified only as the
entity type. A drop-down menu provides users with choices to
free-text node entries. Answers are structured as subgraphs that
match the query in topology and type, as well as any desired
properties of nodes and edges.

A given query will frequently produce many answers or
subgraphs, especially for queries with little specification
regarding nodes and edges or with multiple nodes and edges.
As such, the ranking of subgraphs by relevance to the query
and the strength of the supporting evidence are critical for user

exploration of results. The ROBOKOP answer-ranking
algorithm [13] weighs each edge within each subgraph using a
metric that is based on the number of PubMed abstracts that
cite both the source and target nodes. Publication support and
predicate assertions are provided by the curated knowledge
sources used to create the KG (Multimedia Appendix 1).
Additional publication support is provided by a ROBOKOP
service termed OmniCorp [20], which contains a graph of
PubMed identifiers linked to concepts (ie, potential nodes in
the ROBOKOP KG) referenced within abstracts. OmniCorp is
built by processing all PubMed abstracts with the SciGraph
Named Entity Recognition application programming interface
[21] and matching text in titles and abstracts to concepts from
a predetermined set of biological ontologies. The ROBOKOP
answer-ranking algorithm calculates a confidence score for each
answer subgraph with respect to the distance between leaves of
the answer subgraph, considering the edge weights as electrical
resistance, as defined by Ohm law [22]. Answer subgraphs with
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greater publication counts will be ranked higher, with
publication counts derived from the curated knowledge sources
treated with greater importance than those from the publication
co-occurrences provided by OmniCorp. The confidence score
is then augmented with an “informativeness” score, which is
inspired by the NAGA scoring model [23] and treats novel more
specific assertions (eg, disease X interacts with geneNPC1)
with greater importance than more generic assertions (eg,
disease X interacts with immune system).

The ROBOKOP KG can also be queried directly, independent
of the UI, using the Cypher query language [24] to find
subgraphs within the KG that match the structure of the query.
Example Cypher queries can be found online [15].

Application Use Case Description
The EPR is a study of nearly 20,000 current participants that
aims to better understand interactions among environmental
exposures and genetic determinants of health and disease [25].
The registry contains survey data on participant exposures and
disease history, as well as DNA samples and other biological
measurements. As part of the broader effort, investigators have
been exploring the impact of workplace exposures on IMDs.

An IMD was defined as a self-reported allergic reaction (allergic
rhinitis, hay fever, or seasonal allergies; allergies [other than
seasonal]); asthma condition; or autoimmune disorder (psoriasis,
thyroid disease [noncancer], hyperthyroidism, hypothyroidism,
Crohn disease, multiple sclerosis, celiac disease, Sjogren disease,
rheumatoid arthritis, ulcerative colitis, scleroderma or systemic
sclerosis, pernicious anemia, myositis, or lupus). EPR survey
data were extracted in December 2018. The overall sample size
was 4574 participants.

An exploratory analysis was conducted to examine associations
between each IMD and specific workplace chemicals classified
into one of 18 classes (Multimedia Appendix 2). The survey
questions from which the chemicals were obtained were drawn
from the EPR “Exposome Survey – Part A: External Exposome,
Section B: Chemical and Metal Exposures at Work” and
generally structured as follows: “Please select any heavy metals
you have ever been exposed to for 15 minutes a week or more
in any job you have held (CHOOSE ALL THAT APPLY).”
Associations between workplace chemical exposures and
individual IMDs were examined using chi-square analysis or
the Fisher exact test, when sample sizes were small due to
missing data or few positive cases. A false discovery rate
correction was applied to the association tests. Chemicals were
examined individually and also by chemical class. Odds ratios
(ORs) with lower and upper bounds were calculated per
convention and were not adjusted for small sample sizes. As
this was an exploratory analysis, the significance level was set
at α=.05 or .10, and we did not control for potential covariates
such as age, sex, and race.

Results

Application Use Case Results
A total of 45 exposure-IMD associations were significant at
P<.10, with 20 associations significant at P<.05 after false

discovery rate correction. In all cases, workplace chemical
exposures were associated with increased odds of self-reported
IMD (Multimedia Appendix 3). Dyes were the most common
workplace exposure class associated with IMD conditions. No
associations were identified between acids or glues/adhesives
and IMD conditions. “Allergies or allergic reaction (other than
seasonal allergies)” and “allergic rhinitis, hay fever, or seasonal
allergies” were the most common IMD conditions associated
with workplace chemical exposures.

ROBOKOP-Derived Mechanistic Assertions Based on
Application Use Case Results
We highlight the ROBOKOP application using three exemplar
associations that were chosen because they were significant at
P<.05, evident at both the level of the specific chemical and the
chemical class, and representative of different chemical classes
and IMDs: (1) carbon monoxide-multiple sclerosis, (2)
ammonia-asthma, and (3) isopropanol-allergic rhinitis, hay
fever, or seasonal allergies. An overview of ROBOKOP results
for each of these examples is provided below, with various
functionalities of the interactive UI highlighted in the first
example.

Carbon Monoxide and Multiple Sclerosis
The association between workplace exposure to carbon
monoxide and multiple sclerosis was significant at both the
chemical level (OR 6.4583, 95% CI 1.8524-18.2844; P=.006)
and chemical class level (OR 3.8902, 95% CI 1.2521-10.3546;
P=.03).

We posed the following question to ROBOKOP, but structured
as a machine question: what genes might mediate the association
between exposure to carbon monoxide and multiple sclerosis?
The general question, machine question, and answer set are
displayed in Figure 2. ROBOKOP identified seven subgraphs
and potential intermediary genes as follows: TNF (tumor
necrosis factor), BDNF (brain-derived neurotrophic factor),
IL10 (interleukin-10), NGF (nerve growth factor), IRF8
(interferon regulatory factor 8), KCNMA1 (potassium
calcium-activated channel subfamily M alpha 1), and CASP8
(caspase 8).

The top-ranked answer set had 858 PubMed publications,
contributed by OmniCorp, supporting the association between
multiple sclerosis and TNF, and 44 PubMed publications, again
contributed by OmniCorp, supporting the association between
carbon monoxide and TNF (Figure 3). Twenty-five additional
PubMed publications (from OmniCorp) supported an association
between carbon monoxide and multiple sclerosis, with several
suggesting the involvement of heme oxygenase-1, which is
described as an enzyme that oxidizes heme to bilirubin and
carbon monoxide. The multiple sclerosis-TNF association was
established by both HETIO and Pharos. The carbon
monoxide-TNF association was established by CTD, with
publication support contributed by CTD that again suggested a
role for heme oxygenase-1 [26].
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Figure 2. A Reasoning Over Biomedical Objects linked in Knowledge Oriented Pathways (ROBOKOP) high-level question (A) implemented as a
machine question or meta-graph (B) designed to explore genes that might mediate the observed association between workplace exposure to carbon
monoxide and Environmental Polymorphisms Registry participant self-report of multiple sclerosis. Users select nodes and edges in the ROBOKOP
user interface (or by direct Cypher query) to translate the desired natural-language question into an executable machine question, using the schema
provided in Figure 1 as a guide. The resultant aggregated answer graph (C) and list of answer subgraphs (D) show six potential mediating genes. Both
the answer graph and the list of answer subgraphs are interactive and can be explored by users. For example in (D), users can click on each answer
subgraph to explore knowledge sources, predicate assertions, and publication support. TNF: tumor necrosis factor; BDNF: brain-derived neurotrophic
factor; IL10: interleukin-10; NGF: nerve growth factor; IRF8: interferon regulatory factor 8; KCNMA1: potassium calcium-activated channel subfamily
M alpha 1; CASP8: caspase 8.
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Figure 3. The top-ranked answer subgraph suggesting the involvement of TNF (tumor necrosis factor) (A) as a potential gene that might mediate the
observed significant association between workplace exposure to carbon monoxide and multiple sclerosis. The Reasoning Over Biomedical Objects
linked in Knowledge Oriented Pathways (ROBOKOP) machine question was structured as follows: carbon monoxide – gene – multiple sclerosis.
Example publication support for the linkage between carbon monoxide and TNF suggesting a role for heme oxygenase-1 (B). Metadata for the carbon
monoxide node (C).

Ammonia and Asthma
The association between workplace exposure to ammonia and
asthma was significant at both the chemical level (OR 2.0422,
95% CI 1.4426-2.8524; P=.001) and chemical class level (OR
1.5210, 95% CI 1.1938-1.9311; P=.004).

The query that was posed to ROBOKOP aimed to identify
potential genes that might mediate the association between
ammonia and asthma, and it was structured similarly to the
query in Figure 2 (ammonia–gene–asthma). ROBOKOP
identified nine answer sets or individual paths through the
aggregated answer graph. The intermediary genes were ADA
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(adenosine deaminase), PRKG1 (protein kinase
cGMP-dependent 1), S100B (calcium binding protein B), TNF,
MPO (myeloperoxidase), IL6 (interleukin-6), IL1B (interleukin-1
beta), PDE4A (phosphodiesterase 4A), and PARP1
(poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1).

The lowest-ranked answer subgraph identified ADA as the
intermediary gene. The metadata associated with ADA indicated
that ADA metabolizes adenosine by converting it to inosine
and ammonia. For this answer subgraph, the relationship
between asthma and ammonia was supported by 93 PubMed
publications, identified by OmniCorp. An ADA-asthma
relationship was established using Monarch, with 32 supporting
PubMed publications contributed by OmniCorp. Many of the
supporting publications suggested a relationship between ADA
mutations and asthma, allergy, and immune function [27].

Isopropanol and Allergic Rhinitis, Hay Fever, or
Seasonal Allergies
The association between workplace exposure to isopropanol
and allergic rhinitis, hay fever, or seasonal allergies was
significant at the chemical level (OR 1.3990, 95% CI
1.1415-1.7155; P=.02) and chemical class level (OR 1.2323,
95% CI 1.0287-1.4764; P=.09).

As with the other two examples, the query that was posed to
ROBOKOP aimed to identify intermediary genes and was
structured similarly, except that “allergic disease” was used as
the disease node, instead of “allergic rhinitis, hay fever, or
seasonal allergies,” because the latter disease node was not
available in ROBOKOP.

ROBOKOP identified the following three intermediary genes:
IL6, TNF, and CSF2 (colony stimulating factor 2). The
intermediary gene in the second top-ranked answer set was IL6.
An isopropanol-IL6 relationship was established by CTD, with
one supporting publication provided by CTD and two additional
supporting PubMed publications contributed by OmniCorp. An
IL6-allergic disease relationship was established by Pharos,
with 79 supporting PubMed publications contributed by
OmniCorp. Many of those publications [28] suggested the
involvement of the innate immune response (eg, basophils,
eosinophils, and mast cells), and several publications suggested
neuroimmune involvement (eg, “allergic mood” and
hippocampal inflammation) [29].

Discussion

Summary of Findings and Related Work
We identified 45 significant associations between workplace
chemical exposures and IMD conditions in an EPR cohort, with
20 of those associations significant at P<.05 and largely
unexpected a priori. Statistical evidence for an association, while
important, does not establish a causal relationship or provide
any insights into underlying mechanisms. Thus, we applied the
open ROBOKOP KG system to validate the observed
associations by demonstrating plausible connections between
exposures and IMD conditions, and we provide mechanistic
insights or hypotheses to explain them. We highlighted the

following three use case applications: carbon monoxide-multiple
sclerosis, ammonia-asthma, and isopropanol-allergic disease.

ROBOKOP identified plausible answer subgraphs to a query
structured as carbon monoxide–gene–multiple sclerosis, thus
supporting the statistical association between workplace
exposure to carbon monoxide and multiple sclerosis. ROBOKOP
further identified the gene that encodes TNF, TNF, as one of
several potential mediating genes. ROBOKOP metadata and
publication support suggested that heme oxygenase-1, which
oxidizes heme to bilirubin and carbon monoxide, plays an
intermediary role [26]. Levels of heme oxygenase-1 are
depressed in patients with multiple sclerosis and further
depressed during episodes of disease exacerbation [30], and
exogenous carbon monoxide or chemicals that release carbon
monoxide or induce heme oxygenase-1 appear to be therapeutic
in experimental models of multiple sclerosis [31]. These results
suggest that heme oxygenase-1, via carbon monoxide, has a
homeostatic or anti-inflammatory role that might protect against
multiple sclerosis or suppress disease exacerbation. However,
more recent evidence suggests that a chronic heme oxygenase-1
response in glial cells may promote neurodegeneration and
thereby exacerbate multiple sclerosis and other
neurodegenerative diseases [32].

The statistical association between workplace exposure to
ammonia and asthma was supported by multiple answer
subgraphs that were returned by ROBOKOP. The gene that
encodes ADA, ADA, was identified by ROBOKOP as one of
several potential intermediates in this relationship. ROBOKOP
metadata indicated that ADA metabolizes adenosine by
converting it to inosine and ammonia. ROBOKOP identified
publications suggesting an association between ADA mutations
and asthma, allergy, and immune function, including one
publication suggesting an association with aspirin-intolerant
asthma [27]. A recent review indicated that ADA deficiency
may have detrimental effects on multiple organ systems,
including the pulmonary system [33]. Several older publications
suggest that adenosine acts as a bronchoconstrictor in persons
with asthma [34], and a more recent publication suggested an
association between exposure to ammonia and asthma
exacerbations [35]. These results support a relationship between
ADA mutations and pulmonary complications, as well as an
association between ammonia and pulmonary complications in
persons with established respiratory disease.

ROBOKOP provided several answer subgraphs to support the
statistical association between workplace exposure to
isopropanol and allergic disease. The gene encoding IL6, IL6,
was identified by ROBOKOP as one of several potential
intermediary genes, with publication support suggesting the
involvement of the innate immune response [28]. In addition,
ROBOKOP identified publication support suggesting the
involvement of IL6 in neuroimmune and neurobehavioral
correlates of allergic disease [29]. While IL1 is widely
recognized as playing a prominent role in “sickness behavior,”
IL6 also appears to play a role [36,37]. These findings suggest
that the association between exposure to isopropanol and allergic
disease might actually reflect a relationship between isopropanol
and neurological/neurobehavioral correlates of allergic disease.
Specifically, the results suggest that isopropanol might trigger
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an innate neuroimmune response that results in elevated levels
of IL6, which then might trigger neurobehavioral symptoms of
allergic disease.

Limitations
ROBOKOP has several limitations that should be considered
when interpreting the results here or using the application. First,
many of the associations between workplace chemical exposures
and IMD conditions involved complex chemical mixtures such
as “toner,” “transmission fluid,” and “motor oil.” ROBOKOP
currently maps these entities to Medical Subject Heading terms,
but the application does not have an approach in place for
mapping such mixtures to the individual chemicals that
constitute a given mixture. We are considering approaches to
overcome this limitation. Second, ROBOKOP, like all KG-based
applications, is limited by the challenge of KG completion. For
example, if an exposure-gene relationship has not been
established by one of the curated data sources underlying the
ROBOKOP KG, then this relationship will not be identified.
We are developing algorithms to overcome this limitation by
inferring edges in the KG, but for now, this remains a limitation.
Third, evidence for ROBOKOP assertions is derived from the
following two main sources: (1) the curated knowledge sources
used to create the KG and (2) the co-occurrence of terms in
PubMed abstracts. The ranking and scoring algorithm that is
used to rank answer subgraphs is based on these two sources
of evidence, with the first source treated with greater importance
than the second. Other relevant factors, such as date of
publication and number of studies on a topic (versus
publications), are not considered at present, but may be
incorporated into future versions of the application. Fourth, as
a prototype system, ROBOKOP does not yet support natural
language processing capabilities or other sophisticated
approaches to aid users. We encourage users to contact the
developers and/or post GitHub issues should they encounter
any challenges when generating queries and/or evaluating
answer subgraphs. Fifth, while not a limitation of ROBOKOP
itself, the workplace chemical exposure–IMD associations
reported here were derived from survey data (ie, participant
self-report) and were not confirmed by clinical record review
or expert judgement. As such, the potential exists for
misclassification and/or bias in both the reported exposures and
the reported IMDs. Moreover, the timing between workplace
exposure and the onset of IMD cannot be determined due to
limitations of the survey design and participant recollection at
the time the survey was administered. Finally, as this was an
exploratory analysis, we did not adjust the ORs for small sample
sizes or control for potential covariates such as age, sex, and
race.

Conclusion
ROBOKOP demonstrated potential in its use to support
real-world observations and generate mechanistic hypotheses.
In this paper, we focused on significant associations between

workplace chemical exposures and IMDs, identified as part of
a larger EPR study. We note, however, that ROBOKOP has
other applications. Indeed, one key feature of ROBOKOP is its
generalizability across biomedical domains as a general
question-answering system, with capabilities to support a variety
of machine questions. For instance, we are using ROBOKOP
to explore associations between medications and clinical
outcomes, including adverse events, using data derived from
electronic health records. We are also testing whether
ROBOKOP can be used to support human reasoning on Medical
College Admission Tests, and we have promising preliminary
results [38]. While the ROBOKOP KG is currently built from
biomedical knowledge sources, the general approach is not
restricted to the biomedical space. Indeed, on behalf of our
institution’s leadership, we are developing a new version of the
ROBOKOP KG that is focused on exploring relationships
between research proposals and investigator characteristics.

A second key feature of ROBOKOP is its ability to support
speed to discovery. For instance, the example use cases
presented here took little time to construct and execute, and the
interactive UI allows even novice users to posit questions and
explore answer subgraphs. The mechanistic insights that were
gleaned from the ROBOKOP answer subgraphs were quickly
realized, thus allowing for a rapid first-pass analysis of the
results and evaluation of the supporting evidence. Moreover,
ROBOKOP revealed all potential genes that might mediate the
observed exposure-IMD associations via a single query; in
effect, the user did not need to spend hours, days, or longer
reading through the available literature. This speed to discovery
afforded by ROBOKOP also allows investigators to quickly
refute associations that may be nothing more than spurious
findings (eg, if no answer subgraphs are returned by
ROBOKOP). In the examples highlighted herein, we focus on
three example exposure-IMD associations. While this may not
seem like many, a full literature review to identify potentially
novel insights, eliminate spurious findings, and explore
supporting evidence would take abundantly more time than was
needed to conduct the initial first-pass analysis using
ROBOKOP. We plan to leverage ROBOKOP’s speed to
discovery in a large-scale analysis of associations between single
nucleotide polymorphisms and phenotypes as part of a broader
EPR effort and in several other studies.

A third key feature of ROBOKOP is its open nature. Indeed,
access to ROBOKOP, whether via the UI or by direct Cypher
query of the underlying KG, does not require login
authentication or an account; rather, anyone with the URL can
access the system. Moreover, the ROBOKOP KG can be
downloaded independently of the application [15]. The open
nature of ROBOKOP and the multiple routes to access it
democratize science and, when coupled with the speed to
discovery afforded by the application, should accelerate progress
in biomedicine and many other fields.
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Abstract

Background: Participation in quality controls, also called external quality assessment (EQA) schemes, is required for the
ISO15189 accreditation of the Medical Centers of Human Genetics. However, directives on the minimal frequency of participation
in genetic quality control schemes are lacking or too heterogeneous, with a possible impact on health care quality.

Objective: The aim of this project is to develop Belgian guidelines on the frequency of participation in quality controls for
genetic testing in the context of rare diseases.

Methods: A group of experts analyzed 90 EQA schemes offered by accredited providers and focused on analyses used for the
diagnosis of rare diseases. On that basis, the experts developed practical recommendations about the minimal frequencies of
participation of the Medical Centers of Human Genetics in quality controls and how to deal with poor performances and change
management. These guidelines were submitted to the Belgian Accreditation Body and then reviewed and approved by the Belgian
College of Human Genetics and Rare Diseases and by the National Institute for Health and Disability Insurance.

Results: The guidelines offer a decisional algorithm for the minimal frequency of participation in human genetics EQA schemes.
This algorithm has been developed taking into account the scopes of the EQA schemes, the levels of experience, and the annual
volumes of the Centers of Human Genetics in the performance of the tests considered. They include three key principles: (1) the
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recommended annual assessment of all genetic techniques and technological platforms, if possible through EQAs covering the
technique, genotyping, and clinical interpretation; (2) the triennial assessment of the genotyping and interpretation of specific
germline mutations and pharmacogenomics analyses; and (3) the documentation of actions undertaken in the case of poor
performances and the participation to quality control the following year. The use of a Bayesian statistical model has been proposed
to help the Centers of Human Genetics to determine the theoretical number of tests that should be annually performed to achieve
a certain threshold of performance (eg, a maximal error rate of 1%). Besides, the guidelines insist on the role and responsibility
of the national public health authorities in the follow-up of the quality of analyses performed by the Medical Centers of Human
Genetics and in demonstrating the cost-effectiveness and rationalization of participation frequency in these quality controls.

Conclusions: These guidelines have been developed based on the analysis of a large panel of EQA schemes and data collected
from the Belgian Medical Centers of Human Genetics. They are applicable to other countries and will facilitate and improve the
quality management and financing systems of the Medical Centers of Human Genetics.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e27980)   doi:10.2196/27980

KEYWORDS

human genetics; external quality assessment; quality control; proficiency testing; frequency; genetic testing; rare diseases;
cost-effectiveness; surveillance, public health authorities; public health; health informatics; medical informatics; genetics; human
genetics; algorithm

Introduction

Rare diseases are life-threatening or chronically debilitating
conditions affecting less than 5 per 10,000 people [1]. At least
80% of them have a genetic origin and 50% to 75% affect
children [2,3]. Despite the discovery of more than 200 new
genes every year, the diagnosis of rare diseases often remains
delayed because of their complexity and low prevalence [1,4-6].

There is a willingness of European governments to develop
harmonized guidelines to improve the quality of genetic testing,
particularly by stimulating medical laboratories to acquire
accreditation and to participate in external quality assessments
(EQAs) [7,8]. Indeed, the participation in EQA schemes is
efficient for assessing and improving health care quality, as it
allows performance comparisons and the identification of
specific problems, areas for improvement, and training needs
[9-11]. Besides, it enables monitoring of the compliance with
best practice guidelines and is required for the accreditation of
medical laboratories according to the ISO 15189 standard
[12-14]. It has been shown that the quality of genetic services
in Europe can still improve [10,15]. Nevertheless, several recent
studies performed in European laboratories for cancer testing
have pointed out the positive influence of participation in EQAs
on laboratories’ performance [16-18]. In several countries such

as in Belgium, the accreditation of the genetic laboratories is a
requisite for reimbursement of the diagnostic tests. However,
the EQA of the laboratories is still hampered by a lack of a
harmonized European framework (numerous and heterogeneous
quality schemes, lack of reference systems, and different
Member State regulations) [19,20]. Similar concerns have been
raised in a recent Belgian study focusing on the frequency of
participation in EQA schemes in the fields of molecular
microbiology, hematology, and pathology [20]. The authors
proposed to harmonize the frequency of participation to quality
controls [20]. Indeed, the ISO 15189 standard states that “the
laboratory shall participate in an inter-laboratory comparison
program (such as an EQA program or proficiency testing
program) appropriate to the examination and interpretations of
examination results,” but does not give precise instructions [13].
This lack of clear national and international directives leads to
uneven participation of the Medical Centers of Human Genetics
in quality controls [21]. Figure 1 illustrates this phenomenon
with the participation of the Belgian Medical Centers of Human
Genetics (BMCHG) in EQAs between 2015 and 2019.

To address this lack, we have developed Belgian guidelines
about the minimal frequency of participation in EQA schemes
for hereditary rare diseases, with reference to international
recommendations and national laboratory practices.
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Figure 1. Evolution of the participation of the 8 BMCHG to the inventoried EQA schemes between 2015 and 2019. BMCHG: Belgian Medical Centers
of Human Genetics; EQA: external quality assessment.

Methods

Context of the Study
In the context of the Belgian National Plan for Rare Diseases,
the Belgian National Institute for Health (Sciensano [22]) is
responsible for the harmonization of the quality management
system for rare disease diagnostics within the BMCHG.

Data Collection
In 2018, Sciensano performed a preliminary inventory of 90
EQA schemes related to rare diseases and that the BMCHG
participate in. Of note, in the case of cancers, only EQA schemes
for rare hereditary cancers were considered, while schemes for
somatic mutation detection were excluded. In 2019, Sciensano
collected retrospective data about the annual participation of
the BMCHG in the inventoried EQA schemes between 2015
and 2019.

Guidelines for the Participation to Genetic EQA
Schemes
To structure and harmonize the frequency of participation of
the BMCHG in EQA schemes focused on the genetic diagnosis
of rare diseases, a working group composed of two
representatives for each of the 8 BMCHG was established by
Sciensano in 2019, in consultation with the Belgian College of
Human Genetics and Rare Diseases [23].

The working group developed recommendations about the
minimal frequency of participation of the BMCHG in quality
controls. These recommendations were accompanied by a
decisional algorithm to help the BMCHG to plan their future
participations in quality controls based on their own experience
in the performance of the tests considered and the scopes of the
available EQA schemes. Besides, attention was paid to
recommendations on actions that should be undertaken in case
of poor performance to EQA schemes and to the continuous
follow-up and surveillance of the participation of the BMCHG
to EQA schemes.

Validation of the Guidelines
The inventory of 90 genetic EQA schemes focused on rare
diseases was used by the working group for the validation of
the decisional algorithm based on the routine BMCHG practice.

Besides, the opinion of three accreditation managers from the
Belgian Accreditation Body regarding the whole guidelines’
draft was requested. The final version of the guidelines was
submitted in 2020 to the Belgian College of Human Genetics
and Rare Diseases for evaluation and endorsement.

Study Workflow
The global study workflow is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Workflow and achievements of the study. BMCHG: Belgian Medical Centers of Human Genetics; EQA: external quality assessment; RD:
rare diseases.

Statistical Analysis
For some rare disorders, only a few requests are obtained on an
annual basis. Due to this low number, the question now arises
whether the number of routine analyses can be used as an
indicator of performance. Indeed, in genetic testing, errors have
a great impact on the patients’ and their relatives’ lives. It is
therefore important to maintain a high quality level, even if
every laboratory is subject to underlying errors. To this aim, an
error rate of 1% has been set by the working group as the
maximal error threshold to define the quality of the performance
of genetic tests. This threshold has been determined based on
the following:

• The error rate reported in May 2020 by the EQA provider
European Molecular Quality Network [24] for its global
data for the germline schemes organized by this provider
during the past 5 years (2016-2020); mean analytical error
rate 1.37% (unpublished data): This percentage is based on

the assessment of more than 33,132 genotypes during
11,044 participations in fully operational EQA schemes for
germline mutation testing (technical, molecular pathology,
and pilot schemes were excluded; each scheme assesses
3-4 samples). Of note, the mean analytical error rate is
defined as any genotyping error that would lead to patient
harm.

• Data published in the scientific literature: Indeed, error rates
between 0.1% and 1% have been reported for
high-throughput DNA sequencing technologies (eg, next
generation sequencing) [25,26]. Raw data about error rate
percentages published in 5 other peer-reviewed scientific
papers for different types of situations (diseases, techniques,
etc) [27-31] were also analyzed. Mean error rates and SDs
with the number of scenarios investigated by the authors
and confidence intervals are reported in Table 1. Based on
this analysis it appears that the mean error rates fluctuate
approximately between 0% and 4%.

Table 1. Data analysis about error rate percentages published in peer-reviewed papers for different types of situations.

95% CIs of the mean (%)Error rate (%), mean (SD)Investigated scenarios, naBibliographic references

0.10 to 0.670.38 (0.34)8Hofgartner et al, 1999 [27]

0.13 to 1.650.89 (0.82)7Ewen et al, 2000 [28]

0.46 to 3.942.20 (1.10)4Bonin et al, 2004 [29]

0.19 to 0.500.35 (0.19)8Hoffman and Amos, 2005 [30]

–2.63 to 4.230.80 (0.38)2Gilles et al, 2011 [31]

aNumber of investigated scenarios for different types of situations reported in the literature.

To determine the sufficient number of analyses needed to have
a maximal error rate of 1%, assuming that the laboratory is
performing well, the distribution of possible error rates for a

certain performance statistic was modeled using the proportion
library of R software (version 3.6.1; R Foundation for Statistical
Computing).
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A Bayesian model with noninformative prior was used for
having a rate of 100% correct analyses for a certain number of
analyses and a rate of (n – 1) / n correct analyses for a certain
number of analyses n. Details concerning the statistical model
can be found in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Results

Scope of Guidelines
As this study was funded by a grant dedicated to the
improvement of the quality of the genetic testing in the BMCHG
in the context of rare diseases, all developed guidelines are
related to human genetics EQA schemes for rare hereditary
diseases, including germline predispositions to cancers and
adverse drug effects resulting from pharmacogenomic variants
[32].

EQA Schemes Inventory
The EQA schemes inventoried during the preliminary phase of
the study and considered by the working group for the
establishment of the guidelines are mentioned in Multimedia
Appendix 2 [24,33-38]. They are focused on the diagnosis of
72 different rare diseases or specific genetic variants involved

in rare diseases. For each scheme, we have reported the aspects
that are assessed (technique, genotyping, and interpretation of
the results). The majority (n=65, 72%) of the EQA schemes are
assessing the technique, genotyping, and interpretation. A total
of 21 (23%) of the schemes are assessing both the technique
and genotyping. A few of the schemes are covering both the
genotyping and interpretation (n=1, 1%), only the technique
(n=1, 1%), only the genotyping (n=1, 1%), or only the
interpretation (n= 1, 1%). Of note, for 15 selected rare diseases
or genetic variants, EQA schemes are offered by 2 or 3
providers, which increases the total number of inventoried EQA
schemes (n=90) used for the percentage calculations described
here. These EQA schemes are marked with an asterisk in
Multimedia Appendix 2.

Guidelines
These guidelines on the minimal frequency of participation in
EQA schemes can be divided into three pillars: (1) general
recommendations that constitute the backbone of the guidelines
and cover the majority of situations encountered (statements
1-2 and Figure 3), (2) how to address poor performances
(statements 3-4), and (4) follow-up and surveillance (statements
5-6).

Figure 3. Decisional algorithm for the minimal frequency of participation to external quality assessment schemes (cf to statements 1 and 2 of the

Results). aNumber of analyses required to have a maximal error rate ≤1%.

General Recommendations
The quality of all diagnostic tests offered by the BMCHG should
be frequently assessed. Indeed, the annual rate of some specific
analyses (eg, performed in the context of rare diseases) may be
very low. However, given the large number of genetic diseases
and the low frequency of most of them, an annual participation
in all possible EQA schemes is neither feasible nor economically
defendable. It is therefore important to run a quality assessment
in a comprehensive, rather than an exhaustive way, to assess

the quality of services offered to the patients. We also took into
account that the same techniques are applied for analyses of
different rare disorders.

Statement 1: Annual Assessment of All Techniques

The quality of all techniques and technological platforms used
by the BMCHG should be annually assessed, even with EQA
schemes only based on mock clinical cases, virtual images or
variant call format files, or raw data sets. As mentioned by
Brookman et al [39], if visual inspections are needed in daily
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practice, virtual schemes are useful to test postanalytical
performances, notably in the case of fluorescence in-situ
hybridization and karyotype analysis.

If different EQA schemes exist to cover the same technique,
the centers are free to implement a turnover between those EQAs
as long as the technique is covered every year and the clinical
indications at least every 3 years (cf statement 2).

An exception is made for well-validated methods implemented
for more than 3 years (in-house or using a commercial CE
[European Conformity]–labelled kit) and for which at least 297
tests per year are performed, meaning that the maximal error
rate of the analysis is between 0% and 1%. If those specific
conditions are met, a triennial participation to an EQA is
sufficient to evaluate a specific technique, as long as the
methodology does not change. Of note, the number of tests have
been deducted from the Bayesian statistical model performed
for the distribution of the maximal error rates (see Multimedia
Appendix 1). The rationale for triennial participation has to be
properly documented in the center’s quality management system
[40].

Statement 2: Genotyping and Interpretation Assessment

A triennial assessment of the genotyping and interpretation for
the detection of specific germline mutation diseases and
pharmacogenomics is considered sufficient as long as the
technique involved is covered (cf statement 1). This is also true
when EQA schemes only assess the clinical interpretation based
on virtual clinical cases or images.

How to Address Poor Performances

Statement 3: Identification of Errors’ Origins

Poor EQA performances because of analytical or clerical errors
(eg, copy and paste mistakes) have to be discussed internally.
All actions (cause analysis, corrective, and preventive actions)
carried out in response to the poor evaluation must be properly
documented according to the center’s quality management
system procedures.

Statement 4: Poor Performances With an Impact on the
Diagnosis

In case of poor EQA performance due to genotyping or critical
interpretation errors that impacts the diagnosis, the center has
to participate in an EQA the following year. Actions taken to
avoid future errors have to be documented in the quality
management system of the centers.

Follow-up and Surveillance

Statement 5: Management of Changes in Activities and EQA
Schemes’ Availability

It is the responsibility of the Medical Centers of Human Genetics
to regularly review and adapt their participation to EQA schemes
based on the present guidelines, changes in activities or
infrastructure (eg, significant changes in the annual volume of
tests and gene panels or modifications in the technique or
analytical equipment), and new schemes introduced on the
market. This should be notified in their quality management
system.

Statement 6: Implication of Public Health Authorities

Public health authorities can play a key role in the improvement
and follow-up of the activities, quality, and cost-effectiveness
of medical laboratories such as the Medical Centers of Human
Genetics. For instance, the Belgian National Institute for Health,
called Sciensano, will annually coordinate the participation of
the BMCHG to EQA schemes focused on rare diseases and
hereditary cancers, ensure the reimbursement of participation
fees, and monitor the outcomes. To provide this service, the
data regarding the participation of BMCHG will be used to
forecast the annual global budget dedicated to the reimbursement
of participation fees. This information will then be
communicated to the Belgian health care authorities. Besides,
Sciensano and the working group will also regularly review and
update the Belgian guidelines according to the evolution of the
centers’ activities, scientific developments, and EQAs’
availability.

In the coming years, the collected data about the participation
frequencies of the BMCHG in EQA schemes will be included
into the Belgian genetic tests database, developed by Sciensano,
in collaboration with the BMCHG.

Impact of the Guidelines on Health Care Costs
We have studied the impact that the establishment of harmonized
guidelines on the minimal frequency of participation of the
BMCHG in EQA schemes may have on national health care
and genetic centers’ expenditures. To this aim, three different
scenarios have been compared:

1. The cost estimation if the BMCHG would annually
participate to all EQAs included in their assessment scope
among the inventoried EQA schemes focused on 72 rare
diseases or genetic variants (fictitious scenario)

2. The participation costs of the BMCHG to the same EQAs
as in 2019 (in absence of guidelines)

3. The prediction of the annual BMCHGs participation costs
(mean over 2020, 2021, and 2022) for the EQAs included
in their assessment scope, following the participation
frequencies proposed in the guidelines

Based on the costs of the different EQA schemes, the estimated
annual expenditures in these three scenarios were €117,400
(~US $140,444), €82,000 (~US $98,096) and €70,600 (~US
$84,458), respectively.

These estimations show that the rationalization of the frequency
of participation proposed in these guidelines (third scenario),
based on the types of EQA schemes and results of previous
participation, enables a reduction in global annual participation
costs of 14% for the 8 BMCHG.

Based on the developed guidelines on the minimal frequency
of participation and current commercial EQA prices, we were
able to estimate that a mean annual budget of €9000 (~US
$10,900) is required for each BMCHG to cover the fees
requested by the provider to participate in the EQA schemes
included in their assessment scope.
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Discussion

Principal Results and Strengths
A regular participation in quality controls is mandatory for the
accreditation of medical laboratories under the ISO 15189
standard [12,14,40]. Accreditation itself is a requisite for the
reimbursement of genetic tests in Belgium. However, no Belgian
instructions on the required frequency of participation in rare
diseases diagnostic and genetic testing EQAs were available
prior to this study. This study can be considered as the first
Belgian harmonized quality update in terms of frequency of
participation in proficiency testing in the field of human
genetics.

These guidelines present six main strengths. First, they are based
on European recommendations [41-43] and on the clinical and
laboratory practice to make them as broad and consistent as
possible. Second, they have been developed by a working group
composed of representatives of all BMCHG to ensure a
harmonization at the national level. Besides, these members
have different professional backgrounds and tasks that enabled
us to collect the opinions of all stakeholders involved in the
performance of different types of genetic tests (molecular,
cytogenetic, and biochemical), quality management, and in the
interaction with the Belgian health care authorities. Third, a
distinction was made based on the aspects assessed by the EQA
schemes (technique, analysis, or interpretation) to draft
guidelines as relevant as possible. Fourth, a large number of
available genetic EQA schemes from accredited providers has
been considered. This emphasizes the importance of assessing
the quality of highly specific tests performed at a relatively low
annual volume in the context of rare diseases. Fifth, a statistical
model was used to estimate the probability of a laboratory to
make a mistake according to the number of analyses that are
performed per year. This new model may help other laboratories
to define the minimal number of analyses required to indicate
that the experience of a laboratory can be taken into account as
a reliable performance indicator. Finally, the guidelines have
been approved by the Belgian College of Human Genetics and
Rare Diseases and are in accordance with the statements of the
ISO 15189 standard referring to the validation of analytical
methods [13]. This ensures their clinical relevance and legal
accreditation aspects.

Participating in a large number of different EQAs for rare
diseases is worthwhile, as it has a role in controlling
performance and guarantees permanent education. Furthermore,
participating in international EQA schemes enables the
performances of a large number of the Centers of Human
Genetics to be compared and evaluated by a wide range of
international experts. However, taking part in a large number
of EQAs is a lot of work and time-consuming. Hence, a balance
had to be sought between usefulness and burden. These new
Belgian guidelines will improve the harmonization and
structuring of the BMCHG quality management system and
help the laboratories to identify the EQA schemes that they
should participate in based on the evolution of their activities
and type of EQA schemes considered. They might also serve
as basis for the Belgian Accreditation Body for accreditation

assessments and for the Belgian health care authorities to
estimate the necessary budget that should be foreseen and
attributed by the National Institute for Health and Disability
Insurance to the BMCHG to cover participation fees.

Comparison With Prior Work
Similar recommendations have already been developed by other
countries, for instance, Dutch, Slovenian, and Estonian
laboratories have to participate in a minimum of one EQA
scheme for each accredited analysis of their scope during an
accreditation cycle (during 3 years, till the suspension of the
accreditation, and during 5 years, respectively), while other (eg,
Lithuanian) laboratories are requested to participate twice during
this period of time or every year for specific fields [43]. It is
unfortunate that no European consensus exists at this time [19].
However, we hope that the development of guidelines on this
topic in different European countries should be a catalyst to the
initiation of a general reflection on the harmonization of the
quality assessment of genetic testing at a European level.

Our guidelines reflect the opinion that the scope of quality
controls should be broad enough to cover all methods,
technologies, and tests included in the scope of the centers. It
is not acceptable that a laboratory would only be accredited for
a (small) fraction of its testing offers and thus avoid EQA
participation.

Limitations
Regarding the limits of this study, we have to mention that these
guidelines only concern EQA schemes from accredited
providers. Ring tests [44] to which BMCHG may also participate
in with a small number of other Belgian or foreign genetic
centers were excluded. Nonetheless, the preliminary phase of
the study revealed that approximately 30% of the quality
controls to which the BMCHG participate in are ring tests. They
were not considered in this study because we wanted to give
priority to EQAs offered by accredited providers. Ring tests are
often highly specific and involve a limited number of
participants. The difficulty to get enough test material for all
participants make the standardization of their organization
difficult. However, this opens the door to future improvements
in the harmonization process of the quality management of
human genetic analyses when no formal EQA scheme is
available.

Another limitation is that the majority of the EQAs considered
are specific for hereditary rare diseases and not for all diseases.

Finally, the guidelines have been developed at the Belgian level,
without asking the opinions of foreign experts. However, several
members of the working group act as assessors in international
schemes and have good insights into practice, evaluation, and
(poor) performance management.

Conclusion
These first Belgian guidelines will help the BMCHG to improve
their quality management system with recommendation on the
frequency of participation in EQA schemes and on dealing with
poor performance and change management. Moreover, they
help the Belgian health care authorities to estimate the budget
required to cover the participation of the BMCHG in EQAs.
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We are convinced that these Belgian guidelines could be used
by foreign human genetics medical centers and can serve as a

starting point for discussion about the harmonization of quality
processes at a broader level.
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Abstract

Background: Rheumatic diseases are one of the most common chronic diseases worldwide. Among them, spondyloarthritis
(SpA) is a group of highly debilitating diseases, with an early onset age, which significantly impacts patients’ quality of life,
health care systems, and society in general. Recent treatment options consist of using biologic therapies, and establishing the
most beneficial option according to the patients’ characteristics is a challenge that needs to be overcome. Meanwhile, the emerging
availability of electronic medical records has made necessary the development of methods that can extract insightful information
while handling all the challenges of dealing with complex, real-world data.

Objective: The aim of this study was to achieve a better understanding of SpA patients’ therapy responses and identify the
predictors that affect them, thereby enabling the prognosis of therapy success or failure.

Methods: A data mining approach based on joint models for the survival analysis of the biologic therapy failure is proposed,
which considers the information of both baseline and time-varying variables extracted from the electronic medical records of
SpA patients from the database, Reuma.pt.

Results: Our results show that being a male, starting biologic therapy at an older age, having a larger time interval between
disease start and initiation of the first biologic drug, and being human leukocyte antigen (HLA)–B27 positive are indicators of a
good prognosis for the biological drug survival; meanwhile, having disease onset or biologic therapy initiation occur in more
recent years, a larger number of education years, and higher values of C-reactive protein or Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional
Index (BASFI) at baseline are all predictors of a greater risk of failure of the first biologic therapy.

Conclusions: Among this Portuguese subpopulation of SpA patients, those who were male, HLA-B27 positive, and with a later
biologic therapy starting date or a larger time interval between disease start and initiation of the first biologic therapy showed
longer therapy adherence. Joint models proved to be a valuable tool for the analysis of electronic medical records in the field of
rheumatic diseases and may allow for the identification of potential predictors of biologic therapy failure.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e26823)   doi:10.2196/26823
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Introduction

Motivation
Rheumatic diseases are chronic diseases that, being the leading
cause of disability in developed countries, consume many health
and social resources. Among these diseases, spondyloarthritis
(SpA) is a group of several related disorders that can be highly
debilitating and significantly impact patients' quality of life,
health care systems, and society [1].

As there is no cure, treatment focuses on the relief of symptoms
and the delay of the disease's progression. Biologic therapies
are the most recent approach for treating these disorders, and
their use is recommended when all other methods have failed.
However, the therapy selection follows no specific criteria, and
trying to establish which patients benefit the most from each
drug is still a problem that needs to be solved [2].

A better understanding of therapy responses for these patients
and identifying the predictors that affect these responses would
allow for a prognosis of therapy success or failure and thus be
highly valuable in conserving the resources and time of both
patients and medical doctors. Moreover, this understanding
could be used to aid medical experts in tailoring the treatment
to the patient by using a more personalized approach.

Meanwhile, the emerging availability of electronic medical
records has enabled the storage of great amounts of information
that can be used to extract insightful knowledge. Data mining
is a rapidly growing field that focuses on developing the
techniques necessary for insightfully using this information.

The analysis of an outcome of interest is usually performed
using survival analysis methods. such as the Kaplan-Meier
estimator [3] and the Cox model [4]. Nevertheless, these
methods are only able to deal with time-static variables. For
dealing with time-varying variables, methods such as the
extended Cox model [5] have been introduced. However, they
are not appropriate for dealing with biomarkers [6,7].

Joint models have been presented in the literature as a useful
approach for handling these types of analysis, having been used
in a wide range of medical studies, including the most common
disease areas of cancer and HIV and AIDS [8].

In the field of rheumatic diseases, these joint modeling and
machine learning approaches were studied to evaluate the
clinical impact on flare occurrence in patients undergoing
biologic treatments for rheumatoid arthritis. Both models were
proven to assist in decisions on biologic dose reduction with
the potential to reduce the occurrence of flares significantly [9].
The development of juvenile dermatomyositis was also studied
using longitudinal approaches, allowing for a better perception
of longitudinal outcomes and a more accurate comprehension
of predictors' effects [10].

However, the use of these methods has been less explored for
other diseases in this field, such as SpA.

Our main goal was to propose a data mining approach based
on joint models to infer relationships between time-to-event
and longitudinal electronic medical record data, retrieved from
the Rheumatic Disease Portuguese Register (Reuma.pt) [11].
We further aimed to study the predictors of failure of the first
biologic therapy for patients with SpA and verify the
applicability of joint models for the study of therapeutic response
in rheumatic diseases.

Background

Spondyloarthritis
Spondyloarthritis is the name given to a family of inflammatory
rheumatic diseases that share distinctive pathophysiologic,
clinical, radiographic, and genetic features. This includes
ankylosing spondylitis (AS)—the characteristic type of this
group—psoriatic arthritis, reactive arthritis, enteropathic
arthritis, and so called undifferentiated SpA.

AS is characterized by chronic inflammation predominantly
affecting the axial skeleton. Although its pathogenesis is poorly
understood, there is a strong association between AS and the
human leukocyte antigen B27 (HLA-B27), and the typical age
at onset of this condition is at the second or third decade of life
[12].

The first population-based study on rheumatic diseases in
Portugal, EpiReumaPt, reported the national health survey
results in 2015, revealing a general SpA prevalence of 1.6%
and a prevalence of 2.0% and 1.2% for women and men,
respectively [1].

The socioeconomic impact can be rather high for these
conditions. A recent study [13] revealed that AS has a total
annual economic impact of €639 million (US $773 million) in
Portugal. This value includes the disease-related costs for the
patient and the national health system and the economic impact
of the lost workdays.

Clinical monitoring of a disease is of extreme importance to
understanding disease progression, better assessing patient
response to treatment, and guiding therapeutic decisions.

Laboratory exams include erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR)
and levels of C-reactive protein (CRP), which are markers of
inflammation, and other laboratory data that are considered to
show relevant alterations.

Functional ability can be evaluated using the Bath Ankylosing
Spondylitis Functional Index (BASFI) [14] score, and activity
disease can be evaluated using the Bath Ankylosing Disease
Status in Ankylosing Spondylitis (BASDAI) score [15] or the
more recently developed Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease
Activity Score (ASDAS) [16]. The ASDAS has two different
formulas, ASDAS-CRP (which uses the C-reactive protein) and
ASDAS-ESR (which uses ESR), with ASDAS-CRP usually
being the preferred system.
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Treatment of SpA should be tailored to the patient, and patient
signs, symptoms, and characteristics should be taken into
account, with the most common goal being the attainment of a
state of inactive disease.

Treatment options can include physical therapy, nonsteroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs, disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs,
and, if patients remain in a high disease activity state when
trying the referred options, treatment with biologic agents,
namely tumor necrosis factor inhibitors and interleukin-17 or
interleukin-23 inhibitors.

Time-to-Event Analysis
Survival analysis, or time-to-event analysis, is the collection of
statistical procedures for the analysis in which the outcome
variable of interest is the time until an event occurs.

Let T denote a random, nonnegative, continuous variable
representing the patient’s survival time and let t be an observed
value of T.

The hazard function can be interpreted as the instantaneous
potential per unit time for the event to occur, given that the
individual has survived to time t. It is calculated as follows:

The main feature that distinguishes survival data from other
types of data is the possible presence of censored survival times.

Considering a specific individual i, let Ti be the random variable
representing its true survival time and Ci the potential censoring
time. With consideration to right censoring, the censoring
indicator variable, δi, is defined as δi = I(Ti ≤ Ci), where I (. ) is
the indicator function.

The Cox proportional hazards model [4] allows us to estimate
the hazard function and explore how the survival of a group of
patients depends on the values of one or more explanatory
variables.

Let x = (x1, x2, … , xk) be the values of the k explanatory
variables of an individual and β = (β1, β2, …, βk) the vector of
its correspondent unknown regression coefficients. The hazard
function is given by the following:

h(t; x) = h0 (t)exp (βTx)

where h0 (t) is the baseline hazard function, representing the
hazard for a patient when its vector of explanatory variables is
equal to zero (x = 0).

It is possible to extend the previously presented Cox model for
handling time-dependent variables [5]. This model is referred
to as the extended Cox model. However, it is not theoretically
appropriate to deal with biomarkers since it assumes that the
time-dependent variables are predictable processes, measured
without error and with a full path completely known.

Longitudinal Analysis
Longitudinal data can be defined as the data obtained from
multiple measurements of individuals throughout time.

Linear mixed effects (LME) models are a common way of
modeling this data. In an LME model, the individual’s response
is assumed to follow a linear regression model where some of
the regression parameters are population specific and others are
patient specific. These are referred to as fixed effects and
random effects, respectively [17].

Let Yi be the ni-dimensional response vector for subject i. In
general, a linear mixed-effects model satisfies the following:

where β is a p-dimensional vector that contains the fixed effects;
bi is the q-dimensional vector containing the random effects,
and  i is a ni-dimensional vector of random errors; Xi and Zi are
the (ni × p) and (ni × q) fixed-effects and random effects design
matrices, respectively; D is a (q × q) positive-definite covariance
matrix; and Σi is a (ni × ni) positive-definite covariance matrix
that depends on i through its dimension ni. The εi is normally
distributed with mean zero and covariance matrix D, and bi is
normally distributed with mean zero and covariance matrix Σi.
Both bi and εi are assumed to be independent of each other and
of groups [17].

Joint Models for Longitudinal and Time-to-Event Data
The basic idea of joint models is to perform combined analysis,
in which a relative risk model is estimated for the time-to-event
outcome, taking into account the effect of the longitudinal data
measurements—this is usually done by combining a survival
model with a mixed-effects model [6].

The first step is modeling the continuous longitudinal outcomes
with LME models. Let yk denote the (nki × 1) longitudinal
response vector for the k-th outcome (k = 1, … , K) and the i-th
subject that is composed by elements ykil,which represent the
value of the k-th longitudinal outcome taken at time point tkil.
Let bki be a vector of random effects and βk a vector of fixed
effects. We have that the conditional expectation of yk given
bki, ηki (t) is modeled through the LME model as follows:

where xki (t) and zki (t) are the design vectors for the random
and fixed effects, respectively.

Let be the true event time for the i-th subject. We can now
postulate the relative risk model for the survival process as
follows:

where Mi (t) = {M1i (t), …, Mki (t)} and Mki(t) = {ηki (s), 0 ≤ s
< t} denotes the history of the true unobserved longitudinal
process up to time point t, h0(. ) denotes the baseline risk
function, and wi(t) is a vector of exogenous covariates with a
corresponding vector of regression coefficients γ. The fkl

functions, parametrized by vector αkl, specify which components
of each longitudinal outcome will be present in the relative risk
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model, allowing up to Lk functional forms for each of K
longitudinal outcomes. The parameters contained in αkl quantify
the effect of the correspondent underlying longitudinal outcome
to the risk for an event.

One of the basic approaches for the functional form is to model
the event's hazard as having an association only with the current
value of the longitudinal outcome at the same time point.
Considering a single outcome, this is given by f{α, wi(t), bi,
Mi(t)} = αηi(t), where α is the strength of association parameter
that indicates the change in the log hazard when there is a unit
change in the patient’s longitudinal outcome value.

Estimation of joint models is performed by exploiting the full
joint likelihood that is derived from the joint distribution of the
longitudinal and survival outcomes. Methods for this estimation
can follow, among others, a frequentist or a Bayesian paradigm
[18,19].

Methods

SpA Patients on Biologic Therapies: Data Description
and Preprocessing
The data used in this study were retrieved from Reuma.pt [11]
on July 22, 2019. This register was developed by the Portuguese
Society of Rheumatology, has been active since June 2008, and
contains information retrieved on a routine basis of rheumatic
patients in Portugal receiving biological therapies. Although
Reuma.pt also contains patients with several rheumatic diseases,
the focus of this work was on patients with SpA.

With the data extracted from this database, 4 different data sets,
A, B, C and D, were obtained according to different strategies
for handling the missing values. A set of different joint models
was then fitted to all data sets, as well as the equivalent extended
Cox models using R software (The R Foundation for Statistical
Computing) [20], namely packages “JM” [18] and “Jmbayes”
[19]. This resulted in a total of 49 joint models and 29 extended
Cox models. All the steps of the data processing and modeling
framework are described in detail in this section.

The Reuma.pt database contains information regarding patients
and patient visits, including identification data, demographic
data, previous medical history, comorbidities, laboratory results,
past and current therapies, adverse events, and disease activity
scores, among others.

The follow-up of patients through this registry enables the
monitoring of treatment efficacy, safety, and comorbidities.

The goal of this work was to perform a survival analysis that
takes into account both time-independent and time-dependent
variables and understand how these impact the outcome of
interest. Therefore, 3 types of variables were needed:
time-independent (baseline) variables, time-dependent variables,
and time-to-event variables. The latter type is not directly found
in the database and therefore needed to be processed from the
existing data.

Our event of interest was the failure of the first biological
therapy for each patient, where failure was defined as the
discontinuation of the biological therapy due to inefficacy

(evaluated by ASDAS) or adverse events (such as infection or
hypersensitivity).

In this context, the time-to-event variables indicated if the
biologic therapy failed or if the patient was
censored—henceforth referred to as the failure index. The time
until the occurrence of either failure index is referred to as time
to failure.

The data extracted from the database had to go through several
preprocessing steps in order to reach a format compatible with
the models to be fitted.

First, a set of variables to be considered was selected, with 3
main aspects being taken into account: level of missing values,
relevance to the study, and variable equivalence. Variables with
more than 60% of values missing were not considered nor were
variables that were considered to be irrelevant for the goal of
our study as determined according to the feedback given by
medical specialists. Furthermore, some variables available in
the raw data set were equivalent in the sense that they
represented the same information.

After this set of assumptions and processing steps, we obtained
our initial data set, which consisted of the following 3 variables:

1. Time-to-event variables—time to failure and failure index;
2. Time-independent variables—sex, marital status, year of

diagnosis, age at diagnosis, year of disease beginning, age
at disease beginning, year of start of the first biologic
therapy, age at start of the first biologic therapy, years from
diagnosis to start of the first biologic therapy, disease years
until start of the first biologic therapy, HLA-B27,
employment status before disease, employment status at
baseline, years of education, smoking habits, alcohol
consumption habits, weight, height, BMI, number of
pathologies, biologic therapy, concomitant
disease-modifying antirheumatic drug at baseline,
concomitant corticoid at baseline, baseline CRP, baseline
ESR, baseline BASDAI, baseline BASFI, and baseline
ASDAS;

3. Time-dependent variables—CRP, ESR, BASDAI, BASFI,
and ASDAS.

The ASDAS we refer to here and henceforth is the one that
incorporates the CRP value into its calculation and corresponds
to the ASDAS-CRP.

A thorough inspection of all variables was made to identify any
incomplete or incorrect values. Some examples of issues that
arose were values with incorrect formats or incoherent with
these variables’ possible range. If possible, by crossing
information and with medical professionals’ help and
consultation, the values were corrected, but whenever it was
impossible to draw conclusions, the observations were
eliminated.

In the presented initial data set, not all patients have every
baseline variable available. This poses an issue and is a
challenge that needs to be dealt with in most studies that use
data from clinical settings. The issue arises because most
methods of variable selection and statistical models cannot
handle missing values. Therefore, to further proceed with our
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analysis, we needed to understand the different approaches that
can be used to handle this problem according to our needs.
Common approaches include performing complete-case analysis,
removing individuals with incomplete data for a subset of
covariates, and multiple imputation techniques.

We decided not to perform any imputation techniques, as the
imputation of baseline variables could introduce a high bias in
our models’ estimates.

On the other hand, there is always value in keeping the most
amount of data as possible to avoid wasting relevant
information.

As there was no obvious choice regarding which approach would
be the most appropriate and to enable the drawing of valuable
insights from the data, the decision to create 4 different data
sets, according to different approaches, was made. Furthermore,
this allowed us to study how the strategy for handling missing
data and the resulting data differences can influence the
modeling process and the subsequent results. The overall process
for the creation of these data sets is depicted in Figure 1.

The first approach consisted of keeping only the patients for
whom all baseline variables were available (ie, keeping only
the complete cases).

The second approach was to consider only the variables with
fewer than 40% of missing values and then keeping the complete
cases of those variables. The percentage of 40% was chosen
since it seemed to provide a good balance between the number
of eliminated variables and the number of eliminated patients.

The third approach consisted of fitting a univariate Cox model
for each initial baseline variable and then keeping only the
statistically significant ones in those models,\ according to a
5% level. After that, the complete cases of those variables were
once again kept.

The last approach was to keep only those variables that were
considered clinically relevant by expert medical doctors’
knowledge and according to insight from literature research
where predictors of biologic drug survival in SpA were studied
[21-23].

The variables selected for consideration were sex, disease years
to first biologic therapy, age at start of the first biologic therapy,
education years, baseline CRP, baseline BASDAI, and baseline
BASFI. Variables age at start of the first biologic therapy and
baseline BASDAI were later dropped due to violation of the
proportional hazards assumption.

Figure 1. Flowchart representing the overall approach for the preprocessing of the initial data into 4 new data sets: A, B, C, and D.

Statistical Model Implementation
For the initial data set, both an overall survival curve and curves
for survival according to the biologic therapy were fitted with
the Kaplan-Meier estimator [3].

Regarding the 4 processed data sets, the same approach was
used for all data sets, which proceeded as follows.

The first step in the analysis was to perform variable selection
for the baseline covariates. This removed any unnecessary
predictors that could have added noise to the estimations.

Five different methods were used to compare and study the
variability of the obtained results. These were backward stepwise
selection using Akaike information criterion (AIC), forward
stepwise selection using AIC, best subset selection using a
primal-dual active set approach, lasso regression, and the
stepwise likelihood ratio variable selection strategy presented
by Collett [24].
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Despite this, the variables obtained from the stepwise likelihood
ratio variable selection were the ones ultimately selected for the
next steps of the analysis, namely for building the survival
submodel.

This variable selection was not performed for data set D, as the
medical experts selected the variables of interest for this specific
case.

A Cox model for the survival submodel was then fitted using
the selected baseline covariates, constituting the survival
submodel.

For each of the time-dependent variables, 7 different LME
models were fitted. The one with the better fit according to AIC
and Bayesian information criterion was chosen as the
time-dependent submodel.

The formulae of the different LME models fitted and the
corresponding names are presented in Table 1.

Having both submodels, the same joint models were fitted with
R packages “JM” [18] and “Jmbayes” [19]. The former estimates
the model under a maximum likelihood approach and the latter
under a Bayesian approach, more specifically, using Markov
chain Monte Carlo algorithms.

The R package “Jmbayes” also enables the fitting of multivariate
joint models. Considering that variables CPR and ESR are both
measurements of inflammation and that ASDAS uses CRP and
BASDAI elements in its composition, we chose not to fit
together CRP with ESR or ASDAS with CRP and BASDAI.
Thus, 2 different combinations of time-dependent variables
were considered for the multivariate joint models: CRP,
BASDAI, and BASFI; and BASFI and ASDAS.

The equivalent models, both univariate and multivariate, were
also fitted with an extended Cox model, which enabled the
comparison of both methods.

Should a case arise where the survival submodel contained any
of the variables of baseline CRP, baseline ESR, baseline
BASDAI, baseline BASFI, or baseline ASDAS, these baseline
variables would be dropped when the correspondent
time-dependent variable was present in the univariate joint
model or extended Cox model. This would enable us to compare
the effect of the variable in its baseline form with its
time-dependent form. Similarly, if more than one of the 5
baseline variables were present in the survival submodel, a
multivariate joint model or extended Cox model would also be
fitted with those variables in the time-dependent form, and the
baseline form would be dropped from the survival submodel.

The overall process for fitting the joint models and extended
Cox models is schematically presented in Figure 2 and Figure
3, respectively, where it is also possible to observe the numbers
given to the models that were fitted for every data set.

The exhaustive tests performed attempted to cover several types
of strategies and models, and were aimed at identifying key
covariates involved in the prognosis of the disease, particularly
in the response to treatment. Indeed, the rationale for this
approach was to comprehensively span the described methods
due to the fact that this specific Reuma.pt data set did not contain
any prior studies that focused on the identification of specific
markers for the prognosis of the patient’s therapy response.

All the analysis was performed using R software [20],
particularly, the “MASS” [25], “BeSS” [26], and “glmnet” [27]
packages for the forward and backward stepwise variable
selection, best subset selection, and lasso regression,
respectively. Furthermore “car” [28] was used for
multicollinearity testing; “survival” [29] for the Kaplan-Meier
curves, Cox model, extended Cox model, and proportional
hazards testing; “survminer” [30] for the plotting of survival
curves; “nlme” [31] for fitting the linear mixed-effects models;
and “JM” [18] and “Jmbayes” [19] for fitting the joint models.

Table 1. Time-dependent functions used given a time-varying variable y. NC represents natural cubic spline function; β, fixed effects, b, random
effects; and t, time.

Time-dependent functionsModel

β0 + β1tij + bi0 + εijLinear and random intercept

β0 + β1tij + bi0 + bi0tij + εijLinear and random slope

β0 + β1tij+ + bi0 + εij
Cubic and random intercept

β0 + β1tij+ + bi0 + bi1tij + εij
Cubic and random slope

NC(tij, 2, (β0, β1, β2, β3)T, (bi0) +εij)Spline and random intercept

NC(tij, 2, (β0, β1, β2, β3)T, (bi0, bi1)T +εij)Spline and random slope

NC(tij, 2, (β0, β1, β2, β3)T, (bi0, bi1, bi2, bi3)T +εij)Spline and random spline
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Figure 2. Flowchart representing the overall approach for the data analysis using univariate and multivariate joint modeling. The variable selection
step is not performed for data set D. ASDAS: Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity
Index; BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CRP: C-reactive protein; ESR: erythrocyte sedimentation rate. *This model is only fitted
for data set D.

Figure 3. Flowchart representing the overall approach for the data analysis using univariate and multivariate extended Cox modeling. The variable
selection step is not performed for data set D. ASDAS: Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease
Activity Index; BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CRP: C-reactive protein; ESR: erythrocyte sedimentation rate. *This model is
only fitted for data set D.

Ethics Approval and Consent To Participate
Reuma.pt was approved by the National Data Protection Board
(Comissão Nacional de Protecção de Dados, Portugal) and by
the Ethics Committee of Centro Hospitalar Lisboa Norte,

Hospital de Santa Maria, Lisbon, Portugal. Patients signed
Reuma. pt's informed and written consent.
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Results

Initial SpA Data Set

The survival probability curve, , of the first biologic therapy
for the overall population from the initial data set obtained with
the Kaplan-Meier estimator is presented in Figure 4, where
vertical ticks along the curve indicate censored patients. We
can observe that the slope of the curve is higher at the initial
months, indicating that there are more failures closer to the
beginning of the therapy.

A comparison of the survival probabilities between the different
biologic therapies can be seen in Figure 5, where it is possible
to observe a clear distinction between the different biologic
drugs' curves. The P value of the log-rank test is also presented
in the figure, indicating that the biologic drug curves differ
significantly in survival at a 5% level.

A comparison of the survival probabilities between the different
biologic therapies can be seen in Figure 5, where the survival
curves for the different biologics were estimated using the
Kaplan-Meier method. It is also possible to observe the P value
of the log-rank test, whose null hypothesis is that all the groups
have identical hazard functions. As this value is equal to .03,
we can reject this hypothesis at a 5% level of significance.

The pairwise log-rank tests with corrections for multiple testing
were also performed for all pairs of biologics to better compare
the survival of the therapy between biologics. According to the
tests, only 1 pair, etanercept and golimumab, had significantly
different survival curves. An analysis of the curve indicates that
golimumab conferred better survival than did etanercept at a
5% level of significance.

It should also be noted that in the Portuguese SpA subpopulation
studied, there were some biologic drugs that had a very small
number of observations. This difference in number of
observations between different drugs could have also increased
the difficulty in properly comparing the survival between them.

Figure 4. Kaplan-Meier estimation of the biologic therapy survival curve for the overall population of the initial data set with the 95% CI [5].
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Figure 5. Kaplan-Meier estimation of the biologic therapy survival curve by biologic drug for the initial data set and P value of the correspondent
log-rank test with the 95% CI [5].

Figure 6. Coefficient signs of the covariates present in the survival submodels fitted with a Cox regression for data sets A, B, C, and D. BASFI: Bath
Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CRP, C-reactive protein: HLA-B27, human leukocyte antigen B27.

Comparison of Results: Data Sets A, B, C, and D
The first main step of the modeling process consisted of
selecting the baseline variables of interest.

The comparison of the selected variables only took data sets A,
B, and C into consideration. The percentage of times a variable
was selected for each data set, considering the 5 variable
selection approaches tested, is presented in Table 2, along with
the average number of times it was selected overall.

Although not all variables were present in every data set, the
variability in the covariates selected for each set of data was
still noticeable. This indicates that the initial process of handling
the missing values and the initial selection of variables to be
considered at this stage have a somewhat elevated influence on

the results that are obtained later; in short, the results are
sensitive to the parameter choice. This difference may be
justified by the existence of different variables and even different
patients even if many are common between data sets.

Only 1 variable was selected by all methods and for all data
sets where it was considered: years of education. On average,
the variables that were selected in at least more than 50% of the
methods used for variable selection were year of disease onset,
age at start of the first biologic therapy, baseline BASFI, and
baseline ASDAS.

Table 3 shows the sign of the coefficient for each of the
covariates that were included in the survival submodel for each
data set. The sign of the respective coefficient indicates the
effect of this covariate on the outcome of interest, which we
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took as the failure of the first biologic therapy. A positive sign
indicates that the variable increases the risk of failure for higher
values of that variable (for a continuous variable) or for that

value in comparison to the reference level (for a categorical
variable); a negative coefficient indicates the opposite: a
decrease in the risk of failure.

Table 2. Percentage of times a variable was selected for each data set (A, B, C, D) and the average of those percentages across all data sets.

Data set (%)Variable

AverageCBA

70200Sex

20N/AN/Aa20Marital status

27204020Year of diagnosis

40N/A4040Age at diagnosis

601002060Year of disease onset

20N/A2020Age at disease onset

40206040Year of start of the first biologic therapy

50N/A4060Age at start of the first biologic therapy

20N/A2020Years from diagnosis to start of the first biologic therapy

20N/A2020Disease years until start of the first biologic therapy

47100400HLA-B27b

30N/A2040Employment status before disease

1302020Employment status at baseline

100N/A100100Years of education

33204040Smoking

27204020Alcohol

40N/AN/A40Weight

2020N/A20Height

40N/AN/A40BMI

10N/A020Number of pathologies

20202020Biologic

70200Concomitant DMARDc

33202060Concomitant corticoid

1320020Baseline CRPd

33402040Baseline ESRe

3360040Baseline BASDAIf

734010080Baseline BASFIg

53604060Baseline ASDASh

aN/A: not applicable.
bHLA-B27: human leukocyte antigen B27.
cDMARD: disease-modifying antirheumatic drug.
dCRP: C-reactive protein.
eESR: erythrocyte sedimentation rate.
fBASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index.
gBASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index.
hASDAS: Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score.
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Table 3. Coefficient signs of the covariates present in the survival submodels fitted with a Cox regression for data sets A, B, C, and D.

Data setVariable

DCBA

Sex

Female (ref)

–Male

+Year of disease beginning

++Year of start of the first biologic therapy

–Age at start of the first biologic therapy

–Disease years until start of the first biologic therapy

–HLA-B27a

+++Years of education

+Baseline CRPb

++++Baseline BASFIc

aHLA-B27: human leukocyte antigen B27.
bCRP: C-reactive protein.
cBASFI: disease-modifying antirheumatic drug.

It can be noticed that the sign of the coefficient is coherent
between the data sets for all variables even if the number of
data sets where that variable is present differs.

According to the results obtained in the Cox regression, the
factors that indicate a good prognosis for the biologic drug
survival were being a male, starting the biologic therapy at an
older age, having a larger time interval between disease start
and initiation of the first biologic therapy, and being HLA-B27
positive. On the contrary, a disease onset or initiation of biologic
therapy in more recent years, a higher number of years of
education, and higher values of CRP or BASFI at baseline were
all predictors of a greater risk of failure of the first biologic
therapy.

Given the elevated number of models fitted and to aid in the
drawing of comprehensive conclusions, Table 4 and Table 5
were created to depict the joint and extended Cox models,
respectively. For each data set and for every variable present in
the model, the tables show the percentage of models (relative
to the total number of fitted models for each data set) in which
the covariate was statistically significant, the percentage of
models in which the variable had a positive regression
coefficient, and the percentage of models in which the variable
had a negative regression coefficient. Furthermore, the average
of these percentages was calculated to obtain an overall view
of the most common behavior of each variable as determined
by information gathered from all data sets.
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Table 4. Percentage of models in which a variable was statistically significant; percentage of models in which a variable had a positive coefficient
sign; the percentage of models in which a variable had a negative coefficient sign for the covariates present in the joint models fitted for data sets A, B,
C, and D; and the average of those percentages across all data sets.

Average (%)Data set (%)Variable

DCBA

negposssnegposssnegposssnegposssnegcposbssa

5446054460N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AdMale (ref: female)

257592N/AN/AN/A257592N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AYear of disease onset

455283N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A256783643682Year biologic therapy initiation

100082N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A100082Age at start of the first biologic
therapy

100015100015N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/ADisease years until start of the first
biologic therapy

100083N/AN/AN/A100083N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AHLA-B27e

010091010085N/AN/AN/A0100100010082Years of education

010044010044N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/ABaseline CRPf

99150010050376325010075010050Baseline BASFIg

010092010010001001000100100010067CRP

010088010010001001000100100010050ESRh

01001000100100010010001001000100100BASDAIi

524848406060505050505050663333BASFI

01001000100100010010001001000100100ASDASj

ass: percentage of models in which variable is statistically significant.
bpos: percentage of models in which variable has positive coefficient.
cneg: percentage of models in which variable has negative coefficient.
dN/A: not applicable.
eHLA-B27: human leukocyte antigen B27.
fCRP: C-reactive protein.
gBASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index.
hESR: erythrocyte sedimentation rate.
iBASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index.
jASDAS: Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score.
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Table 5. Percentage of models in which a variable was statistically significant; percentage of models in which a variable had a positive coefficient
sign; and percentage of models in which a variable had a negative coefficient sign for the covariates present in the extended Cox models fitted for data
sets A, B, C, and D; and average of those percentages across all data sets.

AverageData setVariable

DCBA

negposssnegposssnegposssnegposssnegcposbssa

7525075250N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AdMale (ref: female)

0100100N/AN/AN/A0100100N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AYear of disease onset

0100100N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A01001000100100Year of biologic therapy initiation

100086N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A100086Age at start of the first biologic
therapy

1000010000N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/ADisease years until start of the first
biologic therapy

100086N/AN/AN/A100086N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AHLA-B27e

010092010075N/AN/AN/A01001000100100Years of education

208040208040N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/ABaseline CRPf

13883801005050500010050010050Baseline BASFIg

01003801001000100001005001000CRP

01007501001000100100010010001000ESRh

01001000100100010010001001000100100BASDAIi

0100580100100010033010067010033BASFI

01001000100100010010001001000100100ASDASj

ass: percentage of models in which variable is statistically significant.
bpos: percentage of models in which variable has positive coefficient.
cneg: percentage of models in which variable has negative coefficient.
dN/A: not applicable.
eHLA-B27: human leukocyte antigen B27.
fCRP: C-reactive protein.
gBASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index.
hESR: erythrocyte sedimentation rate.
iBASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index.
jASDAS: Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score.

This consensus or ensemble approach was conducted to facilitate
the identification of the most significant variables. The rationale
is that if a feature always appears as significant, independently
of the specific chosen model, then there is evidence that this
feature is associated with the outcome.

Similar reasoning is applicable for identifying the covariates’
effect on the event of interest; that is, its positive or negative
contribution for the risk of the therapy failure.

Focusing on the time-independent variables and starting with
the covariate that represents male sex, we can see that this
variable is not statistically significant in any joint or extended
Cox model. This is coherent with what was observed in the Cox
model, where sex was not a statistically significant predictor
for our outcome. Regarding the effect of the variable on the
event of interest, being male was more frequently a good
predictor of biologic therapy survival than a bad predictor
although this ratio was very small for the joint models.

The year of disease beginning was statistically significant for
most models it was present in even if only 1 data set analyzed
this variable. Its associated coefficient was positive for all the
extended Cox models and for an average of 92% (12/13) of the
joint models, which is consistent with the result obtained in the
Cox models, indicating that patients with a more recent onset
of disease have a higher risk of treatment failure.

The year of start of the first biologic therapy appears as a
statistically significant predictor in most joint models and in all
extended Cox models. For the majority of models, biologic
therapy initiated in more recent years appeared to increase the
risk of its failure.

The age at the start of the first biologic was statistically
significant in most joint and extended Cox models, and older
age at the time of therapy initiation was consistently a predictor
of decreased risk of failure.
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The year interval between disease beginning and start of the
first biologic therapy was only statistically significant in a small
percentage of joint models and showed no significance in any
of the extended Cox models, echoing the results for the Cox
model. The coefficient sign for this covariate was coherent
among all models, indicating that a larger year interval reduces
the chance of biologic therapy failure.

Being HLA-B27 positive was statistically significant as a
predictor for biologic therapy failure in approximately 80% of
all models and was consistently associated with a decreased
risk of failure when in comparison with HLA-B27–negative
patients.

The number of years of education showed statistical significance
in roughly 90% of all joint and extended Cox models, and a
higher number of education years increased the hazard of
biologic therapy failure for all Cox, extended Cox, and joint
models.

The value of CRP at baseline had an associated positive
regression coefficient in all joint models and in 80% (4/5) of
extended Cox models, indicating an increased risk of failure
for higher CRP values, which was also verified in the Cox
model. This covariate was not statistically significant in the Cox
regression, but was significant in approximately 40% of the
joint and extended Cox models.

The baseline BASFI was statistically significant in fewer than
half of the joint and extended Cox models, even though it was
always statistically significant in the survival submodels fitted
with a Cox model. This variable appeared to be a predictor for
increased risk of biologic therapy failure in most joint and
extended Cox models, which is concordant with the Cox models'
results.

Regarding the time-dependent variables, we noticed that, for
the joint models, variables CRP, ESR, BASDAI, and ASDAS
appeared to be statistically significant in most models.
Furthermore, all were predictors of increased therapy failure
for all the joint models that were fitted. Variable BASFI was
only statistically significant in approximately half of the joint
models, and the sign of its coefficient also varied considerably,
not showing any clear tendency regarding the effect of this
variable on the outcome.

In the extended Cox models, only variables BASDAI and
ASDAS were statistically significant for all models. Variable
ESR, BASFI, and CRP showed statistical significance in 75%,
58%, and 38% of the models, respectively. In all the models,
all 5 time-varying covariates were predictors of increased risk
of biologic failure.

Discussion

Principal Results
Overall, the results obtained from the Cox models, extended
Cox models, and joint models all indicated similar effects of
the covariates on the treatment outcome.

The biomarkers that indicated a good prognosis for the biologic
drug survival were being male, starting biologic therapy at an

older age, having a larger time interval between disease onset
and initiation of the first biologic drug, and being HLA-B27
positive.

Conversely, disease onset or initiation of biologic therapy in
more recent years, a greater number of education years, and
higher values of CRP or BASFI at baseline all appeared to be
predictors of a greater risk of failure of the first biologic therapy.

Comparison With Prior Work
Male sex [22], HLA-B27–positive status [32], and longer disease
duration [21] have been reported in the literature as being good
predictors of biologic drug survival, which concurs with the
results obtained in the Cox models of our study. On the other
hand, older age at the start of the biologic therapy [32] has been
reported to increase the risk of failure of the therapy, which is
contrary to what was found in our data. We could interpret our
result by speculating that older patients are more complacent
due to the perceived efficacy of the therapy or because their
symptoms are more intense than those of younger people and
thus the relative improvement of symptoms is more noticeable,
therefore increasing their satisfaction levels and decreasing the
chances of therapy switch.

Regarding the predictors that were found to increase the risk of
failure in our study, starting treatment in more recent years [33],
and higher values of BASFI at baseline [21] were likewise found
to be predictors of biologic drug discontinuation in research
publications. A higher number of education years [23] was
reported in one study as decreasing the risk of therapy failure,
which differed from our results. Again, we could speculate and
say that patients with a higher academic level are more
comfortable with expressing their discontent with the lack of
therapy response or that they are more aware of new therapeutic
options and for that reason, request a switch of the therapy more
often.

Higher values of CRP at baseline were found to increase [34]
the hazard of biologic therapy failure in some publications but
to have the opposite effect [23,33] in others.

Limitations
Some limitations of our study include the suboptimal fitting of
the longitudinal variables. Therefore, the choice of the LME
function for describing the biomarker trajectories and the
different functional forms available that specify the association
between the longitudinal biomarker and the hazard function of
the event should be further explored.

Conclusions
Joint models are statistical models that can analyze both
time-static and time-varying variables and therefore enable the
inference of relationships between time-to-event and
longitudinal data that are widely present in electronic medical
records.

In this work, this modeling approach was selected to investigate
biologic drug survival and its predictors for SpA patients in
Portugal.
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Furthermore, the insights obtained throughout the process that
culminated in the fitting of these models are also highly
valuable.

This study was the first to use the data of SpA patients from
Reuma.pt in this capacity. The entire preprocessing work
performed for enabling the use of Reuma.pt produced a data set
that can be used by researchers who wish to investigate this
group of diseases.

The variable selection process appears to be sensitive to this
data preprocessing step depending on which variables and
patients are described in the data set.

The tested methods for variable selection yielded quite different
results for the same set of data. The process of selection of
covariates should be analyzed carefully, as fully automated
methods may not be the most appropriate ones for establishing
which variables should be included in the statistical model. A
wise approach consists of a balance between statistical
significance and clinical significance, with the study's goal
always being kept in mind.

We demonstrated that joint models, particularly the functions
implemented in the R software packages “JM” and “Jmbayes,”
can be successfully used for the simultaneous analysis of
time-to-event and longitudinal data.

Health care providers use rheumatic disease progression
measures computed from disease activity scores to shape
treatment strategies and improve the quality of life of their
patients [35]. However, targeted treatments that save patients
from the potential side effects of high-cost, unsatisfactory
treatments require the identification of biomarkers that can
determine which patients can profit from a given therapy [36].
Computational methods using statistical and machine learning
methods hold promise for the overall understanding of rheumatic
diseases and can aid in formulating therapeutic strategies and
predicting prognosis and outcome [37,38].

With this study, it was possible to identify the potential
predictors of biologic therapy failure for this Portuguese
population of SpA patients. This can aid the prognosis of these
rheumatic diseases and potentially predict the most adequate
treatment option according to the patient's characteristics.
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Abstract

Background: Accurate detection of bleeding events from electronic health records (EHRs) is crucial for identifying and
characterizing different common and serious medical problems. To extract such information from EHRs, it is essential to identify
the relations between bleeding events and related clinical entities (eg, bleeding anatomic sites and lab tests). With the advent of
natural language processing (NLP) and deep learning (DL)-based techniques, many studies have focused on their applicability
for various clinical applications. However, no prior work has utilized DL to extract relations between bleeding events and relevant
entities.

Objective: In this study, we aimed to evaluate multiple DL systems on a novel EHR data set for bleeding event–related relation
classification.

Methods: We first expert annotated a new data set of 1046 deidentified EHR notes for bleeding events and their attributes. On
this data set, we evaluated three state-of-the-art DL architectures for the bleeding event relation classification task, namely,
convolutional neural network (CNN), attention-guided graph convolutional network (AGGCN), and Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers (BERT). We used three BERT-based models, namely, BERT pretrained on biomedical data
(BioBERT), BioBERT pretrained on clinical text (Bio+Clinical BERT), and BioBERT pretrained on EHR notes (EhrBERT).

Results: Our experiments showed that the BERT-based models significantly outperformed the CNN and AGGCN models.
Specifically, BioBERT achieved a macro F1 score of 0.842, outperforming both the AGGCN (macro F1 score, 0.828) and CNN
models (macro F1 score, 0.763) by 1.4% (P<.001) and 7.9% (P<.001), respectively.

Conclusions: In this comprehensive study, we explored and compared different DL systems to classify relations between
bleeding events and other medical concepts. On our corpus, BERT-based models outperformed other DL models for identifying
the relations of bleeding-related entities. In addition to pretrained contextualized word representation, BERT-based models
benefited from the use of target entity representation over traditional sequence representation

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e27527)   doi:10.2196/27527
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Introduction

Background
Bleeding refers to the escape of blood from the circulatory
system either internally or externally. Bleeding events are
common and frequently have a major impact on patient quality
of life and survival. Bleeding events are common adverse drug
events, particularly among patients with cardiovascular
conditions who are prescribed anticoagulant medications [1].

We are seeing a marked increase in the use of anticoagulants,
driven predominantly by the increased prevalence of atrial
fibrillation (AF), a prothrombotic condition for which
anticoagulants are frequently indicated. In the United States,
the number of AF patients is increasing rapidly, mostly in the
elderly population, with a projection of 12 million by 2050 [2,3].
The chance of having a stroke from AF can be as high as 10%
within 5 years of AF diagnosis [4]. Clinicians must weigh stroke
risk against the risk of bleeding from anticoagulants [5,6]. Most
published data on the risks of anticoagulants come from clinical
trials, where major bleeding outcomes are rigorously adjudicated
by trained abstractors. However, there are limitations to this
approach, as there are many important groups that are
underrepresented in clinical trials. Real-world data are lacking,
in part owing to the significant time and cost associated with
manual chart review, which is the current gold standard for
bleeding classification. With a lack of available risk calculators
for a situation like this, it is challenging to advise anticoagulants
to older AF patients as they are at high risk for both stroke and
anticoagulant complications, for example, bleeding [7-9].
Clinicians and researchers would benefit from new ways to
classify the relations between bleeding events and related
medical entities to provide more accurate risk and benefit
assessments of commonly used medications, particularly
anticoagulants.

Clinical notes, such as electronic health records (EHRs), contain
rich information for various studies including but not limited
to epidemiological research, pharmacovigilance, and drug safety
surveillance [10,11]. However, bleeding and its attributes are
mostly documented in the unstructured EHR narratives instead
of the structured fields [10]. With the availability and success
of different deep learning (DL) techniques, building accurate
and effective DL-based natural language processing (NLP)
systems can alleviate this problem and prove viable against
more expensive and time-consuming manual annotations.
Therefore, in this work, we evaluated different DL models for
relation classification between bleeding events and related
medical concepts. Relation classification is the task of
classifying relations for a pair of target entities from a text span.
For example, given the text span “clotted blood was found in
the entire colon,” the task is to detect the relation between the
bleeding event “clotted blood” and anatomic site “colon.”

A majority of previous studies on clinical text have primarily
focused on the relations between medications and other factors
such as adverse drug effects (ADEs) [12-15]. However, to our
knowledge, there has been no prior work that aims at identifying
bleeding event–related relations from EHRs using DL-based

NLP systems. The advantages of such systems make them the
right group of candidates to investigate for this task.

Relevant Literature
Realizing the importance of relation classification tasks for
clinical narratives, different research groups released several
publicly available data sets and launched shared tasks with a
focus on relation classification in the clinical domain [15-19].
These include detecting relation types among medical problems,
tests, and treatments [16], as well as relations between
medications and their various attributes, such as dosage and
ADEs [15,17-19]. Our task can be closely compared to any of
these tasks.

In general, the relation classification problem can be solved by
different systems or models, including rule-based systems,
non-DL–based machine learning models, and DL models,
depending on the domain and context. For example, Kang et al
[20] used the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [21]
to build a knowledge base where relations between medications
and ADEs can be detected based on the shortest path between
them. Xu et al [22] applied support vector machines (SVMs)
to determine the relation between drugs and diseases, while
Henriksson et al [11] used random forest.

Studies have compared non-DL–based machine learning models
with DL models for relation classification, and the results are
mixed. Munkhdalai et al [12] used a recurrent neural network
(RNN) on clinical notes for relation identification and found
that an SVM with a rich feature set outperformed the RNN on
their data set. In contrast, Luo et al [23] showed that a
convolutional neural network (CNN) with pretrained medical
word embeddings is superior to traditional machine learning
methods. A similar observation was made by He et al [24] for
their CNN model with a multipooling operation.

Beyond traditional RNN and CNN models, Li and Yu [13]
evaluated a capsule network and multilayer perceptron (MLP)
for single domain and multidomain relation classification tasks
on EHR data sets and found that although there was a slight
improvement, the capsule network model was not superior to
the MLP model. Christopoulou et al [14] developed
intrasentence models based on bidirectional long short-term
memory (bi-LSTM) and attention mechanism. The authors also
employed a transformer network [25] for building an
intersentence model. For clinical conversations, Du et al [26]
proposed a relation span attribute tagging (R-SAT) model that
utilizes bi-LSTM and has been shown to outperform the baseline
by a large margin for two relation classification tasks.

Recent DL architectures, such as Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers (BERT) [27] and graph
convolutional network (GCN), have shown promising results
for relation classification across different domains. Wu and He
[28] used BERT with entity information for relation
classification on the SemEval-2010 Task 8 data set [29] and
obtained better results than other state-of-the-art methods. Soares
et al [30] introduced a new training scheme for BERT, matching
the blank (MTB), which gave superior performance on three
different data sets. Lin et al [31] used BERT to solve the
sentence-agnostic temporal relation extraction problem for
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clinical text. Guo et al [32] proposed a novel GCN model with
attention and densely connected layers, named the
attention-guided graph convolutional network (AGGCN), which
utilizes the full dependency tree information of the input
sequences. In their experiments, the AGGCN achieved
significant performance gain over the other GCN-based systems
on multiple relation classification data sets. A GCN has also
been employed on different biomedical tasks successfully,
including biomedical event extraction [33] and measurement
of semantic relatedness between UMLS concepts [34], among
others.

Among different DL models, CNN, BERT, and AGGCN are
currently the most representative architectures. However, despite
being state-of-the-art models, few studies have evaluated the
three models parallelly for clinical relation classification, which
is the focus of this study.

Objective
In this study, we focused on the evaluation of three different
state-of-the-art DL systems for the relation classification task
on a new curated EHR data set. These systems included a CNN,
a GCN with attention (AGGCN), and models based on BERT.
In particular, a GCN has not yet been explored in any clinical
setting for relation classification. The contributions of this work
can be summarized as follows: (1) this is the first study to
identify the relations between bleeding events and other relevant
medical concepts; (2) we provide comparative analyses of three
different DL architectures for the relation classification task on
a new EHR data set; and (3) we explored the effects of
additional domain knowledge on the AGGCN model, as well
as how entity position representations influence BERT models’
predictions.

Methods

Data Set
With approval from the Institutional Review Board at the
University of Massachusetts Medical School and a memorandum

of understanding between the University of Massachusetts
Medical School and Northwestern University, we annotated
1046 deidentified discharge summaries from patients with
cardiovascular diseases who received anticoagulants during
their stays at hospitals affiliated with Northwestern University.
The notes were annotated by five medical experts under the
supervision of two senior physicians. From the comprehensive
list of 13 entity types, we chose five relevant to bleeding and
the relations among them. This resulted in four relation types
for our relation classification study as follows: (1) bleeding
event-bleeding anatomic site (Event-Site), (2) bleeding
event-bleeding lab evaluation (Event-Lab), (3) bleeding
event-suspected alternative cause (Event-AltCause), and (4)
bleeding lab evaluation-severity (Lab-Severity).

A bleeding event indicates the escape of blood from the
circulatory system. Examples of bleeding events from our cohort
include mentions such as “hemorrhage,” “black tarry stools,”
and “clotted blood.” Bleeding anatomic site is the corresponding
anatomic site for a bleeding event, for example, “esophagus”
in the phrase “blood oozing in esophagus.” Bleeding lab
evaluation is any relevant laboratory test, and severity is the
test value when in an abnormal range. Suspected alternative
cause indicates possible alternative causes for bleeding other
than anticoagulants.

Our cohort of 1046 notes included 15,363 relation instances.
There was a large variation in token length, ranging from 3 to
985. For our task, we chose a subset that had instances with
token length no more than 1000. Since most DL models do not
handle long input sequences and 99.11% (15,226) of the 15,363
relation instances had a token length less than 1000, we used
these 15,226 instances to build the final data set. This included
both intrasentence and intersentence relations. All the relation
types and their frequencies for this cohort are provided in Table
1. We also list relation lengths for each relation type, which is
the number of tokens between the two target entities. It can be
noticed that out of the four relation types on average, Event-Lab
and Event-AltCause had significantly longer relation lengths
with wider spreads.

Table 1. Data statistics.

Relation length, mean (SD)OccurrencesRelation type

4.81 (10.20)3495Event-Site

93.69 (137.99)3314Event-Lab

48.08 (94.02)4947Event-AltCausea

3.26 (4.82)3470Lab-Severity

aAltCause: suspected alternative cause.

We used the NLTK package [35] to tokenize EHR text. For all
experiments, we maintained a train, validation, and test split of
60:20:20 on the note level. We also generated negative relation
instances by taking permutations of all possible entity pairs that
did not have any relationship between them. For all three splits,
this resulted in a set of negative relations that was two to three
times the other relations combined. For the training and
development sets, we down-sampled the negative relations such
that their frequency was similar to the other four relation types

combined. We did not perform down-sampling for the test set,
so it would be representative of the real EHR note distribution.

Figure 1 shows the relation distribution in our data set for
different relation lengths. The x-axis indicates the range (eg,
≤20 indicates all instances that have a relation length of 20 or
lower), and the y-axis indicates the percentage of instances at
that range. Positive relations are all relation instances that belong
to the four relation types described above. Here, we can see a
steep increase for the negative relations compared to the positive
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relations. This shows that, on average, negative relations had
longer relation lengths. For example, as we increased the relation
length upper bound from 50 to 100, there was almost a 30%
increase in negative relations, whereas for positive relations, it

was less than 10%. In particular, negative relations had a mean
relation length of 74.01 (SD 49.40). We discuss the implications
of relation length in the Results section.

Figure 1. Relation distribution for different relation lengths. Neg: negative; Pos: positive; Rels: relations.

Models
For this work, we evaluated three different state-of-the-art DL
architectures (CNN, GCN, and BERT), which we describe
briefly below.

CNN
CNN is a class of deep feed-forward neural networks that is
specialized for data with a high degree of temporal or spatial
correlation such as image data. CNNs have also been widely
used for various NLP tasks with success, including relation
classification [36-39]. Our CNN relation classification model
was built upon the work of Nguyen and Grishman [37], which
is a state-of-the-art CNN architecture for relation classification

in the open domain. As shown in Figure 2, the model utilizes
five separate convolutional layers with filters of different
window sizes to capture rich local n-gram features. For example,
“128@2” in the first CNN block indicates 128 filters with a
window size of 2. Each layer is followed by a tanh nonlinearity.
Finally, we used a maxpool layer, concatenated the output,
applied dropout, and added a fully connected layer, followed
by a softmax layer for the final classification. As input, we used
pretrained word embeddings concatenated with randomly
initialized positional embeddings. We used positional
embeddings to embed the relative positions of the target entities
and other words in a relation instance, as it has been shown to
improve various NLP tasks including relation classification
[24,40].
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Figure 2. The high-level view of our convolutional neural network (CNN) model. It has five different CNN modules with filters of different window
sizes, followed by maxpooling and concatenation. The inference layer includes a dropout, a fully connected layer, and a softmax layer. Positione1 and
Positione2 refer to the relative positions of each word from entity1 and entity2, respectively. AltCause: suspected alternative cause.

GCN
Since semantic coding has enjoyed success in clinical NLP [41],
GCNs [42] may be effective and powerful as they represent the
semantic or syntactic dependency of input sequences as graphs,
which have shown superior performance for the relation
classification task in the open domain [32,43]. We implemented
the AGGCN [32], which incorporates dense connections for
rich dependency information and multihead attention [25] for
soft pruning the trees (Figure 3). Here, each sentence
corresponds to a graph, represented in the form of an adjacency
matrix A, where Aij=1 if node i and node j have an edge between
them and Aij=0 otherwise. Additional model details are available
in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Unlike the previous work [32], we built semantic graphs instead
of syntactic graphs. This was motivated by decades of NLP
work in the clinical domain that highlights the advantages of
semantic parsers [41,44]. To construct the graph, we used the

UMLS Metathesaurus [21]. First, we mapped an input sentence
to the UMLS concepts using MetaMap [44]. We considered all
words in an input sequence as the nodes in a graph, each with
a self-loop. Then, for every two nodes, we connected them if
they had a semantic relation (eg, child-of) and were identified
as at least one of the 26 preselected semantic types. These
semantic types were chosen to prioritize bleeding events and
relevant entities (Multimedia Appendix 2). However, owing to
data sparsity, this resulted in disconnected graphs where most
of the nodes had no incoming or outgoing edge. As an
alternative, we relaxed the criteria by connecting nodes to each
other (belonged to any of the 26 semantic types). In a separate
experiment, we repeated the same process with all 127 semantic
types from the UMLS Metathesaurus.

In addition, we investigated two different methods, namely,
initializing A from a uniform distribution and initializing A
with all 1s (all nodes are connected to each other). Finally, we
explored semantic-type embeddings (STEs). A comparison of
these methods is available in the Results section.
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Figure 3. The high-level view of our attention-guided graph convolutional network (AGGCN) model. A is the adjacency matrix used to represent the
graph data. The core of the model is comprised of M identical blocks (AGGCN blocks), each with three types of layers as follows: one attention-guided
layer, N densely connected layers, and one linear combination layer. Details are available in Multimedia Appendix 1. AltCause: suspected alternative
cause; Emb: embedding; POS: parts of speech.

BERT
BERT [27] is a language representation model that was
pretrained on a large text corpus using unsupervised objectives.
BERT has been shown to outperform most of the DL models
in various NLP tasks, including clinical applications [45]. At
its core, BERT employs bidirectional transformers [25] with
multihead attention mechanisms. Paired with an effective
pretraining scheme for unsupervised tasks, namely, masked
language modeling and next sentence prediction, BERT can
provide a rich contextual representation for any text sequence.
BERT’s contextualized word representations can be fine-tuned
for any downstream NLP task. In this work, we used three
variants of BERT (BERT pretrained on biomedical data
[BioBERT] [46], BioBERT pretrained on clinical text
[Bio+Clinical BERT] [47], and BioBERT pretrained on EHR
notes [EhrBERT] [45]), all of which have been shown to
improve clinical NLP applications. They all share the same
architecture with a difference in their pretraining corpora.

In our implementation (Figure 4), for a target entity pair, we
used four reserved tokens ([E1], [E2], [\E1], and [\E2]) to mark
the start and end of the entities. For our task, to handle an input
sequence larger than 512 word pieces, we modified the BERT
encoder so that it could slide over any input sequence with a
stride, essentially splitting the sequence into multiple 512 word
piece–long subsequences. It later merges the fine-tuned hidden
representations of the subsequences depending on the maximum
context window. A maxpool operation is performed over the
subsequences’ [CLS] tokens to create the final [CLS]
representation. Later the feature extraction module constructs
features from the final hidden representations. It can be from
either the [CLS] token or a fusion of entity start or end tokens.
In particular, we experimented with approaches, such as the
maxpool of entity-start tokens ([E1] and [E2]), concatenation
of entity-start tokens, and max-pool of entity-end tokens ([\E1]
and [\E2]). Details about these are provided in the Results
section (Experiments With BioBERT subsection). Finally, we
added a fully connected layer on top for the relation
classification.
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Figure 4. The high-level view of a Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT)-based model. AltCause: suspected alternative
cause.

Evaluation Metrics
All the models were evaluated using precision, recall, and F1
score. We report both micro- and macro-averaged scores.
Averaged over all the instances, micro-averaged scores give an
overall evaluation and therefore are biased toward the class with
the highest instances. On the contrary, macro-averaged scores
help obtain a better understanding of the models’ performance
across different classes as it is averaged over all the classes.

Experimental Setup
All model hyperparameters were fine-tuned on the development
set. For the CNN model, we included five convolutional layers,
each with 128 filters and different window sizes (2, 3, 4, 5, and
6). We chose Adam as the optimizer with a learning rate of 0.01,
and the dropout rate was 0.5. The model was trained for 300
epochs. We found 300 and 10 to work the best as the dimensions
for word and position embeddings, respectively. For the
AGGCN model, we used part-of-speech (POS) embeddings in
addition to pretrained word embeddings. Here, the dimensions
were 30 and 300, respectively. We ran the AGGCN model for
100 epochs with a learning rate of 0.5 and stochastic gradient
descent optimizer. Other hyperparameters included three heads
for the attention layer, three AGGCN blocks, two and five
sublayers in the first and second dense layers, etc. For both the
CNN and AGGCN models, we used global vectors for word
representation (GLOVE) [48] as pretrained word embeddings.

We used the popular library Transformers [49] for implementing
our BERT models. As mentioned in the Models subsection, we

modified the existing implementation so that it could cover
sequences of all lengths. We used a stride of 128 with a

maximum sequence length of 512. The learning rate was 5×10-5

and the dropout rate was 0.1. We initialized each BERT model’s
encoder with corresponding pretrained weights. All models
were fine-tuned for 15 epochs.

Cross-entropy loss was used for training all the models. In each
experiment, we used an early stopping criterion based on the
model’s performance on the development set. All models were
evaluated on the same hold out test set, and the reported results
were averaged over three independent runs. All model trainings
and evaluations were performed on Tesla V100 GPUs (Nvidia).

Results

Comparison of the Models
We report our results for the relation classification task in Table
2. All BERT-based models did comparatively better than the
CNN and AGGCN models. The BioBERT model achieved a
1.3% absolute improvement (P<.001) over the AGGCN model
in both micro and macro F1 scores, while the difference with
the CNN model was even more significant at almost 8%
(P<.001). A similar performance improvement was observed
for the Bio+Clinical BERT model but with a lower recall. The
CNN model performed the worst for all relation types. For each
model, we also report the macro scores of two ensemble methods
(last two rows) where both improved the model performance.
P values were calculated following the work by
Berg-Kirkpatrick et al [50]
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Table 2. Performance comparison of convolutional neural network (CNN), attention-guided graph convolutional network (AGGCN), and Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers–based models (BERT).

ModelRelation type and perfor-
mance

EhrBERTeBio+Clinical BERTdBioBERTcAGGCNbCNNa

Event-Site

0.942 (0.024)0.929 (0.020)0.916 (0.058)0.941 (0.009)0.910 (0.003)Precision, mean (SD)

0.920 (0.024)0.930 (0.016)0.942 (0.009)0.947 (0.006)0.817 (0.003)Recall, mean (SD)

0.977 (0.003)0.929 (0.003)0.928 (0.027)0.944 (0.002)0.861 (0.003)F1 score, mean (SD)

Event-Lab

0.587 (0.031)0.618 (0.023)0.616 (0.029)0.619 (0.014)0.653 (0.014)Precision, mean (SD)

0.802 (0.012)0.785 (0.010)0.793 (0.027)0.737 (0.022)0.629 (0.011)Recall, mean (SD)

0.677 (0.022)0.691 (0.011)0.692 (0.009)0.672 (0.002)0.641 (0.003)F1 score, mean (SD)

Event-AltCausef

0.721 (0.014)0.718 (0.026)0.708 (0.048)0.718 (0.017)0.640 (0.006)Precision, mean (SD)

0.803 (0.009)0.792 (0.015)0.828 (0.029)0.723 (0.030)0.596 (0.012)Recall, mean (SD)

0.760 (0.006)0.753 (0.008)0.761 (0.017)0.720 (0.007)0.617 (0.004)F1 score, mean (SD)

Lab-Severity

0.963 (0.011)0.974 (0.007)0.977 (0.005)0.967 (0.003)0.907 (0.004)Precision, mean (SD)

0.991 (0.004)0.991 (0.001)0.993 (0.001)0.986 (0.004)0.963 (0.001)Recall, mean (SD)

0.977 (0.003)0.982 (0.004)0.985 (0.003)0.976 (0.002)0.934 (0.002)F1 score, mean (SD)

Micro

0.783 (0.013)0.793 (0.020)0.786 (0.038)0.800 (0.014)0.768 (0.006)Precision, mean (SD)

0.873 (0.005)0.868 (0.009)0.885 (0.017)0.838 (0.015)0.739 (0.006)Recall, mean (SD)

0.826 (0.009)0.829 (0.007)0.832 (0.015)0.818 (0.001)0.753 (0.002)F1 score, mean (SD)

Macro

0.803 (0.007)0.810 (0.017)0.804 (0.032)0.811 (0.010)0.777 (0.005)Precision, mean (SD)

0.879 (0.006)0.874 (0.009)0.889 (0.016)0.848 (0.014)0.751 (0.005)Recall, mean (SD)

0.836 (0.007)0.839 (0.005)0.842 (0.012)0.828 (0.001)0.763 (0.003)F1 score, mean (SD)

Macro (majority voting)

0.8230.8240.8220.8130.778Precision

0.8870.8820.8950.8490.752Recall

0.8510.8510.8550.8290.764F1 score

Macro (averaging predictions)

0.8280.8260.8240.8130.779Precision

0.8860.8790.8790.8550.753Recall

0.8540.8500.8500.8330.765F1 score

aCNN: convolutional neural network.
bAGGCN: attention-guided graph convolutional network.
cBioBERT: BERT pretrained on biomedical data.
dBio+Clinical BERT: BioBERT pretrained on clinical text.
eEhrBERT: BioBERT pretrained on electronic health record notes.
fAltCause: suspected alternative cause.
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Domain Knowledge for the AGGCN
For the AGGCN, we first experimented with different
approaches to encode information from graph inputs. The
AGGCN uses an n × n adjacency matrix A to represent a graph
with n nodes. For our inputs, we built the graph based on
MetaMap [44], as explained in the Models subsection. To
understand the importance of domain-specific knowledge
(UMLS), we also removed the UMLS knowledge by connecting
all the nodes (tokens) of a graph (input sequence) to each other
(all connected). This is equivalent to setting all the elements in

A to 1. In addition, we also explored a weighted graph
(Uniform). For this, we built A using a uniform distribution with
the half-open interval [0,1).

As shown in Table 3, predefining the graph using the domain
knowledge did not improve the overall performance. Several
factors may have contributed to this result, including the noise
introduced by MetaMap for mapping text to the UMLS concepts
and the incompleteness of concept relations in the UMLS. Our
results showed that the weighted graph (Uniform) achieved the
best performance.

Table 3. AGGCN (Attention-guided graph convolutional network) performance with different methods.

MethodaMetric and performance

Uniform + STEdUniformAll ConnectedMetaMap (All)cMetaMap (26)b

Micro

0.796 (0.011)0.800 (0.014)0.783 (0.025)0.757 (0.026)0.774 (0.008)Precision, mean (SD)

0.836 (0.007)0.838 (0.015)0.845 (0.018)0.852 (0.019)0.829 (0.007)Recall, mean (SD)

0.816 (0.007)0.818 (0.001)0.812 (0.005)0.801 (0.006)0.800 (0.003)F1 score, mean (SD)

Macro

0.805 (0.011)0.811 (0.010)0.798 (0.019)0.781 (0.018)0.787 (0.008)Precision, mean (SD)

0.848 (0.008)0.848 (0.014)0.855 (0.017)0.865 (0.018)0.844 (0.007)Recall, mean (SD)

0.825 (0.008)0.828 (0.001)0.824 (0.003)0.816 (0.003)0.813 (0.003)F1 score, mean (SD)

aAll methods used global vectors for word representation (GLOVE) and part-of-speech (POS) embeddings.
bMetaMap (26) used 26 specific semantic types.
cMetaMap (All) used all 127 semantic types from the Unified Medical Language System Metathesaurus.
dSTE: semantic-type embedding.

We also evaluated the effects of STEs. The UMLS had a total
of 127 semantic types, from which we identified 26 semantic
types relevant to our work (Uniform + STE). For a word with
multiple semantic types, we used the semantic type with the
highest MetaMap Indexing (MMI) score. Our results with STEs,
however, did not improve the performance. We also evaluated
POS embeddings and entity-type embeddings. Results from our
experiments suggested that only POS embeddings improved
performance, while entity-type embeddings slightly degraded
performance. Other experiments included the use of different
pretrained word embeddings. Surprisingly, we found that the
biomedical word embeddings [51] did not perform well
compared with the GLOVE embeddings on our data set. In
summary, the best combination for AGGCN includes adjacency
matrix initialization from uniform distribution and the use of
GLOVE and POS embeddings.

Experiments With BERT
For classification, there are various ways to extract the
contextualized sequence representations from BERT. The most

common approach is to use [CLS] token embedding. In this
work, since entity positions were already encoded in the input
sequence, we explored different alternatives [30]. For example,
we considered fusing the entity start tokens’ embeddings ([E1]
and [E2]) and the entity end tokens’ embeddings ([\E1] and
[\E2]). The fusion function was either maxpooling or
concatenation. To our knowledge, this is the first study to
evaluate different approaches for extracting BERT
representation for clinical relation classification.

We used BioBERT as a representative of the BERT-based
models, and the results are shown in Table 4. Although [CLS]
token embedding is the most common approach, our results
suggested that its performance is close to taking the
concatenation of the entity start or end tokens’ embeddings. In
fact, the best performing method was the maxpool of the entity
start tokens’ embeddings, resulting in 1% improvement in the
macro F1 score over [CLS]-only representation.
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Table 4. Effect of different sequence representation methods on the BioBERT (BERT pretrained on biomedical data) model.

MacroMicroMethod and performance

[CLS] only

0.803 (0.024)0.779 (0.040)Precision, mean (SD)

0.873 (0.011)0.866 (0.015)Recall, mean (SD)

0.832 (0.010)0.819 (0.015)F1 score, mean (SD)

Maxpool-start tokens

0.804 (0.032)0.786 (0.038)Precision, mean (SD)

0.889 (0.016)0.885 (0.017)Recall, mean (SD)

0.842 (0.012)0.832 (0.015)F1 score, mean (SD)

Maxpool-end tokens

0.800 (0.027)0.780 (0.036)Precision, mean (SD)

0.885 (0.014)0.878 (0.015)Recall, mean (SD)

0.837 (0.010)0.825 (0.014)F1 score, mean (SD)

Maxpool-start tokens + [CLS]

0.794 (0.028)0.775 (0.034)Precision, mean (SD)

0.887 (0.014)0.882 (0.014)Recall, mean (SD)

0.835 (0.012)0.824 (0.014)F1 score, mean (SD)

Concatenate-start tokens

0.787 (0.015)0.762 (0.021)Precision, mean (SD)

0.891 (0.008)0.886 (0.011)Recall, mean (SD)

0.832 (0.006)0.819 (0.008)F1 score, mean (SD)

Concatenate-end tokens

0.793 (0.005)0.768 (0.007)Precision, mean (SD)

0.885 (0.009)0.880 (0.009)Recall, mean (SD)

0.833 (0.005)0.820 (0.005)F1 score, mean (SD)

Concatenate-start tokens + [CLS]

0.777 (0.021)0.743 (0.034)Precision, mean (SD)

0.898 (0.006)0.895 (0.008)Recall, mean (SD)

0.827 (0.013)0.811 (0.017)F1 score, mean (SD)

Effect of Relation Length
As pointed out in Table 1, the four relation types have a wide
range of relation lengths. Relation length (ie, the number of
words between the target entities) acts as context and hence can
influence the training process. To demonstrate how it affected

our trained models, we created multiple subsets of our test set,
each with a different range for relation length. Each subset
contained only those test instances that had a relation length
within the subset range. We chose the AGGCN and BioBERT
models and ran inference on all the test subsets. The results are
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Effect of relation length on model performance. The x-axis indicates the subset range, for example, "≤20" indicates the test subset that consists
of all the instances with a relation length of 20 or lower. AGGCN: attention-guided graph convolutional network; BERT: Bidirectional Encoder
Representation from Transformers; BioBERT: BERT pretrained on biomedical data.

For both models, the test F1 scores kept decreasing until the
relation length range reached 200, with an exception for the
BioBERT macro score that had the lowest F1 score at 150. After
this point, the macro F1 scores surpassed their respective micro
scores, and surprisingly, both models’ F1 scores improved
despite the increase in relation length. This is slightly
counterintuitive, as a larger relation length should have been
difficult for the models to understand. To understand this
behavior, we manually reviewed the gold labels and model
predictions for all the test instances that had a relation length
of 200 or higher. As expected, we found that all these instances
were from either the relation types (Event-Lab and
Event-AltCause) or a negative relation. Interestingly, all the
model predictions were also within these three types. This shows
that the models learned the correlation between relation length
and relation type as a shortcut [52] and consequently did not
consider Event-Site and Lab-Severity as possible relation types
for longer relation lengths, resulting in improved overall
performance. Our analyses showed the limitations of machine
learning models in that they might learn from correlations, not
causality, and this might lead to model overfitting.

However, a drawback of learning this shortcut is labeling many
negative relations as Event-Lab or Event-AltCause, as negative
relations have long relation lengths on average (refer to the
Dataset subsection). For both models, this generated many false
positives, resulting in low precision. This also explains the huge
difference between precision and recall for these two relation
types (Table 2).

Model Performance With Data Size
For any supervised DL method, the amount of available labeled
data almost always plays a key role in the overall model
performance. In our task, we wanted to evaluate how this affects
the models, namely AGGCN and BioBERT. To this end, we
trained both models with different portions of the training data
separately and measured their performances. We observed an
upward trend (Figure 6) for both, indicating that more training
data would be better for our clinical relation classification task
irrespective of the model type and metric averaging criterion.
However, the AGGCN appeared to have less deviation (low
standard deviation) with more data (a high slope), as opposed
to BioBERT, for which the deviations were higher, although
the performance differences remained statistically significant
between the two models.

Figure 6. Effect of training data size on model performance. Each error bar indicates the standard deviation range at the corresponding point. AGGCN:
attention-guided graph convolutional network; BERT: Bidirectional Encoder Representation from Transformers; BioBERT: BERT pretrained on
biomedical data.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
The results of our experiments demonstrated that fine-tuned
BERT-based models outperformed both the CNN and AGGCN
models by a significant margin. This can be attributed to the
richer and contextualized representation of the pretrained BERT
models compared to pretrained word embeddings, such as
GLOVE, even when paired with POS embeddings and domain
knowledge (for AGGCN). In our experiment, we found that the
CNN significantly underperformed the AGGCN and
BERT-based models by a large margin, primarily because of
its inability to capture the global context of the input sequences.
On the other hand, although all BERT-based models
outperformed the AGGCN model by relatively small margins,
they were statistically significant (P<.001).

Despite model architectural differences, all models had better
performance on the Event-Site and Lab-Severity relation types
(eg, F1 scores of 0.928 and 0.985, respectively, for BioBERT).
However, their performances for Event-Lab and Event-AltCause
were relatively poor (eg, F1 scores of 0.692 and 0.761,
respectively, for BioBERT). As shown in Table 1, these two
relation types had comparatively larger relation lengths. This
phenomenon would result in difficulty in annotation, thereby
negatively impacting performance. Moreover, the lengthy
context could pose challenges for the DL models as well. Both
could have contributed to the overall poor performance for these
two categories. In addition, except for the CNN model, we
observed significant differences between precision and recall.

Our results showed that incorporating the concept relations from
the UMLS did not improve AGGCN’s performance. One
possible reason might be the data sparsity, that is, only few
concepts were connected in the graph input for the AGGCN.
When a token is not identified by MetaMap as relevant but is
important for classifying the instance, putting a 0 in its
corresponding node position in the adjacency matrix A sends
an erroneous signal to the model. This is a possible area for
improvement, and we will work on this as part of our future
work. On the other hand, A initialized with a uniform
distribution gave the best recall and a better F1 score. This
approach might seem counterintuitive as it does not necessarily
pass any useful information unlike a dependency tree. However,
this can be reasoned as the input dependency tree serves as an
initialization, helping the attention-guided layers to build
multiple edge-weighted graphs. This acts as a soft-pruning
strategy where the model learns how the nodes should be
connected to each other and on which connections to focus.

A quick look at the standard deviations reveals that Bio+Clinical
BERT and EhrBERT were more stable than BioBERT, as both
had utilized large scale EHR notes for the pretraining process.
BioBERT had the highest F1 score, but different instantiations
of the network gave widely different results, contributing to the
higher standard deviation. The AGGCN was also better than
BioBERT in this regard. Thus, we suggest using Bio+Clinical
BERT or EhrBERT when stability is the primary concern.
BioBERT on the other hand had the highest recall, which may
be an important criterion for clinical applications. For the

AGGCN, the key advantage was the model being lightweight
and consequently having a faster inference (Multimedia
Appendix 3).

Error Analysis
We conducted error analysis for the two relations (Event-Lab
and Event-AltCause) where models performed poorly for both
recall and precision scores. We analyzed the BioBERT model
and made the following observations:

1. Most incorrect predictions were false positives, driven by the
target entity types. For example, the model incorrectly predicted
an Event-Lab relation in “Irrigation catheter was placed in ED
and [hematuria]e1 has improved. Repeat [H&H]e2 is >8 and
bleeding has stopped.”

2. Another common source of error was the model incorrectly
labeling a negative relation sequence that described a patient’s
medical history that was not directly related to the present
diagnosis. For example, “Likely source thought to be upper GIB
given hx of bleeding [ulcer]e1 in past + [hematemesis]e2.” Here,
the model predicts the relation Event-AltCause between the
target entities. Though the entity GIB can be a suspected
alternative cause, both target entities are from the patient’s
previous history.

3. Another reason for error was the existence of the relation in
the instance but between different entities. For example, take
the negative relation instance “Daily CBC show anemia ([Hbg]e1

8.7 - 8.8, current at 8.7), with low Fe, transferrin+TIBC wnl,
high ferritin. Labs support hemolytic anemia with low
haptoglobin, high LDH, high tbili and indirect bili. Per inpatient
attending read, blood smear showed no schistocytes, bite cells
or heinz bodies, with few reticulocytes visualized per hpf, final
report pending. CT kidney/pelvis showed no gross GU
abnormalities and left gluteal [hematoma]e2.” Here, the model
predicted an Event-Lab relation though Hbg and hematoma do
not have any such relation. However, there is an Event-Lab
relation here between Hbg and anemia.

4. Limited corpus size and no additional domain knowledge
made it difficult for the model to make predictions on relation
instances with never-observed words or medical acronyms. In
some cases, it was worsened due to the lack of grammatical
consistency and coherent patterns.

Conclusions
In this work, we studied three state-of-the-art DL architectures
for a relation classification task on a novel EHR data set. Our
work is the first to identify the relations between a bleeding
event and related clinical concepts. Our results showed that
BERT-based models performed better than attention-guided
GCN and CNN models. Further experiments suggested that
semantic graphs built using the UMLS semantic types and
relations between them did not help the GCN model. On the
other hand, incorporating entity token information improved
the performance of BERT-based models. We also demonstrated
the impacts of relation length and training data size. In our future
work, we plan to explore richer domain knowledge and distant
supervision. Additionally, leveraging our earlier work on named
entity recognition (NER) [53], we aim to build a joint learning
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pipeline that integrates both NER and relation classification for bleeding events and relevant medical concepts.
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Abstract

Background: Airflow limitation is a critical physiological feature in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), for which
long-term exposure to noxious substances, including tobacco smoke, is an established risk. However, not all long-term smokers
develop COPD, meaning that other risk factors exist.

Objective: This study aimed to predict the risk factors for COPD diagnosis using machine learning in an annual medical check-up
database.

Methods: In this retrospective observational cohort study (ARTDECO [Analysis of Risk Factors to Detect COPD]), annual
medical check-up records for all Hitachi Ltd employees in Japan collected from April 1998 to March 2019 were analyzed.
Employees who provided informed consent via an opt-out model were screened and those aged 30 to 75 years without a prior
diagnosis of COPD/asthma or a history of cancer were included. The database included clinical measurements (eg, pulmonary
function tests) and questionnaire responses. To predict the risk factors for COPD diagnosis within a 3-year period, the Gradient
Boosting Decision Tree machine learning (XGBoost) method was applied as a primary approach, with logistic regression as a
secondary method. A diagnosis of COPD was made when the ratio of the prebronchodilator forced expiratory volume in 1 second
(FEV1) to prebronchodilator forced vital capacity (FVC) was <0.7 during two consecutive examinations.

Results: Of the 26,101 individuals screened, 1213 met the exclusion criteria, and thus, 24,815 individuals were included in the
analysis. The top 10 predictors for COPD diagnosis were FEV1/FVC, smoking status, allergic symptoms, cough, pack years,
hemoglobin A1c, serum albumin, mean corpuscular volume, percent predicted vital capacity, and percent predicted value of FEV1.
The areas under the receiver operating characteristic curves of the XGBoost model and the logistic regression model were 0.956
and 0.943, respectively.

Conclusions: Using a machine learning model in this longitudinal database, we identified a number of parameters as risk factors
other than smoking exposure or lung function to support general practitioners and occupational health physicians to predict the
development of COPD. Further research to confirm our results is warranted, as our analysis involved a database used only in
Japan.
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Introduction

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is characterized
by airflow limitation associated with persistent respiratory
symptoms. Most patients with COPD experience exacerbation
of symptoms and are at high risk of developing comorbidities
such as cardiovascular disease [1].

Long-term exposure to tobacco smoke, vapor, gas, dust, and
fumes is an established major risk factor for COPD [2].
However, only a small percentage of smokers develop airflow
limitation, while nonsmokers can develop COPD [3]. These
inconsistencies indicate that risk factors other than long-term
smoking are associated with COPD [4].

The prevalence of COPD has been reported to be 12% to 13%
among smokers [5]. However, only 9.4% of patients with airflow
limitation have a previous diagnosis of COPD, and European
data indicate that up to 80% of COPD cases are undiagnosed
[6], suggesting delays in the diagnosis of COPD. The ARCTIC
observational cohort study showed that late COPD diagnosis
was associated with a higher exacerbation rate and increased
comorbidities and costs compared with early diagnosis [7].

To address the issue of undiagnosed COPD, significant risk
factors for airflow limitation other than smoking should be
identified and evaluated in routine clinical practice. In a cohort
study of 9040 individuals from the Japanese general population,
concomitant Chlamydia pneumoniae and Mycoplasma
pneumoniae seropositivity was found to be an independent risk
factor for airflow limitation [8]. Additionally, Sato et al
employed an annual health examination with pulmonary function
tests measuring airflow limitation to identify undiagnosed
patients with COPD among the Japanese population and found
that iron deficiency might be associated with COPD
development [9]. However, the follow-up duration of these
cohorts was short (<3 years), limiting their ability to identify
risk factors for COPD in the general population.

A large questionnaire-based surveillance demonstrated some
improvement in diagnostic rates for COPD; however,
approximately 60% of eligible participants failed to respond to
the questionnaire [10]. While these results suggest that
identifying robust and relevant risk factors is likely to improve
early diagnosis, the slow progression and heterogeneity of the
disease have hindered the identification of such risk factors for
COPD development.

The recently reported “Subtype and Stage Inference” machine
learning computational model identified subtypes of patients
with COPD [11]. Compared with traditional approaches, the
advantages of machine learning include the ability to process
complex nonlinear relationships between predictors and to
provide novel outputs. Therefore, the aim of this study was to
apply machine learning methods to predict possible risk factors
for the development of airflow limitation, an essential feature

of COPD diagnosis, using a Japanese medical check-up database
comprising data from a number of healthy subjects to support
the early diagnosis of COPD by general practitioners and
occupational health physicians.

Methods

Study Design and Population
This was a retrospective observational cohort study to predict
the risk factors for COPD diagnosis in healthy individuals. The
analysis data set comprised individuals aged ≥30 years who had
undertaken more than two medical check-ups, had no history
of lung cancer or asthma at the first medical check-up, and could
be classified as either having a diagnosis of COPD or as not
having COPD. This study was designed according to the
Transparent Reporting of a Multivariate Prediction Model for
Individual Prognosis or Diagnosis guidelines for prognostic
studies [12].

The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the ethics
committee of MINS (a nonprofit organization in Tokyo, Japan)
and the Research & Development Group and Corporate Hospital
Group of Hitachi, Ltd (Tokyo, Japan) prior to the start of data
analysis. Individual informed consent was obtained using an
opt-out model in agreement with the Institutional Review Board
at Hitachi, Ltd. This study was conducted in accordance with
the ethical principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Data Source
The data source was annual medical check-up data for all
Hitachi employees from April 1998 to March 2019. Data were
archived in a high-security server that was managed with limited
access rights by Hitachi. The annual medical check-up includes
clinical measurements and questionnaires to examine the health
of employees (Multimedia Appendix 1). Such questionnaires
are utilized by Japanese organizations to evaluate their
employees’health and give advice about health promotion, such
as giving up smoking and exercising regularly based on the
second term of the National Health Promotion Movement in
the 21st century (Health Japan 21) issued by the Ministry of
Health, Labour, and Welfare in Japan [13].

Definition of COPD
COPD was considered according to the lung function status at
two consecutive measurements during an annual lung function
test when the prebronchodilator (pre-BD) forced expiratory
volume in 1 second/forced vital capacity (FEV1/FVC) was <0.7,
as previously employed in a large population-based cohort study
[14]. Individuals having a pre-BD FEV1/FVC ≥0.7 in at least
three consecutive annual lung function test measurements were
classified as non-COPD. For individuals with more than three
records in the non-COPD group, the most recent three records
were analyzed. Individuals having less than two lung function
tests were excluded from all analyses. Spirometry was calibrated
and performed by trained paramedical personnel according to
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the American Thoracic Society/European Respiratory Society
guidelines [15,16].

Statistical Analysis

Age at COPD Diagnosis
The age distribution for disease diagnosis was evaluated and
stratified by smoking status (current smoker, exsmoker, or
nonsmoker). The age at COPD diagnosis was defined as the
age at the first of two consecutive measurements in which the
pre-BD FEV1/FVC was <0.7.

Risk Factor Prediction Using Machine Learning
Two types of models were constructed for predicting the risk
factors for COPD diagnosis within 3 years as follows: a machine
learning method (Gradient Boosting Decision Tree machine
learning [XGBoost] [17]) and an established statistical method
(logistic regression [18]). Individuals who did not meet the
study inclusion criteria and/or had lung cancer/asthma were
excluded from the analyses. Any individuals with missing data
during the 3 years prior to the diagnosis year in the COPD group
or during the most recent 3 years in the non-COPD group were
excluded from the analyses. Propensity scores were calculated
based on age, sex, smoking status, BMI, eosinophil count (EOS),
and FEV1.

Data were randomly divided into a training data set and a test
data set at a ratio of 7:3, with the same ratio of COPD to
non-COPD individuals. Propensity scoring was used to balance
the characteristics of COPD and non-COPD individuals (caliper:
0.2) in the training and test data sets. Next, the training data set
was randomly divided 8:2 for model construction (XGBoost
and logistic) and evaluation of model performance, respectively.
The data split, model construction, and evaluation processes
were repeated five times for cross-validation (5-CV approach)
[19]. Model parameters, including the depth of the tree and
regularization factor, were refined during performance
evaluation by the 5-CV approach. Finally, the most optimal
model was generated by applying the best parameters confirmed
by the 5-CV approach. To evaluate model performance in the

unlearned data, the most optimized model was used to evaluate
the test data set.

Model construction by logistic regression was performed in a
similar way to the XGBoost method. Models were constructed
in the training data set (randomly sampled data from the entire
data set) and subsequently validated in the test data set after
model evaluation.

Following model construction, the area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve (AUC), positive predictive value,
sensitivity, specificity, and F1-measure were calculated for each
model to evaluate the performance under both 5-CV and test
conditions [20]. The feature importance of the machine learning
model was calculated to examine the contribution of each
predictor to the model constructed using the Gini impurity
method [19]. The feature weight of the logistic regression model
was also calculated. All analyses were performed using Python
3.6 software (Python Software Foundation).

Results

Individuals
Data from 26,101 individuals (employees and their families)
aged 30 to 75 years, who underwent annual check-ups between
April 1998 and March 2019 were included in our analysis. The
total number of medical check-up records was 318,568. All
26,101 individuals had lung function test measurements for 3
consecutive years. The medical records for 73 individuals aged
<30 years at the first medical check-up, 67 individuals with a
history of cancer, and 727 individuals with a history of asthma
were excluded, as were data from 419 individuals who had
already been diagnosed with COPD (subjects for whom all data
points of pre-BD FEV1/FVC were <0.7 during the observational
period) or had not been classified as either COPD or non-COPD
(subjects with pre-BD FEV1/FVC <0.7 without two consecutive
measurements). Accordingly, data for 24,815 individuals
(corresponding to 67,438 records) were included in the analyses
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of the study. COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

Baseline Characteristics
Table 1 shows the baseline characteristics of the COPD and
non-COPD groups. Overall, 1489 individuals were considered
as having COPD (pre-BD FEV1/FVC <0.7 at two consecutive
measurements during annual lung function tests). In comparison
with the non-COPD group, the COPD group had a lower BMI,
worse lung function (pre-BD FEV1, pre-BD percent predicted
value of FEV1 [%FEV1], and pre-BD FEV1/FVC), and greater
emphysematous change and chronic inflammation as determined

by computed tomography. Furthermore, comorbidities, such as
arrythmia, duodenal ulcer, colorectal polyp, angina, stomach
ulcer, and kidney disease, were more prevalent in the COPD
group. Statistically significant differences in hematological
parameters (mean corpuscular volume [MCV], mean corpuscular
hemoglobin concentration [MCHC], mean corpuscular
hemoglobin [MCH], hemoglobin [Hb], and hematocrit [HT]
[15]) between the COPD and non-COPD groups were also
observed. Inflammatory markers, particularly white blood cell
(WBC) count and EOS, were also significantly higher in the
COPD group.
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Table 1. Subject characteristics stratified by chronic obstructive pulmonary disease status.

P valueCOPD (n=1489)Non-COPDa (n=23,326)Characteristic

<.00148 (9.3)42 (9.1)Age (years), mean (SD)

<.00158 (3.9%)3841 (16.5%)Female, n (%)

<.001Smoking status, n (%)

1,021 (68.6%)10,632 (45.6%)Current smoker

202 (13.6%)3534 (15.2%)Exsmoker

266 (17.9%)9153 (39.3%)Nonsmoker

0 (0.0%)7 (0.0%)Unknown/missing

<.00122 (2.7)23 (3.2)BMI (kg/m2), mean (SD)

Lung function test, mean (SD)

<.0013.1 (0.6)3.4 (0.7)Prebronchodilator FEV1
b

<.0014.2 (0.8)4.1 (0.8)Prebronchodilator FVCc

<.00174.9 (5.1)83.7 (5.4)Prebronchodilator FEV1/FVC

Comorbidity, n (%)

.00316 (1.1%)107 (0.5%)Arrythmia

.0219 (1.3%)158 (0.7%)Duodenal ulcer

<.00113 (0.9%)43 (0.2%)Colorectal polyp

.00610 (0.7%)56 (0.2%)Angina

<.00129 (1.9%)180 (0.8%)Stomach ulcer

.0112 (0.8%)77 (0.3%)Kidney disease

Computed tomography finding, n (%)

<.00131 (2.1%)108 (0.5%)Bulla, bleb

<.00113 (0.9%)18 (0.1%)Moderate emphysema

<.00127 (1.8%)96 (0.4%)Mild emphysema

.0216 (1.1%)128 (0.5%)Calcification of left anterior descending coronary artery

<.00143 (2.9%)342 (1.5%)Chronic inflammation

Laboratory parameters, mean (SD)

<.0014.3 (0.2)4.4 (0.2)Albumin (U/L)

<.001215.2 (54.6)209.5 (53.7)Alanine aminotransferase (U/L)

<.00124.3 (12.8)26.4 (14.8)Aspartate aminotransferase (U/L)

<.00114.7 (3.3)14.1 (3.2)Blood urea nitrogen (mg/dL)

<.001307.8 (58.8)320.8 (60.1)Cholinesterase (U/L)

<.00180.2 (14.1)83.6 (14.6)Estimated glomerular filtration rate (mL/min/1.73 m2)

<.001195.4 (125.9)183.2 (124.5)Eosinophil count (cells/mm3)

<.00145.8 (34.5)42.7 (34.4)Gamma-glutamyl transferase (U/L)

<.00114.9 (1.1)14.7 (1.4)Hemoglobin (g/dL)

<.0015.4 (0.7)5.3 (0.7)Hemoglobin A1c (%)

<.00144.6 (3.1)44.0 (3.6)Hematocrit (%)

<.00131.1 (1.7)30.5 (1.8)MCHd (pg)

<.00133.3 (0.8)33.4 (1.0)MCHCe (g/L)

<.00193.4 (4.4)91.3 (4.6)MCVf (fL)
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P valueCOPD (n=1489)Non-COPDa (n=23,326)Characteristic

<.00162.8 (15.5)58.8 (15.0)WBCg count (×102 cells/µL)

aCOPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
bFEV1: forced expiratory volume in 1 second.
cFVC: forced vital capacity.
dMCH: mean corpuscular hemoglobin.
eMCHC: mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration.
fMCV: mean corpuscular volume.
gWBC: white blood cell.

Percentage of Individuals With COPD
The overall percentage of individuals with COPD was 6.0%
(1489/24,815). According to smoking status, the percentage of
individuals with COPD was 8.8% (1021/11,653) among current

smokers and 5.4% (202/3736) among exsmokers. Notably, 2.8%
(266/9419) of nonsmokers had developed COPD. The peak age
at diagnosis of COPD among current smokers and exsmokers
was 55 years and 65 years, respectively (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Diagnostic age for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) according to smoking status.

Risk Factors for COPD Diagnosis
Overall, 20,265 individuals (COPD: n=954; non-COPD:
n=19,311) with 51,432 records (COPD: n=2435; non-COPD:
n=48,997) out of 24,815 individuals who met the criteria
(Multimedia Appendix 2) were included in the machine learning
analysis. Table 2 shows the model performance of the XGBoost
and logistic regression models. For both models, the AUC,
accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and F-measure were generally
similar between the training and test data sets. The XGBoost
model had a higher positive predictive value (0.505) than the
logistic regression model (0.441). The AUC was high in the
training and test sets for both models (range: 0.892-0.956).
Additionally, the accuracy and specificity exceeded 0.883 and
0.879, respectively, for both models.

The most important predictive factors for COPD diagnosis were
lung function tests (ie, FEV1/FVC, percent vital capacity [%VC],
and %FEV1) and smoking status, followed by cough,
hematological indices (ie, MCV, MCHC, MCH, Hb, and HT),
treatment with antidiabetic drugs, hemoglobin A1c, serum
albumin, total protein, and BMI. Other predictive risk factors
were EOS, serum alanine aminotransferase, WBC count, and
urinary WBC count (Table 3). Logistic regression analysis
showed that low FEV1/FVC and %FEV1; high %VC; high MCV,
MCHC, and Hb; and low HT and MCH were related factors,
and that individuals treated with antidiabetic drugs had a higher
number of associated risk factors for COPD. Low serum
albumin, low total protein, and low BMI were also confirmed
as risk factors (Multimedia Appendix 3).
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Table 2. Comparison of performance of the Gradient Boosting Decision Tree machine learning (XGBoost) and logistic regression models.

Logistic regression modelXGBoosta modelVariable

Test, meanTraining, mean (SE)Test, meanTraining, mean (SE)

0.2850.441 (0.110)0.3620.505 (0.099)Positive predictive value

0.8920.943 (0.022)0.8980.956 (0.015)AUCb

0.8830.884 (0.049)0.9180.917 (0.032)Accuracy

0.9010.874 (0.039)0.8770.845 (0.021)Sensitivity

0.8820.946 (0.025)0.9190.960 (0.016)Specificity

0.4340.306 (0.110)0.5130.370 (0.107)F-measure

aXGBoost: Gradient Boosting Decision Tree machine learning.
bAUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.

Table 3. Importance of each predictor in the XGBoost model.

Importance valueVariable

0.2824Forced expiratory volume in 1 second/forced vital capacity

0.0329Smoking status

0.0303Allergic symptoms (yes/no)

0.0294Symptom-cough (yes/no)

0.0222Smoking-pack year

0.0197Hemoglobin A1c

0.0195Albumin

0.0177Mean corpuscular volume

0.0165%Vital capacity

0.0164%Forced expiratory volume in 1 second

0.0162Treatment with an antidiabetic drug (yes/no)

0.0146Allergic disease (yes/no)

0.0144Hematocrit

0.0143Urinary red blood cells

0.0138Hemoglobin

0.0128Age

0.0127Smoking duration

0.0123High density lipoprotein cholesterol

0.0122Mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration

0.0118Total protein

0.0118BMI

0.0115Number of eosinophils

0.0114Mean corpuscular hemoglobin

0.0111Serum white blood cells

0.0110Fasting blood sugar

0.0108Serum alanine aminotransferase

0.0108Pulse rate

0.0107Forced expiratory volume in 1 second

0.0104Urinary white blood cells

0.0103Diastolic blood pressure
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For future utilization of risk factors for disease assessment in
daily clinical practice, the machine learning process was
validated using a questionnaire to predict risk factors for COPD
development (Multimedia Appendix 1). Of 30 variables, 25
were clinical parameters that overlapped between the two
methods. The top 30 risk factors also included the following
five questions: “I am regularly doing exercise,” “I have chest
compression and pain,” “Average sleeping time in the past 1
month,” “I have breakfast every day,” and “Body fat ratio”
(Multimedia Appendix 4). Among these, logistic regression
analysis showed that insufficient sleeping time and not having
breakfast every day were risk factors for COPD (Multimedia
Appendix 3).

Discussion

This study applied a machine learning method, a powerful tool
to analyze large quantities of complex data, to predict risk
factors for COPD. This is the first study to investigate more
than 300,000 records from working-age adults in Japan utilizing
an annual medical check-up database. This system allows
healthy employees to track their health conditions over time by
clinical measurements and questionnaires. We found that the
most significant predictor of COPD diagnosis was the absolute
value of FEV1/FVC, indicating that low FEV1 in early adulthood
is an important factor in the development of COPD. Childhood
asthma is associated with impaired lung function, lower lung
function in adulthood, and higher risk of COPD even for
nonsmoker participants, as previously reported by Martinez et
al [21]. In our speculation, some part of the nonsmoker COPD
population might have had a history of childhood asthma,
increasing susceptibility to passive smoke exposure or airway
pollution and resulting in the early diagnosis of COPD in
nonsmokers compared with exsmokers in the study. Smoking
status had the second highest impact on disease diagnosis.
Among individuals with a smoking history, the peak age of
COPD diagnosis was older in exsmokers than in current
smokers. This finding suggests that smoking cessation delays
the diagnosis of COPD, consistent with a previous study in
which smoking cessation was reported to affect the natural
history of COPD [22].

Erythrocyte indices (MCV and MCHC) might also be available
as potential predictors of COPD diagnosis in addition to lung
function measurements. These data are supported by a previous
report in which continuous smoking had a significant effect on
hematological parameters compared with nonsmoking, and it
may be associated with an increased risk of COPD [23]. The
increased levels of MCV and MCHC in individuals with COPD
support a previous finding that impaired lung function has a
strong association with ischemic heart disease [24]. Conversely,
the presence of an allergic disease appeared to have a preventive
effect on airflow limitation, which is in contrast with
observations from the Tasmanian Longitudinal Health Study
in which the presence of allergic diseases was an early predictor
of lung trajectories toward COPD [25]. However, the Hokkaido
cohort study showed that subjects with multiple asthma-like
features had slower lung function decline [26]. From the findings
of our observational study in Japan, we can speculate that early
diagnosis and intervention for allergic diseases may have less

impact on lung function and that regular and frequent medical
intervention could lead to an overall increase in life expectancy
among patients who can readily access appropriate treatment
by respiratory specialists.

Furthermore, individuals with decreased levels of serum albumin
and total protein, as well as lower hemoglobin A1c and BMI
may be at risk of developing cachexia, a common condition
among patients with COPD [27]. With respect to other identified
risk factors, a retrospective cross-sectional study showed an
association between EOS and airflow limitation in patients with
COPD [28]. Given that increased alanine aminotransferase
levels have been observed in patients with obstructive sleep
apnea [29], individuals at risk of developing COPD might be
exposed to intermittent hypoxia, indicating that a reduced
sleeping time, as determined in the study questionnaire, might
also represent a risk factor for COPD. Even minor changes in
hematological parameters might be attributable to hypoxic
conditions, leading to sleep disruption. Additionally, frequently
missing breakfast might accelerate malnutrition in the COPD
group. Furthermore, significantly higher prevalence rates of
chronic neck and lower back pain in patients with COPD
compared with healthy individuals were observed in a
population-based study, although the findings were not
confirmed by logistic regression analysis [30], and the link
between COPD and back pain remains unknown. The
observation of increased WBC counts in patients with COPD
compared with healthy controls [31] suggests that systemic
inflammation may be involved in the pathogenesis of COPD
[32].

Our results also indicate that smoking cessation should be
prioritized for the prevention of COPD and that smokers with
sleep disturbances, back pain, and/or low BMI and malnutrition
may be at increased risk of developing COPD and should be
considered as candidates for lifestyle intervention therapy.
Furthermore, the five key questions included in our
questionnaire should be validated in future investigations and
potentially implemented in daily practice as part of an annual
medical check-up to prevent COPD.

The positive predictive value of the XGBoost model was
comparable to that of a self-scored persistent airflow obstruction
screening questionnaire in the Japanese population previously
reported by Samukawa et al [33]. However, our models showed
more accuracy because the sensitivity and specificity of our
models achieved higher figures, and the AUC reached over 0.9
compared with that of the questionnaire, which ranged from
0.595 to 0.612. The AUCs of the XGBoost and logistic
regression models were similar, while the most important factor
related to COPD diagnosis was FEV1 in both models. However,
some variables differed in importance in each model. Kuhn et
al reported that machine learning approaches can incorporate
high-order nonlinear interactions among predictors that cannot
be addressed by traditional modeling approaches (eg, logistic
regression models) [34]. However, machine learning methods
cannot elucidate whether a causal relationship exists between
the identified variable and the disease. Thus, the association
between risk factors detected using a machine learning model
and COPD requires validation in future prospective studies.
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A strength of this study was the use of longitudinal lung function
test data from healthy individuals from April 1998 to March
2019. In general, medical checkup data are not linked to medical
records, meaning that profiles of lung function tests over time
could not be investigated. However, it was possible to evaluate
longitudinal lung function tests because the database included
data from individuals from a point in time when they were
healthy until they had developed COPD. Additionally, data
from healthy individuals were included, allowing lung function
test results from when they were diagnosed with COPD to be
investigated. Finally, both clinical measurements and
questionnaire variables were included in the database, thereby
increasing the potential to identify several different risk factors
for COPD.

The limitations of this study include the definition of COPD
diagnosis by airflow limitation with pulmonary function tests.
Instead of post-BD spirometry data as suggested by the
ATS/European respiratory guidelines, we employed pre-BD
spirometry data for the diagnosis of COPD since no post-BD
spirometry was performed in the annual medical check-up. The
precise diagnosis of COPD cannot always be demonstrated by
airflow limitation alone; however, we believe that the diagnostic
approach was reasonable from a clinical perspective as airflow
limitation has been reported to be a poor prognostic factor in
the general population [35]. Low lung function values

(FEV1/FVC <0.7) might be observed at a single time point in
some individuals for no discernable reason. Therefore, we
considered COPD as lung function of FEV1/FVC <0.7 on two
consecutive occasions. In terms of differentiation between
asthma and COPD, we cannot exclude the possibility of
misclassification of asthma as COPD in some patients since
reversibility tests were not performed in the annual medical
check-up, but participants with a medical history of asthma
were excluded. Additionally, a database from a single
organization was analyzed in this study; thus, the results might
include bias based on the type of industry or the organizational
structure of the company, limiting the generalizability of the
findings. To obtain more generalizable findings, studies using
other databases are necessary. Finally, some unknown
confounders may have remained; therefore, we plan to perform
model validation by analyzing other databases. Well-controlled
prospective studies should be conducted to confirm the
predictive factors for COPD diagnosis.

In conclusion, our machine learning method applied to
longitudinal medical check-up data, including general
questionnaires and laboratory parameters, identified
hematological, nutritional, and inflammatory parameters as
potential risk factors for COPD. These parameters, along with
lung function and smoking status, may be useful in identifying
at-risk individuals and may lead to an earlier diagnosis.
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HT: hematocrit
MCHC: mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration
MCV: mean corpuscular volume
WBC: white blood cell
XGBoost: Gradient Boosting Decision Tree machine learning method
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Abstract

Background: Sepsis is a life-threatening condition that can rapidly lead to organ damage and death. Existing risk scores predict
outcomes for patients who have already become acutely ill.

Objective: We aimed to develop a model for identifying patients at risk of getting sepsis within 2 years in order to support the
reduction of sepsis morbidity and mortality.

Methods: Machine learning was applied to 2,683,049 electronic health records (EHRs) with over 64 million encounters across
five states to develop models for predicting a patient’s risk of getting sepsis within 2 years. Features were selected to be easily
obtainable from a patient’s chart in real time during ambulatory encounters.

Results: The models showed consistent prediction scores, with the highest area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
of 0.82 and a positive likelihood ratio of 2.9 achieved with gradient boosting on all features combined. Predictive features included
age, sex, ethnicity, average ambulatory heart rate, standard deviation of BMI, and the number of prior medical conditions and
procedures. The findings identified both known and potential new risk factors for long-term sepsis. Model variations also illustrated
trade-offs between incrementally higher accuracy, implementability, and interpretability.

Conclusions: Accurate implementable models were developed to predict the 2-year risk of sepsis, using EHR data that is easy
to obtain from ambulatory encounters. These results help advance the understanding of sepsis and provide a foundation for future
trials of risk-informed preventive care.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e29986)   doi:10.2196/29986

KEYWORDS

sepsis; machine learning; electronic health records; risk prediction; clinical decision making; prevention; risk factors

Introduction

Sepsis is a life-threatening condition characterized by a systemic
immunological response to infection. Each year, more than 1.7
million adults in the United States develop sepsis, and nearly
16% of them die [1]. It is the leading cause of death in hospitals
worldwide and puts a huge burden on health care systems [2-4].
Research to date has primarily focused on the inpatient setting,
where timely treatment can improve sepsis-associated mortality
and morbidity [5-9]. Commonly used risk scores, such as the
systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) score [10],

quick sequential organ failure assessment (qSOFA) score [11],
and modified early warning score (MEWS) [12], offer benefit
once patients are acutely ill, but are less useful for early
detection [13-16]. Advanced machine learning has led to more
efficient models based on data from larger populations and a
greater number of risk factors [17-21], but these are designed
for emergency and inpatient settings [21-27].

Better risk models are needed to support community-acquired
sepsis prevention. In 2016, Wang et al were the first to develop
a risk score for long-term sepsis [28]. Using the REGARDS
cohort (n=30,239), they predicted an individual’s 10-year risk
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of sepsis (REGARD SRS), with a bootstrapped C index of 0.703.
The REGARD SRS and SSRS rely on demographic and medical
history features that could be obtained by patient self-report,
but they also depend on clinical laboratory results from blood
and urine, including laboratory tests, such as cystatin-C and
high-sensitivity C-reactive protein, which are not routinely
measured in community-dwelling patients. Thus, there is a
pressing need for a noninvasive solution to guide interventions
for preventing sepsis, including immunization, education on
infection prevention, and early symptom recognition [29,30].
Published guidelines currently recommend these interventions
for some patients, such as those who will be experiencing
neutropenia secondary to chemotherapy or posttransplant
immunosuppression [31,32], but many other patients at high
risk are overlooked. An implementable model that works on
real-world patient data could support risk stratification for
population health outreach or at the point of care.

Given the increased adoption of electronic health records
(EHRs) in ambulatory care [33], a wealth of longitudinal
phenotype and exposure data is now accessible to support
predictive analytics. Sepsis risk research can move beyond
inpatient encounters toward investigation of long-term patient
trajectories. Historical data can support more accurate models
for clinical decision support and improved resource stewardship.
Yet, accuracy is only one dimension of model quality. Two
other considerations are implementability in real-world settings
and biomedical relevance for discovery of new hypotheses about
the mechanisms of disease, prevention, and treatment.

In this study, we developed EHR-based models using supervised
machine learning methods to predict the long-term risk of sepsis,
investigating both time-invariant and temporal synopsis features.
For each model, we reported results for both performance and
feature importance, and discussed trade-offs between accuracy,
interpretability, implementability, and biomedical relevance.
This research investigated the potential to predict long-term
sepsis risk in ways that can inform clinical decisions and lead
to a better understanding of the disease.

Methods

Data and Study Setting
Providence St. Joseph Health (PSJH) is a community health
system that includes over 51 hospitals and 1085 clinics. This
retrospective study used clinical data from PSJH EHRs for
patients who presented for health care at Providence, Swedish,
or Kadlec sites in Alaska, California, Montana, Oregon, and
Washington. Research was conducted within a Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)-secure data

platform, after date shifting had been applied to reduce the risk
of reidentification. Dates were shifted using a randomly selected
offset per patient of up to ±365 days. All time windows below
were defined on postshifted dates. Procedures were approved
by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at PSJH (IRB Study
Number STUDY2019000389). Records were included for
patients who presented for health care at least one time between
2017 and 2019. Our prediction model used records from patients
over 18 years of age during a 3-year observation window starting
in 2014 to predict sepsis in a 2-year window, starting in 2017.
Patient age was calculated for the prediction window start date.
Patients with no valid birth date or no encounters prior to 2014
were excluded. Our final study cohort consisted of 2,683,049
patients, including 1,558,851 (58.1%) women and 1,124,198
(41.9%) men, and the median age was 51.36 years. Over
64,000,000 encounters were collected from the cohort patients
for feature extraction.

Feature and Label Extraction
Features represent information about the data used as model
inputs, and the label is the outcome that the model is trained to
predict. In this study, we selected features that can be easily
obtained from EHRs, including previously reported long-term
risk factors for sepsis [34] and potential risk factors for
investigation. Binary outcome variables were used in labeling
for classification (1 for sepsis and 0 for no sepsis). Sepsis was
defined using the Systematized Nomenclature of
Medicine-Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) [35] hierarchical
terminology system. The label was set to 1 if the parent concept
for sepsis, SNOMED CT identifier (SCTID = 91302008), or
any of its descendants was found in the problem list during the
prediction window.

The following features were extracted from the observation
window: sex, age, ethnicity, race, height, weight, BMI,
ambulatory vital signs, history of medical conditions, hospital
length of stay, encounters, problem list entries, medical history
entries, medication orders, and procedures. Medical conditions
were considered present if the SNOMED CT parent concept or
any of its descendant concepts were found in the problem list
during the observation window. The sepsis feature was included
to investigate whether having a history of sepsis is a risk factor
for developing sepsis in the future. Ratio features with repeated
observations (eg, BMI, vital signs, and hospital length of stay)
were transformed through statistical aggregation (minimum,
maximum, mean, and standard deviation). All features are
defined in Table 1 and categorized into four feature sets as
follows: basic, vital signs, medical history, and health care
delivery data. In total, 49 features were entered into the
supervised machine learning process.
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Table 1. Definitions of features used for models in the study for the observation window.

DefinitionCategory

Basic features

Male (1), female (0), missing (−1)Sex

Age calculated at the start of the prediction windowAge

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, American Indian/Alaska Native, Asian, Black/African Amer-
ican (1); White (0); other/missing (−1)

Race

Hispanic/Latino (1), not Hispanic/Latino (0), missing (−1)Ethnicity

Last observed heightHeight

Last observed weightWeight

Standard deviation of BMIStd_BMI

Vital sign features

Average and standard deviation of systolic blood pressureBP_sys

Average and standard deviation of diastolic blood pressureBP_dia

Average and standard deviation of body temperatureBT

Average and standard deviation of heart rateHR

Average and standard deviation of respiratory rateRR

Medical history features

Sepsis (SCTIDa 91302008)Sepsis

Pneumonia (SCTID 233604007)Pneumonia

Bacterial infectious disease (SCTID 87628006)Bacterial infection

Mycosis (SCTID 3218000)Fungal infection

Deficiency of macronutrients (SCTID 238107002)Protein-energy malnutrition

Malignant neoplastic disease (SCTID 363346000)Cancer

Chronic obstructive lung disease (SCTID 13645005)COPDb

Diabetes mellitus (SCTID 73211009)Diabetes

Chronic kidney disease (SCTID 709044004)Chronic kidney disease

Hypertensive disorder, systemic arterial (SCTID 38341003)Hypertension

Deep venous thrombosis (SCTID 128053003)Deep vein thrombosis

Arteriosclerotic vascular disease (SCTID 72092001)Arteriosclerosis

Peripheral arterial occlusive disease (SCTID 399957001)Peripheral artery disease

Coronary arteriosclerosis (SCTID 53741008)Coronary artery disease

Myocardial infarction (SCTID 22298006)Heart attack

Atrial fibrillation (SCTID 49436004)Atrial fibrillation

Cerebrovascular accident (SCTID 230690007)Stroke

Heart failure (SCTID 84114007)Heart failure

Health care delivery features

Total count of clinical encountersn_encounter

Total count of hospitalizationsn_hospitalization

Average, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation of length of hospital stayLOS

Total count of problem list entriesn_problem

Number of unique problem list entriesu_problem

Total count of medical history entriesn_medical_hx

Number of unique medical history entriesu_medical_hx
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DefinitionCategory

Total count of prescription medication ordersn_medication

Number of unique prescription medication ordersu_medication

Total count of ordered medical proceduresn_procedure

Number of unique ordered medical proceduresu_procedure

aSCTID: Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine-Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) identifier.
bCOPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

Machine Learning
Data preprocessing and cleaning were conducted as follows.
Missing data in categorical features (sex, race, and ethnicity)
were assigned to be −1. Missing data in height, weight, and vital
signs were imputed using the carry-forward method if previous
observations were available; otherwise, median imputation was
used. Outliers in height and weight were detected by calculating
the modified z-score based on median absolute deviation (MAD)
[36] in equation 1 with a threshold of 3.5. Both outliers and
missing data were imputed with the median. Equation 1 is as
follows:

Mi = 0.6745 (xi−x̃) MAD (1)

where MAD is the median absolute deviation and x̃ is the
median of x.

Patients diagnosed with sepsis accounted for only about 0.8%
of the cohort, leading to extremely imbalanced data. To ensure
the validity of the model but, at the same time, overcome the
class imbalance in the medical data set, we reserved 20% of the
original data as a test set and undersampled the other 80% of
the data by randomly selecting the same number of patients
from the majority class (no sepsis) as the minority class (sepsis)
to construct a balanced training set. The train/test split process
is shown in Figure 1. This training set was then trained with
several machine learning methods, including gradient boosting
(GB), support vector machine (SVM), and logistic regression
(LR), and validated with 10-fold cross validation. Four models
were constructed with different combinations of feature sets.
Model 1 used only the basic features. Sequentially, we added
vital sign features to model 2, medical history features to model
3, and health care delivery data features to model 4.

Figure 1. Training, validation, and test split for modeling of the long-term risk of sepsis.

Model Performance Evaluation
All classification models were built using scikit-learn [37], an
open-source Python machine learning library. Widely adopted
performance measures, such as area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve (AUROC), precision, sensitivity (or recall),
specificity, and likelihood ratio, were used to evaluate the
discrimination ability of our prediction models. Appropriate
measures were selected based on the class distribution in the
models. We also analyzed relative feature importance using the
following three methods: (1) Shapley Additive exPlanations
(SHAP) algorithm, (2) permutation testing, and (3) model
coefficients from L1-regularized logistic regression (L1-LR).
SHAP, an algorithm developed from coalition game theory,
calculates the average marginal contribution of a feature across
all possible coalitions [38]. Permutation testing estimates feature

importance by calculating the drop in the performance after
permuting the feature. A feature is considered important if
shuffling its values increases the model prediction error. Shapley
values and permutation feature importance computed on test
data avoid the systematic bias in feature selection found with
mean decrease impurity–based measures [39]. We also retrieved
coefficients from L1-LR to investigate the relevance and
directionality of features. LR with L1 regularization is a sparse
linear model in which coefficients for unimportant features are
reduced to zero [40], and the sign of the coefficient suggests
positive or negative association with the model outcome (sepsis)
[41].
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Results

Table 2 shows the results of 10-fold cross-validation based on
training data using GB, SVM, and LR. The results show a
consistent trend of model performance, increasing as more
features were added. GB slightly outperformed linear classifiers
(SVM and LR) in all four models. The best AUROC of 0.8216
was achieved by model 4. The trained GB models were then
used to make predictions on the 20% test data set, and they were

evaluated with precision, sensitivity (or recall), specificity,
positive and negative likelihood ratios, and diagnostic odds
ratios because of the highly imbalanced class distribution (Table
3). The test set prevalence was 0.0079 with the population size
of 536610. The results showed that the positive likelihood ratio
ranged from 2.1135 to 2.8897, and the negative likelihood ratio
ranged from 0.3192 to 0.4997. Sensitivity and specificity in
each model had similar results in the training set and test set
for predicting the sepsis outcome.

Table 2. Ten-fold cross-validation results on the training set.

Ten-fold error (%)AUROCaSpecificitySensitivityPrecisionModel and classifier

Model 1 (basic)

0.29%0.73490.67250.67250.6727GBb

0.27%0.71670.66060.66060.6607SVMc

0.29%0.71340.65650.65650.6569LRd

Model 2 (basic + VSe)

0.28%0.75950.69460.69460.6947GB

0.29%0.74250.68110.68110.6812SVM

0.26%0.73990.67750.67750.6776LR

Model 3 (basic + VS + MHXf)

0.20%0.76710.70060.70060.7008GB

0.17%0.75020.68680.68680.6897SVM

0.18%0.75230.68910.68910.6893LR

Model 4 (basic + VS + MHX + HCDg)

0.27%0.82160.74810.74810.7483GB

0.26%0.79100.71690.71690.7191SVM

0.19%0.78350.71750.71750.7185LR

aAUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.
bGB: gradient boosting.
cSVM: support vector machine.
dLR: logistic regression.
eVS: vital signs.
fMHX: medical history.
gHCD: health care delivery data.
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Table 3. Prediction results and 95% confidence intervals for the test set using the trained gradient boosting model.

DORcLR−b, value (95%
CI)

LR+a, value (95%
CI)

Specificity, value
(95% CI)

Sensitivity, value
(95% CI)

Precision, value
(95% CI)

Model

40.4997 (0.4793-
0.5209)

2.1135 (2.0670-
2.1611)

0.6900 (0.6887-
0.6912)

0.6552 (0.6407-
0.6694)

0.0165 (0.0159-
0.0171)

Model 1 (basic)

50.4495 (0.4299-
0.4701)

2.2724 (2.2256-
2.3202)

0.6980 (0.6968-
0.6993)

0.6862 (0.6721-
0.7001)

0.0177 (0.0171-
0.0184)

Model 2 (basic + VSd)

50.4413 (0.4220-
0.4615)

2.3570 (2.3086-
2.4065)

0.7084 (0.7071-
0.7096)

0.6874 (0.6733-
0.7012)

0.0184 (0.0177-
0.0190)

Model 3 (basic + VS +

MHXe)

90.3192 (0.3023-
0.3371)

2.8897 (2.8401-
2.9401)

0.7352 (0.7340-
0.7363)

0.7653 (0.7523-
0.7779)

0.0224 (0.0217-
0.0231)

Model 4 (basic + VS + MHX

+ HCDf)

aLR+: positive likelihood ratio.
bLR−: negative likelihood ratio.
cDOR: diagnostic odds ratio.
dVS: vital signs.
eMHX: medical history.
fHCD: health care delivery data.

To ensure the stability and reliability of the model, SHAP and
permutation testing methods were implemented on the GB
model. These methods improve the interpretability of the black
box model and give a reasonable explanation for the prediction
of each outcome. The results for the SHAP algorithm are shown
in Figures 2-5. In addition, L1-LR and permutation results for
model 4 are presented in Figure 6. In models 1-3, where health
care delivery data features were not used, SHAP showed age
as the dominant feature for predicting sepsis. Other important
features included sex, ethnicity, respiratory rate, heart rate,
standard deviation of BMI, history of sepsis, diabetes, and
chronic kidney disease. In model 4, where health care delivery
data features were added, the most predictive features were the

number of unique entries (u_medical_hx), followed by age, the
total count of medical history entries (n_medical_hx), the total
count of encounters (n_encounter), sex, and the total count of
ordered medical procedures (n_procedure). The important
features identified in the SHAP algorithm have high permutation
importance and high absolute values of coefficients learned by
L1-LR models. The sign of the coefficients showed the
directionality of those features. Moreover, the average diastolic
blood pressure (avg_BP_dia) and the total count of encounters
(n_encounter) were assigned with a negative coefficient in all
three models, which implied the effect of high values for these
features in decreasing the risk of developing sepsis.

Figure 2. The Shapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) algorithm results for long-term sepsis risk in model 1. (A) The influence of higher and lower
values of the feature on the patient's outcome. The left side of this graph represents reduced risk of developing sepsis, and the right side of the graph
represents increased risk of developing sepsis. Red dots represent higher values of the feature, and blue dots represent lower values of the feature.
Nominal classes are binary (0,1). (B) The ranking of feature importance indicated by SHAP.
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Figure 3. The Shapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) algorithm results for long-term sepsis risk in model 2. (A) The influence of higher and lower
values of the feature on the patient's outcome. The left side of this graph represents reduced risk of developing sepsis, and the right side of the graph
represents increased risk of developing sepsis. Red dots represent higher values of the feature, and blue dots represent lower values of the feature.
Nominal classes are binary (0,1). (B) The ranking of feature importance indicated by SHAP. BP: blood pressure; BT: body temperature; HR: heart rate;
RR: respiratory rate.

Figure 4. The Shapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) algorithm results for long-term sepsis risk in model 3. (A) The influence of higher and lower
values of the feature on the patient's outcome. The left side of this graph represents reduced risk of developing sepsis, and the right side of the graph
represents increased risk of developing sepsis. Red dots represent higher values of the feature, and blue dots represent lower values of the feature.
Nominal classes are binary (0,1). (B) The ranking of feature importance indicated by SHAP. BP: blood pressure; BT: body temperature; COPD: chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease; HR: heart rate; RR: respiratory rate.
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Figure 5. The Shapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) algorithm results for long-term sepsis risk in model 4. (A) The influence of higher and lower
values of the feature on the patient's outcome. The left side of this graph represents reduced risk of developing sepsis, and the right side of the graph
represents increased risk of developing sepsis. Red dots represent higher values of the feature, and blue dots represent lower values of the feature.
Nominal classes are binary (0,1). (B) The ranking of feature importance indicated by SHAP. BP: blood pressure; BT: body temperature; COPD: chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease; HR: heart rate; LOS: length of hospital stay; RR: respiratory rate.
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Figure 6. The L1-regularized logistic regression (L1-LR) algorithm results (A) and permutation testing results for long-term sepsis risk in model 4
(B). BP: blood pressure; BT: body temperature; COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; HR: heart rate; LOS: length of hospital stay; RR:
respiratory rate.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we constructed four interpretable implementable
EHR-based models to predict the 2-year risk of sepsis in adults.
Each model performed well, considering the complexity of the
features included. As expected, model 4 with all 49 features
outperformed the others, with an AUROC of 0.8216 achieved
by the GB algorithm in the training set. Due to the low
prevalence of sepsis outcomes in the 20% test set, the precision
was low in all models. However, the positive likelihood ratio

of 2.8897 and negative likelihood ratio of 0.3192 achieved by
model 4 showed that our model has the ability to identify
patients with higher risk of sepsis. The dominant features in
this model, accounting for more than half of the feature
importance, were the numbers of unique and total medical
history entries (u_medical_hx and n_medical_hx), and age.
Medical history features suggest an increased burden of
underlying health conditions, and aging is the most substantial
risk factor for multimorbidity [42]. Comorbidities are known
to be significantly higher in patients with sepsis compared to
those without sepsis [1,43], but previous models have not
included multimorbidity as a distinct feature. Another strong
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predictor in model 4 was the total number of ordered medical
procedures (n_procedure). Procedures, particularly those that
are invasive, increase the risk of hospital-acquired infections,
and may also be indicative of health status and multimorbidity.
The total number of encounters (n_encounter), which was
assigned a negative coefficient in L1-LR, was also a strong
predictor in model 4. Although it requires further investigation,
one possible reason could be that a greater number of health
care visits is associated with better access to preventative health
care.

Age, ethnicity, sex, average heart rate (avg_HR), and standard
deviation of BMI (std_BMI) were the most important features
in models 2 and 3. In addition to increasing the risk of
multimorbidity, age is a known independent risk factor for sepsis
incidence, severity, and outcomes [44]. Whether ethnicity
represents a sepsis risk factor is not yet established. Results
from epidemiological studies are contrasting [45-47]. Ethnicity
may also be associated with socioeconomic status, a health
determinant recently found to be associated with a higher rate
of hospital admissions for infection [48]. Future tracking of
health-related social needs in structured EHR data [49] will
support deeper investigation. A higher resting heart rate, which
is common in infection, is also a risk factor for all-cause
mortality [50] and may suggest a poorer health status. Patients
with higher average heart rates may have had infections during
previous encounters. Obesity and malnourishment are known
risk factors for sepsis [51], but the standard deviation of BMI
(change over time) is a new potential risk factor and merits
investigation. In models 3 and 4, basic features and vital signs
(age, ethnicity, sex, BMI, and heart rate) appeared to be more
stronger predictors than well-established medical conditions
known to be sepsis risk factors, including heart failure [52],
chronic kidney disease [53], chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD) [54], and diabetes [55,56]. Taken together,
these findings suggest the possibility that sepsis risk is associated
with not only age and medical conditions, but also vital signs
and features related to health care delivery.

Although the highest performance was achieved with the health
care delivery data features set, it has limited usefulness for
discovering potential risk factors given its reliance on aggregated
features, such as the number of medical history entries. Inclusion
of these aggregated features weakens other predictors that are
potentially more biomedically informative, including medical
conditions and biomarkers, such as vital signs. The second-best
performing model (model 3) identified a subset of biomarkers
as strong predictors, including the standard deviation of BMI
and average resting heart rate.

In models 3 and 4 that incorporated medical history, the
conditions with greater importance for long-term sepsis risk
were history of sepsis, heart failure, chronic kidney disease,
pneumonia, COPD, and diabetes. In contrast, the most impactful
chronic diseases in the REGARDS 10-year prediction score
were chronic lung disease, followed by diabetes and peripheral
artery disease [28,34]. The difference in risk factors between
REGARDS and our models may reflect a different population
sample and prediction window, but could also reflect differing
definitions for conditions. For example, Wang et al used
laboratory markers (estimated glomerular filtration rate, urinary

albumin-to-creatinine ratio, and cystatin-C) for chronic kidney
disease [28]. We selected diagnostic codes, which are less
precise, but more likely to be consistently implementable on
EHR data. SNOMED CT was selected because it is a medically
curated semantic ontology, which is structured as a directed
acyclic graph and used in EHRs across many countries. These
codes can be mapped to ICD-10 codes, but different health care
systems would likely benefit from retraining and retesting the
model for their specific population.

The primary goal of this study was to investigate whether readily
available EHR data can predict the long-term risk of developing
sepsis during ambulatory visits in real time. Performance could
also be useful for assessing population health. Interpretability
was a secondary concern, and the feature importance estimates
discussed above should be taken as exploratory. Relationships
identified in the models reflected shared information content,
but not necessarily biomedical relevance or causality. However,
feature importance models suggested new insights on potential
risk factors for sepsis that merit further investigation.

Limitations
The studied population may have sample bias toward patients
with continuous care within one health care system. There are
also many common issues with structured EHR data that hamper
the extraction of accurate information, including missing data,
erroneous data, differences in EHR conventions among
providers, and changes in how data are stored in EHRs over
time [57]. These were only partially offset by terminology
mapping, data removal, or imputation.

Using EHR diagnostic codes to identify sepsis patients also has
limitations. First, it may miss cases where patients had sepsis
at a different health care system. Second, because there is no
confirmatory diagnostic test for sepsis, this model included
patients who were treated empirically for sepsis but might not
have had it. Third, variations in sepsis diagnosis, documentation,
and coding practices could lead to missing sepsis labels [58].
Fourth, it does not differentiate between severe and milder forms
of sepsis, or between hospital-acquired and community-acquired
sepsis [43].

Future models can take advantage of the Adult Sepsis Event
surveillance definition optimized for EHRs, which was recently
released by the CDC [1,59]. This criterion uses objective clinical
data to identify severe sepsis in hospitalized patients and
displays superior sensitivity to diagnostic codes [1]. Lastly, our
definition of ambulatory vital signs may include those that were
taken in urgent or emergency situations. This is valid for
prediction on real-world EHR data, but future models could
better distinguish urgent encounters from those that are more
likely to represent outpatient baseline.

Conclusions
Strategies for long-term sepsis risk prediction are needed to
advance the understanding of the disease and guide efforts for
prevention. We used retrospective EHR data from 2,683,049
adults across five US states to develop models for predicting
adult patients’ long-term risk of sepsis. Our models achieved a
high AUROC and suggested new insights into potential
long-term risk factors, including changes in BMI and a higher
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mean heart rate in ambulatory settings. These models could be
implemented at a low cost, requiring only information that is
easy to obtain from EHRs in real time. Ambulatory patients at
the highest risk for sepsis could benefit from personalized
preventative approaches, including increased emphasis on

immunization, and education on reducing the risk of infection
and recognizing early symptoms of sepsis. This implementable
model provides a path toward clinical trials of risk-informed
interventions for long-term sepsis prevention.
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Abstract

Background: Women choosing a levonorgestrel-releasing intrauterine system may experience changes in their menstrual
bleeding pattern during the first months following placement.

Objective: Although health care professionals (HCPs) can provide counseling, no method of providing individualized information
on the expected bleeding pattern or continued support is currently available for women experiencing postplacement bleeding
changes. We aim to develop a mobile phone–based medical app (MyIUS) to meet this need and provide a digital companion to
women after the placement of the intrauterine system.

Methods: The MyIUS app is classified as a medical device and uses an artificial intelligence–based bleeding pattern prediction
algorithm to estimate a woman’s future bleeding pattern in terms of intensity and regularity. We developed the app with the help
of a multidisciplinary team by using a robust and high-quality design process in the context of a constantly evolving regulatory
landscape. The development framework consisted of a phased approach including ideation, feasibility and concept finalization,
product development, and product deployment or localization stages.

Results: The MyIUS app was considered useful by HCPs and easy to use by women who were consulted during the development
process. Following the launch of the sustainable app in selected pilot countries, performance metrics will be gathered to facilitate
further technical and feature updates and enhancements. A real-world performance study will also be conducted to allow us to
upgrade the app in accordance with the new European Commission Medical Device legislation and to validate the bleeding pattern
prediction algorithm in a real-world setting.

Conclusions: By providing a meaningful estimation of bleeding patterns and allowing an individualized approach to counseling
and discussions about contraceptive method choice, the MyIUS app offers a useful tool that may benefit both women and HCPs.
Further work is needed to validate the performance of the prediction algorithm and MyIUS app in a real-world setting.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e24633)   doi:10.2196/24633
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Introduction

Background
The importance of digital health and the role of software in
clinical care are well recognized [1]. In women’s health care,
interactive digital tools are becoming increasingly accepted in
terms of supporting health care choices and facilitating
discussions between women and health care professionals
(HCPs) [2]. Furthermore, the popularity of menstrual cycle
tracking apps continues to rise, and at present, there are more
than 100 period tracking apps available, with downloads
surpassing 200 million globally, since 2016 [3,4]. Women use
these apps for a variety of reasons, including to become more
aware of their bodies, to understand how the body reacts at
different stages of the menstrual cycle, to be prepared (for the
start of menstruation), and to facilitate conversations with their
HCP [5].

Globally, over 922 million women of reproductive age rely on
some form of contraception [6]. A woman’s choice of
contraceptive method can depend on a variety of factors,
including ease and convenience of use, perceived efficacy,
associated costs, and expectations of bleeding pattern [7,8].
Many contraceptive methods, such as oral contraceptive pills,
implants, levonorgestrel-releasing intrauterine systems
(LNG-IUSs), and copper intrauterine devices are associated
with alterations in menstrual bleeding patterns [9-11], and some
women cite the potential for unfavorable bleeding patterns (such
as frequent or prolonged bleeding) or a fear of menstrual
irregularity as key reasons for not choosing particular methods
[12-15]. Although LNG-IUSs are associated with reductions in
menstrual bleeding over time, it is important to note that in the
first 3 months following LNG-IUS placement, bleeding and
spotting may increase as a result of the local effect of
levonorgestrel on the endometrium, which some women may
find unfavorable [16-19]. For women deciding to use
LNG-IUSs, the desire for less bleeding or amenorrhea (absence
of bleeding) is commonly cited as a key reason for choosing
this method [19]; therefore, any bleeding or spotting following
placement of the LNG-IUS may be perceived negatively and
result in dissatisfaction with the method or concern that there
is an underlying issue. This could lead to repeat consultations
with their HCP to address concerns or, in some cases, the
discontinuation of the method [20-24].

Providing thorough contraceptive counseling can help reduce
fear and uncertainty and may encourage women to try a method
[25]. Counseling should be tailored to the needs of the individual
woman, address concerns and preferences, and provide
reassurance regarding potential side effects or complications,
as well as allow the woman to set realistic expectations
regarding her potential bleeding pattern [26-28]. Each woman’s
experience of menstrual bleeding is highly individual; in
addition, information offered during counseling may not be
fully processed, and expectations may not align with the impact
that bleeding and spotting changes can have on day-to-day

activities. Indeed, although some studies have shown a beneficial
effect of anticipatory counseling on method satisfaction and
reductions in discontinuation due to bleeding disturbances [29],
it has been suggested that counseling interventions with multiple
points of contact may further improve adherence and
acceptability of contraceptive methods [30].

Available data from clinical trials provide a valuable source of
information on bleeding patterns experienced by women using
different LNG-IUSs that can be used to aid method selection
in clinical practice and can also be used to provide guidance to
women on the bleeding pattern they may expect when initiating
an LNG-IUS [18-20,31-34]. However, the experience of
bleeding following placement is unique to each woman and
may be influenced by a variety of factors. Although information
on the most commonly expected bleeding patterns from clinical
trials helps to convey the general likelihood of having a certain
pattern, there is currently no means available to further tailor
this information to the individual woman, and help inform her
of her personal expected duration or intensity of bleeding.

A tool that can predict a woman’s menstrual bleeding pattern
and provide a clinically meaningful output, such as expected
duration and intensity of bleeding after device placement, could
therefore be a valuable addition to support counseling.
Furthermore, after the initial counseling visit and placement of
an LNG-IUS, a woman may find that her bleeding pattern is
unfavorable and interferes with her quality of life, leading her
to seek additional support and reassurance from her HCP to
help her manage the situation. Providing an interactive digital
app could therefore allow further information to be provided to
women in the postplacement period, empowering them to better
understand their LNG-IUS and any associated alterations in
menstrual bleeding patterns. This may improve confidence and
satisfaction with the contraceptive method and encourage
continuation, as well as facilitate easier communication between
women and their HCPs.

Rationale
Data gathered through the analysis of daily bleeding diaries
used during phase II and phase III clinical trials of LNG-IUS
12 (Kyleena, Bayer AG) indicated that in the initial 90 days
following placement of LNG-IUS 12, the most commonly
reported menstrual bleeding patterns were prolonged bleeding
and irregular bleeding [31,32]. This period of prolonged or
irregular bleeding following placement may be perceived as a
deterrent to some women when deciding on the contraceptive
method or could lead to dissatisfaction and potentially early
discontinuation for women using the IUS. Over time, the number
of women reporting unfavorable bleeding patterns markedly
decreases, with more favorable patterns such as infrequent
bleeding and amenorrhea being the most commonly reported
patterns at the end of year 1, with menstrual bleeding becoming
progressively lighter over the 5-year duration of use [19,32].

It was perceived that providing additional support and
information regarding expected future bleeding patterns to
women during the initial postplacement interval could provide
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reassurance and encourage method persistence. Therefore, an
algorithm was developed that allowed the meaningful estimation
of future bleeding patterns based on evidence collected on an
individual basis through a digital daily bleeding diary [34]. The
algorithm represents the first tool of its kind to provide an
individualized prediction of future bleeding patterns and could
be useful to both women and HCPs.

The artificial intelligence (AI)–based algorithm uses 90-day
bleeding diary information to predict future bleeding patterns,
including intensity and regularity. After the woman has entered
90 consecutive days of menstrual bleeding information into a
daily bleeding diary, a random forest approach is applied to
assign her expected bleeding intensity pattern into 1 of 3
categories: predominantly amenorrhea (<5% spotting days or
<1% bleeding days within days 91-270 [equivalent to ≤8
spotting days or ≤1 bleeding day]); predominantly spotting
(women not belonging to the predominantly amenorrhea cluster
and with <5% bleeding days [≤8 bleeding days] within days
91-270); predominantly bleeding (all other women, ie, ≥5%
bleeding days [>8 bleeding days] within days 91-270). A logistic
regression model is then used to estimate the probability of the
woman having a regular cycle. The probability of correct
classification using the model is high (>70%), and the generated
bleeding categories are considered informative [34].

Objective
To facilitate the use of the algorithm in routine clinical practice,
it is important to generate an interface that allows the input of
a woman’s bleeding diary information and combines it with a
clear and easy-to-understand report of the algorithm output.
Therefore, our aim is to develop a mobile medical app (MyIUS),
which integrates the collection of daily menstrual bleeding
information, the AI bleeding pattern prediction algorithm, and
a report of the predicted bleeding category. The app is intended
to support IUS users during the initial postplacement period
and provide a prediction of future bleeding profiles, facilitate
effective counseling, and encourage users to persist with IUS
device use. This paper describes the development of MyIUS as
a sustainable app in the context of an evolving regulatory
landscape.

Methods

Development Approach Context
Mobile medical apps are defined as software that can be
executed on a mobile platform, which can be used either as an
accessory to a regulated medical device or to transform a mobile
platform into a regulated medical device [35]. International
guidance for developers of mobile medical apps is available
from the World Health Organization and European Commission,
and guidance on a national level is available from bodies such
as the US Food and Drug Administration and UK National
Institute for Health and Care Excellence [36-38]. However,
there is currently no comprehensive framework for the
development process; guidance varies between countries,
authorities, and institutions and addresses differing aspects of
app design, from data protection principles and technical
considerations through to defining medical purposes [39].

The spread of different sources of guidance across agencies
means that it can be challenging to ascertain the most
appropriate development approach to ensure compliance with
all relevant standards and regulations [39]. Furthermore, apps
are often global products; therefore, developers frequently need
to navigate complex compliance requirements involving
different agencies, regulations, and guidelines. It is also
important to consider the language and cultural aspects of the
app. In addition to language translation, some countries have
different measurement units and different numeric and date and
time formats. These aspects should be addressed in any
development plan to ensure that the app will be accessible and
suitable for use in different countries and is sustainable over
time.

Regulatory Context
The MyIUS app is classified as a medical device, which is
defined as an instrument, apparatus, appliance or software for
a specific medical purpose or purposes that does not achieve its
principal intended action by pharmacological, immunological,
or metabolic means [37,40]. The MyIUS software is intended
to monitor menstrual bleeding and spotting. This means that
under the forthcoming European Commission Medical Device
legislation (due to be launched in May 2021), the MyIUS
software will be designated, according to Rule 11 of Medical
Device Regulation (MDR) EU 2017/745, as a moderate risk or
Class IIa medical device [41]. This moderate risk classification
corresponds to the software safety Class A of IEC 62304.

In terms of medical device software, the new MDR, EU
2017/745, represents a significant upgrade of the default
classification. Although the default classification for software
according to previous legislation (Medical Device Directive
[MDD] 93/42/EEC) is a Class I medical device that allows a
self-declaration process to demonstrate conformity with the
medical device legislation (with no notified body approval
necessary for the technical file), the new default classification
of medical device software as Class IIa in the forthcoming
legislation requires an active approval process of a notified body
based on a review of a technical file in order to obtain a
declaration of conformity (European Conformity mark). To
meet the regulatory requirements for this medical device
category, it is essential to demonstrate conformity with general
safety and performance requirements, to provide clinical
evidence, and to apply a documented design-control process
based on a certified quality management system.

To address these stricter requirements for software in the new
European legislation, following the launch of the MyIUS app,
users will be invited to participate in a real-world performance
study sponsored by Bayer AG. This will allow the collection
of complementary evidence in a real-world setting, beyond the
data provided by Bayer’s previous clinical trial program, in
order to support the transition from a Class I medical device as
described by MDD 93/42/EEC to a Class IIa medical device,
as described by MDR EU 2017/745 [37,41,42].

The rapidly growing field of medical software apps has led to
a constantly evolving regulatory landscape, requiring developers
to explore innovative pathways in app design and development.
Our medical software product development framework consisted
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of a phased approach with four key stages, followed by life
cycle management comprising a postmarket surveillance plan.
The development stages included ideation, feasibility and

concept finalization, product development, and product
deployment and localization (Figure 1).

Figure 1. MyIUS app development framework stages. LCM: life cycle management.

Idea Development
Individual interviews were conducted with a panel of 40
obstetricians and gynecologists in Germany and Brazil to
identify the areas of need and inform the development of the

MyIUS app. A concept document describing the idea of the
MyIUS app was shared with individual panel members.
Web-assisted telephone interviews were conducted to gain
feedback on the perceived utility and benefits of the app
(Textbox 1).
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Textbox 1. Perceived benefits and utility of the MyIUS app for health care professionals and intrauterine system users identified during interviews with
obstetricians and gynecologists.

For health care professionals (HCPs)

• Could support individualized management and discussion of relevant options with women

• May help HCPs to give more accurate advice to patients about what to expect over the next 3 months

• Patients could be less likely to return to HCPs to discuss bleeding issues, as they know what to expect

• Report tool could provide a realistic view of the woman’s bleeding pattern

• May facilitate more accurate and efficient discussions by reducing reliance on woman’s recollection and subjective description of bleeding

For intrauterine system (IUS) users

• IUS users have a personal support tool that they can interact with throughout their postplacement journey

• May help women feel supported and monitored by their HCP throughout the postplacement period

• Digital tool may be better accepted and used by women than a printed leaflet or other such material

• Could improve awareness of bleeding patterns and help to normalize changes after IUS placement

• May increase motivation to continue with IUSs

Insights from these interviews revealed that in routine clinical
practice, there is a need for a tool that can support counseling
around expected menstrual bleeding changes beyond the initial
counseling visit and provide additional information to women
during the first 3 to 6 months after placement of the IUS, when
they may experience alterations in their normal bleeding pattern.
The HCPs interviewed also stated that the tool should be simple
to use for easy onboarding and should be self-explanatory, to
avoid the need for users to request additional information or
explanation from the HCP. For users, there is a perceived need
to provide an additional method of support in the initial
postplacement period and improve knowledge and understanding
of bleeding patterns during this time. The MyIUS app was
developed to meet these needs.

The MyIUS app is a collaborative project between Bayer AG
(sponsors and developers of the AI algorithm), BAYOOCARE
GmbH (legal manufacturers of the app), and BAYOONET AG
(ISO 13485–certified software developer of the app) with
Concentrix Global Services GmbH providing first- and
second-level support. A multidisciplinary team was established
to ensure an efficient, high-quality, and compliant design
process, which included expertise from the Medical Software
Product Lead; eHealth Systems Engineer; Law Patents and
Compliance Department; Clinical Development, Medical
Affairs, Regulatory Affairs and Clinical Medical Devices
divisions; Pharmacovigilance and Pharmaco-device vigilance
experts; Medical Software Quality Expert, app development
partner, and commercial teams, as well as key insights from the
developers of the AI bleeding pattern prediction algorithm.
Internal teams from Bayer AG collaborated with external
partners from the BAYOOMED division team at BAYOONET
AG. Development teams worked in an agile way to provide
efficient and robust design and development capabilities.

The key requirements of the MyIUS app identified at this stage
were to collect baseline parameters and daily bleeding

information for at least 90 days after placement of the IUS,
accompany the LNG-IUS user from placement through at least
90 days postplacement offering useful information, and to
provide a prediction of bleeding profile for the next 6 months
with respect to intensity and regularity based on the collected
data, which could facilitate communication between the IUS
user and their HCP.

Feasibility and Concept Finalization
The MyIUS app is intended for users of Bayer’s LNG-IUS
(Mirena, Kyleena, and Jaydess or also known as Skyla)
following placement. Users may download the app onto their
smartphones to monitor and predict the effect of LNG-IUS on
menstrual bleeding based on their input of daily bleeding
information. The app is not intended to make any diagnostic
decision or act as a substitute for evidence-based counseling
but instead will act as a digital companion or user support tool
for women and as a source of bleeding information for HCPs
that may facilitate a more individualized counseling approach.

High-level minimum viable stakeholder requirements were
defined for the first version; these are presented in Textbox 2.
The key stakeholders identified included the end user (main
stakeholder), regulatory personnel and regulatory bodies, and
quality (both medical and digital) management personnel. A
detailed concept and development plan was generated to include
all functional and nonfunctional aspects of design, such as
verification, validation, usability engineering, and development
of the app. These included specifications for stakeholder
requirements and software requirements, architecture
documentation, module or unit test specification, and software
integration test specification. Risk assessment and postmarket
surveillance will be conducted after the launch of the app to
gain valuable insights into stakeholder requirements and
potential issues that may need to be addressed.
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Textbox 2. High-level minimum viable user requirements identified for the MyIUS app.

App setup and access

• Unlocking of app with access code

• User to enter baseline data

• Access to frequently asked questions and informative video

• This step should be intuitive and take <15 minutes to complete

Interaction with the app after placement of the intrauterine system (IUS)

• Bleeding diary recording bleeding, spotting, or no bleeding

• Reminder function

• Allow backfilling

• Motivational function and gamification (collection of knowledge gems)

• Should include counseling snippets (knowledge gems) for the first 3 months

Post–90-day interaction with the app

• IUS user submits data after 90 days

• Result: user assigned to one of three bleeding categories, with description of most likely bleeding pattern

• Reminder to schedule follow-up appointment with health care professional

• Support to motivate user to continue entering bleeding diary data

• PDF copy of bleeding calendar display

Other

• Export and import data function (in case of phone switch)

• Frequently asked questions

• Imprint

• User support material

• User manual or instructions for use

• Adverse event reporting via link to appropriate external site

Product Development
To facilitate integration into the MyIUS app, the original AI
bleeding pattern prediction algorithm described by Frenz et al
[34] was redeveloped in R 3.6.0 (The R Foundation).
Educational content was generated in collaboration with medical
affairs team members to ensure the scientific accuracy and
validity of the material.

To optimize app design, a usability engineering process was
followed in accordance with IEC 62366 [43], which included
context analysis, use specification, primary operating functions,
and hazardous scenarios (characteristics related to safety and
hazard identification). Ongoing iterative testing was performed
throughout the development process to optimize the final
product. Enhancements identified by usability testing were
implemented during software development.

A prototype was developed based on the minimum viable user
requirements specified in Textbox 2. Visuals were generated
for the setup pages and profile options, menu bar, settings page,

support page, legal notice, bleeding report for HCPs, main home
screen, reminders for when recording of days or recording of
bleeding intensity (none, spotting, or bleeding) is missed,
calendar, frequently asked questions, prediction day screen
(including the report of expected bleeding pattern generated by
the algorithm), user feedback page, and educational content
pop-ups (so called knowledge gems). Within the scope of a
formative usability study, the prototype of the app was presented
to a panel of 8 women. The panel was considered broadly
representative of the envisioned end user of the MyIUS app;
women were between the ages of 23 and 48 years and included
a mixture of IUS, contraceptive pill, copper intrauterine device,
and condom users as well as parous and nulliparous women.
All women reported that they would use the app in their daily
lives, with most (5/8, 63%) agreeing that the app was “very
good” and “user friendly.” Users were asked what they would
like to see in the final version of the app and what changes they
would make to the existing prototype (Textbox 3). Suggested
improvements and desires for the final version were considered
for the next stages of development.
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Textbox 3. Suggestions for improvement and desires for final version of the MyIUS app collected from the end-user panel.

Improvements

• More colorful design

• Use consistent wording and terminology throughout

• Space for additional notes or information to be entered (eg, exercise)

• Provide more information on the different topics including bleeding and contraception

• Option to mark days without entry as nonbleeding days

Desires for final version

• Include additional information about the intrauterine system itself and practical information (eg, how to check threads)

• Ensure app remains easy to access and use, with the same ability to rapidly enter bleeding data

• Reminders to add daily bleeding diary information

• Help section in the app that includes instructions on how to use

Following the completion of the development, verification
testing and comprehensive validation testing, including user
acceptance testing (summative study), were carried out. These
included testing the primary operating functions and hazardous
scenarios. A panel of 15 representative end users was engaged
virtually (because of restrictions in place as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic) and consisted of women from the United
States, Germany, Brazil, and Chile, aged between 20 and 50
years. Women were asked to perform specific tasks and navigate
through the app, and their performance was assessed according
to predefined criteria (Multimedia Appendix 1). Feedback on

app functionality and overall design was also requested from
the users (Table 1).

Representative examples of final wireframes for the MyIUS
app, which demonstrate key aspects of app design and highlight
the changes that were implemented based on feedback from
users, are presented in Figure 2.

Product registration, regulatory submission, and self-certification
(according to current MDD 93/42/EEC legislation) were handled
by BAYOONET AG.

Table 1. Feedback to specific questions regarding MyIUS app in later development stages.

Positive response, n (%)aQuestion

13 (93)Would use the app in daily life

11 (79)Number of setup questions appropriate

11 (79)Gem concept is clear

10 (71)Would recommend the app to a friend

10 (71)Understand the home screen

aOne woman from the panel did not respond to questions; therefore, positive responses were from a total of 14.
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Figure 2. Representative examples of MyIUS app wireframes showing the (A) home screen, (B) pop-up of knowledge gem, (C) bleeding prediction
screen, (D) bleeding prediction report for health care professionals, (E) menu screen, and (F) feedback screen.

Product Deployment and Localization
To ensure that the app can be easily localized and upgraded, all
text used within the graphical user interface is managed
separately from the interface, meaning that the addition of a
new language will not require additional programming; instead,
a translation of all text will be provided. Local language
translation will be performed by a professional translation

agency. Transcripts will then be reviewed by legal, medical,
and regulatory teams in each country and, in addition, accuracy,
colloquial language, and comprehension will be further checked
by local language speakers, including an expert HCP. The
approved local language transcript will then be implemented
by a technical team at BAYOOCARE GmbH.

The app code can incorporate predefined formats (as per device
settings) without the need for user interaction. For specific
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settings where the user might be free to choose within the app,
specific conversion logic and rounding are implemented. Local
country teams will also ensure compliance of the local country’s
product master with the specific data privacy laws of that
country.

Local country product masters, local registrations, local training,
and local user onboarding have been implemented in specific
pilot countries, including Germany (first pilot country), Mexico,
France, Spain, Portugal, and the United Kingdom. Launch of
the final sustainable app in additional countries will follow.

Results

Final Product
The app is available free of charge in the App Store (Apple Inc)
and Google Play Store (Google LLC). Once downloaded, the
user will need to activate the app using the code supplied by
their HCP alongside the LNG-IUS prescription. The global
product master has been confirmed to comply with the General
Data Protection Regulation to ensure the protection of individual
privacy. After a user downloads the app, the data are stored
locally on the user’s smartphone. When 90 days of bleeding
diary information has been entered, the data are then encrypted
and sent as a package to a BAYOONET-managed Amazon Web
Services cloud server that runs the AI bleeding pattern prediction
algorithm and returns an output to the woman’s device. All data
are anonymized and not linked to mobile number, name, or any
other personal identifier. No data are stored on the BAYOONET
AG server after the algorithm is run.

Launch and Life Cycle Management
Launch of the MyIUS app in Germany, the first pilot country,
took place in early July 2020. The collection of usage metrics,
such as the number of downloads, is ongoing and will be used
to inform launches in additional pilot countries (such as Mexico,
Spain, and Portugal). Following the global launch of the
sustainable app, product enhancement activities, including
upgrades to ensure technical adequacy and feature
enhancements, if applicable, will be performed on a regular
basis.

Real-World Data Collection
To generate complementary evidence to support the upgrade of
the MyIUS app to a Class IIa medical device under the new
European Commission regulation [41], a real-world performance
study is planned. The study will be sponsored and conducted
by Bayer AG.

Users of the app will be given the choice to participate in a
real-world performance study, and participants will need to
provide informed e-consent via the app before enrollment.
Participants in the study will use the app to enter 90 days of
bleeding diary data and will receive their individual bleeding
pattern prediction, and they will then be asked to continue to
submit bleeding diary entries for a further 180 days. Data will
be gathered in compliance with General Data Protection
Regulation; data will be anonymized, and no personal identifiers
or mobile numbers will be collected. Data will be saved locally

on the user’s smartphone or device, and no data will be stored
on the BAYOONET AG server after the algorithm is run.

In addition to generating evidence to allow the upgrade of the
MyIUS app, data collected in the performance study will also
allow the validation of the AI bleeding pattern prediction
algorithm in a real-world setting. The prediction algorithm was
developed and trained using data from controlled clinical trials
in Kyleena and cross-validated using data from clinical studies
of Mirena and Jaydess. The MyIUS app therefore offers an
opportunity to gather insights into the performance of the
algorithm in the general population and allow additional
confirmation of its utility as well as identify further
improvements.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The MyIUS app was created using a robust and compliant
development process that sought insights from HCPs and end
users to ensure an app that was of high quality and
fit-for-purpose. The end result is an app that will provide a
companion to LNG-IUS users in the postplacement period,
allowing them to monitor their bleeding pattern and receive an
accurate prediction of their expected future duration and
intensity of menstrual bleeding.

LNG-IUSs are long-acting contraceptive methods that can be
used for 3-5 years. Although some women experience an initial
increase in bleeding and spotting during the first 90 days of use,
at 12 months, LNG-IUSs are generally associated with a
decrease in bleeding days compared with baseline [16-18],
although it should be noted that bleeding patterns are considered
to be dose dependent and therefore can vary between different
LNG-IUSs. More women using the higher dose LNG-IUS 20
(Mirena) experience amenorrhea for example, whereas the users
of the lower dose LNG-IUS 8 (Jaydess) report a higher number
of bleeding and spotting days than those using LNG-IUS 20 or
LNG-IUS 12 [19]. Accordingly, counseling should cover both
short-term and long-term bleeding patterns, as well as the
benefits, side effects, and risks to help women set realistic
expectations [19]. Offering comprehensive counseling on these
aspects can improve user satisfaction and continuation with
LNG-IUSs [27,29]. However, it is important to note that
providing counseling does not completely mitigate the risk of
a woman discontinuing with a method as a result of
dissatisfaction [44]. Although the discontinuation rate with
LNG-IUSs is low overall [33,45,46], discontinuation can have
important consequences. Women who discontinue LNG-IUS
use may switch to user-dependent or short-acting methods such
as condoms, injectables, or oral contraceptive pills or may not
switch methods promptly (within 3 months), leaving them at
higher risk of unintended pregnancy [44,47,48].

In this regard, MyIUS provides women using IUSs with a means
to monitor their bleeding pattern, with the added benefit of
generating a meaningful output in the form of a prediction of
future bleeding, which could encourage persistence with the
method. Through gamification and the provision of knowledge
insights, the MyIUS app may help to improve the experience
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of women in the first months following LNG-IUS placement.
The MyIUS app could also provide reassurance to women who
experience altered bleeding patterns following LNG-IUS
placement and help them feel more in control of the situation.
The accurate prediction (probability of correct classification
>70%) of future bleeding patterns should also allow women to
form realistic expectations about the amount and duration of
bleeding they are likely to experience, which can allow them
to have better discussions with their HCP regarding their
contraceptive method moving forward [34].

Women’s choice of contraception is often influenced by whether
HCPs mention or recommend a specific method [49,50]. There
are various reasons why HCPs may or may not recommend a
specific method, and HCPs’ knowledge of bleeding patterns
has been found to be strongly associated with the provision of
LNG-IUSs, with those who are unfamiliar with the potential
bleeding pattern alterations being less likely to include
LNG-IUSs in their counseling [51]. By providing an additional
tool to support HCPs with counseling and educate women
regarding bleeding patterns, MyIUS could help encourage HCPs
to include LNG-IUSs in discussions with women, providing
women with a greater choice of contraceptive options that may
suit their needs. Reports generated from the MyIUS app may
also facilitate discussions of contraception and bleeding patterns
between HCPs and women and allow information to be tailored
to the individual. Furthermore, tracking apps can also reduce
the number of clinical appointments needed and can decrease
workloads for HCPs [3].

Limitations
The MyIUS app was tested by a panel of 23 end users from four
different countries (Germany, Brazil, the United States, and
Chile) as part of the development process; however, as attitudes,
beliefs, digital literacy levels, and personal preferences vary
between person to person and country to country, the opinions
of the panel may not be reflective of all potential end users.
Further insights gathered through the real-world validation
study, app store ratings, and user feedback from within the app
will be beneficial to confirm the utility of the app in a wider
population of users. This will also help inform further updates
and improvements to the app in the future.

Initial testing and validation of the AI bleeding pattern prediction
algorithm were performed on bleeding diary data from clinical
trials of LNG-IUS 12, LNG-IUS 20, and LNG-IUS 8. The
planned real-world data study will therefore be essential to
collect evidence on the performance of the algorithm in a much
wider cohort of women under normal use conditions.
Furthermore, the real-world evidence generated will be needed
to upgrade the app to a Class IIa medical device under new EU
legislation.

Finally, thus far, the AI algorithm and MyIUS app have only
been tested and validated in women using LNG-IUSs for
contraception. In clinical practice, HCPs may use LNG-IUSs,
such as LNG-IUS 20, for other indications such as treating
heavy menstrual bleeding; therefore, further investigation is

needed to determine the performance of the algorithm and the
utility of the app for women using LNG-IUSs for indications
in addition to contraception.

Comparison With Prior Work
The use of personal, digital health informatics is becoming
increasingly widespread, and self-tracking of menstruation using
apps offers a convenient and easily accessible way for women
to manage their own health, allowing them to compare past and
average cycles and help identify regularity or irregularity
[3,5,52]. The feeling of reward gained by entering data into an
app and receiving immediate feedback is suggested to increase
motivation and encourage persistence with medical interventions
[53]. Features such as gamification and gaining useful
knowledge also add to a sense of satisfaction. These aspects
may contribute to the popularity of menstrual cycle tracking
apps such as Flo (Flo Health Inc), used by over 140 million
women worldwide and Clue (Biowink GmbH), used by over
15 million (metrics taken from respective app pages in the App
Store and Google Play Store, February 2021).

MyIUS has been developed using a compliant, robust design
process involving input from a multidisciplinary team working
in an agile way to support the development of a validated mobile
medical device. The MyIUS app is the first digital tool designed
to support women who choose LNG-IUSs as their method of
contraception by using daily menstrual bleeding diary
information to provide an accurate prediction of future menstrual
bleeding patterns on an individual basis. The app will provide
educational insights to users regarding LNG-IUSs and menstrual
bleeding patterns and is intended to act as a digital companion
for women after placement of an LNG-IUS.

Conclusions
The MyIUS app has been designed to be simple to use and
provides a companion to women during the initial period after
IUS placement as well as generating meaningful estimates of
bleeding patterns. By tracking menstrual bleeding patterns and
estimating expected future patterns, the app may help to
facilitate discussions about contraception and bleeding patterns
between HCPs and women. The app could also provide
reassurance to women who experience altered bleeding patterns
following LNG-IUS placement and help them feel more in
control of the situation. Furthermore, HCPs may use the
information provided by menstrual bleeding diary entries and
the AI bleeding pattern prediction algorithm to personalize and
enhance counseling about possible bleeding with LNG-IUSs,
helping women to set realistic expectations, potentially reducing
discontinuation and increasing method satisfaction.

As the desire for customized health care that fits individuals’
unique needs and preferences increases, the MyIUS app offers
a first step in making this a reality in the contraceptive
counseling and decision-making process for HCPs and women.
Further information from user feedback and the planned
real-world validation study of the bleeding pattern prediction
algorithm are required to inform future refinements and confirm
the value of MyIUS for women and HCPs.
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Abstract

Background: Tuberculosis (TB) is a pandemic, being one of the top 10 causes of death and the main cause of death from a
single source of infection. Drug-induced liver injury (DILI) is the most common and serious side effect during the treatment of
TB.

Objective: We aim to predict the status of liver injury in patients with TB at the clinical treatment stage.

Methods: We designed an interpretable prediction model based on the XGBoost algorithm and identified the most robust and
meaningful predictors of the risk of TB-DILI on the basis of clinical data extracted from the Hospital Information System of
Shenzhen Nanshan Center for Chronic Disease Control from 2014 to 2019.

Results: In total, 757 patients were included, and 287 (38%) had developed TB-DILI. Based on values of relative importance
and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve, machine learning tools selected patients’most recent alanine transaminase
levels, average rate of change of patients’ last 2 measures of alanine transaminase levels, cumulative dose of pyrazinamide, and
cumulative dose of ethambutol as the best predictors for assessing the risk of TB-DILI. In the validation data set, the model had
a precision of 90%, recall of 74%, classification accuracy of 76%, and balanced error rate of 77% in predicting cases of TB-DILI.
The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve score upon 10-fold cross-validation was 0.912 (95% CI 0.890-0.935).
In addition, the model provided warnings of high risk for patients in advance of DILI onset for a median of 15 (IQR 7.3-27.5)
days.

Conclusions: Our model shows high accuracy and interpretability in predicting cases of TB-DILI, which can provide useful
information to clinicians to adjust the medication regimen and avoid more serious liver injury in patients.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e29226)   doi:10.2196/29226
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Introduction

Tuberculosis (TB) is an infectious disease caused by the bacillus
Mycobacterium tuberculosis. It is one of the top 10 causes of
death worldwide and the leading cause of death from a single
infectious disease [1]. In 2019, approximately 10 million people
were diagnosed with TB and 1.4 million people died worldwide
[1]. To prevent the spread of pulmonary TB, timely and effective
anti-TB treatment is very important [2]. First-line anti-TB drugs
include pyrazinamide (PZA), ethambutol (EMB), isoniazid
(INH), and rifampin (RIF) [3-6]. When treating patients with
TB, drug-induced liver injury (DILI) is the most frequent and
serious side effect [7-10]. Among various populations, the
incidence of TB-DILI ranges from 2.3% to 27.7% during
anti-TB therapy [11-14]. Researchers have suggested that
anti-TB drugs are hepatotoxic [11,15-18].

TB-DILI may result from direct toxic injury to hepatocytes by
anti-TB drugs or their metabolites or immune-mediated liver
injury and induction of hepatocyte apoptosis caused by anti-TB
drugs that trigger multiple inflammatory immune pathways
[11,19]. TB-DILI is characterized by a transient mild elevation
of transaminases or acute hepatitis [20]. Fulminant hepatic
failure is likely to develop in severe cases, whereas chronic
hepatitis occurs in a minority of patients.

Currently, clinical liver tests usually include biochemical
parameters of blood, such as transaminases including alanine
transaminase (ALT), alkaline phosphatase, bilirubin, lactate
dehydrogenase, and albumin, along with liver imaging and
histopathologic evaluation. It is difficult to distinguish DILI
from non-DILI on the basis of these indicators, since test results
are largely consistent in DILI and non-DILI detection. In
addition, clinical markers commonly used at present, accounting
for neither differences in type and mechanisms of action of
hepatotoxic drugs nor individual patients’ characteristics, only
facilitate evaluation based on toxicity outcomes [21]. Therefore,
identification of predictors at clinical stages and risk predictors
of TB-DILI among patients has become an urgent and necessary
task.

Previous studies have shown that TB-DILI is associated with
some demographic characteristics and underlying chronic
disease [12,22-26]. Patterson et al [27] suggested that an increase
in pretreatment ALT and the gradient of ALT changes increase
the risk of late TB-DILI. Thus, in addition to the cumulative
anti-TB drug dose, ALT levels and demographic variable such
as age, gender, education level, income, and BMI were included
in our model as predictors. Various models are used to identify
drugs associated with the risk of DILI at the preclinical stage
[28]. Machine learning models have demonstrated strong
predictive power and retained a simple form for communication
with researchers [29-39]. XGBoost is a boosting ensemble
machine learning algorithm that integrates a few classification
and regression trees models to form a strong classifier [40,41].
It performs well in dealing with nonlinear and complex
relationships among variables [42]. We designed an interpretable
prediction model by using the XGBoost algorithm and identified
the most robust and meaningful predictors of the risk of
TB-DILI. Then, using these discriminative predictors, the

machine learning model built an interpretable decision tree to
provide early warning signals before TB-DILI occurs, so as to
help clinicians adjust the medication plan in time and potentially
reduce the possibility of TB-DILI. In this study, we
retrospectively assessed 757 patients with TB who were
registered for treatment in Nanshan District (Shenzhen, China)
from 2014 to 2019.

Methods

Data
We extracted data on 757 pulmonary TB cases registered in the
Hospital Information System of Shenzhen Nanshan Center for
Chronic Disease Control from 2014 to 2019, including those
that are smear-positive and undergoing initial treatment. Some
patients did not have continuous treatment or were initially
discharged from hospital and subsequently rehospitalized,
resulting in the recorded treatment duration exceeding the
normal range and unclear cumulative dosage of anti-TB drugs.
Such abnormal cases are not able to contribute to predictions
among patients receiving regular treatment. Thus, we selected
300 days as a time-window empirically on the basis of the
typical course of TB treatment [1]. We excluded cases of
TB-DILI that were recorded 300 days after the start of the
anti-TB treatments. In total, data from 743 patients were finally
included in the model. We defined patients as positive DILI
cases in accordance with the American Thoracic Society criteria
[11]: in the presence of hepatitis symptoms, the increase in ALT
levels was 3-fold the normal upper limit, and in the absence of
hepatitis symptoms, this increase was 5-fold the normal upper
limit.

Patients’ demographic and clinical data included gender, age,
weight, education level, income, height, hepatitis B status,
diabetes status, cumulative anti-TB drug dose, and ALT levels.
For patients who did not develop TB-DILI, we collected their
total amount of prescribed anti-TB medication as of the latest
hepatic examination. For patients who developed TB-DILI, we
recorded their cumulative dose of anti-TB medication as of the
time when TB-DILI was detected. In addition, we measured the
patient’s most recent ALT levels before the last hepatic
examination, and the average rate of change of the last 2 ALT
levels tested before the final liver function test. We calculated
the cumulative dose of each drug separately (PZA, RFP, EMB,
and INH) for combination drug therapy.

Upon initiation of therapy, the patients were segregated to form
the training and validation data sets. The data of patients
admitted before April 2019 (607 patients and 186 smear-positive
cases) and after April 2019 (136 patients and 95 smear-positive
cases) were included in the training and validation data sets,
respectively.

Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics were calculated for positive and TB-DILI
cases. Demographic and laboratory data of the 2 groups were
compared using 2-sample t tests for normally distributed
continuous variables, the Kruskal–Wallis rank sum test for
nonnormally distributed continuous variables, and chi-square
tests for categorical variables. Missing values were omitted
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when tested for differences. Multimedia Appendix 1 shows the
proportion of missing values for each variable.

Prediction Model
We used the XGBoost algorithm for the prediction model [41].
XGBoost is a high-performance machine learning algorithm
based on the tree boosting system [43-47]. It uses a
sparsity-aware learning algorithm to process sparse data and
weighted quantile sketch to approximate tree learning [41].
Since the decision tree is a simple classifier composed of
hierarchically organized dichotomous determinations, its
structure also demonstrates good interpretability [48-50]. In
addition, the model can deal with missing values well. When
the model searches for the best candidate split criteria for tree
growth, they will also assign a default direction for the missing
values on those nodes [41]. The interpretable criteria and high
tolerance for missing data in the decision tree make the model
robust and meaningful when dealing with clinical data. To obtain
a model that can be conveniently applied in a clinical setting,
we attempted to reduce the complexity of the model as much
as possible. Hence, we choose the single-tree XGBoost
algorithm as the prediction model.

To build the model, we first included all demographic and
clinical data as predictors. The dependent variable is DILI status,
which is a binary outcome. We trained the single-tree XGBoost
algorithm with the training set. By considering each feature’s
contribution for each tree in the model, we determined their
relative importance to the tree model [51]. We repeated stratified
10-fold cross-validation 100 times to model on the training data
set to obtain the mean value of each feature’s relative
importance. Then, we arranged the top 10 predictors in
accordance with their relative importance. The predictors were
added into the model individually in descending order of relative
importance to form 10 candidate models. We repeated stratified
10-fold cross-validation 100 times to the candidate models on
the basis of the training data set to obtain the mean area under
the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) and selected
the model with the maximum AUC as the final model. Then,
we trained the selected model with the whole training data set
to obtain the interpretable decision tree. The detailed process
of the stratified k-fold cross-validation and the parameters set
in model is provided in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Evaluation of Model Performance
We trained the model with the whole training data set and
applied the model on the validation data set. We then evaluated
the prediction results on the basis of the confusion matrix, which
is a specific table to visualize the performance of a classification
model [52]. In accordance with the confusion matrix, we
calculated the value of the following evaluation indicators:
precision, recall, F1 value, classification accuracy, and balanced

error rate. Detailed descriptions of the formulae for the
indicators are provided in Multimedia Appendix 1. To determine
whether the model can send early an warning signal in time,
we also calculated the duration from the timepoint when model
sent the warning signal to the actual date of TB-DILI diagnosis
among incorrectly classified cases. Meanwhile, we compared
the performance (AUC) of the single-tree XGBoost algorithm
with that of the multitree XGBoost algorithm, logistic
regression, single-tree random forest algorithm, and multitree
random forest algorithm through 10-fold cross-validation using
the whole data set. We determined 95% CI values for AUC
values with the DeLong method [53]. We applied selected
variables to train the single-tree XGBoost model since variable
selection is part of the whole algorithm. The complete data set
was applied to train the other models. In addition, we applied
multiple imputation by chained equations [54] to address
missing data for logistic regression.

Sensitivity Analysis
We selected 250 days and 350 days as alternative time windows
to filter data. Then, we trained the model and compared the
selected predictors. Performance (AUC) of the original model
and that of 2 alternative models were also compared on the basis
of the whole data set through 10-fold cross-validation. All
analyses were performed with R (version 4.0.4, The R
Foundation). The codes used in this study can be found in the
GitHub repository [55].

Results

In total, 743 patients were included in the analysis, of whom
281 (37.8%) and 462 (62.2%) were classified as
TB-DILI–positive and –negative, respectively. Table 1 shows
the descriptive statistics. The median age of patients was 30
(IQR 25-45) years, and 484 (65.1%) patients were male. Most
patients (n=272, 43.5%) had a bachelor’s degree or higher
education level. Median weight of the patients was 56 (IQR
50-63) kg and their median height was 168 (IQR 160-173) cm.
In total, 24 (3.2%) patients had hepatitis B, and 69 (9.3%)
patients had diabetes. The proportion of male patients who had
DILI (n=281, 74.0%) was significantly higher than that of
patients who did not have DILI (n=276, 59.7%). The most
recently determined ALT level and average rate of change of
the last 2 ALT measures of patients with DILI (27.0 U/L, IQR
17.0-34.0 U/L and 0.27 U/[Lday], IQR 0.0-0.6 U/[Lday],
respectively) were significantly higher than those of patients
who did not have DILI (11.0 U/L, IQR 8.3-16.0 U/L and 0.0
U/[Lday], IQR –0.1 to 0.1 U/[Lday], respectively). Figure 1
shows the number of TB-DILI cases on each day after the
initiation of anti-TB treatment. The median time from treatment
to the onset of DILI is 27 (IQR 15-48) days.
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Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of patients (N=743).

P valuePositive cases (n=281)Negative cases (n=462)OverallCharacteristics

<.001208 (74.0)276 (59.7)484 (65.1)Males, n (%)

.6231 (25-44)30 (25-45)30 (25-45)Agea (years), median (IQR)

.0657.0 (51.5-63.0)55.00 (49.0-63.0)56.0 (50.0-63.0)Weighta (kg), median (IQR)

.55Education level, n (%)

78 (30.8)123 (33.1)201 (32.2)Lower than middle school

59 (23.3)93 (25.0)152 (24.3)Middle school

116 (45.8)156 (41.9)272 (43.5)Bachelor’s degree or higher

.002600,000 (500,000-1,000,000)500,000 (300,000-800,000)500,000 (300,000-800,000)Incomea (RMBb), median (IQR)

.03168.0 (162.0-173.0)167.0 (160.0-172.0)168.0 (160.0-173.0)Heighta (cm), median (IQR)

.818 (2.8)16 (3.5)24 (3.2)Hepatitis B, n (%)

.2321 (7.5)48 (10.4)69 (9.3)Diabetes, n (%)

.3920.2 (18.7-22.2)19.9 (18.4-22.0)20.0 (18.5-22.1)BMIa, median (IQR)

<.0015.4 (3.0-25.6)24.0 (3.1-87.9)16.8 (3.0-60.0)Pyrazinamide dosea (g), median (IQR)

<.0013.2 (1.2-12.6)40.5 (5.5-94.5)13.5 (1.3-67.5)Rifampicin dosea (g), median (IQR)

<.0015.3 (2.2-18.8)50.3 (4.4-139.2)18.7 (2.2-91.1)Ethambutol dosea (g), median (IQR)

<.0012.0 (0.6-6.5)22.8 (3.6-58.3)8.1 (0.8-37.0)Isoniazid dosea (g), median (IQR)

<.00127.0 (17.0-34.0)11.0 (8.3-16.0)13.0 (10.0-23.0)Recent alanine transaminase measurementa,c

(U/L), median (IQR)

<.0010.27 (0.0 to 0.6)0.00 (–0.1 to 0.1)0.0 (–0.1 to 0.1)Rate of change in alanine transaminase lev-

elsa,d (U/[Lday]), median (IQR)

aNonnormally distributed variables.
b1 RMB=US $0.15.
cPatients’ most recently determined alanine transaminase level before the latest hepatic examination.
dAverage rate of change of the patients’ last 2 alanine transaminase measures before the final liver function test (increment divided by the duration).

Figure 1. Days from tuberculosis treatment to the onset of drug-induced liver injury among the patients in our study. DILI: drug-induced liver injury,
TB: tuberculosis.
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Figure 2 shows the top 10 important variables selected by the
single-tree XGBoost model. The most recent ALT levels were
found to be the most important factor in the prediction process.
We added 10 variables in the model individually to form 10
candidate models. After 10-fold cross-validation 100 times with
the training and testing data sets, the model with 4 variables
had the maximum AUC value (Table 2). Thus, we selected the
model with 4 variables (the most recent ALT measure, average

rate of change of the last 2 ALT measures, cumulative dose of
PZA, and cumulative dose of EMB) as the final model. Then,
we trained the selected model with the whole training data set.
Figure 3 shows the content of a single decision tree of the model.
The decision process starts from the most recent ALT test value,
and then dichotomous determinations are made at each node in
the decision tree; this process ends with outputting predictions
(high or low risk of DILI).

Figure 2. Top 10 important variables selected by the single-tree XGBoost model. ALT: alanine transaminase, EMB: ethambutol, INH: isoniazid, PZA:
pyrazinamide, RFP: rifampicin.

Table 2. Summary of AUCa values for candidate model.

AUC, mean (SD)Variables, nCandidate model

0.908 (0.043)11

0.912 (0.040)22

0.913 (0.041)33

0.918 (0.040)44 (selected model)

0.917 (0.040)55

0.915 (0.040)66

0.913 (0.040)77

0.913 (0.041)88

0.912 (0.041)99

0.911 (0.041)1010

aAUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.
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Figure 3. Detailed overview of the single decision tree of the model. The decision process starts from the left (most recent ALT measure) and ends at
the right ("Yes": high risk of drug-induced liver injury or "No": low risk of drug-induced liver injury). Dichotomous determinations are made at every
node in the decision tree. Cumulative doses of PZA and EMB are referenced. Black paths are the default direction for missing values. ALT: alanine
transaminase, EMB: ethambutol, PZA: pyrazinamide, RFP: rifampicin.

Table 3 summarizes the performance of the model on basis of
the validation data set (136 cases). A total of 70 cases of DILI
were correctly predicted, and 33 negative cases were
successfully predicted. The model had a precision of 90%, recall
of 74%, classification accuracy of 76%, balanced error rate of
77%, and F1 value of 81%. For correctly predicted cases, the
median number of days between DILI onset and the provision
of warnings of high risk by the model for the patients was 15
(IQR 7.3-27.5) days (Figure 4). Multimedia Appendix 1 shows
a comparison of the performance of the single-tree XGBoost
model and the multitree XGBoost model, logistic regression
model, and multi- or single-tree random forest model on the
whole data set, based on the receiver operating characteristic
curve and the AUC. The multitree XGBoost model performed
the best (AUC=0.940, 95% CI 0.924-0.956). The single-tree
XGBoost model had an AUC of 0.912 (95% CI 0.890-0.935),

which was very similar to that of the multitree model and higher
than that of the rest of the models.

Table 4 shows the AUC values for candidate models under
different time windows upon sensitivity analysis. Both final
models under different time windows included the 4 most
important predictors, same as those of our original model. The
most recent ALT measure, average rate of change of patients’
last 2 ALT measures, and cumulative dose of PZA were
identified as the best predictors in all 3 models. Nevertheless,
our original model also selected the cumulative dose of EMB
as an important predictor and, while being trained on the basis
of 250-day and 350-day time windows, selected cumulative
doses of RFP and INH, respectively. The performance of the 3
models is summarized in Multimedia Appendix 1, which shows
that all 3 models have similar patterns of the receiver operating
characteristic curve and provided largely consistent AUC values.

Table 3. Model performancea with the validation data set.

NoYesPrediction or reference model

870Yes, n

3325No, n

aPrecision=90%, recall=74%, F1 value=81%, classification accuracy=76%, and balanced error rate=77%.
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Figure 4. Number of days between the onset of drug-induced liver injury and the model providing warnings of high risk for patients with TB-DILI.
TB-DILI: tuberculosis with drug-induced liver injury.

Table 4. Summary of AUCa values for candidate models upon sensitivity analysis.

AUC of the model with a 350-day time window,
mean (SD)

AUC of the model with a 250-day time window,
mean (SD)

Variables, nCandidate model

0.913 (0.042)0.910 (0.040)11

0.911 (0.040)0.916 (0.039)22

0.915 (0.041)0.920 (0.039)33

0.915 (0.041)0.922 (0.039)44 (selected model)

0.915 (0.041)0.921 (0.039)55

0.915 (0.042)0.918 (0.038)66

0.915 (0.041)0.918 (0.039)77

0.913 (0.041)0.917 (0.039)88

0.913 (0.041)0.916 (0.039)99

0.912 (0.041)0.916 (0.039)1010

aAUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Anti-TB drugs are one of the most common and effective means
of treating TB in the clinical setting and can effectively control
disease progression among patients with TB. Nevertheless,
studies have suggested that patients are likely to develop DILI
during the treatment process owing to the hepatotoxicity of
anti-TB drugs [11,15-18] and long duration of TB treatment
[56]. Clinicians often have difficulties in predicting the efficacy
of anti-TB treatment as well as liver injury status in patients
with TB. To identify reliable and accurate predictors and better
predict DILI during TB treatment, we built the single-tree
XGBoost machine learning model and selected variables with
significant effects. Our model can provide suggestions to
clinicians to adjust their medication regimens in a timely manner
to avoid causing more severe liver injury. To our knowledge,

this is the first time that XGBoost model has been applied to
predict DILI at the clinical treatment stage.

Interestingly, the proportion of TB-DILI cases is significantly
higher among men compared than among women (Table 1).
This result is consistent with that of Chang et al [23], which
suggested that males were 2.1-fold more likely to develop
hepatotoxicity than females after being adjusted for age. We
found that patients with DILI had significantly higher values
for the most recent ALT measure and higher mean rates of
change between the 2 most recent ALT measures than those
without DILI (Table 1). Singanayagam et al [57] also
demonstrated the association between pretreatment ALT and
2-week on-treatment ALT levels in patients with DILI.

Based on the results of variable selection, the significant
predictors for predicting DILI are the most recent ALT measure,
average change rate of the last 2 ALT measures, and the
cumulative doses of PZA and EMB. According to the decision
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tree (Figure 3), the decision process of our model was to initially
focus on the most recent ALT measure of a patient and then
comprehensively evaluate the rate of change in ALT levels and
the cumulative intake dose of both PZA and EMB to make
predictions. A previous study [58] reported that the initial
concentration of PZA and its metabolites are associated with
hepatotoxicity [58]. Cao et al [59] suggested that combination
therapy with PZA, INH, and RIF is likely to increase the risk
of hepatotoxicity compared to monotherapy with INH and RIF.
In addition, the addition of a low dose of PZA to a regimen of
INH, RIF, and EMB did not significantly increase the incidence
of DILI in the first 2 months of anti-TB therapy [60]. In the
branches of our single-tree model (Figure 3), thresholds to
determine whether the cumulative dose of anti-TB drugs
contributed to the development of DILI under different situations
were also provided.

Currently, various machine learning algorithms have been
assessed for early detection of DILI and have shown to have a
high prediction accuracy [61,62]. Xu et al [63] proposed a deep
learning model, which achieved a classification accuracy of
86.9% in external validation for DILI prediction after training
with a set of 475 samples. Dominic et al [64] combined
mechanistic detection of hepatic safety with a Bayesian machine
learning algorithm to build the model, which has a balanced
accuracy of 86%, sensitivity of 87%, and specificity of 85%,
thus improving the prediction of DILI risk. In addition, the
XGBoost model was applied to increase the specificity of mass
TB screening [65]. Our model also demonstrated the high
prediction accuracy and interpretability of the XGBoost model
at the clinical treatment stage.

Compared with alternative models, the multitree XGBoost
model performed the best, as revealed from the AUC value upon
cross-validation (Multimedia Appendix 1). The single-tree
XGBoost model displayed similar performance to that of the
multitree XGBoost model. Since the single-tree model is easier
to interpret, takes up fewer computing resources, and provides
predictions in a shorter period of time, the single-tree XGBoost
model is more suitable in the clinical setting. In addition, the
single-tree XGBoost model performed better than multitree
random forest model and single-tree random forest model. The

logistic regression model is also interpretable. Nevertheless,
since linear models cannot directly process missing values, the
missing clinical data could affect the performance of logistic
regression. For multiple imputation, additional assumptions and
prior information are required, which is likely to complicate the
process and reduce the robustness of the model. In addition,
sensitivity analysis has shown that our model has a consistently
high prediction accuracy when trained with different time
windows. Therefore, the single-tree XGBoost model is the most
appropriate among all candidate models.

Limitations
Our model also has some limitations of note. First, although the
model identified the most meaningful predictors for the risk of
TB-DILI, pathological conclusions should be made cautiously
since the model was entirely driven by the data input. The model
needs to be adjusted accordingly when the data are updated.
Second, there is a lack of validation for our model on other data
sets. Future studies could further explore these issues by
applying the model in a combined larger data set. Inputting
more data is likely to contribute to the identification of more
effective predictors and generate higher prediction accuracy. In
addition, it is also necessary to validate the model’s performance
on an imbalanced data set to determine whether a further
reweighting or resampling is needed to improve prediction
accuracy.

Conclusions
We developed a single-tree XGBoost model, which
demonstrated the patients’ most recent ALT measure, average
rate of change of patients’ 2 latest ALT measures, and
cumulative doses of PZA and EMB as the best predictors for
assessing the DILI risk. In the validation data set, the model
displayed high accuracy (precision=90%, recall=74%,
classification accuracy=76%, and balanced error rate=77%) and
interpretability in predicting the TB-DILI cases. In addition,
the median number of days between the model providing
warnings of high risk among patients and DILI onset is 15 (IQR
7.3-27.5) days, which suggests that it is possible for clinicians
to adjust the medication regimen by referring to the model’s
prediction and avoid causing more serious liver injury.
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Abstract

Background: Medical writing styles can have an impact on the understandability of health educational resources. Amid current
web-based health information research, there is a dearth of research-based evidence that demonstrates what constitutes the best
practice of the development of web-based health resources on children’s health promotion and education.

Objective: Using authoritative and highly influential web-based children’s health educational resources from the Nemours
Foundation, the largest not-for-profit organization promoting children’s health and well-being, we aimed to develop machine
learning algorithms to discriminate and predict the writing styles of health educational resources on children versus adult health
promotion using a variety of health educational resources aimed at the general public.

Methods: The selection of natural language features as predicator variables of algorithms went through initial automatic feature
selection using ridge classifier, support vector machine, extreme gradient boost tree, and recursive feature elimination followed
by revision by education experts. We compared algorithms using the automatically selected (n=19) and linguistically enhanced
(n=20) feature sets, using the initial feature set (n=115) as the baseline.

Results: Using five-fold cross-validation, compared with the baseline (115 features), the Gaussian Naive Bayes model (20
features) achieved statistically higher mean sensitivity (P=.02; 95% CI −0.016 to 0.1929), mean specificity (P=.02; 95% CI
−0.016 to 0.199), mean area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (P=.02; 95% CI −0.007 to 0.140), and mean macro
F1 (P=.006; 95% CI 0.016-0.167). The statistically improved performance of the final model (20 features) is in contrast to the
statistically insignificant changes between the original feature set (n=115) and the automatically selected features (n=19): mean
sensitivity (P=.13; 95% CI −0.1699 to 0.0681), mean specificity (P=.10; 95% CI −0.1389 to 0.4017), mean area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve (P=.008; 95% CI 0.0059-0.1126), and mean macro F1 (P=.98; 95% CI −0.0555 to 0.0548). This
demonstrates the importance and effectiveness of combining automatic feature selection and expert-based linguistic revision to
develop the most effective machine learning algorithms from high-dimensional data sets.

Conclusions: We developed new evaluation tools for the discrimination and prediction of writing styles of web-based health
resources for children’s health education and promotion among parents and caregivers of children. User-adaptive automatic
assessment of web-based health content holds great promise for distant and remote health education among young readers. Our
study leveraged the precision and adaptability of machine learning algorithms and insights from health linguistics to help advance
this significant yet understudied area of research.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e30115)   doi:10.2196/30115
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Introduction

Background
Web-based health education and promotion has become
increasingly popular among all age groups [1]. Although existing
research on web-based health educational materials has focused
on adults or general readers, there is an increasing body of
research on the assessment and evaluation of web-based
educational resources on children’s health [2,3]. Clinical and
academic research shows that effective writing styles can have
an impact on the understanding and reception of medical and
health educational resources for different reader groups [4-6].
There is a pressing need to investigate the writing style of
web-based health resources on children’s health promotion and
education for the main readers of such materials as parents and
child caregivers to ensure information relevance and
acceptability. The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
is the lead federal agency charged with improving the safety
and quality of America’s health care system, including pediatric
health care products and services [7]. The Agency for Healthcare
Research and Quality has developed the Patient Education
Materials Assessment Tool (PEMAT) to ensure the development
and delivery of quality health care products and services. Key
assessment criteria of PEMAT include health information
understandability, relevance, and actionability [8,9].

Much of the current research has focused on exploring these
assessment dimensions separately using long-standing
readability tools [10-13] or machine learning algorithms of
natural language features [14-16] using features such as general
medical vocabularies, consumer medical vocabulary, natural
language features such as a part of speech features [17-19], and
other metadata [20]. Furthermore, many of these data-intensive
and data-driven studies did not consider insights from research
fields directly relevant to health educational resource
development and evaluation. The lack of model interpretability
has largely limited the applicability of such computational
research in practical health education. How to effectively link
linguistic research, health education, and machine learning
modeling needs to be addressed.

The core question of our study is to develop machine learning
models to discriminate and predict what constitutes a suitable
writing style of web-based health resources on children’s health
promotion and education. Research-based evidence is needed
to inform and improve the current practice of web-based health
educational resource development on health issues related to
the promotion of children’s health and well-being for readers
such as parents, caregivers of children, and teenagers. Our study
aims to assess the writing styles of web-based health resources
on children’s health through an integrated, holistic approach,
that is, the development of machine learning models to evaluate
whether the content and the writing style of a piece of web-based
health educational material is more related to children’s health
promotion and education, or more for the general public. The
underlying hypothesis of our study is that the content and writing

style of high-quality web-based health educational resources
vary with the intended readership, which is based on the
principles of clinically developed guidelines for health
educational resource assessment such as PEMAT [21-23] and
health educational research findings in support of user-oriented
health communication styles [24-31].

Data Sets and Feature Extraction

Corpus Data Collection and Classification
The Nemours Foundation is the world’s largest nonprofit
organization dedicated to improving the health and well-being
of children, and the website of the Foundation has high-quality
health education resources developed by medical experts and
experienced health educators purposefully for different
readerships including parents, children (aged ≤13 years) and
teenagers (aged 13-20 years) [32]. Given the inherent difficulties
of conducting large-scale surveys of web-based health
educational materials among young children, we used
high-quality, authoritative, and children-oriented health materials
on the KidsHealth website [33] as the training data to develop
machine learning algorithms to predict the relevance and
suitability of health education resources for young children with
English as the native language. The entire data set contains
around 200 children-oriented health texts and 800 adult health
texts that we collected on websites developed by nonprofit
health organizations and intended for the public, such as the
World Health Organization (Multimedia Appendix 1 presents
some of the websites used).

Text Screening Criterion
For the selection of health information for the general public,
the main screening criteria were that the websites must have
been certified by the Health on the Net Foundation, an
international accreditation authority of web-based health
information, and they must have been developed by health
authorities to provide accurate health educational information.
These included governmental health organizations, accredited
nonprofit health organizations engaged in health promotion and
education, or national or regional associations of specific disease
prevention and control. We carefully screened a total of 200
children’s health readings from the website of Nemours
KidsHealth [33] as one of the most authoritative children health
education websites, accredited by the Health on the Net
Foundation [34] for its authority (details of the editorial team
and the site team are clearly stated), justifiability (health
information is complete and provided in an objective, balanced,
and transparent manner), and transparency (the site is easy to
use, and its mission is clear). The intended readers were clearly
the parents and caregivers of children, as shown in the
user-specific website structure. It should be noted that there was
a clear imbalance between the two sets of health texts, which
reflects the reality of web-based health educational resources,
as children-oriented health materials are much less than
adult-oriented health resources.
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Corpus Annotation of Semantic Features
We annotated the health texts using the semantic tagging system
developed by the University of Lancaster, United Kingdom
[35]. The annotated health texts contained 115 semantic features
under 21 lexical categories—A: general or abstract terms; B:
the body and individual; C: arts and crafts; E: emotions; F: food
and farming; G: government and politics; H: architecture,
housing, and the home; I: money, commerce, and industry; K:
entertainment, sports, or games; L: live and living things; M:
movement, location, travel, and transport; N: numbers and
measurement; O: substances, materials, objects, and equipment;
P: education; Q: language or communication; S: social actions,
states, and process; T: time, W: world and environment; X:
psychological actions, states, and processes; Y: science or
technology; Z: names and grammars. Although the University
of Lancaster Semantic Annotation System (USAS) was
developed for general English studies, it has wide applications
in specialist language studies, including health education and
information. It is one of the most commonly used English
semantic annotation systems.

Our study chose USAS purposefully, as we aimed to select
linguistic and semantic features that may be used for developing
machine learning algorithms to predict the semantic relevance
and suitability of web-based health information among children.
The semantic features described earlier are more suitable for
analyzing and modeling the content relevance of health
information. Many current studies use grammatical or syntactic
features to develop machine learning algorithms for health
information evaluation. However, grammatical, syntactic,
morphological, or other types of structural or functional
linguistic features cannot be used to study the contents of health
information. The relevance of health information content for
specific populations is largely underexplored in current health
informatics using natural language processing and machine
learning. Our study took advantage of the extensive English
semantic coverage of USAS and developed algorithms using a
small number of semantic features (20 from the original 115
semantic features) that measured diverse dimensions of the
relevance and suitability of web-based health contents for
English-speaking young children: approaches to medical
knowledge acquisition; assessment of health situations;
describing efforts; complexity of actions; attention, stress, or
emphasis on key points; and finally, communicative
interactivity. All these dimensions of health information
relevance and suitability for young readers are supported and
represented by semantic features incorporated in the
comprehensive annotation system of USAS.

Statistical Analysis
Table 1 shows the Mann-Whitney U test of linguistic features
as statistically significant features in web-based health education
texts on the education of children’s versus adults’ health. The
results show that children-oriented and adult-oriented health
resources had statistically significant differences in the originally
annotated semantic features (n=115). In addition to the
two-tailed P values, the effect sizes (Cohen d) of the independent
sample two-tailed t test were produced to measure the statistical
differences between the two sets of health texts. As the mean

differences were taken between health texts for children and
adult health promotion, a positive Cohen d effect size indicated
that a certain semantic feature is a characteristic feature of
children-oriented health resources. A negative Cohen d effect
size suggested that a semantic feature is more significant in
health educational resources intended for the public.

A number of semantic features were identified as characteristic
of adult-oriented health resources: semantic features that had
large negative Cohen d effect sizes (above 0.5) included B2
health and disease (P<.001; Cohen d=−0.802); B3 medicine
and medical treatment (P<.001; Cohen d=−0.800); Z2
geographical names (P<.001; Cohen d=−0.674); Z3 other proper
names (P<.001; Cohen d=−0.594); M7 places (P<.001; Cohen
d=−0.587); Y1 science and technology generally (P<.001;
Cohen d=−0.522); Z99 out-of-dictionary rare expressions
(Plt;.001; Cohen d=−0.776); A15 safety or danger (P<.001;
Cohen d=−0.543); and S1 social actions, states, and processes
(P<.001; Cohen d=−0.547). Semantic features with medium
effect sizes (Cohen d=−0.5 to 0.3) were related to social
processes, money, religion, and numeracy: G1 government,
politics, and election (P<.001; Cohen d=−0.496); W3
geographical terms (P<.001; Cohen d=−0.414); L1 life and
living things (P<.001; Cohen d=−0.391); I1 money generally
(P<.001; Cohen d=−0.370); L2 living creature (P<.001; Cohen
d=−0.362); S5 social groups and affiliation (P<.001; Cohen
d=−0.356); S9 religion (P=.001; Cohen d=−0.324); and N1
numbers (P=.006; Cohen d=−0.315).

Textual features that were statistically significant in
children-oriented health texts reflected the different cognitive
processing of health information and health communication
styles between children and adults. Semantic features that had
a large Cohen d effect size (0.5-0.9) for children-oriented health
texts included words indicating simple actions and steps: M1
moving, coming, and going (P<.001; Cohen d=0.547); M2
putting, taking pulling, and pushing (P<.001; Cohen d=0.517);
E2 emotional expressions of like or dislike feelings (P<.001;
Cohen d=0.556); X3 sensory words describing sight, taste, feel,
and touch feelings (P<.001; Cohen d=0.684); S4 kinships
(P<.001; Cohen d=0.713); X8 expressions describing efforts,
attempts, and resolution (P<.001; Cohen d=0.803); and words
of textual coherence or logical structure—Z8 pronouns (P<.001;
Cohen d=0.907); Z6 negative expression (P<.001; Cohen
d=0.764); and Z7 conditional expressions (P<.001; Cohen
d=0.575).

There were two semantic categories related to emphasis, stress,
and attention: A14 focusing subjuncts that draw attention to or
focus on (P=.04; Cohen d=0.519) and A13 words as maximizers,
boosters, approximators, and compromisers (P<.001; Cohen
d=0.645). Semantic features that were identified as characteristic
features of children-oriented health reading of a medium Cohen
d effect size (0.3-0.5) included F1 food-related expressions
(P<.001; Cohen d=0.493); O1 substances and materials generally
(P<.001; Cohen d=0.49); B1 terms relating to the human body
and bodily processes (P=.002; Cohen d=0.362); O4 physical
attributes (P<.001; Cohen d=0.348); and E4 expressions of
happiness or sadness (P<.001; Cohen d=0.493).
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The large number of semantic features of statistical significance
(P<.05) and medium-to-large effect sizes (Cohen d 0.3-0.9)
needed to be further reduced to a smaller set of textual features
to ensure the stability, efficiency, and convenience of any
empirical assessment tool to be developed. The following
sections will elaborate on machine learning–assisted automatic
feature selection, followed by a review and revision of the
empirical analytical instrument from the perspective of
user-adaptive health resource design and health linguistics. The
final machine learning model aims to provide high-precision
automated predictions of the suitability of web-based health
educational resources for young readers.

Machine learning algorithms are known for their lack of
interpretability compared with statistical models. Through the
successive permutation of the predictor features in the final
algorithm (Gaussian Naive Bayes [GNB]), we calculated the
impact of individual features on the performance of the
algorithm, that is, its sensitivity and specificity. Two sets of
semantic features were identified as significant contributors to
the prediction of children- versus adult-oriented health
educational resources. Each set of features that emerged in the
process of algorithm development represented a balanced
combination of semantic classes, which were statistically
significant features in children- or adult-oriented materials.

Table 1. Semantic feature of health educational texts.

Effect size (Cohen d)Statistical differenceAdult-oriented,
mean (SD)

Children-oriented,
mean (SD)

Semantic features

P valueaMann-Whitney U test

0.340.1767510.04.1 (4.994)5.65 (7.267)A5: evaluation: good or bad

−0.543<.00156287.01.560 (3.950)0.230 (1.020)A15: safety or danger

−0.802<.00141001.022.45 (30.619)7.910 (13.792)B2: health and disease

−0.800<.00146443.512.46 (17.280)4.360 (8.392)B3: medicine and medical treatment

0.491<.00151368.03.490 (13.801)10.30 (25.407)F1: food

0.547<.00152775.02.92 (5.259)5.27 (7.399)M1: moving, coming, going

−0.547<.00154876.53.820 (6.090)1.850 (2.738)S1: social actions, states, and processes

0.207.0465131.510.22 (16.519)12.42 (15.635)S2: people

0.713<.00152886.51.070 (3.247)2.860 (4.221)S4: kin

−0.356<.00158355.02.520 (4.771)1.500 (3.672)S5: groups and affiliation

−0.318.00762823.56.920 (9.634)5.140 (6.315)S8: helping or hindering

−0.324.00164677.00.440 (1.587)0.140 (0.738)S9: religion and the supernatural

−0.181.1667348.012.94 (15.022)11.3 (12.639)T1: time

0.684<.00150469.02.020 (4.618)4.920 (7.606)X3: sensory

0.019.3769246.01.83 (3.612) 1.88 (3.619)X9: ability

−0.674<.00145505.53.120 (6.184)0.550 (1.496)Z2: geographical names

0.764<.00151392.03.080 (4.861)5.840 (5.958)Z6: negative

0.907<.00146155.031.56 (38.830)59.79 (53.287)Z8: pronoun

−0.776<.00139069.037.58 (49.684)13.74 (17.037)Z99: unmatched expressions

aAsymptotic significance (two-tailed).

Methods

We applied machine learning algorithms to learn the important
features for detecting the writing styles of web-based health
educational resources on children’s health promotion and
education. Recursive feature elimination (RFE), ridge classifier
(RC), extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) [36], and support
vector machine (SVM) [37] were used to assist in automatic
feature selection. RFE is commonly used with SVM (denoted
as RFE_SVM) to build a model and remove unimportant
features [38]. In addition to linear models such as SVM,
tree-based models are also an effective method to learn feature
importance, and XGBoost was used as the learning estimator

of RFE (denoted as RFE_XGB). For algorithms RC, SVM, and
RFE, we used the implementation in scikit-learn [39]. For
XGBoost, we used the Python package xgboost [40].

For the RC and RFE algorithms, scikit-learn has built-in
cross-validation variants RidgeClassifierCV and RFECV, which
perform leave-one-out five-fold cross-validation to search for
the best hyper-parameters and select the best cross-validated
features, respectively. For SVM, which only needs to tune the
regularization parameter C, we applied the commonly used
GridSearchCV for hyperparameter tuning. The GridSearchCV
algorithm performs an exhaustive search over specified
parameter values to determine the best and cross-validated
parameter values of the model. For XGBoost, which has nine
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hyper-parameters including some continuous ones, we applied
RandomizedSearchCV, which performs a randomized search
over parameters and samples a fixed number of parameter
settings from the specified distribution. We set the number of
parameter settings n_iter of Randomized SearchCV as 300. The
hyperparameter n_iter defines the number of parameter settings
that are sampled. With a large value of n_iter, the algorithm
was able to find better hyper-parameters from a large parameter
setting with high quality. The fine-tuned results of the better
hyper-parameters are shown in Multimedia Appendix 2. For
the hyper-parameters that were not listed, we used the default
values in the model.

We applied RFE_SVM and RFE_XGB to evaluate the
cross-validation score when increasing the number of selected
features. The automatic tuning results of the number of features
selected by cross-validation are shown in Multimedia Appendix

2. As shown in the results (Figures 1 and 2), both the SVM and
XGBoost model gained a nearly stable cross-validation score
greater than 0.9 when the number of selected features was equal
to or greater than 40. This result indicated that when only 40
features were used, the model was still able to achieve good
performance, and adding more features did not help much. As
a result, we applied 40 as a threshold to select the top 40
important features learned by RC and XGBoost. The details of
the selected top 40 features of RC and XGBoost are shown in
Multimedia Appendix 2 and Figures 3 and 4. RFE_SVM learned
95 features, eliminating 20 unimportant features from all 115
features. For the RFE_XGB, 97 features were selected, and 18
unimportant features were eliminated. Finally, the intersected
19 features from the RC, XGBoost, RFE_SVM, and RFE_XGB
were selected as automatically learned features from the machine
learning algorithms.

Figure 1. Automatic tuning of the number of features selected with cross-validation of RFE_XGB.

Figure 2. Automatic tuning of the number of features selected with cross-validation of RFE_SVM.
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Figure 3. Automatic feature importance ranking using extreme gradient boost tree. XGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.

Figure 4. Automatic feature importance ranking using the ridge classifier.

Results

Feature Selection Results
Table 2 shows the performance of the three machine learning
classifiers on the testing data, which were largely similar in
terms of overall model accuracy, macro average F1, and F1 for
adult- and children-oriented health readings. The top semantic
features in the initial automatic feature selection were as follows
(for a detailed description of these codes, see the USAS):

• RC: Z99, B3, S1, T1, A2, B2, A6, K4, A12, W5, A15, N1,
S9, S5, Y1, S8, X4, Z2, X9, Y2, S3, A14, F3, X2, X8, T2,
K3, A5, G3, B5, O2, X3, M1, X5, F1, S2, O1, S4, Z6, Z8

• XGB Tree: X2, E2, X9, T2, X5, A2, E3, S2, A15, A5, Z7,
N6, M7, O4, A13, G1, X3, Z5, E5, K5, Y2, S4, O1, L3,
Q3, Z99, B3, T1, S8, B2, L1, Z8, Z2, Z3, I1, X8, Q4, F1,
Z6, A12

• RFE using SVM as the feature scoring algorithm: A2, A3,
A4, A5, A6, A7, A9, A10, A11, A12, A13, A14, A15, B1,
B2, B3, B5, C1, E4, E5, E6, F1, F3, F4, G1, G2, G3, H2,
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H3, H4, H5, I1, I2, I3, I4, K1, K2, K3, K4, K5, L1, L2, L3,
M1, M3, M4, M5, M6, M8, N1, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6, O2,
O3, O4, P1, Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7,
S8, S9, T1, T2, T4, W1, W2, W4, W5, X2, X3, X4, X5,
X6, X7, X9, Y1, Y2, Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, Z6, Z8, Z99

• RFE using XGB as the feature scoring algorithm: A1, A2,
A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, A9, A10, A11, A12, A13, A14,
A15, B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, C1, E1, E2, E3, E4, E6, F1, F2,

G1, H3, H4, I1, I2, I3, I4, K3, K4, K5, K6, L2, L3, M1,
M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, N1, N3, N4, N5, N6, O1, O2,
O3, O4, Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8,
S9, T1, T2, T3, T4, W1, W3, W4, X2, X3, X5, X6, X7, X8,
X9, Y1, Y2, Z0, Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, Z5, Z6, Z7, Z8, Z9, Z99

• The common 19 features of the four feature selection
algorithms are as follows: Z8, S2, S8, F1, A5, S4, X3, M1,
T1, S5, S9, Z99, A15, S1, X9, Z6, B2, Z2, B3.

Table 2. Classifiers used for automatic feature selection.

F1RecallPrecisionMacro average F1aAccuracyClassifier and text class

0.890.925Ridge classifier

0.950.910.99Adult-oriented readings

0.840.970.74Children-oriented readings

0.890.93SVMb

0.960.960.95Adult-oriented readings

0.820.80.84Children-oriented readings

0.900.94XGBc

0.960.980.95Adult-oriented readings

0.840.780.91Children-oriented readings

aF1 = 2 × [(precision × recall) / (precision + recall)].
bSVM: support vector machine.
cXGB: extreme gradient boosting.

Table 3 shows the comparison of the performance of algorithms
using the original 115 features as predictor variables and the
automatically selected 19 semantic features as predictor
variables. With GNB classifier, we reduced the predictor
variables from 115 to 19, the mean sensitivity (of the five folds
of data) decreased from 0.685 to 0.634 (0.074%), the mean
specificity increased from 0.771 to 0.903 (17.04%), and the
mean area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
(AUC) increased from 0.822 to 9.882 (7.21%). Similar patterns
were observed with K-nearest neighbor (KNN). Mean sensitivity
decreased from 0.973 to 0.943 when the predictor variables
reduced in number. By contrast, the model mean specificity
increased by 33.7% from 0.526 to 0.703 and the mean AUC
increased by 3.79% from 0.901 to 0.935. This suggested that
for some algorithms such as GNB and KNN, feature selection
can increase the model efficiency, at least partially. However,
with XGB, both mean sensitivity and mean specificity decreased
by around 0.5%, resulting in a decrease of mean AUC of 0.95%.
The decrease in the mean sensitivity, mean specificity, and mean
AUC of XGB and the decrease in mean specificity of GNB and
KNN using automatically selected features indicated that further
linguistic revision was needed. Linguistic review of the
automatically selected features will ascertain whether the
automatically selected features were linguistically meaningful
and explainable.

Features that were deemed linguistically irrelevant or
unexplainable will be replaced by semantic features that are
highly relevant and significant for health language studies.
Incorporating insights from language studies into automatic
feature selection will help in the development of adaptive and

interpretable machine learning algorithms. Increasing the
interpretability and practical usability of algorithms can be
achieved at the stage of the linguistic review of automatically
selected feature sets.

We eliminated S9, T1, S2, and Z2 and added X8, A12, A11,
A13, and A14. These were the semantic features that were
highly relevant to health linguistics. X8 are terms depicting the
level of effort and resolution. This is a statistically significant
feature of children’s educational resources (P<.001; Cohen
d=0.803). Typical words of X8 were tried, fights, hard, fighting,
try, and struggling, which were prevalent in health educational
resources for children to describe bodily reactions to diseases
and viruses. In contrast, adult-oriented health education
resources were abundant in words and expressions of A12,
which were abstract terms denoting the varying levels of
difficulties: challenge, adversity, and complexity. The
independent t test showed that A12 was a characteristic semantic
feature of general health materials (P<.001; Cohen d=−0.234).
A11 included abstract terms denoting importance or significance
and abstract terms denoting noticeability or markedness. Typical
words of A11 were main, significant, important, serious,
principal, emergency, distinctive, urgent, crucial, and
emergencies that were abundant in adult health educational
resources (P<.001; Cohen d=−0.0348). A13 included words
such as maximizers, boosters, approximators, and compromisers
(P<.001; Cohen d=0.645). Typical words of A13 were very,
almost, more, as, about, up, to, approximately, fully, even, and
enormously, which were prevalent in children’s health education
resources. Finally, A14 focused on subjuncts that drew attention
to or to focus upon (P=.04; Cohen d=0.519). Typical words of
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A14 were especially, just, and only, which were highly frequent in children’s health educational readings.

Table 3. Performance of classifiers using 115 (originally tagged) and 19 (automatically selected) features.

AUCa, mean (SD)Specificity, mean (SD)Sensitivity, mean (SD)Classifier and feature sets

GNBb

0.822 (0.062)0.771 (0.116)0.685 (0.125)All 115 features

0.882 (0.054)0.903 (0.063)0.634 (0.074)Automatically selected 19 features

KNNc

0.901 (0.032)0.526 (0.096)0.973 (0.013)All 115 features

0.935 (0.023)0.703 (0.048)0.943 (0.028)Automatically selected 19 features

XGBd

0.978 (0.012)0.766 (0.059)0.982 (0.01)All 115 features

0.970 (0.016)0.737 (0.051)0.970 (0.019)Automatically selected 19 features

aAUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.
bGNB: Gaussian Naive Bayes.
cKNN: K-nearest neighbor algorithm.
dXGB: extreme gradient boosting.

Table 4 shows the linguistic profiling framework we developed
for the revised set of semantic features. It includes the 15
automatically selected features and the manually added five
features based on their relevance for health linguistic and
language studies, as well as their function as statistically
significant, large characteristic features of children- versus
adult-oriented health educational readings. The linguistic
framework for comparing health texts intended for these two
distinct readerships contained three key dimensions that were
cognitive abilities, social context of health issues, and
user-adaptive health communication style. Under each
dimension, there were several contrastive semantic features
which help to distinguish health readings for different readers.
Within the dimension of cognitive abilities, four semantic
features reflect the different scope of health knowledge of
children versus adults. For example, F1 food-related words and
expressions (creams, peanuts, spread, appetite, foods, salt, sugar,
meal, pasta, and rice), and X3 sensory expressions describing
taste, color, sight, feel, and sound of things (hearing, see, notice,
scented, hear, watch, sound, smell, colorful, etc) were prevalent
in children’s health readings as their main approach to health
knowledge acquisition. In contrast, more abstract, complex,
rare, difficult words were characteristic features of adult health
readings—B2: medicine (medical, condition, disorder, stroke,
tumor, injury, illness, health, miscarriage, infertility, etc); B3:
medical treatment (neurological, diagnosed, computed
tomography, cure, scan, medicinal, analgesic, healing, diagnosis,
drugs, etc), and Z99: complex, out-of-dictionary words
(cyclones, aldosterone, noncancerous, vestibulocochlear,
neurofibromatosis, tinnitus, muskrat, ondatra, zibethicus,
herbivore, alkanes, esters, aldehydes, etc).

Children and adults also use different approaches to assess
health events and situations: A5 words that evaluate events in
terms of good or bad and false or true were more prevalent in
children’s readings with typical words such as wrong, right,
better, good, true, positive, improved, greater, ok, and best. In

contrast, A15 words that assess health situations in terms of
safety, risk, and harm were more prevalent in adult health
readings with typical expressions that we found in the corpus:
at-risk, safe, dangerous, exposures, hazard, safety, insurance,
warning, alert, and alarming. X9 terms describing success and
failure, gains and losses, and benefits and risks were also
prevalent in adult health materials. This finding aligns well with
the latest research on health communication using the Prospect
Theory [41], which highlights the human propensity to maximize
benefits and minimize risks, including in health care and medical
settings. Typical words of X9 included effective, successful,
lose, achieve, gains, go wrong, overcome, solve, cope, and
competent. The complexity of actions is another important
feature of health education reading [42,43]. In children’s health
readings, simple actions and verbs describing the direction of
movements were prevalent—typical words in M1 were moving,
coming, and going, get, follow, step, and steps. In contrast, the
mean frequency of S8 words describing levels of help, obstacles,
and hindrance was statistically higher in adult health readings
such as stop, prevent, cooperate, benefits, resistance, protect,
protecting, support, supporting, and help.

We also identified predictor features that are relevant to the
social context of health issues [44]. This dimension includes
two sets of semantic features of interpersonal relations and the
socioeconomic contexts of health issues. For example, S4 words
of kinships (family, parents, siblings, relatives, children,
household, families, etc) were more common in children’s health
readings, whereas S5 words of people’s social groups and
affiliation were prevalent in adult health educational readings
such as network, loneliness, community, member, partnership,
and alliance. Another important semantic feature is S1 terms
related to participation, involvement, entitlement, and eligibility
or describing personality traits such as strength, weakness,
vulnerability, and disadvantaged. Typical words of S1 were
vulnerable, self-esteem, meeting, helplessness, social, and
contacts, which were highly frequent in adult health readings.
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We could not find an equivalent semantic feature class in
children’s health readings to match S1 as a characteristic of
adult health readings.

The health communicative style is another key dimension of
semantic features [30]. We found that an effective
communicative style is particularly relevant for children-oriented
health educational readings [45]. For example, to match the
machine learning–selected feature of A11 terms describing
importance and priority, we added two functionally equivalent
semantic features that were prevalent in children’s health
readings to help increase the emphasis and stress on the key
health messages of the texts: A13 and A14. Both were mostly

adverbs describing the degree, levels, extent, severity of objects,
and events. For example, typical words in A13 were very,
almost, more, as, about, up, to, approximately, fully, even,
enormously; and typical words of A14 were especially, just,
and only. These words stand in contrast with A11 words that
characterize the prioritization and importance attribution among
adults: main, significant, important, serious, principal,
emergency, distinctive, urgent, crucial, and emergencies. Finally,
terms that help increase the logical coherence of health readings
were highly frequent in children’s health readings but not in
adult readings. These include Z8, the use of pronouns (it, this,
who, that, you, what, we, they, their, which, your, our, and
anything), and Z6, the use of negative expressions.

Table 4. Revised linguistic evaluation framework with final 20 features.

Texts on adults’ healthTexts on children’s healthDimensions of linguistic analyses

Cognitive abilities

Scope of health knowledge •• B2 (medicine); B3 (medical treatment)F1 (food)
•• Z99 (complex and out-of-dictionary words)X3 (sensory: taste, sound, and

touch)

Assessment of situations •• A15 (safety or danger)A5 (good or bad and true or false)
• X9 (success or failure, gains or loss, and benefits or risks)

Describing efforts •• A12 (level of difficulty)X8 (level of efforts or resolution)

Complexity of actions •• S8 (level of help or hindrance)M1 (actions of movement)

The social context of health issues

Interpersonal relations •• S5 (social groups and affiliation)S4 (kin)

Socioeconomic context •• S1 (terms related to participation, involvement, entitlement, eligibil-
ity; or describing personality traits such as strength, weakness, vul-
nerability, and disadvantaged)

N/Aa

Communicative style

Attention emphasis and
stress

•• A11 (importance)A13 (degree)
• A14 (particularizers)

Logical coherence •• N/AZ8 (pronouns)
• Z6 (negative)

aN/A: not applicable.

Table 5 shows features in the linguistic evaluation framework
for a binary logistic regression analysis (enter) with
children-oriented health resources as the reference class. The
statistical result aligns with the linguistic analysis well: 10
semantic features had negative unstandardized coefficients and
less than 1 odds ratio, suggesting that with the increase of values
in these features, the odds of the health text being a
children-oriented health reading were higher than those of the
health text being an adult health reading. For example, the odds
ratio of Z6 negative expressions (P<.001) was 0.778 (95% CI
0.69-0.876), which means that with the increase of one Z6 word,
the odds of the health text being an adult health reading reduced
by a mean of 22.2%. The odds ratio of S4 (words describing
kinships; P<.001) was 0.823 (95% CI 0.746-0.907), meaning

with the increase of one word of S4 (such as parents, siblings,
grandparents, etc), the odds of the health text being a children’s
reading was 17.7% higher than those of the health text being
an adult-oriented health reading. X8 (P=.07), A14 (P=.66), M1
(P=.17), and A13 (P=.39) were statistically insignificant
predictor variables. Similarly, 10 semantic features were
identified as characteristic features of adult health readings:
A11, B2, B3, Z99, X9, S8, S5, S1, A12, A15. A11 and X9 were
statistically insignificant predictor variables. The odds ratio of
A15 was 1.945 (95% CI 1.335-2.833), which means that with
the increase of one word of A15 (words evaluating safety,
danger, or risks of health events), the odds of the health text
being an adult reading was 94.5% higher than those of the text
being a children-oriented health reading.
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Table 5. Predictor variables of binary logistic regression (children=0; adult=1).

ValuesRelevance of semantic features to outcomes

ORa (95% CI)P valueWald testβ (SE)

Semantic features related to higher ORs of health texts on children’s health

0.778 (0.690-0.876)<.00116.966−0.252 (0.061)Z6

0.796 (0.621-1.021).073.233−0.228 (0.127)X8

0.823 (0.746-0.907)<.00115.351−0.195 (0.050)S4

0.875 (0.820-0.933)<.00116.715−0.134 (0.033)X3

0.902 (0.837-0.971).0067.418−0.104 (0.038)A5

0.939 (0.707-1.246).660.192−0.063 (0.144)A14

0.948 (0.878-1.022).171.927−0.054 (0.039)M1

0.963 (0.942-0.984).00111.374−0.038 (0.011)F1

0.965 (0.889-1.047).390.744−0.036 (0.042)A13

0.979 (0.964-0.994).0067.589−0.021 (0.008)Z8

Semantic features related to higher ORs of health texts on adults’ health

1.031 (0.871-1.219).730.1240.030 (0.086)A11

1.032 (1.007-1.058).016.3970.032 (0.013)B2

1.068 (1.030-1.108)<.00112.4250.066 (0.019)B3

1.069 (1.046-1.093)<.00135.8490.067 (0.011)Z99

1.126 (0.993-1.277).073.4000.118 (0.064)X9

1.176 (1.087-1.273)<.00116.1370.162 (0.040)S8

1.281 (1.146-1.432)<.00119.0560.248 (0.057)S5

1.322 (1.118-1.562).00110.7030.279 (0.085)S1

1.346 (1.103-1.642).0038.5730.297 (0.102)A12

1.945 (1.335-2.833).00112.0030.665 (0.192)A15

aOR: odds ratio.

Performance Comparison of Classifiers Using Three
Sets of Features
Tables 6-10 show the results of the comparison of GNB
algorithms developed using the originally tagged
multidimensional feature set (n=115), automatically selected
feature set (n=19), and linguistically enhanced feature set
(n=20). Table 7 shows that both the automatically selected and
the linguistically enhanced feature set achieved statistically
improved AUC over the original high-dimensional feature set:
automatically selected (P=.008) and linguistically enhanced
(P=.02), significant at the adjusted P=.17 using Bonferroni
correction. The difference in AUC between the two streamlined
feature sets was not statistically significant (P=.56). In terms
of model sensitivity, the automatically selected feature set did

not achieve statistically significant improvement over the OR
feature set (P=.13) but the linguistically enhanced feature set
did (P=.01). The sensitivity of the linguistically enhanced feature
set was also statistically improved over the automatically
selected feature set (P<.001). In terms of model specificity, the
automatically selected feature set did not improve over the OR
feature set (P=.10), but the linguistically enhanced feature set
did (P=.01). The specificity between the automatically selected
and linguistically enhanced feature sets did not differ
significantly (P=.53). Finally, in terms of macro F1, which
provides a balanced assessment of the model performance, the
automatically selected feature set did not improve over the
baseline OR feature set (P=.98). The linguistically enhanced
feature set improved significantly over the OR feature set
(P=.006) and automatically selected feature set (P=.001).
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Table 6. Performance of machine learning models using different sets of features as predictors.

Macro F1b, mean (SD)Specificity, mean (SD)Sensitivity, mean (SD)AUCa, mean (SD)Algorithm

0.6336 (0.080)0.7714 (0.1161)0.6848 (0.1252)0.8224 (0.0617)115 features

0.6333 (0.067)0.9029 (0.0626)0.6339 (0.0743)0.8817 (0.0539)19 features (automatic selec-
tion)

0.7248 (0.0451)0.8629 (0.0843)0.7733 (0.076)0.8888 (0.0315)20 features (linguistic re-
view)

aAUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.
bF1 = 2 × [(precision × recall) / (precision + recall)].

Table 7. Pairwise corrected resampled t test of area under the receiver operating characteristic curve differences using three sets of features as predictors.

P value (two-tailed)95% CI of mean differenceMean difference (%)DescriptionPair

.008a0.0059 to 0.11267.209619 features versus 115 features1

.02a−0.0071 to 0.13998.072920 features versus 115 features2

.56−0.0421 to 0.05630.805220 features versus 19 features3

aP value significant at .0167 (Bonferroni correction).

Table 8. Pairwise corrected resampled t test of sensitivity differences using three sets of features as predictors.

P value (two-tailed)95% CI of the mean differenceMean difference (%)DescriptionPair

.13−0.1699 to 0.0681−7.433619 features versus 115 features1

.011a−0.016 to 0.192912.920420 features versus 115 features2

<.001a0.1048 to 0.17421.988520 features versus 19 features3

aP value significant at .0167 (Bonferroni correction).

Table 9. Pairwise corrected resampled t test of specificity differences using three sets of features as predictors.

P value (two-tailed)95% CI of the mean differenceMean difference (%)DescriptionPair

.10−0.1389 to 0.401717.03719 features versus 115 features1

.01a−0.0163 to 0.199111.851920 features versus 115 features2

.53−0.2923 to 0.2123−4.430420 features versus 19 features3

aP value significant at .0167 (Bonferroni correction).

Table 10. Pairwise corrected resampled t test of macro F1 differences using three sets of features as predictors.

P value (two-tailed)95% CI of the mean differenceMean difference (standardized; %)DescriptionPair

.98−0.0555 to 0.0548−0.053919 features versus 115 features1

.006a0.0158 to 0.166514.381320 features versus 115 features2

.0010.0422 to 0.140714.443020 features versus 19 features3

aP value significant at .0167 (Bonferroni correction).

We also tested the scalability and effectiveness of the 20
linguistically enhanced features (Figure 5). We compared the
performance with 115 initial all features (ALL) and 19
automatically selected features. The data were randomly divided
into a training set and test set with different split rates of 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. The performance was evaluated using receiver
operating characteristic curve and AUC metrics. As shown in
Figure 5, the model using linguistically enhanced features
always yielded the best performance with a stable AUC score

of 0.89 with the different training data set size. Moreover, when
using only 20% data for training (train=0.2), the model using
linguistically enhanced features still achieved a much higher
performance than the baseline (using ALL features),
demonstrating its effectiveness and potential for scalability.
Thus, incorporating both linguistic features and machine
learning features can better help in the interpretation and
auto-learning of health educational materials.
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Figure 5. Scalability and effectiveness of the 20 linguistically enhanced features. AS: automatically selected; AUC: area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve; LE: linguistically enhanced; ROC: receiver operating characteristic curve.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Our study illustrated machine learning–assisted selection of
textual features to develop new algorithms to predict the content
and writing style of credible web-based resources for children’s
health education and promotion among the parents and
caregivers of young children. We used high-quality health
educational resources developed by influential children’s health
promotion and educational organizations as training data. We
illustrated that feature selection to reduce high-dimensional
feature sets is an effective method for improving the efficiency
of machine learning algorithms, as shown by the improved
performance of the AUC of the model using automatically
selected features (n=19) as predictor variables over the originally
tagged feature set (n=115; P=.008). However, specificity,
sensitivity, and macro F1 did not improve when using the
automatically selected feature set. We then refined automatic
feature selection by incorporating linguistic insights from health
linguistics and user-oriented health communication. The
linguistically enhanced features led to a statistically significant
improvement in sensitivity; macro F1 over the automatically
selected feature set: sensitivity (P<.001) and macro F1 (P=.001);
and statistically significant improvement of AUC, sensitivity,
specificity, and macro F1 over the original high-dimensional
feature set: AUC (P=.02), sensitivity (P=.01), specificity
(P=.01), and macro F1 (P=.006).

Machine learning algorithms were known for their lack of
interpretability. Through the successive permutation of the
linguistically enhanced predictor variables in the developed
GNB algorithm, we explored the individual impact of each
feature on the model’s sensitivity and specificity. Two sets of
semantic features emerged as large contributors to the model’s
ability to predict the suitability of health educational resources
for adults and children, respectively. We found the final
algorithm interpretable using the linguistic profiling framework
developed for those automatically selected features. For the
prediction of adult-oriented health education readings, that is,
features highly relevant for the sensitivity of the model, 11
semantic features were identified as large contributors as
indicated by the decrease of sensitivity in their absence: X3
(−9.4%; words of sensory: taste, sound, touch, sight, smell, etc),

S4 (−8.93%; kinships), Z99 (−8.78%; complex words), A14
(−7.99%; focusing subjuncts that draw attention to or to focus
upon), Z8 (−6.9%) (pronouns), A11 (−6.11%; terms describing
importance and priority), S1 (−5.96%; terms of participation,
involvement, entitlement, and eligibility or describing
personality traits such as strength, weakness, vulnerability, and
disadvantaged), A5 (−5.94%; words of evaluating good or bad
or true or false), B3 (−5.33%; medical treatment), S8 (−4.86%;
words describing levels of help, obstacles, and hindrance), X9
(−0.31%; success or failure; gains or loss; or benefits or risks).

For the prediction of health education readings on children’s
health, that is, features highly relevant for the specificity of the
model, 10 semantic features were identified as large
contributors, as shown by the decrease in model specificity with
the successive permutation of these features (Figure 6): X8
(−24.5%; words describing efforts and resolution), F1 (−23.18%;
food-related words), S5 (−14.57%; social groups and affiliation),
A15 (−9.93%; words evaluating safety and danger), M1
(−9.27%; movement words), B2 (−9.27%; medicine), Z6
(−8.61%; negative), A13 (−5.96%; degree), A12 (−2.65%;
difficulty), and X9 (−0.66%; success or failure; gains or loss;
and benefits or risks).

It is worth noting that features identified as key contributors to
model sensitivity were not necessarily features that were
statistically significant in adult-oriented health readings (Table
1). For example, X3, S4, A14, Z8, and A5 were statistically
significant in children’s health resources, which however had
large impacts on the model sensitivity (Figure 7). Similarly, S5,
A15, B2, A12, and X9 were statistically significant features of
adult health materials but they also had an impact on model
specificity, which is the ability of the machine learning
algorithm to predict health texts as children-oriented health
materials. This led to our interpretation that the newly developed
algorithm represents a balanced mix of linguistically relevant,
meaningful semantic features that were statistically significant
in either children or adult health materials. Thus, the approach
to outcome prediction of machine learning differs significantly
from that of statistical analysis. However, our study
demonstrated that both statistical and linguistic insights can
improve the performance of machine learning–assisted feature
selection and subsequent prediction.
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Figure 6. Impact of selected features on mean sensitivity.

Figure 7. Impact of selected features on mean specificity.
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Limitations and Future Research
The size of the training data set was relatively small, with a
couple hundred texts of children-oriented health readings.
However, this reflects the reality, as children’s health
educational resources are much less than adult health readings.
As a result, the model specificity was consistently lower than
the model sensitivity. In addition, in the linguistic evaluation
framework (Table 4), the structure was not well balanced. Items
were not complete for all evaluation subcategories, such as
health communication styles. Further studies are required to fill
the research gaps that emerged in this study.

Conclusions
Our study has shown that children-oriented and adult-oriented
health educational readings in English have distinct semantic

features that can be effectively exploited to develop machine
learning algorithms with proven discriminatory accuracy.
Specifically, we identified three large sets of semantic features
related to the varying cognitive approaches to health information
acquisition, the social contexts of health issues, and
user-adaptive health communication styles. Machine learning
is known to lack interpretability. Our study developed algorithms
that are interpretable from the perspective of linguistics and
user-oriented health information assessment. Thus, our study
shows that a more integrated approach to computerized health
information assessment combining insights from fields such as
linguistics and health education can help harness the power of
machine learning to advance applied social and health research.
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Abstract

Background: The secondary use of structured electronic medical record (sEMR) data has become a challenge due to the
diversity, sparsity, and high dimensionality of the data representation. Constructing an effective representation for sEMR data is
becoming more and more crucial for subsequent data applications.

Objective: We aimed to apply the embedding technique used in the natural language processing domain for the sEMR data
representation and to explore the feasibility and superiority of the embedding-based feature and patient representations in clinical
application.

Methods: The entire training corpus consisted of records of 104,752 hospitalized patients with 13,757 medical concepts of
disease diagnoses, physical examinations and procedures, laboratory tests, medications, etc. Each medical concept was embedded
into a 200-dimensional real number vector using the Skip-gram algorithm with some adaptive changes from shuffling the medical
concepts in a record 20 times. The average of vectors for all medical concepts in a patient record represented the patient. For
embedding-based feature representation evaluation, we used the cosine similarities among the medical concept vectors to capture
the latent clinical associations among the medical concepts. We further conducted a clustering analysis on stroke patients to
evaluate and compare the embedding-based patient representations. The Hopkins statistic, Silhouette index (SI), and Davies-Bouldin
index were used for the unsupervised evaluation, and the precision, recall, and F1 score were used for the supervised evaluation.

Results: The dimension of patient representation was reduced from 13,757 to 200 using the embedding-based representation.
The average cosine similarity of the selected disease (subarachnoid hemorrhage) and its 15 clinically relevant medical concepts
was 0.973. Stroke patients were clustered into two clusters with the highest SI (0.852). Clustering analyses conducted on patients
with the embedding representations showed higher applicability (Hopkins statistic 0.931), higher aggregation (SI 0.862), and
lower dispersion (Davies-Bouldin index 0.551) than those conducted on patients with reference representation methods. The
clustering solutions for patients with the embedding-based representation achieved the highest F1 scores of 0.944 and 0.717 for
two clusters.

Conclusions: The feature-level embedding-based representations can reflect the potential clinical associations among medical
concepts effectively. The patient-level embedding-based representation is easy to use as continuous input to standard machine
learning algorithms and can bring performance improvements. It is expected that the embedding-based representation will be
helpful in a wide range of secondary uses of sEMR data.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e19905)   doi:10.2196/19905
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Introduction

The past decade has witnessed an explosion in the amount of
digital information stored in electronic medical records (EMRs),
which contain massive quantities of information on the clinical
history of patients. The wide secondary use of this information
for various clinical applications has become a prevalent trend
[1], helping to make diagnostic decisions [2-4], predict patient
outcomes [5-8], and provide treatment recommendations [9-11].

As we all know, the method of data representation is becoming
more and more crucial for the performance of data applications
[12,13]. Recently, many researchers have made preliminary
attempts to convert different types of medical data to vectors
by representation learning. They have then applied EMR data
with these representations to clinical tasks [6,14,15], making
more effective use of medical data and improving performance
in the predictive analyses. Cui et al [6] compared the
performances of three distributed representation methods (ie,
Skip-gram, Continuous Bag-of-Words, and latent semantic
analysis) for the prediction of hospital cost and length of stay
(LOS). Ning et al [15] trained vector representations for medical
concepts from biomedical journal articles through Skip-gram
and proposed a fully automated feature extraction method for
disease phenotyping based on the medical concept vector
representation. Moreover, some researchers learned patient
representation through deep learning [3,5,12]. Zhe Wang et al
[5] designed a feature rearrangement representation based on
the convolutional neural network for heart failure mortality
prediction. Lei Wang et al [3] used autoencoder, an unsupervised
deep learning algorithm, to generate lower-dimensional
representations from EMR data in various predictive tasks such
as readmission prediction and pneumonia prediction. A similar
study [12] used the recurrent neural network–based denoising
autoencoder to encode patient records into low-dimensional
and dense vectors for heart failure prediction.

However, there are still challenges in the representation of
structured EMR (sEMR) data containing high-dimensional and
diverse features. Such features as demographic characteristics,
disease diagnoses, physical examinations and procedures, and
laboratory tests may have discrete or continuous values, making
it difficult to reveal the latent relations among them. Moreover,
it is difficult to make full use of every available feature
(laboratory tests, for example) due to the unavoidable missing
values. It is worth exploring how to deal with the patient records
with features that are unequal in length.

Therefore, in this study, we leveraged a distributed embedding
technique originated in natural language processing (NLP), the
Skip-gram algorithm, with several adaptive changes to obtain
effective representations from the sEMR data. The feature
representation was evaluated by the dimension reduction
visualization method and feature correlation analysis method.
We further conducted clustering analyses on patients expressed
with the proposed representations to evaluate the representation
scheme. We aimed to explore the feasibility and superiority of

the embedding-based representations in data mining tasks for
sEMR data.

Methods

Study Data and Data Preprocessing
The sEMR data of 144,375 hospital admissions for 104,752
patients were collected from Xuanwu Hospital, Capital Medical
University, Beijing, China, between January 2014 and December
2016. Patients’ features were grouped into seven major
categories: demographic characteristics, hospital admission and
discharge, utilization of medical resources, disease diagnoses
(identified by International Classification of Disease, Tenth
Revision [ICD-10] code), examination and procedures
undergone (identified by International Classification of Diseases,
Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification [ICD-9-CM] code),
laboratory tests, and medications (Table S1 in Multimedia
Appendix 1). They were maintained for each hospital stay. If a
patient had multiple hospitalizations or multiple laboratory tests,
only the first hospitalization or laboratory test was included.
Patients’ personal information was completely removed from
the data set before we could access the data remotely, ensuring
the data were used in an anonymous and safe manner. The study
and data use were approved by the Human Research Ethics
Committees of the hospital.

Data analysis concentrated on a certain disease would be more
targeted and specific because a certain group of patients may
have similar characteristics. Stroke is a severe disease with high
prevalence, high mortality, and high disability [16,17]. It is
meaningful and crucial to mine the knowledge hidden in the
data for stroke diagnosis and treatment. Thus, we focused on
stroke patients for representation evaluation. In the data set,
there were 8232 records involving adult patients with a primary
diagnosis of stroke (ICD-10 codes I60 to I64, I66, and I67.8
[18]). Among them, 1397 patients had a primary diagnosis of
hemorrhagic stroke (HS; ICD-10 codes I60 to I62) and 6835 of
ischemic stroke (IS; ICD-10 codes I63, I64, I66, and I67.8).

Because the Skip-gram algorithm required discrete inputs, values
of continuous features were binned into several discrete values.
Age was grouped into <18, 18-34, 35-44, 45-59, and ≥60 years.
Each laboratory test item was categorized into 2 classes (normal
and abnormal) or 3 classes (high, medium, and low) according
to the clinical laboratory test references. Other continuous
features were grouped into 4 percentile bins (quartiles), each
containing one-fourth of all samples (Table S1 in Multimedia
Appendix 1). Therefore, a feature had several discrete values
called medical concepts. For example, the feature “sex” had
two concepts, male and female. If a patient record was
considered as a sentence, the medical concepts in the record
were then considered as words in the sentence. All the records
composed the training corpus. Features involved in the
representation included demographic characteristics, hospital
admission, utilization of medical resources, disease diagnoses,
physical examinations and procedures, laboratory tests, and
medications. Features related to the patient’s outcomes,
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including LOS, hospital cost, and the discharging route, were
used to evaluate the patient representations; thus, they were
excluded from both training corpora. The full corpus consisted
of 13,757 unique medical concepts derived from 104,752 patient
records, while a subcorpus consisted of 3769 unique medical
concepts derived from records of 8232 stroke patients.

Medical concepts were initially encoded in one-hot vectors,
where the dimension of the one-hot vector equaled the number
of distinct concepts in the data set. In the one-hot code scheme,
a vocabulary of all the distinct medical concepts in the corpus
was generated first; then, each medical concept was represented
as a 0-1 vector, where the index of the target concept in the
vocabulary was set to 1, and all the others were set to 0.

Embedding-Based Representation
We used the Skip-gram algorithm [19] to learn the representation
of medical features. The Skip-gram algorithm can map words
into a low-dimensional real number space where the relevant
words were located closely. Assuming that similar words may
share similar contexts, the Skip-gram algorithm predicted
surrounding words of the current (target) word. The same
context prediction was repeated as the target word moving to
the next. The goal of the Skip-gram algorithm was to maximize
the following average log probability:

where T was the length of the sentence that contained the target
word, c (set to 5 in this study) was the size of the training context
(called window size), wt and wt+j denoted the target word and
the jth neighboring words before or after the target word in the
training context window, v represented the d-dimensional (d
was set to 200 in this study) real number vector of the word,
and W (13,757 and 3769 for full corpus and stroke corpus in
this study) was the total number of words in the corpus.

Unlike a natural language sentence with a relatively fixed word
order, a medical concept’s location in a record was appointed
manually. It was difficult to assume that the more relevant the
concepts were, the closer they were located in a record.
Therefore, medical concepts relevant to the target concept might
not appear in the training context window in Equation (1). To
reduce the impact of the concept sequence on the Skip-gram
algorithm, we used the shuffling mechanism [14] to rearrange
the order of medical concepts within each record in the corpus
randomly. The shuffled corpus was then used for training
embedding vectors. The shuffling-training process was
performed 20 times, resulting in 20 embedding vectors
corresponding to one medical concept. The average of these
vectors was considered the final embedding representation of
the concept. Because a patient could only take one medical
concept for a certain feature, the feature was therefore
represented as an embedding vector. After training with the
Skip-gram algorithm, a patient who had k medical concepts for
k features would have k real number vectors. The average of
these vectors was considered the embedding-based
representation for the patient.

Evaluation of the Representation Schemes

Evaluation of the Feature Representation
The feature representation was first evaluated visually by
mapping the d-dimensional real number vector space into a
two-dimensional space using the t-distributed stochastic
neighbor embedding (t-SNE) algorithm [14,20]. We used the
software Python 3.7 and the sklearn.manifold.TSNE tool for
the visualization. The t-SNE algorithm’s main parameters were
as follows: dimension of the embedded space=2, perplexity=30,
learning rate=200, number of iterations=1000, gradient
calculation method=Barnes-Hut, and angle=0.5. We compared
the reduction visualization of medical concepts’vectors training
with different corpora. For the purpose of clarity, 441 diagnosis
concepts that occurred in at least ten records in the stroke corpus
were mapped into the two-dimensional space. They were divided
into 14 categories according to the Clinical Classifications
Software code [21] for further analysis.

The embedding-based feature representation was then evaluated
on how it could capture the latent association among features.
We identified the 10 closest medical concepts from each of the
diagnosis, laboratory test, physical examination and procedure,
medication, and other feature categories in the low-dimensional
embedding space for two index diagnosis concepts:
subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) and occlusion and stenosis of
middle cerebral artery (OSMCA). The similarities between the
index diagnosis concepts and others were measured by cosine
similarity, which was suitable for numerical vectors.

Evaluation of the Patient Representation
The distributed embedding technique had the advantage of
revealing the potential relevance among samples [19], and the
unsupervised clustering analysis was a machine learning task
that depended more on the sample relevance. Therefore,
clustering analysis was used for determining whether the
proposed patient representation had a certain advantage in
revealing the potential relevance among patients, thus making
the clustering solution more aggregative. For the purpose of
comparison, 6 embedding-based patient representation schemes
and 2 reference schemes were employed. Four embedding-based
representations were generated using the initial full corpus, the
initial stroke corpus, the shuffled full corpora, and the shuffled
stroke corpora as the training corpus. Additionally, to explore
the impacts of the numbers of features included in the training
context on the representations, we also designed two
representation learning schemes that used the initial full and
stroke corpora with the maximum window sizes of 255 and 224,
respectively. The maximum window size was the length of the
record that had the most medical concepts in the corpus. Two
commonly used data representation methods were used as the
reference methods; one was the multi-hot representation, which
was the bitwise summations of one-hot codes for all features,
and the other was the mixture of multi-hot codes for discrete
features and original values for continuous features. In the
mixture representation, we selected 59 laboratory tests in at
least 90% of stroke patients. Missing values in the laboratory
tests were interpolated using the median of the corresponding
laboratory tests. Figure S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1 depicts
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the representation schemes used in this study with simple
examples.

We conducted k-means clustering analyses on the stroke
patients, using cosine distance for the embedding-based
representations, Jaccard distance [22] for the multi-hot
representation, and Jaccard distance (for discrete features) plus
cosine distance (for continuous features) for the mixture
representation. We evaluated clustering solutions by Hopkins
statistics [23], Silhouette index (SI) [24], and Davies-Bouldin
index (DBI) [24]. Hopkins statistics describe the uniformity of
data for clustering, while the SI validates the consistency within
clusters, and the DBI measures the average similarity between
each cluster and the one that most resembles it. The values of
Hopkins statistics and DBI range from 0 to 1, while the value
of SI ranges from −1 to 1. Higher Hopkins statistics and SI and
lower DBI suggest better clustering results. SI was also used to
compare k-means clustering solutions for different values of k
to determine the optimal number of clusters in this study. The
features related to the patient’s outcomes were compared to
identify the differences between the clusters. Clustering

solutions were also assessed concerning the clinical
characteristics, including demographic characteristics, utilization
of medical resources, disease diagnoses, laboratory tests,
procedures, and patient outcomes. Differences in these clinical
features were compared among clusters by statistical tests,
aiming to confirm whether the knowledge discovered by the
clustering analyses was consistent with the clinical facts or new
to the medical domain.

Results

Feature Representation Visualization
Figure 1 shows the embedding vectors for disease concepts
trained with different corpora in the two-dimension space.
Vectors for disease concepts trained with the stroke corpus
(Figures 1D and E) were more concentrated than those with the
full corpus (Figures 1A and B). Further, disease vectors trained
with the shuffled full corpus (Figure 1A) showed stronger
disease aggregation compared with those trained with the initial
full corpus (Figure 1B) and those trained with the full corpus
using the maximum window size (Figure 1C).

Figure 1. Embedding vectors of diagnosis concepts in the t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding space. The embedding vectors were trained by
Skip-gram algorithm with a window size of 5 from (A) the shuffled full corpora, (B) the initial full corpus, (D) the shuffled stroke corpora, and (E) the
initial stroke corpus, with a window size of 255 from (C) the initial full corpus, and with a window size of 224 from (F) the initial stroke corpus.

As shown in Figure 2B, most of the disease concepts related to
hemorrhagic stroke (red dots) and cardiovascular disease (orange
dots) were concentrated inside the red and orange circles,

respectively, suggesting that disease concepts of the same
categories were more likely to come together in the embedding
space. Further, the nearby medical concepts in the embedding
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space were usually clinically correlated. For example, in the
embedding space, the disease concepts coded by different
ICD-10 codes but in the same rough disease category were able
to gather together (eg, circulatory system disease with ICD-10
codes beginning with Q2 and I in Figure 2A). Additionally, as
shown in Figure 2C, diseases of abnormal perception symptoms

and signs such as coma (ICD-10 code, R40.205), tetraplegia
(G82.501), and malaise and fatigue (R53xx09) were adjacent
to cerebrovascular diseases of intracerebral hemorrhage
(I61.002, I61.005, I61.601, and I61.902) and cerebral infarction
(I63.905). This was consistent with the clinical facts [25].

Figure 2. Visualization of the selected 441 diagnosis concepts in the embedding space. (A) and (C) are the locally enlarged areas in black rectangle
boxes of (B), in which the embedding vectors were trained from the full corpus with the concept shuffling and were projected to a place by the t-distributed
stochastic neighbor embedding technique.

Features Correlation Analysis
Table 1 lists the 3 closest medical concepts (from different
feature categories) to two cerebrovascular diseases: SAH and
OSMCA. Among medical concepts of different categories, even
if heterogeneous, clinically relevant concepts could be identified
by the cosine similarity among concept vectors. For example,
the closest laboratory tests to SAH were red and turbid
cerebrospinal fluid, consistent with clinical fact. Moreover, the
embedding vectors could reveal more detailed information about
the medical concepts in the same rough category. For two
diagnosis concepts of typical cerebrovascular diseases, SAH
and OSMCA, the closest procedures were aneurysm clipping

and percutaneous drug-eluting stent implantation, which were
usually used for treating SAH and OSMCA in clinical,
respectively. Besides, the closest concepts to the same index
concept were not precisely the same when their representations
were training with the full and stroke corpus, but both were
clinically relevant to the index concept. We also noticed that
the cosine similarities between the index concept and their
closest concepts in the stoke corpus were larger than in the full
corpus. For example, the average of the similarities of the
disease SAH and its 15 closest medical concepts were 0.910
and 0.973 in the full and the stroke corpus, respectively. Table
S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1 shows the 10 medical concepts
closest to SAH and OSMCA for each feature category.
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Table 1. The 15 closest medical concepts whose embedding representations were trained with the full corpus and the stroke corpus of the disease
concepts subarachnoid hemorrhage and the occlusion and stenosis of middle cerebral artery.

Subarachnoid hemorrhageOcclusion and stenosis of middle cerebral arteryCategory

SimilarityClosest conceptbSimilarityClosest conceptaSimilarityClosest concepta

0.976Subarachnoid hemorrhage
from posterior communicat-
ing artery

0.932Subarachnoid hemorrhage
from anterior communicat-
ing artery

0.964Occlusion and stenosis of anterior
cerebral artery

Disease

diagnoses

0.975Subarachnoid hemorrhage
from anterior communicat-
ing artery

0.929Subarachnoid hemorrhage
from posterior communicat-
ing artery

0.962Occlusion and stenosis of multiple and
bilateral cerebral arteries

0.971Aneurysm0.925Bronchitis, not specified
as acute or chronic

0.958Occlusion and stenosis of posterior
cerebral artery

0.975Cerebrospinal fluid trans-
parency: turbid

0.933Cerebrospinal fluid color:
red

0.915Platelet aggregation test with turbidime-
try: high

Laboratory
tests

0.959Cerebrospinal fluid color:
blood color

0.904Cerebrospinal fluid trans-
parency: turbid

0.914Plasma protein C: high

0.958White blood cell count in
cerebrospinal fluid: high

0.863Cerebrospinal fluid color:
orange

0.910Platelet aggregation test with turbidime-
try: low

0.986Embolization of intracranial
aneurysm

0.985Embolization of intracra-
nial aneurysm

0.861Percutaneous drug-eluting stent implan-
tation

Procedures

0.974Aneurysm clipping0.974Aneurysm clipping0.848Percutaneous drug-eluting stent implan-
tation of subclavian artery

0.965Skull titanium plate place-
ment

0.960Embolization of intracra-
nial vessels

0.822Transcranial angioplasty

0.987Tramadol0.938Hypertonic sodium chlo-
ride hydroxyethyl starch
40 injection

0.938Probucol tabletMedications

0.983Fasudil0.895Nimodipine0.924Songling Xuemaikang capsulec

0.982Dezocine injection0.894Fructose sodium diphos-
phate injection

0.920Yufeng Ningxin Drop Pillsc

0.976ICU of Neurosurgery depart-
ment

0.924Neurosurgery ICUd0.858Allergic to metforminOthers

0.964Discharge department: Neu-
rosurgery department

0.796Ventilator utilization0.852Allergic to vinpocetine

0.962Admission department:
Neurosurgery department

0.796Discharge department:
Neurosurgery department

0.852Allergic to iopromide

aEmbedding vectors of concepts were trained with the full corpora.
bEmbedding vectors of concepts were trained with the stroke corpora.
cTraditional Chinese medication.
dICU: intensive care unit.

Patient Clustering Analysis
In the k-means clustering analyses, the optimal k was determined
to be 2, where the corresponding SI value was the highest when
k changed from 2 to 15 in each of the representation schemes
(Figure S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1). The greatest values of

Hopkins statistics (0.931) and SI (0.862) and the lowest value
of DBI (0.551) were seen in the clustering solution in which
patients were represented by the embedding vectors (Table 2),
suggesting that patients with the embedding vectors could be
clustered with higher uniformity and aggregation and lower
dispersion.
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Table 2. Clustering performance on interval evaluation indexes based on various patient representations.

Cluster evaluation indexesParameters for trainingRepresentation schemes

Davies-Bouldin indexSilhouette indexHopkins statisticWindow sizeCorpus with shufflingCorpus used

1.0670.7830.9225YesFullEmbedding-based

representation

0.551b0.862a0.9135YesStroke

1.7110.6850.9035NoFull

1.3820.6720.9255NoStroke

1.0650.7830.922255NoFull

0.7720.7900.931c224NoStroke

3.2360.2330.813N/AN/AN/AeMulti-hot representationd

4.1570.1410.918N/AN/AN/AMixture representationf

aHighest value of the Silhouette index.
bLowest value of the Davies-Bouldin index.
cHighest value of the Hopkins statistic.
dMulti-hot representation: representation method of the combinations of one-hot codes.
eN/A: not applicable.
fMixture representation: representation method of the combination of multi-hot codes for discrete features and real numbers for continuous values of
age and laboratory tests.

Among the 8 clustering solutions, cluster 1 contained an average
of 6869 (range 6214-7704) patients, of whom 92.2% (range
85.5%-95.7%) had a primary diagnosis of IS. Cluster 2
contained an average of 1363 (range 528-2018) patients, of
whom 63.1% (range 51.2%-74.5%) had a primary diagnosis of
HS. Therefore, we used IS as the label of patients in cluster 1
and HS as the label of patients in cluster 2. Among the
embedding-based representations, the representation trained
with the shuffled full corpus reached the greatest F1 scores of
0.944 and 0.717 for clusters 1 and 2, respectively (Table 3). In
this clustering solution, 95.0% (6495/6835) of the IS patients
and 69.4% (970/1397) of the HS patients were correctly grouped
into clusters 1 and 2, respectively. Among the patients
(340/6835, 5.0%) with a primary diagnosis of IS who were
grouped into cluster 2, 9.4% (32/340) of them had HS as the
secondary diagnosis. Meanwhile, among the patients (427/1397,
30.6%) with a primary diagnosis of HS who were grouped into
cluster 1, 48.9% (209/427) of them had IS as the secondary

diagnosis. In this situation, the clustering performance might
be underestimated.

Between clusters 1 and 2 of stroke patients represented by the
embedding vectors learned from shuffled full corpus, there were
significant differences in mortality rate (45/6922, 0.65% vs
91/1310, 6.95%, P<.001), cost per hospital stay (17.7 vs 113.0
thousand yuan renminbi, P<.001), and LOS (9.8 vs 12.6 days,
P<.001). Patients in cluster 2 occupied more medical resources
than those in cluster 1 concerning the ventilator (544/1310,
41.5% vs 105/6922, 1.5%, P<.001) and intensive care unit
(1025/1310, 78.2% vs 353/6922, 5.1%, P<.001). This might
partially be linked to the fact that patients in cluster 2 usually
also had such acute diseases as pneumonia (189/1310, 14.4%
vs 318/6922, 4.6%, P<.001), while patients in cluster 1 had
chronic diseases like paralysis (3735/6922, .54.0% vs 119/1310,
9.1%, P<.001). Table S3 in Multimedia Appendix 1 depicts
more comparisons.
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Table 3. Clustering performance on interval evaluation indexes based on various patient representations.

Evaluation indexesCluster 2 patients, nCluster 1 patients, nTrue labelParameters for trainingRepresentation

F1 scoreRecallPrecisionWindow sizeShuffleCorpus used

0.944b0.9500.9383406495ISa5YesFullEmbedding-
based

0.717d0.6940.740970427HSc

0.9420.9550.9283056530IS5YesStroke

0.6870.6380.745891506HS

0.9060.9640.8552486587IS5NoFull

0.2910.2000.5302801117HS

0.9240.9470.9033636472IS5NoStroke

0.5680.5000.658698699HS

0.9250.9220.9275306305IS255NoFull

0.6390.6470.630904493HS

0.9320.9330.9324576378IS224NoStroke

0.6680.6660.671930467HS

0.8970.8590.9389615874ISN/AN/AN/AfMulti-hote

0.5990.7220.5121009388HSN/AN/AN/A

0.9110.8700.9578905945ISN/AN/AN/AMixtureg

0.6610.8070.5591128269HSN/AN/AN/A

aIS: ischemic stroke.
bHighest F1 score for cluster 1.
cHS: hemorrhagic stroke.
dHighest F1 score for cluster 2.
eMulti-hot: representation method of the combinations of one-hot codes.
fN/A: not applicable.
gMixture: representation method of the combination of multi-hot codes for discrete features and real numbers for continuous values of age and laboratory
tests.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Representation for structured medical data is critical for data
mining tasks in the medical domain [3,5,6,14]. The one-hot
code scheme is a simple and widely used representation.
However, it may be unsuitable for the complex and diverse
EMR data due to its high dimensionality and sparsity. Analyses
of massive one-hot coded data may require greater
computational power because of not only their high-dimensional
and sparse nature but also the unclear potential relevance of the
data [26]. Therefore, many studies have focused on effective
and efficient data representation. In this study, we adopted an
embedding-based method derived from NLP techniques to
represent the structured patient data. The proposed
representations brought a deep and intuitive insight into
associations among medical concepts and a great performance
improvement in a similarity-based data mining task.

The distributed embedding representations have the merits of
low dimensionality and the capability for revealing the latent
relationship among the represented objects [19]. Thus, the
embedding-based or deep learning–based representation has

been widely used in various applications, especially in the
clinical NLP domains, to represent unstructured medical texts,
including biomedical publications [27], clinical notes [28], and
radiology reports [29-31]. With these representations,
researchers could perform feature engineering with less expert
effort and transform raw texts into low-dimensional dense
vectors with clinical meanings and further identify implicit
patterns in patients. Inspired by the representation learning from
the unstructured medical data, researchers adopted these
representation methods for structured medical data, including
medical codes such as diagnosis codes, procedure codes, and
drug codes [5,32], laboratory tests [12], and time-related data,
which was informative for patients [1,12,33,34].

In this study, we borrowed the idea from this originally
text-oriented technique and applied it to sEMR data with diverse
patient features. We embedded each medical concept into a
low-dimensional real number vector using the Skip-gram
algorithm. Both the visualized and quantitative analyses showed
that the embedding-based feature representation provided a
relatively clear understanding of the associations and
connections among the medical concepts, which were consistent
with medical knowledge and clinical practice. On the other
hand, clustering solutions on patients represented with
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embedding vectors showed a better clustering nature than those
expressed with multi-hot vectors. The embedding-based
representation showed advantages in dimension reduction and
in the convenience of numerical computation and association
mining in this study.

An informative representation was usually derived from different
modalities and medical data sources, such as cross-sectional
and longitudinal data, and quantitative indexes and narrative
notes. In this study, demographic characteristics, diagnoses,
physical examinations and procedures, laboratory tests,
medications, and hospital admission and discharge were all
brought into the feature representation learning. A particular
and unavoidable characteristic of laboratory tests was that
patients might take different laboratory test items according to
the need for diagnosis and treatment. This must result in lots of
missing values for laboratory tests. The joint use of the
discretization of continuous values and the Skip-gram algorithm
solved the problem, making all the available features to be fully
used. Clustering analyses showed that patients represented by
embedding vectors were more likely to cluster together than
those represented in the original form, where about
three-quarters of laboratory tests were dropped due to missing
values. It may partially attribute to the inclusion of all the
features and discretization of the continuous features.

When using the Skip-gram algorithm for representation learning
for sEMR data, several adaptive changes had been made. First,
we applied the shuffling mechanism when building the training
corpus to reduce the impact of the concept order on the coverage
of the training context. Glicksberg et al [14] randomly shuffled
the medical concepts within a time interval. We further extended
the idea of shuffling concepts. The medical concepts were
rearranged randomly within a patient record 20 times. The
resulting 20 embedded vectors for each medical concept trained
with different shuffled corpora were then averaged as the final
embedding vector. Results from several evaluation tasks showed
that the shuffling-based representation at both the feature and
patient level had a more satisfactory performance compared
with their not shuffling-based counterparts.

In the Skip-gram algorithm, the range of training context was
also crucial to the algorithm performance. For the same reason
as for using a shuffling method, we set the window size to the
maximum to have the training context covered the most
neighboring concepts. However, there was no outstanding
performance improvement in the clustering task. The finding
was consistent with other studies [33,35] that found
performances got worse as the window size increased. It
indicated that wide training context might introduce redundant
information or even noise to the training. Besides, the corpus
used in the Skip-gram algorithm was also linked to the

performance improvement on the clustering task in this study.
Stroke patients whose representations were trained with the
corpus including all the patient records were clustered into two
groups with higher aggregation and lower dispersion than those
whose representations were trained with the corpus including
only stroke patients’ records. The finding was similar to that of
a study by Yanshan Wang et al [27] that the embedding-based
representation from the public domain corpora showed more
satisfactory results in biomedical information retrieval than
from the biomedical domain corpora.

Limitations
Our study had some limitations. First, we did not use
time-oriented patient records with critical importance for
evaluating the patient course and prognosis. The history of
medical events may affect future medical events; these medical
sequence data are crucial for clinical diagnosis and treatment.
Rich time-oriented data, including time-series features in an
inpatient record and the temporality between multiple inpatient
records, were used for learning patient representations by some
algorithms targeted at sequence data, such as recurrent neural
network [12], time-aware attention method [33], Deepr [36],
and Patient2Vec [37]. Those time-related representations, which
captured patients’ sequential information from a longitudinal
perspective, could be used for supervised prediction tasks
[12,36,37], and the unsupervised task-like disease clustering
analyses at the feature level [33]. In contrast, we just took the
cross-sectional data with diverse feature types of patients,
focusing on a certain hospitalization’s static characteristics, into
the effective representations by Skip-gram algorithm at both
feature and patient levels. Second, a patient representation was
just a simple average of the embedding vectors for features with
equal weights. This may be not completely consistent with the
fact that clinical features may have different importance to the
diagnosis of a specific disease. Last, we only evaluated the
effectiveness of the embedding-based patient representation
with clustering analysis. The proposed patient representation
needs more validation in various clinically meaningful tasks.

Conclusions
In this study, we applied an embedding technique in learning
the patient representation from sEMR data with different types
of clinical features. With the original Skip-gram algorithm’s
adaptive changes, the embedding-based representations could
somehow reflect the potential associations among features and
patients. The performance improvement in a clinically
meaningful clustering task suggested the proposed patient
representation’s effectiveness and efficiency. It is expected that
the embedding-based representation will be helpful in a wide
range of secondary uses of EMR data.
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Abstract

Background: Delirium frequently occurs among patients admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU). There is limited evidence
to support interventions to treat or resolve delirium in patients who have already developed delirium. Therefore, the early
recognition and prevention of delirium are important in the management of critically ill patients.

Objective: This study aims to develop and validate a delirium prediction model within 24 hours of admission to the ICU using
electronic health record data. The algorithm was named the Prediction of ICU Delirium (PRIDE).

Methods: This is a retrospective cohort study performed at a tertiary referral hospital with 120 ICU beds. We only included
patients who were 18 years or older at the time of admission and who stayed in the medical or surgical ICU. Patients were excluded
if they lacked a Confusion Assessment Method for the ICU record from the day of ICU admission or if they had a positive
Confusion Assessment Method for the ICU record at the time of ICU admission. The algorithm to predict delirium was developed
using patient data from the first 2 years of the study period and validated using patient data from the last 6 months. Random forest
(RF), Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost), deep neural network (DNN), and logistic regression (LR) were used. The algorithms
were externally validated using MIMIC-III data, and the algorithm with the largest area under the receiver operating characteristics
(AUROC) curve in the external data set was named the PRIDE algorithm.

Results: A total of 37,543 cases were collected. After patient exclusion, 12,409 remained as our study population, of which
3816 (30.8%) patients experienced delirium incidents during the study period. Based on the exclusion criteria, out of the 96,016
ICU admission cases in the MIMIC-III data set, 2061 cases were included, and 272 (13.2%) delirium incidents occurred. The
average AUROCs and 95% CIs for internal validation were 0.916 (95% CI 0.916-0.916) for RF, 0.919 (95% CI 0.919-0.919) for
XGBoost, 0.881 (95% CI 0.878-0.884) for DNN, and 0.875 (95% CI 0.875-0.875) for LR. Regarding the external validation, the
best AUROC were 0.721 (95% CI 0.72-0.721) for RF, 0.697 (95% CI 0.695-0.699) for XGBoost, 0.655 (95% CI 0.654-0.657)
for DNN, and 0.631 (95% CI 0.631-0.631) for LR. The Brier score of the RF model is 0.168, indicating that it is well-calibrated.
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Conclusions: A machine learning approach based on electronic health record data can be used to predict delirium within 24
hours of ICU admission. RF, XGBoost, DNN, and LR models were used, and they effectively predicted delirium. However, with
the potential to advise ICU physicians and prevent ICU delirium, prospective studies are required to verify the algorithm’s
performance.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e23401)   doi:10.2196/23401

KEYWORDS

clinical prediction; delirium; electronic health record; intensive care unit; machine learning

Introduction

Delirium, defined as acute brain dysfunction characterized by
disturbances of awareness, attention, and cognition with a
fluctuating course linked with an underlying medical condition,
frequently occurs among patients admitted to intensive care
units (ICUs) [1]. Up to 80% of critically ill patients affected by
delirium are at an increased risk of requiring ventilation for a
substantially long duration, high hospital and ICU mortality,
and long-term cognitive impairment. The medical care for these
patients also results in increased medical costs [2-4].

There is currently limited evidence to support interventions to
treat or resolve delirium in patients who have already developed
delirium [5]. Therefore, the early recognition and prevention of
delirium are indispensable for patients with a high risk of
developing delirium. Previous studies have shown that a
proportion of the cases of delirium may be avoidable [6].
Accordingly, several prediction models have been developed
to predict delirium in patients who may benefit from delirium
prevention [7-9]. The models developed thus far focus on
predicting delirium during the entire ICU stay using
predisposing clinical features obtained within 24 hours of ICU
admission or immediately upon ICU admission. Considering
that ICU patients experience dynamic changes in medical
conditions within the initial 24 hours after ICU admission, these
models are limited because they focus on predicting only the
long-term occurrence of delirium during the entire ICU stay.

Furthermore, these prediction models only include variables
that have already been identified as risk factors for delirium in
other studies [7,9,10].

Therefore, we developed a machine learning–based model for
the early prediction of delirium among medical and surgical
ICU patients using electronic health record (EHR) data. This
prediction model uses data obtained within 4 hours of ICU
admission to predict delirium within 24 hours after ICU
admission.

Methods

Study Setting and Population
We conducted a retrospective study of all critically ill patients
admitted to the ICUs of the Samsung Medical Center (a
1989-bed university-affiliated, tertiary referral hospital in Seoul,
South Korea) from July 1, 2016, to August 31, 2019. We only
included patients who were 18 years or older at the time of
admission and who stayed in the medical or surgical ICU.
Patients were excluded if they lacked a Confusion Assessment
Method for the ICU (CAM-ICU) record from the day of ICU
admission or if they had a positive CAM-ICU record at the time
of ICU admission. The flow diagram in Figure 1 shows the
patient selection process. The study protocol was removed from
all identifiers and approved by the SMC (Samsung Medical
Center) Institutional Review Board (IRB No. 2020-02-026), as
all identifiers were removed. The IRB approval form is
presented in Multimedia Appendix 1.
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of the participant selection process. CAM-ICU: confusion assessment method for the intensive care unit; ICU: intensive care
unit.

Source of Data
This study used data from the Clinical Data Warehouse
Darwin-C database of the SMC and the Medical Information
Mart for Intensive Care III (MIMIC-III) database (v1.4). The
SMC data set was used for the derivation and validation cohort,
and the MIMIC-III data set was used for the external validation
cohort. The MIMIC-III database is a clinical database consisting
of data from more than 38,000 ICU patients (medical, surgical,
trauma-surgical, coronary, and cardiac-surgery data) admitted
to Beth Israel Deaconess Medical center (Boston, MA) from
June 2001 to October 2012 [11]. The MIMIC-III database can
be accessed upon obtaining approval from its administrators.

Outcome
To screen for delirium, all ICU patients were assessed with the
CAM-ICU [12]. The primary outcome of the study was the
prediction of the occurrence of delirium within 24 hours of ICU
admission. Delirium was defined as a negative CAM-ICU result
obtained within the first 4 hours, and a positive CAM-ICU result
obtained between 4 and 24 hours of ICU admission. In our
institute, CAM-ICU results were obtained 3 times a day, and a
senior nurse rechecked the recorded CAM-ICU scores.

Predictor Variables
We used clinical characteristics, ICU admission category
(medical or surgical), primary cause of admission (respiratory,
cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, neurology, perioperative,
nephrology, metabolic, or trauma), primary diagnosis, vital
signs, prescription medications, and laboratory test results as
the predictor variables. All variables were extracted from the
EHR data set.

Feature Selection and Data Processing
We first extracted all relevant variables for the prediction model
from other studies. Next, 2 clinical experts (CRC and REK)
reviewed the relevant variables and selected the crucial ones
based on previous clinical studies and clinical relevance. We
then further restricted the variables depending on whether they
could be automatically extracted from EHRs and had low
missing rates. Finally, for the external validation in the
MIMIC-III data set, we selected variables found in both SMC
and MIMIC-III. The MIMIC-III data set shows the final
variables used as input for model development. The list of
variables used is shown in Textbox 1, and the missing rate in
the variable list is presented in Multimedia Appendix 2.
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Textbox 1. Variables used for model development.

General information

• Age, sex, and invasive mechanical ventilation

Admission category

• Medical intensive care unit (ICU) or surgical ICU

Reason for ICU admission

• Respiratory, cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, neurology, perioperative, nephrology, metabolic, and trauma

Vital signs

• Systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate, peripheral capillary oxygen saturation, and Glasgow Coma Scale
(eye, verbal, and motor)

Comorbidity

• Charlson Comorbidity Index

Laboratory tests

• Complete blood count:

white blood count, hemoglobin, hematocrit, platelet count, and erythrocyte sedimentation rate

• Coagulation:

prothrombin time (INR) and activated partial thromboplastin time

• Chemistry:

Total protein, albumin, total bilirubin, aspartate aminotransferase, alanine aminotransferase, glucose fasting, blood urea nitrogen, creatinine,
phosphorus, sodium, potassium, magnesium, calcium (ionized), C-reactive protein quantitative, and lactic acid

• Arterial Blood Gas Analysis:

pH, PaCO2, PaO2, HCO3, and O2 Saturation

Medications

• Antibiotics, anticholinergic and antipsychotics, benzodiazepines, miscellaneous antidepressants, anxiolytics, sedatives and hypnotics, vasopressors,
opiate agonists, opiate antagonists, cholinergic agents, and steroids

With regard to the general data processing, we first processed
invalid values by eliminating them. Invalid values include
extreme outliers in numerical values (for example, numerical
values for vitals are eliminated using certain rules (ie, heart rate
values should be between 0 and 300). Second, we processed
numerical values by normalizing and scaling them. We
performed standard normalization and min-max scaling such
that the final numerical values were between 0 and 1. Finally,
we processed the missing values. Missing values in the
numerical data were filled with mean values, whereas missing
values in categorical data were left blank such that the dummy
variables were all equal to 0.

For certain variables with temporal information, such as vital
values and laboratory test results, we determined statistical
values such as the mean, standard deviation, min, max, and the
closest values to the ICU admission to ensure multiple rows of
numerical values can be summarized into one. Subsequently,
to reduce the number of features necessary to train the model,
we picked only one of the statistical values according to the
feature importance of the random forest (RF). For example,
there were initially multiple values for diastolic blood pressure
(DBP) with respect to time. We calculated statistical values

such as the mean, standard deviation, min, max, and the latest
DBP values. Finally, we only selected the mean DBP because
it was the most important among the statistical values of the
DBP according to the feature importance of the RF.

Model Development and Validation
We split the data set into a development data set and a data set.
For the development data set, we used the data obtained between
July 1, 2016, and December 31, 2018. For the validation set,
we used the data obtained between January 1, 2019, and August
31, 2019. Of the 37,543 admitted cases, 12,409 cases were
selected in this study. These were divided into the development
set (n=9589, 77.3%) and the internal validation set (n=2820,
22.7%). Among the 9589 cases in the development data set,
there were 3060 (31.9%) cases of delirium, and among the 2820
cases in the validation data set, there were 756 (26.8%) cases
of delirium. We did not apply specific methodology (eg,
undersampling) to resolve the outcome imbalance problem
because it was not extreme.

We employed RF, extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost), deep
neural network (DNN), and logistic regression (LR) as the
candidate prediction models.
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Parameter Tuning
We also used an automated machine learning called the
Tree-based Pipeline Optimization Tool for model selection and
parameter searching [13].

For DNN, we used 512, 256, and 128 neurons for hidden layers,
ReLU function for activation function in hidden layers, sigmoid
function for activation function in the output layer, and binary
cross-entropy function as the loss function. For XGBoost, we
used a tree booster with 100 estimators, the learning rate as 0.1,
and the subsample ratio as 0.75.

External Validation
After development and internal validation, we performed the
external validation of our delirium prediction model using the
MIMIC-III database. The validation set was extracted from the
MIMIC-III database, which included patients with at least two
CAM-ICU records obtained within at least 24 hours.

The model with the highest area under the receiver operating
characteristics (AUROC) curve in the external validation was
named the PRIDE (Prediction of ICU Delirium) algorithm.

Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables are presented in terms of means and SD,
and categorical variables are presented in terms of their
frequencies and percentages. The performances of the different
models were compared using the AUROC, sensitivity,
specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative
predictive value (NPV) at the threshold. In the internal
validation, model performance was evaluated through the
average and 95% CI of the AUROCs. Additionally, we used a
calibration curve and the Brier score to test the reliability of our

model. To determine the clinically relevant threshold, we used
a decision curve.

We employed the TRIPOD (Transparent Reporting of a
Multivariable Prediction Model for Individual Prognosis or
Diagnosis) statement to report the results of our prediction
model. Data processing, statistical analysis, and the development
and validation of the machine learning algorithms were
performed using R version 3.6.2 [14] and Python version 3.6.8
[15].

The source code has been made available on Github [16].

Results

Study Population
During the study period, a total of 37,543 cases were collected.
Patients who were 18 years or older at the time of ICU
admission were included. Cases with less than two CAM-ICU
records after admission to the ICU and those with a positive
CAM-ICU upon ICU admission were excluded. After patient
exclusion, 12,409 remained as our study population. The case
group consisted of 3816 (30.8%) patients who experienced
delirium incidents during the study period. With regard to the
MIMIC-III (external validation) data set, patients younger than
18 years of age, those with less than two CAM-ICU records
recorded within 24 hours, and those with positive CAM-ICU
records upon ICU admission were excluded. Based on the
exclusion criteria, out of the 96,016 ICU admission cases, 2061
cases were included, and 272 (13.2%) delirium incidents
occurred.

Baseline characteristics of the training and test sets of the SMC
and MIMIC-III data sets are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of data sets.

External validation (MIMIC-IIIa)Internal validationDevelopmentCharacteristics

Control (n=1789)Case (n=272)Control (n=2064)Case (n=756)Control (n=6529)Case (n=3060)

73.7 (52.3)82.5 (59.7)59.7 (14.0)65.3 (14.7)61.1 (13.3)65.4 (14.4)Age (years), mean (SD)

925 (51.7)137 (50.4)1190 (57.7)466 (61.6)4227 (64.7)1994 (65.2)Sex (male), n (%)

Admission category, n (%)

1,141(63.8)151 (55.5)344 (16.7)293 (38.8)1639 (25.1)1431 (46.8)Medical

648(36.2)121 (44.5)463 (61.2)1,720 (83.3)4890 (74.9)1629 (53.2)Surgical

Reason for ICUb admission, n (%)

247 (13.8)34 (12.5)71 (3.4)166 (22.0)374 (5.7)692 (22.6)Respiratory

561 (31.4)73 (26.8)283 (13.7)105 (13.9)1166(17.9)480 (15.7)Cardiovascular

379 (21.2)55 (20.2)25 (1.2)28 (3.7)139 (2.1)145 (4.7)Gastrointestinal

270 (15.1)57 (21.0)174 (8.4)46 (6.1)115 (1.8)102 (3.3)Neurology

81 (4.5)14 (5.1)1448 (70.2)320 (42.3)4278 (65.5)1168 (38.2)Peri-operation

54 (3.0)4 (1.5)17 (0.8)17 (2.2)78 (1.2)83 (2.7)Nephrology

85 (4.8)5 (1.8)0 (0.0)1 (0.1)6 (0.1)15 (0.5)Metabolic

33 (1.8)5 (1.8)6 (0.3)4 (0.5)22 (0.3)15 (0.5)Hematology

79 (4.4)25 (9.2)0 (0.0)2 (0.3)10 (0.2)10 (0.3)Trauma

——40 (1.9)67 (8.9)341 (5.2)350 (11.4)Others

3.1 (2.4)5.4 (3.3)2.8 (2.5)7.0 (3.7)3.2 (2.7)7.1 (3.6)Initial SOFAc, mean (SD)

71 (4.0)38 (14.0)175 (8.5)292 (38.6)793 (12.1)1,145 (37.4)Vasopressord, n (%)

73 (4.1)19 (7.0)344 (16.7)456 (60.3)1,165 (17.8)1,900 (62.1)Invasive mechanical ventilator, n (%)

2.8 (1.8)3.2 (1.8)0.4 (1.4)1.1 (2.5)0.3 (1.3)0.9 (2.2)CCIe, mean (SD)

Comorbidity, n (%)

232 (13.0)33 (12.1)20 (1.0)17 (2.2)123 (1.9)149 (4.9)Heart disease

57 (3.2)16 (5.9)24 (1.2)29 (3.8)33 (0.5)98 (3.2)Stroke

12 (0.7)5 (1.8)60 (2.9)80 (10.6)319 (4.9)434 (14.2)Malignancy

106 (12.7)17 (12.1)26 (1.3)16 (2.1)99 (1.5)71 (2.3)Renal failure

168 (9.4)38 (14.0)15 (0.7)23 (3.0)92 (1.4)146 (4.8)Liver disease

——6 (0.3)17 (2.2)9 (0.1)55 (1.8)Dementia

Vital signs, mean (SD)

119.5 (22.7)118.5 (25.0)130.8 (22.2)128.6 (26.4)127.4 (21.7)125.8 (24.7)Systolic BPf

63.9 (15.4)63.3 (15.9)73.3 (14.7)72.3 (17.9)74.3 (14.1)71.6 (15.5)Diastolic BP

85.8 (19.4)89.9 (20.3)80.6 (16.1)84.5 (20.5)80.7 (16.6)85.4 (20.7)Heart rate

19.2 (5.4)20.5 (6.5)17.7 (2.5)18.8 (3.7)18.3 (2.5)19.3 (3.9)Respiratory rate

96.2 (3.1)95.9 (3.6)97.4 (2.1)96.5 (4.0)96.9 (4.3)96.1 (5.5)SpO2
g

36.8 (0.6)36.8 (0.7)36.6 (0.4)36.7 (0.8)36.6 (0.5)36.7 (0.8)Body temperature (°C)

ABGAh, mean (SD)

7.4 (0.1)7.4 (0.1)7.4 (0.1)7.4 (0.1)7.4 (0.1)7.4 (0.1)pH

41.1 (12.1)42.0 (12.4)36.4 (6.2)35.3 (11.3)36.2 (7.5)35.5 (14.1)PaCO2

125.0 (67.9)131.9 (106.0)190.4 (104.8)122.0 (82.5)184.4 (110.8)119.8 (83.4)PaO2

24.2 (4.7)24.1 (5.4)23.5 (2.9)22.0 (5.3)23.1 (3.6)22.0 (5.5)HCO3
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aMIMIC-III: Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care III.
bICU: intensive care unit.
cSOFA: sequential organ failure assessment.
dVasopressor: epinephrine, norepinephrine, dobutamine, dopamine, vasopressin.
eCCI: Charlson Comorbidity Index.
fBP: blood pressure.
gSpO2: peripheral capillary oxygen saturation.
hABGA: arterial blood gas analysis.

Internal Validation
The average AUROCs and 95% CIs for internal validation were
0.919 (95% CI 0.919-0.919) for XGBoost, 0.916 (95% CI
0.916-0.916) for RF, 0.881 (95% CI 0.878-0.884) for DNN,
and 0.875 (95% CI 0.875-0.875) for LR. For each model, we
selected the highest value of specificity among sensitivities over
0.9 as the cut-off point for the threshold. The best model for the
internal validation was XGBoost, with an AUROC of 0.919
(95% CI 0.919-0.919). Its sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV
were 0.904 (95% CI 0.904-0.905), 0.731 (95% CI 0.729-0.732),
0.565 (95% CI 0.563-0.566), and 0.952 (95% CI 0.952-0.952),
respectively.

External Validation
For the external validation, the average AUROCs and 95% CI
were 0.721 (95% CI 0.72-0.721) for RF, 0.697 (95% CI

0.695-0.699) for XGBoost, 0.655 (95% CI 0.654-0.657) for
DNN, and 0.631 (95% CI 0.631-0.631) for LR. For the external
validation on the MIMIC-III database, the model with the best
AUROC was the RF model, with an AUROC of 0.721 and a
sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV of 0.91 (95% CI
0.909-0.912), 0.27 (95% CI 0.266-0.273), 0.159 (95% CI
0.159-0.16), and 0.952 (95% CI 0.951-0.953), respectively. A
comparison of the performances of all of the models is shown
in Table 2, and the ROC curves are shown in Figure 2.

For the external validation with MIMIC-III, we only selected
variables that could be found both in SMC and MIMIC-III. As
a result, only 59 variables were selected. The variables were
categorized into general information, flowsheet, laboratory test
results, and prescription of medication. The most important
variable was the use of invasive mechanical ventilation in the
general information. The importance of each final variable used
in model development is shown in Figure 3.

Table 2. Predictive performance of each model.

Negative predictive
value, mean (95% CI)

Positive predictive
value, mean (95% CI)

Specificity, mean
(95% CI)

Sensitivity, mean
(95% CI)

AUROCa, mean
(95% CI)

Model and data set

Random forest

0.953 (0.952-0.953)0.579 (0.578-0.580)0.746 (0.744-0.747)0.904 (0.904-0.905)0.916 (0.916-0.916)Internal data set

0.952 (0.951-0.953)0.159 (0.159-0.160)0.270 (0.266-0.273)0.910 (0.909-0.912)0.721 (0.720-0.721)External data set

XGBoostb

0.952 (0.952-0.952)0.565 (0.563-0.566)0.731 (0.729-0.732)0.904 (0.904-0.905)0.919 (0.919-0.919)Internal data set

0.946 (0.945-0.947)0.156 (0.155-0.156)0.250 (0.245-0.255)0.908 (0.906-0.909)0.697 (0.695-0.699)External data set

Deep neural network

0.944 (0.943-0.945)0.485 (0.477-0.492)0.622 (0.608-0.635)0.906 (0.905-0.907)0.881 (0.878-0.884)Internal data set

0.932 (0.931-0.933)0.147 (0.146-0.147)0.197 (0.192-0.201)0.907 (0.905-0.908)0.655 (0.654-0.657)External data set

Logistic regression

0.940 (0.940-0.940)0.469 (0.469-0.469)0.605 (0.605-0.605)0.901 (0.901-0.901)0.875 (0.875-0.875)Internal data set

0.914 (0.914-0.914)0.140 (0.140-0.140)0.155 (0.155-0.155)0.904 (0.904-0.904)0.631 (0.631-0.631)External data set

aAUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.
bXGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.
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Figure 2. Receiver operating characteristic curves for all the prediction of intensive care unit delirium models. AUROC: area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve; XGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.
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Figure 3. Variable importance of the prediction of intensive care unit delirium model. ALT: alanine aminotransferase; aPTT: activated partial
thromboplastin time; AST: aspartate aminotransferase; BUN: blood urea nitrogen; CRP: C-reactive protein; GCS: Glasgow Coma Scale; ICU: intensive
care unit; INR: international normalized ratio.

Model Assessment
For further model evaluation, calibration and decision curve
analyses were performed. The Brier score for the XGBoost
model with regard to predicting delirium was 0.094 for the
internal validation data set, indicating that our model is reliable.
The best model for external validation is RF, with the Brier
score of 0.168. A Brier score of 0 indicates a perfect calibration,
and the closest the value is to 0, the better model calibration.
The calibration plot is shown in Multimedia Appendix 3. The
decision curve analysis showed that the net benefit was useful
for determining the threshold. For the PRIDE algorithm, the
threshold for delirium prediction was selected as 0.13, and at
this cut-off point, the net benefit was 0.234. The PRIDE model
has a wide range of threshold probabilities and offers reasonable

clinical applicability. The decision curve analysis is presented
in Multimedia Appendix 4.

Discussion

Principal Results
We have demonstrated that the proposed delirium prediction
model, which employs a machine learning algorithm with EHR
data, can predict the development of delirium in medical and
surgical ICU patients. In addition to our internal validation, we
externally validated our findings using the MIMIC-III patient
database. With the PRIDE model, we showed that delirium
prediction models could be automated exclusively using risk
factors derived from EHR data. The three main results of our
study are as follows: (1) the model predicted delirium within
the first 24 hours of ICU admission by only using data collected
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within the first 4 hours after ICU admission, (2) all variables
were extracted from EMR data obtained from both medical and
surgical intensive care patients, and (3) the model showed
acceptable performance with regard to the external validation
data set.

Among the various departments in a hospital, the incidence of
delirium is the highest in the ICU, and it is well-documented
that delirium occurs in 25% of critically ill adults in ICUs within
the first 24 hours after admission [17-19]. This data shows that
the early prediction of delirium upon initial ICU admission is
crucial. Furthermore, the early prediction of the development
of delirium can help clinicians make clinical decisions at an
optimal time and provide preventive and personalized care with
nondrug interventions for high-risk patients. Examples of such
care are cognitive stimulation, orientation improvement, and
early mobilization [20].

Comparison With Prior Work
Owing to the prevalence of delirium in patients admitted to
ICUs, the routine use of preventive measures for delirium is
recommended. However, previous studies have shown that
clinicians’ predictions of the development of delirium are less
accurate than those of ICU delirium prediction models [7]. Thus,
delirium prediction models developed using machine learning
can support clinicians in the early recognition of delirium,
thereby immensely benefiting patients at high risk of delirium
[21]. Furthermore, although several risk prediction models have
been proposed, they are based on the manual evaluation of
individual risk factors, and thus, may be challenging to
implement [7,22,23]. Hence, in practice, automated models are
preferable and more feasible. For these reasons, the
implementation of automated tools for predicting the risk of
delirium development using data extracted from EHR would
improve clinical practices with regard to ICU management.
Furthermore, the EHR-based prediction model uses a pipeline
that automatically extracts variables and calculates models
containing enough variables.

Previous studies have used several risk factors for delirium in
ICUs, including age, severity score, cause of admission, usage
of sedative agents, and laboratory results. In contrast with
previous studies, the PRIDE model includes several additional
variables such as vital signs (heart rate and blood pressure) and
medication information that is excluded from EHRs. These
differences allow our model to predict delirium incidents within
4 hours of ICU admission only using EHR data. Further, the
PRIDE model did not include a severity score because this can
only be obtained after 24 hours of ICU admission; in addition,
since this information is separate from EMR data, using a
severity score would require further efforts by the clinician. A
few reports have also presented EMR-based machine learning
models to predict delirium [24,25]. Whereas the prediction
models presented in these reports are for all hospital-admitted

patients, in this study, we developed a versatile model
specifically for ICU patients at risk of delirium.

The strength of our study is the EMR-driven model that was
both internally and externally validated, using SMC and
MIMIC-III data, respectively. Although our result showed lower
accuracy with external data than internal data, this result can
be improved if the missing rate of key features decreases. In
the case of CAM-ICU, 96% was missing in MIMIC-III. In
addition, a decrease in accuracy with an external database was
not uncommon in literature [26]. For example, a study predicting
serious bacterial infections among fevers in children reported
that the AUC of the external data was 0.26 lower than the
internal data [27].

In clinical settings, missing values occur for various reasons.
To handle missing data, we used mean values in the numerical
data. We left the missing values in the categorical data blank
such that the dummy variables were all equal to 0 method.
Recently, deep learning–based advanced techniques, such as
long short-term memory and recurrent neural network, were
also introduced to impute missing data, and by employing these
methods, they could improve model performances [28]. When
choosing a missing handling method, knowing the missing
pattern can improve model performance and work better when
applied to clinical applications.

Limitations
There are potential limitations to our study that should be
acknowledged. First, our study was retrospectively performed
and validated. Prospective interventional studies are needed to
verify the performance of the model and to reconfirm its clinical
usefulness. Second, a selection bias might exist because we
selected variables available in all cohorts, and this study was
conducted in a retrospective manner. Furthermore, we excluded
patients without CAM-ICU data (47% of the total number of
ICU-admitted patients). In this regard, it should be noted that
the purpose of this study was to develop a readily available
model; therefore, we only selected the variables that could be
used commonly in all cohorts. Finally, although the CAM-ICU
tool is regarded as highly sensitive and specific to the detection
of ICU delirium, it has critical limitations. As it only has binary
labels, we cannot access the degree of delirium exacerbation.
Furthermore, it is recorded in a “point-in-time” manner; thus,
there may be some patients whose CAM-ICU tests were missed
because they were completed outside the study’s time frame
[29,30].

Conclusions
We have developed and validated the delirium prediction model,
which can predict the occurrence of delirium within 24 hours
of ICU admission, using clinical data obtained in the first 4
hours after ICU admission. The PRIDE algorithm has acceptable
AUCROC and sensitivity; thus, it has the potential to help advise
ICU physicians and prevent ICU delirium.
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DBP: diastolic blood pressure
DNN: deep neural network
EHR: electronic health record
ICU: intensive care unit
IRB: institutional review board
LR: logistic regression
MIMIC-III: Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care III
NPV: negative predictive value
PRIDE: Prediction of ICU Delirium
PPV: positive predictive value
RF: random forest
SMC: Samsung Medical Center
XGBoost: extreme gradient boosting
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Abstract

Background: Appropriate empirical treatment for candidemia is associated with reduced mortality; however, the timely diagnosis
of candidemia in patients with sepsis remains poor.

Objective: We aimed to use machine learning algorithms to develop and validate a candidemia prediction model for patients
with cancer.

Methods: We conducted a single-center retrospective study using the cancer registry of a tertiary academic hospital. Adult
patients diagnosed with malignancies between January 2010 and December 2018 were included. Our study outcome was the
prediction of candidemia events. A stratified undersampling method was used to extract control data for algorithm learning.
Multiple models were developed—a combination of 4 variable groups and 5 algorithms (auto-machine learning, deep neural
network, gradient boosting, logistic regression, and random forest). The model with the largest area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve (AUROC) was selected as the Candida detection (CanDETEC) model after comparing its performance
indexes with those of the Candida Score Model.

Results: From a total of 273,380 blood cultures from 186,404 registered patients with cancer, we extracted 501 records of
candidemia events and 2000 records as control data. Performance among the different models varied (AUROC 0.771- 0.889),
with all models demonstrating superior performance to that of the Candida Score (AUROC 0.677). The random forest model
performed the best (AUROC 0.889, 95% CI 0.888-0.889); therefore, it was selected as the CanDETEC model.

Conclusions: The CanDETEC model predicted candidemia in patients with cancer with high discriminative power. This
algorithm could be used for the timely diagnosis and appropriate empirical treatment of candidemia.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e24651)   doi:10.2196/24651
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Introduction

Candidemia is a representative nosocomial bloodstream
infection that contributes to the mortality of
immunocompromised patients; it has been shown to occur in
3% of patients in intensive care and 20% of immunosuppressed
patients [1]. In addition, owing to a compromised immunity
from chemotherapy or malignancy itself, patients with cancer
have been reported as the most vulnerable hosts to candidemia
[2-4].

Significant mortality has been reported over several decades.
In studies from the 1980s, the mortality rate in patients with
cancer found to have candidemia exceeded 50% [5-7]. High
mortality rates, ranging from 30% to 51%, have also been
reported in studies after 2010 [3,4,8]. The mortality rate of
candidemia was significantly higher than that of bacteremia [3].

Early empirical treatment is important for patients with
candidemia. A retrospective study [8] showed that patients with
candidemia whose antifungal treatment was initiated 12 hours
after onset of candidemia had a hospital mortality rate twice
that of patients whose antifungal treatment was initiated within
12 hours of onset. Despite evidence on the need for early
treatment of candidemia, only a small number of patients,
receive timely antifungal treatment because of the difficulty of
early diagnosis [9].

There has been an unmet clinical need—the coexistence of
timeliness, high reliability, and cost-effectiveness in candidemia
diagnosis. Blood culture is the reference standard for the
candidemia diagnosis [10]. Due to its inherent nature, obtaining

results can take a median of 2 to 3 days. Thus, this delay
constitutes one challenge in the problem of timely diagnosis
[11]. Multiple statistical models, such as the Candida Score,
have been developed for the early prediction of candidemia
[12-14]. However, such models have neither been tested on
unseen data sets during development nor shown consistent
performance in subsequent external validation studies [15-17].
The new T2Candida molecular test, which combines magnetic
resonance with molecular diagnostics, is useful for the detection
of candidemia in a very short amount of time and with high
accuracy [18]; however, the high cost of the T2Candida
molecular test is a barrier to its wide application in clinical
practice [19,20].

Electronic health records allow efficient extraction and
integration of clinical data, and the development of machine
learning algorithms for critical care has been vigorously
researched [21,22]. We aimed to develop a candidemia
prediction model for patients with cancer using machine learning
algorithms.

Methods

Study Population
This study was conducted in a 1950-bed tertiary academic single
hospital in Seoul, Republic of Korea. The study population
included adult patients (≥18 years old) diagnosed with a
malignancy and from whom blood cultures had been obtained
between January 2010 and December 2018 after diagnosis. The
data set used in this analysis was extracted from the cancer
registry and clinical data warehouse of the study site. The
selection process is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Eligibility process diagram.

Outcome
We defined candidemia event as a positive culture for any
Candida species in more than one blood sample. If candidemia
was detected in a follow-up culture within 7 days, the subsequent
event was merged with previous candidemia events. Because
the algorithm was designed to predict candidemia events at the
time of blood culture extraction, data were processed at the level
of each event rather than at the patient level.

A data set with a low candidemia prevalence can cause
difficulties in model training [23,24]. To solve this problem,
stratified undersampling was conducted at a 1:4 ratio in 4
different subsets (used as a control data): (1) events of
bacteremia in patients who experienced candidemia; (2) events
of negative blood culture in patients who experienced
candidemia; (3) events of bacteremia in patients who had not
experienced candidemia; and (4) events of negative blood
culture in patients who had not experienced candidemia. In the
control subsets with patients who had experienced candidemia,

a 60-day wash-out period was imposed from the day of onset
of the candidemia event.

Model Development

Stage 1: Feature Selection and Preprocessing
Upon review of clinical-domain literature on candidemia risk
factors, we identified 210 variables [2,13,14,25-27] that have
been widely used in the development of machine learning
algorithms in other clinical fields. We extracted data for these
variables from the electronic health records of the study site.
Each variable was classified into 4 groups based on variable
importance, clinical importance, auto-extractability, and missing
rate (Figure 2 and Multimedia Appendix 1). We gradually
eliminated features: variable group 4 had 210 variables, whereas
variable group 1 (higher variable importance, higher clinical
importance, better extractability, and less missing values) had
only 30 variables. In order to prevent the algorithm from
learning from postdiagnostic data, we removed candidemia
diagnostic code and antifungal agent prescription information
from the input data.
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Figure 2. Variable groups used for training algorithms and a detailed list of variable group 1.

To impute missing data, we used 2 serial methods. We used the
carry-forward method to fill empty bins with the most recent
value. This method reflects the workflow of the clinician in
recording new data as the patients’ condition changes; it is also
easy and simple. In the case of missing values that were not
imputed by the carry-forward method, average values were
used. All numerical variables were normalized.

Stage 2: Data Partitioning
The data set was divided into training and test sets (7:3 ratio)
using stratified sampling, matched by case–control group, binned
age, Charlson comorbidity index, and sex.

Stage 3: Model Development
A total of 20 models were developed using a combination of 5
algorithms (logistic regression, deep neural network, random
forest, gradient boosting, and automated machine learning)
algorithms and 4 variable groups. For each model, 100 different
development trials were conducted by changing random seeds
to prevent selective performance reporting in the subsequent
model evaluation stage. We used 2 methods for model selection
and parameter optimization—an automated machine learning
tool called the tree-based pipeline optimization tool [28], which
helps identify the best prediction model and the best parameters
for each variable group by using genetic algorithms and
cross-validated performance on the training set (Multimedia
Appendix 2), and a simple grid search, which is used to pick
the parameters with the best performance.

Stage 4. Model Evaluation
Each model was evaluated using a test set (unseen data). Area
under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC),
sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative
predictive value, and F1 score were used to measure
performance. Under the assumption that the algorithm was to
be used as a screening tool, sensitivity >0.90 with the highest
F1 score, was determined as the threshold for classifying the
risk group. One-way analysis of variance was conducted to
compare AUROC values. Statistical significance was set at .05.
Subsequently, the Bonferroni test was conducted with α=.0025
for each of the 20 outcomes combining the algorithm types and
variable groups.

The model with the highest AUROC was selected as the Candida
detection (CanDETEC) algorithm. To examine how well the
predicted risk correlated with the observed risk, we generated
a linear regression model using 10 bins based on the predicted
risk of the CanDETEC model. In general, if the coefficients and
intercept of the linear regression model were close to 1 and 0,
respectively, the model was considered well calibrated.

Candida Score [13], a traditional statistical candidemia
prediction model, was used as the standard. We compared the
CanDETEC model and the rounded Candida Score: 1 × (total
parenteral nutrition) + 1 × (surgery) + 1 × (multifocal candida
colonization) + 2 × (severe sepsis) [13]. Performance indexes
were calculated for Candida Score >3. We also employed a net
benefit index to compare both models as well as to determine
whether the chosen threshold could have beneficial clinical
implications.
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Statistical Programming
We used R (version 3.6.2; The R Project) and Python (version
3.6.8) for data preprocessing, statistical analysis, visualization,
development, and validation of machine learning algorithms
[29,30]. The sample preprocessed data set (20 records) and code
for developing our models are available [31].

Results

Study Population
A total of 186,404 adult patients were in the cancer registry. A
total of 273,380 blood cultures were obtained from 34,574
patients after cancer diagnosis, with 1744 (0.6%) Candida
species isolated from blood cultures. A total of 501 candidemia
events were identified in 461 patients. The most predominant
species of Candida were C albicans (164/501, 32.7%), C
tropicalis (162/501, 32.3%), and C glabrata (96/501, 19.2%)
(Multimedia Appendix 3). We found 40 repeat candidemia

events, and the median interval between events was 21.4 days.
(IQR 14.5-57.4 days). Of the 271,636 blood cultures with a
negative candidemia result, 2000 were extracted as control data.

Hematologic malignancy was the most common malignancy
(Table 1). Several clinical factors were significantly associated
with case events. Patients with candidemia received longer
treatment with steroids, parenteral nutrition, and antibiotics
within 30 days before candidemia. Furthermore, antianaerobic
therapy (mean 10.1 days) was twice as long (P<.001) in those
with candidemia than that in controls (5.5 days). In addition,
patients with candidemia had higher C-reactive protein,
bilirubin, fasting glucose, blood urea nitrogen, and lactic acid
levels. The 30-day all-cause mortality rate was significantly
higher (P<.001) among those with candidemia (264/501, 52.7%)
than among controls (303/2000, 15.2%). There was no difference
(P=.18) in the use of antifungal agents in candidemia (70/501,
14.0%) and control (233/2000, 11.6%) records (Table 2).
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Table 1. General characteristics of the study data set.

P valueControl (n=2000)Candidemia events (n=501)Characteristic

.32Sex, n (%)

1237 (61.9)297 (59.3)Male

Female

<.00155.9 (14.9)59.5 (14.4)Age (years), mean (SD)

.6622.2 (65.4)23.0 (25.0)Hospital stay before culture (days), mean (SD)

Comorbidity, n (%)

.11298 (14.9)60 (12.0)Hepatic disease

.03203 (10.2)68 (13.6)Cardiovascular disease

.62198 (9.9)54 (10.8)Endocrine disease

.31117 (5.8)36 (7.2)Digestive disease

>.99979 (4.0)20 (4.0)Respiratory disease

.8038 (1.9)11 (2.2)Other disease

<.0014.2 (2.2)4.7 (2.3)Charlson Comorbidity Index, mean (SD)

Cancer origin site, n (%)

<.0011116 (55.8)231 (46.1)Lymphoid or hematopoietic

.20551 (27.6)153 (30.5)Digestive

.02113 (5.7)43 (8.6)Respiratory

.0249 (2.5)23 (4.6)Female genital

.27122 (6.1)38 (7.6)Other

.07235 (11.8)44 (8.8)Multiple primary

.0073.5 (9.9)5.1 (12.2)Metastatic lymph nodes, mean (SD)

Medication (days of therapy during 30 days before candidemia), mean (SD)

<.0015.8 (9.0)8.6 (10.2)Steroid

.431.6 (5.1)1.4 (5.7)Immunosuppressant

<.0012.5 (5.8)4.6 (7.8)Total peripheral nutrition

.00215.3 (9.8)16.9 (9.3)Antibiotic use

<.0015.5 (8.2)10.1 (8.6)Antianaerobic

<.0012.6 (4.5)3.5 (4.8)Broad spectrum cephalosporine: 3rd generation

<.0012.5 (5.4)4.8 (5.8)Carbapenem

<.0012.4 (5.1)4.8 (5.8)Extended spectrum penicillin

<.0011.8 (4.1)3.8 (5.0)Glycopeptide

Vitals, mean (SD)

.21117.5 (20.8)118.9 (23.4)Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)

.8968.6 (13.4)68.5 (14.0)Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg)

<.001103.3 (20.6)110.1 (21.3)Heart rate (bpm)

<.00120.1 (4.2)21.1 (5.1)Respiratory rate (brpm)

<.00137.6 (1.0)37.2 (1.0)Body temperature (°C)

.0397.0 (4.2)96.2 (6.1)Peripheral capillary oxygen saturation (%)

Laboratory work-up, mean (SD)

Complete blood count

.026.8 (18.0)8.3 (11.2)White blood cell count, blood (103/µL)

<.0019.7 (1.8)9.4 (1.4)Hemoglobin, blood (g/dL)
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P valueControl (n=2000)Candidemia events (n=501)Characteristic

.01104.7 (151.0)90.1 (103.1)Platelet count, blood (10³/µl)

<.00154.0 (36.2)62.3 (35.3)Segmented neutrophil (%)

<.0014.9 (7.5)7.2 (10.3)Absolute neutrophil count (10³/µL)

.0090.7 (1.6)0.5 (0.7)Absolute lymphocyte count (10³/µL)

Acute phase reactants

.00148.4 (34.3)41.6 (36.8)Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (mm/h)

<.0018.6 (7.9)11.2 (9.0)C-reactive protein (mg/dL)

.073.9 (14.4)6.3 (16.3)Procalcitonin, quantitative (ng/mL)

Coagulation

<.0011.3 (0.5)1.4 (0.5)Prothrombin time (international normalized ratio)

Chemistry

<.0015.8 (1.1)5.3 (1.0)Total protein (g/dL)

<.0013.4 (0.6)2.9 (0.5)Albumin (g/dL)

.0012.5 (0.8)2.3 (0.8)Globulin (g/dL)

.006138.4 (51.3)129.1 (64.8)Cholesterol (mg/dL)

<.0012.4 (4.7)5.5 (9.1)Total bilirubin (mg/dL)

.007157.9 (217.1)183.1 (178.2)Alkaline phosphatase (U/L)

<.001139.2 (59.2)158.7 (71.2)Glucose fasting (mg/dL)

<.00122.8 (17.4)34.1 (25.3)Blood urea nitrogen (mg/dL)

.011.0 (1.0)1.1 (1.0)Creatinine (mg/dL)

.593.6 (2.4)3.5 (2.3)Uric acid (mg/dL)

<.0018.5 (0.8)8.3 (0.8)Calcium (mg/dL)

.033.2 (1.1)3.1 (1.2)Phosphorus (mg/dL)

<.0012.2 (2.3)2.9 (2.8)Lactic acid (mmol/L)

Other risk factors, n (%)

<.0010 (0.0)26 (5.2)Candidemia history (within 30 days)

<.001132 (6.6)110 (22.0)Candida isolation from nonblood specimen (within 30 days)

.50854 (42.7)223 (44.5)Central line inserted

.005219 (10.9)78 (15.6)Major operation (within 30 days)

Table 2. Outcome characteristics of the study population.

P valueControl (n=2000), n (%)Candida event (n=501), n (%)Characteristic

Prescription of antifungal agents

.18233 (11.6)70 (14.0)On the day of the blood culture

<.001770 (38.5)277 (55.3)Within 3 days after blood culture

<.001303 (15.2)264 (52.7)30-Day all-cause mortality

Model Evaluation
The best model was the random forest model trained using
variable group 1, which was selected as the CanDETEC
algorithm (Table 3; Multimedia Appendix 4); the lowest
performing model was the logistic regression model trained
using variable group 4. Receiver operating characteristic curves
are shown in Figure 3. The tree-based pipeline optimization

tool algorithm returned an extra-tree model, which showed the
highest performance at the specified cut-off. Among the 30
auto-extractable variables, 5 variables showed the highest
significance (P<.001) in the prediction of candidemia: blood
urea nitrogen level, 7-day variance of respiratory rate, total
bilirubin level, 7-day variance of systolic blood pressure, and
body weight (Multimedia Appendix 5).
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Table 3. Model performances by algorithm and variable group.

F1 score (95% CI)Negative predictive
value (95% CI)

Positive predictive
value (95% CI)

Specificity (95% CI)Sensitivity (95% CI)AUROC (95% CI)Algorithm
and variable
group

Logistic regression

0.443 (0.443-0.443)0.951 (0.951-0.951)0.293 (0.293-0.293)0.451 (0.451-0.451)0.907 (0.907-0.907)0.802 (0.802-0.802)1

0.453 (0.453-0.453)0.95 (0.95-0.95)0.303 (0.303-0.303)0.479 (0.479-0.479)0.901 (0.901-0.901)0.8 (0.8-0.8)2

0.473 (0.473-0.473)0.954 (0.954-0.954)0.321 (0.321-0.321)0.521 (0.521-0.521)0.901 (0.901-0.901)0.788 (0.788-0.788)3

0.45 (0.45-0.45)0.95 (0.95-0.95)0.3 (0.3-0.3)0.473 (0.473-0.473)0.901 (0.901-0.901)0.771 (0.771-0.771)4

Random forest

0.599 (0.597-0.601)0.967 (0.967-0.967)0.449 (0.447-0.451)0.722 (0.719-0.724)0.901 (0.901-0.902)0.889 (0.888-0.889)1a

0.56 (0.559-0.562)0.964 (0.964-0.964)0.407 (0.405-0.409)0.669 (0.667-0.672)0.901 (0.901-0.902)0.872 (0.872-0.873)2

0.542 (0.54-0.544)0.963 (0.963-0.963)0.388 (0.386-0.39)0.642 (0.639-0.645)0.902 (0.901-0.902)0.869 (0.869-0.87)3

0.56 (0.558-0.562)0.964 (0.964-0.964)0.407 (0.404-0.409)0.669 (0.666-0.672)0.901 (0.901-0.901)0.87 (0.87-0.871)4

Extra treeb

0.561 (0.558-0.565)0.964 (0.964-0.965)0.408 (0.404-0.412)0.67 (0.665-0.675)0.901 (0.901-0.902)0.881 (0.88-0.881)1

0.594 (0.591-0.597)0.967 (0.966-0.967)0.443 (0.44-0.447)0.715 (0.711-0.719)0.902 (0.901-0.902)0.882 (0.881-0.882)2

0.589 (0.585-0.592)0.966 (0.966-0.966)0.438 (0.434-0.442)0.708 (0.703-0.713)0.901 (0.901-0.901)0.879 (0.879-0.88)3

0.596 (0.593-0.599)0.967 (0.967-0.967)0.445 (0.442-0.448)0.717 (0.713-0.721)0.902 (0.901-0.903)0.879 (0.878-0.879)4

Gradient boosting

0.528 (0.528-0.528)0.961 (0.961-0.961)0.374 (0.374-0.374)0.621 (0.621-0.621)0.901 (0.901-0.901)0.861 (0.861-0.862)1

0.511 (0.511-0.512)0.96 (0.96-0.96)0.357 (0.357-0.357)0.593 (0.592-0.593)0.901 (0.901-0.901)0.847 (0.847-0.847)2

0.5 (0.5-0.5)0.958 (0.958-0.958)0.346 (0.346-0.346)0.573 (0.573-0.573)0.901 (0.901-0.901)0.846 (0.846-0.846)3

0.495 (0.494-0.495)0.958 (0.957-0.958)0.341 (0.341-0.341)0.562 (0.562-0.563)0.901 (0.901-0.901)0.839 (0.839-0.839)4

Deep neural network

0.463 (0.461-0.466)0.953 (0.952-0.953)0.312 (0.309-0.314)0.499 (0.494-0.504)0.901 (0.901-0.902)0.82 (0.818-0.821)1

0.466 (0.464-0.469)0.953 (0.953-0.954)0.314 (0.312-0.317)0.505 (0.5-0.51)0.902 (0.901-0.902)0.799 (0.797-0.801)2

0.476 (0.472-0.48)0.954 (0.953-0.956)0.324 (0.32-0.327)0.525 (0.516-0.534)0.902 (0.901-0.902)0.809 (0.807-0.811)3

0.468 (0.464-0.472)0.953 (0.952-0.954)0.316 (0.313-0.32)0.508 (0.499-0.517)0.901 (0.901-0.902)0.807 (0.804-0.81)4

aCanDETEC model.
bAutomated machine learning.
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Figure 3. Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve of the developed models by algorithm type and variables groups: (A) Group 1, (B)
Group 2, (C) Group 3, and (D) Group 4. AutoML: automated machine learning.

CanDETEC Model
The threshold for categorizing the candidemia risk group was
set at 0.216 by a predefined condition (sensitivity >0.90 and
highest F1 score). At this cut-off point, the calculated net benefit
was 0.121 (Figure 4). This threshold not only had a greater net
benefit than that of treating all or none of the patients but was
also close to the point showing the most significant net benefit.

The coefficients, intercept, and R2 of the linear regression model

for evaluating calibration were 1.393, 0.078, and 0.93,
respectively. These indexes show that the CanDETEC model
was acceptably calibrated (Figure 5).

The diagnostic performance of the Candida Score, when the
cut-off point was defined as ≥3, was worse than that of all other
models (AUROC 0.677, F1 score 0.354, sensitivity 0.265,
specificity 0.942, positive predictive value 0.533, negative
predictive value 0.836).
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Figure 4. Decision curve of the CanDETEC model. Arrow indicates the threshold to determine candidemia high risk group.

Figure 5. Calibration plot of the CanDETEC model. A point represents mean decile grouped by predicted probability. Error bars represent 95%
confidence interval.

Discussion

Principal Results
We developed a novel algorithm, called CanDETEC, to predict
candidemia among patients with cancer with suspected sepsis.
Given that this model only requires auto-extractable variables
with low missing rates, it can be easily applied in clinical

settings to help clinicians with decision making in prescribing
empirical antifungal agents.

Our CanDETEC model was developed using variables that
reflect the dynamic status of patients with cancer. It seems that
adopting these variables to the CanDETEC model will contribute
to providing timely decision support when this algorithm applied
to a real clinical setting. For example, the variable importance
of variance of the respiration rate was second highest
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(Multimedia Appendix 5). Therefore, this model could also be
used in real time.

Comparison With Prior Work
The CanDETEC algorithm can be used to support clinicians’
decision-making process in providing appropriate empirical
treatment for candidemia in patients with cancer. Although
candidemia contributes to the mortality of patients diagnosed
with malignancies, the timely diagnosis of candidemia remains
clinically challenging [8]. Given its low prevalence, busy
clinicians often overlook candidemia as a possible cause of
infection. Only 14.0% of patients (70/501) in our data set with
candidemia had received empirical antifungal agents, and the
30-day all-cause mortality rate exceeded 50% (264/501, 52.7%),
which is consistent with outcomes in previous studies [3,4,8,9].
Furthermore, infectious disease diagnostic processes that are
currently used have a high cognitive burden as they require the
collection and calculation of several complicated patient
information variables [32]. Because the CanDETEC algorithm
can be used without the clinician’s subjective judgment, our
model has the potential to support physicians’ decision-making
process with minimal additional workload.

Current tools for predicting candidemia have major limitations.
Although the Candida Score is the most widely used tool to
predict invasive candidemia, its sensitivity was reported to be
only 37% in a recent external validation study [16], which was
lower than the 81% in the original study [13]. This might have
been a result of differences in the patient population. Static
variables may also hinder the appropriate prediction of

candidemia because they cannot appropriately reflect changes
in the clinical status of patients over time. Not surprisingly, the
Candida Score showed relatively low diagnostic performance
in our study (AUROC 0.677).

Limitations
Our study has several limitations. First, CanDETEC was
designed to predict candidemia when blood cultures were
performed; however, the Candida Score was originally designed
to predict invasive candidiasis, including candidemia. Thus, a
comparison of diagnostic performance between our model and
should be interpreted with caution. Second, this was a
single-center retrospective study. Further multicenter prospective
studies are required for external validation and to prove the
clinical efficacy of the CanDETEC model. Third, although we
developed a model with clinically acceptable performance, we
only applied basic machine learning, such as random forest and
gradient boosting. Recently, more complex ensemble models
have been developed, and they have presented better
performance compared to that of basic machine learning models
in other medical domains [33,34]. Therefore, a follow-up study
employing a state-of-the-art model should be conducted to
examine whether the performance of the CanDETEC model
could be improved.

Conclusions
Our CanDETEC model, to predict candidemia in patients with
cancer, is expected to reduce the mortality of patients with
malignancy by helping the clinician with decision making for
timely antifungal treatment.
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Abstract

Background: Anastomotic leakage (AL) is one of the severe postoperative adverse events (5%-30%), and it is related to increased
medical costs in cancer patients who undergo esophagectomies. Machine learning (ML) methods show good performance at
predicting risk for AL. However, AL risk prediction based on ML models among the Chinese population is unavailable.

Objective: This study uses ML techniques to develop and validate a risk prediction model to screen patients with emerging AL
risk factors.

Methods: Analyses were performed using medical records from 710 patients who underwent esophagectomies at the National
Clinical Research Center for Cancer between January 2010 and May 2015. We randomly split (9:1) the data set into a training
data set of 639 patients and a testing data set of 71 patients using a computer algorithm. We assessed multiple classification tools
to create a multivariate risk prediction model. Our ML algorithms contained decision tree, random forest, naive Bayes, and logistic
regression with least absolute shrinkage and selection operator. The optimal AL prediction model was selected based on model
evaluation metrics.

Results: The final risk panel included 36 independent risk features. Of those, 10 features were significantly identified by the
logistic model, including aortic calcification (OR 2.77, 95% CI 1.32-5.81), celiac trunk calcification (OR 2.79, 95% CI 1.20-6.48),
forced expiratory volume 1% (OR 0.51, 95% CI 0.30-0.89); TLco (OR 0.56, 95% CI 0.27-1.18), peripheral vascular disease (OR
4.97, 95% CI 1.44-17.07), laparoscope (OR 3.92, 95% CI 1.23-12.51), postoperative length of hospital stay (OR 1.17, 95% CI
1.13-1.21), vascular permeability activity (OR 0.46, 95% CI 0.14-1.48), and fat liquefaction of incisions (OR 4.36, 95% CI
1.86-10.21). Logistic regression with least absolute shrinkage and selection operator offered the highest prediction quality with
an area under the receiver operator characteristic of 72% in the training data set. The testing model also achieved similar high
performance.

Conclusions: Our model offered a prediction of AL with high accuracy, assisting in AL prevention and treatment. A personalized
ML prediction model with a purely data-driven selection of features is feasible and effective in predicting AL in patients who
underwent esophagectomy.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e27110)   doi:10.2196/27110
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Introduction

Esophagectomies are important treatments for early-stage and
locoregionally advanced esophageal cancer. However,
esophagectomies are burdened with a high incidence of
complications. Anastomotic leakage (AL), including cervical
anastomotic leakage and intrathoracic anastomotic leakage, is
a significant complication following an esophagectomy
accounting for morbidity and mortality (5%-30%) [1]. Moreover,
it is associated with prolonged intensive care unit stays, reduced
quality of life, and higher hospital costs [2]. Accordingly, the
prevention and optimal management of AL after an
esophagectomy are of great importance. Investigations should
be undertaken as soon as the risk factors of AL are recognized
because any delay would substantially worsen the prognosis
[3]. The timely detection of surgical and nonsurgical AL risk
factors and the adoption of a proper approach are keys to the
successful treatment of AL.

Previous conventional prediction models exploring AL risk
factors have not validated their model’s performance and
provided the rationale for feature selection in their work.
Analyses of several known predictive factors of AL have yielded
poor statistical performance across studies [4]. Therefore, no
consistent and clear predictive factors can be used to target
patients with a risk of AL in clinical practice. Machine learning
(ML) approaches are particularly suited to predictions based on
real world evidence, which involves a computer algorithm
learning important features of a data set and capturing complex
relationships in the data to enable predictions about other unseen
data. ML ensures a more accurate and robust prediction than
conventional statistical models since it can capture nonlinear
relationships among clinical features without human-biased
intervention. It can predict AL for individual patients more
accurately in terms of model performance and generalizability
[5,6].

This study aims to use ML techniques to explore the risk factors
that influence the occurrence of AL and the consequent clinical
outcomes after an esophagectomy to inform the clinical
management of AL. Various medical strategies are available to
prevent AL after an esophagectomy, including patient screening
and preparation, technical-surgical details, and postsurgical care
management. Thus, the evidence generated from the prediction
model can serve as a practical guide to the clinical management
of patients undergoing esophagectomies with a particular focus
on AL prevention.

Methods

Study Design and Participants
In this retrospective study, we collected data on 710 patients
who underwent an esophagectomy for esophageal cancer at the
Department of Thoracic Surgery in the National Clinical
Research Center for Cancer in China between January 2010 and
May 2015. Our data were collected by manual chart review.
The protocols and guidelines for data abstraction from the
medical record were developed prior to launching the medical
record data collection effort in our hospital to ensure the
reliability and accuracy of the data collection. Our medical data

investigator was trained carefully and followed strict protocols
of data collection. Any discrepancies were reviewed jointly and
discussed with our medical team to clarify any issues. The
Independent Ethics Committee had approved this retrospective
cohort study of the institution, and the requirement to obtain
informed consent was waived.

We collected 76 features from patients’ medical records,
including patient-related information such as demography (age,
gender, and BMI), smoking and alcohol consumption, surgical
history, prescriptive medication, and the American Society of
Anesthesiologists (ASA) classification. The comorbidities
registered included diabetes mellitus, malnutrition, hypertension,
other cardiovascular diseases (cardiac arrhythmia and coronary
heart disease), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD),
etc. Intra-operative features included timing of surgery, type of
operation, incisions, and blood transfusions. The data set
identified two kinds of esophagectomy, including open
esophagectomy and minimally invasive esophagectomy (MIE).
Besides total MIE, thoracoscopic or laparotomy assisted
esophagectomy, or hybrid MIE were also included. The three
most common techniques for thoracic esophageal cancer were:
(1) the transhiatal approach, (2) Ivor Lewis esophagectomy,
and (3) the McKeown technique. The postoperative features
included hospital stay, complications, and mortality, etc.

Outcome Definition
The primary outcome of this study is a diagnosis of AL which
was ascertained through clinical symptoms and confirmed by
endoscopy, radiological examination, clinical examination of
the anastomosis, or reoperation [7]. The Esophagectomy
Complications Consensus Group defined AL as a “full-thickness
gastrointestinal defect involving the esophagus, anastomosis,
staple line, or conduit irrespective of presentation or method of
identification” [8]. In our clinical practice, an AL is first
suspected if there were any (1) clinical signs, such as fever,
abdominal pain, feculent drainage, purulent drainage, or signs
of peritonism; (2) radiographic signs, such as fluid collection
or gas containing collection; and (3) signs of anastomotic
dehiscence during endoscopy. The definitive diagnostic tool
for suspected AL is a computerized tomography scan with a
contrast of the abdomen and pelvis, which will demonstrate the
presence of any extraluminal contents. An additional assessment
is urgent blood tests, including full blood count, a coagulation
screen, etc [9].

Data Management and Machine Learning Approaches
Figure 1 illustrates the construction of the ML model and how
the risk predictors (features) were handled. We first checked
missing conditions and the balance of the data set; no variables
were reported to have a missing percentage over 5%, meaning
the completeness rate of every variable was above 95%. For
this study, we randomly split the large data set (9:1) into a
training data set (n=639) and a testing data set (n=71) using a
computer algorithm. We split the data set using this ratio to
allow sufficient training data to quantify the model’s complexity
while maintaining adequate data to validate the model [10]. The
cross-validation process was iterated 9 times. Model parameters
were optimized by a grid search, greedily tuning the model
hyperparameters. The mean area under the receiver operating
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characteristic curve (AUROC) was used to determine which
model performed best and further tested with testing data set.

The sensitivity level of AUROC is set to 90%, which is
considered clinically relevant.

Figure 1. Analysis workflow for data management and model development.

Identification of Risk Factors (Feature Selection)
Identifying the most important features was based on the two
most used feature selection filter methods in ML: (1) feature
importance and (2) correlation-based feature selection. We used
filter methods of feature selection because it is independent of
the potential models [11]. Feature importance is a univariate
filter that compares each feature’s correlation with the outcome
separately and removes features with zero importance according
to a gradient boosting machine (GBM) learning model.
Generally, importance provides a score indicating how useful
or valuable each feature is in constructing the boosted decision
trees within the model. The feature importance is averaged over
10 training runs of the GBM to reduce variance [12,13]. The
correlation-based method is a multivariate filter that identifies
the collinear features and removes the redundant features that
are highly correlated with one another. These 2 feature selection
methods have advantages in that they are more stable than the
traditional statistical approaches, such as backward logistic
regression, and they considerably minimized the model’s
over-fitting problem [13]. Similar to previous medical ML
studies, we performed the 2 feature selection methods on all 76
features using our training data set and initially identified N
features that have the least correlation to AL, then plotted the
change in AUROC for the prediction of AL from 1 to N features
[13]. The ML algorithm also plotted the change in cumulative
importance and recognized the least number of features required,
receiving above 99% of the cumulative importance. Thus, we
included the smallest number of independent features into the
final prediction model.

Model Generation, Training, and Validation
Once our features were defined, we considered five different
ML classification models (classifiers) to build our models: (1)
logistic regression with regularizations, (2) a support vector

machine using Gaussian kernel, (3) a decision tree based on
information gain, (4) a random forest including 9 decision tree
classifiers based on Gin impurity, and (5) a naive Bayes
classifier assuming a Gaussian distribution. These 5 algorithms
were chosen for comparison because they are well-accepted
ML methods typically used in medical applications [10]. Finally,
models were validated with our testing data set, and the extended
metrics (AUROC, accuracy, recall, F1 score, and precision)
were reported.

Statistical Analysis
This study aligns with TRIPOD (Transparent Reporting of a
Multivariable Prediction Model for Individual Prognosis or
Diagnosis) and TRIPOD-ML guidelines (see Multimedia
Appendices 1 and 2) [14,15]. The complete set of patient
medical data was utilized to maximize the power and
generalizability of our results. All the analyses were performed
using sklearn, pandas, numpy, and lightgbm packages in Python
(version 3.6.1).

In the descriptive summary, categorical variables were presented
as numbers and percentages and continuous variables as mean
and standard deviation. The P values were also provided for the
association of each factor with the presence and absence of AL
using the Pearson chi-square method. The ranked risk features
panel from the training data set provided the importance and
regression coefficients of the association of each feature in the
final prediction model. Finally, we presented the risk factors of
AL associated with each feature using odds ratios (OR) and
95% CI.

Ethics Approval and Consent to Participate
This retrospective cohort study was approved by the institutional
review board of the National Cancer Center/National Clinical
Research Center for Cancer/Cancer Hospital’s Ethics
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Committee, and the requirement to obtain informed consent
was waived.

Results

Demographic and symptom characteristics for training and
testing data are depicted in Table 1. The proportions were
consistent between the two data sets, with 17% and 20% of
patients indicating the presence of AL in the training and testing
data sets, respectively. Patients with AL were generally male,
with ages ranging from 50 to 70 years, who were more likely

to be smokers and heavy drinkers, and more likely to experience
hypertension, peripheral vascular disease, and cardiac
arrhythmia.

Feature selection using the training data set provided us the
independent risk factors panel predicting AL. The plot of change
of AUROC over the number of features indicated 34 features
would yield a relatively high AUROC value (AUROC=0.78;
Figure 2). The cumulative importance score plot identified at
least 38 features required for our final model (Figure 3; Table
2) [16,17].
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Table 1. Demographic and symptom characteristics in the data sets defined by the presence or absence of AL.

Testing data setTraining data set

P valuesYesNoP valuesaYesNo

14 (20)57 (80)108 (17)531 (83)Presence of anastomotic leakage, n (%)

Age, n (%)

.0637 (7)58 (11).3680 (15)64 (12)<50

112 (21)271 (51)207 (39)196 (37)50-59

303 (57)170 (32)191 (36)218 (41)60-69

74 (14)37 (7)53 (10)53 (10)>=70

Gender, n (%)

.66377 (71)409 (77).17451 (85)419 (79)Male

154 (29)122 (23)80 (15)112 (21)Female

BMI, n (%)

.7337 (7)37 (7).7448 (9)27 (5)15-19

340 (64)372 (70)287 (54)340 (64)20-25

154 (29)122 (23)196 (37)165 (31)>=26

Ever smoked, n (%)

.95228 (43)234 (44).53191 (36)207 (39)No

303 (57)297 (56)340 (64)324 (61)Yes

Ever alcohol heavy drinker, n (%)

.52303 (57)250 (47).04159 (30)212 (40)No

228 (43)281 (53)372 (70)319 (60)Yes

Presence of aortic calcification, n (%)

.01303 (57)457 (86)<.001292 (55)419 (79)No

228 (43)74 (14)239 (45)112 (21)Yes

Presence of celiac trunk calcification, n (%)

.98457 (86)457 (86)<.001366 (69)473 (89)No

74 (14)74 (14)165 (31)58 (11)Yes

FEV1% category, n (%)

<.00174 (14)37 (7).1327 (5)21 (4)30-59

377 (71)101 (19)165 (31)122 (23)60-79

74 (14)393 (74)340 (64)388 (73)80-130

Abdominal surgery, n (%)

.41494 (93)446 (84).18446 (84)473 (89)No

37 (7)85 (16)85 (16)58 (11)Yes

Presence of cardiac arrhythmia, n (%)

.98457 (86)457 (86).31441 (83)462 (87)No

74 (14)74 (14)90 (17)69 (13)Yes

Presence of peripheral vascular disease, n (%)

–531 (100)531 (100)<.001473 (89)515 (97)No

0 (0)0 (0)58 (11)16 (3)Yes

Presence of hypertension, n (%)

.76377 (71)398 (75)<.001340 (64)409 (77)No
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Testing data setTraining data set

P valuesYesNoP valuesaYesNo

154 (29)133 (25)191 (36)122 (23)Yes

Ever used hypotension drug, n (%)

.50419 (79)457 (86).10425 (80)457 (86)No

112 (21)74 (14)106 (20)74 (14)Yes

Ever taken insulin, n (%)

.12457 (86)510 (96).13489 (92)504 (95)No

74 (14)21 (4)42 (8)27 (5)Yes

Lesion length category, n (%)

.25154 (29)96 (18).0674 (14)117 (22)1-3

303 (57)297 (56)234 (44)218 (41)4-5

74 (14)138 (26)202 (38)181 (34)6-10

0 (0)0 (0)27 (5)16 (3)>10

Position of lesion, n (%)

.05303 (57)186 (35).90149 (28)175 (33)Upper esophagus

191 (36)186 (35)234 (44)212 (40)Middle esophagus

37 (7)74 (14)96 (18)69 (13)Lower esophagus

0 (0)37 (7)16 (3)37 (7)Upper-middle esophagus

0 (0)27 (5)37 (7)27 (5)Lower-middle esophagus

0 (0)21 (4)5 (1)16 (3)Multi-position

ASAb physical status classification, n (%)

.0437 (7)122 (23)<.00180 (15)117 (22)1

419 (79)398 (75)356 (67)372 (70)2

74 (14)11 (2)101 (19)42 (8)3

Blood transfusion, n (%)

.14154 (29)196 (37).9796 (18)127 (24)No

377 (71)335 (63)435 (82)404 (76)Yes

Type of anastomotic, n (%)

.19340 (64)435 (82).79430 (81)425 (80)No

191 (36)96 (18)101 (19)106 (20)Yes

Tube stomach, n (%)

.65191 (36)101 (19).07170 (32)181 (34)No

340 (64)430 (81)361 (68)350 (66)Yes

Surgical approach, n (%)

.68154 (29)186 (35).16133 (25)181 (34)Nonthoraco-laparoscopy

377 (71)345 (65)398 (75)350 (66)Thoraco-laparoscopy

Laparoscope, n (%)

.77266 (50)234 (44).03165 (31)202 (38)No

266 (50)297 (56)366 (69)329 (62)Yes

Histology grade, n (%)

.95303 (57)281 (53).80218 (41)276 (52)0

228 (43)250 (47)313 (59)255 (48)1
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Testing data setTraining data set

P valuesYesNoP valuesaYesNo

T classification, n (%)

.3137 (7)37 (7).1427 (5)42 (8)0

74 (14)48 (9)58 (11)53 (10)1

228 (43)281 (53)303 (57)281 (53)2

191 (36)170 (32)143 (27)159 (30)3

Multiple primary, n (%)

.36531 (100)494 (93).37478 (90)499 (94)No

0 (0)37 (7)53 (10)32 (6)Yes

N classification, n (%)

.62154 (29)175 (33).26122 (23)133 (25)1

37 (7)64 (12)101 (19)101 (19)2

191 (36)212 (40)234 (44)239 (45)3

112 (21)58 (11)42 (8)32 (6)4

37 (7)21 (4)32 (6)27 (5)5

Thyroglobulin level, n (%)

.70457 (86)473 (89).15473 (89)441 (83)<1.7

74 (14)58 (11)58 (11)90 (17)>=1.7

Tumor vascular permeability, n (%)

.23419 (79)324 (61).92372 (70)372 (70)<20

112 (21)207 (39)159 (30)159 (30)>=20

Postoperative ventilator-assisted breathing, n (%)

.04457 (86)520 (98)<.001473 (89)515 (97)No

74 (14)11 (2)58 (11)16 (3)Yes

Lung infection, n (%)

0.99494 (93)494 (93)<.001478 (90)510 (96)No

37 (7)37 (7)53 (10)21 (4)Yes

Pleural effusion or empyema, n (%)

<.001419 (79)520 (98)<.001446 (84)515 (97)No

112 (21)11 (2)85 (16)16 (3)Yes

Incision fat liquefaction and infection, n (%)

.59494 (93)467 (88)<.001398 (75)494 (93)No

37 (7)64 (12)133 (25)37 (7)Yes

<.00129.36 (16.72)12.75 (4.13)<.00135.56 (23.2)13.08 (7.2)Hospital Length of Stay, mean (SD)

aP values are reported using the Pearson chi-square method.
bThe American Society of Anesthesiologists Physical Status Classification System is a well-established assignment that assesses and communicates a
patient’s pre-anesthesia medical comorbidities.
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Figure 2. Change of area under the receiver operating characteristic by the number of features.

Figure 3. Number of features and cumulative feature importance.

Table 2. Comparison of the model’s performance metrics with different machine learning classifiers.

Best scoreGaussian naïve
Bayes

Random forestDecision treeSupport vector
classifier

Logistic regression

Logistic regression0.820.900.840.900.91Accuracy

Logistic regression0.500.800.550.810.81Precision

Gaussian naïve Bayes0.680.590.580.590.64Recall (sensitivity)

Logistic regression0.580.670.560.680.71F1 score

Logistic regression0.670.700.650.720.76AUROC

After removing the features with only one unique value and one
strong collinear feature, we identified the 36 most important
risk factors to create our model, ensuring robustness and
stability. Our panel of predictive risk features, listed and ranked
by their importance, is shown in Table 3. The preoperative
factors included patient’s age, gender, BMI, smoking and
alcohol intake, malnutrition status, ASA index, cardiovascular
disease (aortic calcification, celiac trunk calcification, peripheral
vascular disease, cardiac arrhythmia, and hypertension),
obstructive lung diseases test scores (forced vital capacity ratio
[FEV1%], transfer factor for carbon monoxide [TLco]), surgical
history (abdominal surgery), drug usage (insulin and
hypertension drugs), and cancer staging (TNM classification of

malignant tumors). The intra-operative factors included
operation time, lesion length and position of the lesion,
availability of blood transfusion, and surgical approaches. The
postoperative factors contained a prolonged hospital stay length
and surgical complications such as arrhythmia, lung infection,
pleural effusion, and fat liquefaction of incisions.

After the feature panel was determined, the model selection
metrics showed the logistic regression with least absolute
shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) obtained the best
median AUROC score, making it the most reliable ML classifier
for this data set (Figure 4). In addition, it is more easily
interpreted by the medical audience. To further improve the
model’s performance and overcome the potential overfitting
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risk caused by the large number of features, we added penalty
items into the logistic model and used a grid search to find the
optimal type of penalty (LASSO) and the hyperparameters used
in the penalty term. The model’s performance was substantially
improved using LASSO regularization.

Based on the final prediction model, multivariate logistic
regression recognized the most significant risk factors as
follows: aortic calcification (OR 2.77, 95% CI 1.32-5.81), celiac
trunk calcification (OR 2.79, 95% CI 1.20-6.48) , FEV1% (OR
0.51, 95% CI 0.30-0.89); TLco (OR 0.56, 95% CI 0.27-1.18),
peripheral vascular disease (OR 4.97, 95% CI 1.44-.07),
laparoscope (OR 3.92, 95% CI 1.23-12.51), postoperative

hospital length of stay (OR 1.17, 95% CI 1.13-1.21), vascular
permeability activity (OR 0.46, 95% CI 0.14-1.48), and fat
liquefaction of incisions (OR 4.36, 95% CI 1.86-10.21).

We used the testing data set to validate the model’s predictive
ability. The AUROC curve was used to evaluate the model
fitting. The logistic regression model with LASSO resulted in
a clinically relevant AUROC of 71%, indicating good model
performance (Figure 5). We also presented the AUROC,
accuracy, recall, precision, and F1 score as extended metrics of
both data sets. The AUROC accuracy and precision were
consistent between the 2 data sets (Table 4).

Table 3. Panel of prediction factors selected in the training data set.

Odds ratio for AL
(95% CI)

P values in final
model to predict
AL

Regression coeffi-
cients in final model
to predict AL

Remain in model af-
ter correlation-based
feature selection

ImportanceFeatures

Preoperative factors

2.77(1.32-5.81)0.00691.0203Yes29.8Aortic calcification

2.79(1.20, 6.48)0.01671.0275Yes32.4Celiac trunk calcification

0.51(0.30-0.89)0.0177-0.6653Yes48.5Forced vital capacity ratio (FEV1%)

0.56(0.27-1.18)0.0111-0.5820Yes51.8Transfer factor for carbon monoxide (TL-
CO) by single-breath (SB) method (%)

4.97(1.44-17.07)0.01091.6026Yes17.6Peripheral vascular disease

Intra-operative and postoperative factors

3.92(1.23-12.51)0.02091.3665Yes40.3Laparoscope

1.17(1.13-1.21)0.00000.1571Yes219.6Postoperative hospital stay

0.46(0.14-1.48)0.0507-0.7663Yes20.1Tumor vascular permeability (laboratory
test)

4.36(1.86-10.21)0.00071.4718Yes23.5Incision fat liquefaction and infection

Figure 4. Comparison of model’s area under the receiver operating characteristic with different machine learning classifiers.
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Figure 5. Final model performance presented by the area under the receiver operating characteristic.

Table 4. Metrics for evaluating the machine learning application.

AUROCF1 scoreRecallPrecisionAccuracy

72%93%98%88%87%Training data set

71%57%43%86%87%Testing data set

Discussion

Principal Findings
The study provided a panel with 36 features for predicting AL
in patients who undergo esophagectomies, including detailed
symptoms, surgical technical details, and complications. It can
identify the presence of AL with high accuracy (87%) and
precision (88%). In addition, our panel of risk factors is
supported by the previous randomized controlled trials (RCTs),
retrospective cohort studies, and meta-analyses [18-21].

Gaining insight into the risk factors of AL is crucial for
designing an evidence-based treatment algorithm that will help
guide clinical teams to perform timely AL management and
support preoperative and postoperative optimization. Among
the most important risk factors for AL development are 4
preoperative comorbidities, laparoscopic esophagectomies, and
some postoperative complications. In general, the 4 preoperative
comorbidities and most postoperative complications are
modifiable factors that may guide patient-centered strategies.
Full awareness of preoperative risk factors is essential for
identifying high-risk patients and appropriately targeting them
to mitigate the severe clinical consequences of AL. For example,
if the patient is noticeably concerned about the postoperative
AL complications, the clinical team might consider other
nonsurgery treatments, such as chemotherapy. Likewise, the
postoperative conditions help clinicians actively monitor
patients’ recovery after esophagectomies, allowing them to
identify AL early.

Preoperative Risk Factors (Patient Screening and
Preparation)
The 4 preoperative comorbidities significantly linked to
increased AL risk are peripheral vascular disease, aortic
calcification, celiac trunk calcification, and COPD indicators
(FEV1% and TLco results). In addition, hypertension, diabetes
mellitus, and coronary artery disease are independent risk

factors. These preoperative comorbidities all have a negative
impact on microvascular perfusion, and corresponding
atherosclerosis might affect the etiology of AL [22]. Older
esophageal cancer patients, whose nutrition status is often
impaired, have a higher rate of atherosclerosis and new-onset
atrial fibrillation, making them vulnerable to AL. Moreover,
there might be an association between supra-aortic and coronary
atherosclerosis and AL, implying that general atherosclerosis
scores could predict AL risk. To optimize the preoperative
screening of esophageal cancer patients, our study suggests a
thorough investigation of atherosclerosis-related risks factors
and continuous monitoring of perioperative hemodynamics is
essential to prevent AL.

Intra-operative Risk Factors (Surgical-Technical
Aspects)
The prediction model indicates a laparoscopic esophagectomy
alone increases the odds of AL by 3.92. However, the results
require cautious interpretation. While esophagectomy surgical
technique has evolved considerably, the scientific evidence
regarding the superiority of specific esophagectomy techniques
in reducing morbidity, such as AL, is not robust [23]. Our data
collection started when the MIE was just initiated in our cancer
center. The majority of our thoracic surgeons exclusively
performed open esophagectomies, and they were at the early
stages of learning MIE. The increased odds of AL linked to
laparoscopic esophagectomies were primarily explained by the
proficiency gain curve–associated morbidity since laparoscopic
esophagectomies require extensive and adequate training for
our thoracic surgeons.

Postoperative Risk Factors (Medical Outcomes)
Accurate monitoring of postoperative complications has a
significant impact on AL development [24]. The adverse medical
outcomes associated with AL generally found in this study are
the occurrence of fat liquefaction of incisions, reduced vascular
permeability, and prolonged lengths of hospital stays. Recent
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studies support the impact of our prediction on the outcomes.
Kamarajah et al [18] summarized the meta-analysis results from
previous studies in this field and confirmed the importance of
the pulmonary complications (OR 4.54, 95% CI 2.99-6.89),
cardiac complications (OR 2.44, 95% CI 1.77-3.37), and
prolonged hospital stays (OR 5.91, 95% CI 1.41-24.97) [18].
Postoperative management should pay attention to any possible
incision infections during follow-ups to prevent further
development of anastomotic stricture.

Comparison With Prior Work
One advantage of this study is the effective feature selection.
Conventional statistical analyses identified various inconsistent
risk factors which were cross-correlated. We approached this
challenge by combining univariate and multivariable feature
selection techniques to produce a stable panel. Important features
were selected, internally cross-validated, and not connected to
a specific learning algorithm; therefore, minimal human bias
was involved [15].

Limitations
This study had some limitations. First, because this is a
retrospective study that includes consecutive patients, we could
not determine the long-term sequelae of AL in the current

database, specifically pathological development. Second, the
study was limited to a single center, and the results are therefore
representative for the specific geographic region and cannot be
generalized. Before extrapolating the model to other facilities,
it is necessary to consider other risk factors such as geographical
and treatment background. However, our hospital is one of
China's top cancer research centers and can collect sufficient
surgical esophageal cancer cases. Third, due to the complexity
of ML models, substantial computing power is required for
practical deployment. However, benefiting from the current
development of electronic medical records and embedding
automated ML algorithms can enable efficient and expedient
risk calculations and substantially improve the convenience of
utilizing ML models.

Conclusions
The ML prediction model of AL provides insight into the
important risk factors for designing evidence-based clinical
management that will help guide physicians regarding AL
prevention and treatment. However, additional prospective data
collection is needed using a cohort study design or RCT design
in multiple medical settings to confirm our findings' validity
and establish a better risk prediction model.
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Abstract

Background: Pill image recognition systems are difficult to develop due to differences in pill color, which are influenced by
external factors such as the illumination from and the presence of a flash.

Objective: In this study, the differences in color between reference images and real-world images were measured to determine
the accuracy of a pill recognition system under 12 real-world conditions (ie, different background colors, the presence and absence
of a flash, and different exposure values [EVs]).

Methods: We analyzed 19 medications with different features (ie, different colors, shapes, and dosages). The average color
difference was calculated based on the color distance between a reference image and a real-world image.

Results: For images with black backgrounds, as the EV decreased, the top-1 and top-5 accuracies increased independently of
the presence of a flash. The top-5 accuracy for images with black backgrounds increased from 26.8% to 72.6% when the flash
was on and increased from 29.5% to 76.8% when the flash was off as the EV decreased. However, the top-5 accuracy increased
from 62.1% to 78.4% for images with white backgrounds when the flash was on. The best top-1 accuracy was 51.1% (white
background; flash on; EV of +2.0). The best top-5 accuracy was 78.4% (white background; flash on; EV of 0).

Conclusions: The accuracy generally increased as the color difference decreased, except for images with black backgrounds
and an EV of −2.0. This study revealed that background colors, the presence of a flash, and EVs in real-world conditions are
important factors that affect the performance of a pill recognition model.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e26000)   doi:10.2196/26000

KEYWORDS

pill recognition; deep neural network; image processing; color space; color difference; pharmaceutical; imaging; photography;
neural network; mobile phone
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Introduction

Recently, smartphone cameras have been used to not only take
photos but also recognize objects via models with enhanced
performance and artificial intelligence models [1,2]. The study
of photo recognition is not only limited to a person or a thing,
such as a car; it can even extend to analyzing a person’s hair
color or specifying the color of an object, such as a red car [3].

Many researchers are exploring new algorithms related to color
in the field of image learning. For example, gray-scale images
can be colored automatically by using a convolutional neural
network (CNN) through a new method [4]. Additionally,
Lunit—a well-known medical artificial intelligence

company—presented an algorithm that enhances the color of
an image as if it was corrected by a professional [5].

Color is an important component that is used to recognize
objects, especially pharmaceuticals. The United States Federal
Drug Administration approves solid pharmaceuticals and pills,
which have physical identifiers. Each pill should have its own
unique physical features, that is, unique shapes, sizes, colors,
and imprints (the letter or number carved onto the medicine),
which need to be approved [6]. However, in some cases, all
features of medicines, except for the color, can be the same [7].
For instance, Amaryl (glimepiride)—an oral pill for controlling
the blood sugar levels of patients with diabetes—has identical
physical features across all 1-mg, 2-mg, and 4-mg dosages
except for their colors (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Examples of pills with the same physical features (except for color).

In 2016, the National Institutes of Health hosted a competition
to promote the easy recognition of unknown medications. Even
though the competition used reference images that were
photographed in a professionally supervised setting, the accuracy
of drug recognition was not very high. Since the quality of a
picture taken by a smartphone can be greatly influenced by
illumination (lighting), shading, and background color, it is
difficult to develop a system for image recognition [8]. Pill
colors are especially affected by lighting hues and fluorescent
light (Figure 2). In addition, there are no quantitative analyses
for determining how a pill recognition system can be affected
by external factors [6,9]. The most recent work related to drug

recognition studies that involve deep learning has been
conducted on wearable smart glasses developed for patients
with visual impairment. Additionally, drug detection has been
enhanced with feature pyramid networks and CNNs. However,
despite recent improvements in pill recognition via a model
approach, the effects of environmental factors have not been
analyzed [10,11].

In this study, we sought to determine the accuracy of a pill
recognition system under 12 different real-world conditions (ie,
different background colors, the presence and absence of a flash,
and different exposure values [EVs]).
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Figure 2. Effects that external environments (fluorescent lighting) have on the colors of pills in images. A: Flash is on. B: Flash is off.

Methods

Photo Shooting Equipment and Image Preprocessing

Data Acquisition Process for Reference Images
The smartphone used in this study was the Samsung Galaxy S7
Edge, which was equipped with a dual-pixel 12.0-megapixel

front camera with an aperture of f/1.7. An already intact camera
app and the autofocus feature of the smartphone software were
used. For lighting, 2 light-emitting diode panels were used. The
flash was positioned at a height of 20 cm, and the intensity of
illumination was set to 1145 lux. The background color was
black, and the flash was turned off (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Photographic equipment (photo box) for taking images under the reference condition. LED: light-emitting diode.
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Data Acquisition Process for Real-World Images
The photos were taken under 12 conditions that involved

different background colors (black or white), the presence or
absence of a flash, and 3 different EVs (+2.0, 0, and −2.0; Table
1).

Table 1. Real-world image sets for the 12 conditions.

ConditionImage set name

Exposure valueFlashBackground color

−2.0OnBlackB_O_EV-2.0

0OnBlackB_O_EV0

+2.0OnBlackB_O_EV+2.0

−2.0OnWhiteW_O_EV-2.0

0OnWhiteW_O_EV0

+2.0OnWhiteW_O_EV+2.0

−2.0OffBlackB_X_EV-2.0

0OffBlackB_X_EV0

+2.0OffBlackB_X_EV+2.0

−2.0OffWhiteW_X_EV-2.0

0OffWhiteW_X_EV0

+2.0OffWhiteW_X_EV+2.0

Image Preprocessing
Figure 4 shows the 9 steps for processing images of the region
of interest (ROI). This process was conducted to improve deep
neural network–based image recognition accuracy by
eliminating image noise and improving the quality of the picture
[12]. Python 3.5.3 and the OpenCV 3.2 library were used to
process each image [13]. The photos were converted to

gray-scale images and blurred to reduce image noise. Afterward,
we experimented with applying the different threshold options
of the OpenCV library to each pill image. The Canny edge
detector algorithm was used to define the ROI (a drug’s edge)
[14,15]. Next, the processed picture was combined with the
original picture, and all other areas except for the pill were
omitted. Finally, the inner edge of the pill image was set within
a square-shaped boundary, and this image was saved.
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Figure 4. Image preprocessing algorithm for extracting an object. Step 1 (A): take pictures using a smartphone. Step 2 (B): convert image to a gray-scale
image. Step 3 (C): use the blur and threshold options to process the image. Step 4 (D): Canny edge detection. Step 5 (E): create a black background.
Step 6 (F): use the FillPoly function to process the image. Step 7 (G): use the bitwise operation to combine the original image with the processed image.
Step 8 (H): draw a rectangle-shaped boundary and perform object extraction. Step 9 (I): use the final pill image as the reference image to train the model.

Test Drug Type
A total of 19 different types of pills were used in this study. The
different features of the pills (7 colors, 7 shapes, and 7 types)

can be seen in Table 2. Figure 5 shows all of the example images
of the pills; the numbers on the upper left-hand corners were
the labels used in the deep learning process.
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Table 2. Characteristics of the reference set (shape, color, and dosage form).

Instances, nCharacteristic

Shape

6

3

4

1

2

2

1

Color

1Pink

5Blue

5White

4Yellow

1Green

2Yellow-green

1Orange

Dosage form

10Film-coated tablet

2Sugar-coated tablet

6Uncoated tablet

1Hard capsule

Figure 5. Sample images of the pills used in the experiment. Yellow pills include pills 6, 12, 13, 14, and 16. Green pills include pills 5, 7, and 11.
“Other” pills include the rest of the pills.
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Color Difference

Factors Affecting the Color
Figure 6 shows the pill images that were taken under the

reference condition and under the 12 real-world conditions. The
colors of the pills differed based on the background colors, the
presence of a flash, and EVs.

Figure 6. Representative examples of pill images. A: reference condition. B: 12 real-world conditions (image sets: B_O_EV-2.0, B_O_EV0, B_O_EV+2.0,
W_O_EV-2.0, W_O_EV0, W_O_EV+2.0, B_X_EV-2.0, B_X_EV0, B_X_EV+2.0, W_X_EV-2.0, W_X_EV0, and W_X_EV+2.0).

Color Space
The spatial color concept, which is expressed as a 3D chart, was
used to calculate the differences in color quantitatively. The
Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) L*a*b* color
space is a spatial color chart that is used worldwide to represent
colors that can be detected by the human eye. After the red,
green, and blue (RGB) color space is converted to a CIE XYZ
color space, it is then converted to a CIE L*a*b* color space
that separates the lighting and the color [16]. The CIE and CIE
1976 L*a*b* include some colors that human eyes cannot detect.
L* represents brightness with values that range from 0 to 100.
Parameters a* (green to red) and b* (blue to yellow) range from
−120 to 120 [17,18].

To quantify the color of the ROI, the process shown in Figure
7 was followed. By using the RGB analysis plugin of the ImageJ
1.52 program (National Institutes of Health), the RGB color
space was changed to an XYZ color space [19] via the following
equations:

X = 0.4303R + 0.3416G + 0.1784B

(1)

Y = 0.2219R + 0.7068G + 0.0713B

(2)

Z = 0.0202R + 0.1296G + 0.9393B

(3)

The XYZ color space was then converted to an L*a*b* color
space, as follows:

L* = 116f(Y/Yn) – 16

(4)

a* = 500(f[X/Xn] – f[Y/Yn])

(5)

b* = 200(f[Y/Yn] − f(Z/Zn)]

(6)

f(q) = 7.787q + (16/116) (q≤0.008856)

(8)

After computing the values of L*, a*, and b*, ∆E was calculated
with the following equation, where ∆E is the color difference:

The color differences were calculated by subtracting the color
distances in images taken under the real-world conditions from
the color distances in images taken under the reference
condition. The color distance of 19 medications was presented
as means with SDs. A three-way repeated measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA), which was followed by a Bonferroni
posthoc test, was used to examine the effects that background
color (black vs white), the presence of a flash (flash on vs flash
off), and EV (+2.0, 0, and −2.0) had on color differences. A P
value of <.05 was considered to be statistically significant. The
statistical analysis was performed by using R software, version
3.6.2 (The R Foundation).
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Figure 7. Color space conversion process. The conversion of RGB to CIE L*a*b* involves equations 1-8. △E is calculated by using equation 9. CIE:
Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage; RGB: red, green, and blue.

Model Learning Process
A total of 34,000 images were taken manually by using a
smartphone. We used images without augmentation. The number
of images in the training set was 19,000, and the number of
images in the validation set was 5000. We used 5000 images
for the tests conducted under the reference condition and 5000
images for the tests conducted under real-world conditions.

The model architecture used in this study was a CNN that used
a deep learning algorithm (GoogLeNet) with 22 layers and 9
inception modules [20]. We used the NVIDIA Deep Learning
Graphics Processing Unit Training System (DIGITS) for the
learning framework [21]. In this framework, top-1 accuracy
refers to the extent to which a model’s answer exactly matches
the expected answer. Top-5 accuracy refers to the extent to
which the five highest model answers match the expected
answer. Accuracy refers to the number of correct predictions
divided by the total number of predictions. Loss refers to the
penalty for a bad prediction. GoogLeNet has two auxiliary
classifiers for combating the vanishing gradient problem. Loss1
is the first auxiliary classifier’s output, and Loss2 is the second
auxiliary classifier’s output [20].

Results

Figure 8 shows the results of model training via the DIGITS
framework. Our model recognized the correct pill with a top-1
accuracy of 84.54% and a top-5 accuracy of 99.89% for the
reference test image set. Figure 9 shows the top-1 and top-5

accuracies and the average color differences for images taken
under the 12 real-world conditions. For images with black
backgrounds, as the EV decreased, the top-1 and top-5
accuracies increased independently of the presence of a flash.
The top-5 accuracy for images with black backgrounds increased
from 26.8% to 72.6% when the flash was on and increased from
29.5% to 76.8% when the flash was off as the EV decreased.
However, the top-5 accuracy increased from 62.1% to 78.4%
for images with white backgrounds when the flash was on. The
best top-1 accuracy was 51.1% (white background; flash on;
EV of +2.0). The best top-5 accuracy was 78.4% (white
background; flash on; EV of 0). The results of the repeated
measures ANOVA and the Bonferroni posthoc test for over 19
medications, as displayed in Figure 9, were used to assess the
variances in color differences. Color differences based on EV
values varied significantly (all P values in the repeated measures
ANOVA were <.05). The results of the repeated measures
ANOVA for color differences among 19 medications are as
follows: P=.02 (black background and flash on); P=.02 (black
background and flash off); P<.001 (white background and flash
on); and P<.001 (white background and flash off). With regard
to the Bonferroni posthoc test results, for images with white
backgrounds that were taken with the flash turned on or off, all
P values were <.001 between the image groups with different
EVs. Color differences among images with black backgrounds
that were taken with the flash turned on were statistically
different between the EV +2.0 and EV 0 groups (P=.004) and
between the EV0 and EV −2.0 groups (P=.004). Color
differences among images with black backgrounds that were
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taken with the flash turned off were significantly different
between the EV +2.0 and EV 0 groups (P=.005) and between
the EV 0 and EV −2.0 groups (P=.03). When excluding the
conditions of black backgrounds and an EV of −2.0, the
accuracy generally increased as the color difference decreased.
When the 19 medications were sorted into 3 groups by pill color
(ie, yellow, green, and other), the color differences among the

color subgroups were not dependent on the colors of pills in
images with white backgrounds. However, the color differences
among the color subgroups were dependent on the colors of
pills in images with black backgrounds. The pill color, as well
as environmental factors such as the background color, the
presence of a flash, and EVs, can affect the accuracy of a pill
recognition system (Figure 9).

Figure 8. Model learning results. Top-1 accuracy refers to the extent to which a model’s answer exactly matches the expected answer. Top-5 accuracy
refers to the extent to which the five highest model answers match the expected answer. Accuracy refers to the number of correct predictions divided
by the total number of predictions. “(train)” refers to the training process and “(val)” refers to the validation process. Loss refers to the penalty for a
bad prediction. Loss1 and Loss2 are two auxiliary classifiers of GoogLeNet.
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Figure 9. A: Comparison of top-1 and top-5 accuracies. B: Comparison of color differences based on background color, the presence of a flash, and
EV. Color differences are presented as means with SDs. EV: exposure value.

Discussion

The National Library of Medicine Pill Image Recognition
Challenge was hosted by the National Institutes of Health in
2016. The three winners obtained a mean average precision of
0.27, 0.09, and 0.08. Their top-5 accuracy values were 43%,
12%, and 11% for 5000 query and consumer images. Although
the competition can be seen as a promising initial step for pill

identification, solid medication recognition systems are still in
the difficult process of development. The reason for this seems
to be that the quality of real-world images tends to be affected
by illumination, shading, background color, or shooting
direction, unlike reference images.

In our study, it was shown that smaller color differences yielded
higher recognition accuracy except for images with black
backgrounds and images with an EV of −2.0. In other words,
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the accuracy of pill recognition is generally inversely
proportional to color difference. These exceptions may have
been due to the following: (1) it is believed that the Euclidean
distance between two colors may not be proportional to the
precise color difference; and (2) other factors, such as pill
imprints, shapes, and colors, can influence the recognition rate.

Color differences are a crucial problem, especially for pill
recognition systems. In previous studies, a few methods were
suggested for enhancing pill recognition. MedSnap (MedSnap
LLC) is a smartphone-based pill identification system that uses
an adaptive color correction algorithm. However, despite the
fact that it corrects for color differences, this system has a
disadvantage; it has to use a controlled surface to improve its
pill recognition rate [22]. In a study on a deep learning model
for dermatology, the authors recommended retaking the photo
if it is of poor quality due to brightness or noise levels. Thus,

adjusting the camera settings to match the optimized settings
for a photo can yield better quality photos and improve the
accuracy of medicine recognition systems [23,24]. Furthermore,
the enhancement of drug detection via a model approach for
minimizing color differences is warranted in the future.

This study reveals that background colors, the presence of a
flash, and EVs in real-world conditions are important factors
that affect the performance of pill recognition models.
Depending on certain image conditions, pill colors can also
affect pill recognition accuracy. However, this factor may not
affect accuracy as much as environmental factors [25]. Further
study is warranted on other factors, such as photography angles
and heights, pill shapes, background colors, tablet and capsule
conditions, and smartphone models that affect color differences
and pill recognition accuracy [26-28].
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Abstract

Background: During pandemics, acquiring outpatients’ travel, occupation, contact, and cluster histories is one of the most
important measures in assessing the disease risk among incoming patients. Previous means of acquiring this information in the
examination room have been insufficient in preventing disease spread.

Objective: This study aimed to demonstrate the deployment of an automatic system to triage outpatients over the internet.

Methods: An automatic system was incorporated in the existing web-based appointment system of the hospital and deployed
along with its on-site counterpart. Automatic queries to the virtual private network travel and contact history database with each
patient’s national ID number were made for each attempt to acquire the patient’s travel and contact histories. Patients with relevant
histories were denied registration or entry. Text messages were sent to patients without a relevant history for an expedited route
of entry if applicable.

Results: A total of 127,857 visits were recorded. Among all visits, 91,195 were registered on the internet. In total, 71,816 of
them generated text messages for an expedited route of entry. Furthermore, 65 patients had relevant histories, as revealed by the
virtual private network database, and were denied registration or entry.

Conclusions: An automatic triage system to acquire outpatients’ relevant travel and contact histories was deployed rapidly in
one of the largest academic medical centers in Taiwan. The updated system successfully denied patients with relevant travel or
contact histories entry to the hospital, thus preventing long lines outside the hospital. Further efforts could be made to integrate
the system with the electronic medical record system.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e20994)   doi:10.2196/20994
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Introduction

Since the outbreak of COVID-19, millions of individuals have
been infected and tens of thousands of deaths have been reported
worldwide [1]. This highly contagious and virulent disease has
a higher case fatality rate than influenza. Moreover, sequelae
such as pulmonary fibrosis have been observed in some
recovered patients. As such, blocking the spread of the disease
is a top priority during the pandemic [2]. Accordingly,
governments worldwide have implemented various policies in
hopes of decreasing the spread of COVID-19 [3], and the
government of Taiwan is no exception [4].

Rigorous measures including travel restrictions and social
distancing have been implemented to decrease the risk of
community spread [5,6]. Various policies have also been
enforced in hospitals to lower the risk of nosocomial infection.
To contain the spread of the disease in inpatient departments,
visitors to patients have been restricted to specific time slots,
and the total number of visitors has been regulated [7,8].
However, while such regulations can be easily executed in an
inpatient department, an outpatient department presents a greater
challenge owing to the large number of daily outpatient visits
and because the screening of ambulatory patients for relevant
travel, occupation, contact, and cluster histories is necessary to
minimize disease spread in an outpatient department.

Traditionally, screening of the travel, occupation, contact, and
cluster histories of outpatients was conducted in examination
rooms by physicians. However, given the current circumstances,
allowing outpatients with a history of travel to high-risk
countries to enter a hospital poses a risk of disease spread in
the ambulatory service department [9]. A system to efficiently
screen outpatients with relevant histories and deny them entry
to the hospital is therefore of utmost importance. Thus, an
automatic system that can acquire each patient’s relevant travel
and contact histories was deployed rapidly in Taipei Veterans
General Hospital, one of the largest academic medical centers
in Taiwan.

The aim of this study was to illustrate the deployment and
utilization of the system. Further analysis focused on dynamic
changes in the daily ambulatory services of the medical center
with the implementation of this system. The experiences
reported here will likely help hospitals worldwide in combating
the COVID-19 pandemic and future pandemics.

Methods

Methods Overview
Taipei Veterans General Hospital is the largest public academic
medical center in Taiwan. As of March 2020, this hospital had
2800 beds served by a staff of 6670 members. Until then, >8000
patient visits have been recorded on a daily basis. To contain
the spread of COVID-19 in the outpatient department, the
hospital deployed an automatic system to acquire patients’
relevant travel and contact histories.

System Design
A web-based appointment system for the hospital’s ambulatory
service was already in operation before the incorporation of the
screening system. The system was implemented by querying
the virtual private network (VPN) travel and contact history
database maintained by the Ministry of Health and Welfare
(Figure 1). Patients are required to enter their national ID
number when attempting to book an appointment (Figure 2).
The system then uses the national ID number to check for
relevant travel or contact history through the VPN database. If
the result turns out to be negative, an appointment is booked,
and patients who entered their mobile phone numbers will
receive text messages that provide them with access to an
expedited entry route. However, if a patient has a potentially
problematic travel or contact history, the attempt to book an
appointment will fail. Patients can also book appointments on
site. Their history will then be checked via the VPN database
on inserting their health smart card before gaining entry through
the regular route.
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Figure 1. Design of the outpatient screening system. VPN: virtual private network.

Figure 2. Screenshot of a web-based appointment form.

Upon arrival at the hospital, outpatients can enter the hospital
through two routes: regular or expedited. The regular route is
for patients who do not present text messages received from the
screening system. These patients are asked to present their health
smart card to the staff. The on-site VPN database query is then
made, and a patient would be granted access after the
confirmation of no potentially problematic histories provided
by the VPN database. The patient will also receive a paper-based
questionnaire that is to be submitted to the hospital in the
examination room.

On the other hand, patients who successfully book an
appointment on the internet and receive text messages from the
hospital can enter the hospital through the expedited route. The
staff will confirm the legitimacy of the text message and verify
the patient’s identity with the patient’s health smart card. Once
verified, the patient is allowed to enter the hospital and is
provided the same aforementioned questionnaire.

Data Processing
The system described in this article was deployed on April 21,
2020. Data were retrieved from the registration database between
April 21 and May 10, 2020. The data for each Sunday during
that period were omitted since no regular outpatient service is

provided on Sundays. All web-based and on-site booked
appointments were extracted. Each denied appointment was
also extracted along with the reason for nonadmittance during
the studied period.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were assessed using Microsoft Excel 2016
(Microsoft Corp).

Results

During the study period, 127,857 visits were recorded. Among
these visits, 91,195 were registered on the internet. In total,
71,816 of them generated text messages for the expedited route
of entry (Table 1).

The average daily number of visits during the study period was
9498 on weekdays and 1463 on Saturdays. The highest number
of visits (n=11,147) was recorded on May 6, 2020, and the
lowest number (n=1351) was recorded on April 25, 2020.

In total, 71% of the visits were registered on the internet.
Further, 78.76% of all patients who registered on the internet
received text messages delivered from the system for the
expedited route of entry.
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Of all the visits registered on the internet, queries to the VPN
database revealed relevant histories for 65 patients. Moreover,
66 patients entered invalid national ID numbers when attempting

to register for an outpatient visit. All of these attempts were
blocked by the system. The denied attempts comprised
approximately 0.14% of all web-based registration attempts.

Table 1. Total number of attempts and visits from April 21 to May 9, 2020.

TotalMay
9

May
8

May
7

May
6

May
5

May
4

May
2

May
1

April
29

April
28

April
27

April
25

April
24

April
23

April
22

April
21

Observations

660546570245703576Attempts with
an invalid ID, n

6523532523531113476Attempts with
relevant history,
n

71,81610325204581665505699572890846936051535853308484434508349614121Text messages
sent, n

91,1951206662273408163724371711091596076796781682810105610636366605468Attempts to reg-
ister, n

127,8571601927010,12811,14710,01710,6501437830910,405924710,07113517866891092948154Total outpatient
visits, n

71.3375.3371.4372.4773.2372.3167.3375.9271.7373.8073.3367.8074.7671.3271.4171.6667.06Web-based reg-
istration rate of
outpatients, %

78.7585.5778.5979.2480.2478.6879.8883.2378.7478.8079.0178.0683.9679.0479.8874.4975.37Text message
receipt rate on
web-based at-
tempts, %

Discussion

Principal Findings
To our knowledge, this is the first reported system to
automatically screen for a patient’s travel and contact histories
prior to entry to a hospital. A similar check-in system for
outpatient magnetic resonance imaging studies has been
previously described [10], but there have been no reports of a
hospital-wide service for the extraction of travel and contact
histories. Previous studies on web-based outpatient resources
of hospitals have focused on probing the features of official
applications and appointment systems [11,12]. The purpose of
the system reported herein is to deny access to patients with a
relevant contact or travel history recorded in the VPN contact
and travel history database. The goal was successfully achieved
after the system’s deployment on April 21, 2020.

Challenges of Screening a Massive Number of
Outpatients
Taipei Veterans General Hospital, being one of the largest public
academic centers in Taiwan, is visited by over 10,000 patients
each day. The traditional method of screening outpatients for
relevant travel, occupation, cluster, and contact histories
involves medical professionals or administrative staff taking
patient histories and excluding those with relevant histories.
This traditional method has allowed patients with relevant travel
and contact histories to enter the hospital and could thus
facilitate further disease spread. Therefore, a system to deny
entry to patients with relevant histories was warranted [5].

However, with the large number of patients visiting the
hospital’s outpatient department, an efficient way to acquire

their histories was also required. Therefore, the automatic
screening system utilizing the VPN travel and contact history
database was an optimal solution for the obstacles encountered.
The system acquires these histories by querying the database
with the provided national ID numbers. With minimal training,
staff could easily utilize the on-site screening system at the
hospital entrance to stop patients with relevant histories from
entering the outpatient department.

Long Lines in the Early Phase of the Screening Policy
During the early phase of implementing the screening policy
for outpatients, the hospital relied on on-site VPN database
queries to deny entrance to patients with a relevant travel or
contact history reported by the database. However, this soon
proved time-consuming. Long lines were formed each morning
during the opening hours of ambulatory services. Therefore, an
expedited entry route was further designed to alleviate this
problem.

The expedited route provided a faster track to patients with
registered mobile phone numbers that passed the VPN database
check before arriving at the hospital and was able to successfully
mitigate the long lines at the entry checkpoint. Additionally,
denying patients with a relevant history upon booking an
appointment on the internet stops such patients from arriving
at the hospital and further lowers the risk of disease spread.

The Need for a Paper-Based Questionnaire
Though querying the VPN travel and contact database provided
a fast and efficient means to deny hospital entry to individuals
with a relevant travel or contact history, the information
provided by the database was incomplete. Therefore, a separate
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questionnaire was needed for recording each patient’s
occupational history and other pertinent information.

To ensure that every person visiting the outpatient department
completed this questionnaire, a paper-based version of the
questionnaire was distributed to each patient at the hospital
entrance and then collected upon the patient’s entry to the
examination room before the patient was examined by the
physician.

Presence of Contact and Travel Histories Among
Outpatients
The system revealed a total of 65 patients with relevant histories,
including those with recent travel histories to high-risk countries
within 2 weeks or those with positive contact histories, during
the study period. This accounted for an extremely low
percentage (0.05% of total visits during the study period) of the
entire outpatient population.

However, one case of a nosocomial cluster at a medical center
in Taiwan still indicated the importance of enforcing rigorous
entrance screening policies at large medical facilities.

Limitations
This study aimed to illustrate the design and utilization of an
automatic system to acquire patients’ relevant travel and contact
histories. However, owing to the limited time spent on its
development, the system was unable to generate records in the
electronic medical record system. Moreover, the on-site
screening system could not distinguish on-site–registered
outpatients from family members and friends accompanying
the patients. Therefore, no analysis could be performed for
individuals who registered on site.

Conclusions
This study demonstrated the successful deployment of an
automatic system to acquire patients’ relevant travel and contact
histories. The utilization rate of the internet-based system is
optimal (78.76% of all web-based registered visits) since it is
incorporated into the already operating web-based registration
system for outpatient visits. Further efforts could be made to
integrate the system with the electronic medical record system.
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Abstract

Background: Since March 2020, companies nationwide have started work from home (WFH) owing to the rapid increase of
confirmed COVID-19 cases in an attempt to help prevent the disease from spreading and to rescue the economy from the pandemic.
Many organizations have conducted surveys to understand people’s opinions toward WFH. However, the findings are limited
owing to a small sample size and the dynamic topics over time.

Objective: This study aims to understand public opinions regarding WFH in the United States during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Methods: We conducted a large-scale social media study using Twitter data to portray different groups of individuals who have
positive or negative opinions on WFH. We performed an ordinary least squares regression analysis to investigate the relationship
between the sentiment about WFH and user characteristics including gender, age, ethnicity, median household income, and
population density. To better understand the public opinion, we used latent Dirichlet allocation to extract topics and investigate
how tweet contents are related to people’s attitude.

Results: On performing ordinary least squares regression analysis using a large-scale data set of publicly available Twitter posts
(n=28,579) regarding WFH during April 10-22, 2020, we found that the sentiment on WFH varies across user characteristics. In
particular, women tend to be more positive about WFH (P<.001). People in their 40s are more positive toward WFH than those
in other age groups (P<.001). People from high-income areas are more likely to have positive opinions about WFH (P<.001).
These nuanced differences are supported by a more fine-grained topic analysis. At a higher level, we found that the most negative
sentiment about WFH roughly corresponds to the discussion on government policy. However, people express a more positive
sentiment when discussing topics on “remote work or study” and “encouragement.” Furthermore, topic distributions vary across
different user groups. Women pay more attention to family activities than men (P<.05). Older people talk more about work and
express a more positive sentiment regarding WFH.

Conclusions: This paper presents a large-scale social media–based study to understand the public opinion on WFH in the United
States during the COVID-19 pandemic. We hope that this study can contribute to policymaking both at the national and institution
or company levels to improve the overall population’s experience with WFH.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e29195)   doi:10.2196/29195

KEYWORDS

characterization; COVID-19; social media; topic modeling; Twitter; work from home

Introduction

Background
COVID-19 was first reported in China and then spread
worldwide and has caused 22.3 million confirmed cases and
more than 373,000 deaths in the United States as on January

11, 2021 [1]. To help prevent the virus from spreading and to
salvage the economy, companies and schools nationwide have
started work and study from home, respectively. According to
a Gartner survey of 880 global human resources executives on
March 17, 2020, almost 88% organizations have encouraged or
required employees to work from home (WFH) [2]. Barrero et
al [3] found that WFH might persist even after the pandemic.
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Concerns may arise regarding productivity [4], willingness [5],
and future trends [3,6] regarding work and study from home.

Prior Studies
WFH has been a controversial issue that merits closer scrutiny.
Palumbo [5] reported that WFH might incur side-effects such
as a negative impact on work-life balance. This would lead to
negative opinions on WFH when people tweet about it. Other
studies have focused on specific categories. A survey of
employees in Lithuania [7] reported that female employees
appreciate WFH more than male employees because female
employees can enjoy a healthier lifestyle, while male employees
worry about career constraints. However, another survey
conducted in the United States [4] shows “a gender gap in
perceived work productivity”: before implementing WFH,
female and male employees reported the same level of self-rated
work productivity. After transitioning to WFH, male employees
performed with higher productivity than female employees [4].
Regarding age, people in their 40s have more negative opinions
on WFH because of their unfamiliarity with teleworking. People
aged 30-39 years have the most positive opinions because they
can enjoy time with their families and they are already
accustomed with new technologies for teleworking [7]. Previous
studies [3,7,8] also show that opinions concerning WFH vary
across different socioeconomic groups. A similar social media
study of public sentiments on WFH has been conducted in the
United Kingdom [9] and reported that more than 70% of tweets
concerning WFH expressed a positive sentiment, with the main
topics including “traffic,” “drink,” and “e-commerce.”

Similar approaches have been implemented by researchers who
mined Twitter posts on public attitudes toward face masks
through natural language processing [10] using the Valence
Aware Dictionary and Sentiment Reasoner (VADER) model
[11] to perform sentiment analysis. Moreover, Twitter data have
been used to study many different aspects of COVID-19, such
as mining of overall public perception of COVID-19 [12],
college students’ attitudes toward the pandemic [13], people’s
attitude toward potential COVID-19 vaccines [14,15], sentiment
analysis among pregnant women during quarantine [16], and
monitoring of depression trends on Twitter during the
COVID-19 pandemic [17]. These studies have used VADER
for sentiment analysis, and most of them also include a
time-series analysis. In addition, we followed the practice of
using latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [18] to identify topics
among a large text corpus. The M3-inference model [10] was
used to portray different demographic groups.

Study Objectives
In this study, we intend to understand public opinions on WFH,
using large-scale social media data. Twitter has been a popular
social media platform for people, especially in the United States,
to express their opinions on what is happening around them. In
contrast, the Boston Consulting Group used survey data to study
employees’ opinions regarding WFH owing to the COVID-19
pandemic [19]. However, social media data allow an opportunity
for conducting a timelier study of many population-level issues
on a larger scale [20]. We acquired data with an authorized
Twitter developer account using Tweepy. This ensures reliability
by acquiring first-hand and sufficient data for the study.

In this study, we also inferred user demographic information
using Twitter user information. This is important, since we can
carry out an in-depth assessment of the characteristics of those
who are more pro-WFH. For example, when we consider gender,
we understand that historically mothers have been mostly
responsible for caring for children [21]. Therefore, we need
information regarding the users’ gender to determine whether
there is any difference in sentiment toward WFH between
women and men, as WFH would allow female employees to
allocate more time to spend with their children.

Our goal is to understand the public opinions on WFH in the
United States during the COVID-19 pandemic. In particular,
we focused on the following research questions:

1. Who is more likely to tweet about WFH?
2. How does the sentiment of WFH vary across user

demographics?
3. Regarding WFH, what do Twitter users mainly discuss?

How does the content correlate with the sentiment of WFH?

To summarize, in a large-scale data set of publicly available
Twitter posts concerning WFH during April 10-22, 2020, we
found that women and older people are more likely to tweet
about WFH. On performing ordinary least squares regression
analysis, we confirm that sentiment of WFH varies across user
characteristics. In particular, women tend to be more positive
about WFH than men. People in their 40s are more positive
toward WFH than those in other age groups. People from
high-income areas are more likely to have positive opinions
about WFH.

These nuanced differences are supported by a more fine-grained
topic analysis. At a higher level, we found that the most negative
sentiment about WFH roughly corresponds to discussions on
government policy. However, people express more positive
sentiment when discussing topics on “remote work and study”
and “encouragement.” Furthermore, topic distributions vary
across different user groups.

Methods

Methods Overview
In this section, we summarized the data collection process and
the methods we used in the analyses. To address research
questions 1 and 2, we discuss how we inferred user
characteristics and the sentiment in the “Feature Inference”
subsection. To address research question 3, we describe how
we extracted the topics of tweets in the “Topic Modeling”
subsection.

Data Collection
We collected relevant English-language tweets through the
Tweepy stream application programming interface (API) using
keywords and hashtag-filtering. The filter keywords and
hashtags are “WFH,” “workfromhome,” “work from home,”
“#wfh,” and “#workingfromhome.” In total, 553,166 unique
tweets with 23 attributes posted by 405,455 unique Twitter users
during April 5-26, 2020, were sampled. We attempted to infer
the gender, age, and ethnicity of these Twitter users, extract the
population density of the area they resided in, and estimate the
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sentiment of the tweets. There are 405,455 unique users in our
data set, 313,815 (77.3%) of whom only tweeted once. After
excluding duplicates and users with incomplete features, 28,579
unique Twitter users with all features were included in the data
set.

Feature Inference

Sentiment
A normalized, weighted composite score was calculated for
each tweet, using VADER [11] to measure the sentiment. The
score ranged from –1 (most negative) to +1 (most positive). For
validation, we randomly select 194 users’ tweets within 1 month.
By manually labeling the sentiment and comparing the sentiment
scores with VADER scores, we found that the accuracy was
76%, suggesting that the automatic natural language processing
methods we used provide adequate estimates of the sentiment
of the tweets. The mean sentiment score was 0.242 (SD 0.448;
range –0.967 to 0.984; 25th percentile 0.000, 50th percentile
0.318, 75th percentile 0.617).

Age and Gender
We applied the M3-inference model [22] to infer the gender
and age of each Twitter user from their profile name, username
(screen name), and profile description. Age is binned into four
groups: ≤18 years, 19-29 years, 30-39 years, and ≥40 years.
The gender distribution of Twitter users is biased toward men
(71.8%) [23]. A similar pattern was also observed in our data
set, where 57.9% of users are men and 42.1% are women. With
respect to age, 37.08% of the users in our data set are older than
40 years, 37.6% are between 30 and 39 years old, 16.5% are
between 19 and 29 years old, and the rest are younger than 19
years old. According to a report from the Pew Research Center
[24], Twitter users are younger than the average US adult; 21%
of adults are aged 18-29 years, 33% are aged 30-49 years, 26%
are aged 50-64 years, and 20% are aged ≥65 years. The
percentages of adults in the Twitter user population are 29%,
44%, 19%, and 8%, respectively. The pattern in our data set is
more similar to that of the distribution of US adults.

Ethnicity
To estimate the ethnicity of Twitter users, we applied the
Ethnicolr API, which makes inferences on the basis of the last
name and first name or just the last name of the Twitter user
[25]. In our study, we removed emoji icons, hyphens, unrelated
contents, and special characters to extract the last names and
applied “census_ln” to infer the ethnicity, which included White,
Black or African American, Asian or Pacific Islander, American
Indian or Alaskan Native, and Hispanic.

In our data set, White (83.4%) was predominant over other
ethnicities, while according to the US Census Bureau [26],
White ethnicities accounted for 60.1% of the US population;
7.3% of Twitter users in this study were Asian or Pacific
Islanders, while this ethnicity accounts for 6.1% of the US
population; 6.5% of Twitter users in this study were Hispanic,
while this ethnicity accounted for 18.5% of the US population;
2.5% of Twitter users in this study were Black or African
American, while this ethnicity accounted for 13.4% of the US
population; American Indian or Alaskan Natives constituted

0.26% of our study’s Twitter user population. According to a
report from the Pew Research Center [24], the proportion of
individuals by race or ethnicity are almost the same between
the US population and Twitter adult users. Interestingly, the
proportions of White and Asian or Pacific Islander individuals
are much higher than those in the general US population, which
could be related to the labor force distributions of these 2 groups.
In 2018, 54% of employed Asian and 41% of employed White
individuals, compared with 31% of employed Black or African
American and 22% of employed Hispanic individuals, worked
in management, professional, and related occupations [27],
which can most likely be managed from home [28]. Therefore,
it is not surprising that there are more White and Asian or Pacific
Islander individuals in our data set owing to the disparities in
the occupations.

Population Density
The USzipcode search engine was applied to extract the
population density of each user’s location that Twitter users
self-report in their profile information. The population density
is categorized as urban (greater than 3000), suburban
(1000-3000), and rural (lower than 1000). Finally, 67.4% of
users in this study were from urban areas, 14.6% were from
suburban areas, and the rest were from rural areas. The majority
of the users in our data set were from urban areas, which is
consistent with the fact that 83% of the US population resides
in urban areas [29]; however, there were proportionally fewer
urban users in our data set than in the US population.

Income
To investigate the relationship between people’s attitude toward
WFH and the gap between high- and low-income areas, we
retrieved regional median income from the 2019 American
Community Survey. Census API tools were used to extract the
median income with an input of city-level user location. The
median regional income was US $33,538 (SD US $10,298;
range US $3951-121,797; 25th percentile US $28,072, 50th
percentile US $31,613, 75th percentile US $36,336).

Topic Modeling
We used LDA [18] to extract topics from the tweets. In our
study, we used the stop words package of the Natural Language
Toolkit library, extended with topic-related words (eg, “work”
and “home”). To extract the most relevant topics, we only
collected nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverb lemmas. We use
the spaCy package to screen all the words of the tweets and
only includes those words whose postag is “NOUN,” “ADJ,”
“VERB,” or “ADV.” We tuned the hyperparameters with nested
looping topic numbers α and β. Finally, we chose num_topics=9,
α=0.91, β=0.31, and a coherence score Cv of 0.379.

Results

Sentiment Analysis
As indicated above, Twitter users’ opinions of WFH were
slightly positive. We attempted to investigate the relationship
between user characteristics and the sentiment of discussions
on WFH. We performed ordinary least squares regression
analysis on our data set (n=28,579). Descriptive statistics and
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bivariate correlations are shown in Table 1. Table 2 summarizes the results of ordinary least squares regression analysis.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics and bivariate correlation coefficients for study variablesa.

10987654321Mean (SD)Variables

0.59 (0.49)1

–.04b0.09 (0.28)2

–.14b–.21b0.16 (0.37)3

–.34b–.24b.010.38 (0.48)4

–.03b–.00.02b.01c0.03 (0.16)5

–.05b–.01–.02b.07b.010.07 (0.26)6

–.01c–.01–.00–.01.03b.02b0.01 (0.05)7

–.02b.00–.04b.03b.04b.02b–.000.07 (0.25)8

–.02b.00.04b–.01–.01–.07b–.03b.04b0.25 (0.09)9

.05b.03b–.00.05b–.01.02b.03b.02b–.02b0.67 (0.47)10

–.60.09b.00.00–.02b.01c.01c–.02b–.02b.02b0.15 (0.35)11

aStudy variables: 1=gender (0=female, 1=male), 2=age ≤18 years (0=no, 1=yes), 3=age of 19-29 years (0=no, 1=yes), 4=age of 30-39 years (0=no,
1=yes), 5=Black or African American ethnicity (0=no, 1=yes), 6=Asian or Pacific Islander ethnicity (0=no, 1=yes), 7=American Indian or Alaskan
Native ethnicity (0=no, 1=yes), 8=Hispanic ethnicity (0=no, 1=yes), 9=income (normalized using MinMaxScaler), 10=urban (0=no, 1=yes), and
11=suburban (0=no, 1=yes).
bP<.001.
cP<.05.

Table 2. Ordinary least squares regression outputs for public opinions (N=28,579) on working from home against demographics and other variables
of interest.

Sentiment scorePredictor

95% CIβ (SE)

0.231 to 0.2730.252a (0.011)Intercept

–0.032 to 0.010–0.021a (0.006)Gender (0=female, 1=male)

–0.103 to –0.064–0.084a (0.010)Age ≤18 years (0=no, 1=yes)

–0.092 to –0.060–0.076a (0.008)Age of 19-29 years (0=no, 1=yes)

–0.034 to –0.010–0.022a (0.005)Age of 30-39 years (0=no, 1=yes)

–0.011 to 0.0660.023 (0.017)Black or African American ethnicity (0=no, 1=yes)

–0.020 to 0.0200.003 (0.010)Asian or Pacific Islander ethnicity (0=no, 1=yes)

–0.027 to 0.016–0.006 (0.011)Hispanic ethnicity (0=no, 1=yes)

–0.115 to 0.088–0.013 (0.052)American Indian or Alaskan Native ethnicity (0=no, 1=yes)

0.082 to 0.2030.143a (0.031)Income

–0.021 to 0.007–0.007 (0.007)Urban (0=no, 1=yes)

–0.023 to 0.014–0.004 (0.009)Suburban (0=no, 1=yes)

15.25aF-statistics

0.006R2

0.005Adjusted R2

aP<.001.
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Women Tended to Be More Positive About WFH
Men were significantly more negative about WFH than women
(P<.001). This is consistent with the remote work survey report
by Fast Company [30]. A more positive sentiment observed
among women could be due to the change in working styles
[30] and fewer work hours than those of men [31]. A previous
survey [7] indicates that women favor WFH from the perspective
of a healthier lifestyle.

People in Their 40s Are More Positive Toward WFH
Than Other Age Groups
Age is another perspective. Results of regression analysis
revealed that as age increases, people are significantly more
pro-WFH (P<.001). This is consistent with the results of the
survey conducted by Watkins [32] that generation Z individuals
(people aged 8-23 years as of this writing) are more pro-office
than millennials (aged 24-39 years). While assumptions exist
among older employees, who might be unfamiliar with
electronic devices and thus become more pro-office. However,
an article in the Financial Times [33] reported contrasting
observations. People aged ≥40 years are less likely to be
re-employed; hence, they prefer to retain their current jobs while

avoiding the risk of being exposed to COVID-19, especially
since this group is most vulnerable to COVID-19. Further details
regarding these topics will be discussed in the following section.
Furthermore, we observed the same pattern as that reported in
a survey conducted among employees in Lithuania [7].

People in Higher-Income Areas Are More Likely to Have
Pro-WFH Opinions Than Those in Lower-Income Areas
Income was significantly correlated with the sentiment toward
WFH (P<.001). This is concurrent with our finding that people
from urban areas would be more pro-WFH, since the regional
median income would be higher in big cities [34]. This finding
is also in line with that of Barrero et al [3] that high-income
workers, in particular, enjoy the perks of WFH.

Topic Analysis
Further, we attempted to investigate what Twitter users mainly
discuss with reference to WFH. In particular, we investigated
how the contents of the tweets correlate with the sentiment of
WFH. Table 3 shows the 9 topics extracted by the LDA model.
We assigned each topic a title on the basis of the top 10
keywords.

Table 3. Titles and the top 10 keywords of the topics extracted by the latent Dirichlet allocation model.

Topic keywordsTopic titleTopic#

dog, try, today, wife, day, last, school, virtual, watch, lookFamily activities1

remote, new, time, covid, learn, great, help, many, support, joinRemote work or study2

pandemic, stay, safe, day, go, today, let, see, also, thinkQuarantine3

dress, get, enough, adult, day, wear, time, zoom, right, thankDressing4

money, less, job, option, able, new, remotely, safely, force, takeGovernment and policy5

people, still, do, job, good, say, first, place, probably, goCOVID-19 side effects6

get, lot, world, honestly, fall, reveal, love, week, lookEncouragement7

go, back, know, office, time, feel, quarantine, hour, tip, covidBack to office8

office, well, year, instead, couple, permanently, think, lease, renew, similarlyLeasing9

Figure 1 shows the proportions of the topics. Topic 1 (family
activities) contained the keywords “dog,” “wife,” and “watch”
and accounts for 17.7% of the total tweets. Topic 2 (remote
work or study) accounts for 16.7% of the total tweets, where
people mostly tweeted about remote work and study. Topic 3
(quarantine) contained the keywords “pandemic,” “force,” and
“stay.” Topic 4 (dressing) contained the keywords “dress” and
“wear,” and most of the tweets based on this topic discuss what
people wear when they WFH. Topic 5 (government and policy)
accounts for 6.8% of the total tweets and contained the keywords
“money,” “job,” and “force”; in this topic, many of the tweets
mention the names of governors and express their concerns
about WFH-related policies. An example of such a tweet is as
follows:

“@GovMurphy #CancelRentNJ If NJ doesn’t cancel
rent, the consequences for everyone who can’t work
from home will be catastrophic. The bailout money
will go straight to landlords instead of feeding
people.”

Topic 6 (COVID-19 side effects) contained the keywords “still”
and “job” and accounted for 8.5% of the total tweets. In this
topic, people mostly complained about the influence of
COVID-19, such as “job changing” and “staying home for so
long.”An example of such a tweet is as follows：

“I agree. I think the pandemic has shown the disparity
of digital access in rural areas, and libraries in these
kinds of communities should take note of what these
people need so they can provide better services when
all of this is over. @Sonaite @BakerChair #SLIS752
#752Diversity[QUOTE]@Sonaite @BakerChair
@KaeliNWLib I think this pandemic has shown a
spotlight on the digital divide that still exists. Schools
are scrambling to provide ‘continuity of education’
when children don’t have access to devices and/or
reliable Internet.”

Topic 7 (encouragement) accounted for 7.5% of the total tweets,
where people express their support and inspire people to
overcome difficulties together. One example of such a tweet is
as follows:
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“If you are working out in this scary world today, my
love to you. If you are working from home, my love
to you. If you are out of work, my love to you. If you
are lonely, my love to you. If you are sick, my love to
you. If you are grieving, my love to you. My love. To
you.”

Topic 8 (back to office) contained the keywords “back” and
“office” and accounted for 13.2% of the total tweets. Under this

topic, people mostly tweet about their opinions toward the office,
including those inquiring if the return to “office” will finally
materialize or when people will be able to go back to office.
Topic 9 (leasing) contains keywords “year,” “lease,” “renew,”
and “office,” where people argue that some companies might
not renew their office lease for the next year because of how
well-suited WFH is for these companies.

Figure 1. Topic distributions.

Figure 2 shows the average sentiment score of each topic. Topic
7 (encouragement) had the highest average sentiment score
(0.460) and was considered the most positive topic; in contrast,
topic 5 (government and policy) was the least positive topic
(average sentiment score=0.129). As indicated above (“Feature
Inference” subsection), the average sentiment score of all the
users in our data set was 0.242. Among these 9 topics, all

expressed a positive sentiment toward WFH. Moreover, topics
2 (remote work or study), 7 (encouragement), and 8 (back to
office) had a sentiment score above the average, while topics 1
(family activities), 3 (quarantine), 4 (dressing), 5 (government
and policy), 6 (COVID-19 side effects), and 9 (leasing) had a
sentiment score below the average.

Figure 2. Average sentiment score of each topic. Topics are as follows: 1=family activities, 2=remote work or study, 3=quarantine, 4=dressing,
5=government and policy, 6=COVID-19 side effects, 7=encouragement, 8=back to office, and 9=leasing. LDA: latent Dirichlet allocation.

Money and Jobs are Discussed the Most When
Government Accounts are Mentioned
In topic 5 (government and policy), “money” and “job” were
the most prominent keywords churned by the LDA model. On
further exploring the tweets under this topic, we found that a

number of tweets mentioned government accounts and governor
twitter accounts. An example of such a tweet is as follows:

“@SenBobCasey @SenToomey @GovernorTomWolf
supply chain workers discouraged. Work from home
pieces of the chain are essential. TEMPORARY layoffs
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making more than I am to wait to get called back to
work, where’s the incentive to work? Why aren’t we
included in stimulus 2.0?”

In addition, we also found some tweets about money, where
people are somewhat worried about their financial status during
the pandemic, such as losing money after being laid off from
their jobs. Based on these findings, since April 2020 still marks
the early stage of WFH, the economy would be a major priority
for the government during this period.

Family Activities and Remote Work or Study Conflicts
Among Age Groups
As shown in Figure 3, as age increases, the proportion of people
tweeting about remote work or study increased; moreover, lesser
people tweeted about family activities. Among people aged
0-18 years, 23.4% of people tweeted about topic 1 (family
activities) and 8.5% about topic 2 (remote work or study). In
the age group of 19-29 years, 22.4% of people tweeted about

family activities and 9.4% tweeted about remote work or study.
Among people in their 30s, 17.2% tweeted about family
activities and 15.2% tweeted about remote work or study.
Among people older than 40 years, only 14.7% tweeted about
family activities and 23.5% tweeted about remote work or study.
Overall, topic 2 (remote work or study) is largely a work-related
topic, which highlights work-family conflicts. Frone et al [35]
reported that family boundaries are more permeable than work
boundaries. Interestingly, based on our findings, we conclude
that in the WFH environment, family boundaries are becoming
more permeable among older people. On average, people aged
≥40 years accounted for 37.08% of the study population.
However, under topic 1 (family activities), only 30.8% of the
tweets were from people older than 40 years; however, under
topic 2 (remote work or study), 52.1% of the tweets were from
people aged ≥40 years. These interesting patterns are consistent
with our findings that family-work boundaries are becoming
weaker among older people.

Figure 3. Topic distributions among different age groups.
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Superwomen in WFH
As indicated above, women expressed more positive attitudes
to WFH than men. Collins et al [31] reported that this might be
because women tend to have more reduced work hours, and we
confirmed this finding from the perspective of thematic analysis.
In the goodness-of-fit test, we found that the topic distributions
among men and women (Figure 4) were significantly different
(P<.001). Based on the difference between topic distributions
among men and women, we speculate that reduced work hours

allow women to spend more time with their children and take
care of their families. Topic 1 (family activities) is 1 of the
topics to which women pay more attention. On an in-depth
analysis of the tweets, we found that many tweets were about
spending time with children while working from home. An
example of such a tweet is as follows:

“That’d be me. I get to work from home and be with
my kids. I’m loving every minute of this time with
them!”

Figure 4. Topic distribution by gender.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study represents a large-scale quantitative analysis of public
opinions on WFH in the United States during the COVID-19
pandemic. Through the lens of social media, we found that
gender and age are the most influential features to public
opinions about WFH. On performing ordinary least squares
regression analysis, we found that the sentiment toward WFH
varies across user characteristics. In particular, women are more
positive about WFH, which could be related to the change in
working styles [30] and reduced work hours compared to those
of men [31]. People aged ≥40 years tend to be the most
pro-WFH than other age groups. This could be owing to the
fact that people of those ages are the most vulnerable to
COVID-19, while also being the most difficult people to be
re-employed upon losing their jobs. These people also need to
work to mitigate the shrinkage of retirement savings that were
invested in the rather inert stock market. People from
high-income areas are more likely to have positive opinions
about WFH, which echoes the findings of Barrero et al [3].

These nuanced differences are supported by a more fine-grained
topic analysis. At a higher level, we found that all the topics
expressed a positive sentiment about WFH. However, people
expressed a more negative sentiment toward family activity and
the government. Under the topic of family activity, we noticed
that women pay more attention to family than men, and we
identified superwomen in WFH. When people talk about
government and policy, money and jobs are 2 major concerns.

Furthermore, based on our analysis by age groups, we noticed
that the family-work boundary is another issue that varies among
different age groups. As age increases, more people prefer to
discuss work rather than family, which implies that family
boundaries are becoming more permeable than work boundaries.

Implications
Barrero et al [3] reported that WFH would persist even after the
pandemic. It is critical to understand public opinions on WFH
to help improve their experience and to design a more suitable
and flexible work policy. Our study suggests that there are
nuanced differences across user characteristics. Government
and company policymakers could design a more customized
work policy to not only increase work productivity but also
improve work satisfaction among their employees. It is also
important to address the WFH-related disparities that have been
reported among different racial and socioeconomic groups
[36,37].

Limitations
Our study is focused on the relationship between user
characteristics and the sentiment about WFH. However, user
occupation can be included in future analyses. Since the ability
to WFH varies among different jobs [28], 1 potential hypothesis
could be that people of different occupations have different
opinions about WFH; thus, occupations would have an impact
on the sentiment of WFH. In addition, there are some limitations
of only using the Ethnicolr API to infer ethnicity. The Ethnicolr
API is trained on voter registration data from Florida. First,
using data from a single state (albeit a representative state) may
not be ideal, since the pattern of names can be different among
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states. Another limitation is that our training data set was
imbalanced (8,757,268 non-Hispanic White people, 1,853,690
non-Hispanic Black people, 2,179,106 Hispanic people, and
253,808 Asian people). Although these numbers are consistent
with the population distribution in the United States, when
training an inference model, we believe that the use of a more
balanced data set could provide a better outcome.

Conclusions
This is a large-scale social media–based study on people who
are more likely to tweet about WFH. On performing ordinary

least squares regression analysis, our study shows how the
sentiment of WFH varies across user characteristics. On
conducting a content-based analysis, we carried out an in-depth
analysis to determine what Twitter users mainly discuss and
how the content of their tweets correlates with the sentiment of
WFH. This paper contributes to a better understanding of public
opinions on WFH in the United States during the COVID-19
pandemic and contributes to making policies both at national
and institution or company levels to improve the overall
population’s experience of WFH.
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Abstract

Background: Since the COVID-19 outbreak, South Korea has been engaged in various efforts to overcome the pandemic. One
of them is to provide app-based COVID-19–related services to the public. As the pandemic continues, a need for various apps
has emerged, including COVID-19 apps that can support activities aimed at overcoming the COVID-19 pandemic.

Objective: We aimed to determine which apps were considered the most necessary according to users and evaluate the current
status of the development of COVID-19–related apps in South Korea. We also aimed to determine users’ acceptance and concerns
related to using apps to support activities to combat COVID-19.

Methods: We collected data from 1148 users from a web-based survey conducted between November 11 and December 6,
2020. Basic statistical analysis, multiple response analysis, and the Wilcoxon rank sum test were performed using R software.
We then manually classified the current status of the development of COVID-19–related apps.

Results: In total, 68.4% (785/1148) of the respondents showed high willingness to protect themselves from COVID-19 by using
related apps. Users considered the epidemiological investigation app to be the most necessary app (709/1148, 61.8%) overall,
followed by the self-management app for self-isolation (613/1148, 53.4%), self-route management app (605/1148, 52.7%),
COVID-19 symptom management app (483/1148, 42.1%), COVID-19–related information provision app (339/1148, 29.5%),
and mental health management app (270/1148, 23.5%). Despite the high intention to use these apps, users were also concerned
about privacy issues and media exposure. Those who had an underlying disease and had experience using COVID-19–related
apps showed significantly higher intentions to use those apps (P=.05 and P=.01, respectively).

Conclusions: Targeting users is very important in order to design and develop the most necessary apps. Furthermore, to gain
the public’s trust and make the apps available to as many people as possible, it is vital to develop diverse apps in which privacy
protection is maximized.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e29315)   doi:10.2196/29315
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Introduction

Background
Since the outbreak of COVID-19, countries worldwide have
been engaging in various efforts to overcome the challenges
associated with it. One of these efforts include providing
app-based services, such as COVID-19 contact tracing apps, to
support activities aimed at combating COVID-19 [1-4].

South Korea has been integrating digital technology to make it
applicable to all fields [5,6], including surveillance, testing,
contact tracing, and self-isolation, as well as apps providing
COVID-19–related information. Several COVID-19–related
apps have been developed and are currently being used,
including the Self-Quarantine Safety Protection app [7] and
apps for COVID-19 symptom management app and
self-isolation. These apps have greatly helped South Korea in
responding to the COVID-19 crisis. However, as the COVID-19
pandemic continues, the need for more diverse apps is emerging,
such as COVID-19 vaccine apps [8], epidemiological
investigation apps, self-route management apps, and mental
health management apps.

To support activities aimed at overcoming COVID-19, diverse
apps need to be developed for specific purposes. It is also vital
to ensure that the majority of people can be assisted through
these apps. Therefore, to ensure the effectiveness of
COVID-19–related apps, we need to learn more about the apps
that people need, as well as their acceptance and concerns
regarding using these apps, for example, concerns regarding
security issues. However, although security and information
protection issues may arise while developing and using these
apps [5,9-11], the use of technology during COVID-19 has
focused on using larger amounts of personal data to contain the
spread of COVID-19 [12], rather than reflecting on users’
intentions or concerns.

For COVID-19–related technologies to be effective, most people
need to be able to use them. To achieve this, we need to focus
on users’ intentions and concerns, rather than adopting a
technical approach [13]. Therefore, in this study, we aimed to
determine the most necessary apps as preferred by users and
identify the current status of the development of
COVID-19–related apps in South Korea. Furthermore, we aimed
to determine users’ acceptance and concerns related to using
apps to overcome the COVID-19 crisis.

Current Status of Development of COVID-19–Related
Apps in South Korea
We organized various COVID-19–related apps developed in
South Korea according to their release date (Table 1). Thus far,
these apps can be classified according to the following main
function types: (1) COVID-19–related information provision,
(2) COVID-19 symptom management, (3) COVID-19
self-diagnosis, (4) self-route management, (5) mapping of
COVID-19 cases, and (6) self-report of confirmed COVID-19
cases.

In early 2020, there were many apps providing
COVID-19–related information, but over time, these evolved
into COVID-19 symptom management and self-route
management apps. Informational apps focus on providing
information on the current status of COVID-19; subsequently,
information relevant to the present state of COVID-19, such as
information about masks and vaccines, is gradually updated
and modified to remain relevant. For apps related to self-route
management and mapping of COVID-19 cases, however,
information is automatically saved using GPS or a QR code.
Furthermore, these apps feature a function notifying users of
the risk rate, such as mapping confirmed persons with
COVID-19. Detailed information about the apps can be found
in Table S1 of Multimedia Appendix 1.
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Table 1. COVID-19–related apps and app functions in South Korea.

OSFunctions of COVID-19–related appsApp nameRelease dateNo.

Self-report
of confirmed
cases

Mapping
of cases

Self-route
manage-
ment

Self-diag-
nosis

Symptom
manage-
ment

Information
provision

Android✓CORNANOWFebruary 20201

Android✓Corona Explorer

(코로나 탐색기)

February 7,
2020

2

Android✓Corona App (코로나앱)February 17,
2020

3

Android✓Corona contact test

(코로나 접촉검사)

February 25,
2020

4

Android✓Corona 19 situation board (코로
나19 상황판)

February 26,
2020

5

Android✓Corona 19 status board

(코로나19 현황판)

March 2, 20206

Android✓Corona 19 Gyeongnam (코로나19
경남)

March 6, 20207

Android✓✓Corona compass

(코로나침반)

March 6, 20208

Android✓Corona Map (코로나맵)March 6, 20209

Android✓Wear mask (웨어마스크)March 9, 202010

Android✓Corona 19 news delivery

(코로나19 소식전달)

March 9, 202011

Android✓Corona pin

(코로나핀)

March 10, 202012

Android✓Coronaga

(코로나가)

March 11, 202013

Android✓NEARMarch 11, 202014

Android✓Corona Map Wiki

(코로나맵위키)

March 12, 202015

Android✓Carrot MaskMarch 12, 202016

Android✓Mark (마크)March 18, 202017

Android✓Coback Plus (코백플러스)March 18, 202018

Android✓Where is the mask (마스크어딨
니)

March 20, 202019

Android✓Mask time (마스크타임)March 20, 202020

Android✓Let me know (알려줘)March 20, 202021

Android✓Corona 19 self-diagnosis (코로나
19 자가진단)

March 30, 202022

An-
droid,
iOS

✓BMC Corona 19 employee
guardian

BMC (코로나19 직원지킴이)

April 202023

An-
droid,
iOS

✓Search for COVID-19 guidelines

(코로나19 지침 검색)

April 202024

Android✓Corona World (코로나월드)April 6, 202025

Android✓✓JINOSYSMay 22, 202026
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OSFunctions of COVID-19–related appsApp nameRelease dateNo.

Self-report
of confirmed
cases

Mapping
of cases

Self-route
manage-
ment

Self-diag-
nosis

Symptom
manage-
ment

Information
provision

An-
droid,
iOS

✓✓✓Incheon

Corona 19 freeze

(인천 코로나19 꼼작마!)

June 202027

Android✓School safety guard

(학교 안전지킴이)

June 2, 202028

Android✓Corona Memo (코로나메모)July 13, 202029

Android✓FAMY 2.0August 202030

Android✓Corona index (코로나지수)August 7, 202031

Android✓Corona Pass (코로나패스)August 10,
2020

32

Android✓Corona detector

(코로나 탐지기)

August 31,
2020

33

Android✓KFKOREASeptember 8,
2020

34

Android✓Corona location tracking (코로나
위치추적)

September 11,
2020

35

Android✓✓Avoiding corona (코로나피하go)October 6, 202036

Android✓✓KoalaOctober 12,
2020

37

Android✓Corona Alert (코로나알리미)December 1,
2020

38

Android✓COVID SHIELDDecember 11,
2020

39

Android✓✓✓Corona SaferDecember 23,
2020

40

Android✓✓Hanyang Univ.

Corona contact tracking app (코로
나 접촉 추적앱)

January 6, 202141

Android✓Corona traffic light (코로나 신호
등)

January 28,
2021

42

Android✓✓Corona 19 vaccine reminder (코로
나19 백신 알리미)

February 3,
2021

43

Android✓All about the corona status (코현
모)

February 8,
2021

44

An-
droid,
iOS

✓Corona traffic safety (코로나 동
선 안심이)

February 9,
2021

45

Android✓Corona magnifier (코로나돋보기)February 16,
2021

46

Android✓Corona bored (코로나지겹다)March 3, 202147

Android✓Corona vaccine reminder (코브리
움)

March 22, 202148
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Methods

Study Sample
We conducted a web-based survey between November 11 and
December 6, 2020. The number of confirmed COVID-19 cases
during the survey period ranged from 143 (on November 11)
to 631 (on December 6). On November 1, 2020, the Korean
government announced a plan to reorganize social distancing
measures by subdividing social distancing into three to five
stages; this came into effect on November 7, 2020. Thus, during
the survey period, social distancing levels ranged from stage 1
to stage 2, based on the five stages of social distancing [14].

We had limitations in conducting a survey that included the
total Korean population. Therefore, the survey was conducted
keeping in mind the cost and time of distributing the
questionnaire. In South Korea, as of December 6, 2020, Seoul,
Gyeonggi-do, Incheon, and Daegu had the highest number of
COVID-19 cases nationwide, accounting for 79% of all
COVID-19 cases in South Korea [15].

We posted the survey recruitment notice on bulletin boards of
online cafes, such as Korean portal online cafes (NAVER) [16],
as well as university and college student community bulletin
boards. In addition, a questionnaire was also distributed through
referrals from cafe users. A total of 1170 people responded.
After duplicate and incorrect responses were excluded, 1148
valid, completed questionnaires were obtained. The survey
ended on December 6, where the proportion of survey
respondents by region was similar to the proportion of
COVID-19 cases by region as of December 6.

Review of COVID-19–Related Apps and Functions
Developed in South Korea
To determine the current status of apps developed in South
Korea, we conducted a search on application software
downloading services such as the Apple App Store, Google
Play Store, and Naver One Store. We aimed to find all
COVID-19–related apps developed after January 2020, that is,
after the COVID-19 outbreak was reported. We used keywords
such as “COVID,” “COVID-19,” “Corona,” “Corona 19,” and
“infectious disease.” We excluded COVID-19–related apps
developed by the Ministry of the Interior and Safety and the
Ministry of Health and Welfare. Thus, we found a total of 54
apps. Among these, overseas apps and apps introduced before
the COVID-19 outbreak were excluded. For the remaining 48
apps, two medical informatics professors (JP and MJR) and two
researchers (JH and YK) manually organized the app features
into categories (described below) over four meetings.

To categorize these apps, it was necessary to largely classify
them by app features. However, there was no clear criteria for
categorizing the app functions. Based on previous studies
[12,17,18], we classified the apps developed in South Korea
thus far into the following main function types to determine
their current status: (1) COVID-19–related information
provision, (2) COVID-19 symptom management, (3) COVID-19
self-diagnosis, (4) self-route management, (5) mapping of
COVID-19 cases, and (6) self-report of COVID-19 confirmed
cases.

The Intention to Use COVID-19–Related Apps
We developed a questionnaire determining the intention to use
COVID-19–related apps based on previous studies [19,20].
Intention to use is the most frequently used variable in research
on technology acceptance and is widely used in the health care
field [21,22]. Additionally, the questionnaire items were
modified for this study. That is, “intention to use” was defined
as the degree to which a user’s behavioral intention indicated
their willingness to use COVID-19–related apps. Responses
were given on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = “very
unwilling” to 5 = “very willing.”

Searches of App-Based Services to Support Activities
to Combat COVID-19
COVID-19–related apps that were currently deemed as
necessary were selected based on the six abovementioned
functions. However, we added additional apps, namely the
epidemiological investigation app, self-management app for
self-isolation, and mental health management app.

Finally, we classified app-based services to support activities
to overcome the COVID-19 crisis according to six app types:
(1) epidemiological investigation apps, (2) self-management
apps for self-isolation, (3) self-route management app, (4)
COVID-19 symptom management app, (5) COVID-19–related
information provision app, and (6) mental health management
app.

Statistical Analysis
The question asking participants which app services are needed
to support activities aimed at overcoming the COVID-19 crisis
was a multiple-response question; thus, multiple response
analysis was used. The Wilcoxon rank sum test [23] was used
to analyze people’s intention to use app-based services required
to overcome COVID-19. Basic statistical analysis, multiple
response analysis, and Wilcoxon rank sum test were conducted
using R software (version 3.6.1). Furthermore, we manually
classified the current status of the development of
COVID-19–related apps.

Ethics
The study procedures were carried out in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by the Institutional
Review Board of Catholic University (MC20QISI0125).
Participants’ data were anonymized to ensure confidentiality
was maintained.

Results

Participants’ Characteristics
Of the total 1148 respondents, 675 (58.8%) were female and
the majority (n=475, 41.4%) were in their 30s (Table 2). The
proportion of married respondents was 50.6% (581/1148).
Furthermore; 846 (73.7%) of the respondents had a university
degree or higher; 592 (51.6%) were employed in professional,
managerial, and white-collar jobs; and 128 (11.1%) were
medical staff. Moreover, 883 (76.9%) respondents lived in
Seoul, Gyeonggi-do, Incheon, and Daegu.
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Table 2. Demographic characteristics (N=1148).

Participants, n (%)Characteristic

Gender

473 (41.2)Male

675 (58.8)Female

Age

14 (1.2)18 and 19

342 (29.8)20-29

475 (41.4)30-39

238 (20.7)40-49

79 (6.9)>50

Marital status

551 (48)Single

581 (50.6)Married

16 (1.4)Other (including divorced, separated, or widowed)

Education

93 (8.1)High school graduation or lower

209 (18.2)College students

846 (73.7)University graduation or higher

Occupation

56 (4.9)Other or unemployed

96 (8.4)Service, sales, or production

98 (8.5)Self-employed or freelancer

592 (51.6)Office worker, professional, or administrative job

133 (11.6)Housewife

173 (15.1)Student

Medical profession

1020 (88.9)No

128 (11.1)Yes

Salary (US $)a

73 (6.4)<1825.82

426 (37.1)1825.82-3,651.63

330 (28.7)3,651.63-5,477.45

319 (27.8)>5,477.45

Location

420 (36.6)Seoul

299 (26)Gyeonggi-do

103 (9)Daegu Metropolitan City

61 (5.3)Incheon Metropolitan City

57 (5)Daejeon

51 (4.4)Busan

29 (2.5)Gyeongsangbuk-do

25 (2.2)Chungcheongnam-do

21 (1.8)Gwangju
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Participants, n (%)Characteristic

17 (1.5)Ulsan Metropolitan City

15 (1.3)Gyeongsangnam-do

13 (1.1)Gangwon-do

13 (1.1)Jeollabuk do

10 (0.9)Chung-cheong bukdo

7 (0.6)Sejong City

4 (0.3)Jeju Special Self-Governing Province

3 (0.3)Jeollanam-do

aA currency exchange rate of US $1= ₩1095.40 is applicable (buy and sell base rate on January 13, 2021).

COVID-19–Related Characteristics
Among the 1148 respondents, 95 (8.3%) had an underlying
disease, such as high blood pressure, diabetes, asthma, kidney
failure, or tuberculosis; 91 (7.9%) had experienced self-isolation
due to COVID-19; 174 (15.2%) had experience with COVID-19
testing; 4 (0.3%) were confirmed COVID-19 cases; 78 (6.8%)
had a family member or friend with COVID-19; 362 (31.5%)
reported that they had jobs that were easily exposed to
COVID-19; and 889 (77.4%) thought that their company was
satisfactorily dealing with COVID-19 quarantine measures.
Finally, 219 (19.1%) of the respondents had experience using
COVID-19–related apps.

Intention to Use COVID-19–Related Apps
This study assessed participants’ willingness to use
COVID-19–related apps as shown in Figure 1. The first question
asked the 1148 respondents if they were willing to protect
themselves from COVID-19 by using COVID-19–related health
care apps (Table 3), to which 68.4% (n=785) reported that they
were “willing” or “very willing.” The second question asked
the respondents whether they wanted to be monitored through
a COVID-19 management app, to with 47.6% (n=546) of the
respondents reporting that they wanted to be monitored.
However, 35.4% (n=406) of the respondents had a neutral
opinion about this. The last question asked respondents if they
wanted to be protected through a COVID-19 management app;
51% (n=586) of the respondents wanted to be protected through
a COVID-19 management app, whereas 32.9% (n=378) had a
neutral opinion.

Figure 1. Intention to use COVID-19–related apps among survey respondents (N=1148).
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Table 3. Respondents’ (N=1148) intention to use COVID-19–related apps and the epidemiological investigation app.

Participants, n (%)Questions and intention to use the app

COVID-19–related apps

If one is available, I am willing to protect myself from COVID-19 by using a COVID-19–related health care app.

24 (2.1)Very unwilling

63 (5.5)Unwilling

276 (24.0)Undecided

492 (42.9)Willing

293 (25.5)Very willing

I want to be monitored through a COVID-19 management app.

42 (3.7)Very unwanted

154 (13.4)Unwanted

406 (35.4)Undecided

349 (30.4)Wanted

197 (17.2)Very wanted

I want to be protected through a COVID-19 management app.

44 (3.8)Very unwanted

140 (12.2)Unwanted

378 (32.9)Undecided

354 (30.8)Wanted

232 (20.2)Very wanted

Epidemiological investigation app

Are you willing to use the epidemiological investigation app?

19 (1.7)Very unwilling

41 (3.6)Unwilling

238 (20.7)Undecided

554 (48.3)Willing

296 (25.8)Very willing

App-Based Services to Support Activities to Overcome
COVID-19
We surveyed which app-based services were needed to support
activities aimed at overcoming COVID-19; this was a
multiple-response question. Of the 1148 respondents, 709
(61.8%) reported that the epidemiological investigation app was
the most necessary service (Table 4). In addition, respondents

stated that a self-management app for self-isolation (613/1148,
53.4%), preventive self-route management app (605/1148,
52.7%), COVID-19 symptom management app (483/1148,
42.1%), and COVID-19–related information provision app
(339/1148, 29.5%) were needed. The lowest percentage of
responses (270/1148, 23.5%) received were regarding the use
of mental health management apps.
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Table 4. App-based services needed to support activities to overcome COVID-19.

ValueQuestion and responses

Participants, n (%) (N=1148)Responses, n (%) (n=3019)

Which app-based services are needed to overcome COVID-19?

709 (61.8)709 (23.5)Epidemiological investigation app

613 (53.4)613 (20.3)Self-management app for self-isolation

605 (52.7)605 (20)Self-route management app

483 (42.1)483 (16)COVID-19 symptom management app

339 (29.5)339 (11.2)COVID-19–related information provision app

270 (23.5)270 (8.9)Mental health management apps

Intention to Use and Reasons for Reluctance to Use
the Epidemiological Investigations App
First, we inquired whether the respondents were willing to use
the epidemiological investigation app, which was reported as
the most necessary service. In total, 554 of the 1148 (48.3%)
respondents reported that they would use this app, with 296
(25.8%) indicating that they were very willing (Figure 2 and
Table 3).

Second, we inquired why they were reluctant to use the app.
Regarding this, of the 1148 respondents, 480 (41.8%) of
respondents cited privacy concerns, 449 (39.1%) expressed
concerns about personal information exposure and media
disclosure, and 202 (17.6%) did not have a reason (Table 5).
The response rate of those who were not reluctant was very low
(13/1148, 1.1%).

Figure 2. Willingness to use the epidemiological investigation app (N=1148).

Table 5. Reasons for reluctance to use the epidemiological investigation app (N=1148).

Participants, n (%)Question and responses

If you are reluctant to use the epidemiological investigation app, why?

480 (41.8)Privacy invasion problem

449 (39.1)Personal information exposure and media exposure

4 (0.3)Criticism and reproach of others

13 (1.1)Not reluctant

202 (17.6)No reason

Intention to Use App-Based Services Required to
Overcome the COVID-19 Crisis
The intention to use app-based services required to overcome
COVID-19 were compared using the Wilcoxon rank sum test.

The various app-based services evaluated in this study were as
follows: (1) epidemiological investigation app, (2)
self-management app for self-isolation, (3) self-route
management app, and (4) COVID-19 symptom management
app. The results indicated whether there were any differences
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in the intention to use these four apps according to the
COVID-19–related characteristics of the respondents. These
characteristics included the following: (1) presence of an
underlying disease, (2) self-isolation experience, (3) COVID-19
test experience, (4) confirmed COVID-19 cases, (5) family
members or friends with a confirmed COVID-19 case, (6)
occupations that are easily exposed to COVID-19, (7) a
company with good COVID-19 prevention strategies, and (8)
experience with COVID-19–related apps (Table 6).

Regarding the presence of underlying disease and
COVID-19–related app experience, there were significant
differences in respondents’ intention to use the epidemiological
investigation app, self-management app for self-isolation,
self-route management app, and COVID-19 symptom
management app. Moreover, those who had an underlying
disease and had experience using COVID-19–related apps
showed significantly higher intention to use these four apps
(P=.05 and P=.01, respectively; Table 6).
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Table 6. COVID-19–related characteristics and intention to use apps among survey participants (N=1148).

COVID-19 symptom
management app

Self-route management
app

Self-management app for
self-isolation

Epidemiological investi-
gation app

Participants, n (%)Variable and in-
tention to use app

P valueMean (SD)P valueMean (SD)P valueMean (SD)P valueMeana (SD)

Presence of underlying disease

.043.885

(0.899)

.023.816
(0.900)

.033.944

(0.871)
.003 b3.908

(0.871)

1053 (91.7)No

4.095

(0.787)

4.021
(0.850)

4.158

(0.719)

4.168
(0.794)

95 (8.3)Yes

Self-isolation experience

.683.900

(0.896)

.653.836

(0.898)

.293.953

(0.869)

.283.923

(0.868)

1057 (92.1)No

3.934

(0.854)

3.791

(0.901)

4.066

(0.757)

4.000

(0.869)

91 (7.9)Yes

COVID-19 test experience

.973.912

(0.868)

.273.857

(0.857)

.413.977

(0.841)

.753.941

(0.842)

974 (84.8)No

3.851

(1.020)

3.695

(1.088)

3.874

(0.965)

3.862

(0.999)

174 (15.2)Yes

COVID-19 confirmed person

.263.904

(0.892)

.123.836

(0.895)

.173.960

(0.860)

.963.929

(0.868)

1144 (99.7)No

3.500

(1.000)

3.000
(1.414)

4.500
(1.000)

4.000

(0.816)

4 (0.3)Yes

Family or friends with confirmed COVID-19

.713.901

(0.891)

.153.823

(0.900)

.493.959

(0.858)

.723.937

(0.851)

1070 (93.2)No

3.923

(0.908)

3.962

(0.860)

4.000

(0.912)

3.821

(1.066)

78 (6.8)Yes

Occupations that are easily exposed to COVID-19

.913.912

(0.851)

.633.836
(0.867)

.643.961

(0.844)

.553.926
(0.852)

786 (68.5)No

3.881

(0.976)

3.826
(0.962)

3.964
(0.897)

3.936

(0.902)

362 (31.5)Yes

A company with good COVID-19 prevention

.233.969

(0.830)

.583.876

(0.797)

.114.042

(0.813)

.743.950
(0.841)

259 (22.6)No

3.883

(0.909)

3.820

(0.925)

3.938
(0.874)

3.924
(0.876)

889 (77.4)Yes

COVID-19–related app experience

.023.875
(0.896)

.0023.799
(0.895)

.023.931
(0.877)

.0043.896

(0.876)

929 (80.9)No

4.018

(0.867)

3.977
(0.896)

4.091
(0.779)

4.073
(0.815)

219 (19.1)Yes

aRespondents’ intention to use response values for each app, measured on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 = “very unwilling” to 5 = “very willing.”
bItalicized values indicate statistical significance.
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Discussion

This study aimed to determine the most essential apps required
to overcome COVID-19 and the current status of the
development of COVID-19–related apps in South Korea.
Furthermore, this study aimed to determine users’ acceptance
of and concerns related to the use of these apps.

First, respondents expressed a high level of willingness to use
COVID-19–related apps. Many respondents indicated that they
wanted to be protected and monitored by using
COVID-19–related apps. However, many also had a neutral
opinion. Thus, these apps need to be developed in a way to gain
the trust of prospective users.

Second, the need to develop multiple apps emerged, which
included epidemiological investigation apps, self-management
apps for self-isolation, self-route management apps, COVID-19
symptom management apps (42%), and mental health
management apps. Most of the respondents (61.8%) considered
the epidemiological investigation app as the most needed app.
In addition, the self-management app for self-isolation (53.4%),
self-route management app (52.7%), COVID-19 symptom
management app (42.1%), and mental health management app
(23.5%) were marked as important, in that order.

In South Korea, there exists a self-management app for
self-isolation, called “Self-quarantine Safety Protection App”
[7,24]. However, based on the survey responses, it appears that
various apps for self-management need to be developed.
Regarding the self-route management app, apps using GPS and
QR are increasingly being released; nevertheless, more apps
are needed since their important continues to increase. To
illustrate, the symptom management app helps identify new
symptoms of COVID-19 and estimates the predicted value of
specific symptoms [25]. In addition, these apps appear to be
helpful in developing reliable screening tools. Thus, it is
important to develop and utilize symptom management apps
that can be used by the general public. Moreover, it was
confirmed that there is also a demand for an app that can manage
fatigue, mental health, and symptoms such as depression and
anxiety caused by working from home and COVID-19 itself.
There is ongoing research about COVID-19 survivors [26] and
mental illness issues such as depression and anxiety caused by
COVID-19 [27-29]. It has been reported that some people
experienced worsened mental health after the pandemic [30].
This problem also applies to the medical staff such as physicians
and nurses [31-33]. Therefore, active participation from the
private sector and government is required to overcome the
challenges posed by COVID-19. Furthermore, mental health
problems need to be urgently addressed for groups such as
COVID-19 survivors, medical staff, and women [29].

In the event of the COVID-19 pandemic, the main purpose of
epidemiological investigations is to prevent early spread [34];
therefore, if the epidemiological investigation is delayed,
secondary and tertiary disease transmission can occur, and
people may become infected without knowing when or how
they were infected. However, when a pandemic such as
COVID-19 occurs, difficulties in epidemiological investigations
and lack of workforce to conduct epidemiological investigation

is often evident [35]. Therefore, there is also an urgent need to
increase the number of epidemiological investigators, but this
goal is difficult to achieve. To facilitate epidemiological
investigations, a system that can actively cooperate with such
investigations is needed. Consequently, if an epidemiological
investigation app is developed, it can help actively provide basic
information and medical records, including one’s own
movements, at the time of confirmation by the epidemiological
investigator [36]. However, respondents expressed concern
about infringement of personal information used by these
services, such as COVID-19 contact tracing apps based on GPS
or smartphone logs. Therefore, like the epidemiological
investigation app, a self-route management app is also needed
to reduce the fear of personal information infringement and
increase the amount of information provided for epidemiological
investigations.

Third, the importance of privacy invasion issues of
COVID-19–related apps was emphasized in this study. Despite
the high intention to use the epidemiological investigation app,
people were very concerned about privacy invasion issues,
personal information exposure, and media exposure. Thus, it is
vital to consider how to resolve people’s concerns about using
these services, even after the necessary services are developed
and available. Similarly, previous studies have found that people
did not download and use contact tracing apps due to privacy
concerns [37,38]. These findings suggest that it is important to
design and develop apps deemed as necessary in order to
overcome the COVID-19 crisis; however, to gain the public’s
trust and make such apps available to many people, minimum
amounts of personal information should be used and seek the
public interest based on this. In this regard, a service where
users have authority over their information should be developed
[39].

Fourth, we found that those who had an underlying disease and
had experience using COVID-19–related apps showed a
significantly higher intention to use apps such as the
epidemiological investigation app, self-management app for
self-isolation, self-route management app, and COVID-19
symptom management app. Interestingly, even if users reported
self-isolation experiences, COVID-19 test experiences,
COVID-19 confirmed experiences, and nearby confirmed cases,
their willingness to use COVID-19–related apps was not higher.
In addition, no differences were found between the intention to
use the apps among respondents engaged in occupations that
had a relatively high exposure to COVID-19 cases or those
employed by companies that complied with COVID-19
quarantine regulations. This is a surprising result; that is, the
spread of COVID-19 is prevalent, but this does not directly lead
to the use of apps. Hence, understanding people’s needs in the
current situation is essential. The current findings suggest that
a focus on promoting and distributing the service in view of the
high intention of use by those with underlying diseases and
those who have used COVID-19–related apps should be
prioritized. In addition, the app should be promoted and
distributed intensively in hospitals or health centers wherein
people with underlying diseases may be easily accessible. It
would also be beneficial to include a function that recommends
other apps over existing apps so that various apps can be
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exposed to active prospective users. Furthermore, it should be
considered that many people reported that they do want to use
apps to overcome the COVID-19 pandemic.

COVID-19–related apps developed and used in South Korea
ranged from those providing information to those used for
symptom management, COVID-19 self-diagnosis, self-route
management, mapping of COVID-19 cases, and reporting of
COVID-19 confirmed cases. Based on the information needed
at present, the COVID-19–related information app was found
to be faithful to its function. As the COVID-19 pandemic
continues, the development and use of GPS- and QR-based
self-movement management and mapping of COVID-19 case
services are needed. However, as mentioned earlier, these apps
still have privacy issues. In addition, according to existing
studies, the development ratio of Android- and iOS-based apps
are similarly developed and used for COVID-19–related apps
[12], but in South Korea, COVID-19 apps are mostly based on
Android. Thus, a need to develop iOS-based apps for various
Korean smartphone users is evident.

Despite the meaningful results discussed thus far, this study has
several limitations. First, a total of 1148 survey respondents
were analyzed. However, there were only four patients with
confirmed COVID-19 among these participants, which is a low
rate of 0.3% of the total respondents. Thus, to obtain more

meaningful results, additional samples of COVID-19 confirmed
cases should be collected. Second, although there are many
COVID-19–related studies, there is limited published literature
available. Third, 51.6% of the survey respondents were
employed in white-collar jobs and managerial positions. Thus,
occupational biases might have influenced the interpretation of
results. Finally, to determine the current status of apps developed
in South Korea, we conducted a search on application software
downloading services. Two medical informatics professors and
two researchers manually organized the app features in four
meetings. To improve on this method, future research should
apply tools to investigate the apps instead.

Despite these limitations, there are meaningful implications of
the study’s findings. It was found that the COVID-19 apps may
support activities aimed at overcoming the COVID-19
pandemic. However, our findings emphasized how several
actions and requirements are necessary to accomplish this aim.
Our findings further identified the most essential apps, as well
as provided future directions for app development to overcome
COVID-19. This study also emphasized the need for information
protection to guarantee maximum privacy for users, thus
increasing the likelihood of more users. Overall, several insights
into the development of apps related to COVID-19 were
identified, which can be utilized in future developments and
improvements of new and existing apps related to COVID-19.
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Abstract

Background: Information technology has shifted paper-based documentation in the health care sector into a digital form, in
which patient information is transferred electronically from one place to another. However, there remain challenges and issues
to resolve in this domain owing to the lack of proper standards, the growth of new technologies (mobile devices, tablets, ubiquitous
computing), and health care providers who are reluctant to share patient information. Therefore, a solid systematic literature
review was performed to understand the use of this new technology in the health care sector. To the best of our knowledge, there
is a lack of comprehensive systematic literature reviews that focus on Fast Health Interoperability Resources (FHIR)-based
electronic health records (EHRs). In addition, FHIR is the latest standard, which is in an infancy stage of development. Therefore,
this is a hot research topic with great potential for further research in this domain.

Objective: The main aim of this study was to explore and perform a systematic review of the literature related to FHIR, including
the challenges, implementation, opportunities, and future FHIR applications.

Methods: In January 2020, we searched articles published from January 2012 to December 2019 via all major digital databases
in the field of computer science and health care, including ACM, IEEE Explorer, Springer, Google Scholar, PubMed, and
ScienceDirect. We identified 8181 scientific articles published in this field, 80 of which met our inclusion criteria for further
consideration.

Results: The selected 80 scientific articles were reviewed systematically, and we identified open questions, challenges,
implementation models, used resources, beneficiary applications, data migration approaches, and goals of FHIR.

Conclusions: The literature analysis performed in this systematic review highlights the important role of FHIR in the health
care domain in the near future.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e21929)   doi:10.2196/21929

KEYWORDS

Fast Health Interoperability Resources; FHIR; electronic health record; EHR; clinical document architecture; CDA; Substitutable
Medical Applications Reusable Technologies; SMART; HL7; health standard; systematic literature review
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Introduction

Background
In 2011, the proponent of Australian Health Level Seven (HL7)
standards, Grahame Grieve, proposed an interoperability
approach called Resources for Healthcare (RFH) as a new
standard for better interoperability in digital health. Technically,
RFH has been designed for web technology, and the resource
is based on extensible markup language (XML) with an
HTTP-based representational state transfer (REST)ful protocol
and a distinct URL for each resource. The RFH standard was
renamed Fast Health Interoperability Resources (FHIR) with
extension of previous HL7 specifications (ie, HL7 version 2
and version 3) with consideration of modern web technologies
[1].

The main idea behind FHIR was to build a set of resources and
develop HTTP-based REST application programming interfaces
(APIs) to access and use these resources. FHIR uses components
called resources to access and perform operations on patient
health data at the granular level. This feature makes FHIR a
unique standard from all other standards because it was not
available in all previous versions of HL7 (v2, v3) or the HL7
clinical document architecture (CDA).

The basic building blocks of FHIR are the so-called resources,
a generic definition of common health care concepts (eg, patient,
observation, practitioner, device, condition). FHIR uses
JavaScript object notation and XML structures for data exchange
and resources serialization. FHIR does not only support a
RESTful to exchange resources but also manages and documents
an interoperability paradigm.

Since the first day of its introduction, FHIR has gained
popularity and has been increasingly adopted by the health care
industry. In 2018, six large technology companies, including

Microsoft, IBM, Amazon, and Google, pledged to remove
barriers for health care interoperability and signed a letter that
explicitly mentions FHIR as an emerging standard for the
exchange of health data [2]. With incorporation of Substitutable
Medical Applications Reusable Technologies (SMART), a
platform for interoperable apps [3], FHIR can be expected to
attract even more attraction in digital health in the future. Using
FHIR for the exchange of medical data can provide potential
benefits in a large number of domains, including mobile health
apps, electronic health records (EHRs), precision medicine,
wearable devices, big data analytics, and clinical decision
support.

The main objective of FHIR is to reduce implementation
complexity without losing information integrity. Moreover, this
new standard combines the advantages of the previous HL7
(v2, v3, and CDA) standards and is expected to overcome their
limitations. FHIR allows the developers to develop standardized
browser applications that enable the user to access clinical data
from any health care system regardless of the operating systems
and devices that a health care system uses. For example, a user
runs an application on the browser and will access data from a
health care system using any device, whether it is running on a
desktop, smartphone, Windows, Android, or Linux operating
system. Figure 1 represents the general architecture of FHIR
[4].

The goal of this study was to gain a deeper understanding of
the FHIR standard, and to review the use and adoption of the
standard in current health care applications and organizations.
This study can assist researchers and experts in understanding
the FHIR architecture, design, implementation, resources,
challenges, mapping, and adoption in health care informatics.
Additionally, this systematic review identifies the key topics
discussed in the context of FHIR in the literature.
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Figure 1. General architecture of the Fast Health Interoperability Resources (FHIR) standard [4].

FHIR Resource
A resource is the smallest discrete concept that can be
maintained independently and is the smallest possible unit of a
transaction [5]. Thus, a resource is a known identity providing
meaningful data. Each resource has clear boundaries and differs
from all other resources. A resource should be described in
sufficient detail to define and support the medical data exchange
that is involved in the process. According to the latest FHIR
version (R4), the FHIR community has defined more than 150
resources to date [6]. These resources are divided into five major
categories: (1) Administrative: location, organization, device,
patient, group; (2) Clinical: CarePan, diagnostics, medication,
allergy, family history; (3) Financial: billing, payment, support;
(4) Infrastructure: conformance, document, message profile;
and (5) Workflow: encounter, scheduling, order.

FHIR is the latest standard; however, to date, there has been no
comprehensive systematic literature review performed in this
area. Therefore, a systematic literature review was performed
in this study to provide a broad view of FHIR, and to address
various challenges, applications, and goals of FHIR highlighted
in research in this field.

Motivation and Objectives
Owing to its dynamic characteristics, FHIR is gaining popularity
rapidly. It is expected that FHIR will soon become an icon for
clinical information exchange in the health care sector. However,
it also faces numerous challenges, which is the main motivation
that inspired us to perform this systematic literature review.
Despite its importance in health care research, there is no
comprehensive review of the literature in the field.

There were five objectives of this study. The first objective was
to profoundly investigate the literature related to FHIR and EHR
to explore their multiple challenges in the health care domain
and give a comprehensive summary of these issues. The second
objective was to identify FHIR applications, goals, challenges,
and their roles in the health care domain. The third aim was to
address different models of FHIR implementation. Fourth, we
addressed different existing and emerging challenges of
electronic health implementation to provide the readers with
up-to-date information about the different types of hurdles faced
by health care project implementations. Finally, this review
offers useful suggestions and recommendations about the
solutions to these issues faced by health care stakeholders.
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Methods

Design
This systematic literature review was conducted through the
following steps: (1) establishing the research questions to be
investigated; (2) identification of digital libraries to be explored
and establishing the search strategy; (3) setting the criteria for
selection of relevant articles; (4) setting the quality assessment
criteria to select the best articles for this study; and (5) data
extraction to address the research questions from the selected
articles.

Research Questions
According to Kitchenham et al [7], research questions are the
most crucial part of any systematic literature review. Therefore,
we have to set questions related to the focus fields, which are
FHIR and EHR. We formulated specific research questions to
identify the objectives in terms of problems, challenges,
solutions, and goals. Our research questions identify the
mentioned domain broadly and cover almost every aspect of
the field, which is essential for the research purpose. Table 1
summarizes the research questions and their corresponding
objectives.

Table 1. Research questions and associated objectives.

ObjectivesResearch questions

To investigate various techniques, methods, or mechanisms used during
the implementation of FHIR

SQ1: What are the types or models of FHIRa implementation?

To identify various resources used during the implementations of FHIRSQ2: What are the common resources used in FHIR implementation?

To identify various types of applications that benefit from the FHIR stan-

dard (eg, mobile apps, SMARTb on FHIR apps, research apps, HAPIc

FHIR apps)

SQ3: What are the applications that benefit from the use of FHIR?

To investigate various mechanisms on how to extract FHIR resources

from HL7d and other previous standards for mapping/migrating to the
FHIR standard

SQ4: What are approaches applied to map or migrate data from previous
standards to FHIR?

To identify or investigate the goals of the FHIR standard in the health care
domain

SQ5: What are the goals of FHIR?

To explore the challenges in the FHIR domain such as implementations

(eg, FHIR APIe, standard, interoperability)

SQ6: What are the challenges and open questions related to the FHIR do-
main?

aFHIR: Fast Health Interoperability Resources.
bSMART: Substitutable Medical Applications Reusable Technologies.
cHAPI: Health Level 7 application programming interface.
dHL7: Health Level 7.
eAPI: application programming interface.

Search Strategy
After establishing the research questions, the next step was to
search for articles to collect the required data. To perform a
proper systematic literature review, an appropriate search is
essential to define the scope and search keywords, which are
the fundamental concepts of our research questions for retrieving
accurate results.

There is a possibility that the search method may not identify
some relevant studies. Therefore, to establish an optimized

search string, Kitchenham et al [7] suggest breaking down the
research questions into individual facets called research units,
which include all of their associated acronyms, synonyms,
abbreviations, related words, and alternative spellings combined
using Boolean operators (AND, OR) for the construction of
keyword phrases.

Finally, we obtained and used the search string shown in
Textbox 1 to retrieve the relevant articles.

Textbox 1. Search string for article retrieval.

[{((Healthcare) or (eHealth) or (EHR)) and ((Standard) or (Protocols))} OR {(FHIR Approaches) or (FHIR Techniques) or (FHIR Methods)} OR
{(FHIR) and ((Implementation) or (Challenges) or (Barriers))} OR {(FHIR) and ((Resources) or (HL7 V2) or (HL7 CDA) or (HL7 CDA documents))}
OR {(FHIR and SMART) or (SMART on FHIR)} OR {(FHIR) and ((Mapping) or (Exchange))}]

Article Selection Process

Step 1
The following questions were defined for article selection: (1)
What are the main domains/fields of the searched papers (eg,
FHIR)? (2) Where are these papers published (conferences or

journals)? (3) What should be the scope and credibility of these
papers? (4) When were the papers published?

Step 2
To cover as many studies as possible, we selected the relevant
articles from the literature by searching through well-known
academic digital databases, including ACM, IEEE Xplore,
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Springer, Google Scholar, PubMed, and ScienceDirect. These
databases cover the most relevant conference and journal articles
within the fields of health care and computer science. To limit
the search, we set the range from January 2012 to December
2019. The search was performed during January 2020.

Step 3
We selected the articles from all of the databases listed above
on the basis of the search string (Textbox 1). We used the string
and checked every article in chronological order, including title,
abstract, keywords, introduction, background, methods, results,
discussion, and conclusion. We then selected and downloaded
the articles from the databases when the string or substring
matched with any string in any of the above components of the
article.

Step 4
We removed duplicate articles retrieved from different
databases, and manually filtered the collected articles using

Endnote software to remove the articles included in multiple
databases.

Step 5
The inclusion criteria were full articles that deal with FHIR
published in the English language in world-class conference
proceedings or peer-reviewed journals between 2012 and 2019.
The exclusion criteria were articles that address an FHIR-related
issues but do not meet the inclusion criteria, such as books,
theses (doctorate and masters), notes, chapters, press reports,
informal literature surveys, literature surveys, papers without
access to full text, and articles that discuss aspects outside of
the scope of health care without reference to FHIR or EHR. All
articles published in non-English journals/proceedings were
removed. Table 2 provides further details of the inclusion and
exclusion criteria used in this literature survey.

Table 2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

ExclusionInclusionCriteria

Articles that do not deal with FHIR or related acronyms, or do not address
issues related to our research questions

Full articles that deal with FHIRaSubject

Articles published in non-English journals/proceedingsArticles published in English journals/proceedingsLanguage

Articles without access to the full textArticles that provide access to the full textAccess

Articles from nonreputable journals/proceedings as well as books, notes,
chapters, and press reports

Articles published in high-impact-factor conference
proceedings or peer-reviewed journals

Venue

Nonprimary study, including literature review, informal literature surveys,
theses, and articles that discuss aspects of health care without reference
to FHIR

Primary studyStudy type

Publication process with no proper scientific peer review or no clear evi-
dence of the print venue

Clear evidence of the article’s print procedure and
venue

Publication history

Do not describe any part of the search stringDescribe at least one part of our search stringKeywords

aFHIR: Fast Health Interoperability Resources.

Results

Characteristics of Selected Articles
After performing the search queries, a total of 8144 articles
from all five major digital databases were retrieved from the
initial search. After thoroughly checking the web profiles of
authors and their networks, 37 new articles were added with a
snowballing procedure. From the 8181 retrieved articles, we
first applied the duplication criteria, and then set the inclusion
and exclusion criteria described in Table 2. Therefore, we first
excluded all of the articles found in multiple databases. After
removal of duplicates, 1514 articles remained. In the second
phase, we discarded articles published in non-English
journals/proceedings, resulting in 1442 articles for further
screening. In the third phase, we excluded articles that were not
primary studies such as reviews and survey papers. Finally, 892
articles remained for further screening.

In the fourth phase, we analyzed the remaining articles on the
basis of their title, abstract, and keywords, and the number
dropped to 278. In the final phase, after reading and analyzing

the full text of the articles, we selected 80 articles from the list
to be included in the systematic review. Table 3 shows the
results of the different phases of the selection process, Table 4
presents the articles chosen for our study, and Table 5 provides
the geographic information of the publications.

As shown in Table 4, the distribution of the articles was 59%
and 41% for journal articles and conference proceedings,
respectively. The conferences represented are the main
international conferences on health care or health care
informatics, whereas the journals represent the world-class
reputable journals in the field of computer science and health
care. In terms of geography, as shown in Table 5, the number
of publications related to FHIR published by researchers in the
United States was the highest among represented countries.
This indicates that the research in the field is quite active in the
United States, which may become a factor that pushes the
adoption of the standard in the country and in the rest of the
world.

The 80 selected articles are arranged based in their primary
subject categories in Table 6.
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Once the articles were selected, we arranged them by ascending
order of publication year. We then considered the attributes of
the articles, including author names, article title, venue of

publication (eg, journal article, conference proceeding), and
publisher name. The complete list of the selected articles and
their attributes is depicted in Table 7.

Table 3. Phases of article selection and retrieval at each phase.

Articles included for review, NDescriptionPhase

8144Total number of articles from all digital databases1

8181Snowball sampling2

1514Removal of duplicates3

1442Exclusion based on language4

892Exclusion based on access and type of study (eg, reviews and survey papers)5

278Exclusion based on title, abstract, and keywords6

80Exclusion based on full text and nonprimary study7

Table 4. Distribution of article types.

Total, NConference proceedings, NJournal articles, NPublication year

0002012

1012013

1102014

6152015

10462016

191362017

177102018

267192019

8033 (41%)47 (59%)Total

Table 5. Geographic distribution of the selected articles.

YearArticles, NCountry

20182Belgium

2018, 20194Canada

20152Czech Republic

20171France

2016, 2018, 20197Germany

2016, 2018, 20193Ireland

2016, 2017, 20195Netherlands

2017-20193Portugal

20191Switzerland

20171Sweden

20181United Arab Emirates

2016, 2017, 20195United Kingdom

2013-201945United States
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Table 6. Focus of the selected articles over time.

Total, N2019, N2018, N2017, N2016, N2015, N2014, N2013, N2012, NCategory

1423611100Apps

501130000SMARTa

1216311000FHIRb implementations models

530200000FHIR resources

11110000000FHIR framework

1944244010Mapping framework/data model

1133410000Challenges

320100000FHIR goals

80261719106110Total

aSMART: Substitutable Medical Applications Reusable Technologies.
bFHIR: Fast Health Interoperability Resources.
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Table 7. List of selected articles in ascending order of publication year.

VenuePublisherYearTitleReference

JournalIEEEa2013HL7 FHIR: an agile and RESTful approach to healthcare information
exchange

Bender and Sartipi [8]

ConferenceIEEE2014Using FHIR to develop a healthcare mobile applicationLamprinakos et al [9]

JournalIOS Press2015Towards standardized patient data exchange: integrating a FHIR based
API for the open medical record system

Kasthurirathne et al [10]

JournalEuroMISE2015Applying FHIR in an integrated health monitoring systemFranz [11]

JournalEuroMISE2015A comparison of two detailed clinical model representations: FHIR
and CDA

Smits et al [12]

ConferenceIEEE2015Providing full semantic interoperability for the Fast Healthcare Interop-
erability Resources schemas with resource description framework

Luz et al [13]

JournalSpringer2015Enabling better interoperability for healthcare: lessons in developing
a standards based application programing interface for electronic
medical record systems

Kasthurirathne et al [14]

JournalSpringer2015Healthcare data validation and conformance testing approach using
rule-based reasoning

Jawaid et al [15]

JournalIOS Press2016Bridging the gap between HL7 CDA and HL7 FHIR: A JSON based
mapping

Rinner and Duftschmid
[16]

JournalElsevier2016Metadata repository for improved data sharing and reuse based on HL7
FHIR

Ulrich et al [17]

ConferenceIEEE2016HL7 FHIR compliant data access model for maternal health information
system

Ismail et al [18]

ConferenceIEEE2016An architectural model for extracting FHIR resources from CDA doc-
uments

Mercorella et al [19]

ConferenceIEEE2016The data exchange between smart glasses and healthcare information
systems using the HL7 FHIR standard

Ruminski et al [20]

JournalSpringer2016Converting ODM metadata to FHIR questionnaire resourcesDoods et al [21]

JournalElsevier2016Opening the Duke electronic health record to apps: Implementing
SMART on FHIR

Bloomfield et al [22]

JournalIASERb2016Implementation of SMART APP Service Using HL7_FHIRLee et al [23]

JournalOxford2016SMART on FHIR: a standards-based, interoperable apps platform for
electronic health records

Mandel et al [3]

ConferenceIEEE2016Point-of-care medical devices and systems interoperability: a mapping
of ICE and FHIR

Andersen et al [24]

ConferenceSpringer2017Fuzzy on FHIR: a decision support service for healthcare applicationsMinutolo et al [25]

JournalElsevier2017Profiling Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) of family
health history based on the clinical element models

Lee et al [26]

ConferenceLinköping Univer-
sity

2017Mapping FHIR resources to ontology for DDI reasoningAbbas et al [27]

ConferenceAtlantis Press2017Clinical decision support Based on FHIR data exchange standardYan et al [5]

ConferenceScience and Tech-
nology Publica-
tions

2017A FHIR-based system for the generation and retrieval of clinical docu-
ments

Diomaiuta et al [28]

ConferenceACMc2017Attribute based access control for healthcare resourcesSubhojeet et al [29]

JournalIOS Press2017Using Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) for the inte-
gration of risk minimization systems in hospitals

Saleh et al [30]

JournalOxford2017SMART-on-FHIR implemented over i2b2Wagholikar et al [31]

ConferenceIEEE2017Design and implementation of integration architecture of ISO 11073
DIM with FHIR resources using CoAp

Li and Park [32]

JournalIOS Press2017A consensus-based approach for harmonizing the OHDSI common
data model with HL7 FHIR

Jiang et al [33]
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VenuePublisherYearTitleReference

ConferenceIEEE2017Scalable micro-service based approach to FHIR server with Golang
and No-SQL

Shoumik et al [34]

ConferenceIEEE2017Authorization solution for full stack FHIR HAPI accessJánki et al [35]

ConferenceIEEE2017Achieving RBAC on RESTful APIs for mobile apps using FHIRSanchez et al [36]

ConferenceIEEE2017Differentiated synchronization plus FHIR a solution for EMR’s
ecosystem

Clotet et al [37]

ConferenceIEEE2017An FHIR-based framework for consolidation of augmented EHR from
hospitals for public health analysis

Khalique and Khan [38]

ConferenceIEEE2017Designing a HL7 compatible personal health record for mobile devicesAliakbarpoor et al [39]

JournalIOS Press2017Shiny FHIR: an integrated framework leveraging Shiny R and HL7
FHIR to empower standards-based clinical data applications

Hong et al [40]

JournalSpringer2017Towards achieving semantic interoperability of clinical study data with
FHIR

Leroux et al [41]

ConferenceElsevier2017Developing a semantic web-based framework for executing the clinical
quality language using FHIR

Jiang et al [42]

JournalBiomedical Re-
search Network

2018FHIR tools for healthcare interoperabilityWalinjkar and Woods
[43]

ConferenceIEEE2018FHIR Ontology Mapper (FOM): aggregating structural and semantic
similarities of ontologies towards their alignment to HL7 FHIR

Kiourtis et al [44]

ConferenceIEEE2018Reactive server interface design for real-time data exchange in multiple
data source and client

Jeon et al [45]

ConferenceScience and Tech-
nology Publica-
tions

2018FHIR FLI: an open source platform for storing, sharing and analyzing
lifestyle data

Gopinathan et al [46]

JournalElsevier2018A model for implementing an interoperable electronic consent form
for medical treatment using HL7 FHIR

Lackerbauer et al [47]

ConferenceIEEE2018Local EHR management based on FHIRStan and Miclea [48]

JournalACM2018Implementation of SMART on FHIR in developing countries through
SFPBRF

Ahmad et al [49]

JournalJMIR2018Validation and testing of Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources
standards compliance: data analysis

Walonoski et al [50]

ConferenceACM2018Wearable activity trackers supporting elderly living independently: a
standards based approach for data integration to health information
systems

Urbauer et al [51]

JournalSpringer2018Patient-centered radiology with FHIR: an introduction to the use of
FHIR to offer radiology a clinically integrated platform

Kamel and Nagy [52]

ConferenceIEEE2018FHIR data model for intelligent multimodal interfaceBorisov et al [53]

JournalSpringer2018Learning HL7 FHIR using the HAPI FHIR server and its use in medical
imaging with the SIIM dataset

Hussain et al [54]

JournalElsevier2018Prototype of a standards-based EHR and genetic test reporting tool
coupled with HL7-compliant infobuttons

Crump et al [55]

ConferenceElsevier2018Linking health web services as resource graph by semantic REST re-
source tagging

Peng et al [56]

JournalScience Publisher
Cooperation

2018Mobile based application for predication of diabetes mellitus: FHIR
standard

Sharma and Aggarwal
[57]

JournalElsevier2018FHIRbox, a cloud integration system for clinical observationsAlves et al [58]

JournalUniversity of Ros-
tock

2018IEEE 11073 SDC and HL7 FHIR – emerging standards for interoper-
ability of medical system

Kasparick et al [59]

JournalIOS Press2019Challenges and opportunities in changing data structures of clinical
document archives from HL7-V2 to FHIR-based archive solutions

Zohner et al [60]

ConferenceIDEAS2019Improving interoperability in healthcare using HL7 FHIRMaxhelaku and Kika [61]
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VenuePublisherYearTitleReference

JournalIOS Press2019HL7 version 2.x goes FHIROemig [62]

JournalSpringer2019Structurally mapping healthcare data to HL7 FHIR through ontology
alignment

Kiourtis et al [63]

JournalElsevier2019FHIRCap: transforming REDCap forms into FHIR resourcesMetke-Jimenez and
Hansen [64]

ConferenceElsevier2019A GraphQL approach to healthcare information exchange with HL7
FHIR

Mukhiya et al [65]

JournalElsevier2019Clinical text mining on FHIRDaumke et al [66]

JournalIOS Press2019Preliminary evaluation of the Chest Pain Dashboard, a FHIR-based
approach for integrating health information exchange information di-
rectly into the clinical workflow

Schleyer et al [67]

JournalSpringer2019A string similarity evaluation for healthcare ontologies alignment to
HL7 FHIR resources

Kiourtis et al [68]

ConferenceIEEE2019A sustainable HL7 FHIR based ontology for PHR dataKilintzis et al [69]

ConferenceIEEE2019Use of HL7 FHIR to structure data in epilepsy self-management appli-
cations

Houta et al [70]

JournalJMIR2019Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources as a meta model to integrate
common data models: development of a tool and quantitative validation
study

Pfaff et al [71]

ConferenceIEEE2019Using XDS and FHIR to support mobile access to EHR information
through personal health apps

Kondylakis et al [72]

JournalSpringer2019An interactive visualization tool for HL7 FHIR specification browsing
and profiling

Hong et al [73]

JournalMDPId2019Experience in developing an FHIR medical data management platform
to provide clinical decision support

Semenov et al [74]

JournalCornell University
Library

2019A semi-autonomous approach to connecting proprietary EHR standards
to FHIR

Chapman et al [75]

JournalElsevier2019A service-based RBAC & MAC approach incorporated into the FHIR
standard

Rivera Sánchez et al [76]

JournalSpringer2019A mobile health monitoring-and-treatment system based on integration
of the SSN sensor ontology and the HL7 FHIR standard

El-Sappagh et al [77]

JournalIOS Press2019FHIRForm: an open-source framework for the management of electronic
forms in healthcare

Eapen et al [78]

ConferenceRWTH Aachen
University

2019From SNOMED CT expressions to an FHIR RDF representation: ex-
ploring the benefits of an ontology-based approach

Argüello-Casteleiro et al
[79]

JournalElsevier2019Evaluation of the Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR)
standard for representation of knowledge bases encoded in the Arden
syntax

Jenders [80]

JournalOxford2019Developing a scalable FHIR-based clinical data normalization pipeline
for standardizing and integrating unstructured and structured electronic
health record data

Hong et al [81]

ConferenceACM2019Drishti: A sense-plan-act extension to open mHealth framework using
FHIR

Eapen et al [82]

JournalJMIR2019Beyond one-off integrations: a commercial, substitutable, reusable,
standards-based, electronic health record–connected app

Mandl et al [83]

JournalSpringer2019HL-7 based middleware standard for healthcare information system:
FHIR

Sharma and Aggarwal
[6]

JournalElsevier2019mHealth4Afrika: implementing HL7 FHIR based interoperabilityBaskaya et al [84]

aIEEE: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
bIASER: Institute of Applied Social and Economic Research.
cACM: Association for Computing Machinery.
dMDPI: Multidisciplinary Digital Publishing Institute.
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Quality Assessment
According to Kitchenham et al [7], it is essential to select and
assess the best articles for every literature review, and the quality
of selected studies must be verified before inclusion in the study.
We evaluated the selected articles with regard to research

quality, related work, purposes of research, the obtained result,
the methodology used, literature review, current and future
objectives, conclusion, publication repository, and other factors.
We evaluated the quality of each article according to the
protocol defined by Roehrs [85] as displayed in Textbox 2.

Textbox 2. Quality assessment criteria [85].

• Does the article state the purpose of the research?

• Does the article present the result related to objectives?

• Does the article have a research result?

• Does the article present a literature review and background?

• Does the article present an architecture proposal or research methodology?

• Does the article present a conclusion related to the research objectives?

The proposed quality criteria scores were assessed for each
selected article. Although the majority of the selected articles
did not fully satisfy all six criteria for evaluation, they complied
with at least four out of the six quality assessment criteria listed
in Textbox 2.

All of the assessed articles clearly presented their research
purpose, literature review, and were supported by a research
methodology, bibliographical references, or models/architectural
proposals. Based on this quality assessment, we did not exclude
any articles from the corpus; this assessment only evaluates
whether the articles have a satisfactory structure.

Data Extraction and Addressing the Research
Questions

Process
In summary, the quality assessment of the selected articles was
as follows. If an article identified by our search query criteria
contained information related to our research questions, then
the following three steps were applied. First, the title and
abstract of the selected articles were carefully read to scrutinize
whether the articles were relevant to our research questions.
Second, we skimmed the entire article to assure that the required
information was available. Finally, in the third round, we read
through the entire article from start to end to ensure that this
information was helpful for our study and could address the
research questions.

To gather information from the selected articles corresponding
to our research questions and criteria, we developed separate
forms in Microsoft Word and Excel. We reviewed every section
of the article from beginning to end and recorded details of the
articles in these two forms whenever we found the answer to a
corresponding research question. After compilation of the
results, we placed these results in specific question-and-answer
section tables and discarded the two temporary generated Word
and Excel forms.

We collected the following types of data from each article:
author name(s), affiliation and country name, venue (journal or
conference), publication year. We then collected the answers
to the set of research questions from these articles and recorded
the details of selected articles for further processing.

SQ1: What are the Types or Models of FHIR
Implementation?
To address this question, we reviewed the literature in the FHIR
domain and investigated various techniques, methods, and
mechanisms used in the implementation of FHIR in the health
care sector.

At present, FHIR is the most attractive domain among health
care researchers. Therefore, extensive efforts are being taken
to implement FHIR with consideration of multiple aspects and
diverse areas. We obtained 11 categories for FHIR
implementation. From a platform point of view, we considered
the implementation of mobile/tablet apps
[3,9,28,35,39,51,57,60,65,70,72,77,82], standalone apps/servers
[3,23,51,58,61], web services/API [3,11,14,26,34,36,
40,48,53,56,71,78], and web-based tools/applications
[18,26,37,40,42,46,55,69,78] categories. From a conceptual
framework, we considered the categories of general FHIR
implementation [48,59], using SMART on FHIR [3,14,22,31],
HL7 API (HAPI)-FHIR server/library/applications
[14,16,20,32,34-36,40,43,51,54,55,73,76,81,82], and FHIR
general framework [14,40,78]. In consideration of compatibility,
we chose FHIR data model/data exchange
[5,11,26,45,55,66,67,73] and defining ontology to align with
FHIR [44,68,69] as the main categories. In addition, we
classified all implementation-related work under the
miscellaneous category [21,25,30,32,47,60,71], such as FHIR
implementation of the legacy clinical data repository system,
FHIR implementation of the agent-based system,
implementation of operational data model metadata [86] to
FHIR questionnaire resource implementation, FHIR
implementation of the electronic treatment form, Clinical Asset
Mapping Program for FHIR, integration of the architecture of
domain information model (ISO/IEEE 11073 DIM) [31] with
FHIR, and FHIR-based decision support systems.

SQ2: What are the Common Resources Used in FHIR
Implementation?
The FHIR community has defined more than 150 resources to
date [6]. For this research question, we reviewed the literature
in the FHIR domain to identify various FHIR resources used in
implementation. We observed that approximately 82 different
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types of resources have been used in FHIR implementation in
various articles. The resource names and the articles mentioned
in various resources are shown in Table 8.

In the miscellaneous category, we list all of the articles that
mention only one or two resources: (1) Activity Definition, (2)
Adverse Reaction, (3) Adverse Event, (4) Address, (5) Billing,
(6) Bundle, (7) Contraindication, (8) Conformance, (9) Consent,
(10) Concept Map, (11) Claim, (12) Clinical, (13) Clinical Study
Plan (14), Clinical Impression (15), Care Team, (16) Category,
(17) Coverage, (18) Device Component, (19) Device

Observation Report, (20) Document Manifest (21), Document
Reference (22), Dosage (23), Data Element (24), Diagnostic
(25), Diagnostic Order (26), Drug Administration, (27) Element,
(28) Element Definition (29), Equipment (30), Gender (31),
Goal (32), Group (33), Intolerance (34), Imaging Study (35),
Imaging Manifest (36), Medication Dispense, (37) Message
Profile, (38) Nutrition Order, (39) Procedure Request, (40)
Provenance (41), Provider, (42) Risk Assessment, (43) Research
Definition, (44) Request Group, (45) Relative, (46) Related
Person, (47) Schedule, (48) Specimen, (49) Staff (50), Structure
Definition.

Table 8. List of resources used in Fast Health Interoperability Resources implementation.

ReferencesResource name

[6,10,12,34,49]Allergy

[12,14,19,22,29,33,52,55,58,60,61,72,74,77]Allergy Intolerance

[13,55,70]Appointment

[3,10,12,16,18,22,23,26,31,36,40,52,55,60,64,66,71,73,74,76,77,79,81]Condition

[14,16,70,81]Composition

[6,34,36,39,41,49,61,74,76,77,82]Care Plan

[6,8,9,11,19,20,24,32,33,39,43,48,53,77]Device

[24,32,53]Device Metric

[25,74,77]Detected Issue

[6,8,33]Document

[28,44,52,60,63,74,84]Diagnostic Report

[10,16,21,30,33,39,41,55,71,74,77]Encounter

[21,41,77,84]Episode Of Care

[22,26,27,60,61,74,77,81]Family Member History

[6,22,33]Family History

[22,60,74]Immunization

[6,10,14,16,24,34,49,71,77]Location

[3,9,16,19,27,29,31,33,39,40,48,49,70,77,81]Medication

[60,70,71]Medication Administration

[16,22,23,70]Medication Order

[19,27,55,66,77,81]Medication Statement

[3,22,31]Medication Prescription

[66,71,73,74,77]Medication Request

[3,9-11,14,18-26,28-33,36,39-41,43,44,48,49,51-53,55,58,60,63,64,66,69-71,73-77,79,82,84]Observation

[5,6,16,19,34,39,41,75,77,84]Organization

[3,5,6,8-10,12,14,16-24,27-32,34,36,39-41,44,48-50,52,53,55,58,61,63,65,68,70-77,84]Patient

[14,46,69]Person

[41,74,80]Plan Definition

[9,17-19,24,27-29,34,41,44,48,52,53,58,61,63,71,77]Practitioner

[3,40,60,66,71,72,74,77,81]Procedure

[21,41,47,60,69,70,74,78,84]Questionnaire Response

[17,21,41,47,64,65,70,74,84]Questionnaire

[3,5,6,10-12,14-17,21,23,24,28,29,32-34,41,44,46,47,49,52,55,60,66,71-75,77]Miscellaneous
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SQ3: What are the Applications that Benefit from the
use of FHIR?
We attempted to thoroughly investigate the literature from
various directions and provide the readers with a comprehensive
summary of every aspect of FHIR. In this section, we consider
the type of applications that can benefit from the FHIR standard,
including health care systems/applications benefit in terms of
interoperability/data exchange, rules, security/privacy,

conformance, health care process, and administration. Thus, we
came up with eight categories based on how the applications
make use of the FHIR standard (Table 9). In the miscellaneous
category, we included all articles that address the type of
applications that benefit from the FHIR standard but do not fall
under any of the other categories mentioned above (eg, clinical
applications for data exchange, testing applications). Table 9
shows the articles that address specific applications that benefit
from the FHIR standard.

Table 9. Applications that benefit from the use of Fast Health Interoperability Resources (FHIR).

ReferencesApplications types

[5,9,25,32,34,35,39,40,42,49,57,59,67,72,73,76,77,82]Mobile apps

[3,14,22,49,67,72,73,83]SMARTa on FHIR

[5,15,18,25,40,42,55,60,64,66,67,73,78]Research

[25,39,46,52,55,67,73]Electronic records and medical practices

[14,26,34,40,43,73,81]HAPIb FHIR

[8,52,61,67]Graphic/images

[34,42,55,59,67,73]Web-based

[26,50,60]Miscellaneous

aSMART: Substitutable medical applications reusable technologies.
bHAPI: Health Level 7 application programming interface.

SMART on FHIR is mentioned under implementation in Table
8 as well as under applications in Table 9. Articles that
mentioned SMART on FHIR implementation, either fully or
partially, were grouped into one category, and the articles that
mentioned any applications that benefit from the SMART on
FHIR concept were considered as a different category. Thus,
in Table 8, we list articles that mention SMART on FHIR in
various implementations, whereas in Table 9, we list
applications that benefit from SMART on FHIR platforms.

The SMART platform is a health data layer based on the FHIR
API and resource definitions [87]. From the beginning, the
SMART team selected platform components that emphasize
web standards (eg, HTML, JavaScript, OAuth, and Resource
Description Framework) [3]. This setup results in the HL7
legacy versions (ie, v2, v3, CDA) to be unable to implement
SMART applications. All previous versions could not use a
web API for data access and were unable to access data at the
granular level. Additionally, the CDA is based on the reference
information model and is lacking in sufficient detail, whereas
version 2 suffers from inconsistencies across implementations
and version 3 is complex, which leads to incompatible
documents and systems [3].

In contrast, the FHIR standard uses web APIs for data access,
which is capable of accessing the clinical data at the granular
level. The SMART on FHIR concept does not exist without
support of the FHIR standard. Therefore, the SMART concept
is developed after introducing the FHIR standard, and SMART
on FHIR when considered as a standard has some predecessors.
All of these contribute in one way or another to the current
standards (FHIR) [88]. Considering all of this evidence, we
conclude that SMART on FHIR is the main beneficiary of the
FHIR standard compared with the other standards.

During the literature review, we observed that mobile, research,
and SMART on FHIR applications are the most common
beneficiaries of the FHIR standard, followed by electronic
records and medical practices, and web-based applications.

SQ4: What Approaches are Applied to Map or Migrate
Data from Other HL7-Based Legacy Systems to the
FHIR-Based System?
At present, HL7 (v2 and CDA) is the most popular data standard
in the health care sector, with many countries still using this
standard for medical data exchange. Specifically, more than 35
countries implement the HL7 v2 standard and 95% of US health
care organizations are still using this standard for medical data
sharing among various health care organizations [89].

Owing to its dynamic structure, FHIR provides numerous
advantages such as flexibility to manage and retrieve granular
clinical information from the whole document. Clinical
practitioners and health care providers expect that the FHIR
standard will soon occupy the health care market, and that it
will replace all of the previous HL7 (eg, v2, v3, CDA) standards.
Nevertheless, in this review, we found that FHIR is not likely
to replace the previous HL7 (v2, v3, and CDA) standards within
weeks or months, but might take years or decades. The rationale
is related to the worldwide implementation of the earlier
standards such as HL7 v2 and HL7 CDA. Furthermore, health
care organizations argue that FHIR has not yet replaced the
ubiquitous HL7 v2, and likely will not for several years, because
many organizations have already recognized the value of
adopting FHIR alongside legacy HL7 standards [27].

Therefore, for addressing this research question, we reviewed
the literature in the FHIR domain and investigated various
articles that address the mechanisms to extract FHIR resources
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from HL7 or other previous standards, and to map or migrate
them to the FHIR standard. We classified these mappings into
six different categories (Table 10).

All of the included articles that address the mapping of any
standards to the FHIR standard, but that are not in the six
categories mentioned above, were categorized as

“miscellaneous/other standards to FHIR mapping.” Nevertheless,
we found one study in which data were mapped from the FHIR
standard to other standards, and the FHIR resource was mapped
to the Web Ontology Language–based ontology [27]. Table 10
shows the list of articles categorized into different mapping
categories.

Table 10. Approaches used to map or migrate data from other Health Level 7 (HL7)-based legacy systems to the Fast Healthcare Interoperability
Resources (FHIR)-based system.

ReferencesTechniques or methods

No relevant articlesMap HL7 version 2 to FHIR

[5,8,12,16,19,60,79]Map HL7 CDAa documents, C-CDAb, or HL7 version 3 to FHIR

[21,41,64]ODMc to FHIR

[27]Map FHIR to other

[31,71]i2b2d to FHIR format

[38,63,68,75,81,84]Health record data model to FHIR

[13,17,24,33,64,71]Map other standards to FHIR

aCDA: clinical document architecture.
bC-CDA: consolidated clinical document architecture.
bODM: operational data model.
ci2b2: Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside.

SQ5: What are the Goals of FHIR?
For this research question, we reviewed the literature in the
FHIR domain to identify or investigate the goals of the FHIR
standard in the health care domain. According to the objectives

of the reviewed articles, we divided the inquiries regarding the
goals into seven different objectives (Table 11). Table 11 shows
the articles that address various goals of the FHIR standard,
demonstrating that most of these articles focus on the result
rather than other goals and objectives.

Table 11. Goals of Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources.

ReferencesGoals

[5]Simplify implementation without sacrificing information integrity

[73]Patient satisfaction

[25,49,52]Solve health problems (administrative and clinical)

[49,59,67]Improve global health data interoperability

[60]Enhance and maintain quality of data and accessibility

[15,18,19,27,52,55,73]Result

SQ6: What are the Challenges and Open Questions
Related to FHIR?
As the latest standard in the health care domain, it is predictable
that FHIR will face various challenges in terms of
implementation, adoption, maintenance, data exchange, and
other issues. In addition, numerous questions will be raised with
respect to use of the FHIR standard. Therefore, for this research
question, we reviewed the literature in the FHIR domain to
identify various challenges faced by the FHIR standard. We

found 19 articles that discussed the implementation challenges,
highlighting seven areas of challenge for the FHIR standard
(Table 12).

Observations made during the literature review led us to
conclude that implementing FHIR in any type of application is
the most challenging task in the health care sector; 9 of the 19
related articles discussed this issue. Developers face various
types of challenges during the development of any FHIR-based
application. Table 12 lists the articles that mentioned these
challenges.
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Table 12. Challenges and open questions related to Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR).

ReferencesChallenges

[8,12,40,42,48,49,62,64,77]Implementations of FHIR in an application

[8,27,62,81]Standards complexity

[40,56,83]Adoptions

[41,42,62]FHIR maintenance and specification

[56,59,65,73]RESTaful approach

[71,75,81]Mapping/migration challenging

[12,49]Miscellaneous

aREST: representational state transfer.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This systematic literature review successfully identified both
qualitative and quantitative sets of studies that enable obtaining
a clear view of the FHIR standard in health care in the past 8
years, starting from the selected number of articles. Some of
the most relevant studies in the field are highlighted according
to systematic selection criteria. We identified the main topics
associated with the use of FHIR in digital health. Many articles
dealt with topics related to FHIR implementations and use
resources, as well as data migration data models. As expected,
various application categories such as mobile apps, SMART
on FHIR applications, and research applications were the main
topics associated with FHIR. Multiple challenges in FHIR
adoption and implementation were also highlighted in the
included articles. Interestingly, only a small number of relevant
articles addressed FHIR goals.

At the beginning of this study, we planned to identify some
common aspects in this field by answering some fundamental
research questions. Hence, we established six research questions
to address the objectives, goals, applications, and challenges of
FHIR emerging in recent years. As a result, we can propose a
taxonomy of the literature, and identify gaps to be further
investigated on existing challenges and issues related to use of
the FHIR standard in recent years. We also identify other
common and related aspects with respect to interoperability,
privacy, authorization (access control), data type, and testing
and validation tools. For example, interoperability between the
provider and hospital systems poses additional barriers to
effective data sharing. In addition, various testing and validation
tools are used to improve server compliance with the FHIR
specification. Moreover, FHIR specifications define different
data types to access and process the FHIR resources element.

Various FHIR-related studies aim to address FHIR
implementation challenges such as data migration and
cross-institutional sharing of clinical data in the clinical
environment [60,71]. The main findings that are presented in
these reviews and some other related studies include the
importance of realizing EHR data interoperability via adoption
of FHIR by health care providers. This adoption might be
essential for the improvement of health care services with
respect to health data sharing, integration, and availability.

Furthermore, use of the FHIR standard in the health care sector
may enhance the chance of adoption of smart technologies in
the health care domain, such as smartphones, mobile health
apps, tablets, smart watches, fitness trackers, and any other
future innovations [90]. Furthermore, use of artificial
intelligence technologies and data sciences will also be dominant
in implementing FHIR-based applications.

FHIR is viewed as the latest standard purely operating on
resources, which are used for data storage, migration, and
processing among multiple health care providers. The
resources-based structure of FHIR is declared as distinct from
other standards and is considered to be its main advantage. FHIR
has several advantages that range from being a flexible standard,
minimal implementation complexity, ability to display the
patient history in a single document, granular data access, and
avoiding message variability with the use of RESTful APIs.

FHIR is considered to be a unique pathway that can offer a
solution to the interoperability issues of clinical data.
Nevertheless, various studies indicate that FHIR also faces
numerous challenges such as implementation, adoption,
maintenance, mapping, and standard complexity. The RESTful
API that makes FHIR unique from other standards also faces
its own challenges in accessing sensitive health care data stored
in the cloud environment [36].

Numerous studies have shown that several applications used in
different domains are taking advantage of FHIR, including
mobile apps, SMART on FHIR applications, research
applications, electronic records and medical applications,
graphic/image applications, HAPI FHIR application, and
web-based applications.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive
systematic literature review that focuses on FHIR-based EHR.
There are some systematic literature reviews available in the
FHIR domain; however, we found that the existing reviews are
unable to explain the FHIR standard in detail. The FHIR
standard is very rich, and therefore research in this domain is
equally diverse with focus in various directions. Readers are
interested in searching for articles that do not only introduce
the FHIR standard but also explain various aspects of the
standard in detail. For example, Lehne et al [91] only reviewed
articles related to a general introduction of FHIR, without
providing in-depth analysis on either FHIR or articles
mentioning FHIR. In particular, the titles or identification of
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included articles and more comprehensive details of the included
articles are missing. Based on a thorough reading, we concluded
that this previous review could not fully introduce and address
various aspects of FHIR, such as challenges, applications, goals,
mapping, and implementation models. Moreover, individual
aspects of the reviewed articles were not explained adequately.
Therefore, it is not possible to find a corresponding article when
interested in a particular topic. Further, the authors focused on
articles published between 2002 and 2018, although the FHIR
concept was only introduced in 2011; thus, this was a mixed
review of EHR and FHIR with little focus on FHIR itself. Lastly,
the authors included only 15 references in the review, which is
not sufficient for a systematic literature survey.

Similarly, another systematic literature review [90] only
explained the general concept and current status of FHIR,
whereas core issues such as challenges, goals, and application
implementation were not discussed. Important articles that
discuss the FHIR resources used in various application
implementations were also not included in this review. Although
this previous review analyzed some articles in the FHIR domain,
the list of articles was not provided or explained properly.
Therefore, it is quite difficult for readers to search for articles
related to specific information of interest, such as FHIR
applications, goals, challenges, and used resources. This
information is the core requirement for readers interested in this
field. Thus, we concluded that the existing reviews only
introduced the FHIR standard without performing a
comprehensive analysis of the current state of the field.

In this work, we deeply explored the literature and identified
articles that not only mention the FHIR standard but also discuss
its major aspects such as core challenges, applications, goals,
mapping, used resources, and implementation models. In
addition, we highlighted every article along with their references
and addressed aspects such as those mentioned above. We
searched existing databases for articles on the FHIR standard
published between 2012 and 2019, and then included every
article that discussed or mentioned even a single aspect of the
FHIR standard. This approach provides a convenient resource
for readers to easily search articles of interest in the literature.

FHIR is a new standard in the health care domain. It is still in
the early stages of development and evaluation, and
consequently faces numerous obstacles. We believe that these
obstacles might eventually be overcome, thereby opening a new
roadmap to solving the problem of data interoperability in the
health care sector, which is in line with the findings of the
literature review and remains the main objective of our research.

Limitations
This study was limited to aspects related only to the FHIR
standard rather than the general health care concept. In this

sense, the literature review focused exclusively on articles
addressing FHIR concepts. This work sought to answer research
questions proposed for providing an outline of the current
literature related to FHIR without specifically assessing any
computer system that refers to FHIR use. In addition, our search
focused on articles published in various scientific journals
related to health care and computer science within a limited
time frame. This investigation was limited to articles selected
from journals/conferences through implementations of standard
steps of the systematic literature review methodology. We
focused on scientific articles and did not address commercial
or more technological approaches or solutions.

Conclusion
This study provides a systematic literature review regarding the
FHIR EHR standard, with the main objective of identifying and
discussing the main issues, challenges, goals, and possible
benefits from adoption of the FHIR standard in the health care
sector. We have explored the FHIR-related literature and
investigated articles associated with the FHIR standard in health
care information systems. We identified various data models,
methods/techniques used in FHIR implementation, FHIR
beneficiary applications, and resources used in FHIR
implementation. Various data mapping techniques/approaches,
key challenges, and primary goals of FHIR were also explored.
We observed that FHIR studies mainly focus on clinical data
interoperability and portability issues between health care
information systems.

The FHIR standard is capable of providing an optimized solution
for medical data exchange between two systems and will
establish data-sharing trust among health care providers.
Furthermore, the FIHR standard is identical in terms of the
support of smart technologies such as smartphones, tablets,
mobile health apps, smart watches, and fitness trackers, which
could solve numerous health care problems that were not
possible for the previous standards (ie, HL7 v2, v3 and CDA).
Based on this thorough investigation of the literature, we
recommend the FHIR standard as a future suitable solution for
addressing the health care interoperability problem.
Nevertheless, FHIR itself faces some challenges such as
implementation, standard complexity, and adoption, among
others. Therefore, further research is required to address these
challenges.

This review on the standard, purpose, and applications of FHIR
will provide readers with a more comprehensive view and
understanding of FHIR. This review should also help researchers
and health care information technology professionals to access
FHIR-associated information in the research community and
to assess its impact on digital health. Lastly, this work can
provide a roadmap, and suggest possible directions for future
research and development in the FHIR domain.
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Abstract

Background: Suicide has become the fifth leading cause of death worldwide. With development of the internet, social media
has become an imperative source for studying psychological illnesses such as depression and suicide. Many methods have been
proposed for suicide risk assessment. However, most of the existing methods cannot grasp the key information of the text. To
solve this problem, we propose an efficient method to extract the core information from social media posts for suicide risk
assessment.

Objective: We developed a multifeature fusion recurrent attention model for suicide risk assessment.

Methods: We used the bidirectional long short-term memory network to create the text representation with context information
from social media posts. We further introduced a self-attention mechanism to extract the core information. We then fused linguistic
features to improve our model.

Results: We evaluated our model on the dataset delivered by the Computational Linguistics and Clinical Psychology 2019
shared task. The experimental results showed that our model improves the risk-F1, urgent-F1, and existence-F1 by 3.3%, 0.9%,
and 3.7%, respectively.

Conclusions: We found that bidirectional long short-term memory performs well for long text representation, and the attention
mechanism can identify the key information in the text. The external features can complete the semantic information lost by the
neural network during feature extraction and further improve the performance of the model. The experimental results showed
that our model performs better than the state-of-the-art method. Our work has theoretical and practical value for suicidal risk
assessment.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e28227)   doi:10.2196/28227

KEYWORDS

suicide risk assessment; social media; infodemiology; attention mechanism; neural networks

Introduction

The World Health Organization’s statistical report showed that
millions of people choose to commit suicide every year, and
even more people are preparing to implement suicide. In 2016,
21.2 in 100,000 people chose to commit suicide worldwide.
Moreover, approximately 300,000 people commit suicide in
China every year, and the number of suicide attempts is close
to 200,000. Suicide has become the fifth leading cause of death

worldwide [1]. The traditional suicide risk assessment method
is only dependent on the diagnosis of psychologists, which has
great deficiencies with respect to inefficiency and coverage.
With development of the internet, social media platforms such
as Twitter, Sina Weibo, and WeChat Moments have developed
rapidly in recent years. Social media has gradually become an
integral part of our lives. People communicate with each other
through social media, and use it as a platform to express their
emotions and share their opinions, including suicidal social
media posters who use these platforms to express their feelings.
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It is estimated that 68% of the people who use social media are
10 to 30 years old. Since the high-risk population for suicide is
concentrated in the age group of 15 to 29 years, there is
considerable overlap between these cohorts [2]. This means that
social media is an important data source for studying
psychological illnesses such as depression and suicide.

In recent years, text mining based on social media and its
psychologically related submedia has become a hot topic in
computational linguistics, which provides new research methods
for social media–oriented suicide risk assessment. Many scholars
have assessed suicide risk by extracting psychological features
from texts. For example, Huang et al [3] proposed a method to
detect the suicide risk of social media users by identifying
mental vocabulary. Zhang et al [4] proposed a method of using
linguistic features to assess suicide risk. However, this method
has poor detection accuracy and generalization ability, leading
to the development of machine learning–based approaches to
tackle the task of suicide risk assessment. Kumar et al [5]
analyzed the posting activities of posters on the SuicideWatch
subreddit that followed celebrity suicide news. They proposed
a suicide risk assessment method based on the Werther effect
and latent Dirichlet allocation [6] model. De Choudhury et al
[7] analyzed the transition process of user tweets from mental
health content to suicide content. They proposed a statistical
method based on propensity score matching to detect the user’s
suicidal intent. Bittar et al [8] proposed a method to detect
suicide risk using machine learning for electronic health records.
Ji et al [9] proposed a new data protection scheme and average
difference reduction optimization strategy (AvgDiffLDP) to
improve the machine learning model. In addition to machine
learning–based methods, deep learning–based methods also
have shown good performance in text classification. Shing et
al [10] proposed a convolutional neural network (CNN) fused
with external dictionary features to detect suicide risk.
Mohammadi et al [11] proposed a multichannel classification
model including a CNN and recurrent neural network (RNN).

It is necessary to judge the text from different angles when
assessing the suicide risk of posts. However, it is difficult for
a single model to fully capture the semantic information of the
text. Therefore, inspired by previous work [10,11], we here
propose a multifeature fusion recurrent attention model for the
social media–oriented suicidal risk assessment task. The
attention model is used to capture the semantic information in
the text and merge it with other external features to better assess
the effect.

The main contributions of this paper are divided into the
following aspects. First, we propose a recurrent attention model.
Using this model to represent the text can extract the core
semantic information of the text. We further introduce a
distribution loss function to reduce the impact of uneven data
distribution.

Second, we fuse external features based on neural networks.
These external features are valuable in suicide risk assessment
and can further improve the performance of our model.

Finally, experimental results showed that our model achieved
state-of-the-art performance on the suicide risk assessment
dataset, demonstrating that the model has excellent performance
and good practical value.

Methods

Multifeature Fusion Recurrent Attention Network
The multifeature fusion recurrent attention method proposed in
this paper consists of four parts. The framework of our model
is shown in Figure 1. The first part of the model uses a long
short-term memory network (LSTM) to obtain the text
representation T, which has an attention weight α in the second
part of the model-attention mechanism. The third part of the
model is the feature extraction layer, which is used to capture
features in the post that are difficult to be extracted by the neural
network. The model then fuses the external feature vector with
the attention vector to assess suicide risk.
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Figure 1. Architecture of the multifeature fusion recurrent attention network. LSTM: long short-term memory; MLP: multilayer perceptron.

LSTM Network
The LSTM network was proposed by Hochreiter et al [12],
which is a variant of the RNN. LSTM introduces a “gate layer”
to control neurons to update information, increasing the ability
to avoid long-distance dependency problems. LSTM further
solves the gradient explosion and gradient disappearance of an
RNN when training long text. Therefore, LSTM is the best
choice for solving long text classification tasks. The algorithm
process of LSTM is as follows:

fk=σ(Wfxk + Vfhk–1 + bif) (1)

ik=σ(ifxk + Vihk–1 + bf) (2)

ok=σ(Woxk + Vohk–1 + bo) (3)

c′k=tanh(Wcxk + Vchk–1 + bc) (4)

c′k=fk ⊙ ck–1 + ik ⊙ c′k(5)

hk=ok ⊙ tanh (ck) (6)

where σ represents the sigmoid function and ⊙ represents the
element-wise multiplication of two vectors. If an input sequence
is X=[x1, x2, x3,…,xN] for the input xk(1≤k≤N) of each position,
LSTM needs three steps to output the hidden state hk. In the
first step, the forget gate sigmoid function decides whether the
memory cell ck needs to forget information based on the hidden

state hk–1 of the previous position and input xk. The next step is
to decide what information the memory cell needs to update,
and this step can be divided into two parts. First, the input gate
sigmoid function determines whether the memory cell needs to
update information. Then, the tanh function will generate a new
candidate value c′k. The new state of the memory cell will be
updated under the joint action of the forgetting gate and input
gate. In the last step, the hidden state of this position is limited
between 0 and 1 under the action of the tanh function, and the
output gate sigmoid function decides whether the neuron needs
to output.

LSTM can obtain the information of the current position through
the above steps, but the text below is also essential. In the
bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM), the forward LSTM can extract
the above information and the backward LSTM can extract the
following information. The BiLSTM combines the above hidden
state and the below hidden state in the same position to create
a new hidden state, which can obtain more context information.
The hidden state hk of the BiLSTM is shown in Equation 9.

Self-Attention Layer
In a sentence, there are only a few words that can represent the
semantic information of the entire sentence. If the model treats
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every word the same way, the learning ability of the model will
be wasted, which will reduce the efficiency of the model.
Therefore, we introduce the attention mechanism to this process.
This adds an attention weight to each word in the text so that
the model will pay more attention to words with higher weights.
The attention mechanism has achieved excellent performance
in natural language processing tasks owing to its advantages of
fewer parameters, faster model training, and stronger
interpretability [11].

For the hidden state from the BiLSTM, the calculation

process to obtain the attention weight is as follows:

where are trainable parameters and is the attention score

of the input hidden state . Normalization of is the softmax
function that can provide the attention weight of the input. The
vector representation of the entire sentence can then be
calculated by Equation 12:

Feature Extraction Layer
The neural network focuses on the semantic information of the
text, but there are other linguistic features in the text that can
help to assess suicide risk. We set up three sets of linguistic
features: n-gram features, lexicon-based features, and symbolic
features.

For n-gram features, we used bigram and trigram linguistic
models as features, and we used term frequency-inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF) weights to calculate the feature
values. However, the feature matrix is very sparse, and therefore
we used nonnegative matrix factorization [13] to reduce the
dimension to 50.

For lexicon-based features, since a sentiment word represents
the sentiment tendency of the entire text, we introduced the
NRC [14] dictionary to capture the posters’ emotions. We
separately counted the number of emotional words representing

positive emotions, negative emotions, sadness, anger, despair,
and fear in a post, and the length of the post. We combined these
statistics as a lexicon-based feature vector.

For symbolic features, Stirman et al [15] proposed that suicidal
people are self-oriented and they frequently use first-person
pronouns. Yang et al [16] proposed that suicidal people
frequently use rhetorical rhetoric to emphasize their emotions
consciously. In social media posts, emojis are also used to
express emotions. Therefore, we counted the number of
first-person pronouns (eg, “I,” “me,” “mine,” “myself”),
question marks, and emojis in posts as symbolic features.

Classification Layer
The classification layer used in this study consisted of two parts:
a multilayer perceptron and softmax layer. The multilayer
perceptron produces classification results and the classification
probability is normalized by the softmax layer. We also used
the distribution loss function to train the model. Owing to the
small number of samples in the dataset, we introduced L2

regularization to reduce the overfitting problem of the model.

where N is the total number of training data, M is the number

of categories, and qi and represent the classification result

and classification probability, respectively. In Equation 14, yi
j

is the ground truth, λ is the coefficient of the L2 regularization
term, and θ is a hyperparameter. In particular, we introduced
the distribution weight γ in the loss function, which is a trainable
parameter [17]. Categories with more training data have smaller
weights. The distribution loss function can reduce the impact
of an uneven data distribution.

Experimental Settings
Before the experiment, we set the initial parameters based on
previous modeling experience. We tuned the model parameters
on the development set and achieved the best results. We used
Adam to optimize the model. The parameters of the optimal
model are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Hyperparameter settings.

Optimal valueHyperparameters

300Word embedding dimension

200BiLSTMa hidden units

0.2Learning rate

0.5Dropout rate

10–5L2 regularization weight

aBiLSTM: bidirectional long short-term memory.

Results

Dataset
The suicide risk assessment dataset was released by the
Computational Linguistics and Clinical Psychology (CLPsych)

2019 shared task. The goal of CLPsych 2019 was to assess
users’ suicide risk based on their posts. The dataset constructed
by Shin et al [10] in 2018 consists of posts published on the
Reddit social media platform between 2005 and 2015. To protect
users’ privacy, their personal information was replaced by a
user ID.
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This paper is based on CLPsych-2019 task A (“From Keyboard
to Clinic”). Texts used in our dataset were all derived from posts
with varying degrees of suicide risk on the SuicideWatch
subreddit. The CLPsych dataset was broken down to include
57,016 posts in the training set and 9611 posts in the test set,
all from the SuicideWatch subreddit. Among them, the
proportion of samples in each category was close to 1:1:1:1.
The shortest sentence contained 14 words and the longest
sentence contained 486 words. We defined the three following
assessment methods to better assess the suicide risk and increase
the practicality of the model: (1) suicide risk (risk), which has
the same requirements of the CLPsych share task, divided into

four classes a, b, c, d from low to high; (2) suicide existence
(existence), which is an indicator used to judge whether the
poster has a suicidal intention so that the posts can be divided
into two levels of exist versus not exist, with the latter indicating
a shallow suicide risk (class a), and they are not likely to commit
suicide in the near future; (3) suicide urgency (urgency), in
which the post is divided into two levels of urgent versus not
urgent according to the suicide risk, with the urgent level
(classes a, b) indicating that the user needs psychological
assistance urgently.

Table 2 shows the postassessment results obtained under the
different suicide risk assessment methods.

Table 2. Example posts from the SuicideWatch subreddit.

UrgencyExistenceRiskPost

Not urgentNot existaA nihilist teetering on edge. Things were good before I came into being

Not urgentExistbHas anyone attempted suicide and failed and then felt guilty for being incompetent?

UrgentExistcJust sitting on a bench, waiting and thinking. I don’t want to, but it feels like the best option.

UrgentExistdTell me how to commit suicide painlessly.

Evaluation Metrics
In the experiments, the performance of our model was evaluated
by the macroaverage F1 score. The verification method was as
follows:

P=TP/TP+FP(15)

R=TP/TP+FN(16)

F1=2×P×R/P+R(17)

where P and R are precision and recall, respectively. TP, FN,
and FP represent the true positive, false negative, and false
positive predictions, respectively. The F1 score is a harmonic
average of precision and recall.

Comparison With Baseline
To compare the performance of different models in the suicide
assessment task, we tested different classification models on
the training set. The experimental results are shown in Table 3.

The inputs of the above models are all 300-dimensional Glove
word embedding vectors. As shown in Table 3, the performance
of the deep learning–based models was better than that of the
machine learning–based models. The results of the LSTM and
BiLSTM were also better than those of the CNN. In particular,
LSTM was better than CNN for long text processing, and the
performance of BiLSTM was better than that of LSTM. This
shows that BiLSTM can capture more contextual semantic
information. The results of the ensemble models were
significantly better than those of the single models. In addition,
different models showed different capabilities of semantic
information extraction, and the combination of different models
can supplement the missing semantic information of a single
model. The result of the BiLSTM+Attention model was better
than that of the BiLSTM+CNN model. This assessment
demonstrated that our introduced attention mechanism is more
suitable for this task.

Table 3. Experimental results of classification models.

Urgency -F1Existence- F1Risk-F1Models

0.7160.7930.296SVMa

0.7420.8340.336CNNb

0.7660.8620.397LSTMc

0.7740.8630.404BiLSTMd

0.7890.8720.423BiLSTM+CNN

0.7960.8870.448BiLSTM+Attention (proposed model)

aSVM: support vector machine.
bCNN: convolutional neural network.
cLSTM: long short-term memory.
dBiLSTM: bidirectional long short-term memory.
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Comparison of Different Input Features
In addition to using the deep learning–based model, we also set
up three sets of linguistic features: n-gram features,
lexicon-based features, and symbolic features. To test the
influence of different features on the suicide risk assessment
task, we set up 6 sets of comparative experiments. We separately
recorded the experimental results of a support vector machine
(SVM) model. The experimental results are shown in Table 4.

The risk-F1 score using TF-IDF features was 0.257. The
performance of the n-gram–based method was better than that
of TF-IDF. The results of the trigram were better than those of
the bigram. Using lexicon features had the most significant
improvement on the results, whereas the symbolic features
improved the performance to a lesser extent. Concatenating all
feature vectors showed that using ensemble features was the
best choice for our task, with a risk-F1 score of 0.284.

We further compared the effects of embedding methods on the
experimental results. The pretraining language model
bidirectional encoder representations from transformers (BERT)
can also be used for classification tasks alone. We compared
the pretraining language model BERT with the BiLSTM and
BiLSTM+Attention models, which showed excellent
performance on our task. We used word2vec word embedding
[18], Glove word embedding [19], and BERT embedding as
the input of the model. The experimental results are shown in
Table 5.

The result improved slightly after adding LSTM. Using the
pretrained language model BERT resulted in better performance
than using the word embedding model. We also concatenated
ensemble features at the classification layer, which further
improved the performance of the model.

Table 4. Experimental results of different features for support vector machine models.

Urgency -F1Existence- F1Risk-F1Input

0.6910.7830.257TF-IDFa

0.7120.8020.271Bigram+TF-IDF

0.7090.7980.276Trigram+TF-IDF

0.7210.8260.282Lexicon+TF-IDF

0.6840.7840.254Symbolic+TF-IDF

0.7240.8350.284n-gram+lexicon+symbolic+TF-IDF

aTF-IDF: term frequency-inverse document frequency.

Table 5. Experimental results of deep learning–based models.

Urgency -F1Existence- F1Risk-F1Models and input

0.8610.8890.467BERTa

BiLSTMb

0.7740.8630.404Word2vec

0.7930.8610.412Glove

0.8570.9140.474BERT

0.8630.9230.481BERT+Features

BiLSTM+Attention

0.7960.8870.448Word2ve

0.7870.8910.456Glove

0.8630.9150.507BERT

0.8760.9310.514BERT+Features

aBERT: bidirectional encoder representations from transformers.
bBiLSTM: bidirectional long short-term memory.

Comparison With Other Existing Models
We compared our model with the methods of other teams in
the CLPsych 2019 shared task, demonstrating that our model

achieved the best results. The risk-F1, urgent-F1, and existing-F1

all reached the highest levels with our proposed model (Table
6).
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Table 6. Experimental results of existing methods.

Urgency-F1Existence-F1Risk-F1Models

0.7760.9220.481Mohammadi et al [11]

0.8390.8420.459Matero et al [20]

0.7890.8520.445Bitew et al [21]

0.8440.9020.402Iserman et al [22]

0.7730.8760.373Allen et al [23]

0.8210.8970.312González Hevia et al [24]

0.876 (+0.037)0.931 (+0.009)0.514 (+0.033)Multifeature fusion recurrent attention (this study)

Mohammadi et al [11] proposed an ensemble method including
8 neural submodels to extract neural features. They then used
the SVM classifier to classify the neural feature vector. They
achieved a risk-F1 score of 0.481 and an existence-F1 score of
0.922 (the highest result in CLPsych 2019). González Hevia et
al [24] also proposed an ensemble method combined with the
result of the SVM classifier and a pretrained RNN. Marero et
al [20] proposed multilevel dual-context language and BERT
using the deep attention model to extract dual-context
information. Their model was also fused with linguistic features
and achieved the highest urgency-F1 score of 0.839. Bitew et
al [21] proposed a machine learning–based method, and

integrated the logistic regression classifier and the linear SVM
classifier. Iserman et al [22] proposed a simple recursive
partitioning model with lexicon features. Similarly, Allen et al
[23] used CNN and Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count [25]
features to assess suicide risk.

Attention Visualization and Error Analysis
To analyze the effectiveness of the attention mechanism, we
extracted the attention weight of the self-attention layer and
visualized it with text. The attention visualization results are
shown in Figure 2; a deeper color indicates a larger attention
weight for the word.

Figure 2. Examples of attention visualization.

Among the four posts shown in Figure 2, the first two posts are
classified into the right class by the model, whereas the last two
posts are classified into the wrong category. As shown in the
first post, “kill” has the largest weight, which is the core word
of this post, and the model also pays attention to “knew” and
“do it now.” The model then classified this post into class d
(high suicide risk). In the second post, the model focused on
“tired of trying” and “can’t keep going.” This shows that the
model pays attention to words that represent the emotion of the
poster. This post lacks the terms associated with high suicide
risk, and therefore the model classified this post into class c.

In the third post (class b), the model focused on the terms “how”
and “their last words.” However, the model did not learn that
the subject of “last words” was “they” instead of the poster, and
therefore mistakenly classified the post into class d. In the fourth
post (class a), the model focused on “having,” “feeling,” and
“for a year,” and mistakenly believed that this post reflects a
high suicide risk. This is because we found that “feeling” is
often associated with words that express negative emotions in
the training set. Therefore, we believe that the accuracy can be
improved by fusing external features.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The results of n-gram features based on TF-IDF weights were
better than those obtained using TF-IDF features, which cannot
capture the word order information in the text. However, the
results of trigram features were inferior to those of bigram
features. This shows that although n-gram features can capture
the word order information, if multiple features are extracted,
the feature vectors will be sparse and reduce the performance
of the model. In the experiment, using dictionary features
improved the model’s performance significantly. This
demonstrates that the emotional tendency of a text can be
represented by the limited number of emotional words in the
text. The use of symbolic features showed only minor
improvements on performance, indicating that punctuation in
the text can also express part of the semantic information.

Our model uses the BERT pretraining model as input. The
pretrain word vectors represent the semantic information of
words, making up the missing information of word embedding
models.
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The experimental results further showed that BiLSTM performs
well in extended text classification. BiLSTM can capture the
semantic information of the context in the text and solve
long-distance dependence in text processing. After adding the
attention mechanism, the performance of the model was further
improved. This shows that the attention mechanism can
effectively make the model pay attention to the core semantic
features of a text.

Conclusions
This paper proposes a multifeature fusion recurrent attention
network to assess the suicide risk of SuicideWatch subreddit
posts. Our model uses the BERT pretrained language model as

input, which can create a more precise text representation than
the word embedding model. The BiLSTM in the model can
capture long-distance dependence and dual-content information.
The self-attention mechanism can make the model focus on the
core information of the post. The model achieved the best
performance on the experimental dataset. Moreover, we
introduced n-gram features, lexicon features, and symbolic
features, which make up the missing information in the feature
extraction of the recurrent attention network, thereby improving
the accuracy of the model.

In our future work, we will introduce the personality
characteristics of the posters and other social media attributes
of the posters for further improving suicide risk assessment.
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Abstract

Background: As a common mental disease, depression seriously affects people’s physical and mental health. According to the
statistics of the World Health Organization, depression is one of the main reasons for suicide and self-harm events in the world.
Therefore, strengthening depression detection can effectively reduce the occurrence of suicide or self-harm events so as to save
more people and families. With the development of computer technology, some researchers are trying to apply natural language
processing techniques to detect people who are depressed automatically. Many existing feature engineering methods for depression
detection are based on emotional characteristics, but these methods do not consider high-level emotional semantic information.
The current deep learning methods for depression detection cannot accurately extract effective emotional semantic information.

Objective: In this paper, we propose an emotion-based attention network, including a semantic understanding network and an
emotion understanding network, which can capture the high-level emotional semantic information effectively to improve the
depression detection task.

Methods: The semantic understanding network module is used to capture the contextual semantic information. The emotion
understanding network module is used to capture the emotional semantic information. There are two units in the emotion
understanding network module, including a positive emotion understanding unit and a negative emotion understanding unit,
which are used to capture the positive emotional information and the negative emotional information, respectively. We further
proposed a dynamic fusion strategy in the emotion understanding network module to fuse the positive emotional information and
the negative emotional information.

Results: We evaluated our method on the Reddit data set. The experimental results showed that the proposed emotion-based
attention network model achieved an accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure of 91.30%, 91.91%, 96.15%, and 93.98%,
respectively, which are comparable results compared with state-of-the-art methods.

Conclusions: The experimental results showed that our model is competitive with the state-of-the-art models. The semantic
understanding network module, the emotion understanding network module, and the dynamic fusion strategy are effective modules
for depression detection. In addition, the experimental results verified that the emotional semantic information was effective in
depression detection.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e28754)   doi:10.2196/28754

KEYWORDS

depression detection; attention network; emotional semantic information; dynamic fusion strategy; natural language processing;
social media; emotion; mental health; algorithm; deep learning
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Introduction

Background
As defined in the free dictionary, depression refers to the act of
depressing or state of being depressed. Depression is usually
regarded as one type of mood disorder; the main clinical feature
of depression is the significant and persistent mood depression.
The depressed patients’ emotion can range from gloomy to
grief, low self-esteem, and even to pessimism, which may cause
suicidal attempts or behaviors [1]. The World Psychiatric
Association set October 10 as the World Mental Health Day in
1992 to strengthen the awareness of the public on mental
disorders. The latest report released by the World Health
Organization (WHO) pointed out that [2] there were
approximately 322 million patients with depression in the world,
and the prevalence rate was about 4.4%. The number of patients
with depression is growing year by year. From 2005 to 2015,
the number of patients with depression worldwide increased by
18.4%. According to the statistics of the WHO [2], depression
is one of the 20 main reasons that can cause suicide in the world,
accounting for about 1.5% of suicides. It also accounts for the
highest proportion of disability among the global diseases and
is the main factor of global nonfatal health loss.

With the development of the internet in people’s daily life,
people began to share their feelings and problems on social
media [3,4] such as Reddit and Twitter. The research of Park
et al [5] showed that people with depression tend to post
information about depression and even treatment on social
media. Thus, we can get a lot of valuable information from
social media. If we can judge whether a person has depression
based on the information from the internet, it can help the
doctors intervene early and avoid the happening of self-injury
or suicide. Many researchers, coming from different disciplines
such as computer science and psychology, have paid much
attention on this topic. In addition, some advanced methods are
proposed for depression detection. However, the detection
accuracy still needs to be improved.

The goal of depression detection is to classify a person or a post
as depressed or not. The performance of depression detection

on social media can help with the clinical treatment of
depression. This problem needs to be solved. The posts of
patients with depression usually contain strong emotions. We
give three examples of the textual posts left on Reddit, including
two depression-indicative posts and one standard post as follows.

• Example 1: “Today, I feel so horrible, it makes me want to
die I made a fool of myself at work, felt so stupid after the
meeting so I left work, told the boss I’m sick. Spent the
remaining afternoon in bed.” Label: depression

• Example 2: “That feeling when you hate who you are as a
person but can’t get yourself to change because you are so
used to being like this for the past several years. I’ve
become a shitty person. The thought of change seems
impossible to me at this point.” Label: depression

• Example 3: “Looking for cool ways to tell parents my wife
is pregnant.” Label: nondepression

Examples 1 and 2 contain strong emotional information made
by the patients with depression. From example 1, the words,
including horrible, die, and stupid, express strong negative
emotions of the author. The words hate and shitty in example
2 also express the author’s strong negative emotions. Example
3 shows the post of a regular user. It does not contain strong
negative emotions. As previously mentioned, emotional
semantic information usually provides us useful clues for
depression detection.

We also counted the proportion of the positive words and the
negative words that appeared in the depression-indicative posts
and the standard posts of the Reddit data set [6], respectively.
The statistical results are shown in Table 1. The percentage of

positive emotion words in the table is calculated by . The
percentage of negative emotion words was similar. In addition,
we calculated the percentages of emotion words in the
depression-indicative posts and the standard posts. The
depressed users used more negative words than the nondepressed
users. At the same time, they used less positive words in their
posts than the nondepressed users. It can be concluded from the
statistical results that the emotional semantic information may
play an effective role for the depression detection task.

Table 1. Percentage of emotion words in posts.

Standard posts (%)Depression-indicative posts (%)Categories

9.418.62Positive emotion words

4.856.70Negative emotion words

Detecting depression automatically has made some progress.
Many existing models detect depression based on the feature
engineering such as bag of words [7,8], latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) [9,10], N-gram [11], Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count (LIWC) dictionary [12], or their combinations
[4,13,14]. Bag of words, LDA, and N-gram have been widely
used in natural language processing (NLP) for feature extraction
and have achieved great progress. LIWC can carry out
quantitative analysis on the word categories (especially
psychological words) of the text content, including the
sentiment, emotion, and so on. Emotion extracted by LIWC is

often used in the depression detection task. With the
development of deep learning in NLP, more and more studies
use deep learning models for depression detection. Orabi et al
[15] proposed a method based on deep learning (convolutional
neural network [CNN] and recurrent neural network [RNN]) to
detect depression. Gui et al [16] proposed a reinforcement
learning method based on RNN for depression detection.
Although these advanced deep learning based models can extract
higher-level semantic information and have achieved great
progress, they still lack effective extraction of the emotional
semantic information. This may limit the ability of their model
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because the emotional information may bring effective clues
for depression detection, as shown in examples 1 and 2.

Before introducing our model and to understand our paper more
conveniently, we give several definitions of concepts, including
high-level emotional semantic information, semantic
understanding network (SUN), emotion understanding network
(EUN), and dynamic fusion strategy.

• High-level emotional semantic information denotes the
emotional semantic information that is captured by deep
learning.

• SUN is a deep learning method that is used to capture the
contextual semantic information in the text for depression
detection.

• EUN is a deep learning method that is used to capture the
emotional semantic information in the text for depression
detection.

• Dynamic fusion strategy denotes a fusion strategy that can
fuse positive emotional information and negative emotional
information dynamically.

To extract the emotional information effectively, we propose
an emotion-based attention network (EAN) for depression
detection. Our EAN model mainly contains two modules,
including a SUN and an EUN. The SUN module is used to
capture the contextual semantic information, which has been
widely used in NLP. The EUN module is used to capture the
emotional information because the emotional information plays
an important role for depression detection as previously
mentioned. As shown in Table 1, the depression-indicative posts
contained more negative words and less positive words, and the
standard posts contained less negative words and more positive
words. Thus, we designed the EUN module. The EUN module
contains two units, including a positive emotion understanding
unit and a negative emotion understanding unit, which are used
to extract the positive emotional information and the negative
emotional information, respectively. Apart from it, we also
propose a dynamic fusion strategy in the EUN module to fuse
the positive emotion information and the negative emotion
information.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

• We propose a new deep learning framework for depression
detection. We also design a special module to explicitly
extract the high-level emotion information for depression
detection in our framework.

• We take into consideration the positive emotion information
and the negative emotion information simultaneously. At
the same time, we apply a dynamic fusion strategy to fuse
the positive emotion information and the negative
information.

• We conduct experiments on the Reddit data set for
depression detection. The experiments show our model can
get state-of-the-art or comparable performance. The ablation
study also verifies the effectiveness of the components
proposed in our model.

Related Work
In this section, we review the related work about depression
detection on social media.

In recent years, with the development of social media, more
and more people are willing to post their thoughts, emotions,
or life details on social media, including Reddit, Twitter, and
so on. Park et al [5] showed that people with depression tend
to post information about depression and even treatment on
social media. Thus, we can get a lot of valuable information
from social media. More and more researchers began to analyze
the mental health of the users based on the information from
social media. As a result, depression detection based on social
media has attracted a lot of attention.

De Choudhury et al [17] collected data from Twitter about the
users with depression and the regular user, and combined the
difference between their behavior on social media (depressed
users manifested as decreased social activities, increased
negative emotions and self-concern, a high degree and increased
expression of religious thoughts, etc) and established a
characteristic model for depression detection. Park et al [18]
tested for users with depression through social media and
conducted semistructured face-to-face interviews with 14 active
users. The study concluded that users with depression regarded
social media as a platform for social awareness and emotional
sharing, while users with nondepression regarded social media
as a platform for sharing information. Thus, emotional
information is important in the task of detecting depression in
social media.

Most of the existing methods for depression detection are based
on feature engineering. LIWC is usually used to extract
individual psychological states, such as positive and negative
emotions, pronouns, and so on. Therefore, LIWC was often
used for the depression detection task [4,12-14]. Kang et al [19]
proposed a multimodal method for depression detection
including text analysis, a word-based emoticon analysis, and a
support vector machine–based image classifier. The authors
applied visual sentiment ontology [20] and SentiStrength
dictionaries to build a mood lexicon for emoticon analysis to
enhance the results of depression detection. Shen et al [21]
extracted six depression-related feature groups (including social
network feature, user profile feature, visual feature, emotional
feature, topic-level feature, and domain-specific feature) for
depression detection. Hiraga [22] extracted linguistic features
for depression detection, including character n-grams, token
n-grams, and lemmas and selected lemmas. Hussain et al [3]
developed an application called the Socially Mediated Patient
Portal. The application could generate a series of features for
depression detection.

Shneidman [23] presented depression that tended to be closely
related to suicide. De Choudhury et al [24] analyzed Reddit
users’ posts on the topic of mental health that later turned to the
topic of suicidal thoughts. This turn could be predicted by traits
such as self-focus, poor language style, reduced social
engagement, and expressions of despair or anxiety. Yates et al
[25] proposed a neural framework for depression detection, and
they presented that self-harm was closely related to depression.
The Conference and Labs of Evaluation Forum for Early Risk
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Prediction (CLEF eRISK) is a public competition about different
areas such as health and safety [26]. CLEF eRISK 2018 is about
the early detection of depression and anorexia [8,27]. CLEF
eRISK 2019 is about the severity of symptoms of depression,
self-injury, and anorexia [28].

Different from traditional feature engineering-based methods,
deep learning methods mostly apply end-to-end models. Yates
et al [25] proposed a neural framework based on a CNN for
depression detection. Orabi et al [15] proposed a neural method
based on a CNN and RNN for depression detection. Song et al
[29] proposed a neural network that was named the feature
attention network for depression detection. Gui et al [16]
proposed a reinforcement learning method based on long
short-term memory (LSTM) for depression detection. Ray et al
[30] proposed a multilevel attention network to fuse the features
from the multimodal for depression detection.

According to previous research on depression detection, it can
be concluded that the emotional information is important in the
task of depression detection. In addition, deep learning can take
high-level semantic information into account, but the current
deep learning methods for depression detection still lack
effective extraction of the emotional semantic information.
Thus, we propose a deep learning model to consider the
high-level emotional information that is captured by the deep
learning method for depression detection, which is named the
EAN.

The structure of this paper is organized as follows. The
Introduction section introduced the background and related
work. The Methods section shows the details of the proposed
model. The Results section gives the experiments in this paper.
The Discussion section shows the conclusions and future work.

Methods

Data Sets
As a newly developed social media, Reddit has become a widely
popular web-based discussion forum. Reddit users can discuss
a variety of topics on this web-based platform anonymously.
The topics discussed on the platform can be arranged in more
than a million discussion groups. Due to the large amount of
discussion text, Reddit attracts many researchers to conduct
their studies with the data on the Reddit platform. Pirina and
Çöltekin [6] built a data set for depression detection based on
Reddit, which was named the Reddit data set. The samples in
the Reddit data set [6] are collected from the Reddit platform.
The Reddit data set [6] contains 1293 depression-indicative
posts and 549 standard posts.

We preprocessed the Reddit data set, such as removing the stop
words. We then counted the occurrence number of each word
for the depression-indicative posts and the standard posts. We
sorted the words according to the statistics and show the top of
the word lists in Figure 1. We also counted the occurrence
number of the positive emotion words and the negative emotion
words for the depression-indicative posts and the standard posts.
For all of the words, the positive emotion words and the negative
emotion words with high frequency of occurrence are also
shown in Textbox 1.

As shown in Textbox 1, from the most commonly used words
of the depressed users, we can see many negatives words are
also included in the most commonly used words such as
depression or fucking. The most common words for
nondepressed people are commonly used words in daily life.
As can be seen from the list of negative words with high
frequency of occurrence used by users with depression, the
negative words used by users with depression are more intense
than the negative words appearing in the posts of nondepressed
users, such as suicide, die, kill, and hate.
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Figure 1. The architecture of the emotion-based attention network model. There are two parts in our model, including a SUN and an EUN. bi-LSTM:
bidirectional long short-term memory.
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Textbox 1. Data analysis.

Depression-indicative posts

• All text: i’m, like, feel, want, get, know, even, really, people, life, i’ve, one, time, think, would, never, depression, me, can’t, go, going, things,
don’t, much, friends, make, good, it, still, could, back, anyone, years, anything, always, every, got, someone, fucking, help, day, see, something,
work, ever, need, feeling, everything, talk, year

• Positive: friends, good, work, help, better, happy, job, love, hard, friend, family, care, wanted, best, sleep, sure, self, mind, understand, new,
mental, hope, social, money, high, remember, working, reason, okay, close, real, together, great, normal, deal, believe, change, enjoy, birthday,
honestly, nice, motivation, advice, loved, therapist, happiness, fun, boyfriend, saying, big

• Negative: depression, depressed, bad, fucking, nothing, alone, hate, shit, stop, lost, worse, anxiety, fuck, tired, sad, die, suicide, kill, relationship,
wrong, pain, suicidal, problems, old, sorry, cry, lonely, therapy, hurt, stupid, constantly, issues, sick, crying, problem, afraid, weird, reddit,
hospital, worst, hang, illness, dead, scared, dark, broken, shitty, broke, miserable, died

Standard posts

• All text: like, i’m, know, friend, would, feel, really, friends, want, time, get, one, even, said, always, never, told, got, family, go, things, me, think,
best, make, mom, going, people, years, talk, also, still, back, something, much, see, say, could, i’ve, dad, tell, since, don’t, started, us, me, it,
made, help, parents

• Positive: friend, friends, family, best, sister, help, friendship, work, brother, good, new, sure, love, wanted, saying, together, advice, father, close,
money, boyfriend, kids, care, hard, better, mad, understand, job, basically, happy, great, deal, child, high, moved, believe, fun, social, mind, baby,
conversation, eventually, reason, married, big, change, spend, real, normal, nice

• Negative: bad, wrong, nothing, old, hang, problem, stop, hurt, upset, sorry, shit, issues, lost, alone, cut, angry, hate, problems, worse, depression,
weird, sick, constantly, anxiety, sad, tired, annoyed, broke, bitch, scared, died, hell, afraid, crying, cancer, toxic, ignore, pregnant, lose, difficult,
wait, fault, depressed, horrible, awkward, selfish, reply, fuck, confused, reddit

Overview of the EAN Model
In this section, we introduce the proposed model for depression
detection briefly, which is called the EAN, as shown in Figure
1. The proposed EAN model mainly contains two parts,
including a SUN and an EUN. The SUN module is used to
capture the contextual semantic information in the
depression-indicative posts. The EUN module is used to capture
the emotional semantic information in the depression-indicative
posts. Finally, we concatenated the features captured by the two
parts and judged whether the text is depression-indicative or
not by the depression detector. We give details on the SUN, the
EUN, and the loss function next.

Semantic Understanding Network
The SUN was used to capture the contextual semantic
information in the text for depression detection. There are three
layers in the SUN module, including the word encoding layer,
context encoding layer, and attention mechanism (Att) layer.
We will introduce these three layers in more details.

Word Encoding Layer
We will introduce the word encoding layer in the SUN module
briefly. The input of our task is text. The text can be denoted
as w = {w1, w2, ..., wn}, where n denotes the length of the text,
and wi denotes the word in the text. In NLP tasks, words are
usually mapped to the form of word vectors. Inspired by it, we
also encoded every word into d-dimension word vector. We
applied the pretrained Global Vectors for Word Representation
(GloVe) [31] here. We then can get the textual representation

S = Rn×d, where n is the textual length and d is the dimension
of the word.

Context Encoding Layer
The context encoding layer was used to obtain contextual
information. Bidirectional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM)
[32] was widely used in NLP tasks to capture the contextual
information. Inspired by this, we applied Bi-LSTM in the
context encoding layer. Bi-LSTM contains a forward directional

LSTM and a backward directional LSTM. The output 
Bi-LSTM contains two parts, including the forward LSTM

output and the backward LSTM output .

LSTM was proposed by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [33] and
was used to capture the forward information in the text. LSTM
cannot capture the backward information; therefore, Bi-LSTM
was proposed. LSTM owns three gates and one cell, including
an input gate it, a forget gate ft, an output gate ot, and a memory
cell ct. The operations of LSTM are as following.

Where xt is the current input word vector, means the
elementwise multiplication operation, and σ means the sigmoid
function. Wf, Wi, Wc, and Wo represent the parameters that can
be trained in the training processing. ht is the hidden state vector.

is the output of LSTM. More details on LSTM can be found
in Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [33], and the output of Bi-LSTM
is H = [H1, H2, ..., Hn].

Attention Mechanism Layer
The input of the Att layer is H = [H1, H2, ..., Hn]. The Att is
used to assign higher weights on the important words. We
applied the Att to capture the important words in the
depression-indicative posts for the depression detection task.
The operations of the Att are based on the following equations:
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Where Hi is the hidden state vector of Bi-LSTM, w and qi are
the weighted matrices, and hatt is the output of the Att.

Emotion Understanding Network
Many research papers [19-21] and their experiments have proven
the effectiveness of emotional feature in depression detection
tasks. Inspired by this, we considered the high-level emotional
semantic information in the depression-indicative posts based
on the EUN. The EUN was used to capture the emotional
semantic information in the text for depression detection. There
are three layers in the EUN module, including the input layer,
emotion encoding layer, and emotion fusion layer. We introduce
these three layers in more detail in the following sections.

Input Layer
In this section, we introduce the inputs of the EUN module. The
inputs include a positive emotion part and a negative emotion
part. We applied the SenticNet application programming
interface to divide the original texts into a positive emotional
part and a negative emotional part. These two emotional parts
are also mapped into a matrix of word vectors as in the word
encoding layer in the SUN module, named Rpos and Rneg,
respectively.

Emotion Encoding Layer
The emotion encoding layer is to encode the positive emotional
information and the negative emotional information. Rpos and
Rneg act as the inputs of the emotion encoding layer. There are
two units in the emotion encoding layer, including the positive
emotion understanding unit and the negative emotion
understanding unit. These two units are used to capture positive
emotional information and negative emotional information,
respectively. We also applied Bi-LSTM to capture the contextual
emotional information and the Att to capture the important
emotions in the text in both units. The operations of Bi-LSTM
and the Att are the same as the EUN module. We can get hpos

from the positive emotion understanding unit and hneg from the
negative emotion understanding unit.

Emotion Fusion Layer
The goal of the emotion fusion layer is to fuse the positive
emotional information and the negative emotional information
for depression detection. We get the positive emotional
information hpos and the negative emotional information hneg

from the emotion encoding layer, which can be learned in the
training processing. Considering the difference of each text, we
designed a dynamic fusion strategy that can dynamically fuse
the positive emotional information hpos and the negative
emotional information hneg. Inspired by the Att, we design a
random floating point number θ∈[0,1]. It can be trained during
the training. We can get the output hemo of the EUN module
with the following formula:

hemo = θ * hpos + (1 – θ) * hneg(10)

Loss Function
As previously described, we get the contextual semantic
information hatt from the SUN module and the emotional
semantic information hemo from the EUN module. In this section,
we applied a concatenation operation to fuse the contextual
semantic information hatt and the emotional semantic
information hemo as the final representation ffinal:

ffinal = concatenate[hatt; hemo] (11)

Accordingly, the final classification decision for depression
detection is formulated by the softmax function:

y = softmax(W ∙ ffinal + b) (12)

The cross-entropy loss was used for depression detection in our
model. The training goal was to minimize the loss.

Results

Implementation Details and Metrics
The unit size of Bi-LSTM in our experiments was 64. We
applied the pretrained 300-dimension word embedding (GloVe)
in the word encoding layer. In addition, the optimization
function was Adam, and the batch size was 128. Following
Tadesse et al [4], we also applied a 10-fold cross validation in
our experiments; 90% of posts in the data sets were used as our
training set, and the other 10% of posts were used as the testing
set.

We applied the standard metrics, including accuracy, precision,
recall, and F1-score, to evaluate the effectiveness of our model
for depression detection. F1 is defined as follows:

Comparison With Existing Methods
We compared the results of our model with many state-of-the-art
methods on the Reddit data set. We compared it with the
baselines, including LIWC, LDA, unigram, bigram, LIWC +
LDA + unigram, LIWC + LDA + bigram [4], LSTM, Bi-LSTM,
and Bi-LSTM + Att.

• LIWC: Tadesse et al [4] extracted the linguistic features
and the psychological features based on LIWC [34] for
depression detection.

• LDA: Tadesse et al [4] extracted 70 dimensional
characteristics of the topic based on LDA. It can be helpful
in discovering its underlying topic structures for depression
detection.

• Unigram: Tadesse et al [4] extracted 3000 dimensional
characteristics based on unigram in term frequency–inverse
document frequency (TF–IDF) for depression detection.

• Bigram: Tadesse et al [4] extracted 2736 dimensional
characteristics based on bigram in TF–IDF for depression
detection.

• LIWC + LDA + unigram: The model is based on the
aforementioned characteristics, including LIWC, LDA, and
unigram, for depression detection.
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• LIWC + LDA + bigram: The model is based on the
aforementioned characteristics, including LIWC, LDA, and
bigram, for depression detection.

• LSTM: LSTM was proposed by Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber [33]. We applied the same word embedding
in this paper, and the unit size was 128.

• Bi-LSTM: The Bi-LSTM was proposed by Graves et al
[32]. We applied the same setting and the same word
embedding in this paper.

• Bi-LSTM + Att: The model is based on Bi-LSTM and the
Att.

• EAN: This model is proposed in this paper, which considers
emotional semantic information based on deep learning.

As shown in Table 2, the results based on deep learning are
generally higher than the results based on feature engineering

methods. It is because deep learning can capture the higher
semantic information of texts. In addition, we can also get the
following conclusions.

The results based on bigram (bigram and LIWC + LDA +
bigram) were higher than unigram (unigram and LIWC + LDA
+ unigram). It can be concluded that contextual information can
improve the results of the model. The results based on Bi-LSTM
were higher than LSTM. it can be concluded that considering
bidirectional contextual semantic information is necessary. The
results based on Bi-LSTM + Att were higher than Bi-LSTM; it
can be proven that the Att is effective for the depression
detection task. The proposed EAN model got the higher results
because we took into consideration both the contextual semantic
information and the emotional semantic information.

Table 2. Results compared with the existing models.

F1 (%)Recall (%)Precision (%)Accuracy (%)Model

72717470LIWCa,b

74727575LDAb,c

81957170Unigramb

78768079Bigramb

81798478LIWC + LDA + unigramb

91929091LIWC + LDA + bigramb

90.9891.6790.3087.03LSTMd

91.419588.0886.46Bi-LSTMe

92.6394.9690.4188.59Bi-LSTM + Attf

93.9896.1591.9191.3EANg (our model)

aLIWC: Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count.
bIndicates that the results are shown in the literature [4].
cLDA: latent Dirichlet allocation.
dLSTM: long short-term memory.
eBi-LSTM: bidirectional long short-term memory.
fAtt: attention mechanism.
gEAN: emotion-based attention network.

Detail Analysis
In this section, we analyze the effectiveness of the two modules
(SUN and EUN), the effectiveness of different emotional
semantic information, and the effectiveness of the dynamic
fusion strategy.

The Effectiveness of SUN and EUN
To verify the effectiveness of SUN and EUN, we designed a
series of experiments. SUN means the proposed EAN model

without the EUN module. EUN means the proposed EAN model
without the SUN module. As shown in Figure 2, the EUN
module obtained the worst results. This is because the model
only considers the emotional semantic information without the
complete semantic information. It verifies the effectiveness of
our SUN module. The results of the EAN model were higher
than the SUN module, which further verifies the effectiveness
of our EUN module.
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Figure 2. The effectiveness of the SUN and EUN. EAN: emotion-based attention network; EUN: emotion understanding network; SUN: semantic
understanding network.

The Effectiveness of Different Emotional Semantic
Information
To verify the effectiveness of different emotional semantic
information, we designed a series of experiments, including
without emotion (SUN), without positive emotion (SUN +
negative), and without negative emotion (SUN + positive). As
shown in Figure 3, the results of the SUN + positive model and

the SUN module were similar. It indicates that positive emotions
have less effect on the model. Although the EAN model does
not obtain the best recall value, it obtained the best P value,
ACC value, and F1 value. From the experiments, our proposed
EAN model obtained the best result compared to the three
aforementioned baseline models. It also verified the
effectiveness of each proposed module in our framework.

Figure 3. The effectiveness of different emotional semantic information. Acc: accuracy; EAN: emotion-based attention network; P: precision; R: recall;
SUN: semantic understanding network.

The Effectiveness of the Dynamic Fusion Strategy
To verify the effectiveness of the dynamic fusion strategy, we
designed a series of experiments including the EAN model with
the concatenate fusion strategy, the EAN model with the fixed
fusion strategy, and the EAN model with the dynamic fusion
strategy. The EAN (concatenate fusion) model applies the
concatenate operation in the emotion fusion strategy. The EAN
(fixed fusion) model applies the fixed fusion operation in the
emotion fusion layer. The θ in equation 10 is fixed at 0.5. The
EAN (dynamic fusion) model is the model proposed in this
paper. As shown in Figure 4, the dynamic fusion method had
the best results.

In this section, we designed a series of experiments to verify
the effectiveness of the proposed EAN model, including the
two modules in the EAN model, the different emotional
semantic information, and the dynamic fusion method.

Some visualization results of the θ to illustrate the effectiveness
of the proposed dynamic fusion strategy intuitively are shown
in Figure 5. As shown in Figure 5, the examples are both
depression-indicative posts. The pie chart indicates the value
of the θ in the dynamic fusion strategy. We can see from the
results that in the depression-indicative posts, the negative
emotional information can be paid more attention.
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Figure 4. The effectiveness of the dynamic fusion strategy. Acc: accuracy; EAN: emotion-based attention network; P: precision; R: recall.

Figure 5. The visualization of the θ in the dynamic fusion strategy. GF: girlfriend.

Discussion

Conclusion
Depression attracts more and more attention from people and
organizations now. With the development of computer
technology, some researchers are trying to use computers to
automatically identify people who are depressed. In this paper,
we proposed an EAN model to explicitly extract the high-level
emotion information for the depression detection task. The
proposed EAN model consists of the SUN and the EUN. In the
proposed model, we took into consideration the positive emotion
information and the negative emotion information
simultaneously. At the same time, we applied a dynamic fusion

strategy to fuse the positive emotion information and the
negative information. The experimental results verified that the
emotional semantic information is effective in depression
detection.

Future Work
According to WHO statistics, depression is one of the main
causes of suicide in the world. We will focus on the relationship
between depression and suicide. We will try to combine suicide
detection with depression detection in our future work to
improve the performance of both tasks by multitask learning.
In addition, the future work will be combined with self-reported
depressive symptoms or clinical diagnosis. Hopefully, our study
can provide some technical supports in the field of health care.
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Abstract

Background: Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer deaths worldwide. Clinical staging of lung cancer plays a crucial role
in making treatment decisions and evaluating prognosis. However, in clinical practice, approximately one-half of the clinical
stages of lung cancer patients are inconsistent with their pathological stages. As one of the most important diagnostic modalities
for staging, chest computed tomography (CT) provides a wealth of information about cancer staging, but the free-text nature of
the CT reports obstructs their computerization.

Objective: We aimed to automatically extract the staging-related information from CT reports to support accurate clinical
staging of lung cancer.

Methods: In this study, we developed an information extraction (IE) system to extract the staging-related information from CT
reports. The system consisted of the following three parts: named entity recognition (NER), relation classification (RC), and
postprocessing (PP). We first summarized 22 questions about lung cancer staging based on the TNM staging guideline. Next,
three state-of-the-art NER algorithms were implemented to recognize the entities of interest. Next, we designed a novel RC
method using the relation sign constraint (RSC) to classify the relations between entities. Finally, a rule-based PP module was
established to obtain the formatted answers using the results of NER and RC.

Results: We evaluated the developed IE system on a clinical data set containing 392 chest CT reports collected from the
Department of Thoracic Surgery II in the Peking University Cancer Hospital. The experimental results showed that the bidirectional
encoder representation from transformers (BERT) model outperformed the iterated dilated convolutional neural networks-conditional
random field (ID-CNN-CRF) and bidirectional long short-term memory networks-conditional random field (Bi-LSTM-CRF) for
NER tasks with macro-F1 scores of 80.97% and 90.06% under the exact and inexact matching schemes, respectively. For the RC
task, the proposed RSC showed better performance than the baseline methods. Further, the BERT-RSC model achieved the best
performance with a macro-F1 score of 97.13% and a micro-F1 score of 98.37%. Moreover, the rule-based PP module could
correctly obtain the formatted results using the extractions of NER and RC, achieving a macro-F1 score of 94.57% and a micro-F1
score of 96.74% for all the 22 questions.

Conclusions: We conclude that the developed IE system can effectively and accurately extract information about lung cancer
staging from CT reports. Experimental results show that the extracted results have significant potential for further use in stage
verification and prediction to facilitate accurate clinical staging.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e27955)   doi:10.2196/27955
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Introduction

Background
Lung cancer is a group of diseases involving abnormal cell
growth in the lung tissue with the potential to invade adjoining
parts of the body and spread to other organs. It is the most
commonly diagnosed cancer and the leading cause of cancer
deaths worldwide [1], which has been a heavy burden on
communities and a critical barrier to increasing life expectancy.

Clinical staging of lung cancer plays a critical role in making
treatment decisions making and evaluating prognosis [2]. In
current clinical practice, clinicians usually decide the clinical
staging of lung cancer. Although various advanced diagnostic
modalities with high sensitivity and specificity are used by
clinical experts, clinical staging still disagrees with pathological
staging in approximately one-half of patients, as reported in
earlier studies [3,4]. Incorrect clinical staging of lung cancer
may result in suboptimal treatment decisions, possibly leading
to poor outcomes [3].

As an indispensable examination technique for lung cancer
patients, chest computed tomography (CT) provides a large
volume of valuable information about the primary tumor and
lymph nodes, which is of paramount importance for clinical
staging [2,5]. Besides, the reports record the inferences of
radiologists about the findings from the images. Although this
useful information in the form of natural language is effective
and convenient for communication in medical clinical settings,
its free-text nature poses difficulties when summarizing or
analyzing this information for secondary purposes such as
research and quality improvement. Moreover, manually
extracting this information is time-consuming and expensive
[6,7].

In this study, we aimed to develop an information extraction
(IE) system to automatically extract valuable information from
CT reports using natural language processing (NLP) techniques
to support accurate clinical staging. We first summarized 22
questions about the diagnosis and staging of lung cancer based
on the TNM stage guideline [8]. Subsequently, 14 types of
entities and 4 types of relations were defined to represent the
related information in the CT reports. Using the annotated
reports, the following three state-of-the-art deep learning named
entity recognition (NER) models were developed to label the
entities: iterated dilated convolutional neural networks
(ID-CNN) [9], bidirectional long short-term memory networks
(Bi-LSTM) [10], and bidirectional encoder representation from
transformers (BERT) [11]. Next, a novel relation classification
(RC) approach using the relation sign constraint (RSC) was
proposed to determine the relations between entities. Finally, a
rule-based postprocessing (PP) module was developed to obtain
the formatted results by analyzing the entities and relations
extracted by NER and RC. We empirically evaluated our system
using a real clinical data set. Experimental results showed that
the system could extract entities and relations as well as obtain
the answers to the questions correctly. Using these extracted
results, we can verify the clinical staging accuracy and further
develop staging prediction models to alleviate the problem of
inaccurate clinical staging.

Related Works
IE refers to the task of automatically extracting structured
semantics (eg, entities, relations, and events) from unstructured
text. Cancer information is often extracted from free-text clinical
narratives, such as operation notes, radiology, and pathology
reports, using rule-based, machine learning, or hybrid methods,
which have been widely investigated [12]. In terms of staging
information, most studies have extracted only the clinical or
pathological stage statements (eg, Stage I, Stage II, and T3N2)
but not detailed phenotypes [13-20]. Besides the stage
statements, Savova et al [21] and Ping et al [22] extracted some
tumor-related information such as the location and size.
However, these extracted phenotypes are considerably limited
in their ability to support staging, particularly for lymph nodes.
To support diagnosis and staging, Yim et al [23] employed a
hybrid method to recognize diverse entities and relations from
radiology reports for hepatocellular cancer patients, but without
further elaboration on how to exploit the extracted information.
Chen et al [24] extracted information from various clinical notes
including operation notes and CT reports to calculate the Cancer
of Liver Italian Program (CLIP) score for hepatocellular cancer
patients; however, they provide limited details about the
radiology corpus extraction. Bozkurt et al first developed an IE
pipeline to extract various types of information from
mammography reports [25] and then used the extracted features
as the inputs for Bayesian networks to predict malignancy of
breast cancer [26].

These rule-based and conventional machine learning methods
have extracted information about cancer successfully, and some
of them have exploited the extracted results to provide further
diagnosis and staging decision support. Nevertheless, the
development of hand-craft features and usage of external
resources like the Unified Machine Language System (UMLS)
and Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms
(SNOMED CT) are time-consuming and can even result in
additional propagation errors [10,27,28]. Recently, with the
rapid development of deep neural networks, advanced
approaches exhibit excellent performance in many NLP tasks
without tedious feature engineering [27-33]. Furthermore, some
researchers began to adopt these advanced techniques to extract
cancer information. Si et al [34] proposed a frame-based NLP
method using Bi-LSTM-conditional random field
(Bi-LSTM-CRF) to extract cancer-related information by a
two-stage strategy. They first identified the keywords in the
sentences to determine their frames and then employed models
to label the entities in this frame. Using this strategy, they
grouped the related entities by different frames. A limitation of
this study is that they only evaluated each process in the pipeline
using gold standard annotations separately but did not report
the overall results of the pipeline. Gao et al [35] proposed a
novel hierarchical attention network to predict the primary sites
and histological grades of tumors in a text classification manner.
Although this approach can directly provide the classification
results and show the importance of each word in the text, the
scope of the information extracted is considerably limited and
insufficient to support cancer diagnosis and staging.

In this study, we aimed to develop an IE system using deep
learning methods to extract information about lung cancer
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staging from CT reports to better support the accurate clinical
staging of lung cancer. Our specific contributions involve (1)
defining a group of entity types and relation types to cover a
wealth of information about lung cancer staging in CT reports,
(2) applying advanced deep learning algorithms to develop the
IE system, and (3) evaluating the performance of the IE system
in a pipeline manner using real clinical CT reports.

Methods

Figure 1 illustrates the development process of the IE system.
First, we annotated the entities and relations in the collected CT
reports as the gold standard. Next, the annotated CT reports
were used to develop and evaluate the three core parts of the IE
system. We also used 50 CT reports to verify the overall
performance of the IE system in a pipeline manner. The details
of each part are elaborated as follows.

Figure 1. Development process of the information extraction system. BERT: bidirectional encoder representation from transformers; BERT-RC:
bidirectional encoder representation from transformers-relation classification; CT: computed tomography; NER: named entity recognition; RC: relation
classification.

Data Annotation
In clinical practice, clinicians usually follow the TNM staging
guideline to stage the patients. Therefore, we first analyzed the
eighth edition of the lung cancer TNM staging summary and
parsed it into 41 questions to determine the scope of staging
information (Multimedia Appendix 1). Note that the staging
guideline covers three aspects of lung cancer (ie, tumor [T],
lymph node [N], and metastases [M]), with detailed criteria.
Chest CT can hardly provide all the information related to lung
cancer staging. Clinicians also use other diagnostic modalities
like positron emission tomography (PET), magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), and pathological biopsy to stage the patients.
Thus, based on the content of the CT reports, 19 questions were
identified under the clinician’s guidance. Moreover, we also
included 3 questions about the shape, density, and enhancement
extent of the tumors. These 3 questions can facilitate the
diagnosis of benign and malignant tumors. All 22 questions are
listed in Table 1.

Based on the questions listed in Table 1, we defined 14 types
of entities and 4 types of relations to represent the
staging-related information in the CT reports. Table 2 shows

the defined entities. Figure 2 illustrates the entity–entity relation
map.

Two medical informatics engineers were recruited to annotate
the 392 CT reports by manually following the annotation
guideline. The details of the annotation guideline are listed in
Multimedia Appendix 2. Note that to obtain the annotation
guideline, the annotators first independently annotated 10 reports
and discussed the discrepancies until a consensus was reached
in consultation with clinicians, resulting in a revised annotation
guideline. Using the revised guideline, the annotators
independently annotated 10 new reports and repeated the above
process. In this manner, the guideline was refined by at least
five iterations of annotation, discussion, consultation, and
amendment, and then finalized. According to the final annotation
guideline, we randomly selected 100 reports for annotation by
both annotators to measure the interannotator agreement using
the kappa statistic [36]. The remaining 292 reports were
annotated only by either of the annotators. The BIO labeling
scheme was employed to annotate the data. We employed brat
[37] as the annotation tool. Figure 3 shows an example of the
annotated CT reports.
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Table 1. Questions about lung cancer diagnosis and staginga.

StageType of answerQuestionNo.

TXYes/NoWhether the tumor can be visualized by imaging or bronchoscopy?1

T1-4NumericalWhat is the greatest dimension of the tumor?2

T1Yes/NoWhether the tumor invades the lobar bronchus?3

T2Yes/NoWhether the tumor invades the visceral pleura?4

T2Yes/NoWhether there is an atelectasis or obstructive pneumonitis that extends to the hilar region, either involving part
of the lung or the entire lung?

5

T3Yes/NoWhether there is (are) associated separate tumor nodule (s) in the same lobe as the primary?6

T4Yes/NoWhether the tumor invades the great vessels?7

T4Yes/NoWhether the tumor invades the vertebral body?8

T4Yes/NoWhether there is (are) separate tumor nodule (s) in a different ipsilateral lobe to that of the primary?9

N0Yes/NoWhether there is regional lymph node metastasis?10

N1Yes/NoWhether there is metastasis in ipsilateral hilar lymph nodes, including involvement by direct extension?11

N2Yes/NoWhether there is metastasis in ipsilateral mediastinal lymph nodes?12

N2Yes/NoWhether there is metastasis in subcarinal lymph nodes?13

N3Yes/NoWhether there is metastasis in contralateral mediastinal lymph nodes?14

N3Yes/NoWhether there is metastasis in contralateral hilar lymph nodes?15

N3Yes/NoWhether there is metastasis in supraclavicular lymph nodes?16

M1aYes/NoWhether there is (are) separate tumor nodule (s) in a contralateral lobe?17

M1aYes/NoWhether the tumor with pleural nodules?18

M1aYes/NoWhether there is malignant pleural or pericardial effusion?19

NATextWhat is the shape of the tumor?20b

NATextWhat is the density of the tumor?21b

NATextWhat is the enhancement extent of the tumor?22b

aThe stages are based on the eighth edition of the lung cancer TNM staging summary.
bThe questions are not used for staging but are important for diagnosis of benign and malignant tumors.
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Table 2. Types of entities with descriptions and instances.

InstanceDescriptionEntity type

肿物 (mass)Suspected mass/nodule/lesion in the lungMass

肿大淋巴结 (enlarged lymph node)Suspected lymph node metastasisLymph node

左上肺右基底段 (right basal segment of the upper left
lung)

Location of mass or lymph nodeLocation

25×22 cmSize of mass or lymph nodeSize

未见 (unseen)Negative wordsNegation

磨玻璃密度 (ground glass density)Density of massDensity

强化明显 (significant enhancement)Enhancement extent of massEnhancement

边缘见毛刺 (spiculate boundary)Shape of massShape

支气管狭窄 (bronchial stenosis)Description of bronchial invasionBronchus

胸膜凹陷 (pleural indentation)Description of pleural invasion or metastasisPleura

包绕左肺动脉 (surrounds the right lower pulmonary artery)Description of great vessel invasionVessel

椎体见骨质破坏 (bone destruction seen in the vertebral
body)

Description of vertebral body invasionVertebral body

心包积液 (pericardial effusion)Description of pleural or pericardial effusionEffusion

肺组织不张 (atelectasis)Description of pulmonary atelectasis or obstructive pneu-
monitis

PAOPa

aPAOP: pulmonary atelectasis/obstructive pneumonitis.

Figure 2. Entity–entity relation map for extracting lung cancer staging information. PAOP: pulmonary atelectasis/obstructive pneumonitis.
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Figure 3. Annotated computed tomography report based on the annotation guideline.

Word Embedding
As an unsupervised feature representation technique, word
embedding maps the words to vectors of real values to capture
the semantic and syntactic information from the corpus. In this
study, we adopted the word embedding technique pretrained
on the Chinese Wikipedia corpus using word2vec [38] for
conventional CNN and recurrent neural network (RNN) models.
Note that unlike English, Chinese words can be composed of
multiple characters but with no space appearing between words.
To incorporate the word segmentation information into the NER
task, we first used jieba [39], a well-known Chinese text
segmentation toolkit, to segment the sentence. Then, we used
the randomly initialized real-value vectors to represent whether
a character is the first, middle, or last character of the segmented
word as in the segmentation embedding. For BERT, we used
the default vocabulary to map the tokens to natural numbers.

NER Process
NER is an essential technique to identify the types and
boundaries of the entities of interest, which can drive other NLP
tasks [40-43]. Recently developed deep learning NER methods
exhibit more powerful performances than the traditional methods
without tedious feature engineering [27,29,30,44]. In this study,
we selected ID-CNN-CRF, Bi-LSTM-CRF, and BERT to
recognize the entities.

ID-CNN is an advanced algorithm extending from the dilated
CNN [45]. Instead of simply increasing the depth of a stacked
dilated CNN, the ID-CNN applies the same small stack of
dilated convolutions multiple times, with each iteration taking
the result of the last application as the input to incorporate global
information from a whole sentence and alleviate the overfitting
problem. Bi-LSTM is another deep learning method using the
recurrent neural network architecture that can capture the
long-distance dependencies of context from both sides of the
sequence and alleviate gradient vanishing or explosion during
entity recognition from clinical text. A CRF layer was also
employed on the ID-CNN and Bi-LSTM models, as it can
exploit the relation constraints among different labels to find
the optimal label path for sequence labeling tasks.

BERT is a novel language representation model pretrained on
a large corpus using bidirectional transformers [46]. Unlike the
traditional embedding methods that can only represent a word
with polysemy using one fixed vector, BERT can dynamically
adjust the representation depending on the context of the word.

It can also be easily fine-tuned to adapt to specific tasks, such
as NER, RC, and question answering, and it has shown more
powerful performance than conventional CNN and RNN models.

RC Process
RC is the task of finding semantic relations between pairs of
entities, which can group the relevant entities together to
generate richer semantics [42,43]. Although traditional RC
methods have achieved satisfactory performance [47,48], deep
learning RC methods obtained better results and provided an
effective way to alleviate the problem of hand-craft features
[10,27,28]. In this study, we selected attention-based
bidirectional long short-term memory networks
(Attention-Bi-LSTM) [32] and BERT to classify the relations
between entities.

Note that in this study, two entities in a sentence can only have
one type of relation or no relation depending on the definition
in Figure 2. For instance, the relation between a lymph node
entity and a location entity may be At or NoRelation, but
definitely not a SizeOf relation. This information is useful for
simplifying the multiclassification problem into a binary
classification problem. We propose a novel approach, namely
RSC, to use this extra information for RC. Before using the
original sentence for relation classification, we first added the
tags, namely At, SizeOf, Negate, Related, and NoRelation at
the beginning of the sentence (eg, “At<e1>左肺门及纵隔4、
5组</e1>见<e2>肿大淋巴结</e2>，较大约14×12m.”). The
added At tag is determined based on the two target entity types
(location and lymph node). Then, the sentence with the tag can
be input into the RC model. Using this method, we can simply
incorporate the entity–entity relation constraints into the model
to improve the prediction performance.

PP Step
To obtain the answers to the questions listed in Table 1, it is
not enough to directly use the extracted triples (entity
1–relation–entity 2), and further analysis is needed. For example,
to answer the question on whether there is metastasis in
ipsilateral mediastinal lymph nodes, we first need to know
whether there exist a primary tumor and a mediastinal lymph
node metastasis for this patient, and then determine the relative
position of these two. In this study, we developed a rule-based
PP module to process the extracted triples by the NER and RC
models. The PP step is presented in Figure 4 and the rules are
listed in Multimedia Appendix 3.
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Figure 4. Postprocessing steps.

Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the performance of the models, we used the
precision, recall, and F1 score as the evaluation metrics.
Moreover, we also employed the microaverages and
macroaverages for overall performance evaluation. The
corresponding formulations are listed in Multimedia Appendix
4.

Results

Data Annotation Results
A total of 392 chest CT reports of lung cancer patients were
collected from the Department of Thoracic Surgery II in the

Peking University Cancer Hospital. Two medical informatics
engineers were recruited to annotate the entities and relations
based on the annotation guideline. The statistics of the
annotations are summarized in Tables 3 and 4. We had both the
engineers annotate 100 CT reports to calculate the interannotator
agreement, and the κ values were 0.937 for the entity annotation
and 0.946 for the relation annotation, indicating the reliability
of the annotation. Prior approval was obtained from the Ethics
Committee of the Peking University Cancer Hospital to conduct
this study.
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Table 3. Statistics of annotated named entities.

Annotated entities, nEntity

767Mass

492Lymph node

1748Location

699Size

808Negation

147Density

146Enhancement

437Shape

124Bronchus

262Pleura

41Vessel

25Vertebral body

363Effusion

78PAOP

Table 4. Statistics of annotated relations.

Annotated relations, nRelation

1811At

683SizeOf

988Related

803Negate

NER Results
To train and evaluate the NER models, we randomly separated
70% of the CT reports as the training set, 10% as the validation
set, and 20% as the test set. The early stopping strategy was
used on the validation set to avoid the overfitting problem. The
hyperparameters used in this study are listed in Multimedia
Appendix 5. We repeated the entire training and evaluation
process five times to reduce the possible bias that may be caused
by data partitioning.

Table 5 and Figure 5 show the results of the NER models. As
shown in Table 5, the BERT model achieves the best overall
performance with a macro-F1 score of 80.97% and a micro-F1
score of 88.5%. We can notice that the entities with several
annotations or plain descriptions (eg, “Lymph Node,”
“Negation,” “Size,” and “Effusion”) obtain satisfactory results
with F1 scores greater than 90%. However, performances
degraded for the entities with a small number of annotations or
diverse descriptions (eg, “Shape,” “Pleura,” “Vessel,” “Vertebral
Body,” and “PAOP”) Figure 5 shows the results in a more
intuitive manner with standard deviations.

By further analyzing the extractions, we found that most of the
errors were due to an inexact match, where a predicted entity
overlapped with the gold standard. For example, the predicted
entity “余 (B-Location)肺 (I-Location)内 (O)” is an inexact
match for the gold standard annotation “余 (B-Location)肺
(I-Location)内 (I-Location).” Although these extractions could
not cover the gold standard exactly, the partially matched entities
still contained useful information for RC and PP. We also
calculated the inexact matching performances for each type of
entity and have presented them in Table 6 and Figure 6.

As shown in Table 6, the macro-F1 scores of ID-CNN-CRF,
Bi-LSTM-CRF, and BERT using the inexact metrics are 89.6%,
89.96%, and 90.06%, which obtain improvements of 13.93%,
12.69%, and 9.09% compared with the exact metrics,
respectively. Furthermore, the micro-F1 scores of the inexact
metrics are all above 94%. Almost all the entities obtain better
extraction results under the inexact matching scheme, especially
those entities with diverse descriptions, which indicates that the
extractions cover most of the annotations.
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Table 5. Performance of the named entity recognition models.

BERTcBi-LSTM-CRFbID-CNN-CRFaEntity

F1 score (%)Recall
(%)

Precision
(%)

F1 score (%)Recall
(%)

Precision
(%)

F1 score (%)Recall
(%)

Precision
(%)

87.6186.0587.9285.8888.0283.8685.3587.7983.11Mass

92.2793.0791.5294.0494.7993.2993.8395.4292.29Lymph node

87.4486.9987.9388.1289.386.9986.187.4084.85Location

94.2294.4494.0393.5694.9292.2993.249591.6Size

99.1199.1199.1298.2698.7997.7798.0298.4597.66Negation

71.7568.4975.5569.7371.4768.466.6169.6664.16Density

77.6975.0381.3976.1478.474.3377.4781.0474.48Enhancement

82.281.882.728183.3878.9583.2183.8582.65Shape

75.176.8874.1765.6669.5562.5767.1167.9666.45Bronchus

80.2177.1384.5983.3983.2883.5480.3679.3981.48Pleura

58.5154.5368.0943.2743.1344.539.0541.5937.52Vessel

72.2466.678253.1767.546.5242.7560.1736.43Vertebral body

97.7897.2598.3296.5197.395.7797.1197.2597.02Effusion

57.4653.265.8653.0457.2550.2849.1151.3347.67PAOPd

80.9779.3383.877.2779.7975.6575.6778.3174.1Macroaverage

88.587.7889.2887.9289.3286.5687.1188.4185.85Microaverage

aID-CNN-CRF: iterated dilated convolutional neural networks-conditional random field.
bBi-LSTM-CRF: bidirectional long short-term memory networks- conditional random field.
cBERT: bidirectional encoder representation from transformers.
dPAOP: pulmonary atelectasis/obstructive pneumonitis.

Figure 5. F1 scores with bars showing the standard deviations of the named entity recognition models. Bi-LSTM-CRF: bidirectional long short-term
memory networks-conditional random field; BERT: bidirectional encoder representation from transformers; ID-CNN-CRF: iterated dilated convolutional
neural networks-conditional random field; PAOP: pulmonary atelectasis/obstructive pneumonitis.
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Table 6. Performance of the named entity recognition models calculated using the inexact matching scheme.

BERTcBi-LSTM-CRFbID-CNN-CRFaEntity

F1 score (%)Recall
(%)

Precision
(%)

F1 score (%)Recall
(%)

Precision
(%)

F1 score (%)Recall (%)Precision
(%)

93.0292.0594.1192.8995.290.7192.1994.8189.78Mass

98.5999.4197.898.29997.4398.73100.4297.11Lymph node

94.4793.9995.0193.9595.292.7393.2494.6691.88Location

96.7997.0396.5897.6299.0696.2897.0698.995.33Size

99.1199.1199.1298.2698.7997.7798.0298.4597.66Negation

89.6485.4994.4884.0186.1382.3986.9590.5384.09Density

87.7385.0391.5389.2592.386.7989.1193.2685.64Enhancement

91.691.1292.2391.1693.9488.7692.2292.9291.59Shape

85.7587.7684.7683.7389.1979.484.0185.0383.20Bronchus

88.7385.793.1292.6792.5492.8691.6790.4493.07Pleura

75.5867.589.0377.5273.8284.6679.0979.1881.29Vessel

80.2473.339272.2886.6765.7671.7692.563.81Vertebral body

99.4598.9110098.9399.7498.1898.598.6498.4Effusion

80.1374.9990.2389.0396.3984.2381.8484.6480.1PAOPd

90.0687.9693.5789.9692.7188.4389.692.4688.07Macroaverage

94.5793.8195.3994.3295.8492.8794.0195.4292.66Microaverage

aID-CNN-CRF: iterated dilated convolutional neural networks-conditional random field.
bBi-LSTM-CRF: bidirectional long short-term memory networks- conditional random field.
cBERT: bidirectional encoder representation from transformers.
dPAOP: pulmonary atelectasis/obstructive pneumonitis.

Figure 6. Inexactly matching F1 scores with bar showing the standard deviations of the named entity recognition models. Bi-LSTM-CRF: bidirectional
long short-term memory networks-conditional random field; BERT: bidirectional encoder representation from transformers; ID-CNN-CRF: iterated
dilated convolutional neural networks-conditional random field; PAOP: pulmonary atelectasis/obstructive pneumonitis.

RC Results
To evaluate the proposed RC method, the data set was randomly
separated such that 70%, 10%, and 20% of the CT reports were

used as the training, validation, and test sets, respectively.
Attention-Bi-LSTM and BERT were selected as the baselines.
The annotated entities were provided in this step for evaluating
the performance of the RC models. The hyperparameters of the
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RC models are listed in Multimedia Appendix 5. We also
repeated the entire training and evaluation process five times
with different random seeds to alleviate the possible bias caused
by data partitioning.

Table 7 and Figure 7 show the experimental results of the RC
models. As depicted in Table 7, all the four models achieve

excellent performances with macro-F1 values above 95% and
micro-F1 values above 97%. Comparing the baseline and
proposed methods indicates that the RSC improves the
performances of both the baseline models, especially for the
Related RC. Moreover, the BERT-RSC achieves the best
performance among all the models.

Table 7. Performance of the proposed and baseline relation classification models.

ProposedBaselineRelation

BERT-RSCdAttention-Bi-LSTM-RSCcBERTbAttention-Bi-LSTMa

F1 score
(%)

Recall
(%)

Precision
(%)

F1 score
(%)

Recall
(%)

Precision
(%)

F1 score
(%)

Recall
(%)

Precision
(%)

F1 score
(%)

Recall
(%)

Precision
(%)

96.2395.5596.9595.594.7996.2595.8395.3996.395.2394.4796.02At

98.2598.4298.1197.6198.197.1997.7397.3598.1397.2797.5197.05SizeOf

92.5696.2789.1790.5592.3188.9589.6494.785.2289.6591.4788.17Related

99.5699.7499.3898.5697.8299.3399.599.6399.3897.8797.0798.7Negate

99.0598.8799.2298.898.7798.8398.8498.5799.1198.6898.6798.7NoRelation

97.1397.7796.5796.296.3696.1196.3197.1395.6395.7495.8495.73Macroaverage

98.3798.4898.4898.0898.0898.0898.1198.1198.1197.8897.8897.88Microaverage

aID-CNN-CRF: iterated dilated convolutional neural networks-conditional random field.
bBi-LSTM-CRF: bidirectional long short-term memory networks- conditional random field.
cBERT: bidirectional encoder representation from transformers.
dBERT-RSC: bidirectional encoder representation from transformers-relation sign constraint.

Figure 7. F1 scores with bars showing the standard deviations of the relation classification models. Attention-Bi-LSTM: attention-based bidirectional
long short-term memory networks; Attention-Bi-LSTM-RSC: attention-based bidirectional long short-term memory-relation sign constraint; BERT:
bidirectional encoder representation from transformers; BERT-RSC: bidirectional encoder representation from transformers-relation sign constraint.

PP Results
Based on the experimental results presented above, we selected
the BERT model for NER and RC. Note that instead of using
the annotated data, we directly used the output of the NER
model as the input for RC and employed the PP module to
analyze the triples extracted by NER and RC to verify the
performance of the IE system. We randomly selected 50 reports,

for which both the annotators manually answered the 22
questions. Table 8 shows the number of positive answers
annotated to each question in the 50 reports and the experimental
results of the IE system for each question. The experimental
results prove that the IE system achieves a macro-F1 score of
94.57% and a micro-F1 score of 96.74%, indicating that the
system can effectively extract information related to lung cancer
staging from CT reports.
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By analyzing the incorrect answers, we found that the main
reason for inaccurate extraction was that some entities or
relations were not recognized by the system. For example,
missing “Mass” or “At” relations made it impossible to
determine the relative position between the primary tumor and

other nodules, resulting in low recall values of Q6, Q9, and
Q18. Besides, missing “Bronchus,” “PAOP,” “Vessel,”
“Density,” and “Enhancement” entities led to low recall values
of Q3, Q5, Q7, Q21, and Q22 when relevant descriptions were
inherently scarce.

Table 8. Experimental results of the developed information extraction system.

F1 score (%)Recall (%)Precision (%)Number of positive answers
annotated

No.

100100100501

96.7795.7497.83472

93.3387.50100163

98.1196.3100274

83.3383.3383.3365

90.3282.35100176

88.898010057

10010010028

92.3185.71100149

1001001002810

1001001001811

95.4595.4595.452212

100100100113

97.44100951914

100100100615

100100100516

9595952017

808080518

100100100219

94.5592.8696.32820

92.3185.711001421

82.768085.711622

94.579296.76Macroaverage

96.7495.9997.49Microaverage

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we developed an IE system to extract information
related to lung cancer staging from CT reports automatically.
The experimental results indicate that the IE system can
effectively extract the useful entities and relations using the
NER and RC models and accurately obtain the answers to the
questions about lung cancer staging using the PP module. The
extracted information shows significant potential to support
further research about accurate lung cancer clinical staging.

Although the macro-F1 score of NER is only 80.97%, which
seems insufficient to support RC and PP, the IE system still
achieves satisfactory results. The main reason is that the PP
module exploits the key characters in the extracted entities or

only the presence of the entities to obtain the answers but does
not need the complete entities. For example, the annotation of
the sentence “右肺下叶基底段见软组织密度肿块” is
[Location_B, Location_I, Location_I, Location_I, Location_I,
Location_I, Location_I, O, Mass_B, Mass_I, Mass_I, Mass_I,
Mass_I, Mass_I, Mass_I], but the NER result is [Location_B,
Location_I, Location_I, Location_I, Location_I, O, Location_I,
O, Mass_B, Mass_I, Mass_I, Mass_I, Mass_I, Mass_I, Mass_I],
which means the Location entity extracted is merely “右肺下
叶基.” However, this partial Location entity is correctly linked
to the Mass entity “软组织密度肿块” with an “At” relation by
the RC model, and the key characters “右” and “下” in the
Location entity can support the following PP step. The high
macro-F1 and micro-F1 of the inexact matching scheme indicate
that most of the entities can be extracted completely or partially
by the NER model. Furthermore, the extractions cover most of
the key characters needed during the PP step.
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For the RC task, all the four models achieve satisfactory
performances. This is because the descriptions are similar in
many sentences so that the models can easily learn these
patterns. However, for the Related relation, none of the models
obtain the perfect performance. The main reason is that some
types of entities like “Vertebral Body” and “Vessel” are rare
and have diverse descriptions, making it difficult for these
models to learn the corresponding patterns. The addition of RSC
may make the descriptions more uniform so that the models
may learn the patterns more easily.

For the NER and RC tasks, the advanced pretrained BERT
model achieves better performance compared to the conventional
CNN and RNN methods, thus verifying the superiority of large
language representation models for various NLP tasks.

Limitations
Although the rule-based PP module can accurately obtain the
answers to the defined questions by analyzing the extracted
entities and relations, these hard-coded rules are difficult to
maintain and update. Furthermore, for better use of clinical
knowledge (eg, enlarged lymph nodes with a minimum diameter
greater than 10 mm are often considered metastatic), we need
to establish a more comprehensive knowledge base to analyze
the extracted information. Ontology, as a formal representation
of medical knowledge, has become the standard method to
develop knowledge bases [49,50]. In future, we can use the Web
Ontology Language (OWL) [51] to construct the knowledge
graph and employ the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL)
[52] to develop the reasoning rules for lung cancer staging.

In this study, we explored the feasibility of extracting
information related to lung cancer staging from CT reports using
an NER+RC+PP pipeline in a single hospital. When generalizing
this approach to other hospitals, the entity and relation
definitions as well as the annotation strategy can be important

references for the same application, and the developed pipeline
can also be reused. However, if researchers want to customize
the entity types or relation types to suit their purpose or if the
writing style of CT reports is significantly different from that
in the reports that we used, fine-tuning of BERT using the newly
annotated reports may be a possible way to obtain satisfactory
generalization.

Future Research
In the current study, pathological staging was not applied as the
gold standard to evaluate the correctness of the extracted results.
This is mainly because in clinical practice, clinicians use not
only CT but also PET, MRI, and other diagnostic modalities to
stage patients. Therefore, it is insufficient to use only the
information extracted from the CT report to stage the patients.
In future, we plan to extract staging information from other
examination reports and use this multisource information to
verify the staging correctness from a more comprehensive
perspective. Moreover, by combining various details such as
laboratory tests, disease history, and radiomics data, we can
employ advanced machine learning algorithms to develop
clinical staging prediction models to further alleviate the large
number of disagreements between clinical and pathological
stages.

Conclusions
In this study, we developed an IE system to extract lung cancer
staging information from CT reports automatically using NLP
techniques. Experimental results obtained using real clinical
data demonstrated that the IE system could effectively extract
the relevant entities and relations using the NER and RC models.
It could also accurately answer the staging questions using the
rule-based PP module, thus proving the potential of this system
for lung cancer staging verification and clinical staging
prediction.
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Abstract

Background: Pituitary adenoma is one of the most common central nervous system tumors. The diagnosis and treatment of
pituitary adenoma remain very difficult. Misdiagnosis and recurrence often occur, and experienced neurosurgeons are in serious
shortage. A knowledge graph can help interns quickly understand the medical knowledge related to pituitary tumor.

Objective: The aim of this study was to develop a data fusion method suitable for medical data using data of pituitary adenomas
integrated from different sources. The overall goal was to construct a knowledge graph for pituitary adenoma (KGPA) to be used
for knowledge discovery.

Methods: A complete framework suitable for the construction of a medical knowledge graph was developed, which was used
to build the KGPA. The schema of the KGPA was manually constructed. Information of pituitary adenoma was automatically
extracted from Chinese electronic medical records (CEMRs) and medical websites through a conditional random field model and
newly designed web wrappers. An entity fusion method is proposed based on the head-and-tail entity fusion model to fuse the
data from heterogeneous sources.

Results: Data were extracted from 300 CEMRs of pituitary adenoma and 4 health portals. Entity fusion was carried out using
the proposed data fusion model. The F1 scores of the head and tail entity fusions were 97.32% and 98.57%, respectively. Triples
from the constructed KGPA were selected for evaluation, demonstrating 95.4% accuracy.

Conclusions: This paper introduces an approach to fuse triples extracted from heterogeneous data sources, which can be used
to build a knowledge graph. The evaluation results showed that the data in the KGPA are of high quality. The constructed KGPA
can help physicians in clinical practice.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e28218)   doi:10.2196/28218

KEYWORDS

knowledge graph; pituitary adenoma; entity fusion; similarity calculation

Introduction

Pituitary adenoma is one of the most common central nervous
system tumors. Most of the benign adenomas are characterized
by swelling growth, which can be cured by surgery or medicine

[1]. However, a small number of pituitary adenomas are not
sensitive to surgery, radiotherapy, and drug therapy, and
metastasis will lead to pituitary adenocarcinoma [2]. At present,
there are difficulties in the diagnosis and treatment of pituitary
adenoma [3]. In some cases, pituitary adenocarcinoma can even
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be life-threatening [4] and the prognosis is extremely poor.
Therefore, pituitary adenoma has become a hot topic in life
science research, and an open knowledgebase of pituitary
adenoma is needed.

A knowledge graph is a general framework for formal
description of knowledge, which can describe knowledge in the
form of triples as a “head entity-relation-tail entity,” one of the
most popular knowledge representation methods currently
adopted [5]. Well-known open-domain knowledge graphs
include Freebase, DBpedia, YAGO, and NELL, among others
[6]. Knowledge graphs are also widely used in the medical field.
Gong et al [7] proposed a method to build a diabetes
knowledgebase by mining the web; they extracted knowledge
from the semistructured content of the vertical portal and then
mapped the information onto a unified knowledge graph. Ernst
et al [8] constructed a biomedical science knowledge graph in
which they extracted data using distant supervision methods
and used logical reasoning for consistency checks. Rotmensch
et al [9] designed an automatic extraction framework to directly
extract diseases and symptoms from electronic medical records
(EMRs), and automatically constructed a knowledge graph.

Data fusion is an important step of the integration of
heterogeneous data in the construction of knowledge graphs.
Entity fusion includes methods based on character similarity,
clustering, deep learning, and others. Zhang et al [10] proposed
a novel multisource medical data integration and mining solution
for better health care services, which can search for similar
medical records in a time-efficient and privacy-preserving
manner. Wang et al [11] extracted different semantic words
using multimodal trees and performed multigranularity feature
fusion on the data. Li et al [12] proposed a novel
fusion-embedding learning model, G2SKGE, which aims to
learn the subgraph structure information of the entity in a

knowledge graph. Li et al [13] proposed an approach to build
a knowledge graph for hepatocellular carcinoma, and applied
a biomedical information extraction system to filter and fuse
the data.

In this study, we extracted data from patient EMRs and medical
websites, fused the entities using our proposed head-and-tail
entity fusion model, and constructed a medical knowledge graph
for pituitary adenoma (KGPA). The main contributions of this
study are as follows. First, there is currently no Chinese
knowledgebase for pituitary adenoma. Therefore, this study
presents the complete process of knowledge graph construction,
which was used to construct the KGPA. Second, to integrate
the data extracted from different sources, we propose a fusion
method suitable for medical data that was used in the process
of KGPA construction. The method includes two steps: tail
entity fusion and head entity fusion. Finally, knowledge of
pituitary adenoma, such as the typical symptoms of different
pituitary adenoma–related diseases, can be clearly revealed by
searching the KGPA. According to doctors’ feedback on use of
the KGPA, the content displayed in the KGPA was considered
to be consistent with the actual clinical situation.

Methods

Overview
According to the characteristics of pituitary adenoma diseases
combined with the characteristics of Chinese electronic medical
records (CEMRs) and Chinese health websites, we designed
the construction framework of the KGPA, as shown in Figure
1, which includes 5 steps: raw data collection, schema design,
data extraction, data fusion, and data storage and visualization.
Each step is introduced in detail below, with emphasis on the
proposed data fusion model.

Figure 1. Process for construction of the knowledge graph for pituitary adenoma. CEMR: Chinese electronic medical record; NLP: natural language
processing; BERT: bidirectional encoder representations from transformer.

Data Schema
The knowledge graph includes a data layer and a schema layer
[14]. Entities, relations, and attributes in the data layer are
regulated and restricted by the schema. The schema was based
on several open-access authoritative terminologies and
ontologies, including the UMLS Semantic Network [15], the

concept definitions in SNOMED-CT [16], and the International
Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health
Problems (ICD-10). In addition, the natural language processing
datasets defined by the Informatics for Integrating Biology &
the Bedside [17] and CEMRs Entity and Relations Annotation
Specifications defined by Harbin Institute of Technology [18]
were also referenced for this task. With the help of clinical
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experts, a combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches
was used to construct the KGPA schema.

In our previous study of CEMRs data extraction, we found that
the medical diagnosis and treatment activities could be
summarized based on symptoms (symptom) and abnormal
results (examination) [19]. The doctor will give a comprehensive
diagnosis conclusion (disease) and corresponding treatment
measures (surgery, medicine). Therefore, the mentioned entities
and the relations between them were abstracted for design of
the schema. The CEMRs are detailed but contain a limited
number of concepts; therefore, we extracted data from medical

websites to expand the concepts. Through analyzing the data
types of the websites, six types of concepts were added to the
schema: pathogeny, treatment, examination, treatment
department, English name, and alternative name. The most
frequently used disease term in websites was selected as the
concept of the disease, and then treatment and examination were
defined as related entities. Pathogeny, treatment department,
English name, and alternative name were defined as the
attributes of the disease. Attributes can be used to describe the
internal characteristics of the disease entities; the more attributes
there are, the more complete the information of the entity will
be [20]. The KGPA schema is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Schema of the knowledge graph for pituitary adenoma (KGPA). Concepts extracted from Chinese electronic medical records are in red.
Concepts extracted from health websites are in blue. GH: growth hormone.

Data Extraction

Process
In the process of data extraction, entities and relations were first
extracted from unstructured information in CEMRs. For website
data, specific HTML wrappers were constructed to directly
extract the triples (eg, Cushing syndrome, Symptom, Lethargy).
The details are described below.

EMR Data Extraction
CEMRs include information on admission, discharge summary,
disease course, and a medical record summary, among other
details. Since the history of present illness (HPI) in the
admission record contains a large amount of detailed patient

symptoms and preliminary examination information, the HPI
was selected as the main data source in our study.

The Chinese Clinical Natural Language Processing System
(CCNLP) [21] developed by our team was used to annotate
entities and relations in CEMRs, as shown in Figure 3. The
CCNLP allows user to customize the entities and relations.
According to the definition of the schema, we defined 6 types
of entities and 5 types of relations in the CCNLP. Two clinicians
were invited to perform annotation. The conditional random
field model is embedded in the system, which can train the
annotated corpus and assist in annotation. The results of the two
annotators were evaluated by the consistency evaluation function
of the CCNLP [22].
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Figure 3. Medical text annotation using the Chinese Clinical Natural Language Processing System (CCNLP) system.

Web Data Extraction
The web data were mainly collected from medical websites and
high-quality encyclopedia websites. The extracted disease
entities in the CEMRs were used as search terms on the medical
websites. Since single medical website retrieval is not
comprehensive, four websites with higher data quality were
used: xywy [23], UpToDate [24], Baidu Encyclopedia [25], and
chunyuyisheng [26]. All of these websites provide HTML pages
of diseases, symptoms, treatments, and other relevant details.

This enabled obtaining sufficient medical knowledge to
construct the knowledge graph.

Since the websites shared similar structures, xywy was selected
as an example to illustrate the details of pages and its structures
used for data extraction. As shown in Figure 4, the information
in “Infobox” can be directly extracted and stored as triples. The
“Medicines” data in the website are stored in a tabular format.
We extracted the title and first lines of the tables, which were
combined as triples. Different wrappers were designed to extract
information from different web pages.

Figure 4. Web page structural analysis for knowledge extraction.
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Data Fusion

Framework
Triples from different sources may have complements,
redundancies, or even conflicts among each other. To ensure
accuracy of the data in the knowledge graph, a data fusion
method was proposed as shown in Figure 5. The data were fused
by calculating the similarity of head entities and tail entities.
The purpose of similarity calculation is to find the optimal
alignment between the website entities and CEMR entities. The

fusion methods were carried out in two steps. First, the similarity
of tail entities (symptoms and examinations contained in both
data sources) were calculated based on bidirectional encoder
representations from transformer (BERT), the TransR model,
and the Jaccard coefficient. Tail entity fusion enabled obtaining
a more consistent entity expression. Second, the structural
information of the graph was used to merge the head entities
(diseases) through the TransR model, Jaccard coefficient, and
the count of same nodes.

Figure 5. Data fusion framework. CEMR: Chinese electronic medical record; BERT: bidirectional encoder representations from transformer.

Tail Entity Fusion Model

Features

In the entity fusion task, there are only two types of training
results (positive and negative); therefore, this can be converted
into a binary classification problem. In the tail entity fusion
experiment, three different features were constructed as model
inputs: semantic similarity, TransR similarity, and Jaccard
similarity.

Semantic Similarity Calculation Based on BERT

A semantic model is widely used in the similarity calculation
of textual data. In this study, the semantic classification model

was trained with labeled data. BERT-Base, Chinese [27] was
used to construct the embedding of the tail entities in CEMRs
and website data, as shown in Figure 6. Tail entities can be
regarded as short sentences, and the matching problem of entity
pairs can be modeled as a classification task. The first output
vector of the coding layer “C” is taken as the semantic
representation of the entity pair. “[CLS]” represents the
beginning of a sentence and “[SEP]” separates the two
sentences. “E” represents the word embedding of the input
character and “T” represents the contextual representation of
the input character. The semantic categories are then calculated
using two full connection layers: full connection layer 1 uses a
tanh activation function and full connection layer 2 normalizes
the probability of each class with the softmax function.
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Figure 6. Semantic similarity calculation model based on bidirectional encoder representations from transformer (BERT).

Knowledge Representation Learning

Knowledge representation learning methods do not rely on
textual information but rather obtain the depth characteristics
of the data by mapping the entities to low-dimensional space
vectors. A total of 4684 pituitary adenoma triples were used to
test the data representation ability of the Trans models [28]. We
evaluated the performance of the models using hits@10 (ie, the
proportion of correctly aligned entities ranked in the top 10
predictions); a higher hits@10 value indicates better
performance. The evaluation results were 0.27 for TransE, 0.37
for TransH, and 0.39 for TransR. Therefore, TransR was selected
for knowledge representation learning. The extracted triples
were used as positive examples (head [h], relation [r], tail [t]).
For each positive triple, we randomly replaced its head entity
(h’, r, t) or tail entity (h, r, t’) to generate a negative triple. A
mapping matrix Mr was used to describe the relational space of
relation r. Using the gradient descent method to update the
parameters, we obtained the vector of the tail entities trans_vec.
The cosine similarity cos was used to calculate the tail entity
similarity of the two data sources, as shown in Equation 1:

Simteal_trans(mi,ni)=argmax(cos[trans_vecmi],cos[trans_vecni])

(1)

Jaccard Coefficient

The Jaccard coefficient was selected as the third feature of tail
entity fusion. The Jaccard coefficient refers to the ratio of the
number of intersection elements to the union elements in two
sets; the higher the Jaccard value, the higher the similarity. We
assigned each tail entity in the CEMRs and websites to sets t1
and t2, respectively. The Jaccard coefficient represents the ratio

of the same number of Chinese characters in the two words to
the total number of characters, as shown in Equation 2:

Jaccard(t1,t2)=|t1∩t2|/|t1|+t2|–|t1∩t2|

(2)

Head Entity Fusion Model

Features

When merging head entities (diseases), the similarity of the two
attributes and their structures were mainly considered. That is,
if two head entities are the same, their neighboring entities
should also be similar.

Attribute Similarity

Entity alignment can be performed using the alternative name
attribute or the English name attribute of the disease. If the head
entities in the two data sources have the same alternative name
or English name, the two entities can be considered the same.
For example, “垂体生长激素腺瘤” (growth hormone–secreting
pituitary adenoma) has alternative names of “pituitary growth
hormone secreting adenoma” and “GH adenoma.” Therefore,
we can align “pituitary growth hormone secreting adenoma”
and “GH adenoma” to “growth hormone–secreting pituitary
adenoma.”

Structural Similarity Fusion Model

When the head entities cannot be aligned by the attribute, we
propose using the structural similarity model to fuse entities.
Three different features were chosen as the classifier model’s
inputs: the number of identical tail nodes, Jaccard similarity,
and TransR similarity, as shown in Equation 3.
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The head entity and the tail entity have a 1-N relationship.

Taking two disease sets from two data sources as an example,

represents the number of identical tail nodes in different sets

and represents the ratio of the same number of characters to
the total number of characters of two sets. The order of words
in the set is not considered. For the attribute similarity, the vector
representation of entities was trained using the TransR model,
whereas in this case, we calculated the vector of the head entity
using the TransR model.

After the head entities of two heterogeneous data sources were
fused, the triples containing all of the disease information were
obtained. Finally, to standardize the disease names in the
knowledge graph, we mapped them to the ICD codes.

Results

Data Extraction
Three hundred clinical medical records and 4 portal websites
were selected as data sources to construct the KGPA. Although
these are all Chinese resources, our proposed approach is not
dependent on a particular language and can be applied to data
resources in other language in the same way. The data in
CEMRs were annotated by two doctors using the CCNLP system
[21]. With the consistency test function of the system, the
consistency of the annotations reached 95.2%. Website data
were extracted according to the wrapper defined in this study.
Table 1 shows the number of all entities extracted from the two
types of data sources. The concepts are abundant in websites,
whereas the CEMRs included more symptom entities, which
can help to expand more data types for the KGPA. The
“Prefusion” column of Table 1 shows the number of all relations
extracted from the two types of data sources.

Table 1. Number of relations before and after data fusion.

After fusionPrefusionTail entityHead entityRelation

19403154symptomdiseaseDiseases_rel_Symptom

4555surgerydiseaseDiseases_rel_Surgery

182245medicinediseaseDiseases_rel_Medicines

274437examinationdiseaseDiseases_rel_Examination

281396bodysymptomSymptoms_rel_Body structure

109110treatmentdiseaseDiseases_rel_Treatment

104122pathogenydiseaseDiseases_attr_Pathogeny

4471departmentdiseaseDiseases_attr_Department

4271English namediseaseDiseases_attr_English name

2023alternative namediseaseDiseases_attr_Alternative name

Data Fusion
Two hundred medical records were randomly selected for the
fusion experiment. The ratio of the training set and test set was
8:2. The experiment was trained under Windows 10, and the
model based on the TensorFlow framework was used.

The proposed tail entity fusion model was used to perform entity
fusion for symptoms and examinations. Before the fusion began,
different entities with the same conceptual semantics extracted
from different websites were merged to reduce duplication and
computation. A vector representation of 768 dimensions was
constructed through the Chinese BERT model, and then the
similarity results were obtained by full connection layers. A
50-dimensional vector was obtained by the TransR model and
the cosine similarity was used to calculate the entity pair
similarity values. The Jaccard coefficient was used as a
numerical feature. These three results were taken as features
into the classification model. Three different classification
models were adopted for training: logistic regression, decision
tree, and neural network. The results are shown in Table 2. The
neural network showed the best performance.

Subsequently, the triples completed by the tail entity fusion
model were used for the head entity fusion experiment. A total
of 65 head entities were fused between CEMRs and websites.
Among them, 17 entities could be directly mapped by disease
name, 6 entities could be fused by attribute (eg, growth
hormone–secreting pituitary adenoma, pituitary microadenoma,
Cushing syndrome, hypothyroidism), and 42 head entities were
fused based on the proposed structural similarity fusion model.
The three classification models above were used for training.
As shown in Table 2, the decision trees performed better when
fusing head entities because the data inputs to the model were
smaller than the fusing tail entities. With the increase of data
volume, the advantages of the neural network were reflected in
the fusion of tail entities.

Additionally, we divided the features into four variants for an
ablation study. We selected logistic regression as the
classification model to explore the contribution of different
features to the model, and these results are also shown in Table
2. These three features had nearly the same contributions to the
model in the head entity fusion. For a specific disease knowledge
graph, the Jaccard similarity feature played a major role in the
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tail entity ablation experiment, and the features based on BERT
and TransR simply contributed by fine-tuning the model.

Table 3 shows that our proposed model has higher accuracy
than previous models. Compared with previous models, we

divided the entities into head entities and tail entities and fused
them according to different characteristics. Different concepts
were considered separately in the step-by-step fusion process,
which improved the precision of the fusion.

Table 2. Head and tail fusion model performance.

F-score (%)Recall (%)Precision (%)Fusion model

Head entity fusion

Linear regression models

83.7184.0683.37Jaa+TransR

83.9584.5583.37Sab+TransR

84.1984.5583.85Ja+Sa

84.2684.6183.92Ja+Sa+TransR

97.1697.0397.29Neural network

97.3297.1897.47Decision tree

Tail entity fusion

Linear regression models

61.7361.7461.73BERTc+TransR

95.7995.8395.76Ja+BERT

95.9095.9395.89Ja+TransR

95.9395.9495.92Ja+BERT+TransR

98.5798.7298.43Neural network

98.1198.0598.18Decision tree

aJa : Jaccard similarity.

bSa: identical tail nodes in different sets: .
cBERT: bidirectional encoder representations from transformer.

Table 3. Model comparison.

F1-scoreMethodResearch fieldModel

—aAlign entities according to the string similarities of the entity names and attribute valuesSymptomRuan et al [29]

0.60Align entities according to the entity’s attribute types (attrbool, attrnumeric, attrstring, attrtime)Disease, medicineYang et al [30]

0.76Character similarity of entity pairs and degree centrality of entities in the graphDisease, medicine, symptomSun et al [31]

0.83Semantic classification model based on pretrained BERTbDisease, medicine, examina-
tion

Liu et al [32]

0.97Multifeature learning based on head-and-tail entitiesSymptom, examination, dis-
ease

Our model

aNot provided.
bBERT: bidirectional encoder representations from transformer.

The triples obtained after data fusion were stored and visualized
in Neo4j [33]. The KGPA contained 1789 entities and 3041
pairs of relations of 73 pituitary adenoma–related diseases. For
a knowledge graph, accuracy is of great importance. However,
there is currently no gold standard for pituitary adenoma
knowledge graph validation. To evaluate the quality of the
knowledge graph, the accuracy of triples was used as an
indicator. Three hundred triples were randomly sampled and
each triple was manually evaluated by two physicians; the
accuracy reached 95.4%.

Discussion

Principal Findings
A knowledge graph was constructed by mining CEMRs and
web resources. In the process of KGPA construction, to solve
the problem of knowledge duplication between heterogeneous
data sources, we proposed a head-and-tail entity fusion model.
The model showed good performance on the fusion of medical
data.
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The KGPA was proven to be effective when displaying the
typical symptoms of pituitary adenoma–related diseases. For
example, the query for symptoms of disease “prolactin
(PRL)-secreting pituitary adenomas” differed from the query
for the disease “nonfunctioning pituitary adenoma” using the
following query in Cypher: “MATCH (p:dis{disease: 垂体泌

乳素腺瘤})-[:dis_rel_sym]->(n), (m)<-[:dis_rel_sym]
-(q:dis{disease:垂体无功能腺瘤}), WHERE (m)<>(n),
RETURN p,n,q.” As shown in Figure 7, the entities in the
middle of the graph are symptoms of both diseases and the
entities on the right are typical symptoms unique to the disease
“PRL-secreting pituitary adenomas.”

Figure 7. Differences of typical symptoms between “prolactin-secreting pituitary adenomas” and “nonfunctioning pituitary adenoma” in the knowledge
graph for pituitary adenoma.

Searching for the KGPA by Cypher, we found that most pituitary
adenoma–related diseases have the following basic symptoms:
headache, vision problems, fatigue, slow reaction, mood
problems, changes in height and weight, changes in appetite,
and changes in sleep. Nonfunctioning pituitary adenoma has
all of these basic symptoms listed above. In addition to the basic
symptoms, pituitary thyroid-stimulating hormone adenoma is
also associated with symptoms of goiter, palpitation, and
exophthalmos. The typical symptoms of PRL-secreting pituitary
adenomas are associated with the reproductive system, decreased
libido, and menstrual changes in women. The typical symptoms
of pituitary growth hormone adenoma are altered facial features,
enlarged hands and feet, snoring, and metabolic disorders.
Cushing syndrome is characterized by obesity, altered skin
color, increased hair, and edema. Based on clinicians’ feedback
on the use of the KGPA, the knowledge in the KGPA was
consistent with the actual clinical situation. The KGPA will be
useful for clinical interns in diagnosis and treatment, and may
also be helpful for medical students to quickly master knowledge
of pituitary adenoma–related diseases.

Limitations
The KGPA was constructed by integrating CEMRs and web
data related to pituitary adenoma. However, since we only
focused on pituitary tumors, the data volume was relatively
small. In the next step, we plan to try to extend the method
proposed in this study to the entire neurosurgery field or even
larger fields and apply the knowledge graph to clinical practice.

Conclusion
This study shows that entities and relations extracted from
heterogeneous data sources such as CEMRs and health websites
can be used to construct a knowledge graph after entity fusion.
The head-and-tail entity fusion model proposed in this paper
achieved 97% in accuracy, which is higher than that reported
for previous models. The KGPA constructed in this study can
be used to discover the knowledge hidden in the source text,
such as typical symptoms unique to the disease “PRL-secreting
pituitary adenomas.” Based on clinicians’ feedback, the
knowledge in the KGPA was consistent with the actual clinical
situation. The knowledge graph constructed will be useful and
helpful for patients, medical students, and interns to assist in
obtaining information for symptoms, diagnosis, treatment, and
disease pathogenesis.
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